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Preface

Publications of the National Institute of Standards and Technology undergo
rigorous technical, policy, and editorial reviews to assure their quality.^
This interim report does not meet the normal requirements of the NIST technical
and editorial reviews. Its content has been developed by hiindreds of
technical experts working in the United States and abroad to develop a

standard for the exchange of product data in digital form. Collectively, the
contributions of these experts are intended to form the working draft of the

standard. The content of this interim report has been accepted by the

IGES/PDES Organization as being sufficiently complete and sufficiently
correct to warrant broad technical review by the national and International
standards making organizations. Publication of this interim report freezes
the content and makes it available in a stable, referenceable form suitable
for comprehensive review.

A final report will be published when the review process is complete.

^The technical review includes critical evaluation of the technical concent

and methodology. The policy review includes examination of consistency with

NIST statutory authority and operating policy, and appropriateness of

selected medium of publication, and other matters as appropriate. The

editorial review includes a check on nomenclature, formatting, titling,

references, indexing, citations, footnotes, and acceptable standards of

writing quality.
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Introduction

This interim report is a compilation of documents associated with the

effort to create the Product Data Exchange Specification (PDES) standard. Col-

lectively, these documents form the first woricing draft of the standard. The

documents contained in this report have been accepted by the committee chair-

men of the IGES/PDES Organization as being sufficiently complete and suffi-

ciently correct to warrant broad technical review by the national and interna-

tional participants in the standardization process. Publication of the documents

in this interim report freezes the content and makes it available in a stable, refer-

enceable form suitable for comprehensive review.

The Product Data Exchange Specification is being developed by the

IGES/PDES Organization as a proposed standard. Throughout this document

there are references to another proposed standard called the Standard for The
Exchange of Product data. This second proposed standard which we will refer

to as the ISO Product Data Standard is a work item in ISO. The IGES/PDES
organization is submitting the specification to ISO to be put through its formal

standardization procedures. The responsible ISO committee is

TC184/SC4/WG1. At this point in time, PDES and the ISO Product Data Stan-

dard are the same standard and it is the intention of all parties to keep them the

same.

The various documents compiled into this NISTIR are what are known
as "N" documents. These "N" documents each have a separate number

assigned by the ISO working group. Eventually the "N" numbers will disappear

and be replaced by more coherent clause numbers (analogous to sections or

chapters.) The table of contents shows the current correspondence between

"N" numbers and future clause and annex portions of the proposed standard.

Please note that publication of this document is primarily an effort to

create a stable source of material which can be used for further development.

It is clearly premature to be used for any type of procurement action and is sub-

ject to change.
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Foreword

This document has been prepared by Working Group One of Sub<ommittee Four (**Exchange of

Product Model Dau’O of ISO Technical Committee 184 Clodustrial Autmnatioc Systems**); ISO
TC184/SC4/WG1.

*1116 preparatioQ of dus document has benefitted from the contribution of Computer-Aided Design

Interfaces project (CAD*I), funded by the European Commtmity (Eaprit project 322), and the Initial

Graphics Exchange Specification/Product Data Exchange Spedficadao organizatioa, in the United

States of America.

This is the first edition of the standard.

This document incorporates the experience gained from the development of the following national

standards: Initial Graphics Exchange Specification, ICES (ANSI Y14J16-M-1987, **Digital Represen-

tation for Communication of Product Definition Data**, 1987); Standard d*£change et de Tiansfert, SET

(Afnor Z68-300, **External Representation of Product Definition Data: Data Exchange and Transfer

Standard Specification**, version 83-08, August 1981); and Verband der Automobilindustrie-Fl^cben-

Schnittstelle, VDA-FS (DIN 66 301, **lndustrielle Automation - Rechnergesttitzter Konsuuieren: For-

mat zum Austauch geometriscber informationen**, July 1986).

Tbe following annexes are normative;

• Information Modelling Language; Express

• Physical File Structure

• Mapping from Logical Layer to Physical Layer

The following annexes are informative;

• Development Support

• User Support

• Bibliography
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Introduction

'nie Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data is a neutral exchange mechanism capable of

completely representing product definition dau throughout the life cycle of a product.

There is an undeniable need to transfer product definition dau in computer-readable fonn from one

she to another. These sites may have one of a number of relationships between thii»TTT (contractor

and snbcontractor* custcnner and supplier); the infonnatian invariably needs lo iterate between the

thes, retaining both dau completeness and functionality, until it is nltimately archived. The most

cost-effective manner to encapsulate such infonnation is in a neutral fonnat, independent of any

Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software system.

« The experience to date in using digital product data has been reasonably successftil only when there

has been careful planning and teAing of the dau paths used. The effort has been slow because of

the need for personnel involved to undenund the idiosyncrasies of the CAD systems and to develop

competence in using the translation software: success can be attributed to the ooUaboration of sender

and receiver. This is a reflectkm of present practice wc»id-wide and underlines that the present use

of digital product dau is for exchange.

The term “exchange’' denotes an activity charactoized by dte following conditions:

NOTES

1 the data transfer occurs at a single point in time

2 complete information is available oa the computing systems available

3 sender and receiver can communicate to solve any problems that are encountered

The methodology underlying the development of this international standard includes die use of refer-

ence models, formal definition languages and a three layer architecture (appUcation, logical, physical).

To provide a rigorous specification, a number of formal concepts are used to describe both the “log-

ical" content of the information and a well-defined syntax (grammar) at the physical layer. This

provides the facility not only for neutral file exchange, but also as a basis for implementing and

sharing product daubases.

It should be emphasized that the goal is to create a complete represenution of a product as stored in a

database and not merely a graphical or visual representation, existing standards for which are already

esublisbed (for example: Graphical Konel System, ISO 7942).

At the application level, models specific to the activities of ooe application are developed. These

individual application reference models are then mapped onto the Logical Layer, which is, in turn,

mapped onto the Physical Layer. In practice, it is recognised that some topics are common to more

than one application: specific “Topical models" are developed for these areas.

The logical layer is formulated in an information description langiuge (called Express) which includes

facilities for declarations similar to record definitions in the computer programming languages Pascal

and Ada. The infonnation content of an entity (i.e. all relevant facts about an entity) are defined in

the logical layer, independent of the many possible ways in which the dau might be implemented.

The physical layer (concerned with the rqjreseotation on a sequential file) has its formal syntax

expressed in Winh Syntax Notation (WSN). This is an unambiguous, context-free formal grammar,

thereby easing the problem of processing such a file by computer.

The standard itself comprises Clause Four and the Normative Annexes (A, B, and Q. In addition,

there is a series of reference models for individual applications (described in the associated Techrucal

Report). These are integrated into a single application reference model before mapping on to the

logical layer, and thence the physical layer.
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INDUSTRIALAUTOMATION SYSTEMS -

EXCHANGE OF PRODUCT MODEL DATA -

REPRESENTATION AND FORMAT DESCRIPTION

1 Scope

This international standard specifies a representation and format descrqHion for the exchange of

product model data.

Application reference modeb cover finite element (FE) modelling, presentation, drafting, product

structure configuration management (PSCM), form features, electrical and electronic ^>plica-

tions, and vchitecture, agineering and canstructioo (AEQ.

Finite element modelling b limited to modeb for linear elastic ud thermal FE analyses. The

intent b to capnire just the finite element model itself uid not any of the pre* or post-

processing information. Incluskm of any processing infonnatioa, as well as non-linear

material or geometric properties, b left to a later versioo of die standard.

Presentation shall provide the entities which support the visualisation of data attained in the

neutral format file, augmented by instructions of the tender governing the appearance

of product model data as well as supi^ementary annotations. The presentation entities

shall form a common basb for the needs of any application.

Drafting defines entities that are needed to expr^, in a ooo^uter-mtelligent form, the data

which enables generation of a human- interpretable representation of Product Data.

Initially, only mechanical produas are included; however, future expansion for other

applications will take place as theb requiremenb become available.

Product Structure Configuration Management b limited primarily to engineering data. It

is assumed, however, that the product described will be manufactured (and probably

supported by an organization throughout its life).

The viewpoint represented in this data model b primarily that of configuration man-

agement of product structures. Engineering design and management are also strongly

represented. The panicular terms may vary depending on the nature of the enterprise,

but the function is that of managing the way in which deliverable products are designed

and configured.

The scope of this model is restricted by:

1
.
product structure b restricted to the relationship between physical cmnponents and

assemblies.

2. configuration management applies only to product structure; Le. manages the way

assemblies and components are configured. This b initially limited to managing

the way prodiKts are **ioteode(r to be built, not bow they are actually built. It b

further restricted to address the configuration of specific units of product (serial or

lot numbers), and not time ranges ctf products.

3. product structure will support more than one bill-of-ma(erials view.

4. product structure and configuration management will support material infoimation

only with respect to stock items and make-from bsues. Thb means that the current

model will not include material property data, which b addressed ebewhere.

5
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5. the prinuuy goal is to capture the **as designed" mfonnatiocL This is initially limited

to mechanical product issues, and no attempt at integration with other model areas

(AEC, Electrical) has been attempted.

Form Features covers nominal shape of form features and intrinsic (size) tolerances of that

shape. Other data about form features, such as non-shape properties, tolerances on the

relation of the feattire to other elements of shape, and processes are not covered. A form

feature is regarded as a portion of the of a shape. E3q>Ikit feature representation is

addressed in a general manner. The model deals with implicit representations in greater

detail.

Electrical and electronic applicatioos are limited, at present, to two specific models:

layered electrical product is intended to define the as-designed data about electrical

products which may be expressed in terms of topological layers. Included are

voids, boundaries and information joining or contained on layers. The model

addresses printed wiring boards and includes entities which provide for their

manufacture on a panel together with test coupons. The model has untested po-

tential for describing printed wiring circuits, microwave striplines, flex harnesses,

hybrid microelectronics, integrated circuits, and composite products,

functional (connectivity) deals with logical connectivity and the functional design hier-

archy. Specifically, for combinatorial digital logic circuits, h accommodates data

describing output changes in response to input stimuli, and propogation delays.

General AEC Reference Model provides a general framework for the organizatxm of product

data that are exchanged by various disciplines within architecnire, engineering, and

construction. These include: process plants, buildings, ships, sites, etc. The model

will cover product data for the full product life cycle, from requirements through to

demolition.

AEC Ship Structural Model is an application model for the structural aspects of the design

and manufacnire phases in the shipbuilding industry. The model encompasses the data

that make up a ship's primary structure system.

The geometric topical model is distinguished from application-specific models and satisfies the re-

quirements of several application reference models. The various geometric models define/represent

the theoretically exact shape of an object and its position in space:

wireframe representation this comprises the points, curves and the possibly topcrfogical relationships

necessary to define directed curves completely and unambiguously.

surface representation this comprises the points, curves, surfaces and possibly topological relation-

ships necessary to define directed surfaces completely and unambiguously.

boundary representation this comprises the geometric and toptrfogical relationships necessary to

define the nominal shape of the "bounded volume" of the product completely and unambigu-

ously. Examples of geometry include those in the surface and wireframe models: examples of

topological constructs include shell, face, edge, vertex.

constructive solid geometry this comprises the set of primitive volumes, each of which contains the

dimensions (which define the shape of the primitive) and axes (which define its local co-ordinate

system), the operations and the sequeix:e of operations that yield a complete and unambig\x)us

product shape.

6
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tolerances whereas dimensions on an engineering drawing define &e theoretically exact ihape of a

three^iimensional object, tolerances on those dkaensioos define the allowable deviation of the

dimension from the nominal value as measured on die manufactured object. The reference

model captures the semantic content of the tolerances u specified in ANSI YUJM (1982),

ISO 1660 and ISO 1 101, uduch give the standard representation for dimensioos and tolerances

on engineering drawings. (These specifications are considered to be fimctioaally identical for

the purposes of this effort.)

Computing tolerances, process tderances, pictorial representation of tderances, dimensioning

practices and non-mechanica] part tolerances (for exnnple: dectrical component values) are

excluded from the scope of this model.

The product model to which tolerances are aj^lied is assumed to be complete, unambiguous

and usually three-dimensional definitions of the shape of the desired object, represented by a

boundary representation (Brep) solid model, an equivalent bounded, surfaced wireframe model,

or other functionally equivalent geometric model

Logical Layer The entities in the logical layer are defined using Express (Annet A), which is de-

signed to tttisfy:

1 . modelling the things of interest

2. defining the constraints that are to be imposed upon them

3. defining the operations which establish how they are to be used

4. modelling in a computer-sensible manner (i.e. processable by computer)

7
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2 Normative References

The following standards contain provisions which, throu^ reference in this text, coostitnte provisions

of this hitemationa] Standard. At the time of publication, the editions indicated were valid. All

standards are subject to revision, and parties to agreements based on this International Sumdard are

encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the most recent editions oi die standards listed

below. Memben of TEC and ISO maintain registers of canently valid International Standards.

ISO d937 Coded Character Set for Text Communication

6
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3 Definitions

For the purposes of this International Standard, the following definitions ^tply.

abstract Kbema those definitions which describe the content of the data and the relationships between

the various elements or components of the data; a product of the application layer activity

application area a set of applications doing the snne or closely related funetioos that nae data which

is logically the same

conceptual level all asp>ects which deal with the interpretation (meaning) and manipulation of infor-

mation describing an entity world in an information system

concrete schema a derivanon of the abstract schema which enables an automatic mapping to be

effected onto the (^ysical file

product data all data elements necessary to define the geometry, the function, and the behaviour

of a piece part or an assembly of pans over its entire lifespan; the term includes all product

definition data elements as well as additional elements for reliability and maintenance

product definition data the totaUty of data elements required to completely define a product; this

includes geometry, topology, relationship, tolerances, attributes and feamres necessary to com-

plete! define a component pan or an assembly of pans for the purpose of design, analysis,

manufacture, test, and inspection

reference model a standard representation created for use in constructing something; often shorthand

for “application reference model”

9
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4 Requirements

The ttaodard is the tel of functions described in CUuse Four and Annexes A, B, and C An imple-
mentatioo of this international standard shall support all or a subset of these functions, as described
in Gause Four.

10
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4 Requirements: Integrated Product Information Model

4.1 Iniroduction

This, and following. Sections define the Integrated Product Information Model, also referred to as die

Logical Schema, for Version I of this standard.

This Section defines what is referred to as the "^Core Model**; that is, the basic information that is

required to define the shape of a product, plus other information that is likely to be common across

many applications.

Another Section defines the information pertineni to particular “applications’* that are necessary to the

production of a product.

The technical content of the Integrated Product Information Model (IPIM) has been developed by

many technical comminees working in parallel, each producing a Topical Information Model (TIM)

of their particular technology area; these have been documented elsewhere. Within the IPIM, these

individually developed TIMs have been reorganised and integrated (collated) into a coherent whole.

The objective of the integration process was to produce a single, minimally redundant, unambiguous,

and complete information model for the standard. The IPIM has been designed to be independent

of any particular implementation technology for data exchange. During the course of this process

changes have had to be made to portions of some of the Topical Models to meet the objectives; the

information content exhibited by the TIMS, though, has been retained within the IPIM.

The technical content of the IPIM is described both formally and informally. The EGRESS Ian*

guage has been used to define formally the Integrated Product Information Model. Additional texnial

descriptions are supplied to aid the reader in interpreting the formal definition.

4.1.1 Schema Overview

This section provides an overview of the set of sub-schemas forming the current Integrated Product

Information Model and their interrelationships. The language used to describe this in an informal

manner is in the EGRESS style, but is not EI^RESS.

The overall schema is broken down into a set of sub-schemas which may, in nim. be further panitiooed.

The schemas have been deliberately kept “open”. All schemas, except the outermost EXPORT
everything. Each enclosing schema ASSUMES all its directly enclosed schemas. The effect of this is

that the overall model is independent of the partitioning into schemas.

Interrelations between the schemas can be determined by examining the ASSUME clauses.

SCSZMX ipiji_seh«

AS8T3MB

AS8TMB
A88T3MI

Asstaa
AflSUMB

AS8X3MI

Asstaa
xssma
Asstna
ASSUME
ASSUME
ASSUME

ipiai_r«aetar eh«M
ipjji^yac—try^ach aw
ipia^tepology^achana
ipia_ah«p«_achaaa
ipia^daaigB^ahap«^achana
ipia^noi i na l^ahapa^achaM
Ipia^aolida^achana
ipia^ahapa_intarfaea_ach«
ipia_faatuxaa_achaaa
ipiji^tolaraneaa_aehaaa
Ipiajaatarial^aGhana
ipia^raaannatlon^achana

1
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XSST34I : ipia^llf•^cycla^aehi
ASSDMI : ipia^applicationa aehaAa
ASSUMS : ipia^roductjanifaatation^aeh
ASSUME : ipia^draStlng^achaaa
ASSUME : ipim^MchaniealjrodttCt achama
ASSUME : ipia^aea^aehaaa
ASSUME : ipia^a«e_aehaaa
ASSUME : ipia^aae^eera^aehaBa
ASSUME : ipia_ahi.p_a^ruetur«_ach«BA
ASSUME : ipia^«l«ctrieal_achaaa
ASSUME : ipioi^alactrical^fuactleaal^aeh
ASSUME : ipiJi^«lactrieal_aehaBatie_aehaa
ASSUME : ipia^lap^ach a»

a

ASSUME : Ipia^axxalyaia^aehaM
ASSUME : ipia^fa«^a ch aa

a

ASSUME : ipiM^data,^tranafar^a rh aaa

SCBEMA ipia^raaoureaa^aehaata
ASSUME : ipia^gacmatry_a ch aa a

ASSUME : ipia^tepolegy^achaB*
ASSUME : ipim^ahapai^achaaia

ASSUME : ipia^tolarancaa^achana
ASSUME : ipiajBatasial_a^aBa
ASSUME : ipia^raaaatatioa^aehaaa

SCHEMA ipia^gaoaatry^achana
EMD_SCHS<A : SCHEMA ipim^gaoaatry^ach

SCHEMA IpijB^topolegy^aehaaa
ASSUME : ipiA^gacaa-try^achaM

: SCHEMA ipia^topology^achi

SCHEMA ipia^ahapa^achama
ASSUME : ipia^daaign^ahapa^achaaa
ASSUME : ipia_nominal^ahap«^aehaai
ASSUME : ipia^famturaa^achaaia
ASSUME : iplm_ahap«_intarfmca^aeh4

SCHEMA lpia_daaign^ahap«_aehaaKa
ASSUME : ipiM^nca inal^ahapa^aehaaa
ASSUME : ipia^faaturaa^achaaia
ASSUME : ipiJi^tolarancaa^aehaMa
ASSUME : ipia^lap^aehaaM
ASSUME : ipia^gacmatry^aehaaa

EMD^SCHEMA : ipia^daaign^ahapa^aehaai

SCHSCA ipjja^noainal^ahapa^aeh
ASSUME : ipia^gacaatry^^ach
ASSUME : ipia^topology^ach
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AS8DIII ipiJi^solld« aehi

SC13DA ipia^aolxda^aGhana
ASS^ia : ipia^gacaatry^aehana
ASST3MI : ipia^topolo^^achana

SID_SCSBA : ip^^aellda'schMa

KMD^SCSBA : ipin_aoniaal^ahap«_aehana

3CEOIX ipia^faatusaa_aGhana
ASStBOB : ipin^ahapa^lntarfaca^aGhana
ABSTJMB : ipia^ncninal^ahapa_achana
ASSUm : ipin^gaonatry^aGhana
A88DMI : ipia_tolaranGaa_^achanM

BID^SCSZMA : ipin_faatqraa^achan

a

SCBZMA ipin^ahapa^iatasfaGa^achana
A88GMI : ipia^^daaign^ahapa^achaaLa
AA8QMS : ipia_faaturaa_aGhana
AS8UMB : ipia^gaonat^y^aGhana
A3SQMI : ipira^nml nal^aliatia^arTiana

AS8QKE : ipia^aolida^achana
ASSUME : ipia^^topology^aGhana

BipjSCSZMA : ipia^ahapa^intarfaca^aGhaa

X2ID SCSBIA ipin^ahapa^aGhi

SCITIMA ipin_;tolasaaGaa_aGhana
ASSXBS : ipia_ahapa^intarfaGa_aGh4
ASSUME : ipin^faahuraa^aGhaaM
ASSUME : ipin^gaoaMtry^aGhana

: ipin^tolaranGaa^achana

SCHEMA ipin^aatarial^aGhana
EMD^SCHTMA : ipinjaatarial^aGhi

ipin_psaaantatxon_aGhaBM
: Ipin^gaoBMtry^aGhana

ASSUME : ipiji^drafhing_a6hana
H : ipin^raaantation^aGhf

EMD^SCBBCA : ipin^raaeufGaa^aGhana

SCHBIA ipin_lxfa_cycla__^aGhana

ASSUME : Ipin^raaouxGaa^aGhana
ASSUME : ipin^applxGationa^aGhana

E2fS^8CHEMA ; ipin^lxfa^GyGla^aGhana

SCHEMA Ipin^appliGatioaa^aGhi

3
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ASSUME
ASSUME
ASSUME
ASSUME
ASSUME
ASSUME

ipijB_^roduct_jttAnif•atation_sch4
ipim_a«ehaxilcaljproduct^schaaa
ipia_a«e_sch«Ba
ipiji^alactrieal^aGhana
ipia^analysia^aGhana
ipin^data_tranafar^aGhana

SCSSMA ipia^rodncbjaanifaatation^arh ana
ASSUME : ipin^draShijig^a rh ana

SCSBCA ipija^draShiag^aGhana
ASSUME : ipia^gaoaahry^achaM
ASSUME : ipin^raaaatahioa^achana

BID_SCHEMA : ipia_dfaftiag^i"

EMD^SCBBIA : ipin^roduGhjaanifartatioq^i

SCHEMA ipiajaaGhanical^roduct^achana
ASSUME : ipin paa aGhana

SCSBCA ipi

ASSUME :

ASSUME :

ASSUME :

EMD_SCSEMA

SMD SCHEMA ;

i^aGn^aGhana
ipia^ahapa^intarfaca^achana
ipia^aat arial^achana
ipia^gacaahry^aGhana
: ipin^aea^achana

ipia^aaGhanieal^Goduct^aGhf

SCHEMA ipia^aaG^aGhi
ASSUME : ipia^aaG^Gora^aGhana
ASSUME : ipin_ahip_atruGtura^a6h«

SCHEMA ipia^aac^Gora^achaaui
ASSUME : ipin^gaoaahxy^aGhana
ASSUME : ipin^ahapa^iatarfaGa^achi
ASSUME : ipin^raaourcaa^achaan
ASSUME : ipiajutarial^aGhana
ASSUME : ipin^draftiag^altl^achani
ASSUME : iplnTfan^achau

~

BED^SCEEMA : ipin^aac^cora^achan a

SCSBCA ipin^ahip^atraGtura^achana
ASSUME : ipia^raaourcaa^achana
ASSUME : ipin^gacnatry^ach4
ASSUME : ipinjaatarial^aGhi

XMD^SCBEMA : SCSBCA ipin^ahip^atructura^ach

EED SCHEMA ipia__aaG^ach«

4
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SCHZMX ipia^«l«cbrieml_sch<
ASSmtE
Asama
Assrjka

ipiA__«l«ctrical^functionAl_schi
ipiA_«lactical^achanatie^ach«Bj
ipla^lap^achi

SCSXMh ipia^alaetrieal^fxinctional^a rh aa a

ASStMl : ipia^ahapa^intarfaca^achasa
BID^SCHBA : ipia^alactrieal^fuactioaal^aeh

8CSBIA ipia^alactrical^achaBAtie^achaM
AfiStJMI : ipiji^9aomatry^aehaaa
ASSUME : ipiA^draftu&g_achaM

^D^SCBBA : ipia^alactrieml^achaaatic^acha

SCEBCA ipia^lap^aehaM
ASSUME :

ASSUME :

ASSUME :

ASSUME :

END SCHEMA

ipim^gaoaatry^achasm
ipia^tepoloHy^achasm
ipis^amtariml^achasm
ipis^daaign^ahmpa^achi
: ipis^lap^achasm

: ipi alactricml achi

SCHEMA ipis^mnmlyaia_ach4
ASSUME : Ipis^fas^achai

SCHEMA ipis_faB_aChasm
ASSUME
ASSUME
ASSUME
ASSUME

EMD SCHEMA

ipis^ahmpa^intarfmca^achi
ipis^dmtm^trmnafar_achasi
ipis^flftmtariml_achi
ipis^acB^achasm
: ipis^fas^achasm

EMS^SCHBIA : ipia^miamlyaia^aehasm

SCHEMA ipis_dmtm^trmnafas_achasm
ASSUME : avarything

: ipis^dmhm^trmnafam^achasm

EMD^SCBEMA : ipis_^mpplicmtiona^achi

EHD^SCSEMA : ipis_achaaM

5
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4.2 Resource Schema

This is Part 1 of the Integrated Product Information Model and contains the general TYPE and

FUNCTION definitions used throughout the IPIM and the general Resource entities.

*)

SCBSA ipla_tch«ma;

SCPORT XVZRmZHG;

AS8t3MI (ipia^7«sourc«s^sch«Ba,
ipia^gvoMtry^sdMM

,

ipim^topoloqy^nch— ,

ipia^ahap^^sehama

,

Ipia^daaigB^sh*p«^seh«aa

,

lpisi^noAi.nal__«hap«^«ehasA

,

ipiat^aelida^achaM*

,

lpiji^ahap«^intarfaca^aehana

,

ipia^faaturaa^achaaa

,

Ipia^tolaraneaa^aehana ,

Ipia^matarial^aehama

,

ipia^raaaatation_aehaBa

,

ipla^lKa^eycla^achana

,

Ipia^appUcationa^achama

,

ipjjijrodnetjanifaatatxon_aeh<
ipia^draftiag^achama

,

ipiajtMchanieal^roduct^acbaaa
ipia^aCB^achaaa

,

ipiji^aac^aGhana

,

ipin_aae^cora^achama

,

ipin^ahxp^atractura^achaBM

,

ipin^alactxical^aGhana

,

Ipin^alaetrieal^fnnctioaal_aeh
ipin^alaetricBl^aehanatxc^aeh
Ipia^lap^aehana

,

Ipin^aaalyala^aehana

,

ipin^fan^aehana

,

ipin^data^tranafar^aehana)

;

6
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4J Types and Functions

4J.1 Type Definitions

This Section contains the TYPE definitions which are common to more than one of the schemas.

4.3. 1.1 AGGREGATES

Listed here are several types of “generic” aggregates. These are provided for use as argument types

in subsequent FUNCTION and PROCEDURE definitions.

4.3. 1.1.1 GENERIC UST

*)

7YVS « LZST [0 : #] Or caWKHIC;
IMD^TYP*;

"

(*
”

4.3. 1.1.

2

GENERIC SET

*)

TYPS g«n«rie_a«t > SZT [0 : «] OT GZHXSaC;

(*
”

4.3 . 1 . 1

.3

UST OF INTEGER

*)

TYPE Xi.et_ef_int*9«e - I.ZST [0 : #] OF ZllTZGZR;

EHD_TYP*;”
*

(*
”

4.3.1.

1.4

UST OF REAL

*)

TYPE - LZST [0 : #] OT PEAL;

EED^TYPE;""
”

(*
“

4.3. 1.1.3 SELECT AGGREGATE OF NUMBER

*)

TYPE ••l«ct_aggr«gm't«_o£_^nuBb«e a«l«et__aggx«gmt« OT KDKESE;

EMD^TYPE;
” " ”

(*
“

4.3. 1.2 COORDINATE PAIR

*)

7
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TYVX eoordinat«_^«i.r « ASPAY [1:2] OT PXAL;

(*
”

4.3.

1.3

COORDINATE TRIPLE

*)

TCPZ coerdinattt_txipl« - APPAY [1:3] OT RZAL;
XHD^TYPl;

”

(*
”

4.3.

1.4

COORDINATE SYSTEM TYPE

*)

TYPE eeordlnat«_syst«a.__typ« « KMUMKPATZON 07
(xh_ractangolAT

,

rh_cylindrieml

,

rh^apharieal

,

Ih^ractanyolar

,

Ih^eylindbricAl

,

lh_aph«xical) ;

ehd^typiT
(*

“

4.3. 1.

5

CURVE OR SURFACE

*)

TYPE ciarva^or^aurfaea SSIiZCT

(curva,

aarfaca )

;

EHD_TYPE;
(*

”

4.3.

1.6

EXPRESS RESERVED WORDS

These types are used as a means of referring to EXPRESS reserved words.

4.3. 1.6.1 EXPRESS INTEGER

*)

TYPE axpraaa^lnta^r * Z2ITESSP;

EHD^TYPE;
”

(*
”

4.3. 1.6.2 EXPRESS STRING

*)

TYPE axpraaa^a^rlng « STPZUG;
EHD TYPE;

"

8



4.3. 1.6.3 EXPRESS NULL

*>

TYPI •3cpr«aa_atill « NULL;

BfD_TYPl;
”

(*
"

4.3. 1.6.4 EXPRESS NUMBER

*)

TYPE > NUMBER;
END_TYPE;

”

(*
"

4.3. 1.6J EXPRESS REAL

*)

TYPE axprasa^rMl « REAL;

END_TYPE;
”

(*
”

4.3. 1.6.6 EXPRESS ARRAY

*)

TYPE •xpraaa^axray JUUUIY;

END_TYPE;
”

(*
"

4.3. 1.6.7 EXPRESS LIST

*)

TYPE •xpraaa^liat LZST;

END^TYPE;
”

(*
”

4.3. 1.6.8 EXPRESS SET

*)

TYPE •acpraaa^sat > SET;

END^TYPE;
*

(*
"

4.3. 1.6.9 EXPRESS LCXjICAL

*)

TYPE axprsaa^lo^ical « LOGICAL;
END TYPE;

”
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(*

4.3. 1.7 INFINTTY

This TYPE provides a means of expressing the mathematical concept of infinity.

*)

T»B infinity MUMBZB;

(*

4.3. 1.8 LEADER LINE TERMINATION ENUMERATION

*)

7YVB iMdns^llnn^tnrmlnntor^nnuanrmtlon xmMZSlATZOII OF
(arrevbaad,
wmTy^Un*^
elrcln)

;

BHD_TYP1;
(*

”

4.3.

1.9

ROTATIONAL DIRECTION

*)

TYPE rotatlonnl_dlr«ctlon « dUMKRATZON OF
(eleekirlan,

eonntnrelockirla*) ;

dD^TYPB;
(*

”
4.3.1.10

SECURITY CLASS LEVEL

*)

TYPI ••eurlty_cl««S_I«v«l • KKDKZRATZOH OF
(nnelnaslflad,
eonfIdnntlal

,

••cxnt,

top^snernt)

;

dD_TYP«;"”
(*

”

4.3.1.11

SELECT AGGREGATE

TYPB ••Inet^aggxn^atn SZZ.ZCT

(axpr* a a^arrmy

,

•xprmaa_llat

,

•acprmaa_amt) ;

dD_TYPB;
”

(*

10
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4.3.1.12
SELECT FACE OR SUB FACE

*)

TYPX ••l«c&^fac«_or_subfac« SZZ^CT
(fae«,

subfaea)

;

»D_TYS*;
(*

"

4.3.1.13

SIZE

*)

TY71 aisa * SCJBCT
(aj^raaa^raal

,

telaraaead_^raal)

;

mojmit: ~
(*

"
4.3.1.14

TOPOLOGY AGGREGATES

Listed here are some aggregates of topological eatities.

4.3.1.14.1 LIST OF VERTEX

*)

TYPE liat_o£_varta* - LIST [0 : #] OP vartaa;

mO_TYP*;*
”

(*
”

4.3. 1 . 14.2 SET OF VERTEX

*)

TYPX aat^of^vartax « SXT OP Tartaa;
xho_typx7

”

(*
”

4.3.1.14.3 LIST OF EDGE

*)

TYPX liat_of_adga > LIST [0 : i] OP adga;

XBTOJTYPX;*
~

(*
"

4.3.1.14.4 SETOFEEXjE

*)

TYPX aa-t^ef^ad^a « SXT OP adga;
xhd_typx7

”

(*
"

11
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4.3. 1 .14.3 LIST OF EDGE LOGICAL STRUCTURE

*)

TYPE li«t_of_«dg«^logic*l_*tructur« LIST [0 : #] OF
•dg«^logieal^«tractux« ;

IKD_TYP*;
(*

”

4.3. 1 .

14.6

SET OF EDGE LOGICAL STRUCTURE

*)

TYPE a«t^ef^«dg«^legical^a'truetur« SET [0 : #] OF
•dg^^legical^a-ta-aetura ;

E»D_TYPE;
(*

*
4.3.1.14.7

LIST OF LOOP

*)

TYPE liat_o£_loop - LIST [0 ; #] OF loop;

EHD_TYPE;”
”

(*
”

4.3.1.14.8

SET OF LOOP

*)

TYPE aot_o£_loop SET OF loop;

emd_type7
”

(*
”4.3.1.14.9

LIST OF FACE

*)

TYPE liat_o£_£ae« LIST (0 : «] OF £aea;

EUD^TYPE;”
”

(*
"4.3.1.14.10

SET OF FACE

*)

TYPE a«t^o£__£me« SET OF £ae«;

ejid_type7
”

(*
”

4.3. 1 . 1 3 TRUE FALSE OR UNDEFINED

A selectioD from LOGICAL or UNDEFINED.

*)

12
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TYS* t3na«_f*l*«_,or_uad«fin«d SILXCT

(Mpr••a^^legiCAl

,

andafia*d) ;

BXDjmZ:
(*

”

4JJ Function Definitions

The EXPRESS language has a number of built in fimctions. This Section describes additional functions

required for the the definition and constraints on the infonnadon model schema.

The Section has been reorganised so that functions that are only applicable to a single schema are

placed in that schema, leaving only functions applicable to multiple schemas here.

4.3

.2.1

AGREEMENT

Two entities are in agreement if their directions, as evaluated by the direction fun function, are the

same.

*)

rUMCTZOK agrooMat (arg_l, arg_2 : GdXAZC) : LOGICAL;
XT dlr«etioa^£an(arg^l) O diraction^fua (axg^2) TBZS
MTDWf (FALSA ) ;

*

CL8S
RSTUUf (THUS) ;

BtDJTT;
EMD^TOICTIOll;
(*

”
4.3.2.2

ARCrWlSE CONNECTTED

An entity is arewise connected if any two arbitrary points in its domain can be connected by an arc

within the domain that does not cross a boundary of the domain. The function arewise connected

returns TRUE if its argument is arewise connected.

*)

rUMCTZOlf areviaa^eoaaacta4(arg: GZMZRZC) .'LOGICAL;

PtD_rUWCTIOII;
*

(*
"

4.3.2.3

CLOSED

An entity of dimensionality D is topologically closed if it divides into exactly two regions. The

function closed remms TRUE if its argument is closed.

*)

rUNCTZOM closed (arg: GXITOIC) : LOGICAL;
AWD^rUHCTIOK;
(*

”

13
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4 3.2.4 IS COAXIAL

The function b coaxial returns TRUE if its arguments are coaxial.

*)

rUNCTION i*_eo*xial (arg_l, arg_2 : GINXJaC) : LOGICAL;
WD^rUHCTIOM;

" “

(•
”

4.3.2.5

IS CONCAVE

The fuQctioa is concave returns TRUE if its arguments form a concave shape.

*)

rUMCTXOll ia^eoncav* (arg: gaaarie^Liat) : LOGICAL;
mo^runcTioif;

”

(*
"

4.3.2.6

IS CONICAL

The function is conical remms TRUE if its argument is conical.

*)

rUMCTIOM ia_eoiu.eal(arg: GZKBtIC) ; LOGICAL;
»D_rUHCTIOM;
(*

”
4.3.2.7

CONNECTED

Two entities are connected if any ponion of their domains and/or boundaries coincide in space. The

function connected returns TRUE if the input arguments are connected.

*)

rVJMCTIOM eonn«ct«d(arg^l, arg_2 : GZZlZItlC) : Z«OGICAL;

rnmMlt : LOGICAL :» TALSS;
BID_LOCAL;
IT (diatanca (mrg_l, arg_2) 0) TBZH
raaolt :* TADS;

B®_ir;
AX7UMI(r««Talt) ;

SHD^rUHCTIOM;
(*

"

4.3.2.8

IS CONVEX

The function is convex remms TRUE if its arguments form a convex shape.

*)

rUMCTIOM ia_eonv«x (axg: g«n«rie_liah) : LOGICAL;

KHD^rUMCTIOM;
(*

”

14
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4.5.2.9 COORDINATED LISTS

There arc many instances of entities which have two or more attributes of type LIST and the entries

in the LlSTs must be in one to one correspondance. The function coordinated lists may be uted to

specify this constraint.

The function takes two arguments, both of type LIST, and returns TRUE if the entries in the pair of

LISTs are in correspondance with each other.

*)

rUMCTZON eoord±natad_li.ata (a«gl, «rg2 : gaaarie^Urt) : LOGICAL;
LOCAL

” *

raasalt : LOGICAL : TROS;

ZMD^LOCAL;
Zr 8ZZZOr(axgl) O SZZSOr(ug2) TEST
saault : FALSI;

SHDZT;

(* paatade coda hara tox chaehing LZST aatry eorraapondanea . *)

ItZTURM(xaauZt) ;

EMD^FDHCTZOlf;
(*

”

4.32.10 COORDINATE SPACE

This function returns the dimensionality of the coordinate space of a geometric entity. The default

value is 3.

*)

rUMCTZOH ceordlnata^spaea (arg: gaonatzy) : ZETXGZR;
LOCAL

~

dla : ZKTZGZR;
XMD_LOCAL;
zr WOT SXZSTS(axg) TSBf
dim : 3;

ELSE
(* coda to dataxmina diraanaionallty of axgrmant typa GEOMETRY.

For point or dlraetlon coordinnta spaea ia dlxactly dadnel^la.

For all othar gacmatric antltiaa, dlaanaioaallty ia tha aaaa
aa any point or diraetion in tha attri^nta aat.

*)

EHD^ZF;
RXTOra (dia) ;

EED^FUHCTZOW;
(*

”

4.3.2.11 CO-PLANAR

This function returns TRUE if its arguments are co-planar.

*)

rUHCTZOH eo^lanar (argl,axg2: GSHERZC) : LOGZCAL;

15
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LOCAL
rsrolt : LOGICAL :« TALSX;

XMD^LOCAL;
XT (NOT plA<iAx(argl) OR HOT plAAAr (arg2 ) ) TBZM

RJBTUPH (result) ;

XHD^IT;

(* pseudo cede for checking ce-plsAerity;
if ce-plener RZSULT :« TRUX *)

RXTURH (result)

;

XMD^fOMCTIOW;
(*

”

4.3.2.12 CYLINDRICAL

The function IS.CYLINDRICAL returns TRUE if its argument is a cylindrical shape.

*)

rUNCTZON is^eylindrieel (erg: (SXHXRZC) : LOGICAL;
XHD^rUNCTIOH;
(*

"

4.32.13 DIMENSIONALITY

The number of parameters required to specify the geometric form of a topological or geometric entity.

Edges (curves). Faces (surfaces) and shells (volumes) have dimensionality of 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

By convention a Venex (point) has dimensionality of 0.

*)

rUHCTZON diaonsionulity (srg: GZHZRZC) : ZHTXGXR;
XHD^rUNCTION;
(*

*”

returns the dimensionality of its argument.

4.3.2.14 DIRECTION

Both topological and geometric entities have defined orientations. For example an edge is oriented

from the first to the second vertex and a surface orientation is defined by the surface normal. The

function Direction returns the ‘^direction” of the positive orientation of an entity in whatever units are

appropriate to the entity. If the entity is NULL then any value is returned. That is.

DZRXCTZOM^rUN (NTHiL) OZRXCTZON_rUN (ANT^XMTZTY)

is always TRUE.

*)

rUHCTZON dlr«ction_fuB (arg: GZHZRZC) : dlractlon;
XHD^rUHCTZOH;

"

(*
"
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4.3.2.15 DISJOINT-

*)

rUMCTZON disjoint («£g_l,arg_2: CZilBaC) : LOGICAL;

LOCAL
” ”

rosnlt : LOGICAL :« TALSZ;

KMD^LOCAL;

IT (distnne«(nrg_l/ nsg^2) o 0.0) TBO
rosult : TAOS;

DO^IT;
MTUm (sosnlt) ;

XMD^rUWCTIOW;
(*

”

returns true if the two arguments are disjoint

4.3.2.16 DISTANCE

The function DISTANCE returns the minimum distance between its input arguments. A negative

value is returned if the concept of distance does not apply to the argument pair. A zero value is

renimed if one or both arguments are NULL and the concept of distance would apply if they were

not NULL.

•)

rUMCTIOM di«tane«(nrg_l,nxg_2: GZ21ZZZC) : »AL;
ZMD_rUHCTIOH;

”

(*
”4.3.2.17

DOES INTERSECT

*)

rUNCTIOM do««_intors«et(«rgl,nrg2: GZHZRIC) : LOGICAL;
DID_rUllCTIOll;”

(*
"

returns TRUE if the arguments (geometrically) intenect.

4.32.18 DOMAIN

The domain of a shape (a topological or geometric or other description of some shape) is the math*

emadcal point set explicitly or implicitly represented by the shape. Except for entities with zero

dimensionality (where the point set consists of a single point), the point set nnessarily contains an

infinite number of points. The entity mathematical point set is not intended to be implemesrcd

in any system based on the Information Model because of its infinite nature, but is included as an

essential mathematical concept.

*)

KM7ITY math«aatieal^oint_s«t

;

— peiata : SZT OF point;
EID_mTITY;
(*

”
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This function is used to express the concept of “the space (region) over which an entity exists (is

dehned)”. As such, it is unlikely ever to be coded algorithmically.

*)

rUKCTZOH domain (axg: (311X3UC) : aathamatieal_^point_sa^;
BID_rUHCTIOlf;

”

(*
”

It may be used, for example, to say that two differently defined geometric curves represent the same

point set by

domain!curve 1) = domain(curTe2)

or different point sets by

domain(curvel) <> domain(curve2)

4.3.2.19 EMBEDDED

This function, given two input argtiraents that have valid DOMAINS, returns TRUE if the domain of

the first argument is “embedded” in the domain of the second argument.

*)

rUMCTZOlf mabadriad (argl , arg2 : (33tXJlZC) : LOGICAL;

LOCAL
raanlt : LOGICAL : FALSZ;

BID_LOCAL;
IT (intaraact (domain (argl) , domain (arg2) ) « domain (argl) ) TBBI

raaolt : « TRTTS

;

ZHD_ir;
StZTURH (raanlt)

ZHD^rUUCTIOW;
(*

*

4.3.2.20 EMPTY SET

This function returns TRUE if its argument is an empty set.

*)

rUMCTZON {mxq : ganaxie^sat) : LOGICAL;
LOCAL

" "

raaolt : LOGICAL : FALSZ;
BID^LOGAL;
IT SlZZOr(axg) < 0 TBZR
raanlt :« THUS;

ZMD^IT;
RZTUIdr(rasult} ;

ZMD_FUMCTIOM;
(*
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4.3.2^ 1 EXTENT

The measure of the content of the region occupied by an entity (i.e its domain) measured in uiuts

appropriate to the dimensionality of the entity, thus length, area and volume for dimensionalities of

1. 2 and 3. Where necessary the symbol E will be used to denote extent.

The extent function is a genenc function for determining arcWength. surface area or volume. A
negative value is returned if its argument is an entity to which the concept of extent does not apply.

*)

rUMCTZOII •JCt«at(ar9 : GDIZRZC) : WEAL;

BID_rT3MCTIOlf;

(*
”

4.3.2.22

SUM

This function returns the sum of the aggregate of input NUMBERS.

*)

rUNCTZOM nai(nrg: anlnct^aggrngmtn^of^aunb^x) : MOMBIIt;

LOCAL
” ” ~

saanlt : MnMBZA 0;

XHD^LOCAL;
BDRAT i : 1 TO SZZXOr(arg};

sttault :• xnault > «rg[i];
BD^IOePSAT;
RSTUPN (raralt) ;

BID^rUMCriOH;
(*

"
4.3.2.23

GENUS

The function genus returns the genus of its argument. Roughly speaking, the genus of an object is

the number of holes in the object. A negative integer is returned if the argument has no genus.

*)

rUMCTZOH g«atia(«xg: (SSnoaC) : Z21TXGZR;

IMDjrUMCTZOW;
(*
”

4.3.2.24

INSIDE

*)

rUMCTZOM in«id«(axgl,urg2,«rg3: GBIXSaC) : LOGICAL;
lllD_rUllCTIOM;

(*
”

returns TRUE if arg2 is geomenically inside argl with respect to arg3 which has dimensionality one

greater than argl and arg2.
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4.3.2.25 INSTANTIATION

The function in.^taotiation may be used lo define the cardinality between instances of two entity

types in a STEP implementation. The function returns the allowable number of instances of its

second argument for one instance of its first argument.

*)

rUHCTZGH instantiation (argl^argl: (SKHSIZC) : SnSGSU;
EHD^FUWCTIOW;
(*

”

As an example of its use, consider the foUowmg pair of statements (which would be pan of a set of

WHERE clauses):

instantiation (b, x) * 3;

instantiation (x, b) >« 0;

The first line states that an for each instantiation of an entity of type B there must be at least three

instantiations of entity type X. The second line states that for each instantiation of an entity of type X
there may be zero or more instatiations of entity type B. Taken together the effect is that B depends

on X while X is independent of B.

4.3.2.26 INT

*)

rUHCnON int(arg: RXAL) : niTXGZR;
EMD^rUHCTIOH;
(*

“

returns the integer part of its argument.

4.3.2.27 INTERSECT

The function intersect returns the domain of the geometric intersection of its two input arguments.

If there is no intersection then the result is NULL.

*)

rUHCTZON intaraact (argl, arg2 : (SSHZRZC) : aathaBatlcal^^polat^sat

;

DID_rUllCTZO«;
(*

“

4.3.2.28

MANIFOLD

Let m and n be non-negative integers and X be a subset of R"*. Let X be given the relative topology

inherited from R^. Then X is said to be a topological n -manifold provided each point of X has an

open neighbourhood that is homeomorphic to the open unit ball of R".

Essentially this means that an entity with geometric or topological connotations is manifold if it is

arewise connected and neither self-intersects or overlaps itself.

The function manifold returns TRUE if its argument is d-manifold where d is the dimensionality of

the enuty.
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*)

fOWCTIOM mani.fold(&r7: (3HZRZC) : LOGICAL;
IHO^rUNCTIOlf;

(*
"

4.32.29 OCCURS

*)

fCTMCTZOH occurs (clMAnt : GdZSlZC; sggroguto: soloct^sggrogmto)
*

: ZHTSaSH;
LOCJO.

tMp : ZMTXGDl :> 0;

SD_LOCAL;
RDSAT 1 1 TO SZZXOr (aggroguto) ;

ZF alfsnt a aggragata[i] THBf
tsisp :« tsAp 1;

SMD^ZF;
KHD^RDKAT;
HXTUtiM {ttmp)

:

DTOjrOUCTIOH;
(*
*

returns the number of times a particular instance of an entity occurs in a aggregate of the entity type.

4.32.30 OPEN

An entiiy of dimensionality D is topologically open if it is not topologically closed.

*)

rUMCTZOM opM(arg: (SX21ZiaC) : LOGICAL;
IIXTU1Uf(N0T cIos«d(arg) }

;

BfD^rOMCTIOM;
(*

~

4.32.31

OVERLAP

An entity of dimensionality D overlaps if at every point of the domain of the entity an open ball of

diameter «, where « —* 0. in can be drawn that is partitioned into exactly two regions, and two

or more points in the domain correspond to the same point in R^.

*)

rUMCTIOH cv«rlsp(arg: GBIZ^C) : LOGICAL;
BID^FUIICTIOM;
(*

"

4.3.2.32 PARAMETRIC CURVE EVALUATOR

*)

rUHCTION psxa*«-trie__curvc^svmluator (arg: curve; psrsji__vulu« : PXAL)
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: coordinat•^triple;
D?D_rUMCrXOH;

”

(*
”

returns the (X,Y,Z) values corresponding to the point on its first argument at the parameter value

equal to the second argument.

4.3.2.33 PARAMETRIC SURPACE EVALUATOR

*)

rUMCTZOH paraaMtrie^^surfaea^avaluater (meg: aurfaea;
paraa^vmluaa : coordinata^aix) : eoordinata_tripla

;

WD^rUHCTIOIf;
" ”

(*
"

returns the {X,Y, Z) values corresponding to the point on its first argument at the parameter values

equal to the second argument.

4.3.2.34 PERPENDICULAR

This function remms the vector that is perpendicular to its input argument.

*)

FUMCTZON parpandicolar (asg: GZMZRZC) : vaeter;
BHD^rUWCTIOH;
(*

*

4.3.2.35 PLANAR

*)

rUMCTZON plaaaf (arg: (SZMZSaC) : LOGICAL;
DID^rUllCIZOH;
(*

"

This function returns TRUE if the argument is an entity that lies in a single geometric plane.

4.3.2.36 SELF INTERSECT

An entity self«intersects if its domain is neither manifold nor overlapping. The fimetion returns TRUE
if its argument is a self intersecting entity.

*)

rUMCTZOM salf^intaraaet (arg: GZMXHZC) : LOGICAL;
RXTUMf (MOT (manifold (arg) OR ovarlap (axg) )

;

»D_rUMCTIOK;
(*

”
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4.3.2.37 SYMMETRIC

This function returns TRUE if its argument, or the members of the argument if it is an aggregate, are

symmetric about a point or a ctirve or a stirface.

*)

rUMCTIOH i«_ay««trie(axg: GPfPUC) ; LOGICAL;
BID_rUHCriOll;
(*

”

4.3.2.38 SYMMETRIC GEOMETRY

This function returns the Curve or Surface that is the “center of symmetry” of its argument

*)

FUMCTZOH (arg: GTHBIZC) : cor^^ox^svfaoa;
LOCAL

” ~ "

rasult : cuartra^or^sorfaea

;

DID^LOCAL;
" ~

rantalt :« NULL;
Zr la__syaB«tsic (arg) THBf
BXGZN
(* psatsde coda for dataraining tba syamatrie Cor^a or Snrfaea

aad porting thi.a Into RZSULT aa AZSULT : CDICVS^OA^SUNJACS *)

KND;
* *

BXD^Xr;

NZTURN(raault)

;

SND^rUMCTZON;
(*

“
4.3.2.39

Topological Functions

Several functions are defined here for calculating the lower level topological entities used by higher

level entities.

4.3.2.39.1 CREATE VERTEX

This fimction creates a new instance of a VERTEX or returns an existing VERTEX if one exists with

the same parameters.

*)

rUNCTZON eraata^Tartar (pot
:
point) ; artax;

LOCAL
~

naw^T : vartax;
anothar : LOGICAL : TALSZ;

KND_LOCAL;
RZPSAT rOA KACa vartax IN MOOSL WIZLK NOT aaotbar;

17 Taztax.vartax^^poiat pat THBI
(* Alraady a vartax at than point *)

anothar : * tma

;
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: v«rt«x;

WD^IT;
XMD^BZPKAT;

Z7 MOT another THZN

(* paaudo coda for craating a vmrtmx
MXWjr.VBlTXaC^POIMT : PMT;

and psaiade coda *)

HXTOWI (naw_T) ;

PtD^fUMCTIOW;
(*

“

4.3.2.39.2 CREATE STRAIGHT EDGE

This function creates a new instance of an EDGE between two points or retvims an existing EDGE if

one exists between the same points.

*)

rUMCTZOM esaata^s‘traigh't_adga (ap/ ap: point): adga;

LOCAL
" ”

aaw^a : adga

;

ta^liat : liat_o£_varta*;
Tt*_«at : aat^o£__varta*;

anethar : LOGICAL :> FALSX;
XMD^LOCAL;
17 diataaea(sp^ ap) 0 TBZM
SXTURM (MULL) ;

XHD^IT;
(* eraata varticaa for tha pointa *)

tn^liat [ 1 ]
: * eraata^vaxtan ( ap )

;

tn^liat [ 2 ] : craata^vartax (ap ) ;

tx^aat ; Ttx_aat + vta^liat;
(* ehack if anothar adga with aaaa gaoaatry *)

MPXAT TOR XACB adga ZH MOOSL WRZLX NOT aaothar;

Z7 (Ttx_aat « aat^adga^warticaa (adga) ) A2ID

(axtant (adga) diatanea(ap, ap) ) TSBff

BSGZN
anethar TStOX;

aaw^a :* adga;
BID;

"

BID_Z7;
SMD^ROXAZ;
Z7 MOT aaothar TBBf
BXGZN

(* pauado coda for eraatiag a naw adga
MBI_X . XDG*_STAilT : VTX^LZST [ 1 ] ;

MXlTl . *DG*”bID :• VTXJLZST(2];
and paaudo coda *)

BID;
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*ND_rUNCTIOH;
(*

"

4.3.2.39.3

LIST EDGE VERTICES

Given an EDGE the function remrns the list of VERTICES used by the Edge.

*)

rUMCTZOM (•: adga) : li.at^of^T«rt«x;

LOCAL
- - -

«srtie«a : :« NULL;

*ND_LOCAL;
” *

•rbicM :« vasrtie** •¥ •.•dga^etart * •.•dga^aad;
R*TU»H(v«rti.c«*) ;

” ”

IND^rUHCTIOH;
(*

~
4.3.2.39.4

SET EDGE VERTICES

Given an EDGE the function returns the set of VERTICES used by the edge.

*)

rUNCTZON (• : adga) : ;

LOCAL
” ” ~ *

v«rtle«« : ««b_of_jr«x^«x :• NULL;

KND^LOCAL;
” ~

•jrti.c«e •rti.cas -f (•) ;

RSTUPN ( ie«• )

;

PIP^rUWCTION;
(*

"4.3.2.39.5

LIST LOOP EDGE LOGICALS

Given a LOOP the function returns die list of EDGE LOGICAL pairs in the Loop.

*>

rUNCTZOV li.xt_loep^«dga_lo9ie«ln (1: loop)

: lint^of^adga^logieal^s'tnctura;
LOCAL

- - - -

•1 : lin-t^^of^^adga^^logical^etructura :• NULL;

NND^LOCAL;
“ * " ”

CASK TYPxor(i) or
•dga^locp : BXGZH

" RZrXAT i :« 1 TO SZZZOr (1 . loop^adgas)

;

«1 : al *> l.loop_adgaa [i]

;

END_ItZPZAT;

KND;
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poly^loop : •! : cr«*t«_polyloop_«dg«_lo^cml (1) ;

EID_CAS*;
”

RXTU1UV(«1) ;

DID_rUNCTIOH;
(*

”

4.3.2.39.6 CREATE POLYLOOP EDGE LOGICAL

Given a POLY-LOOP the function returns the list of edge/logtcal pairs, if necessary creating instances

of vertices, edges and edge/logical pairs that would be necessary to represent the poly-loop as an edge-

loop.

*)

rUMCTZOM er««t«^_polyloop^«d9tt_logical (1: poly^loep)
: l^»t_of_«dg«_logieal^stxactiax«;

LOC3VL
” ”

al^liat liat_of^adga_logieal^atmctura

;

naw^al adga_^logical__atmctura

;

naw_a adga;

asr^liat liat__of_vartaa ;

it” zmtxgzxT
anothar LOGICAL;
tflag LOGICAL;

SID_LOCAL;
(* cxMta •dg«/logieml inataneae for tha pointa of tha polyloop *)

SZPSAT i : 1 TO 3ZZZOr (1 .polygon)

;

it :« i+1;

zr i a SZZXOr(l. polygon) THZN
it 1;

BID_ZT;
(* eraata an adga *)

naw_a : craata_atraight__adga (1 .polygon [i ]

,

1 .polygon [it] )

;

asr^liat :* liat^adga^varticaa (nav^a) ;

(* aat TTZJIS according to raguirad adga diraction in polyloop *)

tflaig : a 1
.
polygon [ 1 ]

a asr^liat [ 1 ] . adga^atart . rartaa^^point

;

(* chack if thara ia anothar inatanca of thia potantial naw
adga/logical *)

anothar : a rAZ*SX

;

RXPXAT rox MACS adga_logical_atmct\sra Z2f MODKL mZLX
MOT axkothar;

ZF adga^logical^atmctura . adga^alaaant a aaw^a AMD
adga^logical^atructura . flag a tflag TBBf

BXGZM
~ ”

(* alraady hava thia adga/logical *)

anothar :a TKUX;

naw^al :a adga^logical^atmetura;
DID;

”

DID^ZT;
DID sipXAT;
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IT NOT another THZN
BXGZH

(* p««udo coda for craating a naw adga/logical inataaca
KCW^KL . XD<3_KLZMZHT :« HX1f_E;

HXw”*L.riAc";« TTLAC;
~

and of paaudo coda *)

END;

EMD^IT;
(* and add adga/logical atructura to output liat *)

al^liat :« al^liat * nav_al;

SID^RZPSJiT;

RXTORM (al^liat )

;

BID^rUHCTIOH;
(*

“

4.3.2.39.7 LIST LOOP EDGES

Given a LOOP the function returns the list of EDGES in the Loop.

*)

rUNCTZON liat^loep^adgaa (1: loop): liat_of__adga;

LOCAZ.
” ” ” "

adgaa : liat_of^adga

;

EMD^LOCAL;
” "

CASS TYPzor(i) or
adga^loop : BEGIN

REPEAT FOR EACH adga_logieal_atructura ZN l.loop^adgaa;
adgaa : adgaa adga^logical^atruetnra . adga^alaaant

;

END_REPEAT;
” END;

poly;_loop : BSGZN
REPEAT rOR EACH adga^logical^atructura in

craata^_polyloop^adga_logieal (1)

;

adgaa :« adgaa * adga^logical^atruetura . adga^al aaant

;

END_REPEAT;
~ ”

" END;

END^CASB;
RETOm (adgaa)

;

END^rUNCTZON;
(*

”

4.3.2.39.8 SET LOOP EDGES

Given a LOOP the function returns the set of EDGES in the Loop.

*)

rUNCTZON aat^loop_^adgaa (1 : loop): aat__of_adga;

LOCAL
” ”

adgaa : aat_of_adga;
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Z21D_L0CAL;

•d9«s : •d^* + li*t_loop^«dg«*(l);
RXTUPH(«dg«*) ;

”

DlD__rUllCTlOH

;

(*
"

4.3.2.39.9 SET LOOP VERTICES

Given a LOOP the function returns the set of VERTICES in the Loop.

*)

rUMCTXON (1: loop): :

LOCAL
~ ”

•rticas :

•dgmm : umt.^ot^mdjgm :* ••t^loop^ttdgan (1) ;

*HD_LOCAL;
" "

CASS TYPEor(i) or
•d9«^loop : BXGZH

MPXAT FOR SACB •dg* XK rndgmu:

wrtlccs ;s s«t_«dg«^T«rtlc«s (•dgv)

;

RMD_R*P*AT;
" ”

” *MD;

pely^loop : BXGXXI

RXPZAT rOR XACB ttdg* IK Adg**;
«x-t±c«s :« {rndgm)

:

XKD^RJtPKAT;
"* ~

ZKD;
«rt«x^loop : •xrbictts :> vrtie** •¥ l.locp^v^rtu;

IKD^CAS*;
”

RXTURHIvttrticas)

;

*KD_rUHCTXOH;
(*

”

4.3.2.39.10 LIST FACE LOOPS

Given a FACE or a SUBFACE the function returns the list of LOOPS in the Face or Subface.

*)

rUNCTXON lle-t^faea^loopn (f : salaet^faea^oe^eubfaea)
: liat^of^loop

;

lOCAL
loops : li.at_of_loop;

RHD^LOCAL;
”

RZPSAT rOR KACH loop_logical_structur« IK f. bounds;

loops : loops * loop_loglesl^atrueturs . loop_slsMsnb

;

XKD^RKPKAT;
MBTURH (loops) ;

RKD^rUKCTIOK;
(*

“
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4.3.2.39. 1

1

SET FACE LOOPS

Given a FACE or a SUBFACE the function returns the set of LOOPS in the Face or Subface.

*)

rUHCTIOH ••t^f»c«_loop« (f

:

LOCAL
~ ” - - - - -

loop* : s«t_of^lecp;
B®_LOCAL;

” ”

loops :* loops -f llst^fse«_loops (f ) ;

RSTUPH (loops) ;

D®_rT7llCTIOM;

(*
”

4.3.2.39.12

LIST FACE EDGES

Given a FACE or SUBFACE the function returns the list of EDGES in the Face or Subface.

*)

rUMCTZON li.st^fsc«^sdgss (f : sslsct^fses^or^subfses)
: Us't^of^odgs;

LOCAL
” *

sdgos ; lis-t^of^sdgo;

EID^LOCAL;
” ”

RX9SAZ rOR lACa loop ZM li.s^_fse«_loops (f ) ;

•dgos :* sdgos -f llrt^loop^sdgss (loop)

;

BID^RXPRAI;
” ""

RX7U92l(sdg«s) ;

DID^rUWCTZOH;
(*

”

4.3.2.39. 1

3

SET FACE EDGES

Given a FACE or SUBFACE the function returns the set of EDGES in the Face or Subface.

*)

rUMCTZOH so^^faeo^sdgos (£: solsct^fscs^or^siabfaes) : sot^of^sdg*;
LOCAL

” ” - - - - -

•dgos : sot^of^sdgo

;

BHD_LOCAL;
" "

•dgos : odgos * list^faeo_«dgss (f )

;

RS7Unf(sd9«s) ;

**

KHD^rUllCTZOH;
(*

"
4.3.2.39.14

SET FACE VERTICES

Given a FACE or SUBFACE the function returns the set of VERTICES in the Face or Subface.
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*)

rUHCTIOM (f : ••lttct_f«c«_or_«ubfac«)
: ••t_o£_v«artm ;

LOCXL
“ “

«jrtic«s : ••^^o£^v«jrt«x;

IHD_LOCAL;
~

RDSAT rOR KACH •dg* IN ••t_^£ae«^«dg«c (£) ;

«rtic«s : •rti.caa -f •t_«d9«^v«rtie«« (•dg*) ;

DID_R*P*AT;
"*

RZTUPN(r«r^ie««)

;

RHD_rUHCTIOM;
(*

”

4.3.2.39.15 LIST SHELL FACES

Given a SHELL the function returns the list of FACES in the Shell.

*)

rUMCTXON «€••(• : ahall) : »e«;

LOCAL
” ” "

faces : li.st:_of_fac«;

RMD^LOCAL;
”

CARX 7YPxor(s) or
closad^shall : BXGZH

RZPXAT rOR XACB faea^logical^structura Z2f

s . cshallJbotmdary;
faces : faces 4 face^logical^s-tructure . face^elsoant

;

XtC_RXPKAT;
^ XKD;

open^shell : BXGZH
BXPXAT rOR XACB face_logical^s^ructure ZH s . ahelljboundaxy

;

faces : faces * face^logical^shxncture . face^el se snt

;

XHD__RXPXAI;
” ”

~ XHD;
KHD_CA3X;
RXT^RH (faces) ;

XHD^rUHCTZOH;
(*

"

4.3.2.39.16 SET SHELL FACES

Given a SHELL the function returns the set of FACTES in the Shell.

*)

rUHCTZON set^shell^faces (s : shell): set^of^face;
LOCAL

” ~

faces : set_of^face;
IHD^LOCAL;

"

faces :« faces 4 lish shell faces (s);
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ElD_rmiCTIO»;
(*

”

4.3.2.39.17 LIST SHELL LOOPS

Given a SHELL the function remms the list of LOOPS in the Shell.

*)

rUHCTIOM
Loao.

*" *

l©©p« : li*t^©f_^l©op;

CASS T¥Pior(s} or
: l©opa :« loops 4> s . v©rt©x^sh«lljb©©n4ary;

wix©__aS©ll : WRGTB
” "*

BJtrUiT rOE EJ£a ©dgs^^loop ^ s . wLstt^shsLl^botmdAr^;
loops :* loops •«> ©dgo^loop;

©p«a^sh«ll : BZGni
rom SECB fmem IH soh^shsll^fsess (s) ;

loops : loops * li.sh^fae«_^loops (£se«) ;

BIS^KEPSET;
~ "

mm:
oLosod^shaH : BZGXH

FOR lACl fsca XH sot^shsll^fsess (s) ,*

loops :« loops + llsh^faca^loops (fses)

;

EiD_IU®mAT;
" ”

EHD;

SHO_CESZ;
EXT^H (loops) ;

lND_^rUllCTIOlf;

(*
”

4.3.2.39.18 SET SHELL LOOPS

Given a SHELL the ftmctioa returas the set of LCXDPS in the Shell.

*)

rnuCTZOH sat_shall^loops(s: shall): sah_^of^loop;

LOGM.
- - - -

loops : sah^ef^loop ,*

SOT^lOaO.;
" *"

loops : loops ¥ llsh^shall^loops (s) ;

WBTUSIf (loops) ;

~ ”

^_IWCriOll;
(*

“
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4.3.2.39.19 LIST SHELL EDGES

Given a SHELL the fiinction remms the list of EDGES in the Shell.

*)

rUNCTZOK ( a : shall): list^of^^^adga;

LOCAL
•dgaa : liat_o£_adga;

ZMD^LOCAL;
RZPKAT FOR SACB loop ZN llat_sh«ll_loops (s)

;

•dgaa : « adgaa llst^locp^adgaa ( loop)

;

DID_RZPXAT;
RXT^ra(«dg«s) ;

DID^rUNCrZOll;
(*

"

4.32.39.20 SET SHELL EDGES

Given a SHELL the funchon returns the set of EDGES in the Shell.

*)

rUMCTZOH aat^shall^adgas ( a : shall): sat^of^adga;
LOCAL

~ ” ”

adgas : aa't^of^ad^a;

DID^LOCAL;
~ ~

adgas adgas •f lis't^ahall^adgas ( s )

;

RXTURH (adgas) ;

" ”

KHD^rUHCTZON;
(*

4.3.2.39.21 SET SHELL VERTIGO

Given a SHELL the function remms the set of VERTICES in the Shell.

*)

rUMCTZON aat^shall_Tar^lcas (s : shall): sat^of^Ta^ax;
LOCAL

” " ”

artleas : sat^of^^artax;
DID^LOCAL;

"" ”

RZPRAT FOR KACB adga ZN aat_shall_adgas (s) ;

artieas :« vartleas aat^adga_^vartieaa (adga)

;

RHD_R*P*AT;
” ~

RZTURN (artieas)

;

ZND_FUNCTZOM;
(*

4.3.2.39.22 MIXED LCXDP TYPE SET

Given a set of LOOPs, the function returns TRUE if the set includes both poly-loops and other types

(edge and vertex) of loops.
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rUNCTIOM (1: ••t_^o£_loop) : LOGICAL;
LOCAL

~ "" ~ ”

raault : LOGICAL :« FALSS;
ZHD_LOCAL;
IT TYP*OT(l[l]) p©ly_loop THDI
BIGZH
RXPSAT TOR EACH loop IN 1;

IT TYPXOT(loop) O poly^loop THEN
^ roault :« TRUE

;

END_IT;
EMD^BZPSAS;

END;
*

ELSE
BEGIN

BEPEAT TOR EACH loop IN 1;

IT TYTEOT(loop) a poly^loop THEN
result : « TROE

;

END_IT;
END_RE7EAT;

END;
”

END_IT;
RETURN (result)

;

END rUNCTION;
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4.4 Miscellaneous Resources

4.4.1 Introduction

This Secrion contains a collection of miscellaneous resources that appear to have general applicability.

These have been extracted from several Topical Models.

4.4. 1.1 ALTERNATE REPRESENTATION

This entity provides a mechanism for identifying a set of '‘representations’* all of which, from one

viewpoint or another, are representative of a single “thing'*. Some examples:

1. An electrical circuit that is described as a Printed Wiring Board and a Logical or Simulation

Model.

2. A Brep description of a piecepart and a finite element mesh of an idealization of the pan.

Essentially, two alternates are approximately the same, within some context (see the equivalent

representation).

*)

KNTZTY altamata^rapraanntation;
Ma^nr^rapraaantation : (3HZ31ZC;

altarnataa : LIST [2 : «] OT SZMXXtZC;

HHZXtZ

maatar^rvpraanntation IS mltmmmtmm;
BID_BITITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

masterj’epresentation: The representation preferred by the ori^nator among the listed alternatives,

alternates: The list of entities that are different representations of the same product data.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. There must be at least two alternates.

2. The master representation entity is included in the list of alternates entities.

4.4. 1.2 DATE

The date (AD) in the western calender. This is the ISO definition of a date.

*)

KMTZTY data;

yaar : Z2ITXGZJI;

aonnh : Z2ITXGZJt;

day : IHTXGZP.

;

WHZPX
> 0 ;
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{ 1 < aonth <* 12 }

;

{1 < day < 31);

imjarsTTf:
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS;

year; The year,

mooth: The month of the year,

day: The day of the mooth.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. There are 12 months in a year.

2. There are no months with more than 31 days.

4.4. 1.3 DATE TIME

The calender date and time of day.

*)

SI7ZTY data_tlaM;
d : data

;

t : tiaa;
DID_DITlT3f;

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

d: The date,

t: The time.

4.4. 1.4 EQUIVALENT REPRESENTATION

This entity provides a mechanism for identifying a set of “representations” all of which are represen*

tative of a single “thing”. Some examples;

1 . A planar curve whose every point is equidistant from a single point that is both represented as

a Circle and a Composite B-Spline Curve.

2. A representation of a piece part that is described as a CSC Model, a Brep Model and a blueprint.

3. Two dates, one defined via the Western Calender and the other in the Japanese Calender, both

representing the same moment in time.

Essentially, two equivalents are meant to be identically equal (see the alternate representation

entity).
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*>

ZMTITY •qui.^l«nt_r«pr«s«nt«tion;
mA«t*r_r«pr«s«ntmtlon : SZmUZC;
«qui.vml«nta ; LIST [2 : «] OT (SPIXRIC;

WHZPX
mast•r__r«pr«s«ntmtion ZN o^ivalants;

DID_limTY;
(*

^

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

master-representatioa: The representation preferred by the originator among the listed equivalents,

equivalents: The list of entities that are different representations of the same product data.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. There must be at least two equivalents.

2. The Master entity is included in the list of Equivalent entities.

4.4. 1.5 PERSON AND ORGANIZATION

The name of a person and/or an organization structure

*)

ENTITY p«rson_aAd_^or7mnization;
pmrson
company
dapartaan^
aaction
pro jaet

MHXXtS

OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL

parson^)

STRING;
STRING;
STRING;

STRING;

( (parson O NULL) OR
(company O NULL) OR
(dapartmant <> NULL) OR
(saction <> NUZiL) OR
(projact O NULL) )

;

END^ENTITY;
(*

~

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

person: The name of a person,

company: The name of a Company,

department: The name of a Department,

section: The name of a Section,

project: The name of a Project.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. At least one attribute must be present.
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4.4. 1.6 PERSON NAME

The name of a person.

*)

INTITY ^rMonjoMmm;
: STRXHG;

titl« : OPTZONXI. STSmiG;

XHD^BTriTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

name-text: The name of a person.

title: Optionally, the title of the person (e.g the person’s position in an organisation rather than an

honorific (Mrs. or Dr.) ).

PROPOSITIONS:

4.4. 1.7 TIME

The time defined by a 24 hour clock with zero time being midnight. This is the ISO definition for

time.

*)

SI7Z7Y tia«;

hour : XHTZGZll;

alauho : ZHTSGSR;

aocond : ZNTBGZR;
aaoe : OPTIONAL PZAL;

NHZPZ
{0 < hour < 24);

(0 < mlnuto < 60};

{0 <« aocoad < 60);

{0.0 < mmme < 1000.0);
*ND_*NTIT3f;
(*

“

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

hour: The hour of day on a 24 hour clock,

minute: The minute of an hour,

second: The second of a minute,

msec: The milli-second.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . Hours must be greater than or equal to zero and less than 24.
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2. Minutes must be greater than or eqxial to zero and less than 60.

3. Seconds must be greater than or equal to zero and less than 60.

4. Milli-seconds must be less than 1000 and greater than or equal to zero.

4.4. 1.8 APPROVAL HISTORY

This entity captures the historical information of approvals over time.

*)

Z2ITXTY approval^hlatory

;

history : LIST [1 : #] OT approval

;

MHZM
BID^DITITY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINmONS:

history; The list of approval in date order.

*)

RUZiZ approval_^atory_rTala rOR (approval^hla-tory) ;

LOCAL
” ” "

i : ZIfTZGZR;

Z2ID_LOCAL;

RZPSA7 1 : 2 TO SZZSOr (hlatory)

;

zr (hi.atory[i] . approval_data < hlrtory [i>l] . approval^data)
THIH VIOLATIOM;

” "

Z2iD_RZPKAT;

KMD^ROLK;
(*

"

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The approvals are in increasing date order.

4.4. 1.9 APPROVAL

This entity is intended to capture an approval status. The attribute release (» TRUE) indicates that

the responsible organization has designated that the “thing” being approved is stifficiendy complete

to allow for its subsequent use by another person or organization.

*)

SITITY approval;
approval^data
approving^org
approvaljurpoaa
ralaaaa

DfD^DfTITY;
(*

”

data_tiaa;
parson^and^organlzation

;

stringT
”

LOGICAL;
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attribute DEFIPOTIONS:

approvai.date: The date and time when approval was given.

approving.org: The name of the approving organization (company, department, section, person,

and/or project).

approval.purpose: A description of the purpose of the approval

release: TRUE if it is deemed that “thing" being approved may be used by another person or orga*

nization, otherwise it is FALSE.

4.4.1.10 SECURITY CLASSmCATION HISTORY

This entity allows for capturing the historical information for changes in the security classification

assigned over lime.

*)

ZHTXTY a«earlty;_elaaai£lc«txoa^hi.a^ory;

hxatery : LIST [1 : #] GW a«carity_elAasifiea^lon;
WHBtX
BID_nrTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

history: The time history of security classifications.

*)

ROXiZ a«eurity^el«aaification__hi.atory^rnl« FOR
(a«curity^claaai^ie«tioa^hlat:ory)

;

LOCAL
”

i : IRTtGXR;
ZMD_LOCAL;
RZPRA7 1 : 2 TO SIZZOF (hiatory)

;

zr (history [i] . clsssiflc«tion^dAt« <

history [I'l] . elssslflestlon^dsts) THZR
VIOLATIOlf;

”

SlD^slpKXT;
BfD^ROLS;
(*

"

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The security classifications must be in increasing date order.

4.4. 1 . 1 1 SECURITY CLASSmCATION

This entity captures a particular security classification state.
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*)

ZHTZTY s«curity_claasifiem'tion;

elaa aificatlon^dat

•

d«claaaifiea-tion^dat«
clAaaification control officor

aocurity^elaaa^loval

;

data;
OPTIONAL data;

paraon^and^organlaatlon

;

daclaaaificatioo^data > claaaKication^data;
PID^PfTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEHNITIONS:

securityJeveh The assigned level of security.

classification-date: The effective date for the classification.

declassification.date: The date on which the classificadon is planned to be changed.

classificatioa.controi.ofHcer: The name of the controlling officer (company, department, section,

person, and/or project) for the classification.

4.4.1.12 UNDEFINED

This entity represents an undefined piece of information. Its main purpose is to enable “incomplete”

endties to be defined.

*)

KNTZTY UNDSrZNXD;
niD_KHTITT;
(*

”

4.4.1.13 USER DEFINED ENTITY

This is a fint attempt at specifying an entity that can be used for conveying user defined infonnation.

The syntax is defined, but not the semandcs.

*)

XMTZTy oaAr^daflnttd^OBtity;
craador paraon^and^orgaalxation

;

orcatloa^data data;

typa__id STRZZIG;

rafaraneaa OPTIONAL LIST [0:#] or S1N»ZC;
intagars OPTIONAL LIST [0:#] or ZNTXGOl;

raala OPTIONAL LIST I0:#1 or MKAL;

loglcala OPTIONAL LIST [0:#] or LOGICAL;

adringa OPTIONAL LIST 10:#] or STRING;

zmjanTiY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:
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creator: The person/orgaiuzation which created the definition of the semantics of the entity,

creation.date: The date when the semantics of the entity was defined.

tjpcJd: An indicator of the the type of user defined entity. This is used to distinguish between user

defined entities with the same creator and creation date that have different semantics.

references: A list of entity references.

integers: A list of integer numbers.

reals: A list of real numbers.

logicais: A list of logical values.

strings: A list of strings.

4.4J Units of Measure

A system of units is centered on a small number of base units. These relate to the fundamental

standards of length, mass and time, togedier with a few others to extend the system to a wider range

of physical measurements. There are also two geometrical units which belong to a class known as

supplementary units. Table 1 is a listing of the fundamental units (base and supplementary) and the

symbols used here to represent them.

QUANTITY UNITS QUANTITY UNITS
length L mass M
time T electric current i

thermodynamic temperature 8 amount of substance m
luminous intensity X

plane angle a solid angle (T

Table 1: Symbology for the Fundamental Uniis

These few base units can be combined to form a large number of derived units. For example, units of

area, velocity and acceleration are formed from units of length and time. Table 2 gives the dimensional

values for some common measures in terms of the fundamental units.

4.4.2. 1 UNITS

The units entity defines the base (or fundamental) units of measure. All other units can be derived

from this set.

KNTZTY uxtiha;

baaa^lwsgth^unit
s^unlt

baan^alactrie^cormah^onih
—paratura^unit

baaa_aaount_of^a\abstanea_unit
baaa^luaijioua^intanaity^oziit

senlad^Iangtb^unit

;

sealadMuiaa^uait

;

acnlad^tiM^uait

;

aemlad^corrant^—it

;

aealad^taaparmt'ora^janit

;

aealad^aaount^uait

;

aenlad lu^noua intanaity^unit;
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QUANTITY UNITS QUANTITY UNITS
area L- volume

velocity IT-' angular velocity aT-'
acceleration angular acceleration aT-‘^

frequency r-' density L-\M
momentum LMT-' angular momenmm
moment of inertia L‘M force LMT-^
pressure, stress

power

work, energy

surface tension dynamic viscosity

kinematic viscosity L2t-\ diffusivity

quantity of heat L-MT-’ thermal conductivity

heat capacity

specific latent beat

specific heat capacity

electric charge iT eiectnc potential r'L^MT-^
electric resistance resistivity

electric conductance electric capacitance

inductance magnetic flux

magnetic flux density magnetomotive force i

luminous flux X<T illumination

radiation activity r-' radiation absorbed dose

Table 2: Dimensions of some Derived Units of Measure

st3pplaM«ntaxy^lAntt^angl«_uBit : aealad^lana^Angla^unlt;
s\xpplaMnt&ry_aolid^angl«^tmit : ac«l«d_solid_angltt_uni.t;

BtOjarSTTf;
- - -

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

baseJength.unit: The scaled imit of length (e.g meter),

basejnass.unit: The scaled unit of mass (e.g gram),

basc-tirae.iinit: The scaled unit of time (e.g fortnight),

base.electric^urrentjinit: The scaled unit of electric current (e.g ampere).

baseJemperature.unit: The scaled unit of temperature (e.g Kelvin),

base^mount.of^bstance.unit: The scaled unit of the amount of substance (e.g mole).

baseJuminousJntensity.unit: The scaled unit of luminous intensity (e.g candela),

supplementary-plane-angle.unit: The scaled unit of plane angle (e.g degree),

supplementaryjolid..ang]e.unit: The scaled unit of solid angle (e.g steradian).

4.4.2.2 LENGTH UNIT

The units of length.
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A metre is the length eqtial to 1650763 73 wavelengths in vacuum of the radiation corresponding to

the transition between the levels 2pio and of the kTypton-86 atom.

Conversion factors are given in Table 3 with respect to the metre and in Table 4 for Imperial units

with respect to the inch.

UNIT METRES
angstrom

micron

metre

inch

10-^

1

2.54 X 10-2

Table 3: Length Units in terms of Metres

UNIT INCHES
mil

inch

foot

yard

mile

10-*

1

12

3 X 12

1760 X 3 X 12

Table 4: Imperial Length Units in terms of Inches

*)

TY7S l«agth_uni.t Z29UMZRATZ01I OT
(aags'trom,

micron^

inch,

foot,

yard,

11a,
nao^Ical^alla

,

aa'tronomleal^unlt

,

Ught^aar)

;

4 4.2.3 SCALED LENGTH UNIT

A unit of length and a scale factor.

*)

XHTZTY sealad^langth^cnlt

;

unit : langth^unlt

;

cala^factor : OPTZOIU^ RZAL;

1IHZ9X
~

ecala^factor > 0.0;
BiO_BITiTy;
(*

"
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unit: The length unit.

scaleJactor: An opdonai multiplicative factor applied to the unit.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. If present, the scale factor must be greater than zero.

4.4.2.4 MASS UNIT

The units of mass.

A kilogram is the mass of the international prototype of the kilogram, which is in the custody of the

Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) at sevres near Paris, France.

Conversion factors are given in Table 5 with respect to the kilogram and Table 6 provides conversion

factors for Imperial units.

UNIT KILOGRAM
kilogram

tonne

pound

1

lO^

0.45359237

Table 5: Mass Units in terms of Kilograms

UNIT POUND
ounce 1/16

pound 1

Table 6: Imperial Mass Units in terms of Pounds

*)

TYPX Ma«_UBi.t ZHtMZPATZOH OF
(kilogram,

tonaa,
ouaea,
pouad,
•lug,

dram,

grala,

carat)

;

DID^TYPX;
(*

^

4.4.2.5 SCALED MASS UNIT

A unit of mass and a scale factor.

*)
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XMTZTY scal«djBafls_uni.t ;

un^t : aa««_t3ai.t;

cal«_factor : OPTIONAL PZAL;

WIZSX
•ealo^factor > 0.0;

IND_*HT1TY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

unit: The mass unit.

scale_factor: An optional multiplicative factor applied to the unit.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . If present, the scale factor must be greater than zero.

4.4.2.6 TIME UNIT

The units of time.

A second is the duration of 9192631770 periods of the radiation corresponding to the transition

between the two hyperdne levels of the ground state of the caesium-133 atom.

Conversion factors are given in Table 7 with respect to the second.

UNIT SECOND
second

minute

hour

day

week

year

1

60

60 X 60

24 X 60 X 60

7 X 24 X 60 X 60

approx 365 .25 x 24 x 60 x 60

Table 7: Time Units in terms of Seconds

*)

TYPE tiaa^ualt * ZNIMBLATZOH OF
( aacoadr
alauta^
hear,

day,

weak,

y*Ar);
ZND_TYP*;
(*

”

4.4.2.7 SCALED TIME UNIT

A unit of time and a scale factor.
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*)

dTXTY scal«d._tia«_unit

;

unit : tia«^unit

;

•cal«_factor : OPTIONAL SXAL;
IfHZPX

•cala^facter > 0 . 0 ;

DID_*NTrTY;
(•

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

unit: The time unit.

scale-factor: An optional multiplicative factor applied to the unit

PROPOSITIONS:

1. If present the scale factor must be greater than zero.

4.4.2.8 CURRENT UNIT

The units of electric current.

An ampere is the constant current which, if maintained in two straight parallel conductors of infinite

length of negligible circular cross-section, and placed one metre apart in vacuum, would produce

between these conductors a force equal to 2 x 10~^ newton per metre of length.

*)

TYPX currant_unit « SNQKEXtATZON OT

XHD^TYPX;
(*

"

4.4.2.9 SCALED CURRENT UNIT

A unit of current and a scale factor.

*)

ENTITY scal*d_curr«a^_^unih

;

unit : cuarrant^janit ;

senl«_factor : OPTIONAL RIAL;
WBZRX

scal«_factor > 0.0;

XND^XNTTIY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

unit: The current unit

scale-factor: An optional multiplicative factor applied to the unit.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. If present, the scale factor must be greater than zero.
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4.4.2.10 TEMPERATURE UNIT

The units of thermodynamic temperature.

A kehin is the fraction 1/273 16 of the thermodynamic temperature of the triple point of water. The

triple point is the point where water, ice and water vapour are in equilibrium.

Conversion factors are given in Table 8 with respea to the kelvin.

UNIT KELVIN
kelvin

celshis

fahrenheit

1

+273.15

32 + (9/5) X 273.15

Table 8: Temperatures in terms of Kelvin

*)

TYPS tT *ratur KH^MZSATZON OF

£«hrashAit

/

gankina)

;

BID^TYP*;
(*

"

4.4.2. 1 1 SCALED TEMPERATURE UNIT

A unit of temperature and a scale factor.

*)

SHTZTT acalad^taaparatura^unit

;

unit : t«Bp«ratura^unit

;

acal«_factor : OPTZOKAL SxIl;

WHZRS
~

acaXa^factor > 0.0;

EID_Erri^;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

unit: The temperature unit

scale-factor An optional multiplicative factor applied to the unit

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . If present, the scale factor must be greater than zero.

4.4.2.12 AMOUNT UNIT

The units of amount of substance.

A mole is the amount of substance of a system which contains as many elementary entities as there

are atoms in 0.012 kilogram of carbon- 12.
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*)

TYPX aaount_unit « ZZITTMUUITZON Or
(mol«)

;

IHD^TYP*;
(*

”

4.4.2.13 SCALED AMOUNT UNIT

A unit of amount of substance and a scale factor.

*)

KHTZTY •eal«d_aaetaat_uni.t ;

unit : oaount^unlt

;

•cnln^factor : OPTZOHAL RZAL;
WHZM

~

•cala_factor > 0.0;

zmjBsrmY:
(•

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

unit: The amount unit

scaleJactor: An optional multiplicative factor applied to the unit

PROPOSITIONS:

1. If present, the scale factor must be greater than zero.

4.4.2.14 LUMINOUS INTENSITY UNIT

The units of luminous intensity.

A candela is the luminotis intensity, in the perpendicular direction, of a strface of 1 /600000 square

metre of a black body at the temperature of freezing platinum under a pressure of 101325 newtons

per square metre.

*)

TYPX Itminoua^lntanaity^unlt KNOMXPATZOM OF
(candala)

;

XMD_TYPX;
(*

4.4.2.15

SCALED LUMINOUS INTENSITY UNIT

A unit of luminous intensity and a scale factor.

*)

KHTZTY acalad_lumlnou«_intanaity_unlt;
unit : lualnous^lntanalty^unlt;
acala factor : OPTZONAl'’rxAL ;

~
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WBZRS
aemla^facter > 0.0;

XIID_DITITY;

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

unit: The luminous intensity unit

scaleJactor: An opdonai multiplicative factor applied to the unit

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . If present, the scale factor must be greater than zero.

4.4.2.16 PLANE ANGLE UNIT

The units of plane angle.

A radian is the plane angle between two radii of a circle which cut off on the circumference an arc

equal in length to the radius.

A complete circle subtends a plane angle at its center of 2ir radians.

Conversion factors are given in Table 9 with respect to degrees.

UNIT DEGREE
second

mmute

degree

radian

1/60 X 1/60

1/60

1

180/t

Table 9: Plane Angle Units in terms of Degrees

TYPI plan«^«ngl«_unlt BIT3UBLA7XOM OT
(a«coadr
aina-ta,

dagxM,
grmdr
radlaa)

;

BID^TYP*;
(*

"

4.4.2.17 SCALED PLANE ANGLE UNIT

A unit of plane angle and a scale factor.

*)

ZHTZTY sealad^lana^angla^unit

;

uaAt : plaaa^angla^unlt

;

•cmlm factor : OPTIONAL 9ZAL;
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WHZAZ
•cal«__£»ctor > 0.0;

IHD_KHT1TY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

unit: The plane angle unit.

scaIe_factor: An optional multiplicative factor applied to the unit

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . If present, the scale factor must be greater than zero.

4.4.2.18 SOLID ANGLE UNIT

The units of solid angle.

A steradian is the solid angle which having its vertex at the center of a sphere, cuts off an area of

the stirface of the sphere equal to that of a square having sides of length equal to the radius of the

sphere.

A complete sphere subtends a solid angle at its center equal to Air steradians.

*)

TYTX solid_angl«^uait * Z2fl3MZSATZON OT
(ntagadian)

;

XHD^TYPX;
(*

"

4.4.2.19 SCALED SOLID ANGLE UNIT

A unit of solid angle and a scale factor.

*)

X297ZTY •ealttd^solid_angl«_^u2iit;

unit : solld__angl«^unit

;

•cnl«_faetos : OffTZOMXZ. RXJ^;
HHXXX

*

•enln^fnetor > 0.0;

xxD_x*rrrrY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

unit: The solid angle unit.

scaleJactor: An optional multiplicative factor applied to the unit.

PROPOSITIONS:

I . If present, the scale factor must be greater than zero.
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4J Geometry

*)

SCflBA ipiai_r«aoQrc«s_sch«ma;

XXPORT KvsnrrazHG;

ASSQUI (lpia_g«ca«try^seh«na,
ipia^topology^sehama

,

ipim^«hap«^sehMa

,

Ipiai^telaraneas^sehatt

ipiajaatarial^aehaaa

)

4J.1 Geometry Introduction

This section represents the STEP Integrated Product Information Model for Geometry.

*)

SCaSA ipiai^g«ctt«^y;_seh«Aa;

XXPORT XVXRTTHZZIG;

(*

The mathematical symbol convention used in this secdon is given in Table 10.

Symbol Definition

a Scalar quantity

A Vector quantity

0 Vector normalisation

a Normalised vector (e.g a * (A) = A/|A|)
* Vector (cross) product

• Scalar product

A(u) Paramedic curve

Cix,y,z) Analytic curve

<r{u, v) Paramedic surface

S{x,y,z) Analytic surface

c. Partial differential of C with respect to x

«’u Partial di^erential of <r{u, v) with respect to u

5. Panial di^erential of 5 with respect to x

Table 10: Geometry Mathematical Symbology

4.5. 1.1 Parameterizadon of Analytic Curves and Surfaces

All the ctirves and stirfaces specified here have a defined parameterization. In some instances the

definitions are in parametric terms. In others, the conic curves and quadric surfaces, the definition is

in geometric terms.
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In this latter case a local coordinate system (LCS) is used to define the parameterization. The geometric

definitions contam some, but not all. of the data required for this. All the entities include a point

which forms the origin of the LCS. Two direction vectors are used to complete the definition of the

LCS. One is the local Z axis direction and the other is an approximation to the local X axis direction.

Let z be the local Z axis direction and a be the approximate local X axis direction. There are two

methods, mathematically identical but numencally different, for calculating the local X and Y axis

direcuons.

1. The vector a is projected onto the plane defined by the origin point P and the vector z to give

the local X axis direction as x s (a - (a.z)z). The local Y axis direction is then given by

y = (z*x).

2. The local Y axis direction is calculated as y s (z « a) and then the local X axis direction is

given by X = (j • z).

The first method is likely to be the more numerically stable of the two.

4JJ Geometry TYPE Definitions

4.3.2. 1 CURVE TRANSITION CODE

This type conveys the continuity properties of a composite curve as represented in the sending system.

The continuity referred to is geometric continuity, for example coot same gradient implies that the

tangent vectors of adjacent segments have the same direction but not necessarily the same magnimde.

*)

TYVX caxv«_^t7aA«iti.on^coda « ZZIUMSIATZOM OF
(con^lnuoTia,

ecat^aaaa^gradianh ,

cont^eaaa^grsdi•nt^«ama_ciarvatura )

;

(*

4.5.2.2 ENUMERATION CURVE 1 PCURVESl

*)

TY7X anqaaration_carval_pcurval * PtUkEBATIOlt OF
(cajrra_l,

pcurra^al)

;

DtD^TYPX;
”

(*
"

4.5.2.3 BSPLINE CURVE FORM

*)

TYPK b«plina_carv« form ZHUMEBATZOM OF

( ,

c±xeular^are ,

•lli.pti.c^arc

,

parmbolic^mre

,
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hyp«rbolic_«re)

;

BID_TYP»;
(*

"

4.3.2.4 BSPLINE SURFACE FORM

*)

TYVI b«pliA«_ST2rfae«^fon KHOMZ2UITZON OT
(plAn«^suxf«c«

,

cyUndricAl^rarfme«

,

coik±c«l^surfmc« ^

•pharical^vuxf«c«

,

toroidal^surfae«

,

stisfac«_of^ra^olubion ,

rulad^suxfaea

,

qoadric^aurfae«)

;

BID^TYP*;
~

(*
~

4.5.2.3 INTERSECTION ENUMERATION

*)

TY7I inbaraaction^aniamarabion Z27UMZItXTZOM OW
(baai.a^cw«

,

pcorw^sl,
pcurva^a2)

;

BID_TYP*;
"

(*
”

4.5 .2.6 UNIFORM TYPE

*)

7YPX ualfoza^typa Z2IUMEXATZ0M OT
(neaiuiifom^kaot•

,

unaform^knoba ,

baalas^kao-ta)

;

XHD^TYPX;
"

(*
"

4JJ GEOMETRY

Except where specifically stated, all geometry is defined in a right handed cartesian coordinate

system. The ctirve and surface definidoos can all be traced to points and/or vectors and/or scalar

(length) values.

*)

XM7ZTY gacMtry
SUPKXTYVX OF (coordinata^ayatam XOR

poijxt, XOR
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vector XOR
axi.«^l4ie«attnt XOR
transformation XOR
cortra XOR
surfaca)

;

local^coordinata^syatan : OPTZOKAL coordinata^systam;
WD^BITrTY;

”

(*
"

4.5 .3 . 1 COORDINATE SYSTEM

*)

KMTITY coordinata^aystam
SDBTYPI OF (gaoaatry)

;

rafaranca^coordinata^systaa : OPTZONRZi coordinata^systam;
axia^sat : transformation;

WHZRS
~

axia_sat . seals « 1.0 OR
NOT KXZSTS (aais_sat . seals)

;

BID_BITZTY;
”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

reference.coordinate^ystem: The coordinate sjstem to which the attributes of the axis set refer.

(Default is global coordinate system).

axis^et: This takes its origin from the local origin in the transformation and the axis directions

from the transformation axis values.

PROPOSITIONS:

4.5.3.2 POINT

A point is a location in some coordinate space.

*)

KHTZTY point
SUPKRTYPX or (eartasian_point XOR

point_on_eTarva XOR
point^en^S'orfsea

)

SUBTYPX or (gaomatry)

;

*HD_*»TZTY;
(*

”

4.5.3.3

CARTESIAN POINT

This entity represents a point defined in three dimensions.

*)
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ZirrZTY cartaciAn__polnt

SUBTYP* OF (point)

;

x^eeordinnta : RXAL;

y^coordinnta : RZAL;

s~coordinat« : OPTIONAL RKAL;

DXPXVI
•paea : ^TXGBl :« ceordinata^apaea (s^coordinata)

;

DID_*HT1TY;
"

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

^.coordinate: The X coordinate of the point location,

j.coordinate: The Y coordinate of the point location.

z.coordinate: The Z coordinate of the point location.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The entity is defined in a three dimensional space or in a two dimensional space as determined

by the coordinate space function.

4.5 .3 .4 POINT ON CURVE

A point on curve is a point located in the parametric space of a curve.

*)

DTIITT poiat_on_cux^
SXmTTPX of”

(

point) ;

baaia^eurva : eiunra;

point__paraaiatas : SZAL;
NHZItZ

{paraMtaie^lovar^liait (baaia^enrva)
< point^paraaataz <

paxaaataie_uppar_liait (baaia^eiarva) }

;

coordinata^apaea(point_ea^eurva) * coordinata^apaca (baaia^corra) ;

XND^BITITY;
“ " “ " “

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

basis.curve: A parameterized curve.

point.paranieter: The parameter value of the point locadon.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The parametric value must not be outside the parametric range of the curve.

2. The definition space of the point is the some as the curve.
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4.5.3.3 POINT ON SURFACE

A point on surface is a point located in the parametric space of a surface.

*)

XHTITY point^on^«tarfac«

SUBTYPX or” (point)

;

bnaia^anxfnc* : surfmeo;
point__p«raai«t«r_l : RZAL;
point^_pnraai«t«r^2 : RZAL;

WHZM
{p«raaMtric_low«r_liait (baais^aurf«e«) [1]

< point^_p«raa«tar^l <*
paraa«trie_upp«r_llait (baaia^aurfaca) [1] }

;

(paraaatric^lowar^liait (baaia_ausfaca) [2]

<« point^aramatax^2 <«
para«atrie_uppar^l iait (baaia_aurfaea) [2] }

;

coordinata^apaca (point_^oa_aurfaca) 3;

XHD^BITITY;
”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS;

basis^urface: A parameterized surface.

point-parameter.l: The first parameter value of the point location.

point4)arameter^: The second parameter value of the point location.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . The parametric values must not be outside the parametric range of the surface.

2. The point is a three dimensional point

4.5 .3 .6 VECTOR

The vector entity collects the two types of vector, direction and vector with magnitude.

*)

XMTZTY vactor
SUPSRTYPX or (dixaction XOR

actor^with^magnibuda

)

SUBTYPX or (gaoMtry”;
”

XHD^XHTITY;
(*

"

4.5.3.7 DIRECTION

This entity defines a general direction vector.
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*)

KNTZTY dlractlon
SUPXATZPS or (dafault^x^dlraction XOR

d«£aalt__y_diraction XOR
dttfault_s_dir«etioa)

SUBTYP* or (vactor)

;

X RZAL;

y BSAL;

s OPTZONia. SZAL;

OXZZVZ
«p«e« : ZZITZOBJI coordinata^apaca (dlraetioa . i) ;

WHZM
actor^magzLitada (dlxacbioa) > 0;

ZHD^mriTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

x: The direction ratio with respect to the X axis,

y: The direction ratio with respect to the Y axis,

z: The direction ratio with respect to the Z axis,

space: The dimensionality of the vector.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The magnitude of the direction vector must not be zero.

2. The direction is dehned in three dimensional space or in a two dimensional space as evaluated

by the coordinate space function.

4.5 .3.8 DEFAULT X DIRECTION

A three space direction parallel to the X axis.

*)

dTZTY dafault^x^diraebioa
SUBTYPX or (dlrac^xoa)

;

WHZSZ
X 1.0;

y 0.0;

s - 0.0
ZttDjanTTC;
(*

”

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The direction is parallel to the X axis.
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4.5.3.9 DEFAULT Y DCRECTION

A three space direction parallel to the Y axis.

*)

IMTITY dafault^y^diraction
SUBTYPX 07 (dixaetion)

;

WHZRK
X « 0.0;

y - 1.0;
1*0.0

XMD_XMTITY;
(*

”

PROPOSITIONS;

1. The direction is parallel to the Y axis.

4J.3.10 DEFAULT Z DIRECTION

A three space direction parallel to the Z axis.

*)

XMTZTY dafault^s^diractlon
SX7BTYPS 07 (dxraction) ;

WHZSX
X 0.0;

y 0.0;

X m 1.0
mD^lHTlTY;
(*

”

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . The direction is parallel to the Z axis.

4.5.3. 1 1 VECTOR WITH MAGNITUDE

This entity describes a direction vector and the magnitude of the vector. The value of the magnitude

attribute is independent of any calculation of the magnitude from considering the components of the

orientation attribute.

*)

SHTZTY actor^vith^magai.tuda
SUBTTP* 07 "•ctor)

;

oriantmtion : dixaetlon;
ma^nituda : REAL;

WHZXH
cocrdxnata^apaca (vactor^vithjaaTsvituda) *

coordlnata^spaea (oriantation)

;

KHD^DITITY;
~

(*
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ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

orientation: The direction,

magnitude: The magnitude of the vector.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The entity takes its coordinate space from the orientation attribute.

4.3.3.12 AXIS PLACEMENT

An axis placement entity defines the local environment for the definidon of a geometry entity. It

locates the entity to be defined and gives its orientation.

If a value is defaulted, it takes its default value from the enclosing coordinate system.

*)

KMTITY
SUPXHTTPX or (axial_plae«mttnt XOR

ST»TYP1 or (9«OM«ry) ;

mD^DITITr;
(*

”

4.3.3.13 AXISl PLACEMENT

An axis placement defined m terms of a locating point and an axis direcdon.

*)

B17ZTY axlsl^lae«a«nd
SUBTYPX 07 (axiajIac nnant ) ;

location : poin-t

;

tLxi,a : OPTIONAL d±r«e'tloa;

DSNJVS
a : diraetioa :« third^axla (axis)

;

VBXPZ
eocsdiaata^spaea (loeatioa) 3;

coordinata^spaea (axis ) 3

;

XND_1HTITY;
"

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

location: The local origin.

axis: The direction of the local Z axis.

z: The normalized direcdon of the local Z axis.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. axis is a three dimensional direcdon.
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4.5.3.14 AXIS2 PLACEMENT

An axis placement defined in tenns of a point and two (orthogonal) axes.

*)

Z21TZTy axi«2^lAcaBttn't

SUBTZPX or (axia^l«c«Mnt) ;

location : cartaaian^_point;

axia : OPTZOHAIi diraction ;

raf^diraction : OPTION]^ diraetion;
DXStZVX

dia : lUTXGZH :* spaca__^diaanaion (location, llDZiL,MT3ZiL, MULL)

;

X : diraetion :« placa^axia (dia, 1, axia, rar^diraction) ;

y : diraetion : plaea^axia (dia, 2, axia, xaT^diraetion) ;

s : diraetion :« plaea^axia (dia, 3, axia, raf^diraetion) ;

WBZPZ
” *

cocrdinata__apaea (axia2^1aeaaant) « dia;

eocrdinata^apaea (axia ) « coordinata^apaea (location) ;

coordinata^apaca (rar^diraction) « coordinata^apaca (location)

;

XMDJDITITY;
” "

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

location: The origin of the local coordinate system.

axis: The direction of the local Z axis if dim s 3; the direchon of the local Y system if dim s 2.

reMirection: The approximate direction of the local X axis,

x: The normalized direction of the local X axis,

y: The normalized direction of the local Y axis

z: The normalized direction of the local Z axis, if dim s 3; equal to NULL if dim s 2.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The two axes must not be parallel or and-paraJlel.

2. If axis and/or ref direction is defaulted, these directions are taken from the enclosing coordinate

system.

3. The definition space of both axis and ref direction must be three.

4J.3.15 TRANSFORMATION

A transformation defines a general geometric transformation including transladoo, rotadon, mirroring

and scaling.

The normalized vectors U|, u: and U 3 define the colunuis of an onhogonal matrix T. If |T| » - 1 then

mirroring is included. The local origin pomt A, the scale value 5 and the matrix T together define a

transformadon.

The transformadon for a point with position vector P is defined by

P ^ A + 5TP
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*)

Z2I7ITY tranaformatlon
SUBTYPZ or (g*om«try) ;

axi.«l : OPTZOM31L direction;

axi«2 : OPTIONAL direction;

«xls3 : OPTIONAL dlr^etioa;
local^origla : OPTIONAL cartasian^ein^;
acala" : OPTIONAL PJUVL;

DKAJVX
diM : INT.ECTP : apaca^diaanaion (local^origin, axial, ajcl«2; axi«3) ;

ael : P£AL :« baaa^aeala (aeala) ;

org : cax%aalan__poiB% :« baaa^origin (dia, loeal^^origla) ;

ul : dlractloa :« baaa^axia (dia, 1, axial, axla2, axia3)

;

a2 : dlractloa :« baaa^axla (dla, 2, axial, axla2, axla3)

;

u3 : dlracbloa : baaa^axla (dla, 3, axial, axla2, axla3)

;

NBZPX
eocrdlnata^apaea (txanaforaatloa) dla;

cocrdlaata^apaca (local^orlgla) « eocrdlxiata^apaea (axial)

;

eoordlnata^apaea (loeal^orlgla) « eoordlxxata^apaea (axla2)

;

eoordlaata^apaea (local^orlgla) « eo«rdlaata^apaea(axla3)

;

eoordlaaba^apaca (axial) « eoordlaa-ta^apaea (axla2) ;

eoordlaata^apaea (axial) eoordlaata^apaea (axla3)

;

coordlaata^apaea (axla2) ceordlnata^apaea (axla3)

;

acl >0.0;
BTO^DTriTT;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS;

axisl: The approximate direction of the required X axis.

axis2: The approximate direction of the required Y axis if dim s 3; the exact direction of required

Y axis if dim s 2 .

axisJ: The exact direction of the required Z axis if dim a 3: ignored if dim a 2. NULL may be

passed.

local.origin: The required transladon.

scale: The required scaling value.

sci: The required scaling value, equal to 1 if not specified,

org: The required transladon. equal to (0.0,0) if not specified,

ul: The normalized exact direcdon of the required X axis.

u2: The normalized exact direcdon of the required Y axis.

uJ: The normalized exact direcdon of the required Z axis if dim » 3; equal to NULL if dim = 2.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Local origin defaults to the global origin.
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2. Scale defaults to unity and must be greater than zero.

3. The transformation ts a three-space tran.sformation,

4. The local origin is a three dimensional point.

5. The order of derivation u3, ul and hnally u2 is significant

4.5.3.16 CURVE

Informally, a curve can be envisioned as the path of a point moving in its coordinate space.

*)

CMTZTY cosrr*

ST3PXRTY7S OF (lin* XOR
eoalc XOR
bcund«d_carv« XOR
ciasvei^on^aTarfae* XOR
of )

SUBTYPR or (9«OMtry7;
WSZRX

arcviao^^connoe^adfcorvo) ;

(corvo) > 0;

RMD_DTI1TY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Curves are arcwisc connected.

2. Curves have a non zero length.

4.5.3.17 LINE

A line is an unbounded curve defined by a point and a direction. The positive direction of the line

is in the positive direction of the direction vector.

The curve is parameterised as follows:

P = PNT
V * DIR

A(u) = P + u(V)

and the parametric range is -oo < u < oo.

*)

KMTZTY li.no

SUBTXPK or (curvo)

;

pn-t : carto«ian__point

;

dir : diraction;
WBZRZ
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eoordlxiAta^apAett (pnt) cocrdinat«_sp«e«(dlr);
eocrdinAt«_«p«c« (lln«) coordiaAta^spae* (pnt)

;

are^lAngth^Axtant (lin«) Infinity;
nro_DITXTY;
(*

’

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

pot: The location of the line,

dir: The direction of the line.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Pnt and dir must both be 2D or both be 3D entities.

2. The line is unbounded.

4.5.3.18 CONIC

A conic curve is defined in terms of its intrinsic parameten rather than being described in terms of

other geometry.

A conic entity always has a local coordinate system defined by axis placement

*)

XHTZTY conic
SUPdTYPS or (clrclo XOR

•lllpa* XOR
hyporbola XOR
parabola)

SUBTXPK or (cuxva)

;

DID_BiTITY;
(*

”

4.5.3.19 CIRCLE

A circle is defined by a radius and its location and orientation.

Interpretation of the data should be as follows:

C = POSmON.LOCAnON
X a POSmON.X
y * POSmON.Y
z a posmoN.z
R a RADIUS

and the circle is parameterised as

A(u) a C + 5(cos ux + sin uy)

The parameterisation range is 0 < u < 360 degrees.
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In the Local Coordinfite System defined above the cu'cie is the equation C ^ 0, where

C{x,y,z) -T'-¥y^-R}

The positive sense of the curve at any point is in the tangent direction, T, to the curve at the point,

where

T = (-Cj„Cx,0).

*)

KMTZTY circl*
SUBTXTX or (conic)

;

rmdlnn : RZAL;

position : sacis2_^lscsB«nt

;

WHZSX
radius > 0.0;

coordinata^spaca (circle ) « coordinata^spaca (position)

;

DID_»IT1TY;
” ~

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

radius: The radius of the circle.

position: The locadon and orientation of the circle. positionJocatioo defines the center of the circle.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The radius must be greater than zero.

4.5.3.20 ELLIPSE

An ellipse is defined by the lengths of the semi-major and semi-minor diameters and the posidon

(center or mid point of the line Joining the foci) and orientadon of the curve.

Interpretadon of the data should be as follows:

C = POSmON.LOCATION
X s posmoN.x
y = POSmON.Y
z = posmoN.z

= SEMIJOaS.l

fLnm - SEMLAXIS^

and the ellipse is parameterised as

A(u) * C + /Lnaj cos ux + R^in sin uy

The parameterisation range is 0 < u < 360 degrees.

In the Local Coordinate System defined above the ellipse is the equation C * 0, where

C(z,y,z) s xV ^maj ^

The positive sense of the curve at any point is in the tangent direcdon, T, to the curve at the point,

where

T = (-C:j„C.,0).
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*)

XMTITY
SUBTY7X or (eoai.c) ;

: RZAL;

SMl~axi«~2 : RZAL;

poaitioa : axi«2^1ac«a«nt;
IfHZM

> 0 . 0 ;

a«Bi._ajcl«^2 > 0.0;

coordiAAta^apae* (allip««) coordinata^apac* (location)

;

BID_*HTITr;
” ~

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS;

senii_axis.l: The major radius of the ellipse.

semi_axis-2: The minor radius.

position: The location and orientation of the curve.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Both the Major and Minor radii must be greater than zero.

4.3.3.21 HYPERBOLA

A hyperbola is defined by the lengths of the major and minor radii and the position (mid point of

the line joining two foci) and orientation of the curve.

The data should be interpreted as follows:

C s POSmON.LOCATION •

X = POSmON.X
7 * POSmON.Y
z = posmoN.z

~ SEMlJOaS
iZfnm - SEMI-IMAG_AJQS

and the hyperbola is parameterised as

A(u) » C + Rma] cosh ux + iLnin sinh uy

The parameterisation range is >oo < u < oo.

In the Local Coordinate System defined above, the hyperbola is represented by the eqtiadon C

where

C(z,y, r) = rV'Rmai - yV-Sim - 1

The positive sense of the cxirve at any point is in the tangent direction, T, to the ctirve at the pomt,

where

T = (-Cj„C.,0).

The branch of the hyperbola represented is that pointed to by the X direction.
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*)

XMTZTY hyp«rbola
SUBTYVX or (conic)

;

: RZAL;
•aLi__imag_axi« : RZAL;

position : nxis2_^lnc«m«nt

;

WHIM
soAi^ajtis > 0.0;

•stti^iaag^nxia > 0.0;

DID^niTITY;"
(*

~

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

semi^axis: The length of the “major radius” of the hyperbola.

seiiii_iinag_axis: The length of the “minor radius”,

position: The location and orientation of the curve.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The lengths of both radii must be greater than zero.

4J.3.22 PARABOLA

A parabola is defined by its focal length and the position (vertex) and orientation of the curve.

Interpretation of the data is as follows:

C = POSmON.LOCATION
X = POSmONJC
y = POSmON.Y
z = posmoN.z
F = FOCALJ)IST

and the parabola is parametehsed as

A(u) * C + Fiuhc + 2uy)

The parameterisaiion range is -oo < u < oo.

In the Local Coordinate System defined above, the parabola is represented by the equation C » 0,

where

C(z,y,2> = 4/’r -

The positive sense of the curve at any point is in the tangent direction, T, to the curve at the point,

where

T = (-Cj„C.,0).

*)

ENTITY parabola
SUBTYPE or (conic)

;

focal diet : REAL;
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position : - sjcis2^1mesBsnt

;

WBZM
foc*l_dist O 0.0;

sre^lsngth^^sxtsnt (parabola) > infinity;
coordinata^spaea (parabola) » coordinata^apaea (location)

I

BID_DmTr;

i

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS;

focal-dist: The distance of the focal point from the venex point,

position: The location and orientation of the curve.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The focal distance must not be zero.

I

2. The curve is unbounded.

i

1:

I 4.5.3.23 BOUNDED CURVE
If

I

A bounded curve is a curve of finite arc length.

*’

j
ZMTITY boundad^corva

SUPXRTYPS or* (poly_lina XOR
b^splina^curva XOR
trimad^curva XOR
coaipoaita^corva

)

9UBTYP* or (curva) ;

”

DID__^DITITY;

(*
“*

4.5.3.24 POLYLINE

A polyline is a bounded curve defined by a list of n points, Po, P\ ... Pn.

The curve is parameterised as follows:

|l

A(u) 3 P,(t+ I - u) + P,^i{u - 1)

where i < u < t + I and with parametric range of 0 < u < n.

*)

DrriTY linagea^ant
SUBTYPS or (boTandad_enrva)

;

points : LIST [2:#] or eartaaian^jwint

;

X»D_DITITY;
(*

^

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

points: The points forming the polyline.
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4.5.3.25 B-SPLINRCURV'E

Interpretation of the data is as follows:
1.

All weights must be positive and the curve is given by:

ElU u'iiV,(u)

where
+ 1 = number of control points.

Pi = control points,

wi = weights, and

d = degree.

Ni are the normalized B -spline basis functions of degree d defined on the knot set:

• • • ?
tti^i Uj^i > Uj (i.e. non-decreasing).

2.

The knot multiplicities m, should all be in the range (1 . .

.

degree >1) and should satisfy:

L

In evaluating the basis functions, a knot Uj of, e.g., multiplicity 3 is interpreted as a string

Uj,Uj,Uj, in the knot set.

3. The form number is used to identify special cases of conic curves. The form number is included

for information only. In cases where there is a conflict between the B-spline data and the form

number, the B-spline information takes precedence.

4. A flag is provided to indicate whether the curve self intersects or not. An UNDEFINED value

for the flag should be interpreted as self intersection is not known.

Identification of B-spline curve default values and options is important for file strucmre considerations

and for efficiency issues in performing computations.

1. A B-spline is rational if and only if the weights are not all identical. If it is non-rational, the

weights may be defaulted to all being 1.

2. A B-spUne is uniform if and only if the knots are of multiplicity (degree-t-l) at the ends, of

multiplicity 1 elsewbere.the start knot is 0. and they differ by 1 from the preceeding knot. In

this case, the knots and knot multiplicities may be defaulted.

3. A B-spline is piecewise Bezier if it is uniform except that the interior knots have multiplicity

degree rather than having multiplicity one. Note that a piecewise Bezier which has only two

knots, each of multiplicity (degree+1), is Bezier.

4. Note that defaulting weights and knots may be done independently.

5. Note also that one could have defaulted everything except the control points and degrees I in

the case where the B-spline is a polyline.
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It should be QOted that every Bezier curve has an equivalent representation as a B«spline curve but

not every B-spUne curve can be represented as a Bezier curve.

To define a piecewise Bezier spline as a B -spline:

• The first (degree+l)-niany knots are 0.0.

• The next degree-many knots are 1.0 (we have now defined the knots for one segment, unless it

is the last one).

• The next degree-many knots are l.O (we have now defined the knots for two segments, again

unless the second is the last one).

• Continue to the end of the last segment, call it the n-th segment, at the end of which (degree-f 1)-

many knots with value n are added.

Examples:

• A one segment cubic Bezier curve would have knot sequence(0,l) with multiplicity sequence

(4.4)

.

• A two segment Bezier spline would have knot sequence (0,1,2) with multiplicity sequence

(4.3.4)

.

Doing some arithmetic, if d is the degree, m is the number of knots with multiplicity d and iV is the

total number of knots for the spline, then

(d + 2 + fc) = N
(d + 1) + md ^ (d + 1)

m S (Jfe - d)/d

So the knot sequence is (0, 1 , . . . m, (m + D) with multiplicities (d + 1 ,
d, . . . d, d + 1).

The setup for surfaces is the same except that m is always 0 as there is only one patch.

*)

SKTZTY b^spl^n«^carsr«
SUBTYPK OF (boundad^eurv«)

;

d«gr«« *
: SITXtSSR;

upp«x_iad«*_on_con‘txol__poiatn

centrol^_polatn

ttnlfosrm

upp«r^indu^on_knota
kaobjBialti.pli.eiti«8

ARSAY [0

or
09TX0KAL
ZHTXGBl;
OPTIONAL

Z2ITZSXN;

upp«r_iadax^oa^eoatxel_point •

]

cartaaiaa_poiat

;

ualYoza^typa

;

ASSAY 11 : app«r^lAdaai_en^kaeta ]

OF ZNTXtSBS;

knot a

waaghta

: OPTIONAL ASSAY [1 :upp«r_indMi_on_knota]
OF SAAL;”

: OPTIONAL
ASSAY [ 0 : uppar^indan^on^control_poiata ]

or SZAL;"
feza ntaabar

aalf antaxaact

: OPTIONAL baplina^cur^^fox*;
: trua falaa or undafinad;
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WHZRX
•UB(knotjBultipllciti««) «

+ upp«r_^ind*x_on_eontrol__point« + 2;

cocrdlnat«_^«p«c« (b_0pHn«^curv«) «

coordln«^«__^«p«c« (control^pointa) ;

IND_nmTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

degre«: The algebraic degree of the basis functions.

upperJndex.on.controi^ints: The upper index on the array of control points; the lower index is

0 .

controi^oints: The control points used to define the geometry of the curve,

uniform: Indication of the type of knot set.

upperJndex.onJtnots: The upper index on the knot arrays; the lower index is 1.

knotjnultiplicities: The multiplicities of the knots.

knots: The set of knots used to define the B*Spiine basis functions.

weights: The weights associated with the control points in the rational (homogenous) case.

formjiumber: Used to identify particular types of curve.

selfJntersect: Flag to indicate whether the curve self intenects or not.

•)

RULZ b_apliA«_curw«_rul« FOR (b_aplln«^curw«) ;

LOCAL
” ” ” "

i : nrrZGZR;
ZtlD_LOCAL;

ZF KXZSTS (upp«r_induc^on_kneba) TSEH
RZPKAT i :« 2 TO upp^r^indax^cn^knoba

;

ZF (knota[i] < knotaTi-1]
VZOLATZON;

DID_ZF;

XMD^RZPKAT;
RZPSAT 1 :< 1 TO qppT^indaa^on^knata

;

ZF (kaob^aulbdpUedtlaa [1] > (dagraa-f1) ) TMBi
VZOLATZOH;

D®_ZF;
SID_RJCPXAT;

niD_ZF;
KMD^RULK;
(*

"

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The Knot set is non-decreasing.

2. The definition space of all the points must be the same.
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4.5.3.26 TRIMMED CURVE

Trimming of a curve is permitted

• by parametric value or

• by geometric position or

• by both.

At least one of these must be specified at each end of the curve.

The sense makes it possible to unambiguously define any segment of a closed curve such as a circle,

t SENSE s TRUE if the ouve is being traversed in the direction of increasing parametric value;

• SENSE = FALSE otherwise.

The combinations of sense and ordered endpoints makes it possible to define four distinct directed

sepnemts connecting two different points on a circle or other closed curve for this purpose. Cyclic

properties of the parameter range are assumed.

For an open curve, SENSE * FALSE if PARAMETER-1 > PARAMETER-2. If PARAMETER-2
> PARAMETER.!, then SENSE s TRUE. The sense information is redundant in this case but is

essential for a closed curve.

*)

XM7ZTY trioMd^curv*
SUBTYPX or (bounded etarv«) ;

b«ain^casrr«

p«raMt«r_l
parasMt«r_2
point^l
point^2
»mnmm

carv«;
OPTIONAL RZAL;
OPTIONAL RZAL;

OPTIONAL cart««ian_poxn^;
OPTIONAL curbaaian^^pclnt;

LOGICAL;

coordlnata^spAC* (b««is^curv«) « eoordinata^spae* (poln^^l)

;

coordlnata^apae* (bMia^C'orv*) « coordlnat«^sp«e« (polat^2)

;

KXISTS (p«raMt«r_l) OlTudSTS (point_l) ;

EXISTS (pArmMt«r~2) OR EXISTS (point^S) ;

p«raMt«r^l O
((NOT closed (b«ala^eu7v«) AND
(s«na« (paraM^«r^2 > paxaMtar^l) ) ) OR (eloa«d(bAaia^carT«) ) ) ;

END^ENTITY;
~ "

(*
“

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

basis.curve: The curve to be trimmed.

parameter.!: The first trimming point in the parametric space of basis curve,

parameter-2: The second tnraming point in the parametric space of basis curve,

point.!: The first nimming point in canesian space.
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point_2: The second-trimming point in cartesian space.

sense: Flag to indicate whether the direction of the trimmed curve agrees with or is opposed to the

direction of basis curve.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The basis curve and the two points must ail be defined in the same definition space.

2. Parameter 1 and parameter 2 must lie in the parametric range of the referenced curve.

3. At least one of parameter 1 and point 1 must be specified.

4. At least one of parameter 2 and point 2 must be specified.

5. If both parameter 1 and parameter 2 are specified, they must have different values.

6. For curves with multiple representations, parameter 1 and parameter 2 refer to the master

representation only.

4.5.3.27 COMPOSITE CURVE

A composite curve is a collection of curves joined end to end.

The parameter range defines the parameter values assigned to the curve transition points. Each

constiment curve receives a rescale parameter. This ensures that the transmitted composite curve is

subject to a simple linear re-parametehsation. If param range is omitted the parametric length I, of

each arc is taken from the referenced bounded curve with a simple cumulative parameterisation of

the composite curve from 0 to ^ U.

CLOSED ss TRUE denotes a closed curve with coincident first and last point: For such a curve the

K th ti^ition refers to the continuity at the start and finish of the curve. If CLOSED * FALSE the

list of transitions will contain A* - 1 entries.

The list of senses is used to denote whether or not the sense of a component curve is the same or

opposite to its sense as originally defined.

*)

crrZTY coapoaita^curvtt
SUBTYPE OF (boundnd^cusv*) ;

do••d^ciarv*

••gmonha

trmnaxtlona
p«rui^rang«
aolF^intoraoeb

DXBZVB
k : ZZrrXGEB :« SZZXOF (aagaonta)

IiOGZCAL;

LZST [2:«] or boundad^c
ABSAY [l:k] OF LOGZCaZ;
ABBAY [l:trana] OF corv^^txanaitlon^eed*;
OPTZOKAL ABBAY Il:k] OF BEAL;

fda« or undoflnod;

(doa«d_eurv« A21D trana * k) OB
(HOT cloa«d_curv« AHD trana « k-1)

;

EHD_EHTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:
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cIos«d.curve: Indicaiion of whether the curve is closed

segments: The component bounded curves.

senses: Indicators of whether the sense of the component curves agree or differ from the sense of the

composite curve.

transitions: Form of transition between one component curve and the next

paramj^nge: Composite curve parameter value at the join of adjacent component curve. Opdonai.

selfJntersect: Indication of whether the curve self intersects or not

*)

ROLX cospoaita^corva^roJ.* FOR (coapoaita^corr*)

;

LOCAL
" " ”

k : Z2rmSZR : 0;

ZHD^LOCAL;
ROSAT FOR RACa boundad^coxv* IH coapoaxta^ourra . ••gaaata;

k : k + 1;
” ~

a* (eo«poaita_eurva . aanaaa [k] O
agsraamant (bcundad_eurva> coapoaita^corra) ) THRII

VIOLATXOR;
” "

Bm^IF;
ZHD_BZPCAT;

aMD^RULR;
(*

”

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The curve must have at least two component curves.

4.5.3.28 CURVE ON SURFACE

A curve on surface is...

*)

ZMTXTY cux^^on^aurfaea
SXJFRRTXPX OF Tpcvtra XOR

atarfaea^curva XOR
iataraactioa^ciunra XOR
eo^oaita_carva_oa_aurfaea

)

SOBTXPR OF (earsra) ;

” ” ”

BID_*MTXTT;
(*

"

4.5.3.29 PCURVE

A pcurve is a curve defined in the two-dimensional parametric space of a reference surface. Although

it is defined by a curve of type 2D. the variables involved are u and v rather than the x, y cartesian

coordinates.

The curve is only defined within the parametric range of the surface.
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*)

DTIITY pcurv«
SUBTYP* or (cttrv«_on^surfac«) ;

baaia^surfaca : aurfaca;
baala^curva : coarra;

WBXM
cocrdlnata^apaea (baaia^curva) * 2;

BTO^niTITY;
"

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

basis-Surface: The surface on which the curve lies.

basis.curve: A 2D curve.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The basis curve must be a rwo dimensional curve.

4.5.3.30 SURFACE CURVE

A surface curve is a curve on a surface. The curve is represented as a curve (curve 1) in three

dimensional space and possibly as a curve (pcurve si) in the two dimensional parametric space of

the surface.

Pcurve si must reference surface 1 in its definition and be parameterised to have the same sense as

curve 1.

*)

BITXTY vurfaca^eurv*
SUBTYPX or (coxva on STarfaea) ;

•urfaea^l
cuarra^l

pcurva^al
aaatar^rapraaantation

aurfaca;

OPTIONAL pcurva;
OPTIONAL anumaration

coordinata^apaea (curva_l) 3;

rND^DTriTY;
”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

surface.l: The surface on which the curve lies.

curved: The curve which is the three dimensional image of the surface curve.

pcurve^l: The curve which is the two dimensional paramemc image of surface curve.

masterj'epresentation: Indication of representation “preferred” by the sending system. If NULL
then curve 1 is preferred.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Curve I must be defined in three space.
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4.5.3.31 INTERSEenON CURVE

An inttrsection curve is defined by intersecting two surfaces. The multiple representation permits

the receiving system to recompute the intersection curve if it has the capability.

The master representation indicates the preference of the generating system for the preferred accurate

representation.

Z2VTZTY int«ra«ction_carv«
SUBTYPE or (corv* on aurfncn)

;

aurfnen^al
pcaarm_^*2

aurfne«_s2

nr^ropr•aontntion
a«lf_intora«ct

HBERS

OPTIONAL pcnrrro;

OPTIONAL anrfaeo;
OPTIONAL pciunm;
OPTIONAL a\arfaeo;

corvo;
OPTIONAL intnra«e^ion_«n'
tmo fa.la« or ondafinod;

irntion;

cocrdinnto^apneoCbnaia^corvo) « 3;

EXISTS (pcnxvo^al) OB BCZSTS (anrfmental )

;

EXISTS (pcurvo'al) OR EXISTS (anrfneo^al)

;

diraction^fna (pcnrvo^al) * diraetion^fnn(bnaia_carra)

;

diraction^fnn (penrvai^a2) « diraebion^fun (baaia^euarra) ;

diraebion^fun (pcurnra^al) « diracbion_fun (pcnrra^a2
.
peoarra) ;

domain (pcayva^al) » doonin (baaia^curra)

;

doanin (peiarva^a2) « dcaa in (baaia_^curva) ;

dD^EITlTY;
(*

"

ATTRffiUTE DEFINITIONS:

basis.curve: The intersection curve of the two surfaces in canesian space.

pcurvejl: The intersection curve of the two surfaces defined in the parametric space of the fint

surface.

surface^l: The first of the two intersecting surfaces.

pcurve^2: The intersection curve of the two surfaces defined in the parametric space of the second

surface.

surface-s2: The second surface.

seifJntersect: Indication of whether the curve self intersects.

master-representation: Indicator of which curve the sending system viewed as the “master” repre-

sentation. If it is NULL then the basis curve is preferred.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . The directions of all three representative curves, if they exist, must be the same.

2. All three curves, if they exist, must represent the same point set.
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4.5 .3.32 COMPOSITE CURVE ON SURFACE

A composite curve on surface is an assembly of curves on a surface.

Each curve on surface in the segment list must be on the reference surface. It may be

• a surface curve or

• an intersection curve or

• a composite curve on surface.

There must be at least positional continuity between adjacent segments.

CLOSED = TRUE denotes a closed curve with coincident first and last point. For such a curve the

/fth transition refers to the continuity at the start and finish of the curve. If CLOSED s FALSE the

list of transitions will contain K ~ I entries. CLOSED refers to the nature of the curve of type 3D,

not to the PCURVEs.

*)

XMTZTY eo^ocit«^carv«_oa_»tarfaett
StTBTYPS or (ctunrv^on^a^faea)

;

baaia^aurfac*

transitions

surfsen;
LOGICAL;
LIST [2:#] or carv«_on^SQrfses

;

AXtRAY [l:trans] or curvs^trsnsition^eedn;
AMIAX [l:k] OT LOGICAL;

~ ~

DSAZVZ
k : Z2TTZGSR SZZZOr (sngsMnts) ;

SZZXOr (ssgasnts) > 1;

HOT (pcurv* ZH ss^msnts) ;

HOT sslf^intsrsset (cofl^osits^corvs^on^^surfscs) ;

(elosod^curv^ AND trans « k) OR
(HOT clossd^cuanr* AND trmns * k-1)

;

*ND_*HTZTY;
”

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

basis-surface: The surface on which the curve is defined,

closed.curve: Indication of whether the curve is closed,

segments: The component ctirves.

transitions: The transition code for adjacent component curves. This applies to 3-D representations

of curves, not to pcurves.

senses: Indication of whether the sense of a component curve agrees with the sense of the composite

curve.

*)

RULZ conposits^cuTvs^on^surfses^ruls rOR
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(eoaposit«^cu7v«^on_surfac«) ;

LOCAL
” “ ”

k : Z2rrX6ZR :« 0;

XMD^LOCAL;
BZPSAT TOR EACS cax^«^on_«uffac« IH

cot^osit«^carv«^on^starf«e« . ;

k : k + 1;
” ~ ~

zr (••ns««[k] O
aLgxmmmmnt (corvv^on^surfae*, eoapoaxta^cox^a^on^aarfaea)

)

THEM VIOLATION;
~ ~ - - -

END^IT;
KMD^BDKAT;

ZND^ROLZ;
(*

“

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The curve is aon-seif-intersecting.

2. The list of senses is used to denote whether or aot the sense of a segment is the same or opposite

to its sense as onginally defined.

3. The list of segments must not include any pcurves.

4.3.3.33 OFFSET CURVE

An offset curve is a curve a constant distance from a basis curve.

The underlying ctirve must have a well defined tangent at every point In the case of a composite

curve the transition code between each segment must be at least coat same gradient

*)

ENTITY offaat_cur^
SOPSRTYPS or (d2_offaat^carr* XOR

d3_of£aat_^curva

)

SUBTYPE or (curva) ;

”

IND^ENTITY;
(*

"

4.5.3.34 D2 OFFSET CURVE

This defines a simple planeoffset ctirve by offsetting by distance along the normal to basis curve in

the plane of basis curve.

Distance may be positive or negative. A positive value of distance defines an offset in the directioa

N « T, where N is the normal to the plane of the curve (usually the z ajtis) and T is the unit tangent

vector at the given point.

The underlying curve must be 2D.

*)

ENTITY d2_of£a«t_curva
SUBTYPE or (offsat euxva)

;
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- : cux-(r«;

di«t:mne« : SZAL;
: tx-a«^fal««__or und«fin«d;

WHZBZ
” ” ~

coordinata^spae* (b«sis^curv«) « 2;

EID_DmTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

basis.curve: The curve that is being offset.

distance: The distance of the offset curve from the basis curve.

selfJntersect: An indication of whether the oirve self intersects.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The underlying oirve must be defined in two space.

4.5.3.35 D3 OFFSET CURVE

This defines a curve offset in three-space.

The offset curve at any point (parameter) on the basis curve is in the direction V • T where V is the

fixed reference direction and T is the unit tangent to the basis curve.

*)

KMTZTY d3_of£a«^^eu7va
SUBTYPX or (offamt corva)

;

baaia^curva
dla^anea
aalZ_lntaraact
raf^diractxon

XMD ^TZTY;

corva;
RIAL;
trua^falaa_or_undafInad

;

di^action;

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

basis.curve: The curve that is being offset.

distance: The distance of the offset curve from the basis curve.

selfJntersect: An indication of whether the curve self intenects.

ref-direction: The direction used to define the direction of the offset curve from the basis curve.

4.5.3.36 SURFACE

A surface can informally be envisioned as a continuously changing curve moving in space, formally

it is a 2-mamfold in 3-space.
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*)

XH7ZTY aTirfmc*

SUPdTYPX or (•l«B«n'tary_Burfae« XOR
•wcpt^surfac* XOR
boundad^aiurfac* XOR
offaat__«urfac«)

SUBTYPX or (9«Qai«try) ;

IfHZRS

araa^axtanb (surfaeo) > 0;

arevi««_eonn«et«4(aarfae«)

;

xmDjBrrrn:
(*

”

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Surfaces have non zero area.

2. Surfaces are arcwise connected.

3. Surfaces have no “dangling edges”.

4.3.3.37 ELEMENTARY SURFACE

*)

SITZTY alamantary^aurfaea
SUPXRTYVX or (plana XOR

cylindrical^aurfaca XOR
conical^aurfaea XOR
apharieal^snrfaea XOR
toroidal^surfaea)

SUBTYPX or (aurfaea) ;

~

XHD^SHTITf;
(*

"

4.5.3.38 PLANE

A plane is defined by a point on the surface and the normal direction to the surface.

The data is to be interpreted as follows:

C s POSmON.LOCATION
z = (POSITIONS)

X s (POSmONJC)

y = (POSmON.Y)

and the surface is parameterized as

<y(u, u) s C + XU + yv

where the parameterisation range is -oo < u, u < oo.
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crriTY plan*
SUBTY7Z or (alaBantary^surfaca)

;

position : a3cis2^1aesBant ;

IfEZBZ

eoordinata^spaca (position . location) 3;

BiDJOnnY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINmONS:

position: The location and orientation of the surface.

PROPOSITIONS:

I. The point defining a point on the surface must be 3-D.

4J.3.39 CYLINDRICAL SURFACE

A cylindrical surface is defined by its radius and its orientation and location.

The data is to be interpreted as follows:

C = POSmON.LOCATlON
X = POSmON.X
y = POSmON.Y
z = posmoN.z
R = RADIUS

and the surface is parameterized as

<r(u, v) = C + ^(cos ux + sin uy) + rz

where the parameterisation range is 0 < u < 360 degrees and -oo < u < oo.

In the Local Coordinate System defined above, the surface is represented by the equation 5 a 0,

where

5(r,y, z) a I" + y* -

The positive direction of the normal to the surface at any point on the surface is given by

N a («5*, «Sy, Si)

or

N(u, v) a cos ux + sin uy

*)

KMTZTY eyllndxieal^surfae*
SUBTYPK or (•l«a*nt«xy_surfae«)

;

radius : RZAL;
position : axis2^1aesBant ;

FBZRZ
eoordinata_spacs (position . location) * 3;

radius > 0.0;
EID_ZimTY;
(*
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attribute DEFINITIONS:

raditu: The radius of the cylinder.

position: The location and orientation of the cylinder.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The defining location must be 3D.

2. The radius must be greater than zero.

4.5.3.40 CONICAL SURFACE

A conical surface is defined by the semi-angle, the location and orientation and by the radius of the

cone m the plane passmg through the locatmg pomt normal to the cone axis.

The data is to be mterpreted as follows:

C s POSmON.LCXZATION
X s posmoN.x
7 s POSmON.Y
z = posmoN.z
R s RADIUS
S s SEMLANGLE

and the surface is parameterised as

<t(u, u)sC + (i2 + utan 5)(cos ux + sin uy) ux

where the pararaeterisation range is 0 < u < 360 degrees and -oo < v < oo.

In the Local Coordinate System defined above, the surface is represented by the equation 5 = 0,

where

S{z,y, z) 9 - {R - z tan S)^

The positive direction of the normal to the surface at any point on the surface is given by

N = (5„5y,5,)

or

N(u,u) = (cos ux + sinuy - tan5z)/(l +(tan5)^)

If the radius is zero then the cone apex is at the point (0,0,0) in the Local Coordinate System (i.e at

POSmON.LOCATION).

*)

ZH7ZTY eonieal^norfmc#
SUBTYPX OF (nlmntmry^«ogf«c*) ;

: RSAL;
r«di.u« : RSAL;
position : axia2_plnc«B«nt

;

WHXXtS

coordinato^spnco (position. location) 3;

< 0 < saai_angla < 90.0);
radius >« 0.0;

SHD_BrriTY;
(*
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ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

semi^ngle: The cone semi-angle in degrees.

radius: The radius of the circular curve of intersection between the cone and a plane perpendicular

to the axis of the cone passing through the location point.

position: The location and orientation of the surface.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The defining position must be 3D.

2. The semi-angle must be between 0 and 90 degrees.

3. The radius must not be less than zero.

4.3.3.41 SPHERICAL SURFACE

A spherical surface is defined by the radius and the location and orientation of the surface.

The data is to be interpreted as follows:

C = POSmON.LOCATION
X s posrnoN.x

y = POSmON.Y
z s posmoN.z
R = RADIUS

and the surface is parameterized as

«t( u, u) = C + /Z cos tKcos ux 'f sin uy) + i2 sin v*

where the parameterisation range is 0 < u < 360 degrees and -90 < v < 90 degrees.

In the Local Coordinate System defined above, the surface is represented by the equation S ~ 0,

where

Six, y, z) = + y" +

The positive direction of the normal to the surface at any point on the surface is given by

N = (5.,5j„5,)

or

N(u, u) s cos v(cos ux + sin uy) + sin uz

that is. it is directed away from the center of the sphere.

*)

KMTZTY «ph«rieal_«urfac«
SX7BTYPX OF (•l«i«n^ary_suxfac«) ;

radlua : RXAL;
position : axls2_^laesBaat;

WHZRX
coordlnata_spaca(posltlon.loeatlon) 3;

radius > 0.0;

XHD^nrriTY;
(*

”
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attribute DEfromONS:

radius: T^e radius of the sphere.

position: The location and onemation of the surface.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The position must be defined in three space.

2. The radius must be greater than zero.

4.3.3.42 TOROIDAL SURFACE

A toroidal surface is defined by the major and minor radii and the position and orientation of the

surface.

The data is to be interpreted as follows:

C - POSmON.LOCATION
X ^ PosmoN.x
y s POSmON.Y
1 s posmoN.z
R ^ MAJORJIADIUS
r s MINOR.RADIUS

and the surface is parameterized as

trlu, y) s C +• ( H + r cos u)(cos vx - sin vj) + r sin

where the parameterisation range is 0 < u,u < 360 degrees.

In the Local Coordinate System defined above, the surface is represented by the equation 5 s 0,

where

S{z,y,z) s 2“ + ^2 _ lR\Jz^ + sr -

The positive direction of the nomal to the surface at any point on the surface is given by

or

N(u, v) • cos u(cos ux 4- sin uy) + sin in

*)

&TlTt
. SUBTItPS QW (•!—nt«gy^«t&gfae») ;

: BjyyL;

|»oa4t4oa : «3K4a2^lAennt

;

WBSBM

€00£cLinat«^«p«€« (poaitioa . looatioa} 3

;

Aaox^radiiss > 0.0;

sajos^xadLiuc > iiULaox__fadi.ua;

mmjEMTSlTlC; ”
(*

”
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major.radius: The major radius of the torus,

minor j’adius: The minor radius of the toms,

position: The location and onentaiion of the surface.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The location must be defined in three space.

2. The Minor Radius must be greater than zero.

3. The Major Radius must be greater than the Minor Radius.

4.5.3.43 SWEPT SURFACE

A swept surface is one that is constructed by sweeping a curve by another curve.

*)

X2I7ZTY

SUPXATZPX or («urfme«^of^r«voluti.oa OR
•Qrfac«_of_lin«ar^«xtru«ion)

SUBTZrx or (surfaea)

;

XHD^BITITY;
(*

”

4.5.3.44 SURFACE OF REVOLUTION

A surface of revolution is the surface obtained by rotating a curve a complete revolution about an

axis.

The data should be interpreted as below.

The parameterisation is as follows, where the curve has a parameterisatioo A(t;):

C * AXISJ>OINT
V = AXIS

<y(u, u) = C + (A(i;) - C)cosu + ((A(v) - C).V)V(1 - cosu) + V«(A(u) - Cjsinu

In order to produce a single valued surface with a complete revolution, the curve should be such that

when expressed in a cylindrical coordinate system (r, 0, z) centred at C with axis V no two distinct

parametric points on the oirve should have the same values for (r, z).

For a complete surface of revoludon the parametric range is 0 < u < 360 degrees.

The parameter range for v is defined with the referenced ctirve.

The geometric form of the surface is not dependent upon the ctirve parameterisatioo.

*)

X2ITZTY •urfae«^of_r«volu'tlon
SX7BTYPX or (ewopt^siarfaeo) ;

position : sxisl^lacsmont

;

rsvolvod corva : corva;
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WSXPX
cocrdlnat^^spae* (position . location) *

eoordinata^spae* (r«volvad_cu3rr«) ;

coordinato^spacn (position . axis )
«

coordinata^spaca (ravolvad^cnrva)

;

MOT salf^intarsaet (snrfaea^of^ravolution)

;

NOT pcorva ZN TYVXOF (savolvad^curva) ;

DID^IHTITT;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

position: A point on the axis of revolution and the direction of the axis of revolution.

revolved_curve: The ctffve that is revolved about the axis line.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The axis and location must be defined in the same space (two or three) as the revolved curve.

2. The stirface must not seif intersect.

3. The revolved curve must not be a peurve.

4.5.3.45 SURFACE OF LINEAR EXTRUSION

This surface is a simple swept surface or a generalised cylinder obtained by sweeping a curve in a

given direction.

The parameterisation is as follows, where the curve has a parameterisation A(u);

V = AXIS
<T(ti, V) a A(u) + vV

The parameterisation range forvis-oo<v<oo and for u is defined by the oirve parameterisation.

*)

ZNTZTY «iarfxe«^cf^lln«xs_«xtrxialoa
SX7BTYPX OF (•w«pt^xaxfae«)

;

axds : ddractloa;
•xtradad^ewa : eorsra

;

WBZRS
aaadFold(suxfmca^of^lla«ar^«xtruaioa)

;

NOT pcuxva ZM TYPXOF (axhradad^earva)

;

*ND_KNTZTT;
"

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEHNITIONS:

axis: The direction of extrusion.
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1. The surface must be manifold.

2. The e.xtruded curve must not be a pcurve.

4.5.3.46 BOUNDED SURFACE

*)

KMTZTY boundad^sTarfae*
SUPXATYPB or (b^spliji«^s'arfae« XOR

r«cfc«ngalAr^txiaattd_aurfae« XOR
cunr«_botandad_surf«e« BOR
r«ctaAgulAr_eoapo«it«_surfac«)

SUBTYPX or (sTarfaea) ;

BMD^KHTITY;
(*

"

4.5.3.47 B-SPLINE SURFACE

The data is to be interpreted as follows:

1 . The symbology used here is:

Kl - UPPERJNDEX.ON.U.CONTROLJ»OINTS

K2 - UPPERJNDEX.ON.V.CONTROL_POINTS

P.j = CONTROLJ»OINTS

w,j = WEIGHTS

dl = U-DEGREE

d2 = V_DEGREE

2. The control points and weights are ordered as

P0O,PlO,P20, ,P(/fI-l)#f2.PK’lA'2

3. The restrictions on knot multiplicities and the interpretations of multiple knots are as defined

for bspline curve.

4. The form number is used to identify specific quadric sinface types which must have degree

two. tailed surfaces and surfaces of revolutioa. As with the bspline curve, the form number is

informational only and the spline data takes precedence.

5. The surface is to be interpreted as follows:
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6. For further details, see the bspline curve description.

*)

ENTITY b_spli.ntt^au7fac«

SUBTLE or (bounded surface)

u__degree

^degree
u^upper
_upper
conbrol^_po^ts

kxiob^u^upper

u^BultipUcities
u^kneta
knot^v_upper
^sultiplleitiea
^Jenota
weights

eartesian^^poinb

:

foa nuiaber

nrSZGBL:
ZNTXGBl;
ZNTZGSR;
ZNTXGZB;
AMAY [0;u_upper] OT
ABRAY [0:T~upper] OF
INTEGER;

~

ARRAY [ 1 : knob^^u^upper ]

ARRAY [ 1 : )cnob_ja^upper ]

INTEGSR;
ARRAY [ 1 : knot^v^upper

]

ARRAY [ 1 : ksob^v^uppex]
OPTIONAL ARRAY To:u_upper] OT

ARRAY [0:<7~upper] Or REAL;
OPTIONAL bapLine^surface^fora;

or
or

or
or

REAL;

REAL;

coordinate^apace (contrel^oxnts ) * 3

;

END_ENTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINmONS:

u.degree: Algebraic degree of basis functions in u.

V -degree: Algebraic degree of basis functions in v..

u.upper: Upper index on control points in u direction.

v.upper: Upper index on control points in v direction,

control.points: Array of control points defining surface geometry,

knot-u.upper: Upper index on u multiplities and u knots.

u -multiplicities: Knot multiplicities for u knots,

u-knots: Knot set defining basis functions in u.

knot.v.uppen Upper index on multiplities and v knots,

vjnultipikities: Knot multiplicities for v knots.

VJenots: Knot set defining basis functions in v.

weights: The weights associated with the control points in the rational (homogeneous) case,

formjiumber: Indicator of special surface type.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The control points are all 3-D.
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4.5.3.48 RECTANGULAR TRIMMED SLUFACE

The tnmmed surface is a sunple bounded surface m which the boundaries are the constant paramemc
lines Umtn = UMLN, Umax = UMAX. Um,n = VMIN and Umax = VMAX. All these values should be

within the parametnc range of the referenced surface with Umm < Uma* and Umm < ’-Aa*. unless

the surface is closed in the given parametnc direction.

If any of Umm, Umax, Um»n or Umax are bcyood the parametric range of the surface, a default value

equal to the natural surface boundary is assumed.

*)

BniTY r«ct«ngular_triam«d^surfae«
SX7BTYPK or (boand«d^STirfac«) ;

aurfaca;
RZAL;
RXAL;
SZAL;
BZAL;

—harlflad (ragtangqlag^triamad^aurfaea^ baaia^surfaea) ;

DID_DITITY;
~ ”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

basisjsurface: Surface being trimmed,

umio: First u parametric value.

Umax: Second u parametric value,

vrain: First u parametnc value,

vmax: Second u parametric value.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Umin and umax must have different values.

2. Vmin and vmax must have different values.

3. The domain of the trimmed surface must be within the domain of the surface being trimmed.

4.3.3.49 CURVE BOUNDED SURFACE

The curve bounded surface is a parametric surface with curved boundaries defined by one or more

composite curve on surface. One of these may be the outer boundary; any number of inner boundaries

is permissible.

If the outer boundary is omitted, the natural boimdaries of the surface are assumed.

The interior of the bounded surface is defined to be in the direction of N*T from any point on the

boundary, where N is the surface normal and T the boundary curve tangent vector at this point. The

region so defined must be arcwise connected.

umln

WBZFZ
fin O Umax;
vm±n O vmax;
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*)

XSTTITT curv«^bound«d^«urfae«
SUBTYPS OF (boTandad^STarfaca) ;

baaia^surfaea : atasfaea;

boundJLTxaa SZT [ 1 :#] OF eotBpoaita^cuarra on auxfaca;
ou^ar^raaant : Z<OGZCAL;

WHZM
aaibaddad (bouadad^aurfaca , baaia^auxfaca ) ;

KHD^BITZTY

;

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

basis-surface: The surface to be bounded,

boundaries: The boimding (nirves of the surface.

outer-present: Indication of whether the outer boundary is explicitly present (TRUE) or is defaulted

to the namral parametric boundary of the surface.

*)

ROU boundad^anrfaca^rala FOR (bouadad^aurfaea)

;

LOCAL
~ ”

k : nnXGZR :« 0;

KMD^LOCAL;
k :« SZZXOF(bouadariaa)

;

RZPKAT i :« 1 TO k;

ZF (bouadariaa [i] . cloaad <> TRUZ) TBZH
VTOLATZOM;

EID_ZF;
RZPixT j :« 1 TO k;

ZT ((iOj) AMD
con&actad(boundariaa [i]

,

boundariaa [ j ] )

)

TUX
VZOLATZOM;

ZMD_ZF;
KMD_RUZAT;

SlD_RrRSAT;
SMD^RDLE;
(*

”

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Each boundary must be a composite curve on surface where closed is TRUE. If it includes

any parts of the aaniral (constant parametric limit) boundary of the surface, this must appear

explicitly in the composite curve definition.

2. The boundaries must be disjoint with each other and with the outer boundary.

3. Each boundary must be in the domain of the basis surface.
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4.5.3.50 OFFSET St'RFACE

This is a procedural defimnon of a simple offset surface at a normal distance from the originating

surface. Distance may be positive or negative to indicate the preferred side of the surface. The

positive side is defined as follows;

1. Define unit tangent vectors (just like those for the definition of the offset curve) of the base

surface in the u and v direchons; denote these by <r^ and

2. Take the cross product, N = (Ty * of these (which had must be linearly independent, or there

is no offset surface).

3. Normalize to get a unit normal (to the surface) vector.

4. Move the offset distance (which may be zero, as it also may be with the offset curve) along that

vector to find the point on the offset surface.

*)

SITZTy offs«^^srarfac«
SUBTYPS or ;

: aurfaea;
dlataaea : RSAL;
aair^iataxaacb : trua__fala«^or^undafin«d;

DID_DITITY;
" - -

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

basis^urface: The surface that is to be offset,

distance: The offset distance.

selfJntersect: Flag to indicate self- intersection status of the surface.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . The definition allows the offset surface to be self-intersecting.

4.5.3.5 1 RECTANGULAR COMPOSITE SURFACE

This is a composite surface having a simple rectangular topology with n.u patches in the u direction

and n.v patches in the v direction. Each component surface must be bounded and topologically

rectangular and therefore be either a bspiine surface or a rectangular trimmed surface. It is

required that there is at least positional continuity between adjacent surfaces.

The lists of surfaces and senses are ordered as (1,1), (2,1) ...(n_u, n_v). If every u sense is TRUE
adjacent patches in the u direction are adjoined such that the u-high boundary of the first patch

coincides with the u-low boundary of the second patch. U sense being FALSE for a patch would

result in adjoining its u-low boundary to the u-low boundary of the next patch in the sequence.

Similar considerations apply to the v sense.

Each patch is, if necessary, reparameterised from 0 to 1 and the resulting composite surface has

parametric range 0 to n.u, 0 to n.v.
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*)

X2ITZTY ractangular^ceapoaita^surfactt
SUBTYPX or (boundad surfmea)

;

n_u : ZZITXSXR;

a__v t U'f KiIWiM »

aurfacaa : AXItAY (l:a_u3 OF
AXWAY (l:n_^3 OF surface

;

n^^sanaaa : A20AY [l:n_u] OF
APSAY [l:n_v] OF LOGICAL;

^aanaas : ARRAY (l:n_u3 OF
ARRAY [l:n_v3 OF LOGICAL;

WHZ»
n_a > 0;

a_y >0;
TYVXOr (aurfacas) O corvaJboandad^aaxfaea

;

TYVXOr (suzfaeaa) o ractaaTalas^eoa^oaita^aarfaea;
XWD^XHTITY;

"* ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

o.u: Number of surfaces in U direction.

n_v: Number of stirfaces in V direction-

surfaces: Rectangular array of component stufaces.

u_senses: Rectangular array of Sags to indicate whether sense of U parameterization in composite

agrees with (TRUE) original surface.

Vjenses: Rectangxdar array of flags to indicate whether sense of V parameterization in composite

agrees with (TRUE) original surface.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. There must be at least one surface.

2. Neither curve bounded surfaces nor rectangular composite surfaces can be pvt of the com-

position of a rectangular composite surface.

4.5.3.32 Deprecated Entities

The use of the following entities is deprecated. Schemas referencing these entities should be adjusted

accordingly.

4.5.3.52.1 CARTESIAN THREE COORDINATE

*)

XMTITY cartaaian^^thrM^eocrdinata;
location : cax%«aian_point;

WBZRX
XXISTS (location. a coordinate)

;
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rND^ETTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

location: The geometric defimtion.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. This is a three dimensional point

4.5.3.52.2 CARTESIAN TWO COORDINATE

*)

XMTZTY eaurtaslan^two^eoordlnat*;
location : cartaaian^^point;

WHZSX
NOT EXISTS ( location . s^coordinata) ;

XMD_*NTITY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

location: The geometric definition.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. This is a two dimensional point

4.5.3.52.3 THREE SPACE DIRECTION

*)

ENTITY thra«_«paca_diraction;
daYinition : diraction;

WBZEE
EXISTS (dafinition . z)

;

END_ENTITY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The geometric definition.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. This is a three dimensional direction vector.
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4.5.3.52.4 TWO SPACE DIRECTION

*>

mriTY tifO^*pmc«^dir«ction;

daflnitioa : di^«eti.on;

WHZBX
HOT XXZSTS (dafinition . z)

;

laxDjBrrTre

;

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

defloitioo: The geometric definidoa.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. This is a two dimensional direction vector.

4J.4 Geometry FUNCTION Definitions

4.5.4. 1 ARC LENGTH EXTENT

This funcdon returns the arc length of the curve argument

*)

rUHCTZON are^langth^axtant (arg : eurva) : RSAL;

DID^rUHCTIOHT
(*

“

4.5.4.2 AREA EXTENT

This funcdon returns the area of the surface argument.

*)

fUMCTZOM araa^asrbant (arg : atarfaea) : BXAL;
*HD_FUHCTIOH;~
(*

”

4.5

.4.3

AXIS FUNCTIONS

4.5 .4.3.1 BASE AXIS

*)

rUHCTZOH baaa^axia (dia, axia^jntaabar : ZHTStSZR;

axial, axla2, axla3 : diractloa)

LOCAL
ae, al, u2, u3 : diractloa;
factor : BXAL;

KHD^LOCAL;
zr T^ja 3) TBZH
a3 :« third axla(axla3);

: diractloa;
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ul : fir*t_proj_*xi* (u3, axial)

;

u2 :* ••cond^ro j^axia (u3, ul, axia2) ;

XLSX
u3 NUZiL;

IT KXISTS (axial) TBZH
ul : aormaXiza (axial) ;

u2 :• orthogonal_coaplanant (ul)

;

Z7 XXISTS(axia2)~TBXH
factor :« dot__product (axia2, u2) ;

Zr (factor < 0.0) THZH
u2.x :* -u2.x;

u2.y : -u2.y;

EID_IT;
rHD_CT;

KLSX zr XXISTS(axia2) TBZN
u2 :« normal i xa (axia2)

;

ul :« orthogonal^cooplamaat (u2) ;

ul.x : -ul.x;
ul.y : - ul.y;

XLSX
Ul.x 1.0;

ul.y : 0.0;

u2 . X : a 0.0;

u2
. y : * 1.0;

XJID^IT;

XHD_CT;
zr (axia__numb«r 1) TBZN
vac : ul

;

XND_ZT;
zr (axia__numb«r « 2) TBZN
vac : « u2

;

XHD^ZT;
zr (axia_nuaQ>ar 3) TBZN
vac : u3 ;

ZND_Zr;
RZTUBN(vac) ;

ZND_rUNCTZOH;
(*

4J.4.3.2 plac::e axis

*)

rUNCTZOM placa_^axia (dia, axia^niabar : ZMTXSXR;
axia, raf_^diraction : diraction)

LOCAL
~

vac, ul, u2, u3 : diraction;
factor : RXAL;

XND^LOCAL;
zr 7<i±m m 3) TBZN

: diraction;
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u3 :« thdLrd^«xi.« (axis) ;

ul : first^^ro j__axis (u3, raf_diraction) ;

a2 :« sacond^axis (u3, ul)

;

ZLSX
"

u3 NUZiL;

IT EXISTS (raf^dirac'tion) TBZM
ul :« noxaalisa (rad_diraction)

;

u2 :* ortho^nal^^cooplamant (ul) ;

XLSX
ul.x 0H1

ul.y O01

u2 .X 1 o o

u2 .y 0H1
ZHD_Zy;

ZHD
zr (axis nuabax

10t Ul;

Z7 (axis^nuabar * 2) TBZH
vac : u2

;

XT (axis^auabax « 3) TBZH
ae : u3

;

ZMD^IT;
RZTUWI (vac) ;

ZHD^rUHCTIOH;
(*

"

4.5.4.33 ORTHCXjONAL COMPLEMENT

*)

rUHCTZON oxtbo^aai^eo^laaant (vac : tvo^spaea_^diractioa)
tvo^spaca^dlrac^ion

;

LOCXL
^ ”

vac^locxl : two^spaca^diraction;
ZHD_LOCAL;

" ”

vac^loc.x : vac.y;
vac^loc.y : -vac.x;
BZTUBH (vac_loc )

;

ZHD^rUWCTIOwT
(*

”

4.5.43.4 THIRD AXIS

This function returns the normalized value of the input vector or, if the input vector is NLT-L, the

vector (0,0,1).

*)

rUHCTZON thixd^axis (arg: thraa__spaca^dixactioa)
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: thr««_spac«_dir«e^ion;
LOCAL

”

s^axis : d«fault_^s^axi«

;

ZatDJLOCXL:

IT ixZSTS(ar9} THZH
R*TUWI(t_axi*)

;

ZLSX
RXTUBlf (normallx* (arg) ) ;

IMD^IT;
IMD^TUNCriOH;
(*

”

4.3 .4.3J FIRST PROJ AXIS

The following function remms the normalized vector that is the projection of ARG onto the plane

normal to the vector Z-AXIS. If ARG is NULL then the projection of the vector (1,0,0) onto Z-AXIS

is returned.

*)

rUNCTZON flrst_pro j^ajcia (z__axia, axg: dixaction) : diraction;
LOCAL

” ”

x^axia : dirae^xon;
: dxrac^ion;

ZMD_LOCAL;
ZT NOT KXZSTS(axg) TBZN

: dafault_x_^axxa

;

ZLSX
Z7 coordlnata^apaea (arg) * 2 THZN
VZOLATZOM;

ZLSX
: axg;

ZND_ZT;
ZHD_ZT;
x^axxa :> acalar_tiaaa_vacbor (dot^xoduet s_axi.a) / s^axla) ;

x^axxa :* vacbox^dxff (, x^axxa) ;

x_axia :« nozmaXiza (x^axxa)

;

RZTU9N(x_axxa) ;

ZND_rUNCTZ^;
(*

”

4.3.4.3.6 SECOND AXIS

This function remms the normalized cross product of the two input vectors.

*)

rUNCTZON aacond|_axxs (z_axxa, x^axxa : dxxactxoa) : dxxae^lon;

LOCAL
~ ”

y^axia : dxxactioit;

ZNO'^LOCAL;
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: normxlix* (cxota^produc-t x_x*i*) ) ;

RXTUFH (y_«xi* ) ;

*HD_rUNCTIOM;
(*

"

4.5.4.37 SECOND PROJ AXIS

This function returns the normalized vector that is simultaneously the projection of ARC onto the

plane normal to the vector Z-AXIS and onto the plane normal to the vector X-AXIS. If ARG is NULL
then the projection of the vector (0,1.0) onto Z-AXIS is returned.

*)

FUMCTZOM ••eond^ro ( i^axis , x_axas , arg : ^:^a.xaetlon)

: dlrae^lon;
LOCAL

y^axla : diraction;
: dlractlon;

taap : ddLractlon;

XND_LOCAL;
Zr HOT XXZSTS(arg) TSZH

: dafanlt y axla

;

ELSX
: xrg;

SHD^ZT;
ttmp :« acalar__tlmas^vactor (dot^^rodaet (, s__axla) , s^axla) ;

y^axla : vactor^diff (, tanp) ;

taxp :« acalar^^tlmas^vaetor (dot^roduet x^axia) , x__axla) ;

y^axla :« vactor^dl^f (y_axla, ta^) ;

y;_axia :* noxaalixa (y_axla) ;

BXTUBH
(
y_axia ) ;

”

BID_rt7HCTZOH;
(*

“

4 5.4.4 BASE ORIGIN

*)

rUHCTZOH baaa_origia(dlai : ZHTXGSR;
origin : eartaaian^^point) : cartaaian^^point;

LOCAL
point : eartaaian^^point

;

XHD_LOCAL;
zr HOT KXZSTS (origin) TBZH
point . x^coordinata :« 0.0;

point
.
y_coordinata : 0 . 0

;

zr (dia~a 3) TBZH
point . x__eoordinata : « 0.0;

ZHD_Zr;
”

ZLSZ
~

point « origin;
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n®_IT;
RXTUPH (point)

;

XHD^rUNCTION;
(*

~

4.5.4.5

BASE SCALE

rUKCnOH b«««_seal« (ae&l« ; RXAL) : RJBAL;

LOCAL
”

«el : RZAL;

C2ID_LOCAL;

Zr NOT ZXZSTS(scnl«) THZN
•cl : « 1.0;

KLSX
•el * •calc;

XHD_IT;
BZTUMf(^cl) ;

EID_rUHCTIOH;
*)

4.5.4.6 PARAMETRIC LOWER LIMIT

*)

rUNCTZON p«rmm«tric^lowttr_liait (arg: GZNZHZC) : li^t^oi'^raal;

LOCAL
“ ” ” ~

k : ZNTXCXR;
paramatric^coorda ; liat_o£^raal;

XND^LOCAL;
” ” ~

k :a diaanaienality (arg)

;

(* p^acdo coda for X lowar paxaaatric lijait(a)

and put into PARAMKTRZC^COOROS *)

RZTURN (paramatrie^coorda) ;

XHD_^rUNCT10M;
”

(*
"

returns the minimum parameter value(s) of its argument, which must be decomposable to a geometric

entity.

4.5 .4.7 PARAMETRIC UPPER LIMIT

*)

rUHCTZON paramatric^uppar^limit (arg: (ZENZmC) : liat^of^raal;
LOCAL

”

k : ZNTXSZR;

paraaatrie_coord« : liat__^of_raal;

IND_LOCAL;
” ~

k :« diaanaionality (arg)

;

(* paaudo coda for X uppar paraaatrie limit (a)
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mnd pu^ la-to PAilAMKTRIC_COORDS *)

RZTURf (paraM-trie^coord« } ;

Dro__rUHCTIOH;
”

(*
”

remms the maximum parameter value(s) of its argument, which must be decomposable to a geometric

entity.

4.5.4.8

SPACE DIMENSION

*)

rUHCTZOM «p«c«_diA«naion (origin : earto«ian_j>oint

;

•1, •2 , *3 ; diroctlon) : ZSITZGOl;

LOCAL
dla : niTXGBl;

BID_LOCAL;
dia : 3

;

Zr (eoordinnto^spaea (origin) « 2 011

coordlnmto^rpnco (•!) 2 OR
eoordinato^apoe* (*2) 2 OR
coordlnnta^spnco (*3) *2) THZM

dim 2;
”

BID^ZT;
BXT^»l(dla) ;

DID_rUMCTZOM;
(*

”

4.5

.4.9

VECTTOR OPERATIONS

This Section defines various functions that operate on vectors.

4.5.4 9. 1 CROSS PRODUCT

*)

rUMCTZON erorr^rodnet (v«cl,v«e2: voctor) : voctor;
zr coordlnat«^«p«e«(T«cl) » 2 OR

eoordlBato^rpACO (•e2} « 2 TBZN
VZOIATZOH;

~

DID_Zr;
DID_r^HCTZOH;
(*

"

returns the vector that is the cross product of the two input vecton, which must be of the same length

(C = A * B). If the two vectors are either parallel or anti-parallel a NULL vector is returned.

Note: This function will give inconsistent results with vector with magnitude.

4.5.4.9

2 DOT PRODUCT

*)
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rUNCTION dO't_product (•cl,v«c2: v«etor) : RXAL;

LOCAL
scalar : BZAL;

IHD_LOCAL;

Zr coordloats^spac* (v«cl) O coordlxiat«_spac« (•c2) TBZH
VTOLATIOH;

ZLSX
scalar : « 0.0;

RZPKAT i :« 1 TO coordlnata^spaca (vacl)

;

scalar :« scalar vacl [i] *v«c2 [1] ;

XMD^RZPKAT;
RXTUmi (scalar) ;

XHD^rUNCTIOH;
(*

"

This function remms the dot (scalar) product of the two input vecton, which must be of the same

length. That is A .B * A B cos 6. where 9 is the angle between the two vectors. If the vecton are

perpendicular then A.B = 0 0.

Note: This function will give inconsistent results with vector with magnitude.

4.3 .4.9.3 NORMALIZE

This function remms the vector that is the normalization of the input vector.

*)

rUMCTZOM normsLllza (v: vactor) : vactor;
LOCAL

dia, aagv, siza : RXAL;

rasuit : vactor;
ZMD_LOCAL;

dia coordinata^spaca ()

;

ZT vactor^withjaagnltuda ZK TTPCOr () THBf
rasult . MgxLituda : « 1.0;

DID_ZT;
slza :« 0.0;

RZPZAT i : 1 TO dia;

siza : siza Ii]*v[i];
END_RXPSAT;
siza :« SQSlT(siza);

Z7 siza O 0.0 TBXH
BZGZlf

RZPKAT i :« 1 TO dia;

rasult[i] :« [i]/siza;
KMD_RZPZAT;

KMD;

KL3X
VTOLATZON;

XMD ZT;
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lUBTUSlf (r«ault) ;

nro_^rui?CTiOM;

(*
"

4.5.4.9.4 SCALAR TIMES VECTOR

This function returns the vector that is the scalar multiple if the input vector.

*)

rUMCTZOM scAlar^tia^s^v^ctor (scalar : MUMBOl; vac: •c^or) :

LOCAL
outpwt_v«ctor : vector ;

i : ZDTZQDl;

SID_LOCAL;
MPSAT i 1 TO coordLLnata^spac* (•€) ;

otstpwt^vaeter [i] :« acalar*^c [i] ;

BID^BXPSAT;
BXTUPHIoutput^vactor) ;

*MD_rmiCTIOM;
~

(*
”

Note: This function will give inconsistent results with vector with magnitude.

4.5 .4.9.5 VECTOR SUM

This function returns the sum of the input vectors.

*)

rUKCTZOM vwctor_^8ua (argl, arg2 : vaetor) : •etor;
LOCAL

~

tamp : vactor;
raaalt : vactor;

KMD^LOCAL;
ZT TYPX07(argl) « actor^withjaagni.tuda TBZM
AZPXAT i :« 1 TO (SZZJBOr (argl) -1) ;

taap[i] :• argl[i] arg2[i];
raaa2.t[l] :«

S1D_M7XAT;
rasalt [SZZX07 (argl) ] :« vaetor^aagnituda (tamp)

;

KLSX
~

RSPSAT i 1 TO SZZXOT (argl)

;

raaalt[i] :« argl[l] * arg2[l];
SfD_UPXAT;

DID_CT;

BXTUS2l(rasult) ;

dD^rUHCTZOH;
(*

"

Note: This function will give inconsistent results with vector with magnitude.

actor
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4.5.4.9.6 VICTOR -DIFF

This function returas the difference of the input vectors as (ARGl - ARG2).

*)

rUNCTIOH TT^ctor^dif£ (argl, arg2 ; vector): vector;

LOCAL
t«sp : vector;

rmstilt : •ctor;
BID^LOCXL;
Zr TYPXOr(argl) « wctor^with^aagnitudA TBZM
MPKAT i : 1 TO (SZZZOr (argl) -1) ;

t«iPtp[i] : «rgl[i] - arg2[i];

r«sult[i] :» taap[i];
XMD_SXPXAT;
result [SZZZOr (axgl) ]

: •ctor_mAgn^tud« (tmmp )

;

ZLSZ ”

RXPKAT i. : 1 TO SZZZOr (argl) ;

result [i] :« «rgl[i] - «rg2[i];
SID_MPXAT;

BID_CT;
SXTUPM (r«ault} ;

B9D rUMCTZOM;

Note: This function will give inconsistent results with vector with magnitude.

4.5.4.9.7 VECTOR MAGNITUDE

This function retunis the magnirude of the input vector.

rUMCTZOM v«ctor_magni.tuda (w: vwctor) : WEAL;
LOCAL

"

dia, ais« : UAL;
i : ZMTXGSR;

KHD^LOCAL;
dim :« coordlna-ta^apaea () ;

sls« :w 0.0;

ZT •ctor_jrlth_aagnlt'adtt Z2I TYPS07 (w) TBZII

als« :w .a*gnltud«:
ZLSS
RXPXAT 1 :w 1 TO dim;

slz« :w alz« -f [l]*w[l];
SID_UPKAT;
alz« :* SQRT(alz«);

IHD_ZT;
UTU»M(slz«) ;

mD_rUNCTZON;
<*
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4.5.4.10 VOLUME .EXTENT

This function returns the volume of the solid parameter.

*)

rUHCTZOH voluM^^xtAn-t (arg : soli.djao<ial ) : RZJkL;

*HD_rUNCTIOH;
”

(*
”

Geometry Classification Structure

The following indented list provides the geometry classification stnicture.

GZOMITllY

AXZ3 7LACZMB17
AXZ81 gTACPOWT
AXZS2 PZACSflcrr

CUBVX
BOOMDSS CURW

B-spi.z2nE cxmvx
COMPOSZTS CUPVS
POLYZ.Z21X

TPJMMKD CURVX
CONZC

CZBO.!
ELLZPSS
BYPZPSOIA
PAItABOLX

cupvs OM sxjnrjus

COMPOSZTS CUSVX OH SUPTACZ
mTXBSSCTZOH CX7B.VS

PCTJRVX

STJBTACS CUSVS
LZHB
orrssT cusvi

D2 OITSXT CUSVX
D3 OITSXT CDXVX

POZHT
CAXTXSZAM POZHT
POSIT OH CUXVX
POZHT OM SUXXACX

SDXXACS
BOUHDXO SUXTACX
B-SPLZHX SUBYACS
CUBVX BOUMDXD SURTACX
BXCTAHGDZJUl TBSMXD SOBTACX
BZCTAHGUZJOl COMPOSZTS SUBTACS

XLBODfTABY SUBTACX
COHZCAL SUBTACX
CYZ.ZHDBXCAL SUBTACX
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PIAMX
SPHXRICXL SUPTACZ
TOROIDAL SURTACZ

OrrSXT SURTACX
S1VZPT SURTACZ

SURTACZ or LdZAR ZXTRUSZOM
SURTACZ or RZVOLUTZOH

TRAMSTORMATZOM
VZCTOR
OZRZCTZON

DZTAOLT Z AXIS
OZTAULT Y AXIS
DXTAULT Z AXIS

VZCTOR WITH MACNZTUDZ
CARTZSZAR THRZZ COORDZKATZ
CARTZSZAN TWO COORDZKATZ
THRZZ SPACZ OZRZCTZON
TWO SPACZ OZRZCTZON

*)

ZND^SCHZMA; — mnd (SZCKETRY «ch<

(*
“
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4.6 Topology

4.6.1 Topology Introduction

This Section contains the Topology Integrated Product Information Model.

*)

SCaBA ipi«_topology_nqh— n ;

XXPORT KVBIYTBX2IG;

xastag try^nirh— ) ;

(*

In mechanical CAD systems the role of topology has been traditionally limited to its use in defining

Boundary Representation (Brep) Solid Models. Topology, though, is used in other types of CAD
systems, for example electrical CAE. to capture logical connections between system components such

as those electronic components and their interconnections forming an electronic assembly.

The topological entities, vertex, edge etc., specified here have been defined independently of any

“use” that may be made of them, either use by higher level topological entities or use by a CAD
system. Minimal constraints have been placed on each entity with the intention that any additional

constraints will be specified by the using entity or by a defined context in which the entity is used.

The intent is to avoid limiting the context or the use made of the entities.

The topological entities have been defined in a hierarchical manner with the vertex being the primitive

entity. That is, all other topological entities are defined either directly or indirectly in terms of vertices.

Each entity has its own set of constraints. A higher level entity may impose consnaints on a lower

level entity. At the higher level, the constraints on the lower level entity are the sum of the constraints

imposed by each entity in the chain between the higher and lower level entities.

4.6. 1.1 Nomenclature and Symbology

An attempt has been made to define precisely the constraints that must be met by the topological

entities. In many cases these are defined symbolically. This Section describes the notation used

for this purpose. It should be noted that the definitions given here are independent of EXPRESS
definitions and usage.

TOPOLOGICAL ENTITIES The topological entities are vertex, edge, path, loop, face (and sub-

face). shell and region. These will be referred to by the following symbols V, E,P, L,F,S

and A, repectively.

Some of these entities take partictilar forms and a superscript is used to distinguish between

these forms if necessary. A loop, for example, may be a vertex loop, an edge loop or a

polyloop. These forms are denoted as £",1*, Table 1 1 lists the forms used in this section.

In some instances of the entity definitions, a topological attribute, may take the form of a

(topological logical) pair. A subscript is used to distinguish between the topological and the

(topological + logical) pairing. For example, E and Ei or 5® and 5f.

SET A Set is an unordered homogeneous collection with no duplicate members. A set is represented

by an enclosing pair of braces. Thus, {A} is a set of entities of type A.
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Symbol Definiuon

V Vertex

V Number of unique vertices

E Edge

£ Number of unique edges

G* Edge genus

P Path

V Number of uniqxie paths

Path genus

L Loop

C Number of unique loops

Edge-loop

IP Poly-loop

I'' Vertex-loop

G' Loop genus

F Face

F Number of unique faces

Gf Face genus

S SheU

s Number of unique shells

5' Qosed-shell

5“ Open-shell

5'' Vertex-shell

Wire-shell

G* SheU genus

R Region

n Number of unique regions

G Genus

Q Sum of genus

Table 11: Topology Symbol Definitions
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LIST A List is an unordcred homogenous collection with possibly duplicate members. A list is

represented by an enclosing pair of brackets. Thus. [A] is a list of entities of type A.

OWNER It is useful to be able to define a list or a set whose members are “owned” by another

entity; for example, the list of faces compnsmg a shell. An Owner is denoted by enciosmg ii

in parentheses. Thus (5)(in ‘S the list of faces comprising the shell 5. There can be a chain

of owners; ((5){F})[I] is the list of loops of the set of faces belonging to the shell 5.

SIZE OF Enclosing a set or list in a pair of vertical lines denotes the size (number of members) of

the set or list Thus |(5)[F]| is the number of unique faces comprising 5.

SET and LIST EQUALITY Two sets or two lists or a set and a list are said to be equal if they have

exactly the same members, irresp«:tive of order. Thus, (5){f’} * (5)(/n says that the set of

faces of 5 and the list of faces of 5 are the same (i.e each face in 5 is unique). By definition,

(5){F} ^ {S){L} is always TRUE as Face and Loop are different types.

Several topological endties use an Orientadon Flag to indicate whether the direction of a referenced

entity agrees with or is opposed to the direction of the referencing entity. If the Flag is TRUE then

the direction of the referenced entity is correct but if the Flag is FALSE then the direction of the

referenced entity should be (conceptually) reversed. It can happen that there are several Orientation

Flags in the chain of entities from the high level referencing entity to the low level referenced entity.

The direction of a low level entity with respect to a high level entity is obtained by evaluating the

not exclusive or (0) of the chain of Oientation Fags. For example, a Face references a Loop +

Loopflag, a Loop references an Edge Edgefiag and an Edge references a Curve 4> Curveflag. The

Face “FaceCurveflag” is given by

FaceCurveflag s Loopflag 0 Edgeflag 0 Curveflag

where not exclusive or is defined by;

7 0 7 = 7

TQ F ^ F

FQF = 7.

Thus

70707=7

4.6. 1.2 Graph Traversal

A connected ^ph can be completely traversed, starting and ending at the same vertex, such that

every edge is traversed exactly twice, once in each direction, and every vertex is “passed through”

the same number of times as there are edges using the venex. If an (edge <4* edge traversal direction)

is considered as a unit then each unique (edge 4* direction) combination must occur once and only

once in the traversal of a graph. During the traversal of a graph it will be found that there are one or

more sets of alternating venices and (edge + direction) units that form closed cycles. A closed cycle

is called a loop. Every edge in the graph is used by at least one and at most two loops. Every (edge

+ direction) combination is used by one and only one loop. The Genus of a connected graph,

is the number of closed cycles of vertices and edges in the graph. The number of loops in a general

graph is given by A/ < I < (A/ + G^) where Af is the multiplicity (the number of connected graphs

in the graph) and L is the number of Loops.
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The following maze traversal algorithm (P. R. Wilson, “ Euler Formulas and Geometric Modeling,”

IEEE Computer Graphics & Applications, Vol 5. No 8, pp 24-36, August 1983) may be used to

traverse a graph and to determine the genus of the graph and, if the graph is disconnected, the number

of connected sub-graphs.

1 . Set the genus and connected graph counters to zero.

2. Start at any (unvisited ) vertex. If there is no unvisited vertex then STOP. Mark the vertex as

visited. Increment the connected graph counter. Traverse any edge at the vertex, marking the

edge with the travel direction.

3. After traversing an edge PQ to reach the vertex Q, do the following:

• When reaching a vertex for the first time, mark the edge just traveled as the advent edge

of the vertex.

• If this is the first traversal of the edge and the vertex Q has previously been visited,

increment the genus counter.

• Select an exit edge from the vertex according to the following rules:

(a) No edge may be selected that has been previously been travened in the direction

away from the vertex Q.

(b) Select any edge, except the advent edge of Q, that meets rule (a).

(c) Select the advent edge of Q, provided it meets rule (a).

• Traverse the selected exit edge and mark it with the travel direction.

4. If no edge was selected in the previous step, then go to step 2.

At the end of this algorithm the nmnber of connected graphs are known as well as the genus.

A graph satisfies the following form of the Euler equation

Xw^(v-e)-{M-g^)^o (1)

where V and S are the number of unique vertices and edges in the graph, M is the multiplicity

(the number of connected graphs in the graph) of the graph and is the sum of the genus of the

connected component graphs.

4.6. 1.3 DEFINITIONS

A number of informal definitions are given here which will later be used to describe and constrain

the topological entities.

ARCWISE CONNECTED An entity is arewise connected if any two arbitrary points in its domain

can be connected by an arc within the domain that does not cross a boundary of the entity.

BOUNDARY A boundary defines the limits of a domain. An domain may or may not include

its boundaries. An entity of dimensionality D has a boundary of dimensionality d, where

0<d<D.

CLOSED An entity of dimensionality D is closed if it divides into exactly two regions.

DIMENSIONALITY The number of parameters required to specify the geometric form of a topo-

logical entity. Edges (curves). Faces (surfaces) and volumes have dimensionality of 1, 2 and

3 respectively. By convention a Vertex (point) has dimensionality of 0.
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DOMAIN The space (region) over which an enaty exists (is defined).

EXTENT The measure of the content of the region occupied by an entity (i.e its domain), measured

in units appropnate to the dimensionality of the entity, thus length, area and volume for

dimensionalities of 1, 2 and 3. Where necessary the symbol Z will be used to denote extent

GRAPH A set of vertices and edges. The edges of a graph do not intersect except at their boundaries

(i.e vertices). A graph is disconnected if it is not arcwise connected.

MANIFOLD Let m and n be non-negative integen and .Y be a subset of Let X be given the

relative topology inherited from R^. Then X is said to be a topological n-manifold provided

each point of .V has an open neighbourhood that is homeomorphic to the open unit ball of R^.

MULTIGRAPH A (sub-) graph where two or more edges have the same boundaries (vertex pairs).

OVERLAP A domain of dimensionality D overlaps if at every point of the domain an open ball of

diameter e, where £ — 0, in R^*^ con be drawn that is partitioned into exactly two regions,

and two or more points in the domain correspond to the same point in R^.

PSEUDOGRAPH A graph that contains self-loops and/or multigraphs.

R^ Three dimensional real space.

SELF-INTERSECTION A domain self-intersects if it is neither manifold nor overlapping.

SELF-LOOP An edge that has the same boundary (vertex) at either end.

4.62 TOPOLOGY

*)

KH7ZTY topology
SUPKRTZPX or ('rmrtmx XOR

•dgo XOR
path XOR
loop XOR
faca XOR
aiabfaea XOR
shall XOR
eoanactad^adga^sat XOR
coanaetad^faea^sat XOR
ragioa)

;

XHD^XirriTY;
(*

"

4.6.2. 1 VERTEX

A vertex is a unique (topological) point in R^ with dimensionality 0 and extent 0. A geometric point

may be associated with a venex to locate it in a coordinate space.

*)

ZMTZTY 'Tartase

SUBTYP* OF (topology)

;
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•rtAX^jpoint ' : OPTIONAL point;
NHZRX

diaanaionality (vortM) 0;

•xtont (vortox) « 0;

SHD^mriTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

vertex_point: Optional geometric point associated with vertex.

*)

RDXJB •rtox^gocaotry TOR (vortox) ;

IT ( (vortox^^point O MUXiL) AND
(domain (vortnx) O domain (vrtaxjoint ) ) ) TBBf

VZOLATZON;
D©_ir;

ZND^BHLI;
(*

"

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The domain of the vertex is defined by the domain of the point, if it is specified.

4.6.2.2 EDGE

An edge is an arcwise connected bounded directed finite manifold (topological) ctirve in with

dimensionality 1 . The bounds of an edge are two vertices. The edge is positively directed from the

first to the second vertex. An edge may form a self-loop. The domain of the edge does not include

its bcmnds and 0 < H < oo.

Associated with an edge may be a geometric curve to locate the edge in a coordinate space. The

curve must be manifold within the domam of the edge. As the topological and geometric directions

may be opposed, an indicator is used to identify whether the edge and curve directions agree or are

opposed. The logical value indicates whether the curve direction agrees with (TRUE) or is in the

opposite direction (FALSE) to the edge direction. Any geometry associated with the vertices of the

edge must be consistent with the edge geometry.

An edge must satisfy the Euler equation (1) with f s 1,M s 1. That is

Xe* V-(2-G*)»0 (2)

where V is the number of unique vertices of the edge and G* is the genus of the edge.

The genus of the edge may be determined by traversing the edge from the start venex to the end

vertex. The genus equals the number of times the first traversal of an edge leads to a vertex that has

already been used in the traversal.

Specifically, the topological edge defining data must satisfy:

• An edge has two vertices,

\E[V]\^2

• The vertices need not be distinct,

1 < \E{V}\ <2
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• Equation 2 must hold

£{r}j -2 + G*=0

*)

KMTZTY mdgm
suBTYPi or
•dg«^start
•dg«^«nd

WHZSJB
~

(topology)

;

: •rtoac;
: vortox;
: OFTIOKAL carv«_logieal atneturo;

dia«A«ionality (odgo) 1;

(0 < oxtontCodgo) < inTixiity};

(* Sxtont i« flnlto and non-saro *)

manlfold(adga)

;

arewia«^eonnactad(adga)

;

intaraact (adga^atart, domai n (adga) ) MULL;

Intarsact (adga^and, dooaiin (adga) ) MULL;
(* An adga dcaiain doaa not includa ita boundariaa *)

(0 < ganua(adga) <» 1);

(adga^atart * adga^aad) OR (adga^atart O adga^and)

;

conatrainta^gaoaatry^adga (adga) ;

Bro^prriTY;
” *

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

edge.start: Stan point (vertex) of the edge.

edge.end: End point (vertex) of the edge.

edge^urve: Opdonai curve logical structure which associates geometric curve information with

edge.

*)

RULS adga^gacmatry FOR (adga) ;

RZPSAT FOR KACB adga ZM MODSL;
Zr MOT UMZQUX domain (adga) TBZM
VZOLATZOH;

SMD^SDSAT;
(* Moltipla ZDGBa can rafaranea tha aaaa corva,

but iF thay do thay anaat rafazanca diFFarant
gaomatric cuxva dcaaina *)

SlU^RULX;
(*

”

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The same vertex can be used for both edge start and edge end.

2. Extent of an edge is finite and non-zero.
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3. An edge is arcwtse connected.

4. Vertex geometry must be consistent with edge geometry.

5. The function constraints geometry edge returns TRUE where the function evaluates the geo-

metric constraints.

6. Multiple edges can reference the same curve, but if they do they must have different domains.

4.6.2.3 CURVE LOGICAL STRUCTURE

This entity associates a LOGICAL value with a curve.

*)

ZMTZTY car^v^logicAl^stncttir•

;

car7r«_^«l«Mnt : eurv ;

flag ~
: LOGICJkL;

IHD__DrnTY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

curve.element: Geometric curve.

flag: LOGICAL value associated with curve.

4.6.2.4 PATH

A path is a piecewise open oriented arcwise connected manifold curve in of dimensionality 1 and

genus zero. The domain of the path does not include its bounds and 0 < S < oo.

In graph terms a path is an ordered list of (N+l) unique vertices and N (edge + direction) components,

where JV > 1. The first and last vertices in the list are different. An edge can only appear once in

the list and must not be a self-loop.

A path is represented by an ordered collection of (edge -h logical) pairs as the vertices may be

determined by examining the edge data. The path is ordered from the first vertex in the path to the

last. The LOGICAL value is used to indicate whether the Edge direction agrees with the direction of

the Path (TRUE) or is in the opposite direction (FALSE).

The genus of a Path can be determined by traversing the edges of the Path, starting at the initial

vertex, in the given order. The genus is the number of times the first traversal of an edge leads to a

vertex that has been previously met in the traversal.

A path must satisfy the the Euler formula, equation (1), with M » I, » 0. That is

Xp » (V - f) - 1 = 0 (3)

where V and 5 are the number of unique vertices and edges in the path Specifically, the topological

attributes of a Path must meet the following constraints

• The edges in the Path are unique,

(P)(£n=(P){E}

• In the list ((P)(£])(U], two vertices appear once only and every other vertex appears exactly

twice.
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• The Path genus.is zero.

• Equation 3, as

:((P)[£]){r}i - !(£){£}! - 1=0

*)

ZHTZTY path
SUBTYVS or (topology)

;

opaa^^adga^lxat : LIST [1 : #] OF OHZQUX adga^loglcal^struetura;
IfHBtX

~ *

diMaaional^ty (path) « 1;

(0 < aactaat (path) < infinity}

;

opan (path)

;

an i fold (path)

;

areviaa^eonnactad (path)

;

gaaaa (path) « 0

;

eonatraiata^topolo^^_path (path) ;

eonatralata_gaoaatry;_path (path) ;

*HD_»TITY;
"

(*

ATTRIBirrE DEFINITIONS:

open.edgeJist: List of edge logical structures such that the path does not close oa itself.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. A path is manifold and arcwise connected.

2. There must be at least one edge in the path.

3. An individual edge can only be referenced once by an individual path.

4. An edge can be referenced by multiple paths.

5. An edge can exist independently of a path.

6. The function constraints topology path returns TRUE, where the function evaluate the topo-

logical constramts on a path.

7. The function constraints geometry path returns TRUE where the function evaluates the geo-

meoic constraints on a path.

4 6.2.3 EDGE LOGICAL STRUCTTURE

This entity associates a LOGICAL value with an edge.

*)

XHTZTY •d9«^lo7lenl^s'truetur«;
•dgv^alasant : adg*

;

flag" : LOGICAL;
DTO^DITITY;
(*

”
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ATTRIBLTE DEFINmONS:

edge.element: Edge entity.

flag: A LOGICAL value associated with the edge.

46.2.6 LOOP

A loop is a piecewise closed oriented arcwise connected non self-intersecting curve in with

dimensionality 0 or 1. As the curve is closed the location of the bound (closure) on the curve is

arbitrary. The domain of the loop includes the bound and 0 < Z < oo.

In graph terms a loop is an ordered list of (N+l) vertices and N (edge + direction) components, where

N > 0 and the first and last vertices in the list are the same. When N=0, the loop has dimensionality

0, otherwise it has dimensionality 1.

A loop must satisfy the Euler formula, equation (1), with ^f - 1. That is

-e)- {I -G')=0 (4)

where V and f are the number of unique vertices and edges in the loop and is the genus of the

loop.

The loop genus can be determined by traversing the edges of the loop, starting at any vertex, in the

order given. The loop genus equals the number of times the first traversal of an edge leads to a vertex

that has been met before in the traversal.

A loop is represented by a single venex or by an ordered collection of (edge + logical) pairs or by

an ordered collection of pomts.

*)

SHTITY loop
SXTffXATrPX or (•rtox^loop XOR

•dg«^loop XOR
poly_loop)

SUBTXVX or (topology)

;

WBZRX
(0 < riiaionnionality (loop) <» 1);

(0 <« •xt«nt(loop) < inriaxty);
cloaod(loop)

;

9«nua(loop) >« 0;

SHD^DCTITY;
(*

“

PROPOSITIONS:

1. A loop has dimensionality less than or equal to one.

2. A loop has a non-infinite extent.

3. A loop is arcwise connected.

4. A loop describes a closed (topological) curve.
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4.6.2.7 VERTEX LOOP

A vertex loop is a loop of zero genus consisting of a single vertex.

The topological data must sansiy the following constraints;

• The loop consists of a single vertex

l(i){v}i = i(i:)[v']| = i

• Equation 4 must be satisfied

|(I){V}I -1=0

*)

KHTZTY vmrtM^loop
SUBTXPX or Tloop)

;

lecp_^v«rt«x :

umQutT
locp_y«jrtu

;

WHZBX
~

dlaansionallty (sr«7t«x_loop) « 0;

mxtmnt (yrmrtmx^loop) 0 ;

gvntaa (sr«rt«x_locp) 0;

BtDJBniTY; ”
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINmONS:

loop-vertex: The unique vertex which composes the entire loop.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . Loop vertex must be UNIQUE.

2. A vertex loop has zero extent and dimensionality.

3. A vertex can be used by no more than one vertex loop.

4. A vertex can exist independendy of a vertex loop.

4 6.2.8 EDGE LOOP

An edge loop is a loop with non-zero extent. It is represented by an ordered collection of (edge

logical) pain such that adjacent edges in the loop are adjacent in the collection. The vertices of the

loop may be determined by examining the edge data. The logical indicator is used to identify whether

the positive edge direction agrees with (TRUE) or is opposed to (FALSE) the positive direction of

the loop.

The defining topological entities of an Edge Loop must conform to the following constraints:

• Each (edge 4> logical) pair must be unique,

(!*){£,} = (£*)[£,]
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• The number of venices in the list of Loop venices must be twice the number of {edge + logical)

pairs.

2i(r)[£:dl-,((i:*)[E/])(ni = o

This condition ensures that the Loop is closed but allows the graph to have branches and edges

to be self-loops.

• The genus of the loop must be greater than zero.

• Equation 4 must be satisfied

|((I{£}){r}|-|(I){£}|-l+G‘=0

)
X2ITZTY •d9«^locp

SUBTYPX or (loop)

;

loop_«dg«s : LIST [1 : #] OT UKIQUZ •dg«_lo9leAl^»taractiaz«;
WHZM

” - -

dia«n«lonality (•dg^^loop) * 1;

{0 < •xtttn't (•dg«_locp) < i.n£i2xi.ty}

;

arevistt_eean«ctttd(«d9«^locp) ;

mamifold(«d9«^loop) or overlap (odgo^loop) ;

9«nus (odga^loop) >« 1;

eona^xainhs^topelo^y^odgo^loop (odga^locp) ;

eonatralats_g«oa«try_«dg«_loop (odgo^loop) ;

DID_*HTITr;
” "

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

loop.edges: List of EDGE/LOGICAL pairs.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . An edge loop has finite extent.

2. An edge loop has dimensionality 1.

3. An edge loop may overlap itself.

4. An edge loop is arewise connected.

5. An edge may not be referenced more than twice by a single edge loop.

6. Each Edge/Logical combination in an edge loop must be unique.

7. The function constraints topology edge loop remms TRUE after evaluating the topoiogical

c nsiraints.

8. The function constraints geometry edge loop returns TRUE after evaluating the geomenic

constraints.

9. An edge can exist independently of an edge loop.

10.

An edge can be referenced by multiple edge loops.
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4.6.2.9 POLY LOOP

A poly loop is a loop of genus 1 where the loop is represented by an ordered co-planar collection

of points forming the venices of the loop. The loop is composed of straight line segments joining a

point in the collection to the succeeding point in the collection. The closing segment is from the last

to the first point in the collection. The direction of the loop is in the direction of the line segments.

A poly loop must conform to the followmg topological constraints:

• The loop has a genus of one.

• Equation 4 must be satisfied

\(L){v}\ - i(i:){£:}i*o

*)

ENTITY poly^loop
SUBTYVS or (loop)

;

polygon : LIST [3 : i] OT UNIQUE point;

NBSRS
dinnnnionnlity (poly_loop) « 1;

(0 < oxtnat (poly^loop) < infinity};

anaifold(poly_loop)

;

nrewi««^conn«ct«d(poly_loop) ;

plnnnr (poly^loop) ;

gnnua (poly^loop) « 1;

conatxninta^topology^^loop (poly^loop) ;

EHD^EHTITY;
” ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

polygon: List of points defining the loop. There are no repeated points in the list.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. A poly loop has finite extent.

2. A poly loop has dimensionality 1.

3. A poly loop is manifold and arcwise connected.

4. All poults in a poly loop must be co-planar.

5. The function constraints topology loop returns TRUE where the function evaluates the topo-

logical constraints on the loop.

6. A point can exist independently of a poly loop.

4.6.2.10 FACE

A face is an oriented bounded arcwise connected manifold (topological) surface in of dimension-

ality 2. A face need not be simply connected, that is, it may have holes in it. The face domain docs

not include its bounds and 0 < 2 < oo. The domain must be mappable to a plane. A face must have
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at least one bound, and the bounds must be disjoint. A bound must have dimensionality of either 0

or 1.

A face is represented by embedding a graph in a (topologically) plane sxirface. The graph will partition

the plane into one or more regions, one of which will have semi-infinite extent, the othen, if any, will

be finite. Each region in the plane is a face. The boundary of each face is comprised of one of more

loops which define the domam of the face. A face has a topological normal a and the tangent to a

loop is t. For a loop defining the bound of a face the cross-product nXt points towards the interior

of the face. In other words, when a point in the face and near a boundary is viewed in the opposite

direction to the face normal, the loop direction is locally counter clockwise. An indicator is used to

signify whether the loop direction is oriented correctly with respect to the face normal (TRUE) or it

should be reversed (FALSE).

As a face is mappable to a plane, it is possible in principle, to determine the “outer" loop of the face.

All other loops are contained within the outer loop. An inner loop must not contain any other loop

of the face.

A geometric surface, which must be manifold and mappable to a plane within the domain of the

face, may be associated with the face. (Note that a spherical surface with a single boundary point

is mappable to a plane). As both a face and a geometric surface have defined normal direchoos an

indicator is used to mdicate whether the surface normal agrees with (TRUE) or is opposed to (FALSE)

the face normal direction. The geometry associated with any component of the loops of the face must

be consistent with the surface geometry.

The genus (number of boles) of a face can be determined in the following manner from the graph of

edges and vertices defining the bounds of the face:

• Delete ail edges from the graph that are referenced twice by the loops of the face.

• Delete all vertices that have no associated edges.

• The number of holes in the face is the maximum of 0 and (M-1), where M is the multiplicity

of the resulting graph.

Alternatively, the genus of a face is one less than the sum of the genus of the loops of the face. That

is.

tsi

The Euler formula, equation (1) with L - M, must be satisfied. That is.

X/=(V-f)-(£-g')=0 (5)

or

X/=(V-f:)-£+(l+G^)=0

where V, £ and C are the numbers of umque vertices, edges and loops in the face, is the sum of

the genus of the loops and is the genus of the face.

More specifically, the following topological constraints must be met:

• The loops are unique

(F){L} = (n[^]

• In the list ((F)(£])(£^] an individual edge occurs no more than twice.
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• Each (edge + logical) pair is unique

• Equation 5 must be satisbed

l(((D[z:']){r}){r}i4.i((F)[i'']){r}| - i((i^[i]){£}| - |(F)[I]| + ^g'

*)

ZZrrZTY fae«
SDBTXPX or (topology)

;

outor_bouad : OPTZOHAXi locp^logieal^atraet'oso

;

bounds : 3Z7 [1 : #] OF loop^logicsl^atruetuso ;

fses^surfses : OPTZOKAXt surfaes^logicsl^atsuctuss;

dinsnsionslity (fses) « 2;

(0 < sjrbsnt (faes) < infinity};
manirold (domain (faca) )

;

arewiaa^eonaactad(faea)

;

g«Bas(fac«) > 0;

eonstralnts_topology_faea (faea)

;

eoastrai.nta_gaoaatry^faea (faea) ;

KHD^Brnry;
” "

(•
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINmONS:

outer.bound: Outside boundary of face. Optional

bounds: List of all Boundaries of the face.

face.surface: Geometric surface underlying face.

*)

RULX faca^gaoaatry FOR (faca)

;

ZF CRISTS (outarjbound) ARD NOT (outar^bound IN bounds) TBCN
VTOIATION;

” ”

D®_IF;
SZFCAT FOR XACC faea ZH MOOCL;

ZF (NOT mrZQUX dOMin(faea)) TECH
VZOXnXTZON;

CND_ZF;
SND_SXPCAT;

ZND_Iim.l;

(*

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Poly loops may not be mixed with other loop types.

2. All poly loops must be co-planar with each other and the surface geometry.
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3. There are no repeated loops m a face.

4. Each loop in a face is unique.

5 . One loop (the outer) contains all the other loops.

6. No loop, except the outer can contain another loop of the face.

7. The loops of the face are disconnected.

8. A surface may be used by more than one face.

9. Lower level geometry (venex points and edge ciu^^es) must be consistent with the face geometry.

10. The function constraints topology face renims TRUE, where the function evaluates the face

topological constramts.

1 1 . The function constraints geometry face remms TRUE, where the function evaluates the face

geometric constraints.

4.6.2.11 LOOP LOGICAL STRUCTURE

This entity associates a LOGICAL value with a loop.

*)

ZM7ZTY locp^loglcal^^a^zuetur*

;

loop_«l«a«nt : loop;

flMq~ : LOGICAL;
BUDJOnXTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITTONS:

loop.element: A loop.

flag: A LOGICAL value associated with the loop.

4.6.2.12 SURFACE LOGICAL STRUCTURE

This entity associates a surface and a LOGICAL.

*)

ZMTZTSf surfaco^lo^lcAl^s^ructur* ;

surfaco^sloausnt : surfaea;
flag *

: LOGICAL;
IHD^mTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

surface.element: A surface.

flag: A LOGICAL value associated with the surface.
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4.6.2.13 SUBFACE-

A subface is a ponioa of the domain of a face, or another subface.

The topological constramts on a subface are the same as on a face.

•)

ZIITZTY rubfaes
SUBTJfP* or (topology) ;

outarjbound : loop^logaeal^ataraetura;

boqnda : SXT [1 : i] OJ loop^logical_at»etux«;
t I i ng : salact^faea^or^^aubfaea;

WSXM
outar^bouad ZN bounds;

«Bb«ddad(«ubfac«, triiwing) ;

eonatxalAta_topology_faca(subfaea)

;

eoaatrainta_gaoa«try_subfac« (subfaea) ;

B®_DITlTr;
” ”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

outerJ>ound: The outside boundary of the subface,

bounds: The list of all the boundaries of the subface,

trimming: The face or subface which contains the subface.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The outer bound of the subface is contained in the list of all the bounds.

2. The domain of the subface is a subset of the domain of the face or subface being trimmed.

3. All the topological constraints on a face apply to a subface.

4. The type of loops in the subface must match the type of loops in the trimming entity.

5. The function constraints geometry subface returns TRUE, where the fuiKtioo evaluates the

subface geometric constraints.

4.6.2.14 SHELL

A shell is a piecewise arcwise connected entity of fixed dimensionality D, where 0 < D < 2. The

extent of a shell include its boundaries and 0 < Z < oo.

A shell of dimensionality 0 is represented by a graph consisting of a single vertex. The vertex must

not have any associated edges.

A shell of dimensionality 1 is represented by a connected graph of dimensionality 1

.

An open shell of dimensionality 2 is a piecewise arcwise connected manifold oriented finite (topo-

logical) surface that is mappable to a plane. It is represented by a set of faces.

A closed shell of dimensionality 2 is a piecewise arcwise connected closed oriented manifold (top-

ological) surface mappable to an n-fold torus. The extent includes the boundary, and 0 < S < oo.

The shell divides into two regions, one finite and the other infinte. The topological normal of the

shell is directed from the finite to the infinite region. It is represented by a set of faces.
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*)

KHTITY ahall
SUPKRTYVK or (v«rtM_sh«ll XOR

wir«__^«hall XOR
opM^ahcll XOR
closttd_ah«ll

)

SUBTYPE OF (topology)

;

WEZPE

(0 <* dia«naionali.ty (sholl) <« 2);

(0 < oxtont (ahoU) < infinity);
gonna (ahoU) > 0;

EHD^EHTITY;
(*

”

PROPOSITIONS:

1. A shell has a dimensionality between zero and two.

2. A shell has a non-inhnite extent.

3. A shell has a genus of zero or more.

4.6.2. 1 5 VERTEX SHELL

A vertex shell is a shell consisting of a single vertex loop.

*)

XMTZTY srortan^ahoU
SUBTYPE or (aball)

;

ort hall^bcnndary : srartax^locp

;

UMIQUE
" ”

artax_ahall_boundary

;

WHERE
diaansionality (artax_ahall) 0;

axtant (vaxtax^ahall) « 0;

ganua (vartax^ahall) 0;

EMD^EHTITY;
(*

“

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

vertexjhellJhoundary: Single vertex loop which constitutes the boundary of this type of shell.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Vertex shell boundary must be UNIQUE.

2. The extent and dimensionality of a vertex shell are both zero.

3. A vertex loop can only be used by a single vertex shell.

4. A vertex loop can exist independently of a vertex shell.
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4.6.2.16 WIRE SHELL

A wire shell is a shell of dimensionality 1. It is represented by a connected graph, specifically by

the set of loops forming the graph.

The graph must satisfy the following version of the Euler formula, equation (1)

X, ^ (V - O - (£ - Q‘) » 0 (6)

where V, E and £ ore the numbers of unique vertices, edges and loops in the graph and is the sum

of the genus of the loops.

More specifically, the following topological constraints must be met:

• The loops must be unique

• Each edge must either be referenced by two loops, or twice by a single loop. That is, in the list

((5“'){£])(£1 each edge appears exactly twice.

|((S"')[£])(£1| = 2|((5"')(£]){£:}|

• Each (edge logical) pair must be unique

{{S'^)[L]){Et}^{{S^)[L])[Ei]

• Equation 6 must be satisfied

l(((5'")(i;|){i^}){^'}l - l((5”)[il){£}l - + >0

•)

ZMTZTY
SUBTLE or (shall) ;

wir«^shall_bous&dary : SET [1 : #] or adga^loop;
EBXEE

”

dlMasioaallty (wira^shall) « 1;

•xtaxrh (wira^shall) > 0;

arewiaa_eoxmaot«d(wlra_sh«ll) ;

9«nua (wlra^sball) 0;

eons^alB^s^topolo9y;_wax«^ah«ll (vira^shall)

;

eonshralnta_gacaatry;_vxr«^sh«ll (vlra^shall)

;

EMD_EMTITY;
” ” "

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

wire_sheIlJ>oundar7 : List of edge loops composing the shell.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The shell is arcwise connected.

2. The set of edge loops must be connected.
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I 3. Each loop is umque.

4. The loops do not intersect except at common edges or vertices.

5. The function constraints topology wire shell returns TRUE, where the fuiKtion evaluates the

topological constramts.

6. The function constraints geometry wire shell returns TRUE where the function evaluates the

geometric constraints.

4.6.2.17 OPEN SHELL

An open shell is a shell of dimensionality 2 and is a piecewise arewise connected manifold oriented

hnite topological surface that is mappable to a plane. It is represented by a collection of faces which

do not intersect except at their boundaries.

The connected requirement means that every face must have at least one edge in common with another

face in the shell.

The manifold requirement means that not more than two faces may have the same edge as part of

their boundary. Alternatively, a vertex may be associated with no more than two of the edges which

are referenced only once by the loops of the faces.

A LCXjICAL indicator is used to indicate whether the topological normal of a face agrees with

(TRUE) or is opposed to (FALSE) the topological normal of the shell.

The following version of the Euler formula must be satisfied

Xo. = V - + 2^ - - (1 - G*) = 0 (7)

where and Ci are the number of unique vertices, edges, faces and loop uses in the shell and

G* is the genus of the shell.

The number of holes (genus) of the shell may be detemuned in a similar manner as for a face, from

the graph of edges and vertices forming the loops of the faces.

• Delete all edges from the graph that are referenced twice by the loops of the faces of the shell.

• Delete all vertices that have no associated edges.

• The genus is the maximum of 0 and (M-1), where M is the multplicity of the resulting graph.

• A necessary condition for the shell to be manifold is that each of the connected components

of this graph has two loops.

Specifically, the following topological constraints must be met:

• Each face in the shell is unique

(S"){F} = (5")[n

• Each loop in the shell is unique

i{S°)[F]){L}^{{S^)[F])[L]

• Each (edge + logical) pair in the shell is unique

(((5^)(F])(I1){£,} = (((5")(£1)[I])[£(]
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• In the list (((5-)[F])(I])[£’] there is at least one edge that only appears once and no edges

appear more than twice; the smgleton edges are on the boundary of the shell.

t Equation 7 must be satisfied

1-G* * :((((5")(in){i'}){i:}){v^}l + !({(5'’)(F]){i:'’}){r}i

-i{{{S^)[F]){L}){E}\^2\(S^)[F]\ - \{{S^)[F])[L]\

*)

DfTZTY op«n_shttll

SUBTYVX or (ahttU.) ;

•h«ll_bosandafy : SZT [1 : #] OF faed^legical^rtnetu*

;

XHZRX
” “

aaalfold(op«a^sh«ll)

;

arewx««^conn«etttd(op«a^sh«H) ;

dioMnsionallty (op«a_sh«ll) • 2;

g«aus (op«n^ahttlZ) 0

;

constraint«^topology^op«a_«h«ll (opan^shall)

;

constraints_gaoaatry_op«n_shaLl (opan^ahall) ;

niD^XHTITJf;
” ” ~

(*
“

ATTRroUTE DEFTNITIONS:

sheUJboundary: The set of face and logical Sag combinations composing the open shell.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . An open shell must have at least one face.

2. The shell is arewise connected.

3. The faces in an open shell do not intersect except at their boundaries.

4. A given face may exist in more than one open shell.

5. A face may exist without being part of an open shell

6. The loops of the shell must not be a mixture of poly loops and other loop types.

7. Constraints topology open shell returns TRUE when the function evaluates the topological

constraints.

8. Constraints geometry open shell remms TRUE when the functioo evaluates the geometric

constraints.

4.6.2.18 FACE LOGICAL STRUCTURE

This entity associates a face and a LOGICAL.

*)

X2ITZTY £ne«_logxeAl_^s^ractnr«

;

faen^clcMct : faca

;

flag" : LOCICAI.;

ETO^mriTY;
(*

"
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ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

face.element: A face.

flag: A LOGICAL value associated with the face.

4.6.2.19 CLOSED SHELL

A closed shell is a shell of dimensionality 2 and is a piecewise closed oriented manifold topological

surface mappable to an n-fold torus. The domain of the shell includes it’s boundary, and 0 < E < oo.

The shell divides into two regions, one finite and the other infinite. The topological normal of the

shell is directed from the finite to the infinite region.

The shell is represented by a collection of faces. The faces do not intersect except at their boundaries.

Associated with each face in the shell is a logical value which indicates whether the face normal

agrees with (TRUE) or is opposed to (FALSE) the shell normal.

Every edge must be referenced twice by the loops of the faces and each (edge + direction) reference

must be unique. Providing the shell is well formed, the genus G is given by

G = ~{L, Lg) - F - {M - 1) > 0 and integer (8)

where L, and Lg are the numbers of shell and graph loops respectively. F is the number of faces

in the shell and M is the multiplicity of the graph. A non*integer value for G denotes an ill formed

shell, but an integer value does not necessarily imply a well formed shell

The following version of the Euler formula must be satisfied for the shell:

X„ = V-5 + 2.F-£,-2(l -G')»0 . (9)

where V,£,F’ and Ci are the numbers of unique vertices, edges, faces and loop uses in the shell and

G* is the genus of the shell.

Specifically, the following topological constraints must be satisfied:

• Each face in the shell is unique

(5'){F} = (5')(F]

• Each loop in the shell is unique

• Each (edge + logical) pair in the shell is unique

(((5'){ F]){ i I){ n)(I))[ E,]

, Each edge in the shell is either used by exactly two loops or is used twice by one loop

mS^)[F])[L]){Ei}\ = 2|(((5")[F])[I1){£}|

That is, in the list (((5')[F])[I])[£1 each edge appears exactly twice;

• Equation 9 must be satisfied

2-2G' = |((((5°)(Fl){^'}){^}){V'}l + l(((5®)(n){i^''}){V^}l

-1(((5")(F]){I}){£}| +21(5")(F]1 - \{iS^)[F])[L]\
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*)

SMTXTY clofl«d._ah«Xl

SUBTYPX or (ahaJ.!) ;

cahall^boundAry : SZ7 [1 : #] or faca^logieal^a'txuctur• ;

IfBZBX
” “ ”

manifold (cloaad^ahaJLl) ;

a£ewiaa_connac'tad(eloaad_ahall) ;

dimmaalonallty (eloaad^ahall) 2;

gaana (eloaad^ahall) >« 0 ;

eonatralnta^topology^eloaad^ahall (cloaad^ahall)

;

eonatralnta^gmommtxy^cloaad^ahall (eloaad^ahall)

;

XMD^mTITY;
*” " ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTTONS:

csbeilJboundary: The set of face and logical flag combinatioas composing the closed shell.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. A closed shell must have at least one face.

2. The shell is manifold and arcwise connected.

3. The faces of the shell are unique.

4. The faces of a closed shell do not intersect each other, except along their boundaries.

5. A given face may exist in more than one closed shell.

6. A face may exist without being part of a closed shell.

7. The loops of the shell must not be a mixture of poly loops and other loop types.

8. Constraints topology closed shell returns TRUE when the function evaluates the topological

constraints.
^

9. Constraints geometry closed shell returns TRUE when the function evaluates the geometric

constraints.

4.6.2.20 REGION

A region is a (finite) arcwise connected portion of with dimensionality 3. The extent of a region

does not include its boundaries and 0 < Z < oo.

The boundaries of a region are one or more shells of dimensionality D where 0 < D <2. The shells

of a region must not intersect except at a vertex or along an edge and may overlap along common
vertices, edges or faces.

When the boundaries of the region are non-closed shells the region extent is semi-infinite (i.e., there

is an implied boundary at infinity).

When one of the boundaries is a closed shell, the topological normal of the shell is directed away

from the extent (interior) of the region. In this case an indicator is used to signify whether the shell

normal, as defined in the shell, points towards the exterior (TRUE) or the interior (FALSE) of the

region.
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*)

XHTZTY ration
SDBTYP* or (topology)

;

out«r^r«gi.onJbouBdary : OPTIONAL aholl^logical^fltneturo;
rogion^boundarios : SZT [1 ; #] or sb«ll^logieaJ.^«tructux«;

WBZPX
” ~

diaoasionality (rogion) a 3;

{0 < axtant (ragion) < infinity )

;

arcvi«a^eonn«ct«d(r«gion)

;

eon«t7ainta^topology^r«gion(ragion)

;

eonatrnint«_^gaoaatry^ragion(ragion)

;

ZHD^nrriTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

outerj’egion.boundary: Shell constituting the outer boundary of the region. This attribute is

optional and is primarily for the use of possible future extensions to non-manifold solid Brep

representations.

regionJ>oundaries: List of shells descnbing all the boundaries of the region.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. A region is arcwise connected.

2. The shells of a region may overlap at common faces, edges or vertices.

3. There must be at least one shell associated with a region.

4. A shell may be used by more than one region.

5. A region is not necessary to the existance of a shell

6. Faces may not touch or intersect except along their boundaries.

7. Each shell in a region is unique.

8. The function constraints topology region returns TRUE, where the function evaluates the

topological constraints.

9. The function constraints geometry region returns TRUE, where the function evaluates the

geometric constraints.

4.6.2.21 SHELL LOGICAL STRUCTURE

This entity associates a LOGICAL value with a shell.

*)

KNTZTY sh«ll_logieml_^atrueburn;
shnll^nlesnnb : ahnll;

flag : LOGICAL;
rND^ZNTlTY;
(*
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attribute DEnNlTIONS;

shell.elemeQt: A shell.

flag: A LOGICAL value associated with the shell.

4.6.2.22 CONNECTED EDGE SET

A connected edge set is a set consisting of connected edges.

*)

XMTZTY coaa«c^*d_«dg«_««t
SUBTXPX or (topology)

;

coa^odgos : SZT [1:#] OT odgoa;

WBZXUE*'

axovia«_eoan«etod(eonn«etod_«<lg«^s«t) ;

diaonalogallty (connoctod^odgo_aot) « 1;

conatralata^topology^eonnoctod^odgo^aot (eoanoctod^odgo^aot

)

eonatxalnta^gocoatry^coanoctod^^odgo^sot (conaoetod^odga^aot

)

BfD__BrriTY;
" " - - - -

(•
~

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

ces.edges: Set of edges arcwise connected at common vertices.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The connected edge set is arcwise connected.

2. The dimensionality of the connected edge set is 1.

4.6.2.23 CONNECTED FACE SET

A connected face set is a set consisting of connected faces.

*)

BITZTY connoctod^faco^aat
SUBTYPK or (topology)

;

cfs^faeoa : SZT [l:i] or faeoa;
WBZZZ*

areiria«^eoiiaoet«d(eona*ct«d^Tae«_««t)

;

diaonaloaality (eoanoetod^faco^aot) * 2;

constrainta^topology^eoaaoetod^faeo^sat (eonnactad^faea_aat

)

eonatraints_gaonatry_connactad^faca^aat (eonnaetad_£aea^aat)
ZMD^ZZTITT;

” ”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

cfsJaces: Set of faces arcwise connected along common edges.
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PROPOSITIONS: -

1. The connected face set is arcwise connected-

2. The dimensionality of the connected face set is 2.

4.6J Topology FUNCTION Definitions

4.6.3. 1 Topology Geometric Constraints

Included here are functions that check the geometric constraints on the topological entities.

4.6.3. 1 . 1 CONSTRAINTS GEOMETRY VERTEX

*)

rUNCTZOH eon«^aiAta_g«ca«try_v«srtM( : vvrtax) : Z«OGZCAL;

RZTURM(XXZSTS(v.v«rt«x_poiat) A2iD

doaalnlv) <> doaain(v. v«rt«x_poln*b)

)

OR
MOT S3CZSTS (.•srtax^oiji't) ;

KMD^rUMCTIOM;
(*

”

4.6.3.

1.2

CONSTRAINTS GEOMETRY EDGE

This function evaluates the geometric constraints on an edge and returns TRUE if they are satisfied.

*)

rUMCTZOH conntralntn^gxcotttry^odgx (• : adga) : LOGICAL;
LOCAL

~ "

ranolt : LOGICAL :* TRUZ;

ZMD^LOCAL;
RZPKAT rOR KACH ZH aa^^adga^vaxtlea* (•) ;

zr dia-txaea (vaxtax, a . adga^corva) O 0 THZM
raault :« TALSR;

~

(* vax^ax gaoaanry Bua't ba conaia'baa-t with ciunra gacaakry *)

*MD_ZT;
XMD_IublAT;
ZT NOT aabaddad(a, a. adga^corva) THZM
raault :« ZALSZ;

~

(* tha doaaln of tha eurva auat ineluda tha dcaiain of tha adga *)

ZMD_ZT;
zr a . adga^corva . flag O agraanantfa, a .adga^eurva.coxra) TZZ2f

raault :• FAZiSZ;

{* tha flag ia aat to maka tha adga and eurra dlxaetlona agraa *)

ZMD_Zr;
RZTnRM(raault)

;

ZMD__rUNCTZOH;
(*

"
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4.6.3.

1.3

CONSTRAINTS GEOMFTRY PATH

This function evaluates the geometric constraints on a path and renuns TRUE if they are satisfied.

rUHCTZOH eonatrmln-ts^g«cm«-try^atb(p: path) : X<0<3ZCXL;

LOCAL
raault : LOGICAL :« TRUX;

EMD_LOCAL;
i : 1 TO SIZZOr (p . opaA_«dg«_li.at) ;

Z7 (op«n^«dga^List [i] . flag o
agraaaiaot (p, opan_adga_liat [1] . adga_ala«aat) ) THZV
raault :* TALSZ;

(* tha flag ia aat to aaka aach adga dlraetiea agraa with
tha path dlraetion *)

XHD^IT;
DID_IUEPKAT;

RSTURH (raault)

;

DID^FUHCTIOM;
(*

“

4.6.3.

1.4

CONSTRAINTS GEOMFTRY EDGE LOOP

This function evaluates the geometric constraints on an edge loop and returns TRUE if they are

satisfied.

*)

rUMCTZOM conatralnta_^gacaatry_adga_loop(l: adga_loop) : LOGICAL;
LOCAL

- - - -

raault : LOGICAL :« TRUK;
ERD^LOCAL;
RZPKAT 1 : 1 TO SIZZOF (1 . loop_adgaa)

;

zr (loop^adgaa [1] .flstg O
agraamant (1 , loop^adgaa [1 ] . adga^al aaant ) ) TIZW

raault ; TALSZ;
(* tha flag ia aat to aaka aach adga dlraetion agraa with

tha loop dlraetion *)

KHD_ZT;
KHD_»PKAT;
RSTURM (raault)

;

KMD^rUMCTZOH;
(*

"

4.6.3.

1.5

CONSTRAINTS GEOMETRY FACE

This function evaluates the geometric constraints on a face and returns TRUE if they are satisfied.

*)

rURCTZON eonatrainta_gacaatry_faea (f : faea) : LOGICAL;

LOCAL
” "
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rasult } LOGICAL :« TRUZ;

ou'tAT : loop;

loop_li*t : li*t_^of_locp : li*t_f«c«_loop* (£)

;

loop_*«t : ••t_o£^loop : •t_f*c«_loop« (£) ;

EID^LOCAL;
" ”

IT *ije*d__loop_typ«_Mt (loop_^*«t) THZM
raaiilt :*> TALSS;

(* th« loops Bust not bo s aurturs of poly**loops and
othsr loop typos *)

DID^IT;

IT TYP*OT(loop_list[l] ) poly_loop THZW
BS6ZN

” "

IT (HOT co^lsnsx {t, loop_sot) ) OR
(HOT cojlsnor {t, f . fseo^surfsco) ) THBf

rosult :« TALSZ;
(* a faeo dofinod by poly*loops aust bo planar *)

ZMD_^IT;

DID;
DID_IT;
IT solf_intorsoct (loop_sot) THZH
rosult :« TALSS;

~

(* tho loops aro disjoint *)

SMD_IT;
RZPSAT TOR SACS loop IH loop_sot;

IT (intorsoct (loop,, doaain (f ) ) O HULL) THZH
rosult : a TALSS

;

SHD_IT;
(* tho doaain of a faeo dooa not ineludo its bcundarios *)

SHD_RZPSAT;
(* got outor bound of faeo *)

IT SXZSTS(f .outor_bound) THZH
outor : f . outorjbouad . loop^olsaont

;

SLSS
*" "

(* proudo eodo for calculating outor boundary loop
outor :« loop;

ond of psoudo coda *)

;

BXDJZT:
HZPSAT TOR ZACS loop IH loop_sot;

IT loop O outor THZH
BZGXH

IT HOT insido (outor, loop, f) THZH
rosult :« TALSZ;

ZHD_IT;
(* oaeh faeo bound is insido tho outor bound *)

HZPZAT i : 1 TO SIZZOT (loop_list)

;

IT (loop <> loop^list [i] ) AHD
outor O loop__list [i] AHD
(insido (loop, loop_list [i] , f ) ) THZH

rosTilt TALSZ;
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n®_XT;
(* no loop^ oxcopt th« ou-tor, •nelo««s aao^liox loop *)

Z2ID_IlOKAT;

XMD;

qiD^ZT;
ZHD^SSPXAZ;
Zr SXZSTS(f .fnco^aurfaeo) THZH
BIGZH

~

Z7 ( f . faeo^anrfae« . f1«9 O
ngra—n-b (f , f . faeo^anrf»e« . angfaco^ol—anb) ) TKBI

roaolt :* FAZtSS;

BID^U;
(* tho flag sata tha diraction of tha faca and

snrfaea to natch *)

BZPKAT FOR KACB loop ZH loop^sat;
Z7 dlstanea (loop, f . faca^snxfaea) O 0 TBSV
rasult :« FALSX;

~

XHD^ZF;
(* artax and adga gacaatry auat ba conaistant with

faca gacnatry *)

XND^RZPSAZ;
XMD;

”

XMD_Zr;
RXTnBM(raault) ;

BID_FUMCTZOM;
(*

"

4.6.3. 1.6 CONSTRAINTS GEOMETRY SUBFACE

This function evaluates the geometric constraints on a subface and renims TRUE if they are satisfied.

FUMCTZON conatralnta^gaonatry^subfaca (f : aohfaea) : Z«0<SZCAL;

LOCAL
"

raanlt : LOGICAL : TRUX;

outar : loop;

loop_liat : llat_of^leop liat^faca^loopa (f) ;

loop^aat : aat__of^loop : aat^faca^loopa (f )

;

XMD^LOCAL;
” ” ” ~

ZF alxad^loop^typa^aat (loop^aat) TBXM
raaolt FA1«SX;

(* tha loopa auat not ba a alxtura of polyloopa and
othar loop typaa *)

XMD_ZF;
ZF TYFXOF(loop__liat(l]) poly^loop TlXM
BXGZH

” ~

TT (TYPXOF (f . triaalng .bouada [i] . loop_alanant) O
poly^loop) TBXM

raault~:« FALSX;
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DID_IT; -

th« locp« of th« aubfaea must ba of tha aama typa aa
tha faea balng triamad *)

KHD;

IND_IT;
IT aalf^intaraact (loop^aat) THZM
raault :« TAXtSS;

(* tha loopa ara dia joint *)

EID_IT;
»PXAT rOR SACa loop ZH loop_aat;

zr (intaxaaet (loop, doaain(f)) O NUZ<L) THUi
raanlt :« fALSB;

niD_zr;
(* tha dr>aa in of a anbfaea doaa not inclnda ita bonadariaa *)

KRD^RZPSAT;
(* gat outar bound of aubfaca *)

zr BXZSTS(f .outar^bound) THZH
outar :« f . outar_bound . loop^^alanant

;

KZ.SX
” ”

(* paaudo coda for calculating outar boundary loop
outar loop;

and of paaudo coda *)

;

BHD^ZT;
RXPXAT rOR EACa loop Z2V loop_aat;

zr loop <> outar TBZIff

BXGZN
zr MOT inaida (outar, loop, f) TBEM

raault :« rALSX;

EMD^Zr;
(* aach aubfaca bound ia inaida tha outar bound *)

aaPBAT i :a 1 TO SZZXOr (loop_liat)

;

zr (loop O loop^liat [i] ) AMD
(outar o loop^liat [i] ) AMD
(inaida (loop, loop^liat [i] , f ) ) TaaM

raault :« rAZ*SX;

EMD^ZT;
(* no loop, aacapt tha outar, ancloaaa anothar loop *)

KMD^RXPRAT;
XMD;

”

EMD^ZT;
EMD^IobaAT;
aZTURM (raault)

;

EMD^rUMCTZOM;
(*

“

4 6.3.1.7 CONSTRAINTS GEOMFTRY WIRE SHELL

This function evaluates the geometric constraints on a wire shell and remras TRUE if they are

satisfied.
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rUMCTZOM cons^aln^«_g«cn«^ry__^wxr«_^sh«ll (• : wlxa^shall) : LOGICAL;
LOCAL

- - -

raault : LOGICAL :« TRUX;
loop_liat : liat_o£^loop : Ixat^ahall^loopa (a)

;

loop_a«t : a«t_o£_locp : a«t_^ah«ll^loopa ( a )

;

DID_LOCAL;
” ~ ~

XT iaad^locp^typa^aat (loop^aa^) THBI
raault :« rXLSS;
(* th« loopa mua^ no^ b« a muctura of poly<-loopa aad

obhar loop typaa *)

XHD^XT;

Z7 aalf^intaraact (a) THBI
raatalt :« XALSS;
(* tha loopa do not intaraact aaeapt at coaMon adgaa

and vartlcaa *)

XHD^IT;
FnnRH(raanlt) ;

DID rqUCTIOW;

4.6.3. 1.8 CONSTRAINTS GEOMETRY OPEN SHELL

This function evaluates the geometric constraints on an open shell and returns TRUE If they are

satisfied.

*)

rUMCTZON eonatraxnta^gacaatry^opan^ahall (a : opan^ahall) : LOGICAL;
LOCAL

- - - -

raanlt : LOGICAL :« TAOS;

faea^llat : Hat^of^faea :* liat^ahall^faeaa (i)

;

faea^aat : aat^of^faea : aat^ahall^faeaa (a)

;

loop^aat : aat^of^loop :« aat^ahall^loopa (a)

;

XHD^LOCAL;
” ” ” *

zr mlxad^loop^typa^aat (loop^aat) TBBf
raanlt : FALSS;
(* tha loopa anat not ba a alxtuxa of polyloopa and

otbar loop typaa *)

BID_ZT;
9Z7SAS i : 1 TO SZZZOF (a . ahall_boundnry)

;

ZF (a .ahall^boundary [i] .flag o
agraaaant ( a , a . ahalljbotandary [ i] . faea^alanant ) ) TXSf

raault :« FALSS;
~

BID_ZF;
(* faea noxmala anat aateb tha ahall normal *)

XMD_RZPXAT;
REPEAT FOR SACB faea ZN faea^aat;
REPEAT i :• 1 TO 3ZZEOF (faca_li.at) ;

XT (faea O faea liat[i]) AND
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(int«rs«ct (faea, f [i] )

)

TBZlf

rasult :« rXLSX;
n®_ir;
(* tha facaa of th« shall do not intarsact, axeapt

at thalx boundaxias *)

C1D_SXPXAT;
XMD^SXPKAT;
BXTUm<xasult) ;

XHD_rUHCT10H;
(*

”

4.6.3. 1.9 CONSTRADsrrS GEOMETRY CLOSED SHELL

This fiinction evaluates the geometric constraints on a closed shell and returns TRUE if they are

satisfied.

*)

fUMCfZOH eonstxalnts^gacoatxy^closad^shall (a : closad^shall)” ” ”
LOGICJO.;

LOCAL
xasult : LOGICAL ;« TROX;

faca_li.at : llst^of^faca :« li.st^shall_faeas (s)

;

faea^sat : aat^of^faea : sat^sball^faeaa (s) ;

loop^sat : sat^of^loop :« sat_shall_loops (s)

;

XIID_LOCAL;
” * ”

IT alxad^loop^typa^sat (loop^sat) TBXH
xa«Tilt~:« FALSX;
(* tha loops aast not ba a alxtuxa of poly-loops and

othax loop typas *)

X»D_IT;
RXPXAT i :> 1 TO SZZXOF (s . shallJboundaxy)

;

IT ( s . shall^botandaxy [ 1] . flag O
agraaaant (s^ s . shalljboondaxy [i] . faea^alanaat) ) TXXV

rasnlt :• FALSX;
* ”

ZttDjrW:

(* faca normals must utch tha shall normal *)

XMD_RXPXAT;
RXPXAT rOX XACH faca ZH faca^sat;
RXPXAT i 1 TO SZZXOF (faea^llst)

;

ZT (faca O faca^list [i] ) AMD
intaxsaet (faca, faea^Ust [1] ) TBXM

rasnlt TALSX;
XMD^ZT;
(* tha faeas of tha shall do not Intaxsact, axeapt at

thalx boundaxias *)

KMD_RXPKAT;
XMD^RXPXAT;
RXTURM (xasult)

;

XMD_rUHCTIOM;
(*
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4.6.3.1.10 CONSTRAINTS GEOMETRY REGION

TTiis function evaluates the geometric constraints on a region and rerums TRUE if they are satisfied.

*)

rUMCTZOK eonshrmints^g^onatry^r^gioa (r : vq±on) : Z^OGZCAL;

LOCAL
rcntalt : ZiOGZCAL;

S1D_L0CAL;
raault : THUS;

Zl* EXISTS (r . ouhar^r^glon^boundary) THEM
BSGZM

Z7 (typ«o£ (r . otrtar^r•gi.oa^bouadAxy . nt ) O
elosad^shall) TSXH

7««salt :• FALSE;

EWD^ZT;
(* IF daelarad, tha oataar bosandary anat ba a CZ<08SD SBLL *)

zr NOT s . outar^ragioa^boQ&dary ZH s . xagloa^beaadariaa TEEM
xaanlt :* FALSE;

(* aad anat ba ineltadad ia tha Liab of boiaadaxiaa *}

END_ZF;
REPEAT i :« 1 TO SZZEOF(s.ragxon^boo&daxiaa)

;

ZF (r .ragion^boiandaxiaa [i] O r .otxtar^ragioajbooadasy) AMD
(NOT iaaida (r . oatar^ragioa_booadary . ahaLl_alwm ant

,

r . ragioa^boaadariaa [i] . ahaH^alaMant^ r)

)

" ” THEN
raault :« FALSE;

END_ZT;
(* all ahalla aaat ba withla tha outar ahall *)

END_BXPEAT;
END;

”

EHD_ZT;
REPEAT i 1 TO SZZEOF (r . ragioa^bouadariaa)

;

ZF (r . xagioajbouadaxiaa [ i] . flag ^
agraaaant (r . ragioajbotaadariaa [ i ] . ahall^alaaaat , r ) ) THEN

raaalt FALSE;
~ ~

END_ZF;
(* Shall aad ragioa oriaatatioaa anat aatch *)

REPEAT j :* 1 TO SZZEOF (r . ragioa^bouadariaa)

;

ZF i O j THEN
"

BEGZN
ZF lataraaet (r . ragioajbewidariaa [i]

/

r . ragioajbouadariaa [ j ] ) THEM
raault : FALSE;

END_ZF;
END;

~

END_ZF;
(* ragioa bouadariaa do not intaraact but aay OTarlap at

comon facaa, adgaa aad vartieaa *)

END REPEAT;
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K2<D_RZPKAT; .

RXTUVK (result)

;

mD_rUllCTION;
(*

4.6.3. 1.1 1 CONSTRAINTS GEOMETRY CONNECTED FACE SET

rUHCTZOM constrainta_geoa«try_conn«eted_fae«_s«t)
(s : connected^face^set) : Z<0<3ZCAL;

LOCJO.
” "

result : LOGICAL :« TRT7B;

faee^list : list^of^face : list^faees (s)

;

faee^set : set^of^faee : set^faces (s) ;

loop^set : set^o£_locp : set^loops (s) ;

i, j
"

: nrriG» ;

~

SID_LOCAL;
IT siiaed^leop^type^set (locp^set) TBZN
result”:- FALS*;”

”

(* the loops aust not be a aijrture of ply-loops and
other loop types *)

rMD^IT;
RZPKAT j :« 1 TO SZZXOF (faee_set)

;

RZPSAT i 1 TO SIZZOF (faee_list)

;

IT (£aee_set[j] o face^list [i] ) A2ID

(does_intersect (face^set [ j] / face^liat [i] )

)

THBf
result FALSI;

” ”

(* faces aust not intersect except at their boundaries *)

IND_IT;
HD^IZPXAT;

X2ID_BDEAT;
RZTUB2I (result) ;

SID FUNCTION;

4.6.3 .2 Topology Topological Constraints

Included here are functions that check the topological constraints on the topological entities.

4.6.3.2. 1 CONSTRAINTS TOPOLOGY PATH

This function evaluates the topological constraints on a path wd returns TRUE if they are satisfied.

*)

FUNCTION constraint s__topclogy__path (p :
path) : LOGICAL;

LOCAL
”

edge_list : list_of_edge

;

edge^set : set_of_edge;
vtx list : list of vertex;
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no^of_si^9l«ton« : ninSSR :« 0;

result : LOGICAL ;« TRUX;
XHS_LOCAL;

nr TYP*or(p) o p«th thzn
7«sult :« rALSX;

(* c«lcalat« H«t and aa^ of pa-th adgaa *)

RX7XXT i : 1 TO SZZZOF (p . opaa^adga^Liat) ;

adga^liat : adga^lia-t * p . opan_adga^Lia^ [i] . adga^alaaan-t

;

BO^mSsaT;
** "

adga^aat : adga^aat * adga^l^a't;

(* ehaek adga laniq^aanaaa *)

zr (adga^Lia^ O adga^aat) TBBt

raaolt"*:- TJkLSt;

(* eaJLcula^a Liat and aab of patlx varticaa *)

RDSAT FOR KACH adga ZM adga_aat;
tx_Liat :« vtx^lia^ > llat^adga^vartleaa (adga)

;

SID^SXPXAT;
**

fex^aat : -Tta^aat + vta^liat;
(* ealcnlata vartax oecoraneaa *)

BZPXAT FOR XACa vartax ZS vtx^aat;
ZF (occora (vartax, Ttx^Liat) « 1) THBI
ne^of^alnglatona :« no^of^ainglabooa <fl;

SHD^ET;”
” ~

ZF (occora (vartax, vtx^liat) > 2) TON
raault :« FAZ<SZ;

BID_ZF;
CHD^BOZAT;
ZT (no^of^ainglatona o 2) TB139

raaalt : FALSS;
D®_ZF;

(* ehaek ganua and aular fozmola *)

ZF (ganua (p) O 0) THBf
raault : FALSX;

B®_ZF;
ZF TsZZZOF('rtx_aat) - SZZZOF (adga_aat) - 1 O 0) TIKN
raault :> FAZ«SX;

XHD^ZF;
XZTnXM (raault) ;

XllD_FUNCTZOH;
(*

”

4.6.3 2.2 CONSTRAINTS TOPOLOGY L(X)P

This function evaluates the topological constraints on a loop and returns TRUE if they arc satisfied.

*)
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rUNCTIOM constxainta^topolo^^^loop (1 : loop); LOGICAL;
LOCAL

” "

rosult ; LOGICAL :« TKJZ:

ZHDJbOCXL;
rr TYP*or(i) <> loop thzh
rosult FALSX;

IKD_ir;
CAsx TYVzor(i) or
•dgv^loop : roault :« cona^ainta^^topolo^y^odga^locp (1) ;

poly^loop : BXGZN
RZPXAT rOR XACB poly_loop XM MODXL;

zr HOT UHIQUX poly^a TBBI
rosult :a rALSI;

DID^IT;

ZHD_RZPXAT;
*HD;

”

«rt«x_loop : BZGZH
~ RZPXAT rOR SACB «rt«JK_loop ZH MOOIL;

zr HOT OMZQUX loop.vartM THBT
roault :« rALSX;

IHD_zr;
EHD^RZPEAT;

RHD;

ZHD_CASS;
KSTnRH(r«ault)

;

RHDjrUHCTZOH;
(*

"

4 6.3.2.3 CONSTRAINTS TOPOLOGY EDGE LOOP

This functioa evaluates the topological constraints on an edge loop and returns TRUE if they are

satisfied.

*)

rUHCTZOH con«traints_topology_^«dg«^loop (1: odgo^loop) : LOGZCAL;
LOCAL

- - - -

•dgo^liat
•d9«^a«t
•dga^lo^^lia't

•dg«^lo9_aan
TtX_li»t
vtx^aat
raault

lixt^of^adga :« lian^loop^odgaa (1)

;

a«t^of^ad9« :« ao-t^loop^adgwa (1) ;

lla^^^of^adga^logical^anructiura
li.a't^loop_«dgx_logi.exla (1)

;

axt^of^adga^logical^atructura

;

li»t_o£_v«rt•*

;

a«n^of^v«jrbax :» aat^loop^Txrticaa (1)

;

LOGZCAL :« TROX;
KMD_LOCAL;
zr TYPXOr(l) <> adgx^loop TBZN

rvault :> rALSX;
XHD_Zr;
(* ealeulatv avt of adgo/logicala in loop *)
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+ •<ig«^log^li*‘t ;

(• ehttcJc •dg*/ logical uniquanasa *)

IT ( adga__log^liat -O^ adga^^log^aat) THIN
raaolt :* TAZtSI;

KNP^IT;
(* ealculata aat and lia-t of vasrticaa *)

BX7SAT rOR EACH adga ZN adga^aa-t;

ta^liat : vtx^lia-t + liat^adga^van^icaa (adga) ;

SID^BDSXT;
(* chaek varticaa and adga/logical pairs *)

Zr SZZXOF('rbx_list) O 2*SZZ10r (adga_log_aat) THIN
raanlt : FALSI;

" ~

END_ZF;
(* chack ganns *)

ZF (ganns (1) < 1) THU
rasnlt :« FALSI;

IHD_ZF;
(* chaeJc Inlar formula *)

ZF (SZZIOF('rtx_aat) - SZZIOF (adga_aat) - 1 4> ganns (1) O 0) TSIM
rasnlt : « FALSI

;

IND^ZF;
RITUBN (rasnlt) ;

END^FUNCTZON;
(*

”

4.6.3.2.4 CONSTRAINTS TOPOLOGY FACE

This function evaluates the topological constraints on a face or a subface and returns TRUE if they

are satisfied.

*)

FUNCTZON eonstraints^topelogy^faca (f : salact^faca^or^snbfaea

)

” ” * ” "
: LOGICAL;

LOCAL
loop^list
loop^sat
adga^list
adga^aat
adga^log^liat
adga^leg_sat
tx_sat
loop^ganna
rasTilt

list^of^loop :« list^faea^loops (f )

;

sat^of_locp : sat^faea^loops (f ) ;

list^of^adga :« list_faea__adgas (f )

;

sat^of_^adga sat^faea^adgas (f )

;

list^of^adga^logical^stmetnra

;

sat_^of_adga_^logical_stmctnra

;

sat_of_srartax :• sat^faca^Tarticas (f ) ;

ZHTIG« ; 0;
* ~

LOGICAL :> TROI;

XND_LOCAL;
IF TYPIOF(f) o salact_faca_or_snbfaca THIN
rasnlt :« FALSI;

INO_IF;
(* ehack uniquanass of loops *)

ZF (loop^list O loop_sat) THIN
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r««ult :« TALSZ;

(* calculate sat of adga/ logical* in faea *)

RZPCAT rOR KRCH loop Z2I loop^sat;
loop^ganua :« loop_ganua -f ganua(loop);
adga_log_li«t : adga_log__li*t + liat_loop_adga_logicai* (loop) ;

ZND^RJEPZAT;
” ~ ”

adga^log^sat :* adga^log^sa^ adga^log^liat

;

(* ehaek adga/logical tmiquanasa *)

IT (adga^log^^lia-t O adga_log^sat) TSBI
raaolt rAZ«SX;

niD_lT;
(* chack that an adga is not uaad aoza than tvica *)

RZPKAT rOR KACH adga ZN adga_aat;
zr occurs (adga, adga^liat) > 2 TBZM
raault :• TALSS;

~

BID_ZT;
D1D_RZPSAT;
(* chack ganua *)

zr (ganua(f) < 0) TnH
raault :* FALSZ;

ZHD^ZT;
(* chack Zular forsda *)

zr (SZZZOr(vta_aat) - SZZZOr (adga_aat) - SZZZOT (lecp^aat) *

loop^ganua O 0) THZM
raault'’:- TAISZ;

ZMD^ZT;
RZTUSN (raault) ;

Z»D_rUHCTZOH;
(*

"

4.6.3.2J CONSTRAINTS TOPOLOGY SHELL

The functioa evaluates the topological constraints on a shell and returns TRUE if they are satisfied.

*)

rUNCTZON conatrainta^topology^ahall (a : ahall) : X«OGZCAL;

LOCAI.
* ”

raault : LOGZCAL :« TRUE;
EMD_LOCAL;
zr TZPZOr(a) O ahall TBBf
raault :« FALSZ;

Z»D_Zr;
CA3Z TYPzor(a) or

cloaad_ahall : raault :« conatrainta^topology^cloaad^ahall (a)

;

opan^ahall : raault :« conatzainta^topclogy_opan^ahall (a) ;

wira^ahall : raault :* conatraiata_topclogy_jrira_ahall(a)

;

artax^ahall : BZGZH
RZPZAT rOR ZACH vartax ahall ZR MOOZL;
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Z7-MOT UNZQUX . •xt«x^sh«XI^boxindaxy TIZS
smmult FALS*;

” ~ ”

B1D_RZPUIT;
" ECD;

B®_CAS*;
SXTUSN(r«a<alt) ;

BID^rUHCTIOH;
(*

”

4.6.3.2.6 CONSTRAE^S TOPOLOGY CLOSED SHELL

This function evaluates the topological constraints on a closed shell and returns TRUE if they are

satisfied.

*)

rUKCTZON eonatrainta^topology^eloeod^ehall (a : eleaad^ahall)
~

: LOGICAL;
LOCAL

faea^^lian

facai^a«t

loop^ll«t
loep^avt
•dga^lla^t

•dg«_a«t
•dg«^lo9_liat
•dg«^log^a«n
tx^aat
saault

Z21S_LOCAL;

zr TYPXOr(a) o clea«d_ah«Il THZH
saault FALSK;

»D_ZF;
(* ebaeJc faea uxuqoa&aaa *)

ZT (faca__Liat O faea^aab) TBZ2I

saaolt : FALSE;
Effi^IT;

(* chack Taaxqaanaaa of loopa *)

ZT loop^Uak O loop^aab THZH
raault : FALSE;

~

EHD_ZT;
(* ealcalata aat of adga/logicala in ahall *)

RE9ZAT FOR ZACS loop ZH loop_aat;
adga^log_lian :* adga_log_liat + liat^loop^adga^logicala (loop)

;

zhd^sepeatT
" ” ” "

adga^log^aat : adga^log^aat + adga_^log_liat

;

(* ehaeJc adga/logical uniquanaaa *}

ZF (adga__log_lian O adga__log_aat) THEN
raault :« FALSE;

liat^of^faea :* liat^ahall^faeaa (a)

;

aab^of^faca :« aab^aball^faeaa (a)

;

liab^of^loop : liab^aball^loopa (a)

;

aab^of^loop : aa-t^abaXl^loopa (a) ;

liab^of_adga : liab^aball^adgaa (a) ;

aab^of^adga :« aat__aball^adgaa ( a )

;

liab^of^adga^logical^abrnetura

;

aat^of^adga^logical^abnctura ;

aab^of^vartaa :» aat^aball^Tartieaa (a)

;

LOGICAL : TROE;
" ”
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nro_ir ;

(* Ch«eJc if •ach adga ia us«d tvic* by th« loops of th« ahall •)

RIFKAT FOR KACH odg* I2V

IT (occurs (odga, sdgv^list) <> 2) THZH
rssult :* FAZtSK;

KND_IT;

Z2ID_RX?KAT;

(* chacA ganus *)

Z7 (ganus(s) < 0) THIN
rasuit : FAZ«SX;

KMD^IT;
(* chaek Xular fosaula *)

Zr (3ZZZOF(vtx_sat) - SZZXOF (adga^sat) * 2*SZZXOF (faca_sat) -

SZZXOr(loop_list) - 2*(1 - ganus(s)) O 0) TBSV
rasult :« FALSX;

KHD^ZF;
RXTURM (rasult) ;

'

I»D_FUHCTZOH;
(*

“

4.6.3.2.7 CONSTRAINTS TOPOLOGY OPEN SHELL

This function evaluates the topological constraints on an open shell and returns TRUE if they are

satisfied.

*)

FUMCTZON constrmints_topolegy_opan^shall(a: epaa^shall) : Z^ZCAL;
LOCAL

- - - -

faea^list
faea^sat
loop^list
loop^sat
adga^list
adga^aat
adga^log^list
adga^log^sat
vta^sat
no^of^singlatons
rasult

ZZID LOCAL;

list^of^faca :* list^shall^facas (s) ;

sat_of_faca :« sat_shall^faeas (s)

;

list^of^locp :« list^shall^locps (s) ;

sat^of^loop :« sat^shalL^locps (s)

;

list^of^adga :« list^shall^adgas (s)

;

sat__of_adga :« sat_shall_adgas (s) ;

list_of^adga^logieal_structura

;

sat_of^adga_logical_structura

;

sat^of^vartax :* sat_shall__Tartieaa (s) ;

Z2ITZGIA :« 0;

LOGICAL :> TRUK;

zr TYPXOr(s) O opan_shall THKN
rasult :* FALSX;

~

IHD^ZT;
(* chacA faca uniquanass *)

zr (faea_list O faea^sat) TBZH
rasult :« FAZ<SX;

XHD^ZT;
(* chacA uniquanass of loops *}

IT loop_list <> loop_sat THXH
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racult :« TALSS;

(* caleulata s«t of odg*/ logical* in shall *)

RZPXAT rOR ZACS loop IH loop_sat;
adga_log_li*t : adga^log^liat + li*t__loop_adga__logicals (loop) ;

zhd_rdzat7
- - - - «

adga^log^sat :• adga_l©g^*at + adga^log__li*t

;

(* chacJc adga/ logical uniguanass *)

Z7 (adga^log^liat O adga^log^sat) TBZH
sasult :« ZAZ^;

(* chack adga oecoxaneas *)

SZSZAT FOR ZACS adga ZH adga_sat;

XT (occurs (adga, adga^lis^) * 1) TSZZf

ao^of^singlatoas :* no^of^siaglatons > 1;

znd^itT
”

Z7 (occurs (adga, adga^list) > 2) TBZM
rasult :« FALSZ;

**

DID_ir;
Z3fD_SZE>ZAT;

ZT no^of^singlatons < 1 TSZM
rasult :« TALSS;

ZHD_ZT;
(* chack ganus *)

ir (gaBus(a) < 0) TSZZf

rasult :« FALSZ;
ZSD^ZT;
(* chack Zular fonula *)

Z7 (SZZZOr (vta^sat) - SZZZOF (adga^sat) * 2*SZZZOr (faca^sat) >

SZZZOr (loop^list) - (1 - ganus (a)) O 0) TSZJf

rasult :« rAZ.is;

ZHD^ZJ;
RZTURH (rasult) ;

ZND_^rUMCTZON;
(*

“

4.6.3.2.8 CONSTRAINTS TOPOLOGY WIRE SHELL

This function evaluates the topological constraints on a wire shell and returns TRUE if they are

satisfied.

*)

fUMCTZON constraints_topology_vira_shall (s : wira^shall)

:

LOCAL
- - - -

loop^list
loop^sat
adga^list
adga^sat
adga^log^list

: list_of_loop : list_shall__loops (s) ;

: sat_of^loop : sat_shall^locps ( s )

;

: list_o£_adga : list^shall_*dga* (s) ;

: sat_of^adga :» sat_shall_adga* (s)

;

: list_of_adga^logical^structura;

LOGICAL;
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og_«•t

loop^g«nu«
raault

jruetur*

;

s«t_of_v«rt«Jc : (•) ;

INTXSZR : a 0

;

LOGICAL :« TRUX;

XND^LOCAL;
IT TY?KOT(s) <> wir«^ah«ll THSH
result :« TALSZ;

D®_IT;
(* ch«ck uniquM«ss of loops *)

IT (loop^lirt O loop_s«t) THZM
rssTxIt :« TALSS;

KHD^IT;
(* ealculats s«t of odgs/logicAls In shall *)

SOKAT TOR KACa loop ZH loop_s«t;
•dga_log_list : odga^log^list + list^loop^adga^loglcnls (loop) ;

BID_R»rAT7
~ - - -

•dga^log^sat :« sdga^log^sat * •dga_log_llsh

;

(* chock sdga/ logical uaiquansss *)

IT (adga^log^lis-t O •dga^^log^^sat) THXH
rssnlt”:- TALSX;

~ ”

DID_IT;
(* chock nusibor of odgo roforoncos *)

RZPKAT TOR EACB odgo IM odgo^soC;
IT (occurs (odgo, odgo^lis-t) <> 2) TBZH
rosulh : TALSZ;

ZMD^^IT;

ZMD_BSZAT;
(* chock gonus *)

IT (gonus (s) < 0) THZH
rosult :> TALSZ;

ZRD_IT;
(* colculoto SUB of loop gonus in shall *)

RZPZAT TOR ZACH loop IH loop_sot;
loop^gonus :« loop^gonus gonus (loop);

ZMD_RZSZAT;
(* chock Zulor formula *)

IT (SIZZOT(vtx_sot) - SZZZOr (odgo_sot) • SIZZOT (leop_sot) -K

locp__gonus O 0) TBZZ
rosult :* TALSZ;

ZHD_IT;
RZTnRH (rosult)

;

ZHD_TUHCTIOM;
(*

4.6.3 2.9 CONSTRAINTS TOPOLOGY REGION

This function evaluates the topological constraints on a region and returns TRUE if they are satisfied.

*)
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rUKCTZOH eonatrain^a_^topolo9y_r«gi.on (r : ragioa) : Z<OGZCAL;

LOCAL
•haia._li.at : LIST (1 : #] OF ahall;
ah«ll_a«t : SKT OF ahall;

raault : LOGICAL :« THUS;

D1D_L0CAL;
RZPKAT FOR KACB •b«ll_logi.cal_atrQetura IR

ragxon . r•gion_boundariaa

;

•h«ll_llat :« ah«ll_liat -f

•hall^logleal^atmetura . ahal 1_a1 awant ;

SID_RZ71AT;
•hall_aat :« ahaa.l_aat * ahall_llat;
(* ehack ahall ualguanaaa *)

IF ahall^aat o ahall_liat TBBI
raanlt”:- FALS*;

"

IHD_IF;
RZTOm(raault) ;

*MD_FUHCTIOH;
(*

”

4.6.3.2.10 CONSTRAINTS TOPOLOGY CONNECTED FACE SET

FUNCTION conatrminta_topology_connactad_faca_aat
(a : eoanactad_faea_aat) : LOGICAL;

LOCAL
“ ”

faca_liat : LIST [1:#] OF faea : Hat_ahall_faeaa (a)

;

faca_aat : SZT [1:#] OF faea :« aat^ahall^facaa (a)

;

raault : LOGICAL : TRUX;
"* ”

XND_LOCAL;
(« ehacJc faea ualquanaaa *)

IF (faea_llat o faea_aat) TBZN
raaalt ;* FALSZ;

IND_IF;
RXTURN(raault)

;

*ND_FUNCTION;
(*

"

4.6.4 Topology Classification Structure

The following indented list jn’ovides the ciassificadon structure for the Topology Model Schema.

CURVX LOGICAL STRUCTURZ
XDGS LOGICAL STRUCTURZ
FACZ LOGICAL STRUCTURZ
LOOP LOGICAL STRUCTURZ
SHZLL LOGIO^ STRUCTURZ
TOPOLOGY

CONNZCTZD XOGZ SZT
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COMHXCTXD TACX SZT

xdgs
TACZ

LOOP
CDGS LOOP
POLY LOOP
VKATZX LOOP

PATH
RXGZON
3HZLL
CLOSED SHELL
OPKH SHELL
VSHTEE SHELL
WIPE SHELL

SUBTACE
VEPTEX

SUPTACE LOOZCAL STPUCTUPE

*)

EMD_SCHZMA; -- mad TOPOLOGY ach(

(*
"
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4.7 Shape Representation

*)

SCaZMX ipia^shap«^«eh

tXSOKS KVXRrrBING;

ASSGMS (ipia_d«si.gn^shap«_sch«M,
ipia^nc«iiial^ehmp#_»ch—

A

,

ipia^f ••^sch«u

,

ipia^shap«^i2it«r£acc_ach«M}

V

4.7.1 Design Shape

4. 7. 1.1 Introduction

This Section describes the Shape Representation Integrated Product Information Model for complete

shape models.

*)

SCBBIX ipim^d«aiga^ahap«^aeh«ma;

XXPORT SVCRYTErNG;

ASSUMX (ipia^aotiina l_^»hmpei_»eh<
ipia^fMttar••_^achflaa ,

ipia^tolaxancaa^aehaam

,

ipia_l«p_^aehena,
ipia^gacma-try^achama) ;

4.7.

1.2

DESIGN MODEL

This entity provides a general “entry point” into the Shape Design world.

The LEP MODEL is the Layered Qectrical Product Model that has nearly obtained Subcommittee

Draft status. It is included here mainly as a place holder for future integration. It is expected that

other models, such as Drafting, may also be integrated as SUBTYPES of this entity.

*)

ZMTZTY daaign^aodsl
SUPXATYPB or (aaaaablyjMxtel XOR

part^aodal XOR
lay«r«d_«l«ctrical^rodnct) ;

BIDjarSTIY: ”
(*

"
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4.7. 1.3 ASSEMBLY MODEL

This entity collects together the components of nn assembly of parts. Note that this is the first pass

at a definition and will require rework and completion.

*)

crrZTY aasflobly^aodal

SUBTTTPK or (d«si.9njBOd«l) ;

: OPTZOKXL LIST [0 : «] Or
••Bbly^aodal^vtrracbtar*

;

pi«e«_pArts : OPTZOMXL LIST [0 : #] OF
partjBodal^s^xtacttar•

;

mss«Bbly_modal_^unit« : units;

assaably'ralations : LIST [0 : #] OF UNDKJIIIZD;

aasambly^tolarancas : LZST [0 : #] OF ahapa^tolaranea

;

WHXM
SZZZOr (aub^^asssmblias) <f SZZXOF (pxaca^arts) >« 2;

IHD_BmTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

sub.asseinblies: The sub-assemblies composing the assembly,

piece^rts: The individual pieceparts composing the assembly.

assemblyjnodei-units: The (length) unit that applies to the location specihcadon of the items within

the assembly.

assemblyj'elations: The relations (assembly features?) between the components of the assembly,

assemblyjolerances: The tolerances between the assembly components.

PROPOSITIONS;

1. An assembly model must have at least two components.

2. Sub-assemblies and pieceparts are located with respect to the coordinate system and units of

the assembly model.

4.7. 1.4 ASSEMBLY MODEL STRUCTURE

This entity associates a Local Coordinate System with an assembly model.

*)

SMTITY acaanblyjEoodnl^atructur*;
aodal^«l«B«n-t : aasanbly^aodnl;
locution : uxi«2^1uc«Mnt;

DID_*HTITY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

model.element: An assembly model,

location: The location of the assembly model.
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4.7. 1.5 PAJIT MODEL

This entity collects together the several types of information descnbing the complete shape of a

piecepan.

Equivalent (subsidiary) descnptions of the pan shape are allowed: for example the prefered nominal

shape model might be a Brep Solid with subsidiary wire-frame and drafting models which describe

different “application views” of the pan shape.

*)

XirrZTY p«r^_aod«l
SX7BTXPI OF (dasign^aodAl) ;

oomiaAl^shAp* : ahap«__modal

;

modal units : units;
part^fomturaa OPTIONAL LIST [0 : #] OF fesa^faatura

;

part^tol«ranco

a

OPTIONAL LIST [0 : #1 OF shap«_tolaranea

;

aquivalonta OPTIONAL LIST [0 : #] OF part^modal^atructura

;

WBZM
NOT (partjBodml IN •quismlsnts . mcdal^slsm snt ) ;

BID^BiTlTY;”
~

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

nomiDaJ_shap«: The nominal shape of the part.

modei.uDits: Hie (length) units in which the model is defined.

partJeatures: The features associated with the nominal pan shape.

partJolerances: The tolerances associated with the nominal pan shape.

equivalents: Equivalent representations of the pan.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The list of equivalents must not include this instance of part model.

4.7. 1.6 PART MODEL STRUCTURE

This entity associates a Local Coordinate System with a part model.

*)

KNTZTY pnrt^aedml^a^xucturm;
modml^mlaBmnt : p«rt__aodml;

location : utia2^1me«Mnt

;

EtD^BITITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

modeLelement: A part model,

location: The location of the part model.
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4.7. 1.7 Design Shape Classification Strucrure

The following indented list provides the classification strucrure for the Design Shape schema.

ASSIMBLY MODKL STROCTUMX
DXSZQf MODEL
ASSEMBLY MODEL
PAX» MODEL
LAYXBXD ELECTRICAL PRODUCT

PART MODEL STRUCTURE

*)

XMD_SCBEMA; — •nd DESZOM SHAPE «eh«M
(*

”

4.7.2 SHAPE MODEL

*)

SCHEMA ipia^noai r\» !«

;

EXPORT EVERYTHING;

ASSUME (ipia^yomatgy^schna

,

ipia^topolo9y;_ach«mA

,

ipiA^aollds^schfloa) ;

(*

A shape model is a representation of the nominal shape of a piecepart.

*)

ENTITY ahap«_Bodttl

SUPERTYPE or (aolid_mod«l XOR
aurfaca^aodal XOR
vlraframa^modal XOR
gacMtrie^aat:)

;

END^ENTITY;
”

4.7.2. 1 SOLID MODEL

*)

SCBS4A ipia^aoLida^achaBa;

EXPORT EVERYTHING;

ASSUME (ipia^gaoaatry^achaoa,
ipia^topology^achama)

;

(*
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A solid model is a complete representation of product nominal shape; any point can be classified as

being inside, outside or on the boundary of a solid.

There are several different types of solid model representations.

*)

ZMTITY soli.d^modttl

SXJPXRTYPX or (bool«an^«xpr«s«ion XOR
csg_primitiv« XOR
esg^soUd XOR
faeclftadjbrttp XOR

XOR
mani fold^«oladJbr*p XOR
solid^ina-hane* XOR
swvpt^axaa^solMid)

SUBTYRX or (shapajiodal)?
mD^BITITY;

"

(*
"

4.7.2.2 MANIFOLD SOLID BOUNDARY REPRESENTATION

A manifold solid is an unwise connected closed finite volume and the surfacefs) of the solid is

an arcwise connected orientable compact two-manifold. There is no restriction on the genus of the

volume, nor on the number of voids within the volume.

The Boundary Representation (Brep) of a manifold solid utilises a graph of edges and vertices em-

bedded in in a compact orientable two manifold surface. The embedded graph divides the surface

into arcwise connected areas known as faces. The edges and vertices, therefore, form the boundaries

of the faces and the extent of a face does not include its boundaries. The embedded graph may be

disconnected and may be a pseudograph. The graph is labelled: each entity in the graph has a unique

identity.

The geometric surface definition used to specify the geometry of a face must be two-manifold within

the extent of the face. In other words, the geometric surface must neither self-intersect, overlap, nor

have any holes or handles within the extent of the face.

The complete assemblage of the faces in the Brep forms a single arcwise connected closed volume

and the surface(s) of the volume is two-manifold.

Faces do not intersect except along their boundaries. Each edge along the boundary of a face is shared

by at most one other face in the assemblage. The assemblage of edges in the Brep do not intersect

except at their boundaries (i.e vertices). The geometric curve definition used to specify the geometry

of an edge must be arcwise connected and must not self intersect or overlap within the extent of the

edge. The geometry of an edge must be conistent with the geometry of the faces of which it forms a

(partial) bound.

The geometry used to define a vertex must be consistent with the geometry of the faces and edges of

which it forms a (partial) bound.

A Brep is represented by one or more closed shells which must be disjoint. One shell, the outer,

must completely enclose all the other shells and no other shell may enclose a shell.

The following version of the Euler formula must be satisfied

Xm. = V - f + 2.r- -2(5-a*)=0 (10)

where \>,E,T,Ci and S are the numbers of unique vertices, edges, faces, loop uses and shells in the

model and is the sum of the genus of the shells.
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More specifically, the- topological enuties must cooform to the following constraints, where B denotes

a manifold solid Brep:

• The shells must be unique

(F)[5]=(S){5}

• Each face in the Brep is unique

• Each loop is unique

({{B)[S])[F])[L]^(i(B)[S])[n){L}

• Each (edge 4* logical) pair is unique

((((fl)[5])[/'l)(il)(£’i) = ((((fl)(5])[mil){£i}

• Each edge in the Brep is either used by exactly two loops or twice by one loop

l((((5)[5]){in)[i:]){^i}l = 2|((((5)(5]KTOI])[£:<]|

That is. in the list ((((B)[5^)(/^)(I])[£] each edge appears exactly twice.

• Equation (10) must be satisfied

2|(fl)t5I| -2^G' = |(((Hfl)(51)[in){i‘}){£}){V'}l + K(«SH5])[n){l’}){V'}l

*)

SI7ZTY manifold_«elidMbr»p
SXmTYPK or («oli.djno<lttl) ;

outnr : sholl^logieal^strueturu

;

oid« : SKT [0:#] OF •huU^legieal^stxuetur*;
WHStZ

~ ”

dimoncionAlity (mani^old_solid_br«p) 3;

<0 < oxtont (manlfeld^soHd^brop) < infinity);
arevlao^connoetodCannlfold^solldJbrop)

;

clos«d(aanlfold^«olldJbr«p)

;

manifold (annlfold^solld^brop)

;

g«nu« (mmnlfold^solldjbrop) >« 0;

TYPSOr (brop^outor . shall^oloBont ) « do••d_sh«ll

;

(* th« outar ahmll must b« a dosad shall *)

NOT outar ZN voids;
constraints_topology;Jbrap (manlfold^solld^brap)

;

constraints^gaosMtryJbrap (manlfold^solld^brap)

;

rMD^DrriTY;
~ ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

outer: A closed shell defining the exterior boundary of the solid.
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voids: Set of closed shells defining voids within the solid. The set may be empty.

*)

RX7LZ boundaxy^eolid_nnd^loop TOR (manifold^eolld^brep^ loop) ;

RZPSAT FOR XACS loop ZN man ifold_«olid^brop

;

Z7 TYPKOr(loop) « poly^loop TBZ2I

VIOLXTIOH;
”

(* Tha loopa muab not ba POLY^LOOPa *)

DTO^IT;
B1S_R0KAT;

XMD^ltOLX;

(*
"

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Constraints topology brep returns TRUE where the function evaluates the topological con-

straints on the Brep.

2. Constraints geometry brep returns TRUE where the function evaluates the geometric con-

stramts on the Brep.

3. The solid must have a defined outer boundary.

4. All shells in the solid must be closed.

3. Except for the outer shell, no shell can contain another.

6. The shells of the solid must be disconnected.

7. The faces of the shells of a Brep must not contain poly loops.

4 7.2.3 FACETTED MANIFOLD BOUNDARY SOLID MODEL

The facetted brep has been introduced in order to suppon the large number of systems that allow

boundary type solid representations with planar surfaces only. Facetted models may be represented

by MANIFOLD SOLID BREP but their representation as a facetted brep will be more compact.

Unlike the Brep model, edges and venices are not represented explicidy in the model but are implicitly

available through the poly loop entity. A facetted brep has to meet the same topological constraints

as the manifold solid brep.

*)

DITZTY fmemtbmd^bsmp
SUBTYPK or (aoli.djmed«l) ;

oubmx : ;

oida : SR [0:#] OF abmll^logical^abractiarm;
WBZRX

*” "

diMnaionmlity (facmttod^brmp) « 3;

(0 < mxtmnt (faembbmd^brmp) < infinity);
nxewiam^eenn«ctmd(fne«tt«d^br«p)

;

eloamdffnemttmdjbxmp)

;

Bnnifeld(fnd«tt«d^brmp)

;
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9«nu« (fmc«ttttd_br«p) >« 0;

TYPXOr (fac«tt«d_out«r . sh«ll^«laa«nt) * cloa«d_«h«H;
(* tha outar ahall auat ba a cloaad shall *)

MOT oubar ZM voids;
conatrainta_topology_brap (facattad_Jbrap)

;

conatxainba_^gaomatry^brap (facattad_brap)

;

XMD^XMTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

outer: A closed shell defining the e:ctenor boundary of the solid.

voids: Set of closed shells defining voids within the solid. The set may be empty.

*)

RDZJB faea'ttadjbxap^^ax&d^loop TOR (faeathadjbrap, loop)

;

RZPZAS rOR RACa loop^ZH facattadjbrap ;

**

zr TYRXOr(loop) O poly^loop TSEH
VIOXATZOW;

*

(* Tha loops Bust ba 90LY_L00Ps *)

niD_ZT;
XMD_BXPKAT;

SID_R^;
(*

"

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Constraints topology brep returns TRUE where the function evaluates the topological con>

straints on the Brep.

2. Constraints geometry brep returns TRUE where the function evaluates the topological con-

straints on the Brep.

3. The solid must have a defined outer boundary.

4. All shelb in the solid must be closed.

5. Except for the outer shell, no shell can contain another.

6. The shells of the solid must be disconnected.

7. The faces of the shells of a facetted Brep must only contain poly loops.

4.7 .2.4 Constructive Solid Geometry Model

4.7.2J Introduction

This Section provides the CSG related portion of the Integrated Product Information Model.

The constructive solid geometry (CSG) section contains standard formats for one of the two most

widely used solid model representations — CSG. The other representation is boundary representation.

The entities in this section can be thought of as one to two types — geometric or structural. The

geometric entities are SOLIDs or volimietric primitives. These primitives incitide a block, wedge.
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cylinder, cone, sphere, torus, and “swept solids”. The model information for a primidve contains

dimensions that define the shape of the primitive and point and direction coordinates that define a

local coordinate system for the primitive.

The structural entities are the csg solid and boolean e.xpression. The csg solid entity consists of

references to the elements of the tree and operations such as union, difference, and interesection to

be performed on these elements. Elements may be any type of solid.

The description of a STEP CSG solid model is an acyclic directed graph. The nodes in the graph are

the various geometric and strucniral entities. This type of graph is like a tree structure, except that

the branches of this graph may reconvene as a move is made down the graph, where down means

in the general direction from root to terminal node. There may be any number of root nodes, which

represent the actual solid models. A root may even be within the branches of anothen root’s graph.

The terminal nodes are the primitives — the geometric entities — while all the other nodes are

structural entitries. The structural entities are all able to point to each of the other strucniral entities

as well as to primitives. In this way. by appropriately combining the geometric entities with the

structural entities to create a graph structure, a CSG solid model is represented in STEP.

4.7.2.6 CSG SOLID

A csg solid is a solid made by combining simpler solids using regularized Boolean operations. The

allowed operations are intersection, union, and difference. A regularized operation is defined as the

closure of the interior of the result of the Boolean operation.

The csg solid entity serves two functions. First it identifies the root Boolnn operation of a Boolean

expression. Second it is the means to differentiate intermediate results and significant results. The

result of the Boolean operation pointed to by a csg solid entity is significant and should be kept:

otherwise, the result is only an intermediate result

*)

Z21TZTY esg^solld
SUBTX7X or (aolid_ao<i«l)

;

: boolaan^Mprnaaion;
DID^BITITY;

”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

tree.expression: Boolean expression of primitives and regularized operators describing the solid.

4.7.2.7 BOOLEAN EXPRESSION

A boolean expression expresses the operands and their operations which, together, serve to define a

CSG solid. An operand may be either a boolean term or another solid.

*)

SITZTY boola«n_axpr«aaion
SOPXRTYPX or (boolaaA_torm)
SUBTYPX or (aoli.d_acdol) ;

mojarsTTC: ”
(*

”
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4.

7.2.8

BOOLEAN-TERM

A boolean term is a regularized operation on rwo solids to create a new solid. Valid operations

are regularized union, regularized intersection, and regularized difference. For purposes of Boolean

operations, a solid is a regulanzed set of points.

*)

DITZTY boolMn^taxa
supxsmx or (union XOR

intorsoetlon XOR
di£f«r«neo)

SDBT!tPX or (booloan^axproaslon) ;

rHD_niTIT5f;

(*4.7.2.9

BOOLEAN OPERAND

*)

TYPX boolMn^opormnd « SZZiZCT

( •oli.djBodol

,

•hapo^inatanco)

;

B*D_TYPB;
"

(*
"

RULS boolaan^oparation^ahapa^ina-tanea rOR (boolaan^opaxatlon) ;

Zr union - ZN TXPXOr (boolaan^opaxation) OR
in-taraaction Z2I TYPKOr (boolaan_oparation) TBXX

zr HOT aolid_aodal ZH TTPZOr (firat_oparand) THZH
VZOLATZOH;”

”

XHD_Zr;
zr HOT aolid_jaodal ZM TTPXOr ( aacond^oparand) TBZH

VZOZJkTZON;

BHD_Zr;
DID_Zr;
zr di^faranca ZN TTTZOr (boolaan__oparation) THZN

zr HOT aolid^aodal ZH TTPSOr (aork^iaca) THZH
VZOZATZOH;”

ZND_Zr;
zr mr aolidjaodal ZN TTRZOr (toJba_aaaovad) TBZH

VIOZJePZOH;”
” "

ZHD^ZT;
ZHD_CT;

ZND^RHLZ;
(*

4.7.2.10

UNION

Union on two solids is the new solid that contains all the points that are in either the first operand

or the second operand or both.
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*)

DTIZTY union
SUBTZPX or (boolann^toxm)

;

first_^op«rmnd : bool«an_op«rand;
••eond__opnrand : bool«An_op«rand;

juDjanTTre;
{*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

flrst.operand: The first of a pair of operand solid models,

second.operand: The second of a pair of operands solid models.

4.7.2.11 INTERSECTION

Intersection on two solids is the new solid that is the regularization of the set of all points that are

in both the first operand and the second operand.

*)

KMTZTZ lntaxs«ctlon
SUBTZPX or (bool«nn_t«xm)

;

flrst_op«rand : bool«an_op«rand;
••cend_op«rand : bool«an^op«rand;

*M©_BIT1TT;
~

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

first.operand: The first of a pair of solid model operands,

second.operand: The second of a pair of solid model operands.

4.7.2.12 DIFFERENCE

Difference on two solids is the regularization of the set of all the points in work piece, but not in

the to be removed.

*)

CITZTY dirr«rwne«
SX7BTYPS or (beoloaa^taxa) ;

werk^loe* : beol«an_op«raLnd;
to^b«_r«aow«d : boclMn_^cp«rand;

(*
“

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

work.piece: Solid model from which matenal is to be removed.

toJbej’emoved: Solid model defining material to be removed.
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4.7.2.13 SOLID INSTANCE

A solid instance is a copy of another solid at a new location.

*)

CfllTY
SUBTYPX or (solid^aod*!)

;

0oli.d_tojb«_copi*d : •oli.djaodal;

location : axi02jlacwnt

;

niD_nmT5f;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

solidJoJ>e.copied: Solid model which is the object of the solid instance,

location: Location and orientation at which the solid instance takes place.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. A solid may be instanced zero or more times

4.7.2.14 CSG PRIMITIVE

A csg primitive is a collecter for all CSG primitives. A primidve is a simple solid used in the

construction of more complex solids using regularized operadons. The csg primitive contains a

locadon attribute which is common to and inherited by each of its subtypes.

*)

XNTZTY ea9_prialtlva
SUPXRTYPS or (aphara XOR

priaitlva_with^ona^axia XOR
priaiitlva_wl'th_axaa

)

SUBTYPX or (aolld_aodal7;
XRD^XRTITY;

”

(*
"

4.7.2.13 SPHERE

A sphere is defined by a center and a radius.

*)

XMTZTY aphara
SUBTYPX or (esg^rlmltiva) ;

radiua : raal;
cantar : poin-t

;

WSZRX
radiua > 0;

IMD_XMTITY;
(*
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attribute DEFINITIONS:

radius: The radius of the sphere.

center: The location of the center of the sphere.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Radius must be positive.

4.7.2.16 PRIMmVE WITH ONE AXIS

A primitive with one axis entity collects all phnutives with a single axis.

*)

SMTZTY priaitiv«^with^on«^axla
SUPSHTYPX or (right^ei^calAT^eon* XOR

right^eircalar^eylindar XOR
terua)

SUBTX7X or (e«g__priai.ti.v«) ;

XHD^DrrZTY;
(*

"

4.7.2.17 RIGHT CIRCULAR CONE

A right circular cone is defined by an axis, a point on the axis, the semi-angle of the cone, and a

distance giving the location in the negative direction along the axis from the point to the base of the

cone. In addition, a radius is given, which, if non-zero, gives the size and location of a truncated face

of the cone.

*)

XRTZTY right^cijcu 1 ar^eona
SUBTXPX or (prlmxti-T«^with_oc«_axAa)

;

»9m±^mnglm : r•«!

;

radxua : raal;

poaltioa : axial^lac«m«nt

;

h«lgh^ : r«Al;

{0 < a«ai^aagl« < 90);
radius >« 0;

halght >0;
XHD^XHTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

semi_angie: One ha^ the angle of the cone.

radius: The radius of the cone at the axis point. If the radius is zero, the cone has an apex. If the

radius is greater than zero, the cone is truncated.

position: The location of a point on the axis and the direction of the axis.
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height: The distance- between the base of the cone and the point at which the radius is measured.

PROPOSmO.NS:

1. The semi angle must be between 0® and 90°.

2. The radius must be non- negative.

3. The height must be positive.

4.7.2.18 RIGHT CIRCULAR CYLINDER

A right circular cylinder is defined by an axis point at the center of one circular cylinder face, an

axis, a height, and a radius. The faces are perpendicular to the axis and are circular discs with the

specified radius. The height is the distance from the first circular face center in the positive direction

of the axis to the second circular face center.

*)

KMTZTY right_^ci.rcql ar^eylindar
SUBTYVX OF (prijBi.tlv«^wlth_on«_i i.*)

rmdiun
poalhloa
h«igb^

r«al;

r«*l;

lant

,

radian > 0;

haighb > 0;

*ND_EITITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

radius: The radius of the cylinder.

position: The location of a point on the axis and the direction of the axis,

height: The distance between bases of the cylinder.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The radius must be positive.

2. The height must be positive.

4.7.2.19 TORUS

A torus is a solid primitive defined by sweeping the center of a circle (the generatrix) about a larger

circle (the directrix). The directrix is defined by a location and direction.

*)

DITITY torua
SUBTYP* OF (prijnitiva__with__ona__axia) ;

aajor radiua : raal;
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mlnor^radius - : rmmX

;

position : Axi«l_plAC««nt

;

WHZRZ
minor^rad^ua >0;
aajor^radius > alnor^radxua

;

EIID^BITZTY

;

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

major^dius: The radius of the directru.

minorJ^dius: The radius of the generatrix.

position: The location of a point on the axis and the direction of the axis.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The minor radius must be positive.

2. The major radius must be greater than the minor radius.

4.7.2.20 PRIMITIVE WITH AXES

The primitive with axes entity collects those entities which require more than one axis to describe

their orientation in space.

XHTZTY primltiwa^vith_^axaa
SUPZRTYPX OF (right^ang^ar^wadga XOR

block)
SUBTY7K OF (eag^^prialtlva) ;

niD_DrriTY;
(*

”

4.7.2.21 BLOCK

A block is a rectangular parallelepiped, defined with a location and local coordinate system. The

block is specified by the positive lengths X. Y, and Z along the axes of the local coordinate system.

*)

DTIITY block
SUBTYVX OF
X

(prixLxtivo^wlth^axaa) ;

XXAL;
” ”

y
s

XXAL;

lUEAL;

poaition ax±a2^1ac« int;

X > 0;

y > 0;

a > 0;

XMD^XHTITY;
(*

“
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ATTRIBLTE DEFIMTIONS:

x: The size of the block along the X axis.

?: The size of the block along the Y axis,

z; The size of the block along the Z axis.

position: The location and orientation of the axis system for the primitive.

PROPOSITIONS;

1. X must be positive.

2. j must be positive.

3. z must be positive.

4.7.2.22 RIGHT ANGULAR WEDGE

A right angular wedge is defined with a locadoo and local coordinate system. A triangular/trapezoidal

face lies in the plane defined by the local X and Y axes. This face is defined by positive lengths

X and Y along the local X and Y axes, by the length LTX (if non-zero) parallel to the X axis at a

distance Y from the origin, and by the line connechng the ends of the X and LTX segments. The

remainder of the wedge is specified by the positive length Z along the Z axis which defines a distance

through which the trapezoid or triangle is extruded. If LTX » 0, the wedge has five faces: otherwise,

it has six faces.

*)

ZUTZTY righh_^angular_^w«dgw

SUBTTPX or (primltxv«_wxth__ax««)

;

X : RZAL;

y : »AL;
s : BXAL;

Itx : SZAL;

position : axis2^1«csm«nt;
WHZZZ

X > 0;

y > 0;

s > 0;

Itx > 0;

ZND^nrriTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

x; The size of the wedge along the X axis,

y; The size of the wedge along the Y axis,

z: The size of the wedge along the Z axis.

Itx: The distance in the positive X direction of the smaller surface of the wedge.
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position: The location and orientation of the axis system for the primitive.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. X. y, and z must be positive.

2. Itx must be non-negative.

4.7.2.23 SWEPT AREA SOLID

The swept area solid entity collects the entities which are dehned by a sweeping action on plane

figures.

*)

dTZTY
SDPKJITYPS or (aoli.d_^o£_ra'volution XOR

aolad_o£^liJiaar_avtruaion)
SUBTYPS or (aoli.d_modaT) ;

niD_niTITY;
(*

”

4.7.2.24 SOLID OF LINEAR EXTRUSION

A solid of linear extrusion is a solid defined by sweeping a planar face. The direction of translation

is defined by a direction vector, and the length of the translation is defined by a distance depth. The

planar face may have holes which will sweep into holes in the solid.

*)

SITZTY aoli.d_of^li.aaar_^axtruaioa

SOTTCT* or” (awapt_araa_aoli.d) ;

axtrudad^faea : faea

;

axtrradad^diraetion : diraetioa;
dapth : raal;

WHXBZ
dapth > 0;

csoaa^xodnct (parpandicalar (axtrudad^faca) ,

axtxudad^dlxacb4oa) MOXiL;

planar (axtnadad^faca)

;

mD^BTriTY;
”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

extrudedJace: The face defining the are to be swept,

extruded.direction: The direction in which the face is to be swept,

depth: The distance the face is to be swept.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Depth must not be greater than zero.

2. Extruded direction must be perpendicular to extruded face.

3. Extruded face must be planar.
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4.7.2.25 SOLID OF REVOLUTION

A solid of revolution is a solid formed by revolving a planar face about an axis. The axis must be

in the plane of the face and the axes must not intersect the intenor of the face. The planar face may
have holes which will sweep into holes in the solid.

*)

ZtrSTTf •olid_o£_^r«volutioa
SUBTYPX or («v«pt_ar«a^«olld) ;

axis : axial^laeaaant;
•xtxudad^faca : fae«;

angla : BXAL;
WHZSUB

(0 < angla < 360};

COjlanar (axaa , •xtrtid*d_fae«) ;

MOT intarsact (dcanaij (axtrudad^faca) , axi.a) ;

XMD^DITZTY;
”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS;

axis: Axis about which sweep will be made.

extrudedJ'ace: Face to be swept.

angle: Angle through which the sweep will be made.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Angle must be between 0* and 360°

2. Axis must lie in plane of extruded face.

3. The axis must not intersect the interior of the face.

4.7.2.26 HALF SPACE SOLID

A half space solid is defined by the half space which is the regtilar subset of the domain which lies

on one side of an unbounded surface. The domain is an orthogonal box or all space (ail space is

the default). See box domain for domain definition. Which side of the surface is determined by the

surface normals and the complement flag. If the complement flag is FALSE, then the subset is the

one the normals point away from. If the COMPLEMENT FLAG is TRUE, then the subset is the one

the normals point into.

For a valid half space solid, the surface must divide the domain into exactly two subsets. Also,

within the domain the surface must be manifold and all the surface normals must point into the ume
subset.

*)

KMTITY hal£_ap«c«
SUBTYPX or (aolidjBOd*!)

;

bxaa^surfac* : surfae*;
•nclosur* : OPTZOKAL box domain;
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CO«pl«B«nt^fl*g : LOGICAL;
BID_niTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

base^urface: Sarface defining side of half space.

enclosure: Domain defining remainder of half space. Default is all space.

complement_8ag: Flag defining side of surface on which material lies.

PROPOSITIONS:

4.7.2.27 BOX DOMAIN

A box domain is an orthogonal box which may be used to limit the domain of a half space. The

box domain is specified by the coordinates of two diagonal comers, (X>MIN, Y*MIN, Z*M1N) and

(X-MAX, Y-MAX, Z-MAX).

*)

ZMTZTY box^domala;
ajnin : rMl;
y^aln : rnal;
s^mxn : raal;
x^aajc : raal

;

y;_a4uc : raxl;

s^aax : raal;

HHXRS
x_aax > x^mijs;

y_aax > yjnia;
s^axx > s^ain;

DID^DITITY;*’
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

x-min, 7-min, z_mio: Coordinates of most negative comer of box.

x-max, y^ax. zjnax: Coordinates of most positive comer of box.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The Maximum coordinate values must be greater than the respective Minimum values

4.7.2.28 Solids FUNCTION Definitions

4.7.2.28.1 CONSTRAINTS GEOMETRY BREP

This function evaluates the geometric constraints on a facetted or manifold soUd brep and returns

TRUE if they are satisfied.
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*)

rUKCTIOH conatraln-ts^g^coitttry^br^p (br«p : solid^aod*!) : LOGICAL;
LOCAL

" ”

rasult : LOGICAL :« THUS;

oubar : shall :« brap . otatar . shall__alsBant;

void^lisb : LIST [0 : #] OF shall;

oid^sah : SXT OF shall;

D1D_LOCAL;
IF (TYPXOF (brap) O aaalfold^selidjbrap) OR

(TTTEOF(brap) <> faeattadJbxap)~THZH
rasalt :« FAL3X;

I»D_1F;

IF brap. outar. flag o agraananh (ovfcar, brap) TBZM
raaolt :* FALSE;
(* Oatar shall normal mush agraa with Brap normal *)

ERD^IF;

(* gat list and sat of wold shalls In Brap *)

REPEAT FOR EACH shall^loglcal^straetnra ZH brap.rolds;
woid^llst vold^llst shall_loglcal^strxietura . shall^alsmaht;
IF (shall^logleal^staractura.flag O

aiyvaasiant (shall^logleal^^straetura . shall^^alsmsnt ^ brap) ) THEM
rasult FALSE;

” "

(* wold normals must also point away from solid *)

EIID_IF;

EMD_BZPEAT;
old^sat ; wold^sat + wold^llst;
REPEAT FOR EACH shall ZH wold^sat;

ZF HOT disjoint (shall, outar) THZH
rasult :« FALSE;
(* wolds must ba disjoint from outar shall *)

EHD_1F;
IF HOT Inslda (outar, shall, brap) THZH
rasult :« FALSE;
(* wolds must ba within tha outar shall *)

EHD_IF;
REPEAT 1 :* 1 to SZZZOF (wold_llst)

;

ZF shall O wold_llst[i] TH»
BZGZH

~

IF HOT disjoint (shall, wold_llst [1] ) TBZH
rasult :* FALSE;

~

(* wolds must ba disjoint *)

EHD^ZF;
IF Inslda (shall, wold^llst [1] , brap) THEM
rasult :« FALSE;

~

(* a wold shall cannot anclosa anothar wold shall *)

EHD_IF;
EHD;

”

EHD_RZPEAT;
EHD REPEAT;
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DID_rUllCriOM;
(*

”

4.7.2.28.2 CONSTRAINTS TOPOLOGY BREP

This function evaluates the topological constraints on a facetted or manifold solid brep and returns

TRUE if they axe satisfied.

*)

rUNCTlOH eona^aiAts_topolo^Jbr«p (br«p: aolidjodal) : X«OGXCAL;

LOCAL
”

ahall_liat LZS7 [0 : «] or eloaad_ahall;
ahall^aat SZ7 or cloaad_ahall;

~

faea^liat liat^of_faea

;

faea^aat aat^of^faea

;

loop^liat liat^of_loop ;

loop^aat aat^of^loop

;

adga^liat liat^of^adga

;

adga_aat aat_^of^adga ;

adga_log_liat liat^of^adga^logical^atruetura

;

adga^log_^aat SZT or adga^logical^atruetuxa;
rta^aat aat_of__yarta*

;

ahall^ganua ZRTXan :• 0;

raault LOGICAL :« TROS;

SO^LOCAL;
ZT (TXPXOr (br«p) O aanifold^aoLid^byp) OR

(TYPXOr(br«p) O fac«^t«d_Jbr«p) TBZK
raault :• TALSS;

raD^XT;
aholl^gttnua :« 0;

(* calcolat* a«t aad Li«t of sholla and
ami of ahall ganua of Brap *)

ahall^ldat :* ahall^liab 'f bnap . outar . ahall^alamant

;

ahall^ganua :« ahall^ganua -f ganna (bzap.outar . ahall^alamant)

;

RZ7KAS rOR XACR abalI_logieal_atmetura ZM brap.Toi^;
ahaZl^ldat :* ahall^Liat <f

ahall^logienl^anructura . ahall^alaaMnt

;

ahall^ganua :* aball^ganna +

ganua ( ahall^logical^atruetura . ahall^^alaaant)

;

BRD^BSPRAT;
- - -

aball^aab : abaH_aab ^ ahall^Hat

;

(* ebaek ahaXl validity *)

BXPKAT rOR BACH ahall ZN ahall_aat;
ZT !I07 eonatrainta^topology^cloaad^ahall (ahall) TIZH

raault :« TALSS;
~

BID_ZT;
XMD^RZPKAT;
(* chacJe ahall uniquanaaa *)
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U O THE?
result rXLSZ;

~

niD_IT;

(* calculate set and list of faces, loops etc. of Brep *)

RXPSAT FOR KACB shell IH shell_set;
faee^list ;a face^list > list^shell^faces (shell)

;

loop^list :a loop^list > list^shell^loops (shell)

;

ed^e^list :« edge__list * list__shell^edges (shell)

;

tx^set :« vtx^set <f set^shell_jrertices (shell) ;

D®_Bip*XT;
” ~

faee^set :* face^set <f faee^list;
loop^set :« loop^set * loop__list;

edge__set :« edge^set <f edge^list;
(* check face uniqueness *)

Z7 (face^list O face_^set) TBZN
result :« FALSS;

DID_IT;
(* check loop uniqueness *)

Z7 locp_list O loop^set TEZ2I

result :« FAZ<SB;

ZHD_IF;
(* calculate set and list of edge/logicals in Brep *)

BZPBAT FOR EACH loop ZH loop_set;
edge^log_list :« edge^log^list * list^locp_edge^logieals (loop)

ehd_bx5eat7
” ~ ” *

edge^log^set : edge_loq_set + edge__log_list

;

(* check edge/logical uniqueness *)

ZF (edge__log_list o edge_log_set) THEM
result :« FAZtSE;

EHD_ZT;
(* Check if each edge is used twice by the loops of the Brep *)

REPEAT FOR EACH edge ZH edge_set;
ZT (occurs (edge, edge^list) O 2) THZH

result : * FAZ.3E

;

EHD__ZT;

ZHD_BOEAT;
(* check genus *)

ZF (genus (brep) < 0) THZH
result :« FAI.SE;

EHD^ZF;
(* check Euler foxaula *)

ZF (SZZEOF(wtx_set) - SZZEOF (edge_set) 2*SZZZ0F (faee_set) -

SZ2E0F(loop_list) - 2* (SZ2E0FT*hell_set) - shell^genus)

O 0) THE!
”

result :« TALSZ:

EHD_ZF;
RETURH(result)

;

EHD_FUHCTZ0N;
(*

"
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4.7.2.29
Solids Classification Stnicnire

The following indented listing provides the classification srrucmre for the Solids model.

BOX DOMXZK
SOLID MODEL
BOOLEAN EXPRESSION
BOOLEAN TERM

DZTTEPENCE
ZNTERSECTZON
UNION

C3G PRZMZTZVE
PRZMZTZVE WITH AXES
BLOCX
RZGHT ANGULAR HEDGE

PRDMZTZVX WITH ONE AXIS
RZGHT CZRCULAR CONE
RIGHT CZRCULAR CYLINDER
TORUS

SPHERE
CSG SOLID
FACETTED BREP
HALF-SPACE
MANIFOLD SOLID BREP
SOLID INSTANCE
SNEPT AREA SOLID

SOLID OF LINEAR EXTRUSION
SOLID OF REVOLUTION

*)

XND_SCEXMA; — •nd SOLIDS •ehmmM
(*

"
4.7.2.30

SURFACE MODEL

Some mechanical part representations consist of collections of surfaces which do not necessarily form

the complete boundary of a solid. Such a model can be represented by a collection of faces.

*)

ENTITY •nxfaes^aodal
SUPERTYPE OF

f •d^siarfac«jaodal

)

SUBTYPE OF (ahapajodal )

;

END^ENTITY;
”

(*
"

4.7.2.31

SHELL BASED SURFACE MODEL

A shell based surface model is described by a set of open shells of dimensionality 2. The shells

must be disjoint except at edges and vertices but a face in one shell may overlap a face in another
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shell, provided the face boundanes are identical. Coincident ponions of sheila must both reference

the same faces, edges and vertices defining the comcident region.

*)

dTITY h«ll_bas«d^«xarfae«jBod«l
SUBTYPX or (•urfacajBodal)

;

•bam^boundary : SZT [1:#] OF shaH^logical^abxuctura;
WHZSZ

” ” ~

diaanaionality (aTurfaca^aodal) 2;

{0 < axtanb (aurfaea^aodal) < infinity)

;

conatrainta_ga«aatry_^«b^surfaea^modal
(•hall_baaad_surfaea_aedal)

;

DID_BiTITY;
” ” ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

sbsmjboundarj: The set of open^hell and logical flag combinations comprising the surface model.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. There must be at least one open shell.

2. An open shell may exist independently of a surface model.

3. The shells must not overlap or intersect except at common faces, edges or vertices.

4. The function constraints geometry sb surface model returns TRUE, where the function eval-

uates the geometnc constraints.

4.7.2.32 FACE BASED SURFACE MODEL

A face based surface model is described by a set of connected face sets of dimensionality 2.

The connected face sets must be disjoint except at edges and vertices but a face in one set may

overlap a face in another set. provided the face boundaries are identical. Coincident portions of the

connected face sets must both reference the same faces, edges and vertices defining the coincident

region.

*)

KMTZTY factt^b«a«d^auxfae«_aod«l
SX7BTYPX or (anrfaea^modal)

;

fbam_fme«s : SZT [l:i] OF coan«ct«d_^fac«^a«t

;

WBZ»
~ ”

conabralnta^gaomatry^fb^atarfaea^modal
(fae«_b«a«d^starfaea^aedal)

;

ZND^ZMTITY;
"

(*
“

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

fbsm_faces: The set of connected face sets comprising the face based surface model.
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PROPOSITIONS: -

1 . There must be at least one connected face set.

2. A connected face set may exist independently of a surface model.

3. The connected face sets must not overlap or intersect except at common faces, edges or vertices.

4. The function constraints geometry fb surface model returns TRUE where the function evalu-

ates the geometric constraints.

4.7.2.33 WIREFRAME MODEL

A wireframe representation of a mechanical piecepart contains information only about the intersections

of the surfaces forming the boundary of the part but does not contain information about the surfaces

themselves.

*)

BTTZTY irlfa^ruMjBodal
SUPXRTYVl or (7h*llJb«a«d_wlr«rraa«_aodal OR

•dgvJbAaad^wixafraMjBiodal) -

SUBTYP* or
”

4.7.2.34 SHELL BASED WIREFRAME MODEL

A shell based wireframe model is described by a graph of edges and vertices embedded in R^. The

graph may be disconnected. Within the graph the edges do not intersect except at their boundaries

(i.e vertices).

The geomea7 associated with a venex must be consistent with the geomeny associated with any of

the edges of which the venex forms a boundary.

A shell based wireframe model is represented by one or more shells of dimensionality 0 or 1

.

*)

ZHTZTZ
SUBTYPI or (vi.r«fraaa_aod«l) ;

nriary : SIT [1:#] Or «h«ll;
WBZRX

^

diaaaaionallty (sbwa_botuidary) <* 1;

{0 < axtant (•halljbaaad^wirafraaa^aodal) < infinity);

eenatrnints^gnoMtary^ab^wfjnodnl
(ahnUJbnaad^wixafraM^aodal) ;

niDJDITITlf;
" "

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

sbwraJ>oundary: The set of vertex shells and/or wire shells comprising the wireframe model.

PROPOSITIONS:
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1. There must be at least one shell.

2. A shell may exist independently of a wireframe model.

3. The sheila must not overlap or intersect except at common edges or vertices.

4. Each shell must be either of type vertex shell or wire shell.

5. The function constraints geometry sb wf model returns TRUE, where the function evaluates

the geometric constramts

4.7.2.35 EDGE BASED WIREFRAME MODEL

A edge based wireframe model is described by a graph of edges and vertices embedded in The

graph may be disconnected. Within the graph the edges do not intersect except at their boundaries

(i.e vertices).

The geomea7 associated with a vertex must be consistent with the geometry associated with any of

the edges of which the vertex forms a boundary.

A edge based wireframe model is represented by one or more connected edge sets of dimensionality

1 .

*)

ENTITY shall_baaa4^vlrafraBa^medal
3UBTYVS OT~ (virafraaajaodaT) ;

^wMjbotuidary : SZT [1:#] OF co&aactad^adg«^a«t;
NHZM

" ~

dijMnalocality (abwajboundaxy) 1;

{0 < axtant (adgwJbaaad^wisrafraaajBodal) < infinity};
eona^aln^a_gaoa«try^ab_w€_aodal

(adga^baaad^wirafxa^a^aodal)

;

END^PTTITY;
" ” ~

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFEVITIONS:

ebwm.boundarj; The set of connected edge sets comprising the edge based wireframe model.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . There must be at least one connected edge set

2. A connected edge set may exist independently of a wireframe model

3. The connected edge sets must not overlap or intersect except at common edges or vertices.

4. The function constraints geometry eb wf model returns TRUE, where the function evaluates

the geometric constraints
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4.7.2.36 GEOMETRIC SET

This entity is intended for the tran.sfer of models when a topological strucmre is not available.

*)

SKTZTY g«ca«trie_s«t
SUPXRTYVX OF (gttca«tric__2d^s«t XOR

gttoa«txic^roj«ctiv«^8«t XOR
g«OMtric^3d_^curTrai^*«t XOR
g«CM«tric_3d^suxfaca_s«^

)

SUBT»X or (shap«_aod«l) ;

~

XHD^XHTITY;
(*

4.7.2.37 GEOMETRIC 2D SET

A geometric 2d set is a collection of two dimensional geometry.

*)

XHTITY g«om«tric_2d_*«‘t
SUBTYVX or (g«cgMtra.e_a«‘t) ;

point* : SXT [0:#] OF point;
eurrmm : SXT [0:#] OF eurvo;

HBXSX
coordinnto^apnen (point* ) 2;

coordinnto^apneo (cw«*) 2;

nro^xirriTY;
”*

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

points:

curves:

PROPOSITIONS:

4.7.2.38 GEOMETRIC PROJECTIVE SET

A geometric projective set is a collection of projective views of an object.

*)

XMTZTY g«oaotrie__proj«etiw«_*«t
SUBTYVX or (goo*Mtrie_*ot)

;

projoctivo^viow* : SXT [I:#] OF pro joctiwo_wiow;
XHD_XHT1TY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEHNITIONS:

projective.views: The
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4.7.2.39 GEOMETRIC 3D CLUVE SET

A geometric 3d curve set is a collection of three dimensional points and curves.

*)

ETTITY g«o««tric__3d_curv«_^*«t

SUBTYPX 07 (g^oastric^sat) ;

points : SZT [0;#] 07 point;

eurvas : SZT [0:#] 07 eurva;

WHZZZ
coordinata^spaea (points) • 3;

eoordinata^spaca (corvas) * 3;

ZHD^ZHTITY;
~

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

points:

curves:

PROPOSITIONS:

4.7.2.40 GEOMETRiC 3D SURFACE SET

A geometric 3d surface set is a collection of three dimensional points, curves and surfaces.

*)

ZMTZ7Y gaonMtric_3d_surfaca__sat
SUBTZ7Z 07 (gaomatrie^sat)

;

points : SZT [0:#] 07 point;
curias : SZT [0:#] 07 coxva;
surfseas : SZT [0:#] 07 surfaea;

WBZRZ
coosdinata^spaca (points) « 3;

eoordinata^spaca (corvas) < 3;

eoordinata^spaca (surfacas) « 3;

ZHD^ZHTITY;
(*

~

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

points:

curves:

surfaces:

PROPOSITIONS:
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4.7.2.41 PROJECTIVE VIEW

A projective view defines the content, location and orientation of a 2D view of a 3D object.

*)

mTITY pro
viow : goomo-tric^Zd^aot;

proj«ction__plAn« : axi•2^1aeanont

;

nmjarsm:
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

view:

projection^iane:

4.7.2.42 Nominal Model FUNCTION Definitions

4.7.2.42.1 CONSTRAINTS GEOMETRY SB SURFACE MODEL

This function evaluates the georaetnc constraints on a shell based surface model and returns TRUE
if they are satisfied.

*)

rUMCTZON conatrainta__g«om«try_ab^aiarfaeo__aodal
(a: aboLl^baaod^aurfmcojacdol) : Z^OGZCAL;

LOCAL
- - -

ab«ll_liat : LZST [1 : #] OF ahall;

ah«ll2*«t : SZT OF aholl;

ta : ahoLl;

tf : LOGICAL;

roault : LOGICAL :« TRUX;

XHD^LOCAL;
RZPSAT FOR EACH aholl^logicaul^atrueHura IH a. aa^bonndary;

ta ;w ah«ll_logical^atractur« . aholl^oloaant

;

IF TYRXOF(ta) o opaa^ahall THEM
roaolt : FALSX;

(* a aurfaca aodal ia cooipoaad of OffXH SHXTJ.a *)

DID_XF;
tf :w ahall^logieal^atznaetnr* . flag;

ZF tf O agroaaaat (ta, a) TSXH
roaalt : FALSX;

(* aholl noraala auat agr«« with aodal aurfae* normal *)

XHD_ZF;

ahall^liat :* aholl^liat f ta;

ZND^RXPXAT;
”

ahall^aat :* ahall^aat ¥ ahall^liat;
(* chock if ahalla unigua *)

ZF ah«ll_a«t O ah«ll_liat THEN
raault :« FALSX;
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DID_IT;

REPXAT rOR EACH ahall Z3I

REPEAT i 1 TO SIZEOP (ah^ll^liat)

;

IT «h«ll <> shttU^list [i] THZH
BEGIN

~

Zr (int«rs«ct (shall, shall^li.s't [i] ) <> NULL) THEN
rasxilt :« TAZtSE;

(* tha ahalla auat not intaraact *)

END^IT;
zr ovarlap (shall, shall_liat [i] ) THEN
(* but thay may ovarlap at common facas,

adgaa and varticas *)

;

END_ZT;
END;

END^ZT;
END^REPEAT;

END_REPEAT;
RETURN (raault)

;

END^PUNCTZOM;
(*

”

4.7.2.42.2 CONSTRAINTS GEOMETRY FB SURPACJE MODEL

*)

rUNCTZON constraints^gaomatry^fb^snrfaea^modal
(m : faca_basad_snrfaca_modal) : LOGICAL;

LOCAL
” ”

faca^liat : LZST [1:#] OF faca :« list^fbsm^facas (m)

;

faca^sat : SET [1:#] or faca :« aat^fbsm_facas (m)

;

rasult : LOGZCAL TRUE;
" ”

END_LOCAL;
(* chaek faca uniquanaas *)

zr (faca^sat <> faca^liat) THEN
raault :« FALSE;

~

END_Zr;
RETURN (raault)

;

END^rUNCTZON;
(*

”

4.7.2.42.3 CONSTRAINTS GEOMETRY SB WF MODEL

This function evaluates the geometric constraints on a shell based wireframe model axid returns

TRUE if they are satisfied.

*)

rUNCTZON constrainta^gacaatry_ab_^wf^modal
(m: ahall_baaad_wiraframa_modal) : LOGZCAL;

LOCAL
” ” ”

shall list : LZST [1 : «] OF shall;
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3X7 or shall;

rastalt : LOGICAL :« TRUX;
XHD_LOCAL;
RKPKXT FOR KACH shall IH a . wfJboundaxy ;

zr (T77X0r (shall) <> wlxa_shall) OR
(TYPXOr (shall) O va7tM_shall) TSEN

rasult : FALSX;
(* a wlrafraaa aodal is co^osad of WIRX mad VXRTXX SBELLs *)

XMD^IT;
shall^list :« shall^liat -f shall;

XMD_XXPXA7;
shall^sat :« shall^^sat •¥ shall^Hat;
RXPXA7 rOR XACX shall IN shall'sah;
RXPXA7 i : 1 TO SZZXOF (shall_list)

;

17 shall O ahall_li.st [i] TSDf
BXGZH

~

zr (Inharsact (shall, shall_llat [i]

)

O NUZiL) TXXH
raaolt :> FALSX;

~

(* tha shalls aos-t noh in-tarsact *)

XHD^ZT;
zr ovarlap (shall, shall^list [i] ) TSZR
{* but thay aay ovarlap at eooaon adgas and Tartleas *)

;

XHD^IT;
DID;

”

XHD_ir;
XIID_RX7XA7;

XHD^HXPXAT;
SXTURlf (rasult) ;

XHD_rUHCTIOM;
(*

”

4.7.2.43 Nominal Shape Gassification Structure

The following indented list provides the classification structure for the Nominal Shape Representation

Information Model.

PR0JXC7ZVX VZXW
SBA7X MODEL
GEOMETRIC SET
GEOMETRIC 20 SET
GEOMETRIC 3D CURVE SET
GEOMETRIC 30 SURFACE SET
GEOMETRIC PROJECTIVE SET

SOLID MODEL
SURFACE MODEL
rXCX BASED SURFACE MODEL
SHELL BASED SURFACE MODEL

WIREFRAME MODEL
EDGE BASED WIREFRAME MODEL
SHELL BASED WIREFRAME MODEL
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*)

IHD_SCHIMX;
(*
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4.8 Features

4.8.1 Form Features

4.8. 1.1 Introduction

This section presents the conceptual model of form feature information for the Integrated Product

Information Model (IPIM). It is titled the “Form Features Information Model” (FFIM).

A form feature is a stereotypical portion of a shape. Commonly refened to shapes are holes, pock-

ets, walls, and ribs. Form features are desirable for simplifying the man/machine interface and for

standardizing data structures to permit automated decision systems to interface directly with the pan

de&nitioiL

4.8. 1.2 Purpose

The primary purpose of the FFIM is to develop a form feature representation scheme that will be

useful for storing and using feature data. The FFIM is intended to be compatible with the other

topical models. That is, it should be possible to merge the FFIM and any other topical modei(s) into

a single model that is correct in syntax, semantics, and substance. In particuiar, the FFIM combined

with other shape-oriented models should form an integrated information model for toleranced nominal

shape.

The FFIM is intended to be independent of product classes and user applications. The model does

not exhaustively list the alternate groupings of the form feature parameters, but attempts to establish

a base that allows as many viewpoints as there are applications. For any particular user application it

is possible to define a group of standard form features that map to the FFIM. These mapping concepts

are described hirther in the Viewpoint Section. The relationship between the FFIM and Standard

Features (such as threads described by Standards-making organizations like ISO) is addressed in the

Future Development secdon. Intentionally, the FFIM does not force user applications to use specific

form features nor application-independent nomenclature.

There are two types of Form Feature representations:

1. Explicit Form Feanires are groupings of elements of the geometric model. In Explicit Form

Features, the shape elements that are necessary to define the feature are listed explicitly. For

example, an explicit pocket feature might be the identification of five consdtuent faces.

2. Implicit Form Feanires model shape information parametrically rather than geometrically. For

example, a hole might be described by giving a diameter and center line rather than a cylindrical

surface.

Explicit and implicit form features provide powerful data representations for applications. Explicit

form features allow referencing of feature constituexus. but if feature parameters such as hole depth

are needed, then they must be derived. On the other hand, implicit form features provide direct

access to such parameters. However, implicit form features do not presently allow constituents to be

individually referenced.

4.8. 1.3 Scope

The FFIM presently treats a form feature as a portion of the skin of a shape that:

1. conforms to some stereotypical pattern and
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2. is considered a -unit for some purpose.

The FFTM is concerned with shape. The FFTM does not anempt to limit the ponions of skin that

might be treated as features, the nomenclature that is applied to these, or the purposes for which they

are created.

It is understood that a vanety of nonshape information will be associated with form features —
functionality, processes, surface finish, etc. However, the FFlM’s role is not to provide for the non-

shape data, but to provide shape representation information to which such non-shape data might be

“attached”.

Other scoping considerations are;

• In the shape model representation, the use of form features is optional. For example, a cylindrical

passage in a shape would generally be considered a “hole”. This does not imply any obligation

to have a feature representation of the “hole”.

• Information for explicit representations is treated quite generally in the FFTM. The majority of

the FFIM is devoted to infoimation for implicit (constructive, descriptive) representations of

form feanires.

• Tolerance information is not covered in the FFIM since it is covered in the Shape Variation

Tolerances Model. There has been a deliberate effort to make the FFIM compatible with the

tolerance model.

• The model is limited to form feamres of individual, rigid objects. Flexibility, assembly interfaces,

mechanism joints, and the like are not currently addressed.

• In the FFIM, a form feature is limited to being a portion of shape, rather than the entire shape of

an object. It is not presently intended that ”standard” parts such as screws or bars be regarded

as form features.

• The FFIM is concerned with “macro shape” of feamres. This excludes surface finistu the wave

pattern produced by some processes, burrs, thin coatings, etc.

4.8. 1.4 Viewpoint

The FFIM represents form features in general terms, such as “along part sweep of a U-shaped profile”.

On the other hand, applications identify form features using application-specific nomenclature. For

example, different applications might interpret the same U-shaped feamre as a “slot”, “groove”,

“charmel”, or “dado”. There is a need for a bridge between the form features of the FFIM and

application specific form features. Mechanisms for this bridge have not been developed but are under

consideration.

4.8.U Future Developments

Items to be addressed in the future are divided into two groups: near-term and long-term.

4 8.1.5.1 Near-Term Topics

1. Enumeration of Standard Implicit Feanires

Based on entities which are already in the FFIM. there will be a development of an initial set

of more specific form features. These specific form features are both standardized shapes such
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aa the threads on screws, pms on electncal plugs, and other common shapes. Standard feature

shapes will be modeled using existing international standards and practices as guidelines.

2. Dimensionality Generalization

The FFIM will be extended to handle form features that are defined as Dimensionalityo (DIM-

3) shape volume elements. This will allow easier coverage of volumetric features and will

facilitate modelling internal voids. DIM-2 (sldn) will be retained in the model; DIM-1 (curve)

and DIM-0 (point) shape elements may be added.

3. Components of Implicit Form Feanores

It is currently impossible to attach components to attributes of implicit form feanires. This is

an obstacle to full use of implicit form features. A method of referring to the components is

desireable.

4. Standard Elements of Commonly Used Form Features

A structured grouping of commonly used form features and their elements will be developed.

These structured entities will allow standard referencing of components of form features such

as the bottom of a pocket. These developments are necessary to suppon applications such as

process planning, generadve N/C, inspection and others.

5. Gears and Splines

Gears and Splines will be added as technical review is provided.

4.8. 1.3.2 Long Term Developments

1. Standard Parts

The inclusion of standard parts such as nuts and washers in this Standard is considered to be of

great importance. It has not been decided which committee should address this issue.

2. Assembly Features

Form feature relationships resulting from joints in assembled parts such as; glued joints, riveted

joints, or welded joints will be considered by the Form Feature Committee.

3. Layers and Coating Features

The idea of layer features such as those used for composites and electrical products will be

considered by the Form Features Committee.

4.8. 1 .6 FORM FEATURES SCHEMA

*)

SCSBA

KOOKS SVBUfTBXMG;

ASSXMK (ipia^ah«p«^int«rfme«^seh4

ipiji^nominAl_abnp«^sch«m
ipiji_g«ca«try_«chana

,

ipiji^solid«_acb«Ba ,

ipiai^tolaxanc«a_aehaDBa) ;
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(*

4.8. 1.7 Form Features TYPE Deftmtions

4.8.

1.7.1

BOUND TYPES

*)

TYPX bcxind_typ«s « Z2IDMZSATZON OT

( ataart^bcund,

•nd^bouad,
olnaabriejbound) ;

*HD_TYPE;
"

(*
”

4.8.

1.7.2

COORDINATE ENUMERATION

*)

7YVI eoordijiata^antMiarati.on » ZHDMZBATZOM OX
(x^eoordi.nat• ^

y^eoordiaa^a ,

s_coerdlnat«)

;

KHD^TYsi;
(*

“

4.8.

1.7.3

NECK DIRECTTON TYPES

*)

TYPX n«ck_dlr«ctioa_typ«s « Z27UMXPATZOM OF
(n«ck^_poait i.v«

,

nack^nagativa)

;

XMDJPYPX;
”

(*
"

4.8.1.7.4

ELL ORIENTATION TYPES

*)

TYPX all^oriantatioa^typaa « X21^MXPATZON OF

(aXl^_poaiti^a ,

all^nagatiTa)

;

XHD^TYPX;
(*

"

4.8.

1.7.5

TAPER TYPES

*)

TYPX tapar^typaa « XHOMXPATIOM OF
(tapar^incraaaing

^

tapar^daeraaaing)

;
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mD__TYP*;
(*

”

4.8.

1.7.6

FEATURE END TYPES

*)

TY71 f•atur«^«nd_^typ«a KHUMSSATZON OT
(iaitlal^and/
frainal^and) ;

BID_TYS1;
(*

”

4.8.

1.7.7

HANDS

*)

TYVX handa « KNUMZItATZON OF
(laft^handy

right-hand)

;

DTO-TYP*;
*"

(*
”

4.8.

1.7.8

THREAD FTT CLASSES

*)

TY7X thraad-fit-Claaaaa « X2VOMZRATZON OF
(on#—a,
twO—a,
thxa#—a,
ona—b,
twO—b,
thxa#—b)

;

mP-TYPS;
(*

"
4.8.1.7.9

THREAD FORMS

*)

TY7X thraad—forma Z2IPMESATZOM OF
(aharp^,

unifiady
aixty—dagraa—attab

,

aqoara,
atub—aema,
buttraaa^
knuckla

,

brit—atd)

;

niD-TYP*;
”

(*
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4.8.1.7.10 THREADING DIRECTION TYPES

*)

TYTX thr«ading__dir«cti.on_typ«s « DTTMZPATIOM or
(thr««d_apte ,

thraad^bayond)

;

DID_TYPE;
(*

”

4.8. 1 .7. 1

1

COUPLING SHAPE TYPES

*)

TYPS eotxplij)g_shapa^typaa « X2IDMK9ATZOM OF
(concara^coupling^
conTax^eoupliAg) ;

XKD^TYP*;
”

(*
"

4.8.1.7.12

BEND MEASUREMENT TYPES

*)

TYPl band_MaauraAant_typaa « ZMUHXPATZON OF
(concavajaaaa-umant ,

coQTax^aaaauramant ,

caatarjMaa'ozaaant) ;

XHD^TYP*;
”

(*
~4.8.1.7.13

TUBE BEND MOVED END TYPES

*)

TYPX tubaJband^movad_and_^typaa EHUMKRATZON OF
(ttaba^fonrard^and,
tuba_^raanrard_and) ;

XHD^TYP*;
~ ”

(*
”

4.8.1.7.14

SET OF PROFILE PAIRS

*)

TYPX 8art_o£^roflla_pai.rs a SXT 10 :i] OF proflla^alr;
xhdjtypxT
(*

“

4.8. 1.8 Feature FUNCTION Definitions

4.8. 1.8.1 CYLINDRICAL

*)

runCTIOH cylindrical (axaa: diaaAaionality^2^shapa^al«anb) iLOiSZCAL;
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an araa ia cylindrical
IHD_rUllCT10M;
(*

"

4.8.

1.8.2

CONICAL

*)

ronCTZOlf conical (araa : diaanaioaality_2^ahapa^alaMnt ) : LOGICAL

;

datarminaa if an araa ia conical
rnD_ruHcmo»;
(*

"

4.8.1.8.3

PLANAR

*)

rUNCTZOlf planar (paira : aat^of^rofila^^^aira) : LOGICAL;
— datarminaa dLf a corva atring ia planar
SHD^rUHCTIOH;
(*

4.8. 1.

8.4

SEQUENCED

*)

rUMCTIOH aaguanead ( initial : eurra

;

aubaaguant : aat^of^rofila^^paira) : LOGICAL;
-- datarminaa if a GZNZAAL PROFIUB ia mada Tsp of eorraetly ordarad

initial eurra and anbaaguant curva pairs
BID_FUHCTIOM;
(*

"

4.8.

1.8.5

CLOSED

*)

rUHCTIOll eloaad(paira : sat^of^rofila_pairs) : LOGICAL;
-- datarminaa if a curva string ia cloaad
PTO^rPMCTIOM;
(*

"

4.8. 1.9 FORM FEATURE

A portion of a shape that fits a pattern or stereotype. That is, it is an occurrence of some recognized

shape configuration. The stereotype may be precise (constant diameter thru bole) or vague (web).

*)

EMTITY form^faatiara

;

faatTira^typa : SmiHG;
iaplicit^rapa : SZT [0:#] OF iaplicit^form^faatura;
pattam_rap : OPTIONAL implicit^form^faatura^^^pattam;

raplieata^rap : OPTIONAL raplicata_form_faatura;
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mD^nrriTY;
(*

~

attribute DEFTNTTIONS:

feature-typ«: A specification of the type of feature (e.g countersink)

implicitJ’eps: A coUection of implicit representations of the feature

pattern_rep: An implicit form feature pattern representation of the feature

replicate-rep: A replicate form feature representation of the feamre

4.8.1.10 IMPLICIT FORM FEATURE

A description of a form feature by parameters and/or geomenic data. The description must be

sufficient to “realize” the feature; i.e., to compute its shape and location and integrate these into a

geometric model of the shape which contains the form feature. (For a surfaced wireframe model, for

example, this means to determine the faces, loops, edges, and vertices that must be added to/subtracted

from the model in order that the geometric model “include” the feature. An implicit representation

might also be called “constructive” or “descriptive”.

*)

ENTITY iapLieit_£orm^f««t:ur«
SUPXRTYPK or (iApli.ert_ar««_f«a-tur« XOR

iapLicit^d«£ozmation XOR
XOR

XOR
lapLicit^ro^runion XOR
i^pllelt^trunsition) ;

IHD_XNTITY;
(*

”

4.8.1.11 GEOMETRIC MODEL IMPLICIT FORM FEATURE ASSN

An indication that a representation of a form feature as an implicit form feature applies to a particular

geometric model.

*)

ENTITY g«oa«trie_akodal^iBplxext^fon._fMtura^aaan

;

mugaantad^gacaiatxxc^modal : gaeaa'tric^aodal

;

atsgaaa'tlng^iapldelt^^fozB.^faatura : iapLiclt^form^faatuxa;
END^ENTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

augmented -geometric-model: A reference to the geometric model that is augmented by the appli-

cation of an implicit form feature.

augmentingJmplicit-form_feature: The implicit form feature that adds shape information to the

shape model.
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4.8.1.12 IMPLICIT-FEATURE PRECEDENCE

An indication of existence precedence between two implicit feature representarioai. This entity gives

a predecessor/successor relation between implicitly represented form feanires. It implies that the

predecessor feature is a part of the pre-existing shape to which the successor is an increment. Note

that, functionally, the implicit feature bound mechanism panially overlaps this entity in the sense

that a “bounder"/“boundec” relationship implies a predecessor/successor relation. Only one of the

two modeling tactics should be used for a given case.

*)

ZXTSTn iBpli.eit_fMtur«^r«e«d«ne«;
: iaplieit^foza^f•atw*

;

aaeeaaaoz^faacura : iaplielt^foza_faatuza

;

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

predecessorJeature: The implicit form feature that has a higher precedence chan the successor,

i.e., must be installed or constructed hrst.

successorJeature: The implicit form feature that has a lower precedence than the predecessor, i.e.,

must be installed or constructed second.

4.8.1.13 IMPLICIT FEATURE BOUND

A bound or limit to the extent of an implicit form feature. These are used where implicit feanire

representations define volumes added to or subtracted from preexisting material (passages, depressions,

protrusions). They indicate where the preexisting material’s volume and the volume specified by the

implicit feature representation intersect and thus serve to reduce the material to be added or subtracted

to “realize” the feature. For example, consider a thru bole modeled as an implicit passage. The

implicit representation of the bole might be by centerline and diameter, effectively defining an infinite

cylindrical volume. Implicit feature bounds could be used to specify entry and exit faces, thereby

specifying the limits of the volume to be removed.

*)

BfTXTY iapl^cit^faatiarajbeuzid;

•1—ante : tXT [1:#] 07 dia«nsionAli.ty_2_shaip«_^«lMMat;
XHD^nniTY;

"

(*
~

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

elements: The bounding elements

4.8.1.14 IMPLICIT PASSAGE

An implicit form feature that is viewed as being “subtracted” from preexisting shape and which

intenects preexisting shape in two places; i.e., goes through the shape. The feature increases the

genus of ±e shape by I or more. Its surface elements generally intersect those of the preexisting

shape at convex solid angles (0 to 180 degrees).
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*)

DTTZTY
SUBTYVl or (iBpli.ci.t_foxm_fttaturtt) ;

daflnltion
•nd^bounda
boundJiry^blanda
Inbaxruptlona

rHD^BITITY;
(*

faabura^voluM

,

SZT [0:2] or paaaaga_bound;
SZT [0:2] or paaaag«Jboundary_bland;

[0:#] or paaaaga^intarmadiatajbcund;SST

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definitioo: The defining feature sweep or ruling.

eodJbounds: The description of the desired end bounds for the feanire.

boundary Jblends: A description of the implicit blends between the feature and its ends.

interruptions: A description of any bounds that define discontinuities over the feature length.

4.8.1.15 PASSAGE BOUND

An indication that an implicit feature bound descnbes the preexishng area where an implicit passage

enters/exits material.

*)

ZHTZTY p«aaag«_bound;
ap«ci^iea'tloa : iapliei.t^faa't'arajbound;

paaaag«_«nd : faatur«_«nd_typ«a;
IHD^nreiTY;

” ”

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

specification: The definition of the feature bound.

passage.end: The indication of which end is being bounded.

4.8.1.16 PASSAGE BOUNDARY BLEND

A blend at one of the openings of an implicit passage.

For a swept passage, the defining feature sweep provides the directionality needed for blended end

to make sense. For a sweep with a linear feature sweep path, the entry end of the feature is at

Z - 0. The same holds for an axisymmetric feature sweep. For a sweep with a partial circular

feature sweep path, the entry end of the feanire is in the positive X Z quadrant

*)

KMTZTY paasag«_boundJu:y_bl«nd;
bl«ndad_«nd r faatura^and^typas

;

•nd^bland : iapli.cxt_«dg«^bland;
KHD^nrriTY;
(*

~
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ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS;

biended_eod: An indication of the end that is blended, initial or terminal,

end-blend: The definition of the blend desired.

4.8.1.17 PASSAGE INTERMEDIATE BOUND

A bound or limit to the extent of an implicit passage, not occurring at the passage ends. This

indicates pre-existing air (or a preexisting air-material interface) contained wi thin the volume implied

by the implicit specification of the passage. For example, a hole through both flanges of an I-beam is

interrupted by the void between them. Depending on the context, the interruption may be viewed as

resTilting firom an intervening pre-existing volume or on intervening stirface. In the I-beam example,

if the void is modeled as a swept form feanire then the hole would be viewed as being interrupted by

a volume. On the other hand, if the flanges were explicitly modeled, then the hole would be seen as

having two planar intermediate bounds.

BfTZTY p««aaa« boussd;

p««••gvjboond^typ*
int«rrupti.on^eoapl«t« :

•p«ci,fieatioa

bouad^blaad
dD^BTriTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

botand^typaa

;

LOGZcIl;
iaplicit^faaturajbound

;

OPTIONAL iaplicit^adgai^bland;

passageJ}ound.type: An indication of whether the bound is seen as two or three dimensional. Values

are start bound or end bound for two dimensional bounds, and volumetric bound for three

dimensional bounds. For a two dimensional bound, the direction of the feature as determined

by its path definition is used to label the bound as a start or end.

interruption.complete: An indication of whether the interruption is complete or incomplete. A
complete interruption effects the entire profile, rather than only part of it.

specification: The definition of the bound.

bound-blend: The definition of a bound blend.

4.8.1.18 IMPLICrr PROTRUSION

An implicit form feature that extends outward from “the rest of the shape”; i.e., is viewed as being

“added” to preexisting shape. The feature does not change the genus of the shape. Its surface elements

generdly intersect those of the preexisting shape at concave solid angles (180 to 360 degrees).

*)

ZMTZTY iapLieit_protxoaien
SX7BTTPK OF (iaplicit^fora^foaturo) ;

dafl&ltxea : f•abora^voluaa;
•nd^bouad : OPTIONAL iaplieit__f•aturajbouad;
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•nd^bl^nd : - OPTIONAL iaplicit ^dg* round;
IND_*NTITY;

" “

(*
”

attribute DEFINmONS;

definitioo: The defining feature sweep or ruling.

endJbound: A description of the desired bound or end for the feanire.

endJblend: A blend around the perimeter of the protrusion.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . The addition of a protrusion to a shape does not change the genus of the shape

4.8.1.19 IMPLICIT DEPRESSION

An implicit form feature that extends inward from “the rest of the shape"; i.e., is viewed as being

“subtracted" from preexisting shape. The feanire does not change the genus of the shape; i.e., does

not go through the shape. Its surface elements generally intersect those of the preexisting shape at

convex solid angles (0 to 180 degrees).

*)

ZNTZTY implleit_d«pr«asion
SDBTTPK OF (iapli.cit_£eza_f«atur«) ;

definition : fenture^yoluae

;

end_teund : OPTIONAL ia^llelt^faeture^bound;
•nd^blend : OPTIONAL ix^llclt^adge^blend;
Infrruptlona : SR [0:#] OF depreaslon^lntezaedlnte^bound;

IND^DrriTY;
(*

~

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

definitioo: The defining feanire sweep or ruling.

endJ>ound: A definition of the desired ends for the feanire.

endJ)iend: A blend around the perimeter of the depression and a pre-existing shape.

interruptions: An indication of whether the interruption is complete or incomplete. A complete

interruption effects the entire profile, rather than only part of it.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The addition of the feature to the part leaves the genus of the part unaltered.
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4.8.1.20 DEPRESSION INTERMEDUTE BOUND

A bound or limit to the extent of an implicit depression, not occurring at the open end of the

depression. Depression intermediate bounds are analogous to passage intermediate bounds.

*)

XHTZTY d«pra«cion bouz&d;

in't«xraption__eo«pl«t« :

«p«elfication
betand^blaad

Bro^SMTI^;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

bound_typ«a

;

LOGZCAL;
iaplleit^faatur•Jbouad

;

OPTIONAL iaplicit^^dgv^bland;

depressionJ>ound_t7p«: An indication of whether the bound is seen as two or three dimensional.

Values of start bound and end bound are for two dimensional bounds, and volumetric bound

for three dimensional bounds. For a two dimensional bound, the direction of the feature as

determined by its path definition is used to label the botmd as a start or end.

interruption.complete: An indication of whether the interrupdon is complete or incomplete. A
complete interruption effects the entire profile, rather than only part of it.

specification: The specificadon of the bound.

boundJblend: The definition of the blend between the feature and its bounds.

4.8. 1 .2

1

IMPLICrr TRANSITION

An implicit representadon of a form feature which connects two elements of preexisting shape. As

a rule, the transition is regarded as less important than the elements it connects. Fillets and chamfers

steps are examples.

*)

XNTZTY iaplleit^tranaitioa
SUPXItTYPB or Ti»pli>ei.t_eorn«x_blond XOR

lapLielt^odg«Jbl«nd)
SUBTTPB or (ispli.ei.t_foxm_f«atur«) ;

DID_BITITY;
” "

(*

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The addidon of the feanire to the part leaves the part genus unchanged

4.8.1.22

IMPLICIT EDGE BLEND

An implicit representadon of a blend or transition between two adjacent surface areas of a shape.
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*)

IHTITJf iapli.cit_«<ig«_bl*zid

SUPKRTY7X OF (iJBpliclt__«dg«_flat XOR
i.apliea.t_^«<ig«_round)

SUBTYFX OF (ijBpli.clt^transition) ;

nro^nrriTY;
(*

”

4.8.1.23 EDGE BLENDED INTERSECTION

An indication that an implicit edge blend applies to the intersection of two dimensionality 2 shape

elements.

*)

SfTITY •dg^Jblandad^intaraactioo;
bland : iapllci.t_«dg«__bl«nd;

flrsb^ahapa : dia«naionallby_2_ahap«^«lMft«nt:;

sacond^shnpa : diaanaionaH'by^2^8h«p«^«laA«n't;
*HD_»TITY;

~

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITTONS:

blend: With the following two attributes, identihes the implicit edge blend.

first_shape: With the following attribute, identifies the first of the two dimensionality 2 shape ele^

ments whose intenection is blended.

second_shape: Identifies the second of the two dimensionality 2 shape elements whose intersection

is blended.

4.8.1.24 IMPLICIT EDGE FLAT

An implicit representation of a ruled suiface blend of two surface areas of a shape. The blend surface

is set back a constant distance along one of the areas from the intersection of the two surface areas

and makes a constant angle with that area. Most often, the blend surface is planar (blending planar

surfaces) or conical (blending rotational stnfaces).

Angle and setback are measured relative to one of the two elements blended by the chamfer. The

following rules tell which, depending on the context of the feature:

1. Related to edge blended intersection:

angle and setback are relative to the first of the two elements associated via the edge blended

intersection.

2. Related to passage boundary blend or depression boundary blend:

angle and setback are relative to the boundary element of the passage or depression: i.e., the

preexisting shape.

3. For any feature sweep profile not utilizing general profile:

Consider the segments of the profile to be clockwise ordered when looking in the direction of

sweep angle and setback are relative to the first of the two profile segments blended.
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4. Related to profHt sequencer; i.e., a blend between segments of a general profile:

angle and setback are relative to the predecessor element in profile pair.

5. Used as a wall-end blend in an in out feature sweep wall end. as a flat end blend in an along

feature sweep flat end. or a wall-end blend in an axisymmetric feature sweep wail end:

angle and setback are relative to the swept walls of the feature.

*)

XMTXTY iJiiplieit^«dg«_^fl*t

SUBTYPE or (iaplicit^adgw^bland)

;

ugl« : asagla^^paraaM’twr;

••tbaeJe : ;

EIID_EIITXTY;

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

angle: ±e constant angle between the flat and the blended stirface used for nominal shape definition.

setback: The constant distance between (i) the intersection of the two blended surfaces and (ii) the

intersection of the flat and the blended surface used for nominal shape definition.

4.8.

1

.25 EMPLICrr EDGE ROUND

A blend of two surface areas of a shape, having a circular cross section of constant radius. The blend

surface is tangent to both of the adjacent surface areas. Most often, the blend surface is cylindncal

(blending two planar surfaces) or toroidal (blending rotational surfaces).

*)

XNTXTY iJBplieit^«dg«^roT3nd

SUBTYPE or (i^llcIt^edgwJblABd) ;

rotwd^diJB :

EHD^EBTI^;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

round.diin: The dimension (radius, preferably, or diameter) of the round.

4.8.1.26 IMPLICIT CORNER BLEND

An implicit representation of a form feature that smooths or "gradualizes" a comer of a shape.

*)

EHTZTT iaplicit_eorn«r^bl«nd
SUPERTYPE or Ti^licit^coranr^flat XOR

implies, sid«__eorn«r_round)

SX7BTTPE or (iaplicit^tranaition) ;

EHD_EMTITY;
”

(*
”
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4.8.1.27 LMPLICIT-CORNER FLAT

An implicit representation of a planar form feanire that smooths or “gradualizes” a comer of a shape.

*)

snZTY iapUeit_corn«r_flat
SUBTYPX or (iapli.cit_cornttr_bl«nd) ;

••tb«c3e_«d9ttl

••tbACk^dial
««^bAcJc^*dg«2

••tb«ck^dla2
angl«_dla

zmjonTTX:
(*

"

•d9tt_shAp«_«l«B«nb

,

•i.x«__p«raa«tAT

;

•dgtt_shAp«^«l«a«nt

,

am«tAT

;

aaatmx

:

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNUIONS:

setback^gel: Idendhes one of the edges.

setback-dim 1: The setback (measured linearly) from the comer along the first edge. (While half

dimension is possible, it seems unuseful.)

setback.edge2: Identifies the other edge.

setback.dim2: The setback (measured linearly) from the comer along the second edge. (While half

dimension is possible, it seems unuseful.)

angle.diin: The angle between the planar area and the fiat. (While half dimension is possible, it

seems unuseful.)

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The two EDGE SHAPE ELEMENTS must be adjacent boundaries, meeting at the CORNER
SHAPE ELEMENT associated with the parent ENffLICIT CORNER BLEND of the feanire,

of a planar AREA SHAPE ELEMENT which is one of the areas that meet at the CORNER
SHAPE ELEMENT.

4.8.1 .28 IMPLICIT OUTSIDE CORNER ROUND

An implicit representation of a form feature which is a spherical rounding of a comer of a shape.

*)

ENTITY iapLielt^ovbaidtt^eom«r^reund
SUBTYPE or (iBplieib__eornttr_^bl«nd) ;

diMaaioa : aisa^axaMtar;
END^ENTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

dimension: The size dimension (radius, preferably, or diameter) of the spherical feature.
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4.8.1.29
IMPLICIT-DEFORMATION

An implicit representation of a fearure characterized by stretching or bending material.

*)

SH7ZTY isplieit__dafoxBation
SUPXRTYPX or (iJBpli.ci.t_b«nd XOR

iaplielt^ambosa XOR
iapXie^t^ar^ial^etatou’b XOR
i^licit^tub^^dafonatioa XOR
iapliGit_twi«t

)

SUBTXrx or (iapli.eit_foa^f«at-ara) ;

DTO^DITITY;
(*

”

4.8.1.30 BEND DIMENSION

The dimension of a bend, plus an indication whether the dimension applies to the concave side,

convex side, or center of the bend.

*)

DITZTX banded i aaneion

;

band^dia : eisa^arasatar;
band^aazst : baxsd^saasuzasant^^typaa;

mojanTTC; ” "

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

bend.dim: The independent size parameter which gives the dimension value.

bendjnsrmt: Whether the dimension is specified for the concave side of the bend, the convex side,

or center.

4.8. 1 .3 1 IMPLICIT EMBOSS

An imprinting (lib or recess) that is totally surrounded by parr material. Embossing is distinguished

from bends and flanges by the fact that embossing is totally surrounded by the part material.

*)

ZM7ZTY iapULeib^aabeaa
SX7PXRTYPX or (ijipli.ci.t_eornar_rib XOR

ijiplieit_^round_Jbaad XOR
iapl^cib^v_baad XOR
ijiplJLeit^apbarieal_aaboss

)

SUBTYPX or (iapllcit^dafozmation)

;

Dro^nrriTY;
(*

"
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4.8.1.32 IMPLICrr-V BEAD

A deformation that has the cross sectional characterLstics of a V.

*)

XZrriTY ijBpli.cit_vJb«ad

SUBTYPS or (iapli.cit_«mbos«)

location
angle
height
width
apea^ronnd
baee bend

bounded^corve

;

angle^araaeter
•ise^araaeter
•ise^axeaMter
bend^diaenaion
bend diaenaion

angle . diaenaion < 180 ;

DTO^BITITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

location: Identifies the axis curve of the feature. The curve lies on the surface that is displaced to

become the inner (concave) portion of the bead, so that points on the curve are displaced to the

inner apex of the bead. Full bead profile begins and ends at the extrema of the axis bounded

curve.

angle: The angle of the “V” formed.

height: The maximum displacement of points on the outer surface of the feanire.

width: The width of the deformation, measured between points on the centerline of the bend at its

base.

apex-TOund: The comer radius of the bead at the inner apex of the

baseJbend: The bend radius between the outer portion of the bead and its undeformed neighborhood.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The angle must be less than 180 degrees.

4.8.1.33 IMPLICIT ROUND BEAD

An emboss that has the cross sectional characteristics of an arc of a circle.

*)

ZMTZTY iapllclt^rouad^bMd
SUBTYPX or (ispli.cit_«mboen) ;

loentioa : bcund«d_^cuxww

;

halghb :

b«Ad_six« : eisa^paramchcr
b«n« b«nd : b«nd dimcnalon
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h«igh^ . dia«n«ion < b«ad_siz« . dia«n«ion/2

;

ZHD_D1TZTY

;

(*
”

attribute DEFINmONS:

location: Identifies the axis curve of the feature. The curve lies on the surface that is displaced to

become the inner (concave) portion of the bead, so that points on the curve are displaced to the

inner apex of the bead. Full bead profile begins and ends at the extrema of the axis bounded

curve.

height: The height dimension of the bead. (Though half measurement is possible, full height from

undefonned base to top is preferred.)

beadjsize: The size (diameter or radius) of the circular bead cross-section.

baseJiend: The dimension (radius, preferably, or diameter) of the bend between the bead and its

neighboring, undeforreed material, measured on the outer side of the bead.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . The height must not be greater than half of the bead size.

4.8.1.34 IMPLICIT CORNER RIB

A stiffening rib that is created by inverting the material, creating a protruding region at a location along

a bend. The feamre has rectangular surface shape and is planar except for bends at its intersection

with the two stiffened surfaces.

The rib is located via a Local Coordinate System. The Z-axis is the length centerline of the outer

rectangular surface of the rib. The origin is placed at the intersection of the Z-axis with the inner

surface of one of the legs of the stiffened bend (the “first leg”), with the X-axis lying in that surface.

Thus, ignonng bend radii of the feamre, the outer surface of the rib is a sweep of the X-interval

[-width/2, width/2] in the +Z direction.

*)

DfTZTY iaplieit_corn«r^7i^
SUBTY7B or (i^lAeit^

locatAea
width
hwightl
heights
length
b«zxdl

b«nd2

_ )

;

fon^fMtuf•

;

ajcia^laeesABt ;

sis«^_param«t*r

;

dMriwabl^^diawaaioa

;

dMrivwbla^diaaaaioa

;

dasiTahla^diaMaaioa ;

b«ad^diA«aaioa

;

b«ad dimwaaioa;

haightl . dia«asioa*'*2 -f h«ight2 . diA«aaioa**2 l«agth.dim«aaioa**2;

BID_nmTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTMTIONS:
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stiffens: The form feature that the nb applies to.

location: The location and onentation of the nb.

width: The width dimension of the nb.

heightl: The derivable height of the nb along the first (per the rule below for placement of the

feanire's local coordinate system) leg of the stiffened bend. (It is possible to give half-height,

but full value is recommended.)

height2: The derivable height of the rib along the second (per the rule below for placement of the

feature's local coordinate system) leg of the stiffened bend. (It is possible to give half-height,

but full value is recommended.)

length: The derivable length of the nb. (It is possible to give semi-length but full value is recom-

mended.)

bendl: The dimension (radius, preferably, or diameter) of the bend between the feature and the first

(per the rule below for placement of the feature’s local coordinate system) leg of the stiffened

bend.

b«nd2: The bend dimension (radius, preferably, or diameter) between the feature and the second (per

the rule below for placement of the feature’s local coordinate system) leg of the stiffened bend..

4.8.1.35 IMPLICIT SPHERICAL EMBOSS

An implicit representadon of an emboss having sphencal displacement of material.

*)

XMTXTY iapli.cit_«phtt7ical^«abo«a

SUBTYPX or (iapli.cit_«atea«) ;

locAtion : poxnt

;

: siza^^paxaxMtar;

band^dia : baad^diaanzion;
XHD_1NTITY;

"

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

location: Idendfies the point which locates the feature. The point is located on the inward-bent

side of the sheetlike geometry, at the locadon that becomes the apex of the sphere. Material

movement is normal to the sheetlike geometry at that location.

height: The height dimension of the emboss. May be half or, preferably, full height. Measured from

undeformed base of feature.

emboss-size: The diameter or radius of the sphere.

bend.diin: The dimension (radius, preferably, or diameter) of the bend at the feature’s intersection

with undeformed material.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The sphere radius must be greater or equal to the feature’s height.
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4.8.1.36 IMPLICIT-TWIST

A twist in the tnatenal about a centerline. An implicit twist is applied to a sheet or plate like ponton

of a shape.

The twist feature is located via a Local Coordinate System as follows:

1. The Z*axis must coincide with the twist axis. The origin must lie on the center of the twist;

i.e.. the twist region is the Z-interval [>length/2. Iength/2] (taking length to be full length). The

XY-plane must be oriented so that the twist takes fX into 4>Y in the positive Z haifspace and

>X into -Y in the negative Z halfspace.

2. The post-twist shape is calculated as follows. Values are given in local coordinates, but the

transformations apply to the entire shape containing the twist

Put A 3 anglc)2. L - length/2 and 9 as the rotation at any position z.

The formulas assume that angular displacement varies linearly with z in the interval [-L, L],

that the angular displacement it z >- L is A, and that the angular displacement at z <» -L is

-A.

9

!

z

!

y
t

Z

' zA/L
< A
-A

r cos 5 - y sin ^

I sin ^ + y cos 9

for z in (-1, L]

for z > L

for z < -L

*)

CITZTY iapUcit^twist
SCTTYPX or (iapLici.t__dnformati.on) ;

lan^h
angla
location

aasa^paraa

angla_par
aaia^lac

tar;

.atar;

t;

BiD__BrTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS;

length: The length of the twist region.

angle: The angle to the original which the twist results in.

location: The establishment of a local coordinate system for the twist.

4.8. 1 .37 IMPLICIT PARTIAL CUTOUT

An implicit deformation which involves shearing as well as deformation.

*)

KMTZTY iaiplicit__partial__cutout

SUPSRTYPS or (i^licit_lonwar XOR
i^plicit_circular_knocJeout XOR
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. i.Bplicit_tab)

SUBTYTK OF (iapXicit_d«foraation) ;

IND_DrriTY;
(*

~

4.8.1.38 IMPLICIT LOUVER

An implicit partial cutout for which the shear is a straight line and the deformation to the material

causes an opening to be created. Deformation at the shear line is greater than material thickness.

The feature is located via a Local Coordinate System. This is done as follows. The origin is placed

at the center of the shear line on the sheet side that is bent inward. The shear line lies on the Z-axis.

Deformation is in the 4>Y-direction. so that (OJieight.O) is the maximum height point of the feamre

and is the displaced position of the local origin. Deformation occtirs in the 0 < x < width ponion

of the XZ-plane.

*)

SfTZTY ispUext^lou-Twr
SUBTYPI OF (iapUelt^Artlal^catouh)

•is«^aruMt«r
bttad^diawnaIon
bond diannaxon

loemtloa
lang^
width
haight
baaa^band
innar^band

zmjarsjT^:
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

location: Identifies the axis placement which locates the feature,

length: Length dimension of louver,

width: Width dimension of louver,

height: Height dimension of louver

baseJ>end: Dimension (radius, preferably, or diameter) of bend at intersection with undeformed

materiaL

innerJ>end: Dimension (radius, preferably, or diameter) of bend within louver.

4.8.1.39 IMPLICIT CIRCULAR KNOCKOUT

A circxxlar implicit partial cutout where the deformation to the material causes no opening to be

created. Deformation at the shear line is less than material thickness. The shear line has equally

spaced gaps of equal length.

The feature is located via a Local Coordinate System. This is done as follows. The origin is placed

at the center of the shear circle, lying on the shear entry surface of the pre-shear shape. The Z-axis

points in the direction of material movement. The gaps in the shear line are assumed to be equally

spaced, with the X-axis bisecting one of the gaps.
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*)

XMTITY iaplxcit^ciJCT 1 ar^lcaockout

SUBTYPX OF (iBpli.cit__par^iAl_cu'tout) ;

location : aaia^lacaaant ;

isa^dia : sisa^afaaatar;
height : •isa^araaatax;
gap^laagth : aisa^_paraaatar;

band^dia ; banded i manaion

;

XHP^BITITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

location: The location of the feanire.

size^im: The size (diameter or radius) of the shear circle.

height: The height dimension of the protrusion of the feature from the material. (Semi*height is

possible, but full height is preferred.)

gapJength: The space between adjacent shears, measured chordaily. (Semi-length is possible, but

full length is preferred.)

bend.dim: The bend dimension (radius, preferably, or diameter) between the feanne and its neigh-

borhood.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The full height must be less than the thickness of the sheet-like environment.

4.8.1.40 IMPLICIT TAB

An implicit representation of a partial cutout where the shear is an arc of a circle and the deformation

to the material causes an opening to be created.

The feanire is located via a Local Coordinate System. This is done as follows. The origin must be

at the midpoint of the pre-deformation bend line. The bend line lies on the Z-axis. The Y-azis is

normal to the sheet and points in the initial direction of material movement Thus the shear line is

the circular arc with end points (0.0,-chord) and (0,0,chord) and midpoint (width,0,0). The laner

point is displaced to y 3 height

*)

KMTITy iapli.ei.t_t«b

SUBTYPX OF (iaipli.eit^_p«xtial_cutesst) ;

location
chord
width
hoight
anglo
bond^dia

XND^XMTITY;
(*

”

aatie^lacwBont
•izn_paraa«tar
•is«_paraaMtar
aiia^^paxaaatar ,

darirabla__angla_diaansion

;

band diaansion;
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attribute DEFINTTIONS:

location: Idenrifies the axis placement that locates the feature.

chord: The length or half-length dimension of the bend line of the cutout, which is a chord of the

shear line circular arc.

width: The distance or half-distance dimension from the center of the bend line to the edge of the

shear line.

height: The maximum distance the feanire extends beyond the material. (Full, preferably, or half

dimension.)

angle: The angle the tab makes with unaffected material. (Full, preferably, or semi-angle.)

bend.dim: the (radius, preferably, or diameter) dimension of the bend at the base of the tab.

4.8.1.41 IMPLICIT BEND

An implicit deformation in which deforming occurs along a curve (bend line) and is characterized

by radius and angle, which may be constant or vary.

An implicit bend is applied to a sheet- or plate-like underlying shape.

*)

CrrZTY iapli.eitJb«Bd
SX7PXATYPS OF (iaplici.t_g«a«ral_b«nd XOR

iaplicit^catout^flanga XOR
iaplici.t_a^aigh't^b«nd)

SUBTXPX OF (isplicit^dafoxmAhion) ;

DID^INTITY;
(*

4.8.1.42 IMPLICIT GENERAL BEND

The general case of implicit bend. The bend is specihed by giving its bendline and the angle and

radius at points on the bendline.

The bendline must lie on the pre-bend shape and be on the side of the sheet/plate that wUl be the

convex (inner) side of the bend. After bending, it is the intersection curve of the two inner surfaces

around the bend. (Due to bend radius, the bendline is off-part after bending.)

*)

X2ITZTY iaplielt^g«n«raljb«nd
SOBTYPX OF (illicitJb«nd) ;

b«nd_^lin«

b«ad^_polnt«

b«nd_di.r«ction
ovwd^aid*

IMD__XNTITY;
(*

~

SXT [1:#] OF b«nd^_point;

hands;
OPTIOKXL hands;

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:
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b«ndJiae: Idcnafies-the bendline curve of the feature.

bend.points: The bend points that describe the bend angles required at cenain points along the

bendline.

movedjide: For a bend described using a bendline, an indication of the side of the headline on

which material is regarded (for computational purposes, at least) as to be moved (or having

been moved) by the bend. Material on the other side of the bendline is regarded as static.

The purpose of this indication is to constrain calculation of post-bend shape (if the bend is not

realized in the geometric model) or pre-bend shape (if the bend is realized in the geomeoic

model). Whether material on the left or right side of the bendline, with respect to the direction

of that curve, is to be/was moved.

*)

RULX b«nd_^pointi_loeatioa TOR (ii^I.iclt^g«n«ral^b«ad) ;

LOCAL
” " ”

i : XNTZCZR;
KMD_LOCAL;
BZPKAT 1 :« 1 TO SZZZOr (iBplieit_g«n«ralJb«ad.b«nd_^pcints) ;

zr diataae* (ijipllcit^g«n«zal_b«ad . bland^lin*

,

b«nd^_poia«s [i] .point) O 0.0'THSM
VZOLATZOM;

BID_IF;

KHD_SDSAT;
END_It0LZ;

(*
”

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The bend points must lie on the blend line.

4.8.1.43 BEND POINT

A point on the bendline of an implicit general bend at which bend angle and radius are specified.

*)

XMTZTY bond^oint;
loentioa : point

;

bond^dia : bond^diaonnion;
bond^angln : angln^aramator;

WHZRZ
*

b«nd_^axsgl« < 180 ;

KHDJEMTZTT;
(•

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

location: Identifies the point on the bendline.

bend.dim: The bend size dimension (radius, preferably, or diameter) at the point.

bend^ngle: The bead angle at the point. (While semi-angle may be used, whole angle is preferred.)
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4.8.1.44 IMPLICIT-CUTOUT FLANGE

An implicit representation of a flange formed by a bend around the penphery of a passage (cutout)

feature. The feature has constant setback, bend angle, and bend radius.

*)

ZZrrXTY iapUcit^cotoiat^flangw
SXTBTm or (ispli.ci.t^b«nd) ;

flAnga^sid*
•«tld«ek

b«nd__dia

b«nd^angl«
UNigox

mtxftmna;

iapli.cit_p«s«agtt

;

fMtQr«^«ad_typ««

,

•ix«_p«raMt«r

;

b«nd^diAttn«ion

;

ax&gl«^«raa«t«r

;

b«nd__aa9l« . diaanaion < 180;

raD^BITITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNTTIONS:

stiffens: The implicit passage that is stiffened by this implicit cutout flange.

flange-side: The indication of the side to be flanged being initial or tenninal end.

setback: The distance from the border of the cutout to the bend line of the flange. (Semi-distance is

possible, but full is preferred.)

bend.dim: The dimension (radius, preferably, or diameter) of the bend

bend-angle: The bend angle dimension. (Semi-angle is possible, but full is preferred.)

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Stiffens must be UNIQUE,

2. The bend angle must be less than 180 degrees.

4.8.1.45 IMPLICIT STRAIGHT BEhOD

An implicit representation of a simple bend having linear bendline, constant angle, and constant radius.

*)

SrrZTY iapliel't^atralghbjb^nd
8DBTYPI or (i^li.eit_b«nd) ;

b«nd^li,ntt

b«nd^diji

b«nd_angl«
b«nd_jdlx«oblon
mov«d aids

ldn«;

b«nd^dia«n«ion

;

angla^^euramatar

;

handa

;

OPTIONAL handa;
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b«nd_*n9l« . diaTiaion < ISO;

DID_IHTITY;
(*

~

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

b«ndJine: Identifies the bendline line. The bendline line must lie on the pre-bend shape and be on

the side of the sheet/plate that will be the convex (inner) side of the bend. After bending, it

is the intersection curve of the two inner stufaces around the bend. (Due to bend radius, the

bendline is off-part after bending.)

bend-dim: The size dimension (radius, preferably, or diameter) of the bend.

bend-angle: The angle of the bend. (While semi-angle is possible, full measurement is preferred.)

bend.directioo: Tells whether the bending direction is by the left of right hand rule with respect to

the direction of the bendline.

moved-side: For a bend described using a bendline, an indication of the side of the bendline on

which material is regarded (for computational purposes, at least) as to be moved (or having

been moved) by the bend. Material on the other side of the bendline is regarded as static.

The purpose of this indication is to constrain calculation of post-bend shape (if the bend is not

realized in the geometric model) or pre-bend shape (if the bend is realized in the geometric

model). Whether material on the left or right side of the bendline, with respect to the direction

of that curve, is to be/was moved.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The bend angle must be less than 180 degrees.

4.8. 1 .46 IMPLICIT TUBE DEFORMATION

An implicit representation of a deformation of a tube-like shape.

The shape with which an implidt tube deformation is associated must be tubular, except that an

implicit tube bend may be associated with a solid round bar.

*)

KHTZTY ijKpl±elt^tub«^d«formation
SUPXJITYPI or T4apirei.t_tub«_b«ad XOR

lar« XOR
iaplicit^tub^^n#ek XOR
iapl i lattnning XOR
jaylieit^tub^^roll

)

SUBTYPX or (iJipLicit^dnformatioa) ;

XHD^DITITY;
~

(*
"

4.8. 1 .47 IMPLICIT TUBE BEND

An implicit representation of a bend in a tube or circular bar.
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*)

DrrrTY iaplicit_tub«^b«nd
SUBTYPS or (iJBpli.ci.t__tub«_daformabioa) ;

point;
voctor;
bond^diaonaion

;

d«ri'7«bl«_angl«_dia«n«ioa

;

tub«__b«nd__TOvod_«ad^typoa ;

location
dixaction
band^siza
band^angla
aovad^and

KMD^dTZTY

;

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

location: The bend point of the feature. The bend locating point must lie on the pre-bend centerline

of the tube. After bending, it is the intersection point of the centerlines of the two lengths into

which the bend divides the tube. (Due to bend radius, the point is off-centerline after bending.)

direction: The vector that gives bend direction.

bend-size: The size (diameter or. preferably, radius) dimension of the bend.

bend^ngle: The angle dimension of the bend. (Semi-angle is possible, but full angle is usually

preferred.)

moved.end: The purpose of this indication is to constrain calculation of post-bend shape (if the

bend is not realized in the geometric model) or pre-bend shape (if the bend is realized in the

geometric model). Whether movement of material is on the forward or rearward side, with

respect to the centerline of the tube, of the point that locates the bend.

4.8.1.48 IMPLICIT.TUBE FLARE

An implicit representation of a tapered increase in the diameter of a mbe, occurring at an end of the

tube.

*)

ZKTZTY iapli.cit^ti3b«_£lar«

SUBTYPX or (lapli.cit_tTab«_d«formabion) ;

siztt^paramfftzx

;

slz«^_P«raMt«r

;

dttri^«bl«_angl«_dia«nsioa

;

b«ad_^diattnzion

;

dari^mblo diaonzion;

flnrod^ond
•nd^od
longth
znglo
b«nd_dia
•nd^id

*HD_XHTITY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

flared.end: Whether the flare occurs at the initial or terminal end of the tube. (It is assumed that the

tube has a centerline curve whose direction gives meaning to this attribute.)

end-od: The OD dimension (diameter or radius) at the end of the tube.
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length: The length dimension of the flare, (it is possible to give semi-length, but full length is

preferred.)

angle: The derivable angle of the flare. (It is possible to give semi-angle, but full angle is preferred.)

bend.dim: The bend dimension (radius, preferably, or diameter) at the boundary of the feature.

endJd: The derivable ID dimension (radius or diameter) at the end of the tube.

4.8.1.49 IMPLICIT TUBE NECK

An implicit representation of a tapered change in the diameter of a rube.

*)

ZHTZTY iaplNicit^tub«_n«ck
SUBTXPX or
locAtioa
naek^dixaction
ontsidn^dia
innidn^dia
Inngth
aa^ln
baad^dia

(*
”

tion)

;

poiat

;

naek^dixactioa^typaa ;

aiza^axaaatax

;

daxivabla^diaanaion

;

aiza^axaM^ax

;

daxivmbla_^aagla_diaanaiea

;

band diaanaion;

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

location: Identifies the point that locates the feature. The point is located on the tube centerline at

the place where diameter begins to increase; i.e.. at the intersection of the smaller diameter

secQon of tube and the tapered section (ignoring the bend radius).

neck.direction: Tells whether the increase in diameter occurs in the positive or negative direction

from this point (This assumes that there is a directed centerline curve associated with the

tube.)

outside.dim: The OD dimension (diameter or radius) of the neck.

inside.dim: The derivable ID dimension (diameter or radius) of the neck,

length: The length of the tube over which the change in diameter occurs. (Half-measure can be

given, but full is preferred.)

angle: The derivable angle dimension of the neck. (Half-measure can be given, but full is preferred.)

bend.dim: The bend dimension (radius, preferably, or diameter) at the boundary between the feature

and the larger (by diameter) of the two constant-diameter sections of tube it connects.

4.8. 1 .50 IMPLICIT TUBE FLATTENING

An implicit representation of a deformation of the end of a tube to an oblong shape.

Original rube OD, ID, and wall thickness are presumed to be known from other model information.

Other dimensions can be calculated from these, end width, and length, assuming
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1. constant wall tlnckness and

2. constant circumference, and

3. linear variation of all dimensions from local z = 0 to z = length, and

4. constant tube length.

*)

ZMTITY latt«ni.ng
SUBTYPE or tion)

location
outar_aajor
outar_ainor
langthl
langth2
band^diA
ianarjaajor
innar_ainor

EllD_EllTITr;

(*
”

axiajlac—ont
aixa^^paraaatar

•isa^araMtar
•isa^araaatar

,

darivabla^diaanaion

;

band^diaanaion ;

darivabla^diaanaion

;

darivabla diaanaion;

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

location: Identihes the axis placement that locates the feature. The origin must lie on the centerline

of the tube being flattened at the point at which flattening begins to occur. The z«axis points

in the direction of changing shape. That is. the z-axis points toward the direction where the

oblong shape is achieved. The x-axis is parallel to the minor axis of the oblong and the y-axis

to its major axis.

outer.major: The larger dimension (half or full measure) of the oblong, measured on the outside.

outerjninor: The smaller dimension (half or ftiU measure) of the oblong, measured on the outside.

length 1: The length along which the transition from circular mbe to oblong shape occurs.

lengthi: The derivable length along which the final oblong shape is maintained.

bend.dim: The dimension (radius, preferably, or diameter) of the bend between the transitional

section of the feature and the fully flattened area.

innerjnajor: The derivable larger dimension (half or full measure) of the inside of the oblong.

innerjninor: The derivable smaller dimension (half or full measure) of the inside of the oblong.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. OUTER MINOR < original tube OD.

2. OUTER MAJOR > original tube OD.

3. LENGTHl < distance, in the +z direction, from the origin to the end of the tube.
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4.8.1.51 IMPLICIT-TUBE ROLL

An implicit representation of a mbc deformation feature where a tube end is expanded in diameter

and roiled (curled) back on itself. (This feature is usually made by forcmg the tube end into a die

with a conical center.)

*)

KMTXTY iAplaeit^tub«^roll
SUBTYPX OF (iapLieit_tub«_dAformation)
roll«4^ttad : FMtnr«^«Bd_typ«a;
b«For«^l«ag^ :

tub«^sis« : slsa^araMtar;'
coxl^langtlx : ais^^aruM^ar;
gap : mLxm^Tummtmx

:

carl_aia« : aixa^aramatar;
BID_11ITITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

rolIetLend: Whether the dare occurs at the inidal or terminal end of the tube. (It is assumed that the

tube has a centerline curve whose direction gives meaning to this attribute.)

beforeJength: The length of mbing to be deformed. (Half dimension is possible, but full is preferred.)

tube^ize: The maximum size (diameter, preferably, or radius) at/near the roiled end.

curlJength: The doubled-over length after roiling. (Half dimension is possible, but full is preferred.)

gap: The space between the curled end and the uncurled section of the tube. (Half dimension is

possible, but full is preferred.)

curl^ize: The curvature dimension (radius, preferably, or dimeter) of the curl.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . The rolled end of the mbe may not pinch or intersect the tube.

2. Original tube OD, ID, and wall thickness are presumed to be known from other model mfor*

mation.

4.8. 1 .52 IMPLICIT AREA FEATURE

An implicit representadoo of one of a class of form features viewed as being installed upon areas of

preexisting shape. Examples are gear teeth, knurls, and threads.

Most or all of the feature types in this class are invariably patterns and, in practice, the patterns are

described as a whole. That practice is followed here — the entities give a unitary description of the

patterns rather than using implicit form feature pattern.

*)

SITZTy iapliei.t_ar«a_fMt-ar«
SU7XRTYPK or Tiaplicit^knurl XOR
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- iapl^cit^aarking XOR
iaplicit^couplin^ XOR
impli.eit__tliraad

)

SUBTYPX OT (iapliext^form^f ;

in«tallatioo_arM : OPTIONAL dia«n«i.onality^2_sh«p«
ZND^XNTITY;

”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

instailatioa-area: The area on which the feature is installed

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The addition of the feature to a part does not change the genus of the part.

4.8.1.53 IMPLICIT KNURL

An implicit representation of a scoring pattern on a surface.

*)

srrZTY iapli.eit_knurl

SUPZRTYPX or ( «gooAl_knurl XOR
aaond^knurl XOR

iapLieit^a'trai.gh-t^knurl)

SOBTYPS or (iapUeit^axM^f•attar* ) ;

arathT^of^t••th : ZNTXtSZR;

Icatarl^major^dla : aa.s«^ar«m«t«r

;

kntarl_noalaal_diJi : ai«<_paraaBatT

;

tooth_d*pth : aix^^araMt^r;
flLl«t_at_root : axzc^araaatar;

WHZRX
cylindrical (inatallation^araa)

;

IND^XHTITY;
”

(*
~

ATTRIBUTE DEFINmONS:

number.ofJeeth: The number of teeth on the knurling tool to be used.

knuri-major^im: The dimension (diameter, preferably, or radius) of the major or outside diameter

of the knurling tool.

knurl_nominaLdini: The dimension (diameter, preferably, or radius) of the nominal diameter of the

knurling tool

tooth.depth: The tooth depth of the knurling tool

fiilet.atj'oot: The dimension (diameter or, preferably, radius) of the root fillet between teeth.
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4.8.1.54 IMPLICIT-STRAIGHT KNURL

An implicit representauon of a knurl whose scoring is parallel to the axis of the scored stirface.

*)

SMTZTY iaplicih^shraighh^knurl
SUBTYPS OF (iaiplicit_knurl) ;

mD^nrriTY;
(*

*”

4.8.1.55 IMPLICIT DIAGONAL KNURL

An implicit representadon of a Imurl whose scoring is spiral about the axis of the scored surface.

*)

ZHTZTY iaplieit^diagonal^knurl
SUBTYFS OF (i^li.ei.t_lcntarl) ;

h«lLx^aBglc : «Bgl«__paraa«-t«r

;

h«LlJB_hand : hand* ;

DID_DITITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

hclix_angle: The angle the knurl helix makes with the work axis.

helix-hand: Whether the helix is Left or Right Hand. The hand of the angle the knurl helix makes

with the work axis

4.8.1J6 IMPLICIT DIAMOND KNURL

An implicit representation of a knurl whose scoring is doubly spiral (a left and a right hand spiral)

about the axis of the scored surface, with equal spacing of the two.

*)

XMTZTY i«plicit_di aaond^knuxl
SUBTYPE OF (ij^li.ei.tjmurl) ;

h«Xix^angl« : angla^«raa«t«r;
EHD^EMTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

helbt-angle: The angle, in degrees, the knurl helices make with the work axis.

4.8.1.57 IMPLICIT THREAD

An implicit representation of a spiral groove installed on a cylindrical or conical surface.
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*)

K2ITZTY iaplieit^^thrsAd
SUBTYPX or (iapli.cit_ar«a_faatur«) ;

major^dia
thraada_p«r_^\anit

thraad^foxm
thraad hand

siza_paraa«'tar

,

RZAL;
thzaad^forma

;

hands;
pitch^dia
ainor_dia
thraad^fit_claaa
thraad^spac
thraad^apax
thraad^tiaing

WKZM
~

OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL

alza_paraaatar

;

aiza^_paraaatar

;

thraad^fit^elaaaaa

;

fnll^thraading^apaci^ication

;

piteh^apax;
thraad tiaar;

cylindrical (inatallation__araa) OR
conical (inatallation_araa)

;

XND_^*NTITY;
"

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

major.dim: The dimension (diameter, preferably, or radius) of the major circle.

threads^Mr.unit: The number of threads per the axial unit of length measure.

threadJorm: One of the standard thread forms.

threadJiand: Whether the thread is right or left handed.

pitch.dim: The dimension (diameter, preferably, or radius) of the pitch circle.

minor.dim: The dimension (diameter, preferably, or radius) of the minor circle.

threadJit.class: The enumeration value for the class of fit specification for the thread.

thread.sp«€: Information on the full threading requirements.

thread.apex: A description of the point of the thread.

thread.timing: The definition of radial timing or alignment.

4.8.1.58 FULL THREADING SPECIFICATION

A specification of the area of full threading of an implicit thread. This entity is used when the

dimensionality 2 shape element of (the parent implicit area feature oO an implicit thread is not

fully threaded along its entire area. The full threading area is specified via a point on the axis of

the threaded dimensionality 2 shape element. The dimensionality 2 shape element must be fully

threaded on the side of that point indicated by the attribute full threading direction. If full threading

direction is upto, full threading occurs in the negative direction along the axis from the point; if

beyond, positive.
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*)

ZHTXTY full^thr«adi ng^«p#ci.fic*ti.on;
r«f•r«Be«__pci.nt : point

;

fnXl_thrnnfllng_dlroction : throndlng^dlroctlon^^typon;
full^throad^longtb : darivmbla^^dlmanalon;

IHD^^DrriTY;

(*
"*

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

reference.point: The point that is used to establish the point of reference for the application of the

other attributes.

fulUhreadingoiirectioo: Whether full threading occtirs up to or beyond the area indicated by the

point.

fuil.threadJength: The derivable length/depth dimension of full threading. While sesii<depth can

be given, full dimension seems best.)

4.8.1.59 THREAD TIMER

A specification of the rotational placement of an implicit thread on the threaded (cylindrical or

conical) surface by identifying a pressure point (a point on the pitch spiral).

*)

KMTZTY thraad^tiaax

;

pr«aaur«_poixih : point;
niD_IHTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNTTTONS:

pressure^oint: The point used for radial alignment of the thread.

4.8.1.60 PITCH APEX

The definition of a pitch cone for an implicit area feature. The specification assumes that a directed

axis is known from the dimensionality 2 shape element on which the feature is installed.

*)

srrZTY pltch_apM;
apon^^lnt : point;
pitched!atnnen : MBAL;
piteh^ln^ajcla_^dlraction ; LOGICAL;

khd^ahtityT
~

(*
“

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

apex^oint: The point that is die apex of the cone.
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pitch-distance: The -distance along the axis from the apex to the axial point at which diametral

dimensions (e.g.. pitch diameter, major diameter, mmor diameter) are given.

pitch-in .axis.direction: Whether the direction from the apex to the axial point is the same as or the

opposite of the axis direction.

4.8.1.61 IMPLICIT MARKING

An implicit representation of the application of a character (or standard symbol) string to an area of

a shape. This is a very weak specification: there is no ability to specify size, font, depressed/raised

lettering, layout of the characters, etc. Only the characters and, optionally, area can be specified.

*)

XMTXTY iaplicit^aAr)ci,ng

SX7BTYPX or (iBpli.eit^nrM^faatus*) ;

marlc«4_ahrlxig : STRING;
IND_XHTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

markedstring: An alphanumeric string which is to be present

4.8.1.62 IMPLICIT COUPLING

An implicit representation of a toothed feature installed at the end of a cylindrical shape whose purpose

is to fix axially adjacent components with respect to each other. The feature’s teeth have sides with

an arc shape. One coupling in a pair will have convex (barrel shaped) teeth: the other, concave.

*)

ZNTZTY iapli.ci.t_^coupling

SUBTY7X or (iaplaeit^arM^fttahur*) ;

eouplxng_«hap«
niaBb«r^of^t•«th
pr••«ur•^nngl*
who1•^dapth
chaar«r^d«p^

dia^te^^poia't^of^tnngoncy
eoupliiig^ti ling

XND_XNTIT3f7
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

coupling-shape: Whether the coupling

eot3pling_ahap«_^typ«s

;

INTXGXR;”
"

•ngl«_paraiM-tor

;

aiao^^Araaatar

;

alaa^araaatas

;

aixa^axaaMtar

;

OPTIONAL ceupling^tiaar

;

is convex or concave.

number.of-teeth: The number of teeth in the coupling.

pressure.angle: The angle between the tapered mating walls of teeth and the radial direction of the

cylindrical shape.
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whote.depth: The tooth depth dimensiOQ. (Half dimension is possible, but discouraged.)

chamfer.depth: The distance dimension from the top of a tooth to the tapered contact surface of the

tooth. (Half dimension is possible, but discouraged.)

root J^Ilet: The dimension (radius, preferably, or diameter) of the fillet between tooth and slot bottom.

dim_t04>oint-of.tangency: The dimension (radius, preferably, or diameter) of the grinding wheel at

the pitch line, which establishes the curvature of the teeth sides.

coupling_timiog: A fixing of the rotational alignment of the coupling about its axis.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The INSTALLATION AREA attribute on which an IMPLICIT COUPLING is installed must be

an open planar face of axisymmetric geometry, adjacent to an internal and an external diameter.

4.8.1.63 COUPLING TIMER

The use of a point to control the rotational placement of an implicit coupling. The point lies on any

radial (with respect to the coupling’s axis of rotation) line passing through the middle of any tooth

of the feature.

*)

SMTZTY coupl.iag_tia«x ;

tiaing_poiat : point;
*HD_BITITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

timing.point: The point that establishes the rotational alignment of the coupling on it’s axis.

4.8. 1 .64 IMPLICIT FORM FEATURE PATTERN

A representation of a form feature as an arrangement of identical (except for location/orientation)

form features according to some mathematical logic. The pattern is represented by the identification

of one of its member features (the “base” feature) and the logic for arranging “copies” of the base

feature.

*)

BITXTY isplieit^fena^^f•nturo^atton
SXJPKRTYPl or T4^14cit__«rr»y_£ora_£«*tur«^nttorn XOR

ia^lieit eirealnx^£orm_£««tur«_^ntt«7n) ;

ba««_^£orai^£M^ur« : iaplicit^£oxm^£«atur«;
niD_*HTlTY;”

~

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

baseJormfeature: The implicit form feature to be copied.
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4.8.1 65 IMPLICIT-CIRCXT-AR FORM FEATURE PATTERN

An implicit form feature pattern whose component features are arranged in a circular arc pattern;

i.e., are equally spaced about a centerline.

The data ‘'constructs” the pattern as follows. The construction provides a way of refeiring to individual

members of the pattern.

1. Member #1 is the base feature (see implicit form feature pattern.)

2. Member is a “copy” of the base feature, rotated (I-l)*angular spacing about the pattern

centerline in the counterclockwise direction, as viewed when looking in the direction of the

centerline.

*)

XMTZTY iapXie±t_ei,xeq 1 ora^faatur•jattarn
SUBT'YPS or (impliei.t_fora_faa'tox«_pafet#rn) ;

c«nt«rli.n« :

nT3mb«r_of_a«mb«rs : ZKTZGXR;
•ngqlar^apacing :

omlasiona : SST [0:#] OF circalar^at'tarn^omiaaion;
: SKT [0:#] OF ciJcglArjaftarn^^off ar

;

NBZM
~ ”

(n«bT^of^wbars * angalar^apacing. diaanaion) < 360;

nt2Bb«r__of_a«aib«ra - SZZXOF (oalaaiona) >• 2;

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

centerline: The definition of the axis of symmetry for the pattern,

number.of-members: The number of locations in the pattern,

angular .spacing: The angle, in degrees, between each pattern location,

omissions: Set of locations with no feature.

offsets: Set of feahire locations that are offset from their normal position.

*)

RQZJB arify^ei,rcTal«r^_P«t'tarn_oai.aaiona_aAd^offaata FOR
(lapliei ircolar^fora^faabux at-t•rn

,

c±rculax^at^arn^omlaaion

,

clrcalar_pat^am^offaat^aaaib ar ) ;

LOCAL
” ~

i, j : mrXGZR;
Qttit : eireulax^pattarn^oalaaion;
offaat : circular^pattam_offaat^jaaobar

;

pattara : iaplicit_circular_^fora_£aaturajattarn;
DTO^LOCAL;

”*

pattarn : ijiplicit__circular__£ora_£aatura_pattarn;
RZPRAT i :« 1 TO SZZXOF (pattarn . oalaaiona)

;
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oait :« pattan. oaiasiona [i] ;

XT (oait . omittad_Bambax^nuabar <« 1) TBZM
VTOLATIOH;

” "

SND_IT;

IT (omit . oaittad^Bambar_n\aBbax >
pattam . manbar^of^jaambara ) TBZN

VIOIATIOM;
” "

DTO^IT;
RXPKXT j : 1 TO SZZZOr (pattarn. offaata)

;

offaat :« pattam.offaata[ j] ;

Z7 (offaat .offaatjaambar^aumbar >
pattam . nmbar^ofjaambara } TBBI

VZOLATZOH;

ZT (offaat . offaat^juambar^^nimbar

omit . omittad^mambax^aombar ) TSZH
VXOIATZOM;

” ~

TSDJtT:
KMS_BXPKXT;

X21D_RZPZAT;

DIS_RUZ.Z;

(*
"

PROPOSITIONS:

1. There must be at least two used locations in the pattern.

2. A location cannot be both offset and omined.

3. The first pattern location must not be omitted.

4. Both ofifset and omitted locations must be within the pattern extent.

4.8. 1 .66 CIRCULAR PATTERN OMISSION

An indication that one of the members of an implicit circular form feature pattern is absent.

*)

KMTZTY cixenlax^ja-btaxa^cmiaaioB;
omittad_aMmbax^numbax : Z21TX(3Sl;

WHZSX
” "

omittad^wamh ar^aambax > 1;

DID^DrriTY;
~

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

omitted-member-number: The sequence number of the pattern member to be omitted.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The omitted member number must be greater than 1.
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4.8.1.67 CmCULAR PATTERN OFFSET \1EMBER

An indication that a member of a circular pattern feanire is at a location other than that indicated by

the pattern rule.

*)

XMTXTY clrcalar_p«tt«rn^of

f

off

:

IUTKCgR;
offaot'angl* ~

: RXAL;
WHZPX

''

off

h

T^nuab^r >1;
offa^t^angl* O 0;

BID^BrTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

ofTset-member-oumber: The number of the pattern location that is offset.

ofTset^ngle: The signed offset angle.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The offset member number must be greater than zero.

2. Only angular offsetting is permitted.

3. Angular offset caimot equal zero.

4.8. 1 .68 IMPLICIT ARRAY FORM FEATURE PATTERN

An implicit pattern feature whose component features are arranged in a panem of rows and columns.

*)

ZMTZTY iapli.eit_«rrmy;_foxm_f««tur«_patt«rB
SUPSATYPS OF (p*raHol_ogtaAl_»pacing_axr>y_p*t‘bTn XOA

paraa«trie__«q[ual^sp«clng_uray_p«ttam

)

SUBTYPB OF ( iaplaeife_form faatur•_pattam ) ;

nuabar_jof^rows : ZHTZGBA;
nuabar^of^eoluaaa : ZllTXGBl;

oaisaions : SBT [0:#] OF array__pattam_oalsaion;
WBZAS

~

ntaibar^of^rosra > 0;

nuabar^of^eoltaaa >0;
nunbar^of^rowa > nirabar^of^eoltrana > 2;

SZZZOF (omlaaiona) < (nmbar^of^rowa) * (nuabar^of^celwaa) - 1;

ETO^BHTITY;
(*

~

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

number.ofj’ows: The number of rows in the pattern.
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aumber_of.colulnns^ The oiimber of columiis in the pattern,

omissions: Set of locations to be omitted from the pattern.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. There must be at least one row in the pattem

2. There must be at least one column in the pattem

3. There must be at least two locations in the pattern

4. There must be at least two used locations in the pattem

5. An omitted location must be within the pattem extent

4.8.1.69 ARRAY PATTERN OMISSION

An indication that one feature of a rows-and-columns array of features is absent

*)

XMTZTY Arsay;_p«tt«xn_oaia«ioa;
sew : ZMTZGZR;
eoluan : ZMTZGZH;

WHBtS
row >• 1;

eoluaa >« 1;

(row o 1) or (eoluaa O 1)

;

nro^DITITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

row: the array pattem location that is missing a feature,

column: the array pattem location that is missing a feature.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . The row and column numbers must both be greater than zero.

2. The row and column numben may not be greater than the total parent panem number of

members.

4.8.1.70 PARAMETRIC EQUAL SPACING ARRAY PATTERN

An array of features arranged on a parametrically represented surface in such a way that the spacing

between adjacent features on the same row is given by a U-delta and the spacing between adjacent

features on the same column is given by a V-delta. The orientation of each member feanire with

respect to the surface is the same as that of the base feature.

The features in the panem are located as follows:

1. Denote the layout surface as f{U, V).
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2. Denote the offsets in the U and V directions as and Ay respectively.

3. The base feature of the pattern must have an LCS; i.e., be a type of implicit form feature with

an associated axis placement.

4.. The base feature must be known to correspond to a point {U\,V\) in parameter space.

5. The parameter space location of the I,J member of the pattern is where -

Ux(I - 1)A« and - DA^.

6. Let All be the axis placement defined by f{U\, V'l), the partial derivative /„ of / with respect

to U, and the

partial derivarive /„ of / with respect to V.

7. Let T be the transformation that takes An into the LCS of the base feature; i.e.. A| i

T

s LCS\\.

8. For the 7,7 member of the pattern, let Aij be the axis placement defined by Kj), the

partial derivative, of / with respect to U at that point, and the partial. denvadve. /y.^, of

/ with respect to K at that point

9. Then the location and orientation of the I, J feature of the pattern are established by positioning

its LCS at AijT\ i.e.. LCSij - AijT.

*)

KMTZTY paraa«trie^«qaal^8pacang_^arrmy^att«rB
SUBTXPX or (iapli.cit__array_£oza_faatTix«^att«rn) ;

layevt^rafaranca : aorfaca;
udAlta" : »AL;

oftmmtM
: RZAL;
: SXT [0:#] OF

p«xam«tric_array^att«rn__offsatjBMib«r

;

IND_£HTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

lajout-reference: The surface on which the pattern is laid out.

udelta: The row spacing in the U*<lirecdon of the surface,

vdelta: The column spacing in the V-direcdon of the surface,

offsets: The descripdon of the possible offset members.

*)

RULX arify^ara«1:rie_array_pah‘tarn_c«tiaaiona^and^offaata rOX
(paramatric_agual_apaci.nq_array^attara ,

array^attarn__oalasion,
paraa«trie_array_pattara_of£a«t_Mab«r) ;

LOCAL
”

i, j : ZXTXGXX;
ottlt : array^patharn^^omiasion;
offact : paraaatric^array^attam^offaahjDMaibar

;
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pa^tarn : pajraaa-tzie^aqual.^spaci^g arr

a

y_pattam

;

DID_LOCXL;
”

pattam :« pamatrie_agual_spaexng_array^attarn;
KDXAT i :* 1 TO SZZXOT (pattarn . omiaaiona) ;

o&it :« pattarn. oaiaaiona [i]

;

O' (omit. row > pattarn .aambar^of^rows) TBZH
VIOIATIOH;

“ “

DID^IT;

IT (omit.colTaa > pattazn . aambar^of^eolumaa ) TBBI
VIOIATIOH;

"

EHD^IT;
RZPZAT j :« 1 TO SZZZOr (pattara . offaata)

;

offaat : pattaza .offaata
[ j]

;

Z7 (offaat.rov > pattara .aambaz^of^^rova) TBZN
VTOIATIOW;

""

ZJ* (offaat . coliams > pattara.maabaz^of^columaa) THSI
VZOZATZOM;

” ”

DlD_Zr;
IT ( (offaat .row^omit . row) A21D (offaat . Oolumn^omit . colwa)

)

TBZN VZOZATZOM;
SHD^ZT;

BfD_R£PKAT;
DiD^RXPEAT;

XMD_iuLX;
(*

”

PROPOSITIONS:

1. An offset member must be within the extent of the pattern.

2. A location cannot be both omitted and offset.

4.8.1.71 PARAMETRIC ARRAY PATTERN OFFSET MEMBER

An indication that a member feature of a parametric equal spacing array pattern is located else*

where than indicated by the pattern rule.

*)

ZNTZTY paramatrio^array__pattara_offaat_aaBbar
row : ZMTJICUl;

column : QI7XG1R;
a_offaat : BXAZ.;

^offaat : RZAL;
NHl^

( (row >«1) OR (column 1) )

;

mD_BITZTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:
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row; The row location of a partem offset,

column: The column location of a pattern offset,

u.offset: The offset from the calculated U position.

V.offset: The offset from the calculated V position.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The row and column numbers must both be greater than zero.

4.8.1.72 PARALLEL EQUAL SPACING ARRAY PATTERN

An array of features which have the same orientation and are equally spaced in the object space.

*)

KMTZTY p«raXl«l_«quAl^sp«ein9_^arrmy_patt«rn
SOBTYPS or (iBpli.ei.t_array;_£oxa_fa«tur«^att«ra) ;

row^transla-tloa
eolT3an_^tran«latlon

row^apaelag
coluan^apacing
offsata

BID^DTriTY;
(*

“

vactor^wxth^jBagnituda ;

actor^with^magxLituda
dariwabla^dlaanaioa

;

daxiwabla^diaanaioa

;

SXT I0:#]”or
parallal^array^attam^offaat_

ATTRIBUTE DEFESTTIONS:

row.translation : The translation that takes the member of' a row into the (/+ 1)‘^ member of

that row.

coiumn.translation: The translation that takes the 7*^ member of a column into the (7+ 1)‘^ member

of that column

rowspacing: The normal distance between rows,

columnjpacing: The normal distance between columns,

offsets: Pattern members that are offset from their normal locatioa

*)

RUZJB arify__paxallal^array_pattarn__oaiiaaiona_and_offaata rOR
(parallal_aqQal_apaeing_array^^pattam

,

axray_pattam^oaiaaioa

,

pazallal_array_pattarn_offaat_maBibar) ;

LOCAL
i, j : ZMTSGZR;
ofliit : array__pattarn_oalaaion;
offaah : parallal^array_pat:tarn_offaat^aanbar;

pattam :
parallal^a^ual_apaci.ng__array^atham;
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ZMD^LOCAL;
p«tt«ra : p*rall«l__«qu*l__*pmciag_«rrmy__p«tt«ra;
SZPXAT i ; 1 TO SZZSOF (pattern . oaissiona)

;

ooit :* pattarn. oaiaaxona [i]

;

17 (oait.row <> 1) TEZH
VIOU^lOH;

BI0_I7;
Z7 (calt . eoluaa < 1) TBZH

VZOZJITZOH;

DID_I7;
XT (oait.rew > pat'tara.ntabar^of^rewa) TSBH
VZOIAIZOH;

" ”

DTO^ZT;
Z7 (omit. colwa > pattara . nuabas’^of^colTaaa ) THZZ
VZOIATZOH;

” "

BID_Z7;
RZ7XAT j :« 1 TO SZZZ07 (pattara.offsata)

;

offaat : pattara.offaata [ j]

;

Z7 (offaat. row > pattara.auabar^of^rowa) THZN
VZOZATZOM;

" ”

ZHD^ZT;
Z7 (offaat . eoltaaa > pattara.naabar^of^columaa) THZX
VIOXATZOW;

” “

ZHD^ZT;

Z7 ((offaat. row « omit. row) J^D (offaat. coliaaa omit . columa)

)

TBZN VZOLATZON;
ZHD_ZT;

ZMD_7Z7ZAT;
ZND_RZ7ZAT;

ZZID^RULZ;

(*
”

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Offsets must be within the extent of the pattern.

2. A location must not both be offset and omitted.

4.8.1.73 PARALLEL ARRAY PATTERN OFFSET MEMBER

An indication that a member feature of a parallel equal spacing arraj pattern is located elsewhere

than indicated by the pattern rule.

*)

ZMTZTT paxallal^array_pattara__offaatjaambar;
row : ZMTZGZZ;
COluma : ZHTZCpZZ;

offaat : vactor^withjaagnituda

;

WBZPZ
" ”

( (zov > 1) OR (coltta >!));
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rUD^rNTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

row : The row location of a panem offset.

column: The column location of a pattern offset.

offset: The vectored offset from the calculated pattern position.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . The row and column numbers must both be greater than zero.

4.8.1.74 REPUCATE FORM FEATURE

A representation of a form feature as a “copy” of another form feature, but in a different location

and perhaps reflected (miirored). the copied feature necessarily has an implicit representahon. The

replicate can be “realized" by applying a rigid transformatioo to its local coordinate system, if it has

one. and to any deflnitional geometric data (points, curves, surfaces, etc.). Features dependent on

non-transformable data (e.g., area feamres, transitions) cannot be replicated.

*)

DITXTY rapllcnta^foza^fMtur*;
cepi.*d^fMtur« : ozm^f•atux*

;

loention : axi.«_plae«Mnh

;

airror : OPTZOMAL coo^dinah^^^nuMration;
Dro_*HTITY;

”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

copied.feature: The feature that is being replicated.

location: The location of the copy.

mirror: An indication that a replicate form feature is a reflection (mirror image) as well as a

relocation of the feature of which it is a copy. The reflection is performed with respect to a

specified coordinate plane of the local coordinate system. The coordinate (X. Y. or Z) that

is negated in the reflection. For example, if this value is z coordinate, the reflection is with

respect to the local XY-plane, taking Z into -Z.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The copied feature must be an IMPLICIT FORM FEATURE that has an associated location.

4.8.1.75 FEATURE VOLUME

A volume added to or subtracted from pre-existing shape. Used to specify implicit defimtions of form

features modeled as Lncrements/decrements of material.
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*)

ZHTZTY faatura^'ToluM
SU7KRTYPX or (faatura^swaap XOR

f•atura^rali.ag) ;

DTO^DITITY;
(*

”

4.8.1.76 FEATURE RULING

An implicit representation of a form fearure as a ruling of two oirves. A feature ruling is used

to specify an implicit passage, implicit protrusion, or implicit depression. A feature ruling may

be viewed as a generalization of a feature sweep; it is used to define added or subtracted volumes

over a finite range. The (^ectionaiity implicit is sweeps is extended to rulings by regarding the

first of the two defining curves as the initial end of the ruling and the second as the terminal end.

The curves defining the ruled wall of a feature ruling are required to be curve on surface. The

underlying surfaces of the curve on surfaces specify the ends of the added or subtracted volume.

The curves definmg the ruling may be open or closed. If open, it is the creator’s responsibility to

insure that the ruled surface extends sufficiendy far that there is no ambiguity. That is. the ruling lines

corresponding to the first and last points on the defining oirves must lie in air or on the air/material

boundary for a subtracted volume; in material or on the boundary for an added volume. A feature

ruling has a “local” coordinate system. This may be specified by an axis placement If there is no

axis placement, the global coordinate system is by default the local system. The defining curves of

the ruling are assumed to be specified in the local coordinate system.

*)

KHTITY fnattara^ruliag
SUBTYVS or (faatura^woluaa)

;

darining^curvwl : curvw^on^aurfaea

;

daflaijig^carvw2 : ounra^oa^aturfaea

;

bland : SST [0:2] or faatara^raUng_irall^and_Jblaad;
location : ORTZOIOUt axla^laeamant;

BID^BfTZTT;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

defining.curvel: Identifies the first of the two ctuves which defines the ruling.

delining.curve2: Identifies the second of the two curves which defines the ruling.

blend: Defines a blend between the walls and the ends formed by the feature ruling.

location: The idendfication of the possible axis placement for establishing the local coordinate sys>

tern.

4.8.1.77 FEATURE RULING WALL END BLEND

A blend (round or chamfer) between the ruled stuface wall of a feature ruling and one of its end

surfaces. (The ruling curves are curve on surface. The end surfaces are the surfaces on which the

ruling curves lie.)
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*)

CiTITY f«atur«^ruli.n9_«mH •nd bl«nd;
bl«nd^«&d : faatura^^nd^typ^c;
bland : iapUeit^adga^bland;

IHD_INTITY

;

(*

ATTRIBUtE DEFINmONS:

blend.end: Whether the blend is at the initial (defining curvel) or terminal (defining curve!) end

of the ruling.

blend: Identifies the implicit edge blend that applies at the intersection of the wall and the end.

4.8.1.78 FEATURE SWEEP

A procedural definition of a 2 1/2 dimensional shape consisting of a planar profile, a path along which

the profile is to be swept, and shape definitions fOT either or both ends. The profile is swept normal

to the path. The orientation of the path with respect to the profile is achieved by:

1. Providing a pre-defined orientation for each path type relative to the feature’s local coordinate

system (LCS). For example, linear sweep paths begin at the LCS origin and extend along the

positive Z-axis.

2. Defining profiles in their own 2-space called AB-space. Each profile type has a pre-defined

location and orientation in its AB-space. For example, a rectangular profile has its center at the

AB-origin with a specified pair of sides parallel to the A-axis.

3. Positioning the AB-axes of the profile in the feature’s LCS according to conventions for each

path type. For a linear path, the profile’s A- and B-axes are mapped to the X- and Y-axes of

the LCS, respectively.

The shape of feature sweeps may be refined via three types of blends: blends within the profile;

blends within sweep end shapes, such as a radiused tip on a conical bottomed hole; and blends

between the sides and ends of the swept shape. The sweep defines a subtracted volume for swept

depressions and implicit passages, and an added volume for implicit protrusions.

*)

SITZTY faatur«_sw««p
SUPKHTYPX OF (along^fMtur«_aw««p XOA

XOR
•«tur•^•w^ap

)

SUBTYPX or
location : axia^laeaaant

;

XHD^BrriTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

location: The axis placement which locates the swept feature. It does so, in effect, by transforming

the swept profile from the 2-space in which it is defined into its initial sweeping position in

global space.
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4.8.1.79 ALONG FEATURE SWEEP

A feature sweep whose path is roughly along rhe boundary (air/material interface) of preexisting

shape. Some common features defined in this manner are grooves and channels.

*)

B1TZ7Y along^g wp
SUBTYPK OF (fM'turs^avMp) ;

awpjrofila : op«a^fMtur«^swMp^refll«;
•wp^mnda : SXT [0:2] OF aloag^fMtura^swaap^and;

TOD^PTriTY ;

- - -

(*
~

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

sweep.path: The path that defines the sweep,

sweep.profile: The profile that is to be swept along the path,

sweep.ends: A description of the bounds of the sweep.

4.8.1.80 ALONG FEATURE SWEEP END

The end shape of an implicit form feature defined by an along feature sweep. It may only be used

when the end of the sweep is not at the air/material boundary. As an example, this entity can be used

to model the rounded end of a milled slot.

1 . When the sweep does not end at the air/material boundary and no along feature sweep end is

specified, the feature is assumed to have a fiat end.

2. Flat ends must be modeled explicitly when the edge between the end and the rest of the feanire

is blended.

*)

dTITY along^fMtura^swMp^and
SUPXKTm OF («loag_fMtur«_aw««p_flat_«nd XOR

alo&g^faatiura^awMp^xadinsad^asxd)

;

sw««p_«nd : faAtusa^aad^typ*# ;

ESDJKHTITY;
*" ”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS;

sweep.end: Whether the end is the initial or terminal one.

4.8.1.81 ALONG FEATURE SWEEP FLAT END

An indication that an along feature sweep end is planar.
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*)

KHTITSf along_f«*t'ar«__*w««p_flat__«nd

SUBTYPX or (alon9_f

;

•nd^bland : OPTIONAL i^pliei.t_«dg« bland;
IND_INTITY;

”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS;

end-blend: A definition of the desired end blend.

4.8.1.82 ALONG FEATURE SWEEP RADIUSED END

An indication that an along feature sweep end is defined by a radius. The shape of the end depends

on the type of open feature sweep profile used. For all profiles except the ell feature sweep profile,

the line plus radius feature sweep profile and the half obround feature sweep profile, the shape

can be thought of as the result of sweeping the portion of the profile in its positive A half>piane 180

degrees about the local B*axis. For example,

• the end shape for a tee feature sweep profile consists of two concentric half<ylinders.

• For an ell feature sweep profile, the end shape consists of

a semi-infinite cylinder with a radius equal to half the stem width, and another cylinder with a

radius equal to half the endbar width.

• For a line plus radius feature sweep profile and a half obround feature sweep profile, the

end shape is obtained by sweeping the defining arcs 90 degrees about a line parallel to their

local B-axes at the arc vertices, and sweeping the rest of the profile (i.e. the part above the

defining line) a distance equal to the arc radius.

*)

XHTZTY along_faat'ar«_^aw««p__radlus«d._«nd

SUBTTPX 07 (along^faatura^awaap^and) ;

*ND_*NTIT3f;
" ” ”

(*

4.8.1.83 AXISYMMETRIC FEATURE SWEEP

A feature sweep that is realized by sweeping a planar curve 360 degrees about a coplanar axis.

The swept ctirve may be expliatly or implicitly defined. Explicit definition is available via other

axisymmetric feature sweep, which uses planar curve strings to define arbitrary profiles. Implicit

curves are defined by constant diameter axisymmetric feature sweep and tapered axisymmetric

feature sweep.

1. The sweep axis coincides with the Z-axis of the feamre’s local coordinate system.

2. The curve may be of any length. However, it is intended that only the portion of the ctirve

defined between Z = 0 and Z - LENGT

H

be operative. (If the curve is not defined throughout

the range 0 <= Z <= LENGTH, then it is assumed to extend to cover the range.)

3. All profiles for axisymmetric sweeps are defined in a local AB-space. The local A- and B-axes

of the profile are equated with the X- and Z-axes, respectively, of the feature’s LCS.
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4. The curve must-not intersect the Z axis in the range 0 < Z < LENGTH

.

5. The ends of the swept curve are assumed to be planar, unless an axisym metric feature sweep

end is specified. If an axisjmmetric feature sweep end is given, it extends in the -Z direction

from Z -0.

*)

XMTZTY *xiayga<tric_^fa*'ttMra^awp
SUPXKTYPl or (conat*nt_di.aa«t«r_ajci.ayBawtric^fMtur«_sw««p XOR

t«p«z«d_^aaKi.«yaB«tric_fMtur«^sw««p XOR
oth«s_»3ci.ay8BM'tric^f•ahtara^awwwp

)

SUBTYPS or (faatura^awwwp)

;

•wMp^Iangth : sis«^«raa«tar;
«ww«p_«nd : OffTZOKAL aaeiayaMtrie^featuxa^awMp^axsd;

KMD^XHT ;

- - -

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

sweepJength: The length dimension of the swept profile. (Semi-length is possible, but full is pre-

ferred.)

sweep.end: A definition of the desired end.

4.8.1.84 CONSTANT DIAMETER AXISYMMETRIC FEATURE SWEEP

An a.xisjmmetric feature sweep whose profile consists of a line parallel to the local profile B-axis.

After equating the local B-axis with the feamre’s Z-axis, the line is rotated about the Z-axis to form

a cylinder.

*)

ENTITY constant^di.sastsr^axisynstric__fasturs^^swwop
30BTYPX or (sxisyaaAtric^fMturs^swwwp) ;

swp^sias : si«•jnarsastor

;

END^XHTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

sweep^e: The size dimension (diameter or radius) of the sweep.

4.8.1.85 TAPERED AXISYMMETRIC FEATURE SWEEP

An axisymmetric feature sweep whose profile consists of a half-line (the half in the +B half-plane)

which is not parallel to the local B-axis.

*)

XHTZTY tap^rod^ajuLaysmoteie^foat'oro^awwop
SUBTYPX or (axiayamatric^^faatura^awaap) ;

aiaa_^at^origin : alaa^axamatar;
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: angl«_^aram«'t«r ;

t*p«x_typ« : tAp«r__typ«*

;

WHZRZ
•iz«_at^origij» . dia«n«ion >m 0.0;

angla^dia . dlMnaion < 90.0;

S2ID X217ZTY;

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

size^t.origin: The distance (or twice the distance) &om the AB-origin of the implicitly defined

profile to the profile, measured along the positive A*ajus. This value translates to the radius or

diameter of the feature's cross*section in the local XY-plane.

angie.dim: The full- or semi-angle dimension of the cone formed by the sweep.

taper.type: An indication of whether the cone’s diameter increases or decreases as local B increases.

4.8.1.86 OTHER AXISYMMETRIC FEATURE SWEEP

An axisymmetric feature sweep whose profile is defined by a general profile.

*)

ZMTZTY abhttr^axisyBMtrlc^f««t'as«_aw««p
SDBTXPS OF (ajcisyBMtrle^fMtur^^awwwp)

;

•WMp^rof!!• : g«n«ral^rofil«

;

SHDJDrriTY;
(*

~

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITTONS:

sweep.profile: The profile to be rotated.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The profile must not intersect the Z axis

2. The profile must be co-planar with the Z axis

4.8. 1 .87 AXISYMMETRIC FEATURE S'WEEP END

The end shape of an implicit form feature defined by an axisymmetric feature sweep. As an

example, this entity can be used to model the common end shapes for a hole: fiat, conical, and

spherical.

1. The end meets the swept body of the feature at Z — 0. Non-planar ends extend in the -Z

direction.

2. When no axisymmetric feature sweep end is specified for an axisymmetric feature sweep,

the feature is assumed to have a fiat end. A fiat end must be modeled explicitly in order to have

an associated blend.
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Z27TZTY axi.ayBMtri.e_f«atur«^«w««p^«nd
SUPdTYPK OF (ajci.«yn«-trxe_faatura^svacp^fLat^and XOR

axiayaMtrie^faatuxa^svaap^spharical^and XOR
axiayaaatric^faatura^sirMp^coaieml and) ;

bland : OFTZOHAZi iaplxcit^adga^bland;
IHD^BITITX;
(*

“

4.8.1.88

AXISYMMETRIC FEATURE SWEEP FLAT END

An indicadoo that an axisymmetric feature sweep end is planar.

The plane of the axisymmetric feature sweep flat end is local Z ~0.

*)

KNTZTY axiayaaMtrle faatnga^awaap^flab^and
SOBTYPS OF (axiayaaatrie^faatuxa^awaap^and) ;

BID_BfTlTY;
” - -

(*
”4.8.1.89

AXISY\^1ETRIC FEATURE SWEEP SPlffiRICAL END

An indicadon that an axisymmetric feature sweep end is sphehcaL

The radius of an axisymmetric feature sweep spherical end is equal to the radius of the parent

axisymmetric feature sweep at local Z -0.

*)

XHTZTY AJKxayBaMtxie^faatuxa^swMp^aphnrical^and
SUBTYPE OF (axxaye—tric_f«ntur»_awp^and) ;

WBXBX
” ”

bland « mXLL;
EHD^EHTITY;
(*

”

PROPOSITIONS:

1. An axisymmetric feature sweep end which is an axisymmetric feature sweep spherical end

must not have an associated blend.

4.8.1.90

AXISYMMETRIC FEATURE SWEEP CONICAL END

An indicadon that an axisymmetric feature sweep end is conical.

*)

XBTZTY axiayBa«trie^faatu3r«^av««p_coni.cal_and
SUBTYPE OF (axlayama^rlc^fantura^swaap^and) ;

•nd^angla : angla^paramatar;
tip^bland : OPTZOHAL i^lxcit_«dga_reund;

WBXPX^
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{0.0 < •nd^angl* . <±im«n«ion < 180.0};
nro_mTiTY;
(*

attribute DEFTNmONS:

end-angie: The full angle or semi-angle, in degrees, of the implicit cone,

tip-blend: An optional cone tip blend.

PROPOSITIONS:

I. The cone angle must be greater than zero and less than 180 degrees.

4.8. 1 .9 1 IN OUT FEATURE SWEEP

A feature sweep whose path is roughly a plunge into or extrusion from the rest of the shape. Pockets

and bosses are typical feamres defined with this type of sweep.

*)

JDI7ZTY

SUPXHTYPS or (conataat^rofil«^in^otrfc^av««p XOR
tapTad^rofila^in^otat^a

w

ap XOR
contousrad^rofila^ia^oat^swaap)

SUBTYRE or (f«atur«_sw««p)

;

awap^jath : Iinaar^faatura^awap^ath

;

awaap^refila : elosad_faatura^sw««p^rofila;
vall^and^Jbland : ORTZORAL iapllelt^adga^bland;

erd_ertzty7
"

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

sweep.path: The path along which the sweep profile is swept

sweep.profile: The profile that is swept.

wall.endJblend: A blend between the sides and the end.

4.8.1.92 CONSTANT PROFILE IN OUT SWEEP

An in out feature sweep with a profile of constant size along its path.

*)

SRTZTY eona-tant^profila^ia^out^awaap
SUBTYRS or (ln^ou't_faatura_^sw««p) ;

ERD_EHTZTY;
~

(*
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4.8.1.93 TAPERED.PROFILE IN OUT SWEEP

A in out feature sweep with sloped sides: i.e., profile size varies linearly over the length of the

sweep. The dimensions given for the swept profile apply at the start of the sweep; i.e., at local z * 0.

For 0 < z < (sweep length), all

dimensions are increased or decreased by z tan (semi angle).

*)

ZMTZTY tap«r«d^ro£iJ.«^in_ou‘t_«w««p
SUBTLE or (in^osst^f•attar

;

••mi^^asagla : angla^^paraMtar

;

tap«r^typ« : tap«r^typ«s

;

WBZM
” "*

{-90.0 < ••al^aagla.dlaaaaioa <« <^90.0);

DID^BITITY;
~

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

semi^ngie: The angle of inclination controlling the profile. This is the seini>angle between sweep

centerline and the lines swept by pomts of the profile or the meeting angle of lines swept by

opposing profile points.

taper.type: Whether the profile size increases or decreases as the profile is swept.

4.8.1.94 CONTOURED PROFILE IN OUT SWEEP

An in out feature sweep whose profile size varies according to a scaling curve. The curve /(u) must

be parameterized over 0 <= u <* 1 with value /(O) = 1 and /(u) > 0 elsewhere. For any local

z from 0 through the length, /, of the linear path of the in out feature sweep, the scaling factor is

/(z/0- The value indicates the size of a cross-section of the feature relative to its defined profile. In

cases where the scaling curve is linear, it is recommended that a tapered profile in out sweep be

used instead.

*)

SITXTY eontous«d_profAl«^la^out^sw««p
SUBTYPB OF (ia_out_fttatur«^aw««p)

;

•ealiA9_etarw« : baand«d^carw«

;

DID_DrrnY;
"*

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNTTIONS:

scaiing.curve: A curve that is used in the scaling function defined above.

4.8.1.95 FEATURE SWEEP PATH

A curve along which a feature sweep profile is swept to define the shape of an implicit form feature.
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*)

niTITY
SUPdTYP* OF (circul*x_f««tur«_«w««p_p*th XOR

apiral^f•afenr«_«wp_path XOR
•'uxfme«_con£ormi.ng_f«atur«__«wMp_^«th XOR
oth«r^f«*tur«_*w««p_p«th XOR
l i TTT^faafcttr«_«wp_p^th) ;

XZID_B17ZTY

;

(*
"

4.8.1.96 LINEAR FEATIIRE SWEEP PATH

A feature srreep path which is a straight line.

1. The sweep is along the +Z axis of the feature’s LCS from Z * 0 to Z » I, where L »

path length.

2. The A* and B-axes of profiles used in linear sweeps are equated with the feature's LCS X* and

Y-axes, respectively.

3. If the path is that of an along feature sweep which has along feature sweep ends defined, then

the ends extend in the -Z direction fiom Z = 0 or the >Z direction from Z s £.

*)

dTZTY llna^^faa'tura aw—p_path
StTBTYPX OF (faattara_awap_p*th) ;

p«th_l«ngth : sisa^arasAtar

;

IHO__rHTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

path Jength: The length dimension of the sweep path, (Semi-length is possible, but full is preferred.)

4.8.1.97 CIRCULAR FEATURE SWEEP PATH

A feature sweep path which is circular.

1. The sweep is about the LCS Z-axis.

2. If the path is a partial circular sweep path, then the full profile interval begins at the XZ plane

and runs counterclockwise as viewed from the -^Z halfspace. If any along feature sweep ends

are defined, they extend in the clockwise direction from the XZ-plane or the counterclockwise

direction from the plane defined by the orientation angle attribute.

3. The AB -space of the profile is positiooed and oriented in the LCS ^-plane by:

(a) the profile’s origin is mapped onto the X-axis at X = R, where iZ is the radius, and

(b) the angle from the Z-axis to the profile B-axis equals orientation angle, measured coun-

terclockwise as viewed from the +Y haifspace. When the angle is 0, the profile A-axis

extends in the direction of the positive X-axis.
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*)

BirZTY eireular_fMtur«_sw««p^«th
SXTPXSITYPX or (ec^laf^^circolmr^f wpjath XOR

p«rti.al_clreular^fMtuxa^swmcp^path

)

SUBTZPI or (f«aturtt^sv««p^«th) ;

p«th^sls« : •ixa^arama'tar;
oriantatioa^angl* : angla^arsaatar;

mDjprriTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

path.size: The dimension (diameter or radius) of the circular path.

orientation^ngle: An angular dimension (full- or semi-angle) which orients the AB-axes of the

sweep’s profile with the XZ-axes of the feature’s LCS.

4.8.1.98 PARTIAL CIRCULAR FEATURE SWEEP PATH

A circular feature sweep path which is an arc of less than 36(^degrees.

*)

ZHTZTY p«rtlAl_eijreula4r_f«atar«_av««p^ath
SUBTYPX or (clrcolar^faatura^avaap^^path) ;

awMp_^aagla : aagla^asaaatas;
WXZPZ

~

{>360.0 < awMp^angla .diaanaioa < 360.0);
XHDJIHTITY;

”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

sweep^gle: The swept portion of the circle, given as a full angle or semi-angle.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The sweep angle must be greater than zero and less than 360 degrees

4.8. 1 .99 COMPLETE CIRCULAR FEATURE S’WEEP PATH

A 360 degree circular feature sweep path.

*)

KHTZTY eoapl«t«^eircalar_faattixa^avaap^ath
SUBTYPE or (circolar^famtufa^swaap^ath) ;

EHD_EJrriTY;
” ”

(*
”
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4.8.1.100 SPIRAL FEATURE SWEEP PATH

A feature yweep path which is a spiral. The spiral may be of constant diameter or tapered. The
latter is the case if and only if there is an associated spiral taper entity.

The swept profile is positioned as follows by the axis placement of the feature sweep which uses

the spiral as sweep path:

1. AB-piane at initial position of profile; i.e.. start of sweep,

2. AB -plane perpendicular to spiral,

3. B-axis intersecting centerline.

*)

ZMTZTY
SX7BTYPS OF (faatiar wp

)

•pxral.^«th^ai.s«
•pjjraljath^hand
turns^_p«r_\uiLt

•plral^ath^tapwr
zmjDirsTrc

:

"
(*

“

•ls«^_p«ra

ar

;

RZAL;
OPTIOIOL apiral_tap«r:

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

spiral^athJength: The length dimension, measured along its centerline, of the sweep path. (Half

dimension can be specified, but full is preferred.)

spiral^athjize: The diameter or radius dimension of the spiral. In the case of a tapered spiral, this

is measured at local r = 0.

spiral-pathJiand: Whether the spiral is left or right handed, with respect to the z-axis of its LCS.

turns-per.unit: The number of times, per unit length along the centerline, that the spiral revolves

about its centerline.

spiral^iath.taper: The information that controls the tapering of the spiral taper.

4.8.1.101 SPIRAL TAPER

A specification of the taper of a spiral feature sweep path by giving the location of the spiral’s apex.

The apex point is located by giving its local z<oordinate. A spiral feature sweep path is tapered if

and only if this entity is associated with it.

*)

SHTITY splral^tapwr

;

ap«x_s_coord : PZAL;
aa9l«__dia : darlwablA^angla^diAanaion;

nro__nmTY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS;
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ap«x-z.coord: The local z-coordinate of the spiral apex,

angle.dim: The taper angle dimension (full or half angle) of the sweep.

4.8.1.102 SURFACE CONFORMING FEATURE SWEEP PATH

A feature sweep path that is a curve on a surface. The swept profile maintains constant position

and attinide with respect to the surface as it is swept along the path.

The curve on sur^ce is used as follows:

1. Denote the surface on which the path lies as f{U, V).

2. Let T be the transformation accomplished by the axis placement of the feature sweep: i.e.,

T transforms the swept profile from its AB*space ixuo the desired position (in global space)

relative to the initial point of the curve on surface. (Note: T must be such that the initial point

of the curve on surface lies in the plane of the transformed profile.)

3. For any point f{U, 1'') on the curve on surface, T transforms the profile into its position with

respect to the axis placement defined by /( U, V) the partial derivative of / with respect to U
at f{U, V), and the partial derivative of / with respect to V at f{U, V*).

*)

SITITY aiarYae«^een£ex&ing^f«nt'ax«^sw««p__P«th
SX7BTYPI OF (Ynntiara^awMp^path) ;

xm£mxmncm^»^3xtAem : curvw^on^aurfae«

;

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS;

reference-surface: A curve on surface.

4.8.1.103 OTHER FEATURE SWEEP PATH

The use of an arbitrary curve as a feature sweep path. The position and orientation of the swept

profile are controlled by the path curve and an orientmg curve.

The position and orientation of the swept profile are determined as follows:

1. Denote the path curve as fiU) and the orienting curve as g(U).

2. Let r be the transformation accomplished by the axis placement of the feature sweep; i.e..

T transforms the swept profile from its AB-space into the desired position (in global space)

relative to the initial point of the curve. (Note: T must be such that the initial point of the

curve lies in the plane of the transformed jx'ofile.)

3. For any point f{U) on the path curve, T transforms the profile into its position with respect to

the axis placement defined by /{IT), the tangent vector of / at U, and the tangent vector of g

at U.

*)

XMTXTY othttr_fMtnz«^aw««p^ath
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SUBTYTX or (i«atur«_^sw««p_path) ;

path^^daf : curva

;

orientation : curve;

XHD^nrriTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

path-def: The curve that serves as the path.

orientation: The curve that controls ohentahon of the swept profile along the path.

4.8.1.104

FEATURE SWEEP PROFILE

A planar ctirve or connected set of curves which is swept through space along a feature sweep path

to define an implicit form feature. Profiles are defined in a local AB-space which is mapped into the

feature's LCS according to conventions based on the type of path. Conventions for the orientation of

the profile within the AB-space are specified for the type of profile.

*)

X21TZTY f«atur«_sv««p_profil«
SXTPXJtTYPX OF (closad^faaturn^avaap^rofila XOR

opnn^faatura^^awaap^rofila)

;

XHD^XHTITY;
~ "

(*
“4.8.1.105

CLOSED FEATURE SWEEP PROFILE

A feature sweep profile that is a closed curve or a closed composite ctirve.

*)

XMTITY elosad^fnatura^^awMp^^profil*
SUPXRTYVX OF (oth«x_cloa«d^f•ahur«^sw««p_^rofiia XOR

atandaxd^cloaad^faahura^avaap^rofila)
SUBTYPX OF (fMtura^svMp^refila)

;

XHD_XHTITY;
”

(*
”

4.8. 1 .

106

STANDARD CLOSED FEATURE SWEEP PROFILE

A common, "^standard” closed profile used to define swept feanires.

*)

XMTXTY shandard^elosad.^fMhtara^swaap^rofila
ST7PXRTYPX OF (rnctangular^f•aturn^awaap^profila XOR

ngon^fnatura^avanp^pro£il«

)

SUBTYFX OF (elosad^faatura^avaap^rofila) ;

bland : OPTIONAL iaplieit_adga_bland;
XND_XNTITY;

” ”

(*
”
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ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

blend: The definition of the desired blend.

4.8.1.107 RECTANGULAR FEATURE SWEEP PROFILE

A rectangle used as a closed feature sweep profile.

The rectangle is oriented with its center at the origin of the local AB -plane. The sides given by the

LENGTH attribute are parallel to the A-axis.

•)

ZMTZTY
ST7BTYP1 or («^andAsd^eloa«d^fMhur«_a«««p^3rofi.l«) ;

•WMP^langth : six«^araMt«r ;

•wp^width :

DiD^BrrrrY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

sweepJength: The full length or semi-length dimension of the rectangle,

sweep.width: The full width or semi-width dimension of the rectangle.

4.8. 1 . 1 08 NGON FEATURE SWEEP PROFILE

A regtiiar n-gon used as a standard closed feature sweep profile.

The N-GON is defined with its center at the local AB -origin. One of its sides is parallel to the A-axis.

*)

KMTZTY ngon_£M^ur«^aw««p_profH«
3UBTYPX or (staadArd^eloa«d^fMtur«^«wMp^ro£llii)
mabwr^of^aidaa
inacri^d^diA
careumaeribad^disi
sida^laBTth
intarior^aagla
•xtaxior^anglc

IHD_DrriT3f7
(*

~

ZHTXSZll;

sdx«_^«ri

darivabla^diaansioa

;

darlvablc^diacaaion

;

darivmbla^angla^dijacnsion

;

d«riTnbl«_angl«_diaonaion

;

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

number.of-sides: The number of sides the n-gon is to contain.

inscribed-dim: The dimension (radius or diameter) of a circle inscribed in the n-gon.

circumscribed.dim: The derivable dimension (radius or diameter) of a circle circumscribed about

the n-gon.

sideJength: The derivable length (half or full dimension) of a side of the n-gon.
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interior^ngie: The denvable intenor angle or semi-angle between sides.

exterior^ngle: The denvable extenor angle or semi-angle between sides. This is the angle between

one side and the extension of an adjacent side; i.e., the supplement of the interior angle.

4.8.1.109 OTHER CLOSED FEATURE SWEEP PROFILE

The use of a closed general profile as a closed feature sweep profile.

*)

XMTITY 9th«r^closttd.^f««tux«^sw««p^rofil«
SXIBTYPl or (cloa^d^foat'ura^avMp^rofila) ;

swwwp^roflls : cloaad^ganaral^rof
DID_niTITY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS;

sweep.profile: The definition of the sweep profile.

4.8.1.110 OPEN FEATURE SWEEP PROFILE

A feature sweep profile consisting of a curve or composite curve which does not close. The open

ends of the profile are assumed to extend to the material/air interface. For example, only the width

and blends are specified for a ”U”-shapcd profile; the lengths of the vertical ban are determined by

the profile's placement.

*)

X2ITZTY opwn^faatura^awMp^profU*
SUPERTYPl or (ci£eulas_are_f«atur«^ew««p^refi.l« XOR

70und«d^u_f«at'ar«_aw««p^rofll« XOR
vM^foAtura^awcttp^profll* XOR
squAra^Ta^faatttfa^awMp^rofila XOR
t««_f•ahtura^swaap^roflla XOR
•ll^fMtur«^sv««p_prorHa XOR
llna^lua^radiua^faaturai^swwwp^rofil* XOR
hair^obsound^faatura^avMp^proflla XOR
othar^op«&_faa-tura^awaap^rofHa

)

SUBTXPS or (faatara ewaap_pro<i.la) ;

XHD^XHTITY;
~

(*
"

4.8.

1.111

CIRCULAR ARC FEATURE SWEEP PROFILE

An open feature sweep profile consisting of a circtilar arc.

The center of the defining circle lies on the profile’s local AB-origin. The midpoint of the arc is on

the negative B-axis.

*)

XRTZTY cirexLlar_are_faatura_«waap_profila
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SUBTm or (Qp«n^f•atQr«_sv««p^rofll«) ;

are^sixa : •iz«_^araa«tar

;

DID_BrriTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

arc^e: The dimensioa (radius or diameter) of the arc.

4.8.1.112 ROUNDED U FEATURE SWEEP PROFILE

An open feature sweep profile consisting of two parallel semi*iniinite lines connected at their fixed

ends by a semi-circle to form a "U" shape. The center of the semi-circle lies on the profile’s local

origin, and the parallel lines are parallel to the B-axis and in the positive B half-plane.

The center of the semi<ircle lies on the profile's local origin, and the parallel lines are parallel to the

B-axis and lie in the positive B half-plane.

*)

XM7ZTY roondad^u^faatnsa^swawp^rofila
SUBT!(PX or (op«n_faatura^awwap^zoflla)

;

•«««P_jridth : sisa^axaaatar

;

XXD^BrrXTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

sweep.width: The width (full or half) dimension of the profile.

4.8.1.113 VEE FEATURE SWEEP PROFILE

An open feature sweep profile in the shape of a "V”.

The profile is symmetric with respect to the positive B-axis, with the point of the V at the origin.

*)

ZMTZTY '••^fnatuxa^swwwp^refllei
SUBTYPX or (op«n^fMtuxa^awwp^rofLl*) ;

bland : OPTZOKAL i^licit^adga^bland;
WHXXX

” ”

(0.0 < vwa^angla . diaanaion < 180.0);
XllD_XHTIT3f;

~

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINmONS;

vee^ngle: The full angle or semi-angle of the V.

blend: The blend at the point of the V.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The full angle must be greater than zero and less than 180 degrees.
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4.8. 1.1 14. SQUARE.U FEATURE SWEEP PROFILE

An open feature sweep profile consisting of two parallel serai-infitiite lines connected at their fixed

ends by a line segment pcrpcndicxilar to both.

The profile lies in the positive B half-plane with its line segment on the A-axis. The midpoint of the

segment is at the origin.

*)

XHTZTY aqoara^u^fMtiara^avMp^prefil*
SX7BTYPS- OF (opaa^fMtiara^awaap^rofil«) ;

awp_width : aiza^araaatar;
blaadl : OPTIONAL ijplieit_^adgajbland;

bl«nd2 : OPTIONAL iaplicit^^adgajbland;

FND^INTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

sweep.width: The length of the line segment,

blend 1: The blend at the bottom lefthand comer.

blend2: The blend at the bottom righthand comer.

4.8.1.115 TEE FEATURE SWEEP PROFILE

A profile in the shape of a “T*. It consists of a stem and a cross-bar. The stem is represented by two

parallel semi-infinite lines connected at their fixed ends by the cross-bar which is a rectangle. The

comers of the profile may be blended.

The side of the cross-bar opposite the stem lies on the profile’s X axis, the rest of the profile is in the

positive Y half-plane and the profile is symmetric to the local Y axis (i.e the T is upside down in the

normal XY view).

The side of the crossbar opposite the stem lies on the profile’s A-axis. the rest of the profile is in the

posinve B half-plane, and the profile is symmetric with respect to the local B-axis.

*)

KNTZTY t««_f«atur«i_sw««p^rofH«
SUBTTPB OF (op«n^f««tw«^sw««p__proflltt)
•tM^wxdbh
erozabar^width
ereaabar^baight
atampereaabar^blaadl
atas^croaabar_bland2
ereaabar^blandl
croaabar^bland2
eroaabar_bland3
croa abar^Jbland4

WHZXtZ

aiza^_paxamatar ;

ai.za^_paraaatar

;

aiza__paraaatar

;

OPTIONAL iaplieit^

OPTIONAL iaplieit^

OPTIONAL implicit'
OPTIONAL isplieit^
OPTIONAL illicit'
OPTIONAL iaplicit^

adgajbland;
adga^bland;
adga^bland;
adga^blaad;
adgajbland;
^adga^bland;

croaabar_wi.dth.dlaanaion > ataai^width. diAanaion;

IND^dTITY;
(•

"
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attribute DEFTNITIONS:

stem-width: The width or half-width dimension of the stem (X dimension),

crossbar.width: The width or half-width dimension of the crossbar (X dimension),

crossbarJieight: The height or half-height dimension of the crossbar (Y dimension).

stem.crossbarJblendl: The blend at the lefthand concave comer between the stem and crossbar.

stein.crossbarJblead2: The blend at the righthand concave comer between the stem and crossbar,

crossbarJ>lendl: The blend at the top lefthand comer of the crossbar,

crossbarJbiendi: The blend at the bottom lefthand comer of the crossbar.

crossbarJ>Iend3: The blend at the bottom righthand comer of the

crossbar.

crossbarJ>iend4: The blend at the top righthand comer of the crossbar.

4.8. 1.1 16 ELL FEATURE SWEEP PROFILE

An open feature sweep profile in the shape of an “L”. It consists of a stem and a perpendicular

endbar. The stem is represented by two parallel semi- infinite lines connected at their fi:(ed ends by

the endbar. The endbar is a rectangle.

The endbar is in the positive B half-plane with the side opposite the stem lying on the A-axis. The

stem is symmetric with respect to the B-axis. The ell profile orientation attribute indicates whether

the endbar is primarily in the positive or negative A half-plane.

*)

SITXTY •ll_£«a^'ax«^sw««p^rof
SUBTYVS OF (op«n^fMtnz«^sw««p_profll«)

•ndbT^width

yt—^•ndb*gjbl#nd
•n^Tjbl#ndl
•ndb*r_bl*nd2
•ndbT bl«nd3

•1sc^asramwter

•11^07l«ntati.on^typ«c

;

OFTZOlOUi ispllcit^«d9«Jbl«ad;
OPTZOKAZ. iaplieit^edgw^bland;
OPTZONAZ. iApli.ei.t^«d9«~bl«nd;

OPTZOKAL iaplieit_«dg«_blxad;

•adbar^vidth . diuMnaion > atn^width.diaansion;

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

stem.width: The width or half-width (X dimension) of the stem,

endbar.width: The width or half-width (X dimension) of the end-bar.

endbarJieight: The height or half-height (Y dimension) of the end-bar.
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eil.orientation: Whether the end of the end-bar is in the positive or negative X halfplane,

stem.endbar.biend: The blend at the concave comer between the stem and end-bar.

endbar.blendl: The blend at the bottom lefthand comer of the L.

endbarJbiend2: The blend at the bottom nghihand comer of the L.

endbarJblend3: The blend at the remainin g comer of the L.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . The width of the endbar must be greater than the width of the stem.

4.8. 1.1 17 LINE PLUS RADIUS FEATURE SWEEP PROFILE

An open feature sweep profile consisting of a semi-inhnite line and a tangent semi-inhnite circular

arc connected at their fixed ends.

The intersection point of the arc and line is at the profile’s local origin. The line coincides with the

local A-axis, and the circular arc extends into the positive B half-plane.

*)

BITZTY Lina^lua^rmdi.us^faa'tura^swaap^rofil*
SUBTYPS or (op«a_faatura^avvap^rofila) ;

aia«_^daa : sisa^Axaaatar;
DID^IMTITT;
(*

"

ATTREBUTE DEFINITIONS:

size.dim: The radius (preferably) or the diameter dimension of the circular portion of the profile.

4.8.1.118 HALF OBROUND FEATURE SWEEP PROFILE

An open feature sweep profile consisting of two semi-infinite circular arcs connected at their fixed

ends by a line segment.

The line segment is on the local A-axis with its center at the origin. The arcs are tangent to the

segment, and extend into the positive B half-plane.

*)

DITZTY hair^obrouad_f««t'arai^sw««p^refiltt
SX7BTZPX or (op«n_fMtuxa_aw««p_pro£ila)

;

elrel«_dia : aix«^«raaM^ar;
l«ngrth._diai : sixa^^puaaMtar;

EID_BmTY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

circle.dim: The common radius (preferably) or diameter dimension of the two circxilar portions of

the profile.

length.dim: The length (full or half) of the linear portion of the profile.
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4.8.1.i 19 OTHER OPEN FEATURE SWEEP PROFILE

The use of an open general profile as an open feature sweep profile.

*)

Z2ITZTY oth«x^op«n^fMtur«^aw««p^rofil«
SUBTYPX or (opttn__fMtur«i_aw««p^rofiJ.n) ;

awp_profil# : op«n^g«n«ral^rofi.l«

;

BTO^BTririf;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

sweep.profile: The definition of the sweep profile

4.8.1.120 GENERAL PROFILE

A sequence of non-overlapping ctirve segments in a plane, connected end to end.

*)

BI7ZTY 9«nttraJL^rofH«
SVPSRTYPX OF (op«n^g«n«xal_profil« XOR

eloa«4^g«naral^rofH«)

;

flars^^curv* : corwa

;

•1—nti^paAra : SZT [0:#} OF profila^axr;
WBStS

saqaaneadlflrst^ciaznra, alaBant^aijra) ;

XHD^XHTITY;
”

(*
~

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

first-curve: The first curve of a general profile.

element-pairs: A pairing of two contiguous elements of a profile.

4.8.1.121 PROFILE PAIR

A predecessor/successor relationship between two curves of a general profile. The sequence of

curves that constitutes the profile is modeled by a set of these.

*)

KH7ZTY profHa_paix

;

prodococaoz’^eorwo : eusnro;

aueeoaaor^curvo : cuzw«;

blond : OPTIONAL iaplleit^odgojblond;
XND_*HTITT;

""

(*
~

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:
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predecessor.curve: The first element of the element pair,

successor.curre: The second element of the element pair,

blend: A definition of the desired blend.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. A given CURVE can appear at most once in a given GENERAL PROFILE.

4.8.1.122 OPEN GENERAL PROFILE

A general profile that does not enclose an area of the plane in which it exists.

*)

SfTZTY op«n_^g«n«ral^rofiI.tt

SUBTTPK or (g«n«ral^rofil«) ;

WEBtZ
MOT eloa«d(«laa«n't^airs) ;

planar (•Iwnt^^lrs) ;

BfD^DITITY;
(*

"

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The

4.8. 1 . 1 23 CLOSED GENERAL PROFILE

A general profile that encloses an area of the plane in which it exists.

*)

XMTZTY elcaad^ganaral^rofila
SUBTYPI or (ganaral^rofila) ;

WHZPZ
clo8ad(al«Bant_palxs)

;

planar (alnant^airs) ;

KHD^BITITY;
(*

”

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The

4SJ2 Form Feature IPIM Classification Structure

The following indented listing shows the classification structure for the Integrated Form Features

model.
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ALONG rZATUBZ SWXZP XND

ALONG rZATUNX SNZZP FLAT XND

ALONG rXATUBX SNXZP RADZUSXD Z27D

AJUUIY PATTXNN OMZSSZON
AXZSYMMXTBJC rXATUSX SNXZP XND
AXZSZMCXTNZC rXATUNX SNXXP CONICAL XND
AXZSIMaTiaC rXATUXX SNXXP flat XND
AXZSHMXTiaC rXATUNX SNXXP SPBXRICAL XND

BXND OZXXNSZON
BXND POINT
CZPCULAA PATTXPN OITSXT MXliBXR

CIPCULAR PATTXPN OMISSION
COUPLING TIMXll

DXPRXSSION INTXPMXDIATX BOUND
XDGX BLZNDXD INTXBSXCTION
rXATUXX SNXXP PATX
CIPCULAR rXATUBX SNXXP PATH
COMPLXTX CXPCULAP rXATUPX SNXXP PATH
PAATIAL CmCULAP rXATUBX SNXXP PATH

LINXAIt rXATUPX SNXXP PATE
OTSXR rXATUPX SNXXP PATH
SPINAL rXATUNX SNXXP PATE
SUNTAIS CONTOPMZNG rXATUNX SNXXP PATE

rXATUNX SNXXP PROrZLX
CLOSXD rXATUPX SNXXP PNOriLX
OTEXE CLOSXD IXATUNX SNXXP PROFTLX
STANDARD CLOSXD FXATUNX SNXXP PROFILX
NGON FXATUNX SNXXP PROFILX
RXCTANGULAR FXATURX SNXXP PROFILX

OPXN FXATURX SNXXP PROFILX
CIRCULAR ARC FXATURX SNXXP PROFILX
XLL FXATURX SNXXP PROFILX
SALT OBROUND FXATURX SNXXP PROFILX
LINX PLUS RADIUS FXATURX SNXXP PROFILX
OTEXR OPXN FXATURX SNXXP PROFILX
ROUNDXD U FXATURX SNXXP PROFILX
SQUARE U FXATURX SNXXP PROFILX
TXX FXATURX SNXXP PROFILX
VXX FXATURX SNXXP PROFILX

FXATURX VOLUMX
FXATURX RULING
FXATURX SNXZP
ALONG FXATURX SNXXP
AXISTMMXTRIC FXATURX SNXXP

CONSTANT DIAMXTXR AXISTMMXTRIC FXATURX SNXXP

OTEXR AXISTMaTRIC FXATURX SNXXP
TAPXRZD AXISIMMXTRIC FXATURX SNXXP

IN OUT FXATURX SNXXP
CONTOURXD PROFILX IN OUT SNXXP
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COMSTAKT -PROriL* IN ODT SNIXP
TAPXRZD PROriLX IN OUT SNXZP

FORM rXATnRX
FULL TERXRDING SPXCIFICATION
GZNZRAL PROFZLX

CLOSXD GZNXRAL PROFU^
OPKN GZNXRAL PROFILK

GZCMETRIC MODEL IMPLICIT FORM FEATURE ASSN
IMPLICIT FEATURE BOUND
IMPLICIT FEATURE PRECEDCfCE
IMPLICIT FORM FEATURE

IMPLICIT AREA FEATURE
IMPLICIT COUPLING
IMPLICIT IQIURL

IMPLICIT DIAGONAL2QIURL

IMPLICIT DIAMOND IQVURL

IMPLICIT STRAIGHT RIURL
IMPLICIT MARKING
IMPLICIT THREAD

IMPLICIT DEFORMATION
IMPLICIT BEND

IMPLICIT CUTOUT FLANGE
IMPLICIT GENERAL BEND
IMPLICIT STRAIGHT BEND

IMPLICIT EMBOSS
IMPLICIT CORNER RIB
IMPLICIT ROUND BEAD
IMPLICIT SPHERICAL EMBOSS
IMPLICIT V BEAD

SfPLICIT PARTIAL CUTOUT
IMPLICIT CIRCULAR LOCKOUT
IMPLICIT LOUVER
IMPLICIT TAB

IMPLICIT TUBE DEFORMATION
IMPLICIT TUBE BEND
IMPLICIT TUBE FLARE
IMPLICIT TUBE FLATTENING
IMPLICIT TUBE NECK
IMPLICIT TUBE ROLL

IMPLICIT TWIST
IMPLICIT DEPRESSION
IMPLICIT PASSAGE
IMPLICIT PROTRUSION
IMPLICIT TRANSITION

IMPLICIT CORNER BLEND
IMPLICIT CORNER FLAT
IMPLICIT OUTSIDE CORNER ROUND

IMPLICIT EDGE BLEND
IMPLICIT EDGE FLAT
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IMPLICIT -E0(3 ROUllD

IMPLICIT rOBN rZATUPZ PATTXPH
IMPLICIT ARRAY FORM PZATURZ PATTERN
PARALLZL EQUAL SPACING ARRAY PATTERN
PARAMETRIC EQUAL SPACING ARRAY PATTERN

IMPLICIT CIRCULAR PORM PEATURE PATTERN
PARALLEL ARRAY PATTERN OPPSET MDIBER
PARAMETRIC ARRAY PATTERN OPPSET MBOER
PASSAGE BOUND
PASSAGE BOUNDARY BLEND
PASSAGE INTERMEDIATE BOUND
PITCH APEX
PROPZLZ PAIR
REPLICATE PORM PEATURE
SPIRAL TAPER
THREAD TIMER

*)

END_SCHS1A; — •nd of PEATURES seh^

(*
"
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4.9 Shape Representation Interface

4.9.1

INTEGRATION CORE MODEL INTRODUCTION

This Section describes the Integration Core Model as developed by the Integration Subcommittee of

the Logical Layer. The intention of this model is to create the interface points between the resource

models and the application models in a manner that allows the referencing models to ignore the details

of shape representation.

The primary value added by the Integration Core Model is the separation of the concepts of referencing

the product's shape aspects, and referencing the representation of those shape aspects within the several

Geometric Models. The idea of an aspect of a shape is available in this model for referencing totally

independent of how that shape aspect has been represented or modeled.

4.9J INTEGRATION SCHEMA

*)

SCBZMX ipijn^ahap«^iAt«rfne«_seh<

KXPORT KVZRrrHZMG;

A3SUMS (lpiM^dn«ign_«hnp«_«chfli

ipija_fMtur• chena

,

ipia^aoMlnal__ahap«^«ch4
Ipia^solxda^achan*

,

ipia^topology^aGhana)

;

4.9.2. 1 INTEGRATION TYPE DEFINITIONS

4.9.2. 1.1 GEOMETRIC MODEL

A formal logical/mathematical representation of a shape.

*)

TYPX gMnahxi.e_aedal - SZLZCT
(aaalfold^aoLidJbrap,
faeat^ad^brap

,

esg^solid,
esg^riait ,

aurfaea_^aodal

,

half^spaea ,

w±rafraaa_aodal ,

aolid^of^ravolablon

,

aolid^of^linaar^^axtraaxon

,

gacnatrie^aab

,

aaaanbly^aiodal) ;

DID__TYPE;
”

(*
“
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4.9.2. 1.2 PARTIAL-REV SOR FACE TYPES

*)

TYPX p*rti*l_r«v^«or^£mc«_typ«« KNUMXPATION OF
( rtartlng'^flor^f«c«

,

•ndlng^aos^faea)

;

BID_TYS»;
” "

(*
"

4.9.2. 1 .3 SOLE FACE TYPES

*)

TYPl ael«_£ae«_typ«s - X2IUMZRATIOH OF
( atartlag^aola^fae«

,

•nding^aola^faea ) ;

BJD^TYP*;
(*

"

4.9.2.2 SHAPE

Tbe size, spatial configuration, and proportions of a real or conceived thing, independent of whether

or how it is represented,

*)

BtTZTY ahapa;
•laMan^a : LIST [0:#] OF ahapa^alamant

;

BID_SHTITY;
”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

elements: A list of the individual shape elements that comprise the shape of the product.

4 9.2.3 SHAPE ELEMENT

A distinguishable aspect of a shape.

*)

ZifTXTY ahapa^alMant
STTPXRTYPI OF (diaanaioaality^3_ahap«__al

diMaaienaLity^2^ahapa_al
dijaanaioaallty;_l^shap«_al
dimanaionaLx-hy^^O^ahapai^al

DID_BmTY;
"

(*

lant XOR
imnt XOR
lant XOR
lant:)

;

4 9.2.4 DIMENSIONALITY 3 SHAPE ELEMENT

A shape element that has dimensionality three, i.e., that is a volume.
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*)

ENTITY d±aanaionality_3_shap«_«l«m«nt
SUPZATYPX or (obj«ct^«hap«_ttlaB«nt XOR

obj«e^_a«s«nbly^shap«^«l«a«n^

)

SUBTYPK or (sh«p«^«l«B*nt)

;

d3««_r«pr«a«ntations : LIST [0:#] OT

diji_3_*h*p«^«l«*«nb_r*pr«*«nt*tion;
XHD^XNTITY;

” ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

cL3se_representatioas: The aggregation of the modeling representations to be associated with the

dimensionality 3 shape element.

4.9 2.3 OBJECT SHAPE ELEMENT

A dimensionality 3 shape element that is arcwise connected. It may have interior voids.

*)

ZZrrZTY obj«ct_ahap«_«laMn-t
SUBTYPS or (di manaionaili.ty^3_ahap^^ala—nb )

;

obj^rapxaaaa-tationa : LIST [0:#] or objact^rapraaanbatioa;
Toidlaaa^Tolma : OPTIONAL voi.dlaaa__volTa«_ahap«^«laflMab;

xnd^xntityT
- - -

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

objj’epresentations: The aggregation of the modeling representations to be associated with the object

shape element

voidless.volume : An indication that the OBJECT is a voidless volume.

4 9.2.6 VOIDLESS VOLUME SHAPE ELEMENT

An object shape element that contains no voids.

*)

ENTITY TOidlaas^ToluM^shapa^alaBanb

;

oidlaaa^vol^rapraaantatxona : LZST [0:#] or
oidl«as_relw«^r«praa«ntati.on

;

END^EWTITY;
”

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

yoidle3S.vol_representations: The aggregation of the modeling representations to be associated with

the voidless volume shape element.
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4.9.2.7 OBJECT ASSEMBLY SHAPE ELEMENT

A dimensionality 3 shape element that is a collection of two or more positioned object shape

elements.

*)

ZMTXTY obj«ct^aaa«aibly_shap«_«lcB«nt

SOBTYPS OF (dia«naionAlity^3^sh«p«__«l«m«nt)

;

obj^aaay^sapraaantA'tiona : Z<ZST [0:#] OF
objact^aaaanbly^rcpsaeantatlon

;

PO^PrriTY;
” ”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

obj-assy.representations: The aggregation of the modeling representations to be associated with the

object assembly shape element.

4.9.2.8 DIMENSIONALITY 2 SHAPE ELEMENT

A shape element that has dimensionality two, i.e., that is a portion of the surface area of a shape.

*)

BfTZTY dia«naionaLity;_2^ahap«^alamant
STTPXBTYPX OF ( soM_shap«_al«Mnt XOR

araa^ahapa^alam an-t

)

S0BTY7S OF (ahap«_alamant)

;

faatiara : OFTZOKAL fozm^faatuza;
B*D_»TITY;

~

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

feature : A reference to a form feature that is used for a dimensionality 2 shape element

4.9.2.9 AREA SHAPE ELEMENT

A dimensionality 2 shape element that is arcwise connected and has a uniform underlying mathe-

matical surface.

*)

DfZZTY ax— hape_e1am ant
SUPXItTYPS~OF (mLclmal_ar«a_ahap«_«l«B«nt XOR

nonmaximal^ar•A_shap«^«l«aMnb

)

SUBTYPZ OF (dia«naioaAlity;_2^shap«^«l«Mnt) ;

ar«a^r«pr«a«ntatien« : LZST [0:#] OF asM^sapraaaatatiea;
DfD_BITITY;

”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS;

areaj'epresentations: The aggregation of the modeling representadons to be associated with the area

shape element
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4.9.2.10 MAXIMAL .\REA SHAPE ELEMENT

An area shape element that has no adjacent area shape element with the same underlying mathe-

maucal surface.

*)

ZZrriTY mAximal_^ar«a^ahap«_«l«m«n-t

SUBTYPX or (arM^ahapa^alenant) ;

ax^axM^^rapracantatioas : LZST [0:#] OF
aaximal^araa_raprasan-tatlon

;

XHD^DITITY;
(*

’

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

max^eaj'epresentations: The aggregation of the modeling representadons to be associated with

the maximal area shape element.

4.9.2.11 NONMAXIMAL AREA SHAPE ELEMENT

An area shape element that has at least one adjacent area shape element with the same underlying

mathemadcal surface.

*)

XHTZTY norwaTi aa 1^arax^ahxp#_^alattan-t
SX7BTY7X or (axatt^ahapa^alaaMn-t) ;

aonaax^araa^rapraaantationa : LZST [0:#] OT
nonaaxi aal^axaa^rapraaaa^ation

;

DID^EITZTY;
" "

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

nonmax^rea^epresentations: The aggregation of the modeling representations to be associated

with the nonmaximai area shape element.

4.9.2.12 ZONE SHAPE ELEMENT

A dimensionality 2 shape element that is the union of other dimensionality 2 shape elements.

*)

XMTZTY «ona^ahapa_alM an^
ST7BTYPI or (rli «anaiooali.ty^2^ahap<^ala—nt) ;

coarpcnaata : LZST [1:#] or aena^ahap«_alaa«nt_cofliponaat

;

XMD^^DITZTY;
” ” "

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

components: An aggregadon of the consdtuents of the zone shape element
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4.9.2.13 ZONE SHAPE ELEMENT COMPONENT

A dimensionality 2 shape element that is part of a zone shape element.

*)

XHTITY aena^ahap^^alm ant^^coaponant

;

1 —ant : dijMaaionai.ity^2^sbap«__«l«BMnt;
niD_DmTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

element : The reference to the dimensionality 2 shape element that is a component of a zone shape

element

4.9.2.14 DIMENSIONALITY 1 SHAPE ELEMENT

A shape element that has no discontinuity and has dimensionality one, i.e., that is a path on the

surface area of a shape.

*)

Z2ITZTY dlaMnaionAlity_l^ahap«^«lan«nt
SnPXJtTYVX or XOR

p«ria«t«r_shap«^«l«a«nt

)

SOBTYPX or (•hap«_«l«Mnt) ;

~

XHD^XMTITY;
”

(*
”4.9.2.15

SEAM SHAPE ELEMENT

A dimensionality 1 shape element that has a uniform underlying mathematical curve.

*)

KMTZTY •mmmjahMpmjalmmmnt
SUPZRTYPX or (•dg«^ahap«_«l«m«nt XOR

aT3to«dg«_shap«_«lflB«nt XOR
iatari.or_s«aa_shap«^«l«Mn%

)

SOBTYVS or (dimaaaioBality^l^ahapa_alaMTit) ;

••aa^rcpxaaantatlona : LIST [0:#] Or aaaa^rapraaantmtion;
XHD^BITITY;

”

(*
“

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

seamj’epresentations: The aggregation of the modeling representations to be associated with the

seam shape element
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4.9.2.16 EDGE SR^E ELEMENT

A seam shape element that is the intersection of rwo area shape elements.

*)

ZHTTlTf

SUBTYPl or ;

XtlD_CNTXTY

;

(*
”

4.9.2.17

SUBEDGE SHAPE ELEMENT

A seam shape element that is a proper subset of an edge shape element.

*)

KMTZTT aab«dg«^sh«p«^«l«B«nt
SXTBTYPS or (7«aa_s^p«_«l«Mnt) ;

ixtDjarsTTX:
" ”

(*
”

4.9.2.18

INTERIOR SEAM SHAPE ELEMENT

A seam shape element that, with the possible exception of one or both of its end points, lies in the

interior of an area shape element.

*)

SrrZTT intarior^s«aa^shap«_«l«a«nt
SUBTYPX or (a«aa^ahAp«^«l«B«nt) ;

BID_*MTITY;
~ ”

(*
"

4.9.2.19

PERIMETER SHAPE ELEMENT

A dimensionality 1 shape element that is a closed boundary of an area shape element.

*)

KHTZTY p^ri—tar_ahap<_^al—ant
3UBTYPS or (di aan aionALity^l^ahapa^alaaant )

;

pariaat ar^rapraaentat i nna : LZST [0:#] OT
pariaatar^rapraaantation

;

KHD^KHTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

perimeter_representations: The aggregation of the modeling representations to be associated with

the perimeter shape element.
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4.9.2.20 DIMENSIONALITY 0 SHAPE ELEMENT

A shape element that has diraensionaliry zero, i.e., that is a location on the surface area of a shape.

*)

ZMTITY diA*naion«.llty;_0_sh«p«_«l«m«B't

SU7XBTXPX or (eorn«r^sh«p«^«l«B«nt XOR
boundary^lootion^ahAp^^al—nt XOR
Intarior^location_ahap«^«l«B«nt

}

SUBTYPX or ( •h«p«^«l«a«n't ) ;

dOsc^raprasMtationa : LIST [0:#] OT
dia^O^ahapa^al—ant^gapraaan-tatioo

;

mDJBtTTTt:
" *”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

dOse-represeotations: The aggregation of the modeling representations to be associated with the

dimensionality 0 shape element

4.9.2.21 CORNER SHAPE ELEMENT

A dimensionality 0 shape element that is the intersection of three or more area shape elements or

that is the apex of a cone-like shape.

*)

DITZTY comar^^ahapa^al araant

SUBTYVX or (diaanaionality^O^ahapa^^alamant) ;

eoraag^sapraaanta'tiona : Z<ZST [0:#] or eoraar^rapraaan^atlon;
DID_*HTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

cornerj'epresentations: The aggregation of the modeling representations to be associated with the

corner shape element

4.9.2.22 BOUNDARY LOCATION SHAPE ELEMENT

A dimensionality 0 shape element that is on an edge shape element but that is not an end point.

*)

DiTZTY beundary^locatioa^ahapa^alaBant:
SUBTYPX or (dimanaioamlity^O^ahapa^alamant)

;

bdry^loe^rapxaaantatioaa : LZST [0:i] or
partiail^rarr_aor_bdry_loc_rap

;

XMD^nrriTY;
”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

bdryJoerepresentations: The aggregation of the modeling representations to be assoaated wnh the

boundary location shape element.
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4.9-2.23 INTERIOR LOCATION SHAPE ELEMENT

A dimensionality 0 shape element that is in the intenor of an area shape element.

*)

X2tTZTY Intarior^location^shApa^alaMnt
SUBTYPC OF (di•naionAllty^0^ahap#^al—nt ) ;

iat^loc^rapraaantationa : LIST [0:#] OF
iatarior^locatlon^rapraaantation

;

DID DITZTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

intJoc-representations: The aggregation of the modeling representations to be associated with the

interior location shape element.

4.9.2.24 PAIR OF EQUIVALENT GEOMETRIC MODELS

Identifies alternative representations of shape.

*)

DirZTY paijr^of^aqaivmlaat^gacaatricjBodala;
aodal^ona : gacaatric^^modal

;

aodAl^^tvo : g«eaMtrxe_^mod«L;
niD_DrrrrY;

~

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

model.one: One of the geometric models that are equivalent,

model-two: Another of the geometric models that are equivalent.

4.9.2.25 DIM 3 SHAPE ELEMENT REPRESENTATION

The symbolic description of a dimensionality 3 shape element in a geometric model.

*)

DITZTY dla^S^shapa^olaMnt^ropraaonnatxon
SUPKJlTYpi OF (cag_aolid_dia_3_a«_r«p XOR

«tarfme«_diJi_3^a«_r«p XOR
wir«fraa«^d±ja^3^s«_sap XOR
g«om«t:rie^a«^_jdijB^3^s«_r«p)

;

DID_DITITY;
~ ”

(*
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4.9.2.26 CSG SOLflD DIM 3 SE REP

The use of a csg solid model to represent a dimensionalitj 3 shape element.

*)

IHTITY
SUBTYPX or (dija^3_shap«_«l«B*nt_r«pr«a«nt«tion)

;

dAfinitioa : esg_soli.d;

XMD^XHTXTY

;

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITTONS:

deflaition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation.

4.9.2.27 SURFACE DIM 3 SE REP

The use of a surface model to represent a dimensionalitj 3 shape element

*)

SfTZTY «axfae«^dia^3_a«^r«p
SX7BTXPX or (dia_3__ahap«__«l«n«n^_rapr«s«ntation) ;

dafiaition : auxfae«_modal;
BTOjnrriTr;

”

(*
“

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation.

4.9.2.28 WIREFRAME DIM 3 SE REP

The use of a wireframe model to represent a dimensionality 3 shape element.

*)

ZMTZTY wlrafraaM^dia^S^aa^rap
SOBTYPS or (diji^3^ahapa^ali ant^rapraaantation)

;

dariaitioa : wi^arraaa^aoda 1

;

XHD^PTTZTY;
”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation.

4.9.2.29 GEOMETRIC SET DIM 3 SE REP

The use of a geometry in a geometric set to represent a dimensionality 3 shape element
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INTITY g«o«»trie_*«t_dia_^3_««_r«p
SUBTYPX or (diM_3__shap«_«laB«n't__r«prtts«A'ta^ion) ;

dAflxLitxoa : g*ca«tric_s«t;
Z2ID_DTTXTY

;

(*

attribute DEFINTnONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation.

4.9.2.30

OBJECT REPRESENTATION

The symbolic description of an object shape element in a geometric model.

*)

XMTITY obj«cb_^r«prna«ntati.on
SOTXHTYP* or (brop^objoct^rnp XOR

facntbod^brnp^objoct^rnp XOR
£TiLl_r«v_aor__obj«c't_r«p) ;

XHD^XHTITY;
- - — -

(*
"

4.9.2.31 BREP OBJECT REP

The use of a manifold solid brep model to represent an object shape element

*)

ZMTZTY brnp^obj«ct__r«p
SUBTX7K or (objoet^rnprnaon-tation) ;

dnfi.nAti.on : mnnifold_aolid_bx«p

;

ElO^XirriTX;
” ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation.

4.9.2.32 FACETTED BREP OBJECT REP

The use of a facetted brep to represent an object shape element

*)

KHTZTY fncnttndjbrnp^^objnet^rnp
SX7BTYPI or (objnet^rnprnanntation) ;

dnflnitAon : faenttndjbrnp;
pro^xarriTX;

”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation.
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4.9.2.33 FULL REV SOR OBJECT REP

The use of a fully revolved solid of revolution to represent an object shape element.

*)

BITITY fuller•_ao*_obj«ct^r«p
SX7BTYP1 or (obj«et_r«pr«s«Btation) ;

daflxxltion : «oLid_o£__^r«-7olution;

BID_DrriT3f;
(*

~

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

deflnitioo: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation.

4.9.2.34 VOIDLESS VOLUME REPRESENTATION

The symbolic description of a voidless volume shape element in a geometric model

*)

XMTZTY Toidlaaa^^voluM^rcproettn^a-tion

SOPXHTYVX or (br«p__voluBM_r«p XOR
fac^ttad^brap^Tolxsmtt^rap XOR
es9_priaLiti7«_volua«_r«p XOR
hAlf_spae«_Tolum«^r«p XOR
partial^rw^sor^voluBc^rttp XOR
£ull_r«v;_aor_yolum«_r«p XOR
•ol«_^velum«i^r«p) ;

DID^DTriTY;
” ~

(*
"

4.9.2.35

BREP VOLUME REP

The use of a shell in a manifold solid brep to represent a voidless volume shape element.

*)

ZMTZTY br«p^^oli3Mi^r«p
SUBTXPI or (oLdl«ss^srolum«_r«pr«««nt«tioa) ;

dafialtioa : abaXl

;

contut : aaai£old^solld_Jbr«p ;

XHD^nrriTY;
"* "

(*
*

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.
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4.9.2.36 FACETTED BREP VOLUME REP

The use of a shell m a facetted brep to represent a voidless volume shape element.

*)

ErrrrY £me»tt«d_br«p_volum«__r«p
SUBTY7X or (Toidlasa^^volaM^rspraaMtation) ;

d«flaltion : sh^ll;

context : facattad^brap;
xHD^mrrrY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the panioilar geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.37 CSG PRIMITIVE VOLUME REP

The use of a csg primidTe to represent a voidless volume shape element

*)

X3I7XTY ea7_priaitiva^voliaaa_rap
SOBTYPS or (voi.dla«a^voluma^rapra«antatioa) ;

daflaiblon : ca9_j>riai.tiva;

mD^XHTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

defintion: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation.

4.9.2.38 HALF SPACE VOLUME REP

The use of a half space to represent a voidless volume shape element

*)

ZUTZTY hair^apaca__voluB«! ap
SUBTYPX or (<eldlaaa_roluma_rapra«antation) ;

daflnxtion : hAl£_apaea

;

IHD^XHTITY;
”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

defintion: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation.
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4.9.2.39 PARTIAL REV SOR VOLUME REP

The use of a partially revolved solid of revolution to represent a voidless volume shape element.

*)

Entity p«rti*l__r«PT^aor_volT3a«_^rap

3UBTYPX 09 (oidlaaa^TOluM^rvpraaantmti.on) ;

dafi.ni.tioa : aolid|_of^rarolution;

B1D_BITZTY

;

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation.

4.9.2.40 FULL REV SOR VOLUME REP

The use of a loop logical structure in a fully revolved solid of revolution to represent a voidless

volume shape element.

*)

SI7ZTY £uH^ray_aor_jroluM_rop
SCTTYPE OF (oidloas^veliama^raprasantmtion) ;

daflni.ti.on : loop^logieal^atTnetura

;

contaact : aolld_of_ravolntlon

;

EID_DmTY;
”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.41 SOLE VOLUME REP

The use of a solid of linear extrusion to represent a voidless volume shape element

*)

XMTZTY aola^^oluaa^^rap
SUBTYPI OF (ToldXaas__Toluaa^raprasantatlon) ;

dafinitloa : aolld^of_llaaar_^axtmsloa;
EHD^BITITY;

” ” "

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation.
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4.9.2.>12 OBJECT ASSEMBLY REPRESENTATION

The svtnbolic description of an object assembly shape element in a geometric model.

*)

SMTITY obj«ct:^a«««aibly_r«pr«««ntmtion;
dafix&ltion : bly^mcdal

;

XND^rMTITY;
"

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation.

4.9.2.43 AREA REPRESENTATION

The symbolic description of an area shape element in a geometric model

*)

ZHTZTY azaa^ropraaantation
SUPSRTYPs'*Or (br«p_ar««_r«p XOR

facabtad^brap^araa^rap XOR
aurfaca_araa_rap XOR
wlrafraaa^araa^rap XOR
sor^adga^axaa^rap XOR
sola^adga^araa^rap XOR
9acaatrie^aat:^araa_rap) ;

SHD^rUTITY;
- - -

(*
"

4.9.2.44 BREP AREA REP

The use of a face in a manifold solid brep to represent an area shape element

*)

ZRTZTY brap^araa^rap
SUBTYPX or (araa^rapraaantabion)

;

daflntion : faca;

contaart : aan ifold^aclAdJbrap

;

XHD^WTITY;
” ”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definidon belongs to.
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4.9.2.45 FACETTED BREP AREA REP

The use of a face in a facetted brep to represent an area shape element.

*)

DTTZTY fae«tt*d^br«p_af
SX7BTYPX or (arM^raprttsaata-tion) ;

daflai.ti.on ; faea;

centaxt : faeattad^brap;
WD^CITITY;

"

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the panicular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.46 SURFACE AREA REP

The use of a face in a surface model to represent an area shape element.

*)

ZMTZTY auxfaca^araa_rap
SUBTYPE OF (araa^rapraaantatlon)

;

dafIntlon : faea

;

contaxt : auxfaea^modal;
EHD_XirriTY;

~

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.47 PARTIAL REV SOR MAX AREA REP

The use of a partially revolved solid of revolution to represent a maximal area shape element.

*)

XMTZTY partlal^rarr^aea^aax^araa^rap
SUBTYPE OF (aaai wa l^araa^rapraaantatloa)

;

daflaltioa : solld^of_ra^olu'tloa;
EHD__E»T1TY/

~ ”

(*
“

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation.
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4.9.2.48 MAXIMAL AREA REPRESENTATION

The symbolic description of a maximal area shape element in a geometric model.

*)

DTIZTY aaxiaal_ar«a^r«pr«s«n't«tion
SUPXRTYPE or (sola^aax^axaa^rap XOR

pax-tial^r«v_aor_aLax_arM_r«p)

;

niD_DrnT3f;
”

(*
”

4.9.2.49 SOLE MAX AREA REP

The use of a solid of linear extrusion to represent a maximal area shape element.

*)

BITZTY aolajMx^aaraa^rap
SUBTX7S or (majuaal_axM_7«pr«a«at«tioa) ;

definition : aolid__of^lin«a£_extruaion;
XSDjmrXTY;

” ” ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation.

4.9.2.50 WIREFRAME AREA REP

The use of a loop in a wireframe model to represent an area shape element.

dTZTY wir«fram«__ar«a_rep
SUBTYPE or (axM^rpresentation) ;

definition : loop;
context : wireframejeedel

;

EHD_ENTITY;
”

(*
”

ATTRffiUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the panicular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.51

SOR EDGE AREA REP

The use of an edge in a solid of revolution to represent an area shape element

*)

EHTZTY 8or_adg«^araa_x«p
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SUBTYPX or (axM^rapraaantmtion) ;

dA^loitioa : adg*

;

context : •ol^d^of^ravolu'tion;

nro^urriTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.52 SOLE EDGE AREA REP

The use of an edge in a solid of linear extrusion to represent an area shape element.

*)

XNTZTY aol«^«dg«_axM._r«p
SUBTnX or (axM_r«pr«a«ata'tion) ;

dafi&itoa : adgw;
eoa-taxt : aolid^of^linaar^axtruaion;

UmjBnZTX; ” ” ~

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.53 GEOMETRIC SET AREA REP

The use of a geometry in a geometric set to represent an area shape element

*)

DITZTY g«oaatrie_s«t^ar«a_r«p
SUBTTPX or (arM^sapraaantation) ;

daflaltioa : 9«outxy;
coQtaxt : gacMtrie^sat

;

XlID_XIITIT5f;
”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.
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4.9.2.54 NONMAXIMAL AREA REPRESENTATION

The symbolic descnption of a nonmaxifnai area shape element in a geometric model.

*)

SitTITY nonaaxiAal^ar«a__r«pr«a«ntation
SUPKRTYPX or XOR

£ac«tt*d_br«p^na_arM^r«p XOR
wirttfraflM^nm^arM^rap XOR
sur£ac«_nB^ar«a^r«p XOR
p«xt:ial_rtt<r_aor^sub£ae«_na_axM^r«p XOR
•el«^rabfae«_na_^ar««.^r«p XOR
•or^«dg«_^na_«r«a^r«p XOR
•el«^«dg«^xa_arM^r«ip XOR
9«CMtric^s«'t_na_arM_r«p) ;

*HD_DrriTY;
” ” "

(*
”

4.9.2.55 BREP NM AREA REP

The use of a subface in a manifold solid brep to represent a nonmaximal area shape element.

*)

BfTZTY br«p__na.^ar«a^r«p

SUBTYPX or (noxaiaxiaal_ar«a_r«pr«s«n-tation)

;

da£ixLitlon : subfaea;

contaxt : ma n i fold^aolid^brap

;

XHD_DniTY;
”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation.

context: The reference to the panicuiar geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.56 FACETTED BREP NM AREA REP

The use of a subface in a facetted brep to represent a nonmaximal area shape element.

*)

BtriTY facattad^brap^na^axM^rap
SUBTYPX or (nonaaTiaal^araa_^rapraaantatxoa)

;

daflndtloa : aabfaea;
coataxt : facatbad^brap;

XHD_XIITITY;
”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation.

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.
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4.9.2.37 SURFACFNM AREA REP

The use of a subface in a surface model to represent a oonmaximai area shape element.

*)

Z2rrZTY aiarfmca^nai^axM^rttp

SUBTYPX OF (nonaaxiaAl^axM^rcp^aacntation) ;

dafinition : aubfaea

;

coataxt : aurfmeajaodal;
TsrDjEtrsTre;

(*
“

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.38 PARTIAL REV SOR SUBFACE NM AREA REP

The use of a subface in a partially revolved solid of revolution to represent a nonmaximaJ area

shape element.

*)

BITZTY pnrti4il^raT^aox_a'V3bfaea_nB_»aa_rap
SUBTm OF (aenaxiaal^axaa^rapraaantation)

;

daFlnLtlon ; atabfaca;

eontaxt : aolid^of^ravolutioa;
£HD_BITITY;

" ”

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the panicular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.39 SOLE SUBFACE NM AREA REP

The use of a subface in a solid of linear extrusion to represent a nonmaximal area shape element.

*)

KMTZTY aol«_aabfaea_na_axa«_x«p
SX7BTYPS OF (neaaajtiaal^aj:aa_7apr«a«n^ati.on)

;

dafiaLtioa : aubfaea;
ceataaet : aolLd^of^Uaaar^axtrualon;

BTO^SHTITY;
” ” ~

(*
“

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the panicular geometric model that the definition belongs to.
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4.9.2.60 WIREFRAME NM AREA REP

The use of a loop m a wireframe model to represent a nonmaximal area shape element.

*)

BITXTY
SUBTY7X or (nonxaaxiaal_ar«m^r«pr«a«ntation)

;

dafi.ni.tlon : loop;

contaart : wlrafra—jnodal

;

DID_DmT5f;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.61 SOR EDGE NM AREA REP

The use of an edge in a solid of revolution to represent a nonmaximal area shape element.

*)

STTZTY aor^adga^na^araa^rap
STXBTYPl or (nenaaxiatal_^araa^rapraaantatlon) ;

dafIxtitlon : adga

;

eontaxt : solld_of^rawolatlon;
zxmjarsiTX;

” ”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.62 SOLE EDGE NM AREA REP

The use of an edge in a solid of linear extrusion to represent a nonmaximal area shape element.

*)

SITZTY sola__adga^iai^araa^rap

SUBTXPI or (nooaaxiaal_araa_rapraaantatioa)

;

dafialtioa : adga;
contasrt : solld^of_llnaar_axtrusion;

DID_DITIT3f;
" ”

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definitioa belongs to.
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4.9.2.63 GEOMETRIC SET NM AREA REP

The use of a geometry in a geometric set to represent a nonmaximai area shape element.

•)

X2ITZTY

SX7BTYPX OF (aoamaJcimal^axM^^rapraa^ntation)

;

definition : geometry;
context : geometrie^^set

;

»D_lHTIT3f;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation.

context; The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.64 SEAM REPRESENTATION

The symbolic description of a seam shape element in a geometric model.

*)

XM7ZTY snaa^ropxnaantation
SUPUm?X~*Or (br«p_a««n_r«p XOR

snrfae«_a«aai_r«p XOR
virafraaa^saam^rap XOR
partial^rav_aor_adga_aaam_rap XOR
sola^adga^saaa^rap XOR
sor^vartax^saam^rap XOR
sola^vartax_saaa^rap XOR
gacmatrie_aat^saaa_rap) ;

BTO^SMTITY;
- - -

(•
”

4.9.2.65

BREP SEAM REP

The use of an edge in a manifold solid brep to represent a seam shape element.

*)

ZMTZTY brap^saam^rap
80BTXPX OF (saaa^rapraaantation)

;

dafinition : adga

;

eontaxt : nan-i fold^aolidjbrap;
DID^BITITf;

*”

(*
“

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.
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4.9.2.66 SURFACE-SEAM REP

The U5C of an edge m a surface model to represent a seam shape element.

*)

XHTITY
SUBTYPE or (••aai^r«pr««ttntatlon) ;

darinition : adg*

;

eont«art : surfme«jBod«l;
EHD_E»TITY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the panicular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.67 WIREFRAME SEAM REP

The use of an edge in a wireframe model to represent a seam shape element

*)

ENTITY wirafraM^awaa^sap
SCTTYPS or (aaaa^faparaaanta^loa) ;

daYlaitioa : a4g«;
eoB^aacft : wlsraYraaa^aodal

;

BUDjanTTC; "
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for tUs representation,

conte.xt: The reference to the panicular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.68 PARTIAL REV SOR EIXjE SEAM REP

The use of an edge in a partially revolved solid of revolution to represent a seam shape element.

*)

ENTITY peurtlal^^raw^sor^adga^saaai^^aap

SUBTYPE or (saaa^rapaaaaata^i.oa) ;

daflaitioa : adga;
eonrtaact : aol±d__ef_rawola^ion;

END_ENTITY;
”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the panictilar geometric model that the definition belongs to.
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4.9.2.69 SOLE EDGE SEAM REP

The U5e of an edge in a solid of linear extrusion to represent a seam shape element.

*)

BITITY
SQBTYPX or («««a^r«pr«««nt«tion)

;

dafinitioa : •dg«;

eontaxt ; solid_of_lla«ar_«xtarunioa;

mD^XHTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS;

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.70 SOR VERTEX SEAM REP

The use of a vertex in a solid of revolution to represent a seam shape element

*)

BITZTY 8or_T«rtax_a«aa^r«p
SUBTYPX or (aaaoi^rapraaaatation)

;

daflaitioa : vartax;
coataxt : sol^d^of^ravolu'tioa;

DIO^IHTITY;
* ”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.71 SOLE VERTEX SEAM REP

The use of a vertex in a solid of linear extnision to represent a seam shape element.

*)

SITZTY sela^Tasrtax^aaaai^rap

StJBTYPX or (aaaa^rapraaaatatioa)

;

da£ini.ti.oa : srartax;

eeataxt : soLid^of^li.naar_axtru8ion;
*HD__DmTY;

- - -

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.
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4.9.2.72 GEOMETRIC SET SEAM REP

The use of a geometry in a geometric set to represent a seam shape element.

*)

DTIITY g«oa«tric_s«t^«««a_r«p
SUBTYPX OF (a«aa_r«pr«a«nt«^ion)

;

dafinltion : gacoMtry

;

eontaart : gaoiM-trie^aat;

DID_nmTY;
(*

”

ATTRroUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation.

context: The reference to the panicular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.73 PERIMETER REPRESENTATION

The symbolic description of a perimeter shape element in a geometric model

*)

SfTZTY pariaatar^zapraaantahlon
SDPKHTYPX OF (brap^pariaataz^rap XOR

facattad._bzap_paziaataz_zap XOR
anzfaca_pazaLaiataz_zap XOR
vlza^zaaa__paziaataz^zap XOR
aola^adga^^paziaataz^zap XOR
aola^loop^^paziaataz^zap XOR
paztial^zav_soz^adga^_paziaataz^zap XOR
paztial^^zav^soz^loop^^paziaataz^zap XOR
£ull_zaT_aoz_vazta*_paziaataz_^zap

.
XOR

gacaatzic^aat^aziaataz^zap) ;

EID_XRTITY;
” ”

(*
”

4.9.2.74

BREP PERIMETER REP

The use of a loop in a manifold solid brep to represent a perimeter shape element

*)

KNTZTY bzap^aziaataz^zap
SUBTYPX OF (paziaataz^zapzasantatlon)

;

dafizilbAon : loop;

conbaxt : aani.fold_^solld_bzap;

XHD__X!ITITY;
~ ”

(*
“

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.
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4.9.2.75 SURFACE PERIMETER REP

The use of a loop in a surface model to represent a perimeter shape element.

*)

ZHTZTY •urf«c«_p«xia«t«r_r«p
SUBTXPX OF (p«ria«tttr_^r«pr««ttnt«tion)

;

definition : loop

;

context : surfnc«_aod«l

;

DID_BmTr;
(*

“

attribute DEFINITIONS:

deflnition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definidon belongs to.

4.9.2.76 WIREFRAME PERIMETER REP

The use of a loop in a wireframe model to represent a perimeter shape element.

*)

XMTZTY wixnframn^^pnriaotnr^rnp
SUBTYPX OF (poxiMtnr^roproaontntion) ;

dnfinition : loop;

eontnxt : wiroframojnodnl;
XHDJDrriTY;

”

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definidon belongs to.

4.9.2.77 PARTIAL REV SOR LOOP PERIMETER REP

The use of a loop in a partially revolved solid of revolution to represent a perimeter shape element.

*)

KMTITY pxxtial^rwr^sor^loop^oriaotar^rap
SUBTY7X OF (p««iJMtxr_x«pr«a«ntmtioa)

;

dafinition : loop;
eontaxk : aolid^of^rawolution;

mD^xHTirr;
~ ”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definidon belongs to.
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4.9.2.78 SOLE LOOP PERIMETER REP

The use of a loop in a solid of linear extrusion to represent a perimeter shape element.

*)

crrZTY sol«^locp_p«rim«t«r_r«p
SUBTYPX or (p«ria«t*r_repr«««n'tation) ;

d*rinition : loop;

eoatoxt : «oUd_of_lln«Ar_«xtru«loa;
mD^INTITY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the panicular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.79 FACETTED BREP PERIMETER REP

The use of a polj loop in a facetted brep to represent a perimeter shape element.

*)

BfTITY faeottod^brop^oriaotor^rop
SUBTYPX or (pariaotar^roproaontatlon)

;

dafialtioa : poly^loop;
coataxt : faeattad^brap;

XBD^XNTITY;
"

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the panicular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.80 FULL REV SOR VERTEX PERIMETER REP

The use of a vertex in a fully revolved solid of revolution to represent a perimeter shape element.

*)

XHTZTY £uH^raT_aor_yartaa_^pariaatar^rap
SUBTYPX or (pariaatar^rapraaaatatioa) ;

dafinitloa : artaa;
ceabaxt : aolld__of_rasrolubloa

;

XMD_X«TITY;
” ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.
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4.9.2.81 PARTIAL REV SOR EDGE PERIMETER REP

The use of an edge in a paniaJ solid of revolution to represent a perimeter shape element.

*)

ETTITY p*rtial_r«v_aor__«dg«_p«rim«'t«r_r«p
SUBTYVX OF (p«riA«t«r^r«pras«atAtioa)

;

ixiition : Adg*

;

context : soli.d_of_rervoluti.on;

rHD_OITITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.82 SOLE EDGE PERIMETER REP

The use of an edge in a solid of linear extrusion to represent a perimeter shape element.

*)

ZMTXTY sol«_«dg«_p«riA«t«r_r«p
StnTYPX OF (p«ria«t«r_rspr«sontstlon) ;

doflaition : odgo;

eootoxt : solid_of_li.no«r_«xtruslon;
IHD_nrflTY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.83 GEOMETRIC SET PERIMETER REP

The use of a geometry in a geometric set to represent a perimeter shape element

*)

EHTXTY g«OM«'trie_s«t_p«rim«^sr_rsp
SUBTYPX OF (p«riastsx_s«pr«s«n^stlon)

;

doflaltlon : gsosMtry;
eon^sxt : g«cm«trle_s«^

;

EID_*HTITY;
"

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.
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4.9.2.84 DIM 0 SHAPE ELEMENT REPRESENTATION

The symbolic description of a dimensionality 0 shape element in a geometric model.

*)

ENTITY diA_0^ahap«^«lam«nt^r«pr«««ntatlon
SUPKRTYVX OF (br«p_dim_0_s«^r«p XOR

•'axfac«_dijt^O_^a«^r«p XOR
wir«FraMi^dim^0^s«^r«p XOR
•ol«_dia^0^««_r«p XOR
fae«tt*d_br«p^dija_0_s«_r«p XOR
9*oa«bxic_s«b_dia^0^a«^r«p)

;

PTO^PniTY;
(*

“
4.9.2.85

BREP DIM 0 SE REP

The use of a vertex in a manifold solid brep to represent a dimensionality 0 shape element.

*)

ENTITY br«p__dim_0^s«__r«p

SUSTYVE OF (dia^O_ahap«^«l«B«n't^r«pr«a«ntati.oa) ;

dafi&ition : sr^rtM;
contmxt : iian i fold_aolid_brap

;

END_ENTITY;
” ”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFT^OTIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.86

SURFACE DIM 0 SE REP

The use of a vertex in a surface model to represent a dimensionality 0 shape element

*)

ENTITY aarfaea^dlm^O^sa^xap
SUBTYPE OF (diji_0^ahap«^«l«m«nt_^r«pr«a«nta'tion) ;

daflnltloa : aarfcax;

contaxt : aorfaca^aodal;
END^ENTITY;

”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.
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4.9.2.87
WIREFRAME DIM 0 SE REP

The use of a vertex in a wireframe mode! to represent a dimensionalitj 0 shape element.

*)

EHTITY
SUBTYPX OF (dia^O_thap«^«l«B«n-t_r«ps«s«nt«tion} ;

definition : verten;

context : wixefraae^Mdel;
XHD^KHTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representadoo.

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definidon belongs to.

4.9.2.88 SOLE DIM 0 SE REP

The use of a vertex in a solid of linear extrusion to represent a dimensionality 0 shape element.

*)

EITITY aol«__dia_0_^a«__xop

SUBT!fVX OF (dia^O^shnpo^oleaont^roproaontation) ;

dafinition : Toxtax;
eontaxt : solid^of_linaax_axtxa«ion;
fmca : aola_faca_typaa

;

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representadon.

context: The reference to the pardcular geometric model that the definidon belongs to.

face: Whether the starting or ending face is the one to consider.

4.9.2.89 FACETTED BREP DIM 0 SE REP

The use of a point in a facetted brep to represent a dimensionality 0 shape element

*)

B97ZTY fmeat'tad^bxap^dixa_0_aa^xap

SUBTYPX OF (dia^O^ahapa^alenant^xapxaaantatioB) ;

dafiaitioa : poiat

;

eontaxt : faeattad_bxap;
XHD^XBTITY;

”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definidon belongs to.
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4.9.2.90 GEOMETRIC SET DIM 0 SE REP

The use of a geometry in a geometric set to represent a dimensionality 0 shape element

*)

KHTITY
SUBTY7X OF (dia_0^ahap«_«laB«nt^r«praattntm-tion) ;

dafindtioa : gaoMtry

;

contaxt : gaoaatric^^aat;

XHD^DITITr;
”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the panicular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.91 CORNER REPRESENTATION

The symbolic description of a corner shape element in a geometric model.

*)

DITZTY eornar^rapraaantation
SUFZRTYPX OF (partlAl^^rav^aor^cornax^rap OR

£uH_r«w;__aor__corn«r_r«p)

;

XHD^XHTITY;
” ” ”

(*
"4.9.2.92

FULL REV SOR CORNER REP

The use of a vertex in a fully revolved solid of revolution to represent a corner shape element

*)

XMTZTY £uXl_raT_aor__comar_rap
SUBTYPX OF (eornar^rapraaantatloa)

;

da£xni.tlon : arbax;
eootaxt : aoLid_of_ravolu'tioa

;

XHD_XHTITY;
” ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.
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4.9.2.93 PARTIAL REV SOR CORNER REP

The use of a vertex in a partial solid of revolution to represent a corner shape element.

*)

DITITY
SUBTYPE or (corn«r^r«pr«s«ntation)

;

d«rini.ti.oa : •rtax;
eoataxt : «oli.d_of_r«srolution ;

fae« : paartLal^rav^sor^fac«^typ««

;

EMD^EMTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the partictilar geometric model that the definitioo belongs to.

face: Whether the starting or ending face is the one to consider.

4.9.2.94 PARTIAL REV SOR BDRY LOG REP

The use of a vertex in a paniol solid of revolution to represent a boundary location shape element.

*)

EMTITY partial__rav_aorJbdry;_loc^r«p;
daflnLtion
contaarh

faea
E»D_EHTITY;
(*

"

vartax;
aolid^or^ravolutioa

;

partial_rav>_aor_faca_^typaa ;

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the panicular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

face: Whether the starting or ending face is the one to consider.

4.9.2.95

INTERIOR LOCATION REPRESENTATION

The symbolic description of an interior location shape element in a geometric model.

*)

E2ITZTY iAtarior_^location^rapraaantatioa
SXTPXJtTYPE OF (parfeial__rav__aor_int^loc_rap XOR

£ttll_^ra7_^aor_int^loc^rap) ;

EHO_ENTITY;
- - - - -

(*
“
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4.9.2.96 FL'LL REV SOR INT LOC REP

The use of a vertex in a fully revolved solid of revolution to represent an interior location shape

element.

*)

SHTITY full_r«v_aor_int_loc^r«p
SUBTYPX or (intarlor^locmtion^rapraaantatloa)

;

daflaltloa :

coutmxt : aolid^of^rasrolu-tion;

PID^PrriTY;
~ ”

(*
"

ATTREBUTE DEFTNITTONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

4.9.2.97 PARTIAL REV SOR INT LOC REP

The use of a vertex in a panial solid of revolution to represent an interior location shape element.

*)

XHTITY paartial^r«sr_^aor^ia-t_^loc^r«p

SXTBTYVS or (intaxxor_locAtLon_r«pr«a«ntahioa)

;

daflaxtioa : srurtax;

coa^axt : aolid^of^rcvolatioa

;

faca : partial^rasr^aor_£aca_typaa

;

SHD^EITITY ;

- - - -

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

definition: The reference to the defining modeling information for this representation,

context: The reference to the particular geometric model that the definition belongs to.

face: Whether the starting or ending face is the one to consider.

4.9J Integration Core IPIM Cassification Structure

The following indented listing shows the classification structure for the Integration Core model.

JOtXA RZPRJBSXKTATZOM
BPXP AREA RZP
rACXTTKD BRJEP ABXA RZP
GZCMKTRIC SET AREA REP
SOLE ED(3 AREA REP
SOR ED<3 AREA REP
SURTACE AREA REP
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WZSXntAMX ASIA M7
CORHZR RX7BXSXMTATZ0N

FULL MV son COMSJl REP

PARTIAL MV SOR COR29SR REP

DZM 0 SHAPE ELEMENT REPRESENTATION
BREP DZM 0 SX REP
FACETTED BREP DZM 0 SX REP
GECMETRZC SET DIM 0 SX REP
SOLE DZM 0 SX REP
SURFACE DZM 0 SX REP
WZREFRAKE DZM 0 SS REP

DZM 3 SHAPE ELEMENT RXPMSXNTATZON
CSG SOLID DZM 3 SX REP
SEOMETRZC SET DZM 3 SX REP
SURFACE DIM 3 SX REP
WZREFRAMX DIM 3 SX REP

INTERIOR LOCATION REPMSXNTATZON
FULL REV SOR ZNT LOG REP
PARTIAL REV SOR ZNT LOC REP

MAXIMAL AREA REPMSXNTATZON
PARTIAL REV SOR MAX AREA REP
SOLE MAX AREA REP

NONMAXZMAL AREA REPRESENTATION
BREP m AREA REP
FACETTED BREP NM AREA REP

GEOMETRIC SET NM AREA REP
PARTIAL REF SOR SURFACE NM AREA REP
SOLE EDGE NM AREA REP
SOLE SURFACE NM AREA REP
SOR EDGE NM AREA REP
SURFACE NM AREA REP
WZREFRAia NM AREA REP

OBJECT ASSEMBLY REPRESENTATION
OBJECT REPMSXNTATZON

BREP OBJECT REP
FACETTED BREP OBJECT REP
FULL REV SOR OBJECT REP

PAIR OF EQUIVALENT GEOMETRIC MODELS
PARTIAL REV SOR BDRY LOC REP
PXRS<XTXR REPRESENTATION

BREP PXRIMETXR REP
FACETTED BREP PERIMETER REP
FULL REV SOR VERTEX PERIMETER REP
GEOMETRIC SET PXRIMETXR REP
PARTIAL REV SOR EDGE PERIMETER REP
PARTIAL REV SOR LOOP PERIMETER REP
SOLE EDGE PERIMETER REP
SOLE LOOP PXRIMETXR REP
SX7RFACX PERIMETER REP
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wxpxnuoa vzunamR rzp

SKAM RXPSXSXMTATZOK
BPZP SZAM »ZP
CEOMZTZZC SST SKAM REP
PARTIAL REV SOR ED(3 SEAM REP
SOLE ED<3 SEAM REP

SOLE VERTEX SEAM REP
SOR VERTEX SEAM REP
SURFACE SEAM REP
WTRETRAMZ SEAM REP

SHAPE
SHAPE ELZMZZn
OZMEMSZOMALZTY 0 SHAPE ETiPifETTr

BOUNDARY LOCATION SHAPE ELEMENT
CORNER SHAPE ELEMENT
INTERIOR LOCATION SHAPE ELEMENT

DIMENSIONALITY 1 SHAPE ELEMENT
PERIMETER SHAPE ELEMENT
SEAM SHAPE ELEMENT

EDCE SHAPE ELEMB9T
INTERIOR SEAM SHAPE ELSCENT
SXTBEDCZ SHAPE ELEMENT

DIMENSIONALITY 2 SUkPE ELEMENT
AREA SHAPE ELEMENT
MAXIMAL AREA SHAPE ELEMENT
NONMAXIMAL AREA SHAPE ELEMENT

ZONE SHAPE ELEMENT
DIMENSIONALITY 3 SHAPE ELEMENT
OBJECT ASSEMBLY SHAPE ELEMENT
OBJECT SHAPE ELEMENT

VOIDLESS VOLUME REPRESENTATION
BREP VOLUME REP
CSG PRIMITIVE VOLUME REP
FACETTED BREP VOLUME REP
FULL REV SOR VOLUME REP
HALF SPACE VOLUME REP
PARTIAL REV SOR VOLUME REP
SOLE VOLUME REP

VOIDLESS VOLUME SHAPE EUDIENT
ZONE SHAPE ELEMENT COMPONENT

*)

END^SCHS4A; — ipia^«hap«^int«rfac«_«eh(
(*

"
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4.10 Tolerancing'

4.10.1 Introduction

*)

SCBXMA ipim^tolnrane««^8ch«Ba;

BCPORT XVXltnBZMG;
ASSXnOE (ipia_ah«p«^intnrfae«_^ach«

ipiji^fMtufaa^achama ,

Ipia^gaoaM^ry^aehaaa) ;

(*

Tolerances define allowable deviations from an exact condition. There are a variety of tolerances,

which can apply to the size of an object, roughness of a sxirface, temperature of a process, volt-

age. torque, and other measurable conditions. This specihcauon presendy addresses the problem of

tolerancing as it applies to the sue and shape of an object

4.10.1.1 Assumptions

• Product models are assumed to be complete, unambiguous, three dimensional definitions of the

shape of a desired object, typically represented by a Boundary Representation (Brep) Solid model

or an equivalent bounded, surfaced Wireframe (Geometric) Model. The general requirement is

the capability to reference shape defining elements of the surface of a modeled product. The

terms Area, Seam and Corner are used within this model to refer to the appropriate Shape

Element (and correspond roughly to the Brep notion of Face, Edge and Vertex).

• Geometric elements are assumed to underly the topological elements of Face, Edge and Venex.

• Product models contain exact definitions of nominal product geometry, i.e the model is consid-

ered BASIC.

• The value of the dimension is implicit in model geometry or is an explicit parameter of an

Implicit Feature. Each Tolerance specified within a Model implies an underlying dimension.

• Graphical display of tolerance information will conform to ANSI Y14.3M 1982, specifically the

Feature Control Frame.

• The tolerances described in this model include both Coordinate and Geometric Tolerances. Both

types of tolerance are described as they pertain to common tolerancing practices which are used

to define the form, fit and function of the modeled product

• Independent or dependent geometric constructs may be needed in addition to shape defining

elements to specify certain types of tolerances. Examples of these are hole centerlines, off-pan

datums or other derived geometries. Therefore, it is assumed that these constructs are present

or available as pan of the product definition model for reference in tolerances.

• All tolerance dimensions are derived from shape/size elements or explicitly stated as pan of

Implicit Features.

Note on Model Content This version of the Tolerance Schema expands on two concepts which wqere

only cursorily addressed in earlier versions: dimensions and geometric derivations.
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Coordinate tolerances, as defined in previous versions of the model, contained “extra" data that

was intended to facilitate the determination of the value of the mtended dimension. This version

of the model flips the emphasis from the tolerance to the dimension: coordinate dimensions

are defined and the tolerance values are the “extra" data.

Geometric derivations are defined to accommodate typical dimension practices which reference

geometry that is not part of the shape defimtion of the object but is derivable from shape

elements. The most common examples are centerlines of holes and the spatial intersection of

two part surfaces.

4.10.1.2

Tolerance Model TYPES

4.10.1.2.1 AREA OR FOS

*)

TYPX axM^or^fon « SXJBCT

(as ,

f•atur«_of_ai>z«) ;

niD^TYP*;
”

(*
"

4.10.1.2.2

AREA OR SEAM

*)

TYPX araa_or^«aaa SXZtXCT

(azaa^ahapa^alaaant

,

saaa_«hap«^alaman-t)

;

XHD^TYPX;
*

(*
"4.10.1.2.3

AREA OR SEAM OR FOS

*)

TYPX araa^or^saaa^or^fea « SXZ<XCT

(araa^ahapa^alamaat ,

•aam_ahap«^al«B«nt ,

faatura^of^aiza)

;

I2ID_TYPX;
” ”

(*
"

4.10.1.2.4

DIMENSION MEASUREMENT

Dimensions are sometimes specified across the full “width” of a feature (e.g a cone angle or the

diameter of a cylinder) and at other times across the “half width” (e.g a cone semi-angle or the radius

of a cylinder or circular blend).

This TYPE specifies whether the dimension is full or half.

*)

TYPX diaanalon^maaa-oman^ « XHUMXPATZOM OF

(full.
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half)

;

DID__TYP*

;

(*
”

4.10.1.2J DT FEATURE

A dt feature (dimensioo/tolerance feature) is a categorization of things which may be the target

Of ongin of dimension / tolerance and corresponds to the term “feahire" as used in the ANSI Y14.5

Standard. It is some charactenstic of the shape of a product that can be uniquely identified. Categories

of a dt feature include:

• shape element (Area, Seam and Corner)

• Form feature

• Feature of size (a subset of which are form feature)

• Geometric derivation.

Angie and location dimensions reference dt features and size dimension reference feature of size.

It is an “artificial'’ classification defined for the purposes of the tolerance model.

*)

TY9I dt_f«atTir« • SELZCT
(dt^shapa^aloBant ,

foxa^faatur•

,

gacBo-tric^dazivation) ;

ZXfDjmZ; ”

(*
~

4.10.1.2.6 DT SHAPE ELEMENT

Shape elements or entities, within the scope of the Tolerance schema, are constructs that define

touchable or viewable portions of a part. Shape elements are defined in various ways depending on

the type of shape representation method used. A dt shape element is a subset of shape element

defined for the purpose of tolerancing.

*)

TYPK dt_ahapa_aleBant « SZLZCT
(axaa^shapa^alaaant

,

saaB^abapa^alaaaBt ,

cornar^ahapa^alam ant )

;

VXDjmX: ~ ”

(*
"

4.10.1.2.7 SHAPE OR DERIVED

*)

TTPl shapa_^or_darivad « SZZJECT

(dt^shapa^alaBant

,
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g«cm«tric_d«riv«tion) ;

mD_TYP*;
(*

~

4.10.1.2.8 TOL mo

The tolerance zone for profile tolerances (profile line, profile surface) may be bilaterally disposed

about the toleranced feanire, or tnay be specified as bemg entirely inside or outside of the shape of

an object.

*)

TYPX tel_ibO * STUMEXtATZOH OX
(xnaida,
ba^-t^ral,
outaada)

;

IMD^TYP*;
(*

“

4.10.1.2.9 TOL MLSN

The material condition modifier is a flag which affects the size of the tolerance zone based on the

measured size of the toleranced feature. It is meaningful only to features subject to variation in size.

*)

7YPX toljKlan « XMDMXXATIOH OF

laaatac,
ragaxdlaaa,
nona)

;

I2ID_TYPX;

where maxme s maximum material condition, leastmc s least material condition, regardless s

regardless of feature size, none s not applicable.

4.10.1.3 TOLERANCE

*)

XXTZTY telaranea
SUPXXTTPX 07 (shapa^tolaxanca)

;

XHD^XHTITY;
~

(*
"

4. 1 0. 1 .4 TOLERANCE RANGE

The allowable upper bound deviation and lower bound deviation which define a tolerance.

*)

XMTZTY tolaranea ranga
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SUPKRTYPX 07' (coordlnata^^tolaranca^rang* XOR
NULL) ;

" ”

plus_tol : RZAL;

mlnua_^tol : RZAL;

imsx
plufl^tol >• 0;

aiAus^tol >« 0;

pltt«^tol > mlnua^tol > 0;

ZKD_1NTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

plus.tol: The absolute value of the tolerance that is added to the nominal value to establish the

maxunum allowable value.

minos.toi: The absolute value of the tolerance that is subtracted from the nominal value to establish

the muumum allowable value.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . Plus tol must be greater than or equal to zero

2. Minus tol must be greater than or equal to zero

3. The two tolerance values must not both be zero

4.10.1.3 TOLERANCE MAGNITUDE

A non-zero, positive, real value that defines the size of a tolerance zone.

*)

ZNTZTY tel«rane«_mAgtii.tud«;

tol^mag : RZAL;

NBZRz'
tol^mag > 0;

ZND_WT1TY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

tolunag: The absolute magnitude of a tolerance.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The magnitude must be greater than zero.

4.10.1.6 TOLERANCED REAL

The association of a tolerance range with a real value.
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*)

DrriTY tol«r&nc«d_r«al;
raal^vmlu* : RXAL;

rang* : tolaranea rang*;
mD^EITITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

real .value: A REAL number.

range: The allowable vahaiion on the value of real value.

PROPOSITIONS:

4.10J SHAPE TOLERANCE

The allowable deviadon of a meas\irable characteristic of the shape of a product from its design

nominal geometry.

*)

XM7ZTY shap«^tolaranea
SUPXBTYVE OF (eoordlnata^tolaranea^raag* XOR

gacaatr olaranca

)

SUBTYPE OF (tolaranca)

;

EIID_EHTITY;

(*

4.10.2.1 COORDINATE TOLERANCE RANGE

A coordinate tolerance range is the numeric values added to and subtracted from the nominal

dimensional value calculated from the shape definition of a product. Coordinate tolerance range

represents the traditional plus minus tolerances found on dimensions on drawings.

*)

E2VTITY coordinata^tolaranea^rang*
SUBTYPE OF (tolaranea^ranga,

shapa^tolaranea)

;

EHD_EHTITY;
”

(*

4.10.2.2 GEOMETRIC TOLERANCE

Geometric tolerances, as defined by the ANSI Y14.5M 1982 standard, tolerance the deviation of form,

orientation, location, and runout of a produced feamre from its design nominal.

*)

EMTZTY g«oa*trie_tol*rane«
SUPERTYPE OF (angularity XOR

circular runout XOR
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' eucaXAxity XOR
conean'trici.ty XOR
cylindrieity XOR
flata««s XOR

XOR
p^gp^ndi colTlty XOR
position XOR
profilo^lino XOR
profilo^snrfsco XOR
•txnightnoss XOR
totnl^ronout

)

SUBTYPS OF (shnpo^tologaneo)

;

BID^DITITY;
(*

”

4.10.2.3 ANGULARITY TOLERANCE

Angularity is the condition of a surface or axis at a specified angle (other than 90 degrees) from

a datum plane or axis. An angularity tolerance specifies a tolerance zone defined by two parallel

planes at the specified basic angle from the datum plane or axis within which the surface or axis of

the considered feature must lie. See ANSI YI45M 1982, page 106, section 6.62 and see ISO 1 101,

pages 18-19, seaion 5.9.

BITXTY angularity
SUBTYPX OF (gaoutrie^tolaranea) ;

tolaranead^anta
agnitnda
aatarial_condition
pro jaction
priaary^datnn
aacondary^jdafua

tartiary^datlaa

aaaa or foa;SXT [1 : #] OF araa^or^ _ _
tolaranea_aagnituda

;

tol_alan;
optional projactad^tolaranea^iona;
conditionad^datuB

;

optional eonditionad^^datna;

optional eonditionad^datua;

aacondary^datna O priaMry^datna;
tartiaryjdatua O priaary^datw;
tartiary^datTsa ^ aacondary^datia;
valid^aLLan (aatarial^eondition, tolaranead_anta)

;

XMD^DrrrrY;
” ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

toleranced.ents: A set of entities to which the tolerance applies,

magnitude: Magnitude of the tolerance

materiaJ.condition: An enumerated list that indicates the material condition at which the tolerance

applies: maximum material condition; least material condition; regardless of feature size; or

Not Applicable.
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projection: A projected tolerance zone which specifies the additional height and direction of the

projected tolerance zone outside the feature boundary. Note: Must be parallel to the toleranced

features. Length of vector determines the extent of the rone.

primary.datum: A conditioned datum from which the dimension is measured. This danim is the

most important damm relative to the tolerance.

secondary.datum: A conditioned datum which is the second most important datum relative to the

tolerance.

tertiary.datum: A conditioned datum which is the third most important datum relative to the

tolerance With the primary and secondary danims, it establishes a datum reference frame that

exactly locates the toleranced feature.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. May have a projected tolerance zone defined by one projected tolerance zone.

2. May have a secondary datum of one conditioned datum.

3. May have a tertiary datum of one conditioned datum.

4. The danims must be distinct.

5. The material condition must be appropriate for the type of entity(s) toleranced.

4.10.2.4 CIRCULAR RUNOUT TOLERANCE

Circular runout tolerance defines the maximum allowable deviation of position of a point on the

toleranced feature during one complete revolution of the feature about the datum axis, without relative

axial displacement of the measuring position. Where applied to surfaces constructed around a datum

axis, it is used to to control the cumulative variations of circularity and coaxiality. Where applied to

surfaces constructed at nght angles to the damm axis, circular runout controls circular elements of

a planar surface. See ANS/ Y14JM 1982, page 109, section 6.7.2.1 and sec ISO 1101, page 22-23,

section 5.12.

*)

KHTZTY eireulnx^ronovt
SX7BTYPX 07 (g«oatttric^tol«rane«) ;

tol«rane«d_«nta : SZT [1 : #] 07 arM_or_fon;
agndtuda : tol«ranc«_aAgiiitud«

;

: uaeeadltionad^datua;
co^riaaxy^datuB : OPTZOlOUi uBconditlonad^datua;

WBZBX
" "

co^rlaary^datUB O priBary^^da^iaa;

KHD_1HTITY;
”

(*
~

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

toleranced.ents: A set of entities to which the tolerance applies,

magnitude: Magnimde of the tolerance.
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primary.datum: A datum from which the dimension is measured. The primary datum is the most

important datum relative to the tolerance.

co.primar7.datum: An additional datum which establishes an axis with the primary datum.

*)

RXTXiZ cirCTS lar^raneuh^^rala rOR ( eiarcular^rsaaoxst ) ;

LOCAL
"

i : ZIITSGBI;

DID^LOCAL;
RZPXAT i :« 1 to SZZXOF (tolormncod^onta)

;

ZT NOT (i«_ci.xeular (toloraacod^oata [i]

)

OR
ia^dlak (tolaraneod^onta [i] ) ) TBBf

VZOIATZOH;
”

mO^ZT;
XND^RDKAT;

S1D_R0U;
(*

”

PROPOSITIONS;

1. May have a co<datum of one unconditioned datura.

2. The danuns must be distinct.

3. Each toleranced entity must be axisymmetric

4.10.2.5 CIRCULARITY TOLERANCE

Circularity is a condition of a surface of revolution such that ail points of the stirface intersected

by a plane perpendicular to the axis or center point are equidistant from the intersection point of

the plane and the axis or center pomt A circularity tolerance defines the distance between two

concennic circles within which the coordinates of the toleranced feature must lie. These circles are

perpendicular to and centered on the axis of the toleranced feature. See ANSI Y14.5M 1982, page

95. section 6.4.3 See ISO 1101, page 14, section 5.3

*)

KNTZTY circularity
SXJBTTPX OF (gaoAatrie^tolaranca) ;

tol«raacad^«nts : SXT [1 : i] OF axM_or^s«aa^or^fea;
ata^nitiada : telaranca^magnituda;

NHZRR
~

is^^circular (tolaraac«d^«nta) ;

SHO^BITZTY;
”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEHNITIONS:

toleranced.ents: A set of entities to which the tolerance applies,

magnitude: Magnitude of the tolerance.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . The toleranced entities must be circular
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4.10.2.6 CONCENTRICITY TOLERANCE

Concentricity tolerance specifies the diameter of cylinder centered on a datum point or axis within

which the center or axis of the toleranced circular or cylindrical feature must lie. The specified

tolerance and danim reference apply only on a Regardless-of-Feature-Size basis. See ANSI Y14JM
1982, page 84, section 5.11.3 and see ISO 1 101, page 21, section 5.11.1.

*)

STTITY concentricity
SUBTYPX or (gecaetric^tolerance)

;

toleranced^enta
megnitudle

cylindrical_son«
priaary^datua
co^riaary^datua

WEZXtX
~

S*T [1 : #] OF araa_or_£o«;
tolaraaca_aagnitnda

;

LOGICAL;
”

unconditionad^dat«

;

OPTIONAL unconditioned datm;

co^riaary;_datua O pr i mary_datua;
i«__cixcalar (toleranced^ente) ;

ZmjBXni’TC

;

”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

toieranced.ents: A set of entities to which the tolerance applies.

magnitude: Magnitude of the tolerance.

cjlindricaJ_zone: A boolean (true/false) fiag that indicates that the tolerance value is the diameter of

a cylindrical zone within which the axis or line must lie. If false, the zone is parallelepipedic

or the space between two parallel lines or planes.

primary.datum: A datum from which the dimension is measured. The primary datum is the most

important datum relative to the tolerance.

co.primar7.datum: An additional datum which establishes an axis with the primary datum.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. May have a damm of one unconditioned datum.

2. The datums must be distinct.

3. Each toleranced entity must be circular.

4.10.2.7 CYLINDRICmr TOLERANCE

Cylindricity tolerance defines the distance between two coaxial cylinders within which the toleranced

cylindrical feature must lie. Unlike circularity, the tolerance applies simultaneously to both circular

and longitudinal elements of the surface. See ANSI YI4JM 1982, page 96. section 6.4.4. and see ISO

1 101, page 14, section 5.4.
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*)

ZMTXTY eylindricity
SUBTXPX OF (gvoMtric^tolAranca) ;

tolarmnead^an-ta : SZ7 [1 : #] OF
magnituda : tolasaaca^aagnltuda;

1fHZ»
i«_cyli^dric«l (tol«ranc*d_«ota)

;

X2ID_CITXTY;

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

toleraaced.ents: A set of entities to which the tolerance applies,

magnitude: Magnimde of tolerance.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Each toleranced entity must be cylindrical.

4.10.2.8 FLATNESS TOLERANCE

Flatness tolerance defines the distance between two parallel planes between which the toleranced

sxirface must lie. The tolerance may be applied on a unit basis as a means of preventing abrupt

surface variation within a small area of the feature. See ANSI Y14JM 1982, page 94, section 6.4.2

and see ISO IIOI, page 13, section 52.

*)

Z2I7ITY flAtaaaa
SUBTYVS OF (gaona-tric^tolaramea) ;

tolarucad^anta : SZT [1 : #] OF ar i ant

;

agnittada : tolazaaea^aag&ltuda

;

par^ual^^aquara : OPTZOlAZt RZAL;
WSBix"

~

par_Tani.t^aqaara > 0.0;
planar (tolaranead^aa-ta)

;

IHD_SMTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

toieranced_ents: A set of entities to which the tolerance applies,

magnitude: Magnimde of the tolerance.

per.unit.^uare: Specifies the side of square region on the toleranced-entity over which the tolerance

value applies. Used to prevent abrupt surface variations in a relatively small area of the feature.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Per unit square must be greater than zero

2. Each toleranced entity must be planar
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4.10.2.9 RMIALLELISM TOLERANCE

Parellelism is the condition of a surface equidistant at all points from a datum plane or an axis

equidistant along the length from the datum axis. Parallelism tolerance specifies the distance between

rwo planes or lines parallel to a datum plane or axis within which the line elements of the surface or

axis of the considered feature must lie, or a cylindrical tolerance zone whose axis is parallel to the

datum axis, within which the axis of the considered feature must lie. The allowable feanire posiaon

zone may be cylindrical(fig 45). parallelepipedic (fig 51) or planar (fig 47, 54) for line features and is

similar to a flatness tolerance zone for surface features (fig 57, 60). These figure references are to the

ISO 1 101 standard. See ANSI Y14JM 1982. page 106, section 6.6J and see ISO 1 101, page I5'17,

section 5.7.

*)

XHTZTY pArall«li.eB
SUBTYPE or (g«oa«trxe^tolttrane«)

;

tol«ranc«d_«nt

a

magnltuda
atariAl_conditioa
eylladrieal^zona
pro jaction
prianry_datTa

SET [1 : #] or aroa^or^aoaa^or^foa

;

tolaraneajBngnitiado

;

tol^alaa;
LOGICAL;
OPTZOMAL pro joetod^tolaraneo^iono;
conditionod datum;

mlidjalan (matarial^eondition, tolarmncod^anta)

;

EMD^ESTITY;
~ ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

toleranced.ents: A set of entities to which the tolerance applies.

magnitude: Magnitude of the tolerance.

material .condition: An enumerated list that indicates the material condition at which the tolerance

applies: maximum material conditioo; least material condition: regardless of feature size; or

Not applicable.

cjIindrical.zone: A boolean (true/false) flag that indicates that the tolerance value is the diameter of

a cylindrical zone within which the axis or line must lie. If false, the zone is parallelepipedic

or the space between two parallel lines or planes.

projection: A projected tolerance zone which specifies the additional height and direction of the

projected tolerance zone outside the feature boundary. Note: Must be parallel to the toleranced

features.

primary.datum: A conditioned datum from which the dimension is meastired.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . May have a projected tolerance zone defined by one projected tolerance zone.

2. The material condition must be appropriate for the type of entity toleranced.
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4.10.2.10 PERPENBICULARITY

Perpendicularity tolerance defines the allowable linear deviation from a true right angle of line or

surface features with respect to line or surface datums. Several interpretations of the c.tact iclerance

zone are possible for line features with respect to surface datums. Sec figures 65,67 and 69 in ISO

1101,page 17. Sec ANSI Y14JM 1982, page 106, section 6.6.4 and sec ISO 1101, page 17-18, section

5.8.

*)

SrrZTY p«rp«ndienl«rity
SUBTZVX OF (g«oa«trie_tol«sanett)

;

tolarmneadl^ant•
aaqnitud*
ma^arlal^eondltloa
cylladrical^soa*
projaetloa
primary_^datua

a«ceadary_dataai

SXT [1 : #] OF «jrM^or_a«aai_or_foa;
tolarmaea^aagaltada

;

tol^alaa;
LOaZCAL;
OPTIONAL projactad^tolaraaca^soaa;
eoaditioaad^datua

;

OPTIONAL eoaditioaad datum;

aaeoadaxy_datt3m O priaary^datum;
alld^alsa (aatarial^coadltioa, tolaranead^aats)

;

XND^KNTXTY;
~ ”

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

toleranced.ents: A set of entities to which the tolerance applies.

magnitude: Magnirnde of the tolerance.

materiaJ.conditioo: An enumerated list that indicates the material condition at which the tolerance

applies: maximum material condition; least material condition; regardless of feature size; or

Not applicable.

cylindricaljcone: A boolean (true/false) flag that indicates that the tolerance value is the diameter of

a cylindrical zone within which the axis or line must lie. If false, the zone is parallelepipedic

or die space between two parallel lines or planes.

projection: A projected tolerance zone which specifies the additional height and direction of the

projected tolerance zone outside the feature boundary. Note: Must be parallel to the toleranced

features.

primary.datum: A conditioned datum from which the dimension is measured.

secondary.datum: A conditioned datum which is the second most important datum relative to the

tolerance.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. May have a secondary damm of one conditioned datum.

2. The datums must be distinct.

3. May have a projected tolerance zone defined by one projected tolerance zone.

4. The material condition must be appropriate for the type of entity(s) toleranced.
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4,10.2.11 POSITION

Position tolerance defines the allowable deviation of position of the center point, axis or center plane

of a feature of size. A center point tolerance defines the diameter of a spherical or circular zone, an

axis tolerance defines the measure of a cylindrical, parallelepipedic or planar zone and a center plane

tolerance defines a zone specified by the distance between two bounding parallel planes. Each zone is

considered to contam the true position of the toleranced feature. See ANSI Y14JM I9S2, page 53S9.

section 52 and see ISO 1 101, page 19-20, section 5.10.

*)

ZHTXTY position
SUBTYPE or (gnomotrie^tolsrnnen)

;

tolsrnneod^snts : SET [1 : #] OF fsatnzn^of^sizn;
n^itndn : tolnranesjnngnitndo;
antsrial^eondition : toljnlsn;
eylindricnJL^sono : LOGICAL;
projoetion : OPTZOKAL pro joctod^tolnrsneo^sono;
primnry^dntnm : conditionod^dnt^a;
socoodnry^dntnm : OPTIONAL eonditionod^datua;
tnrtiary^dntua : OPTIONAL conditionod^dstua;

MBXBX
" ”

soeondary_^d«tua <> prianry^datna;
tnrtinry_datua O priasxy_datua;
tsrtinry_dntna O socondary^dntua;
mJLid_alsn(aatnrial^eondition, tol«x«nc«d__«nts) ;

END_ENTITY;
"" "

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

toleranced.ents: A set of entities to which the tolerance applies,

magnitude: Magnitude of the tolerance.

material.condition: An enumerated list that indicates the material condition at which the tolerance

applies: maximum material condihon: least material condition; regardless of feature size; or

Not applicable.

cylindrical-zone: A boolean (true/false) Sag that indicates that the tolerance value is the diameter of

a cylindrical zone within which the axis or line must lie. If false, the zone is parallelepipedic

or the space between two parallel lines or planes.

projection: A projected tolerance zone which specifies the additional height and direction of the

projected tolerance zone outside the feature boundary. Note: Must be parallel to the toleranced

features.

primary.datura: A conditioned datum from which the dimension is measured.

secondary.datum: A conditioned datum which is the second most important datum relative to the

tolerance.

tertiary.datum: A conditioned datum which is the third most important datum relative to the

tolerance.
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PROPOSITIONS: *

1. May have a secondary danim of one conditioned datum.

2. May have a tertiary datum of one conditioned datum.

3. The datuma must be distinct.

4. May have a projected tolerance rone defined by one projected tolerance rone.

5. The material condition must be appropriate for the type of eniity(s) toieranced.

4.10.2.12 PROFILE LINE

Profile of a line tolerance specifies the diameter of a circle which when its center or one tangent

moves along the design nominal curve feanire. sweeps the region in which the feature must lie. The

tolerance is two dimensional and applies normal (perpendicular) to the true profile at all points. Where

a sharp comer is included, the tolerance zone extends to the intersection of the boundary lines. See

ANSI Y14JM 1982. page 97-104, section 6J.1 and see ISO 1 101, page 14, section 5J.

*)

IMTXTY profiJ.tt_lln«

SUBTYPX or (g«a

tel«raae«d^«at

a

diraetrix

SZT [1 : #] or
tol«ranea^magnLtud«

;

OPTIONAL fraction;
application
priaary^datTai

aaeondaLry_datt3fli

tartiary^datw
NHBUB

*

OPTIONAL eenditienad[_datna
OPTIONAL conditionad^^datma
OPTIONAL eonditionad datma

saeoadary_^datua o priaary^datua;
tartiary_datna O priaaryjdattai;

tartiary^datta O sacondary_datua;
NOT ( (tolarancad^ants aaaa) AND NOT planar (tolarancad^ant a) )

;

( (tolarancad_^anta aaaa) AND (diraetria « NULL) OR
(tolaranead^anta O aaaa) )

;

IND_*NTITY;
~

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTMTIONS:

toieranced .ents: A set of entities to which the the tolerance applies,

magnitude: Magnitude of the tolerance.

application: An enumerated list that specifies the tolerance application to be I • inside, B • bilateral

O - Outside.

primary.datum: A conditioned datum from which the dimension is measured. This primary datum

is the most important datum relative to the tolerance.
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secondary.datum: A conditioned datum which is the second most important datum relative to the

tolerance.

tertiary.datum: A conditioned datum which is the third most important datum relative to the

tolerance. With the primary and secondary datums, it establishes a damm reference frame that

e.^actly located the loleranced feanire.

directrix: Cross sections of the toleranced face taken in planes normal to the directix establish the

line profile that is toleranced. The directnx is required only if a datum is not included in the

line tolerance entity.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. May have a primary datum of one conditioned datura.

2. May have a secondary datum of one conditioned datum.

3. May have a tertiary datum of one conditioned datum.

4. The datums must be distinct.

5. May have profile determined in planes normal to one direction.

6. If the entity to which the tolerance applies is a seam, then the base-ctirve to the seam must be

defined within a plane and the directrix is meaningless in this case.

7. A value for the directrix may be assigned if there are entities in the list which are areas.

4. 1 0.2. 1 3 PROFILE SURFACE

A profile of a surface tolerance specifies the distance between two “ball-offset” surfaces located equally

on either side, or totally on one side of the design nominal feature. The toleranced feature must lie

between these surfaces. The tolerance is three-dimensional and applies normal (perpendicular) to

the true profile at all points. Where a sharp comer is included, the tolerance zone extends to the

intersection of the boundary. See ANSI Y14JM 1982, page 97-104, section 6J.J and sec ISO IIOI,

page 14, section 5 J.

*)

ZKTXTY profila^suxfae*
SUBTYPK or (g«oaMtrie^tol«rane«)

;

tolarane«d_«nt

s

aagnltuda
dafault
application
priaary_dattaa

sacondary^datnm
tartiary^datlaa

#] or araa^shapa^alamant

;

SZT [0

RIAL;

LOGICAL;
tol^ibo

;

OPTZOKAL eonditionad^datt
OPTIONAL conditionad_datt
OPTIONAL conditionadT'dati

saeondary^datua O priaary_jdatua;

tartiary^datuB O priaary^datua;
tartiary^datiai o sacondary^datna;
aagnituda >« 0;

aapty^sat (tolaranead anta) * default;
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EID^DITITY

;

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

toleranced.ents: A set of entities to which the tolerance applies.

magnitude: Magnitude of tolerance.

default: A Boolean flag used to denote the instance of the profile surface tolerance that is used as

the default tolerance within the Product Model. Only one instance of this entity may have this

attribute set to TRUE, and this one may not reference any toleranced entity.

application: An enumerated list that specifies the tolerance application to be I * inside, B • bilateral

O • Outside.

primary.datum: A conditioned datum from which the dimension is measuxed. This primary damm
is the most important datum relative to the tolerance.

secondary.datum: A conditioned datum which is the second most important datum relative to the

tolerance.

tertiary.datum: A conditioned datum which is the third most important datum relative to the

tolerance. With the primary and secondary datums, it establishes a datum reference frame that

exactly located the toleranced feature.

*)

ROUE dafault^rofilo^aurfae* TOR (profila^surfaea) ;

LOCAL
"" ”

k : nnXGZR;
ZHD_LOCAL;
k 0;

RDZAT FOR KACB profila^aurfaca ZN HODKL;
ZT (profila^aurfaca . dafault « TRUX) TBBV

k k + 1;

XHD^ZT;
XMD^BOXAT;
Zr Tk > 1) THXH
VZOLATZOM;

XHD_ZT;
XHD^OTLX;
(*

"

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . The magnitude must not be less than zero

2. May have a primary datum of one conditioned datum.

3. May have a secondary datum of one conditioned datum.

4. May have a tertiary datum of one conditioned datum.

5. The datums must be distinct.
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6. If the Tol-Ent set is EMPTY, then the Default flag must be TRUE. In addition, the instance of

the entity where this condition is true must be UNIQUE (i.e. there is only one entity which has

a default flag set to TRUE.)

4 . 10 .2.14 STRAIGHTNESS

Straightness tolerance defines the allowable deviation of a line or of line elements of a surface feature.

The tolerance zones for line features are cylindrical, parallelepipedic and parallel planes. Straightness

tolerance for surface features specify the distance between two parallel lines within which a linear

element of the surface in a specified direction, must lie. The linear elements is a cross section of the

surface in a plane parallel to the direction vector and normal to the surface. See figures 27.29 and 31

in the ISO 1101 standard, page 17. See ANSI Y14JM 1982, page 91-94, section 6.4.1 and sec ISO

1101, page 13, section 5.1.

*)

SHTZTY •trmigh'tnaaa
SUBTYPK or (g«oB«tric tol«raBe«)

;

tolttrane

«

aagni.t'od*

applleatioa^dlraetion
mataxial^condition
eylindrieal^aona

SXT [1 : #] or
^olaranea^aagzvituda

;

OPTIONAL diraction;
tol^mlan;
LOGICAL;
BZAL;

•aam or foa.

par^nnit^langth > 0.0;

alid^aian (matarial^condition^ tolaranead^anta)

;

(tol_ant aaaa AMD applieatioa^diraction NULL) OR
(liaaar^aactiona (applicatioa^dixaetioar tol^ant) )

;

DID KMTZTY;

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

toleranced.ents: A set of entides to which the tolerance applies.

magnitude: Magnimde of tolerance.

appiication.direction: A direction that specifies the straighmess tolerance for linear surface elements.

Required when the toleranced endty is a surface. It must be parallel to the surface.

materiaJ.cooditioa: An enumerated list that indicates the material condiuon at which the tolerance

applies: maximum material condidon: least material condiuon; regardless of feature size; or

Not applicable.

cylindricaljone: A boolean (true/false) flag that indicates that the tolerance value is the diameter of

a cylindrical zone within which the axis or line must lie. If false, the zone is parallelepipedic

or the space between two parallel lines or planes.

per.unitJength: Specifies the linear distance within which the tolerance value applies. Used to

prevent abrupt changes in the direcdon of the toleranced entity.

PROPOSITIONS:
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1. The material condition miist be appropriate for the type of entity(s) toleranced.

2. If the set toleranced ents contains only seams, then application direction must be NULL.

3. Application direction does not apply to a seam.

4. May have a direction of application defined by one direction.

5. Linear sections is a function which remms a value TRUE if all cross sections of the toleranced

surface (or members of a list of entities) taken in planes tangent to the direction are straight

lines.

4.10.2.15 TOTAL RUNOUT

A total runout tolerance specifies the majtimum allowable deviation of position for all points on the

toleranced feature during one complete revolution of the feature about the datum axis, with relative

axial displacement of the measuring position. Where applied to surfaces constructed around a datum

axis, it is used to control the cumulative variatioos of circularity, straighmess, angularity, taper, profile

of surface, and coaxiality. Where applied to surfaces constructed at right angles to the danim axis,

total runout controls perpendicularity and flamess. See ANSI Y14JM 1982, page 109, section 6.722

and see ISO 1101, page 22-23, seaion 5.12.

Note that ANSI and ISO do not explicitly define total runout for non-cylindrical surfaces. It is

assumed that this is due to mechanical measurement limitations.

*)

XH7ZTY tohal_ranout
SXJBTYPX or (TttOMtrie^tolsrAnea) ;

tol«ranc«d_«n'ta : SXT [1 : #] OT axea^or^foa;
matgnituda : tolaranea^magnituda;
priaary^datum : uaeonditionad^datum;
COjr 1 mary^datua : OPTIONAL unconditlo&ad^dattai;

YfEZM
" ”

co^priaary^da-tua O priaary^datua;
DID__BmTT;

” *

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

toleranced^nts: A set of entities to which the tolerance applies,

magnitude: Magnimde of tolerance.

primary.datum: A datum from which the dimension is measured. The primary datum is the most

important datum relative to the tolerance.

co.4>rimary.datum: An additional datum which establishes an axis with the primary datum.

*)

RUZJB total__runout_nxla rOR (total^runout) ;

LOCAL
” ” "

i : Z2rrXGZR;

END LOCAL;
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SZPKAT i :« X TO SZZXOr (tolttrancsd^an-ta) ;

ZT NOT (i*_circalax (tol_«nt [i]

)

or (tol^«nt [i] )

)

THEN
VIOLATION;

" "

EHD^IT;
SND^RXPEAT;

END^ROLE;
(*

”

PROPOSITIONS:

1. May have a co-datum of one unconditioaed datum.

2. The danuns must be distinct.

3. Each member in the tol ent set must be either Circular or a Disk.

4.10.2.16 DATUM

A theoretically exact geometric reference to which toleranced features are related.

*)

ENTITY datma
SDPERTYPS or (coadition«d_datuB XOR

uneondition«d_datua)

;

r«f«r«ne« : dt^faahura;
naa« : STRING;

NHERX
1 < SIZSOr(nam«) <> 2;

( ('A' <> nam« <« ' Z' ) OR ('AA' <« nsmm < 'ZZ') ) AND
(((aaM[l] O 'I' AND n«a«[2] O 'I' ) AND

(( naM[l] O 'O' AND naa«[2] O 'O' )) AND

< O 'Q' AND naa«[2] O 'Q')));
END_ENTITY;
(*

“

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

reference: An entity which serves as the exact definition of the danim.

name: An alphabetic string that provides a unique designation for the datum.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Name must be one or two alphabetic characters.

2. Name must not include the letters I, O or Q.

4.10.2.17 CONDITIONED DATUM

A conditioned datum is a datum to which a material condition specification applies (i.e. is defined

by a Feature of Size).
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*)

BTTZTY eondition«d_dat«i
SUBTYPS or (datum)

;

mat«riaJL_^eondition : tol^al«n;
WHZM

'

DID^niTITY/
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINmONS:

material.condition: An enumerated list that indicates the material condition at which the tolerance

applies: maximum material condition: least material condition: regardless of feanire size; or

Not Applicable.

*)

RDZiZ datum^conditi.oa FOR
( eoaditioa«d_datTai,

gacmatrie^tolaranca)

;

MDSAT rOR RACE eondition«d_datum Z2V MODEL;
Zr HOT aLid_jmlsa(eondition«d__datum.aatasiaZ_eoaditlon,

datum. ra^aranea) TBZH
VZOLATZOM;

BiD_Zr;
XRD_BOKAT;

XMD^ROLZ;
(*

"

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The material condition must be appropriate to the reference.

4. 1 0.2. 1 8 UNCONDITIONED DATUM

An unconditioned datum is a datum to which a material condition modifier does not apply.

*)

SiTZTY uaeoadltioaad^datum
SUBTYPS or (datta)7

ruDjnrrzTY;
(*

"

4.102.19 FEATURE OF SIZE

A feature of size is a grouping of areas or seams which are characterized by a set of opposing areas

or seams and a point or curve (axis) or surface of symmetry. It has two subsets:

1. all defined size features are features of size;

2. all form features which have been defined as features of size (e.g. hole, tab, slot).
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*)

INTITY f««tur«_o£_«ix«
SUPKRTYVX or (sixa^fttatur* XOR

foxm_f««tur«_of__xix«) ;

EMD ZMTXTY;
(*

”

4.10.220 FORM FEATURE OF SIZE

A form feature of size is a form feature which has been explicitly identified as a feature of size.

Typical form feamres which are features of size include holes, slots and tabs.

*)

STTZTY foxa^£aatur«_^of^siza
SUBTYPX or (£aatur«_o£^aixa) ;

££ea : £oza_^£aatura;

IfBZSX
~

ia^aynMtrie (££oa) ;

XHD^BITITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

ffos: A form feature which is a feature of size.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The form feature must be symmetric.

4.10.2.21 SIZE FEATURE

A collection of areas or seams which has a tolerancable geometric location that is derived from

physical feature geometry and is symmetrical about that geometric location (e.g. point, axis, curve

or surface.) This entity exists because a complete set of Form Feamres has not been defined and the

concept of feature of size is required for tolerancing. This construct will allow the application of

tolerances to shape defimtions which to not included form features.

NOTE: The number of areas and seams used to define a size feature depends on the particular

implementation of the shape representadoiL In some, a single surface which wraps around to

form a cylinder and joins itself at a seam would be an appropriate single component of a size

feature: others use two or more faces to define a cylinder.

*)

DITZTY ai.x«_£««tur«

SUBTYPX OF (£««tuxa_o£_aix«)

;

«£_co^on«Ata : LZST [1 : #] OF araa^or^aaaa;
NEZPi

~

ia^^xyamatrie (s£^eoa^on«nt«) ;

XHD^DrriTY;
"

(*
"
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ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS;

sf.components: The list of areas or seams forming the feature.

*)

RUIiE •is«^f«atnz«_eospo&«nt« rOR («iz«^£Mtur«) ;

LOCAL
i : ZZTTZGZR;

Z2ID_L0CAL;

zr NOT ((rOR i :> 1 TO SZZZOr (af^eo^onanta)
af^eo^on«nta [i] > atm) OR

(rOR i :« 1 TO SZZZOr (af_coapon«nta)

af^eoapon«nta [i] * a«am)

)

THZN VZOLATZON;
DID_ZT;

BID_rSlS;
(*

"

PROPOSITIONS;

1. Must be symmetric.

2. AH members of sf components must be either all areas or all seams.

4. 1 0.2.22 GEOMETRIC DERIVATION

A geometric derivation is a geometric entity which is derived from shape representation elements.

An actual entity corresponding to this may or may not be included in the shape model The key

distinction is that the geometric derivation is not a definitional element of the shape of an object,

but is determined from shape elements or other geometric derivations. On on actual physical object

the geometric derivation is virtual geometry that is calculated from reference to “hard points” on the

object (stirfaces, edges and comers which correspond to the areas, seams and locations in the object

representation). Examples include; centerlines and centerplanes; breakout tangency planes; spatial

intersection of two surfaces.

A geometric derivation is a feature which may be used as the target or the origin of a toler*

ance/dimension.

A geometric derivation consists primarily of the shape elements of other geometric derivations

used to determine the derived geometry, and a type designation indicating the type of derivation. A
reference to the derived geometry may be optionally included.

*)

KMTZTY gAOBAtric^dArivation;
gd^typA ; UMDXTZKZD

;

parasAtAra ; LZST [1 ; #] OT 8hapA_^or_dArivAd;

raault : OPTZOMAL SXT OF gacmatry;
XMD^EITZTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS;
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gd.tTp«: A (to be) emimerated list of operations that restilt in specified types of geometry which are

derived from the input parameters. Each operation would consist of an input list of parameters,

the anticipated type of result, and an algonthmic desenption of the operation.

parameters: The inputs to the derivation operation. Most typically the parameten will be shape

element entiues from which the geometry is derived.

result: The evaluated results may be included for completeness. The result of the derivation operation,

however, takes precedence over a predefined result that is given here.

4. 1 0.223 PROJECTED TOLERANCE ZONE

A projected tolerance zone is a direction and a length value which establishes the extent of the

projected tolerance zone.

*)

SMTZTY pro j^ct^d^tolaranc^^zon*;
sontt^diroction : diroetion;
zen«^oxt«nt : RXAL;

IIBZM
~

> 0 ;

DTO^DITITY;
(•

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINmONS:

zone.direction: The direction fiom the tolerance zone defined by the tolerance entity that the addi-

tional tolerance zone is projected. This direction must be parallel to the curve or surface of

symmetry of the toieranced entity (if it is a feature of size) or the toleranced entity itself (if it

is not a feature of size).

zone.e.xtent: A real value that specifies the length of the projected tolerance zone in the direction of

zone direction.

*)

RUXiK son«i_and_^tol«r«ae« rOR
(proj«ct«d_tol«ranc«_son«,
gocatttrxc^toloranc*)

;

zr NOT (ia^armllol (projocfcod^toloranco^zono . sono^diroetlonr
goosM^rie^tolorane* . toloraacod^oata) ) TBZM

VIOLATION;
” ”

(* Tls« son* ddroction aua^ b« pnrnllol to th«
eontnr of ayoBotry of tb*
tol*r*nc«d ontity *)

RND_ir;
KND_RULZ;
(*

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The zone e.xtent must be greater than zero.

2. The zone direction must be parallel to the center of symmetry of the toleranced entity
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4.10J Dimensions

'

4.10.3.1 Introduction

The analysis of dimensions brought out some very subtle aspects of the meaning of dimensions

placed on engineering drawings. Ostensibly, the dimensions define the theoreticaily exact shape

of the modeled object. However, further analysis reveals meaning embedded within the plane of

the paper in which the dimension is drawn, within the witness lines and even in the shape of the

dimension leaders. The aspect of the dimension with the least meaning is the dimensional value.

All of these characteristics are added together with tolerance valuefs) to communicate the allowable

shape deviations of the physical object from the design model to the design analysts, machinists and

inspectors who use them.

For example, one distinction that was implicitly made in earlier versions of the Tolerance Model and

is more explicitly dealt with in these extensions is the difference between the thing which is toleranced

versus the thing controlled by the tolerance. The plane of the paper of a drawing represents a series of

section cuts (parallel to the plane of the paper) through the object representation and each dimension

is placed within one of these section cuts. Witness lines or leader arrowheads indicate the lines or

planar onves wi thin a section cut that are the origin or target for the dimension. The toleranced thing

is the line or a point on the planar curve, while the thing being controlled by the dimension/tolerance

combination is the sxirface that intersects the plane of the section cut to form the line or curve.

Another example is the location of a hole from a plane. The thing to which the tolerance applies is

the centerline of the hole, but the thing being controlled by the tolerance is the surface of the hole.

4.10.3.2 COORDINATE DIMENSION

A coordinate dimension corresponds to dimensions typically found on engineering drawings. This

is a classification of angle dimension, location dimension and size dimension.

*)

dTZTY eoordinata^dijMnaion
SDVXRTYPK or (a^l«_diattnaion XOR

loemtlon^diaaaaion XOR
sis«i_diA«naion) ;

BXDJBTSrrC: "
(*

”

4.10.3.3

ANGLE DIMENSION

An angle dimension is the measure of the orientation of one feature with respect to another feature.

The tolerance is the numeric range that constrains the value of the dimension.

An angle dimension is either directed in the same sense as a location dimension, or bi-directional

in the same sense as a size dimension (in that it applies to a single feature). The value of the

dimension is the angle between two straight shape representation elements or the thing derived from

a shape representation element (planar areas, linear seams or elements which have a constant angular

relationship to one another).

*)

KMTZTY nngl«_diannaien
SUPERTXPX OF (dixnetnd^angln^dianneion XOR

bidixngti,onml^angln^4iann«ion XOR
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angl«^axam«tAr^diAttnaion

)

SUBTYVl or (coordinAt«__dim«naion) ;

rang* : OPTIONAL coordinat*_tolaranca_rang*;
CND_ZNTITY

;

(*

attribute DEFINTnONS:

range: The optional tolerance range on the dimension.

4.10.3.4 DIRECTED ANGLE DIMENSION

Each feature within a directed angle dimension consists of two characteristics:

1. the thing which is used as the origin for the dimension, and

2. the actual element which is being controlled (or is the controlling element for the dimension).

These characteristics may be embodied in the same shape element or may be separate elements in the

case of complex features.

A directed angle dimension must consist of two additional pieces of information in order to determine

the dimensional value:

1. an orientation vector (parallel to area features and normal to seam features) to establish a right

hand rule for

2. a flag that indicates the sense (clockwise s TRUE) or (counter clockwise s FALSE) of mea-

surement

SrrZTY dir«ct«d_*ngl*_dia«n«ion
SUBTTPX 07 (angl«^dia*nsion)

;

taxg*t : •attar*;

origoA : dt^f*attar*;

cloc]ciri**_a*na* : logical;
oriantation : diraction;

WHZAI
(targat O location^shapa^alamant)

;

(origin O loeatioa^ahapa^alenant) ;

KND^DTTITY;
~ ~

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS;

target: The feature which is the “to" feanire of the dimension,

origin: The feature which is the “from" feanire of the dimension.

ciockwise_s«nse: TRUE if the measurement is clockwise with respect to the orientation vector,

orientation: A vector defining the Right Hand Rule for measurement.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Neither target nor origin can be a location shape element.
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4.10.3.5 BI-DIRECTIONAL ANGLE DIMENSION

TTie feafure within a bi-directional angle (angle size) dimen.^on is a feature of size and must be

composed of linear elements equally disposed about the center of symmetry.

A bi-directional angle dimension requires one additional piece of information to detemune 'he

toleronced angle value: a flag indicatmg that the angle of interest is the one less than 180 degrees

(TRUE) or greater than 180 degrees (FALSE).

*)

SITZ7Y bi.dlr*ctLon*l_angla^<1iaanaion
9X7BTYP1 or (angl^^diAttnaion) ;

diMnaionad^aatity :

cwtmx^of^aymmmtxy : OPTIOMAL gscnctry;

asallar^angla : LOGICAL;

WBZPX
~

*HD_DrTIT5f;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

dimensioned.entity: The feature of size being dimensioned. The dimension applies across the center

of symmetry.

center.of-symmetry: The center of symmetry.

smailcr^ngle: TRUE if the measurement angle is less than 180 degrees.

PROPOSITIONS:

4.10.3.6 ANGLE PARAMETER DIMENSION

An angle parameter dimension is used in the deflnition of some implicit form features, such as the

angle of a V-groove. The dimensional parameter of the form feature may be explicitly called out (an

angle parameter) or may be derivable from other parameters of the form feature (derivable angle

dimension).

*)

XM7ZTY «agl«__p«£«a«tttr^dia«a«ion

SUPUITYPK OF (nssgln^AxaaAtar XOR
d«rIvabla^angln^dimM•ion

)

SOBTYPS OF (nngln^diannnion)

;

—nurmnt : diaMnsion^anasnrnmnnt;
mD^FHTITY;

”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

measurement: Specification of whether the dimension is the full angle or the half angle.
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4.10.3.7 ANGLE PARAMETER

An angle parameter i.s an explicitly specified parameter of an angxilar dimensional characteristic of

an implicit form feature.

*)

SMTZTY
SUBTYPX or (angl«^aram«t«r^dia«n«ioa) ;

noai nal^angl* : RZAL;

BTOJOnnY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

aominaJ^ngle: The nominal value of an angle.

4.10.3.8 DERIVABLE ANGLE DIMENSION

An angle dimension whose value can be derived (see derivable dimension).

*)

XMTZTY d«rivmbl«^aB9l«^dim«n«ion
SUBTYPX or (angl«_pAram«tttr_dim«n«ion) ;

XBD^XHTITY;
(*

"4.10.3.9

LOCATION DIMENSION

A location dimension is the measurement of the location of one feature with respect to another feature.

It IS either Directed (i.e there is a distinction between the ongm and the target of the Dimension) or

is Bi-directional. The value of the location dimension is the distance, between two parallel shape

representation elements or things derived from shape representation elements (any combination of

planar areas, linear seam or comers, or two elements separated by a constant distance. Each feature

within a location dimension consists of two characteristics:

1. the thing which is the origin of the dimension, and

2. the actual shape representation element (surface/area, curve/seam or point/comer) on the object

which is being controlled (or is the controlling siuface of) the dimension.

These components may be the same thing, i.e there does not have to be two distinct entities (in fact,

the thing being controlled may be implied through the thing being dimensioned).

The value of the dimension is typically meastired along a linear path, although arc length and '^true”

dimensions require that a path be specified to determine the actual value.

This is not to imply that location dimensioos may apply only to linear, planar and offset curves and

surfaces. A complex (shape representation elements that are not planar, linear or cylindrical) Area

or Seam (the thing which is being controlled) may be algorithmically resolved (through a geometric

derivation) to a plane or line (the thing which is dimensioned), thereby satisfying the stipulatioas

above.
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*)

XHTZTY loeation^diaanaion
SUBTYVX or (coordinate diaanaion)

;

ran^a
target
origin
directed

07TZ0KAL coordinate^toleranca^range;
dt^feature;
dt^featura;
LOGICAL;

linear
aeaaure__path

LOGICAL;
OPTIONAL geometric deriTatioa;

( (linear AND (aeaanre^ath « null) ) OR

( (NOT linear) AND (aeaaure^ath O NULL) ) ) ;

XND^JPITITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

range: The optional value of the tolerance range.

target: The feanire which is the “to” feature of the dimension,

origin: The feature which is the “from” feamre of the dimension.

directed: TRUE if the measurement is “from” origin “to” target or FALSE if there is no precedence

between origin and target.

linear: TRUE if the measure path is linear.

measure

.

4>ath: The path along which the measmement is made e.g a non-linear curve.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Measure path must be specified for a non-linear path and must not be specified for a linear

path.

2. The target and origin entities called out must either be planar, linear or a point, OR they must

be offset from one another by a uniform distance.

4. 1 0.3 . 1 0 SIZE DIMENSION

A size dimension is a measure of an individual feature of the shape of an object The tolerance is a

numeric range that constrains the value of the dimension.

There are three characteristics of a size dimension:

1. the dimensional value (implicitly defined within the representation geometry or explicitly called

out in a feature definition),

2. the shape representation elements which define the feature of interest,

3. the center of symmetry of the elements of the feanire.
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The value of a size dimension is expressed as a magnitude and is independent of the location of the

feature. The fearure of interest must be a feature of size (see — ANSI Y14.5) which are charactenzed

by a point, curve or surface of symmetry. The value of the size dimension is determined by measuring

in a straight line from a point on the feature through the center of symmetry (normal to the curve or

surface of symmetry) to another point on the feamre opposite the first. In most cases, the determinauon

of the dimensional value is trivial, as in the diameter of a hole or the width of a slot.

*)

DITXTY sxx«_diJMnaion
SUPXIITY7B OF (alza^chaxmctmrirtic^diJMnsion XOR

•iz amat ion

)

ST7B7YVK OF (coordinata^diaanzioa) ;

rang* : OPTIONAL eecrdina-t«_tol«rmne«_zmng«

;

anazurzBAnt : diaAnaionjAAaaurABAnl:;
BND_DrriTY;

”

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

range: The optional values of the tolerance range.

measurement: Specification of whether the dimension is the full measurement from one “side" of

the feature to the other across the center of symmetry or is the “half' measurement between

one “side” and the cemer of symmetry.

4.10.3.1 1 SIZE CHARACTERISTIC DIMENSION

A size characteristic dimension is the dimensional value calculated from shape elements which are-

explicitly contained in the model. The measurable characteristic of the shape used to determine this

value must be a feature of size.

*)

ZNTITY sizA^chArACtAriz'tic^dimAnaion
SUBTYPX OF (sizA^disAnaion)

;

disAnaionAd^^Antity : fAAturA^of^sizA;
CAn-tAr_o£^zyaBA'txy : gACBA'txy;

mD^BITlTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

dimensioned.entity: A feature of size.

center.of-symmetry: The Center of Symmeny of the feature of size.

4.10.3.12 SIZE PARAMETER DIMENSION

Implicit form features typically call out size parameters in the definition of the feature, such as

the diameter of a hole. A size parameter dimension is a type of size dimension that specifies

the value of the parameter and a tolerance on the parameter (inherited from its SUPERTYPE size

dimension). A size parameter dimension may either be explicitly specified as a parameter value (

a size parameter), or may be a derivable measurement of the feature (a derivable dimension).
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*)

Z21TXTY ais«^«ram«-t«r_dLia«n«ion
SUPmTYPS or (aiza_p«ram«tttr XOR

darivabl•_diA«nsion

)

SOBTYPZ or («iz«_^diBan«ioa) ;

nro^mriTY;
(*

”

4.10.3.13 SIZE PARAMETER

A size parameter is a real value that has been explicitly called out as a parameter of an implicit

form feature.

*)

DITITY aiza^parazMhar
SUBTYPS or (aiza^^asamahar^diaanaion) ;

noainal_^aiza : raal;
SHD__rHTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

nominaljsize: The nominal value of the size.

PROPOSITIONS:

4.10.3.14 DERIVABLE DIMENSION

A dimensional characteristic of a form feature which is not among the independent (“minimal”)

attnbutes chosen to specify feature shape. It is used by the form features information model (FFIM)

in order that tolerances on derivable dimensions of form features can.be handled. It differs from

the size parameter entity of the shape tolerance information model (SUM) only by not having an

attribute giving the value of the dimension of interest.

Perhaps the following example will clarify derivable dimension and its motive. Suppose that the

FFIM has a RECTANGLE entity. Any two of the following will suffice to specify a rectangle:

LENGTH, WIDTH, DIAGONAL. STEP policy apparently requires that two of these be chosen; the

FFIM opts for LENGTH and WIDTH, which is done by two “pointers” to size parameter (which

has an attribute explicitly giving the parameter’s value). But it is known that someone (television

manufacturers?) will wish to specify rectangles by toleranced width and diagonal. This would be

modeled as follows:

1. The size parameter giving WIDTH would have an associated tolerance range, signalling that

WIDTH is a functional dimension.

2. The size parameter giving LENGTH would not have an associated tolerance range. Thus

WBDTH would be used to specify nominal shape, but would be known not to be a functional

dimension.

3. The derivable dimension associated with DIAGONAL would have an associated tolerance

range, si gnal ling that DIAGONAL is a functional dimension whose nominal value can be

calculated.
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Note that the above Tl) works, but (2) may seem contnved. Handling of the situation is being

addressed as an miegranon issue between the STIM and FFEM. The final solution may differ from

that above.

*)

KNTZTY d«riv«bl«^dia«nsi.oa

SUBTYPX OF (•iz«__^axaa«t«r_^dia«naion) ;

lND_OmTY;
~

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

PROPOSITIONS:

4.10.4 Toierancing FTJNCTION Definitions

4.10.4.1 IS CIRCULAR

This function returns TRUE if its input argument, or members if it is aggregate, has a circular

cross-section in a plane normal to an axis.

*)

FUNCTION is_eircul«x(arg: (SNXRIC) : LOGICAL;
XND_FUHCTIOH;
(*

4.10.4.2 IS DISK

This function returns TRUE if its argument, or members if it is an aggregate, is normal to an axis,

planar and has a circular boundary.

*)

FUNCTION ia_dl«k(«rg: GZNZRXC) : LOGICAL;
LOCAL

: LOGICAL : THUS;
KND_LOCAL;
IF NOT i«_^cxrcular (arg) TBZN

raetalt T« FALSX;
XND_IF;
IF NOT planar («rg) THZN
raaolt :* FALSX;

XND_IF;
BXTUNN (rasuit )

;

XND_FUNCTION;
(*

"

4.10.4.3

IS PARALLEL

This function returns TRUE if its arguments are parallel.
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*)

rUMCTZON is_j>arall«l(argl, &rg2: CZHXKZC) : LOGICAL;
nro_rUNCT20N;
(*

”

4.10.4.4 LINEAR SECTIONS

*)

J'UMCTZON linaar^aactions (dir : diraction; arg: ganarie) : LOGICAL;

BID__rUMCTIOH;
(*

"

This function returns TRUE if all cross-sections of ARG taken in planes tangent to DIR are straight

lines.

4.10.4.5 VALID MLSN

This function renims TRUE if the value of TOL_MLSN is appropriate for the toieranced entity.

The constraint states that if a toieranced “object” is symmetric about a point, ctirve or stirface, then the

associated MATERIAL CONDITION modifier must be maximum material condition, least material

condition or regardless offeature size. If the object is not symmetric, then the modifier value is not

applicable.

*)

rUMCTZOH validjalaa (mat : tol_mlan; arg : GZHKiaC) : LOGICAL;
Z7 ia^aymaatrie (arg) THEM
CASE mat OT

masoac : RZTUXtK(TROE) ;

laaatac : BZTUEH(TRUE) ;

ragardlaaa : RZTU9K(TRUE)

;

OTHEMfZSE : RZTUXUI (EALSE) ;

EZID_CASE;

ELSE
~

BEGZM
Zr (mat « nona) TSEH

EZTUSII (TAOS) ;

ELSE
ItZTUiaf(rALSE) ;

EHD^IT;
END;

EMD^IE;
ENO_rTOCTZON;
(*

”

4.10J Tolerancing Classification Structure

The following indented list provides the classification structure for the Tolerancing Integrated Product

Information Model.
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COORDIKXTZ DIMB7SI0N
AN(a.X OIMSNSZON

A27(SJ: paramktzr oimznszom
AMSLX PARAKKTZR
DSRIVABLZ A2IGLZ OZMEMSZON

BIDIRXCTZOMXL AMGLZ DIMENSION
DIRECTED ANGLE DIMENSION

LOCATION DIMENSION
SIZE DIMENSION

SIZE CHARACTERISTIC DIMENSION
SIZE PARAMETER DIMENSION
DERIVABLE DIMENSION
SIZE PARAMETER

DATDM
CONDITIONED DATT3M

UNCONDITIONED DATUM
FEATURE or SIZE

SIZE FEATURE
FORM FEATURE OF SIZE

GEOMETRIC DERIVATION
PROJECTED TOLERANCE ZONE
TOLERANCE

SHAPE TOLERA27CB

COORDINATE TOLERANCE RANGE
GEOMETRIC TOLERANCE
ANGULARITY
CIRCULAR RUNOUT
CIRCULARITY
CONCENTRICITY
CYLINDRICITY
FLATNESS
PARALLELISM
PERPENDICULARITY
POSITION
PROFILE LINE
PROFILE SURFACE
STRAIGHTNESS
TOTAL RUNOUT

TOLERA2ICZ MAGNITUDE
TOLERANCE RANGE

COORDINATE TOLERANCE RANGE
NULL

TOLERANCED REAL

*)

END_SCHS4A; — and of TOLERANCING sch

(*
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4.11 Materials -

4.11.1 Introductioo

*)

SCHZMX

tXSOKS XVZHrrBIlfS;

(*

4.11-2 MATERIAL PROPERTY

This entity contains data that describes a material constitutive matrix and other material properties.

A material constitutive matrix is the relationship between stress and strain. For mechanical problems

it is called an elasticity matrix.

In the general case, the thermoelastic behavior of real materials is relatively complex and is infuenced

by factors including the material {^perries, magnimde and type of the loads, temperature, time, the

rate of loading or deformadon, and the previous histoiy of the material At any point of the material,

however, at any given dme, temperature, and rate of loading or deformation, the behavior can be

characterized by a constitutive law for the material. The constitutive laws express the relationships

between the material internal forces, or stresses, and material deformations, or strains. At any point

within a material, this incremental relationship between stresses and smains is characterized by a set of

elastic moduli, thermal expansion coefficients, and structural damping coefficients which charaaerize

the material behavior. These constants therefore define the material's properties.

*)

SITITY at«rlal^rop«rty
SDPZATYPX or (hoaogvsttOu«jMt«riAl XOR

XOR

mat«rial_naM : ORTZOlU STRING;

: units;
did_dititt7
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINmONS:

material-name: Descriptive name for the material (e.g steel).

materiai.units: The fundamental units of measure in which the material properties are defined.

4. 1 1 .2. 1 HOMOGENEOUS MATERIAL

This entity collects together material properties for materials that may be considered to be uniform in

constituency.

*)

ZMTZTT hoaog«nsoua_mst«sisl
SUPXRTTPX or (isotsopic_aatsrial XOR
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orbho^ropi.e_aA't«xiaJ. XOR
ani.ao'txopic^aataxiaJ.

)

SUBTYTK or (mataxial^xopax^y) ;

BAxa^danaity : OPTIONAL UAL;
atxMCtuxal^daspijig^eoafflciant : OPTIONAL UAL;

END^KNTITY

;

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFWnONS:

mass.density: The mass density of a material is its mass per unit volume.

structural.damping.coefHcient: The structural damping coefficient is the measure of the percentage

dissipation of energy as the material undergoes elastic deformations.

4. 1

1

2.2 ISOTROPIC MATERIAL

This entity represents a material whose constitutive properties are the same in all directions.

*)

BffTITT laotxopie^BataxLal
SDBTYPS or (hOBoganaoua^BB^axlaL)

;

tharmal^xop«xt:y : OPTIONAL iaotxopie^thaxmal^xepaxty;
xtxtaettaxal^xopaxty : OPTIONAL iaotxopie_a'txtietuxal^rop«xty;
axpanaioa^xoparty : OPTIONAL iaotxopie^thaxmal^ajipanaien;

WBZU
~

XXISTS (thaxmal^xopaxty) OR
UISTS (a^xtsctiixal_pxopax±y) OR
ZXISTS (axpanaion__pxopaxty) ;

niD_SHTITY;
(*

“

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

thermal_prop«rtj: The material thermal properties,

structural-property: The material structural properties,

expansioo-property: The material expansive properties.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . At least one attribute must be present.

4. 1 1 .2.3 ISOTROPIC THERMAL PROPERTY

This entity contains isotropic thermal material information.

*)

ZNTITY iao^xopie^th«xmAl_pxop«xty

;

tbaxmal^conduc^Lvlty^eoaffieian^ : RZAL;
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«p«cifie_h«At_cap«eity : RXJVZi;

eonv«ctiv«^fila_eo«<fIciant : SZAL;

ZND^DITITJf;

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

specificJieat.capacity: The heat capacity of a material is the total quantity of heat required to produce

a one unit change in temperanire for a unit mass of the material at constant pressure. The heat

capacity is a scalar quantity independent of direction for all material types, whether isotropic,

orthocropic, or anisotropic.

thermal.cooductivitj.coefBcient: Fourier’s law of heat conduction relates the rate of heat Sow

through any surface area within the material to the temperature gradient nonnal to that sur*

face. The constant of proportionality is the material thermal conductivity, which for isotropic

materials is independent of direction.

coavective-fllm.coefficient: The convective 61m coefScient is the constant of proportionality that

relates the magnitude of the heat Sux normal to an external material boundary to the temperamre

difference occurring across the boundary.

4. 1 1 .2.4 ISOTROPIC STRUCTURAL PROPERTY

This entity contains isotropic strucmral material information.

*)

KZnZTY iao‘tropic_atruetural^rop«rty;
yotangs^modaltaa : WtXJU:

poiasona^rmhio : BXAL;

ahaar^aodulua : RZAZi

;

ZHD^nrTITY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

70ungs_moduius: Young’s modulus for an isotropic elastic material is the ratio of stress to strain

observed in a simple miiaxial tension test with traction-free lateral surfaces. Young’s modulus

is denoted by E.

poissons.ratio: Poisson’s ratio represents the ratio of lateral contraction to longihidinal extension in

the simple uniaxial tension test.

shearjnodulus: The shear modulus, G, of an isotropic material represents the ratio of shearing stress

to shearing strain. Whatever the stress system may be, the ratio is measured by relating the

shearing strain for any pair of rectangular axes and the shearing stress on a pair of planes

orthogonal to these axes.

4. 1 1 .2.5 ISOTROPIC THERMAL EXPANSION

This data entity contains isotropic thermal expansion infonnation.
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*)

X21TITY i«otropic_^th#rmal_^#xpan«ion;
th«rmal^«xpansion_co«ffici.«n-t : KXAL;

th«xaAl_ttJcp«n«ion__r«f•rsnca^tanp : BXAL;

Cro^lHTITY;
"

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

thermal.expansion.cocfHciefit: When the temperature of a small portioa of an unrestrained isotropic

material is changed by an amount. ^T, a change in dilation proportional to AT is produced

without any corresponding change in stress. The ratio of the induced extensional strain to the

temperature change. AT. is the thermal expansion coefficient for the material.

thermaJ.expansionj’eferenceJemp: The thermal expansion reference temperature is the temperature

about which all thermal expansion phenomena are related.

4. 1 1 .2.6 ORTHOTROPIC MATERIAL

This entity represents a material whose constitutive properties are orthogonal, but not the same in the

three principal directions.

*)

XMTZTY orthotropie_^mAt«rial
SDBTXVI or axial) ;

thaxmal^ropajTty : OPTZOKAL orbhotropie^thaxmal^roparty;
atnctiaral^roax^y : OPTIONAL or^otroplc^etruc^uxal^xopar^y;
axpanaloa^roparty : OPTIONAL orthotropie^tharmal^axpanaloa;

WHZPX
~

KXZSTS (tharmal^ropax^y) OR
UCZSTS (•^nctural^roparty) OR
CXZSTS (axpanaloa^roparty) ;

RMD^DITITT;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

thermal-property: The material thermal propenies.

structural-property: The material structural properties,

expansion.property: The material expansive properties.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. At least one attribute must be present.

4. 1 1 .2.7 ORTHOTROPIC THERMAL PROPERTY

This data entity contains orthotropic thermal material information.
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*)

ZMTZTY ortliot£opic_th«zaAl__prop«r^y
SXTPXATYPS or (ortho'tropic^th«xmAl_2d^rop«r^y XOR

ox'thotropi.c__th«xBal_3d_prop«r%y) ;

in_plaatt_th«xaal^eoadu?ti'viti.«« : AXtRAY [1:2] OF RXAL;
«p«eiJie^h«at^c«p«ei.ty : MAL;
cofrr«etiv«_flla_eo«£fiei«at: : RSAL;

BTO^OrriTY;
” ”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

in^laaeJhermaLconductiyides: K\ and Kz are the in-plane thermal conductivities.

specificJieat.capa€it7 : The heat capacity of a material is the total quantity of heat required to produce

a one unit of change of temperature for a unit mass of the material at constant presstire. The heat

capacity is a scalar quantity independent of direcdon for ail material types, whether isotropic,

orthotropic, or anisotropic.

convectiyeJiIm.coefficient: The convective him coefficient is the constant of proportionality that

relates the magnitude of the heat flux normal to an external material boundary to the temperature

difference occurring across the boundary.

4. 1 1 .2.8 ORTHOTROPIC THERMAL 2D PROPERTY

This entity represents orthotropic thermal 2D material property information.

XMTZTY orthotropie^th«xmal^2d^rop«srty
SUBTY7X OF (orthotropie_th«rBal_prop«x^y)

;

XHD_nmTY;
(*

“

4. 1 1 .2.9 ORTHOTROPIC THERMAL 3D PROPERTY

This entity represents orthocropic thermal 3D material property information.

*)

ZMTZTY ortho'txopic^th«xmnl^3d^rop«r^y
SDBTYPZ OF (orthotropie^th«xmal^rop«rty) ;

oud_of^lAn«_th«nal^eondaeti.vity : RZAL;

ZMD^DTTITY;
” *

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

out.of.piane.thermal.conductivity: Kz is the out of plane thermal conductivity.
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4.11.2.10 ORTHOTROPIC STRUCTLTIAL PROPERTY

This entity contains orthorropic structural material information.

*)

IHTITY orthotropic^s-tnactural^^prop^rty
SUPXJITYPX or (oarthoferopxe_«'truc^Tixm^^2d_prop<rty XOR

orthotrople^vtsractural_3d_prop«rty)

;

inplana yottnqsjaodnli. : ARRAY [1:2] OT RZAL;
i.npl«n«^_poisaon«^ratlo : RXAL;

xnplaaa^ahaax^aodulua : RXAL;

XND^XHTITY;
”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

inpiane.youngsjnoduli: Young’s modulus in the longitudinal direction for an orthotropic elastic

material is the ratio of longitudinal stress to longitudinal strain observed in a simple longitu*

dinal tension test with traction free transverse and lateral surfaces. Young’s modulus for the

longitudinal direction is denoted by Ei\.

Young’s modulus in the lateral direction for an orthotropic elastic material is the ratio of sness

to strain observed in a simple lateral tension test with oaction free longitudinal and transverse

surfaces. Young’s modulus for the lateral direction is denoted by E22 ’

inplane.potssons.jatio: The in-plane Poisson’s ratio, V 12 . for an orthotropic material represents the

ratio of lateral contraction to longitudinal extension in a simple in-plane longitudinal tension

test.

inpiane.jhear_modulus: The in-plane shear modulus, G 12 . of an orthotropic material represents the

rauo of shearing stress to shearing strain for in-plane shearing deformations.

4. 1 1 .2. 1 1 ORTHOTROPIC STRUCTURAL 2D PROPERTY

This entity represents orthotropic structural 2D material information.

*)

KHTXTY orthatropic_rtruetural_^2d^rop«srty
SUBTYPX OF (ort2iotropic_atxucturaJ._prop«r^y) ;

XHD_XIIT1TY;
"

(*
”

4.11.2.12

ORTHOTROPIC STRUCTURAL 3D PROPERTY

This entity contains orthotropic structural 3D material information.

*)

XHTITY ortho'tropic_*'trTactuxal_3d_prop«rty
SUBTYPX OF (orthotropie__*tructurnl_^rop«rty) ;

oufe_o<_plmn#_younq« aodulun : RXAL;

out:^o£_plan«_poiaaon«_ratio : ARRAY [1:2] OF RXAL;
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out_of^lAn«j;,ah«ar_aoduli. : AIUU^ [1:2] or BXAL;
ntDjanTTC:
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

out.of.plane.joungsjnodulus: G22 and G31 are the out-of-plane shear moduli.

out.of-plane4>oissonsj^tio: V23 and V*3 i are the out-of-plane Poisson's ratios.

out.of-plaoe_shearjnoduli: £33 is the out-of-plane Yoxmg's modulus.

4.1 1.2.13 ORTHOTROPIC THERMAL EXPANSION

This entity contains orthocropic thermal expansion information.

*)

XNTZTY osrthetropie_tli«raal^«jcpanaion

SXTPUITYPX or (ogthotoopic^th#xmal^2d^a«panaion XOR
03rthetxopie_^th«xBAl_3d^«xp«aaiea)

;

iaplaa«^th«rul_«xp«n«ion^co«ffici«nn« : AXUtAY [1:2] OF ARAL;
thTmal^aacpanaion^r•£ar amptmtar• : RZAL;

DTO^BITITX;
” ”

(*
“

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

inplane.thermaLexpansioo.coefRcients: The thermal expansion coefficients,Ai , A: and A 3 , are the

ratios of induced extensional strains in one of the principal material directions due to an applied

temperature change, AT. The coefficient A| is for the longimdinal direction, A 2 applies to

expansion in the lateral direction, and A 3 is the out-of-plane thermal expansion coefficient

thermal.expansionj’eferenceJemperature: The thermal expansion reference temperature is the tem-

peranire about which all thermal expansion phenomena are related to.

4. 1 1 .2. 14 ORTHOTROPIC THERMAL 2D EXPANSION

This entity defines orthotropic thermal 2D expansion material propenies.

*)

XM7ZTY ort2iotropLe_th«x9uL_2d_«xpanaion
STJBTYPX or (orthe^ropie^thazmal^axpaaaion)

;

(*
”

4. 1 1 2. 15 ORTHOTROPIC THERMAL 3D EXPANSION

This entity defines orthotropic thermal 3D expansion material properties.
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*)

ENTITY or^hotropic^th«zaAl_3d_«xp«nsion
SUBTYPE or (ortho^ropic_thttrmal_«xpan«ion) ;

out^of_plan«__th«rmal^ttxpan«ion^eo«ffici.«n^ : BEAL;
END^ENTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

out.of.plaoe.thermal_expaosion.co«fiicient: is the out of plane thermal expansion coefficient.

4.11.2.16 ANISOTROPIC MATERIAL

This entity represents a material whose constitutive properties are not orthogonal.

*)

ENTITY Aaiaotropie^ma'tnriAl
SUBTYPE or (hoao^nnttoua^utaxial) ;

thaxmal^roparty : OPTZOMSkL aniaotropic^tha raa 1jxoparty

;

atnctural__propar^y : OPTIONAL aniao-tropie^atruc^taral^roparty ;

axpaaaion^roparty : OPTIONAL aniao-tropie^^tAaxaal^aapaaaion;
NHZBE

" ”

EXISTS (thaxmal_proparty) OR
EXISTS (atnetural^ropar^y) OR
EXISTS (aaepanaion^roparty) ;

END^ENTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

therTnal.propertj: The material thermal properties,

structural-property: The material structural properties.

expansioQ-property: The material expansive properties.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. At least one attribute must be present.

4. 1 1 .2. 1 7 ANISOTROPIC STRUCTURAL PROPERTY

This entity defines anisotropic structural properties.

*)

ENTITY aniactropie^atmctTiral^ropar^y
SUPERTYPE or (aniaotropic_^atractural^2d_proparty XOR

aniaotropic^atnctural^Sd^roparty) ;

END_ENTITY;
”

(*
”
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4. 1 1 .2. 1 8 anisotropic STRUCTURAL 2D PROPERTY

The structural properties of a 2D anisotropic material.

*)

BnZTY anl«otropie_s'truet'aral^2d^rep«rty

SX7BTYVS or (anisotropic_s1:ructiiral^rop«r^y)

;

aatttrlAl_«lmstiexty^hAl£^3x3_matrix : ASUUIY [1 : 6] OT RXAL;
BtojonmcT - - -

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

inateriaLelasticitjJialf.Jx3-inatrix: The 3x3 material matrix of elastic coefficients relates stress to

strain by the relationship (insert equation here???????).

4. 1 1 .2. 1 9 ANISOTROPIC STRUCTURAL 3D PROPERTY

The strucniral properties of a 3D anisotropic material.

*)

XMTZTY anlaotropic_strtictnrxl^3d_^xop«rty
SUBTYPS or (anlaotropie_structural^rop«rty)

;

Mt«riAl_«laatiei.ty_hxir_€x<_aAtxix : ABItAY [1 : 21] OT RZAZ.;

bto^bitityT
” ” "

(•
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

materiaLelasticit7Jialf.6x6_matrix: The 6x6 material matrix of elastic coefficients relates stress to

stram by the relationship (insert equation here???????).

4. 1 1.2.20 ANISOTROPIC THERMAL PROPERTY

The thermal properties of an anisotropic material.

*)

XMTZTY «aiaotrople^th«x&al^rop«rty
SDPXATYPX or (aalae^opie^th«aAl^2d^rop«rty XOB

xnlaoteopie__th«xmal^3d^rop«rty)

;

ap^cirie^haat^expaelty : BZAL;
XMD XMTITyT

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

specificJieaLcapacitj: The heat capacity of a material is the total qviantity of heat required to produce

a one unit of change of temperature for a unit mass of the material at constant pressitfe. The heat

capacity is a scalar quantity independent of direction for all material types, whether isotropic,

orthotropic, or anisotropic.
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4. 1

1

.2 .2

1

ANISOTROPIC THERMAL 2D PROPERTY

This data entity contains anisotropic thermal 2D material information.

SNTITY anl«otropi.c^th«zmal__2d^rop«rty
SUBTY7X OF (ani.ao'tropic_^thttrmAL_prop«r^y) ;

th«rmal_eonductivity : A2WAF [1 : 2] OF MAL;
nro^crriTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITTONS:

thermal.conductivitj: For a 2D anisotropic thermal material, the thermal conductivities are the two

unequal constants of proportionality that relate the rate of heat flow through a surface to the

temperature gradient.

4. 1 1 .2.22 ANISOTROPIC THERMAL 3D PROPERTY

This data entity contains anisotropic thermal 3D material information.

*)

ZMTZTY «al«otropic_th«zaal^3d^rop«r^y
SUBTZPS OF (ani«ohropie_th«raAl^rop«srty) ;

thttraal^eondnehlTity : ASSAY [1 : 3] OF RXAZ<;

DID_nrriTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

thennal.conductivity: For a 3D anisotropic thermal material, the thermal conductivities are the three

unequal constants of proportionality that relate the rate of heat flow through a surface to the

temperanire gradient, denoted as ff**, Kyy and A",,.

4. 1 1 .2.23 ANISOTROPIC THERMAL EXPANSION

The thermal expansion properties of an anisotropic material.

*)

CVTZTY axLi«ohropie^hh«zBaLl^«jcp«naion

SX}PXSTYPK OF (ani.«otropie_^th«xaAl^2d_«acpAn«ioa XOS
aa±«otropie^th«rMl^3d^«xp«nsi.ea)

;

tharmal^ajqpansion^raf•ranea^tanp : SXAL;

DID^nmTY;
” "

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

therTnal.expansioa_reference.temp: The temperature about which the thermal expansion phenomena

are related.
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4.1 1.2.24 ANISOTROPIC THERMAL 2D EXPANSION

This entity contains anisotropic 2D thermal expansion information.

*)

SVTZTY uii.«otropie_th«rmal_2d_ttxp«naion

SUBTYPX or (aax«otropic^th«xmal__«xp4ta«ion) ;

th«ZBal^«xp«n«ioa_co«f£iei«ats : ARRAY [1:3] Or RSAL;
DTO^SHTITY;

”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

thermal.expansioa.cocfRcients: (Ai, ^2 .^ 12)- The ratios of the induced extensional strains to the

temperature change, AT. for an element with 2D anisotropic material are the thermal expansion

coefficients for the respective material directions.

4. 1 1 .2.25 ANISOTROPIC THERMAL 3D EXPANSION

This entity contains anisotropic 3D thermal expansion information.

*)

DITZTY «aia9tropie_th«xmal__3d__«scp«aaioa

SUBTYRS or (aaxaotropic_tb«xBal^«xpaaaxoa)

;

th«rmal_axp«aaioa^eo«ffiei«ata : ARRAY [1:6] OT RXAL;

dD^DITITY;
”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

thermal.expansion.coefficients: (.4i , Az, .43 , A*, As, 46) ???? The ratips of the induced extensional

strains to the temperature change, AT, for an anisotropic material are the thermal expansion

coefficients A 1 ,
A2 and A3 for the material.

4.11.2.26 COMPOSITE MATERIAL

This data entity represents the concept that some materials are defined as the combination of several

materials combined together to form a composite matenal. Presently, there are three different types

of composite materials defined. These are mixture composite material, halpin<tsai material, and

laminate composite material. Each type of composite material represents a different computational

theory with which to calculate the material’s constinitive properties.

•)

Bf^ZTY eoapoaita_aatarial
SUPXRTY7X or (halpln^taai^aatarial XOR

laaxnata_^eaaposita_mat«riail XOR
aLxtuxa^eoBposita^matarial

)

SUBTYVK or (aiatarlal^proparty)

;

XHD^DniTY;
(*

~
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4. 1 1 .2.27 N(IXTLTl£ COMPOSITE MATERIAL

This data enary indicatea a mixture composite material.

*)

dTITY
SUBTYPX or (cospo«it«_aatttrial)

;

aijrtur«jMt«riAl : LIST [1 ; #] OF aijrtur«^mat«rlal^rop«arty;
WHZSX

~

SUB (mlxtur«jBAt«rial .alxturtt^fraction) « 1.0;

XHD^mriTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

mixturejnateriai: Three mixture material attributes are deAned in the mixture material property.

These attributes are related. For each mixture material, a volume material number will exist

and point to material properties for that type of material. For each volume material number,

there will exist a volume fraction which is a fractional amount of this type of material in this

element The sum of the volume fractions for all volume material numbers in this element

must be 1. There will also be a corresponding volume orientation for each volume material

number which defines the direction of the volume material with respect to the local element

coordinate system.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The material fractions must sum to 1.

4. 1 1 .2.28 MIXTURE MATERIAL PROPERTY

This entity represents a composite material whose material properties are determined by the rule of

mixtures.

*)

DrrriY aijctux«jMt«rlal^rop«rty;
oluBB^fractlon : RZAL;
voluBB^orian^ation : RZAZ«

;

oluBBjotatarial : matarial^ropBr^y;
WHZME

(0.0 < voluBB^fraetlon < 1.0);
nfD^BITITY;

”

(*
*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

volumeJraction: A fractional amount of the volume material in this element.

volume.orientatioo: Defines the direction of the volume material with respect to the local element .

coordinate system.

volume-material: Material properties for this type of material.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The volume fraction must be greater than zero and less than one.
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4. 1 1 .2.29 HALPIN TSAI MATERIAL

This data entity represents a composite matenal whose material properties are determined by the

theory of Halpin-Tsai.

*)

XHTXTY hAlpin_tsAi.jMt«rlAl
SUBT^X or (eoapocitajMtarial) ;

fi^«x_'rola«^frmction : BXAL;

m«trix_voluMi^fractioa : BXAL;

eoaffi^anta : LZ3T [1 : «] OF RXAI.;

fibar^utwial : ma't«riml_prop«xty;

MtxixjMtarlal : aat«sial_pxop«rty;
XHD^nniTY;
(*

“

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

fiber.voiumeJraction, matrix.volumeJraction: The fiber volume fraction and matrix volume frac-

tion are two firacuonal numbers that sum to I descnbing the proportions of the mix of the fiber

and matrix materials.

coefficients: The Halpin-Tsai coefficients are (see PDA manual).

fiberjnateriaU matrounaterial: The fiber material and matrix material are pointers to matenal

property entities.

4.11.2.30 LAMINATE COMPOSITE MATERIAL

This entity represents a composite material whose material properties are determined by laminates

(layers) stacked together. Each laminate is a single matenal of a constant thickness.

*)

XM7ZTY laai nata^coapoaita^matarial
SX7BTTPX or (coapoaLtajBAtarial) ;

laainata^s^offaat : RXAL;
laai.nat«^aat«riAl : LIST [1 : #] OT I«mlnat«_mat«riAl^xop«rty

;

XHD^XHTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

laminate-z.ofTset: The laminate Z-offset is the distance from nodal plane (also mid-plane of laminate)

to the top of the laminate.

Iaminate.material:

4. 1 1 .2.3 1 LAMINATE MATERIAL PROPERTY

This entity represents data about a laminate’s material propenies. Each laminate is defined by a

material, in-plane orientation, and thickness.
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*)

EHTZTY laalnAt«_jnat«rial__prop«x^y

;

ply^thi.c>cn«as : BXXL;
ply^oriantation : RZAL

;

ply^matari^l : mafri.*l_prop^rty

;

DID_DITITY;
(*

ATTRIBirrE DEFINmONS:

pljJhickness: The laminate ply thickness is the thickness (in appropriate units) for the ply.

ply.orientation: The laminate ply orientation is the in-plane angle between the material’s major

direction and the local element coordinate system.

plyjnaterial: The material property for the ply.

4.11.2.32 MATERIAL TABLE

This data entity represents the concept that a material’s properties sometimes vary with respect to

independent variables. This data entity implements this concept in a very general manner. Typically,

in structural m«:hanics problems where there is a wide variation of temperature among a FEM’s

odes, material property data is input as a tabular set of information with (he independent variable

being temperature and the dependent variables being the material’s Young’s Modulus, Poisson’s Ratio,

etc. These data are interpolated with respect to temperanire to determine what material property value

to use.

Because this entity (along with its compamon entity, material table instance) recursively points to

a material property, any number of independent variables may be defined.

*)

XHTITY
SUBTYPS OF (ma-t«rial^rop«rty) ;

ind«p«nd«nt^vmriabl«^daaexip'tor : STRING;
: LIST [1 : #] OF

aat«riAl^tabla^instanes

;

rND^DITITT;
”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

independent.variabic.descriptor: This attribute represents the physical significance of the data con-

tained within the independent variable value of the material table instances. For example,

the value of this attribute might be ‘Temperature’; i.e., ‘Temperature’ is the physical quantity

for which other material properties pointed to by the material table instance data entity are

measured with respect to. (See FEM/Issue-21 for a more complete discussion of the material

table concept.)

material.tableJnstancej’ef:
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4.1 1.2.33 MATERIAL TABLE INSTANCE

Data pertaining to an independent variable value and material number is contained within this data

entity. It is used in conjunction with a material table data entity to complete the specification of

tabular material property by associating an mdependent variable with a pointer to another material

property data entity.

*)

BirriY
aatarial^tmblajMtarial^raf : mat«xial^rep«rty;

: SXAL;

pro^arriTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

materiaJ.tablejnaterialj’ef: The material property for the table; i.e., a pointer to the dependent

material property that has been measured with respect to the value of the material table

independent variable value.

independent.variable.value: Contains the value of the independent variable used as a reference in

the material table instance data entity.

4.11J Material Classification Scheme

The following indented list provides the classification structure for the Material Schema.

AIYISOTAOPZC STRUCTUXtAL 9R0PSRTY
ANISOTROPIC STRUCTURAL 20 PROPZRTY
AlfISOTROPZC STRUCTURAL 30 PROPERTY

ANZSOTROPZC THERMAL EXPANSION
ANISOTROPIC THEPMAT. 20 EXPANSION
ANZSOTROPZC THEPMAT. 30 EXPANSION

ANZSOTROPZC THEPMAT. PROPERTY
ANZSOTROPZC THERMAL 20 THERMAL PROPERTY
ANZSOTROPZC THEPMAT. 30 THEPMAL PROPERTY

ISOTROPIC STRUCTURAL PROPERTY
ISOTROPIC THERMAL EXPANSION
ISOTROPIC THERMAL PROPERTY
LAMINATS MATERIAL PROPERTY
MATERIAL PROPERTY

CONPOSITS MATERIAL
HALPSf TSAI MATERIAL
LAMINATS COMPOSITE MATERIAL
MIXTURE COMPOSITE MATERIAL

MATERIAL TABLE
HOMOGENEOUS MATERIAL
ANISOTROPIC MATERIAL
ISOTROPIC MATERIAL
ORTHOTROPIC MATERIAL
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HXTZSaXL TABU 'Z17STXHCZ

MZXTUPB MATZBIAL PROPXBTY
ORTHOmOPIC STRUCTURAL PROPIRTY

ORTBOTROPZC STRUCTURAL 2D PROPSRTY
ORTBOTROPZC STRUCTURAL 30 PROPZRTY

ORTBOTROPZC TBZRMAL BXPANSZON
ORTBOTROPZC TBZRMAL 20 ZXPANSZOM
ORTBOTROPZC TBZRMAL 30 ZZPAMSZOM

ORTBOTROPZC TBZRMAL PROPZRTY
ORTBOTROPZC TBZRMAL 20 PROPZRTY
ORTBOTROPZC TBZRMAL 30 PROPZRTY

*)

Z21D_SCHS<A; — •nd of MATERIAL •ch(

(*
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4.12 Presentation

4.12.1 Introduction to Presentation

4.12.1.1 Scope of Presentation

Presentation assumes the task of specifying the structures which support the visualisation of product

data.

The following is a pragmatic attempt at a dehnition:

Presentation shall provide the entities which support the visualisation of data contained

in a file, augmented by instructions of the sender governing the appearance of product

model data as well as supplementary annotations. The presentation entities shall form a

common basis for the needs of any application.

Ideally, this Standard must be capable of transmitting all the elements of a drawing or picture produced

by the sender in such a way, that the receiver will be in a position to produce an accurate copy. The

practical goal must be to get as close as possible to this ideal. In particular, any differences which

may occur must be limi ted to such an extent that they do not change either appearance in global or

meaning in detail. In many cases this accuracy is of legal importance, since the sender’s drawing is

the reference in case of dispute.

The commonalities of different applications relate to the way in which presentation attributes are

associated with product model data or application specific data and to their final appearance, as well

as to basic entities which should be defined m a single place with sufficient generality rather than

separately in multiple variations.

*)

SCSEMX ipia^r«a«ntation__«ch«u;

EXPORT SVERTTHIHG;
ASSUME (ipiji^g«oaMtry^aeh«aa,

ipiji_dgaftiog^achawa ) ;

(*

This version represents the owners’ ideas on the content of presentation. It is obvious that several

rounds of coordinating discussions will be required in order to arrive at an optimal content.

Specifically, the following partt are either incomplete or missing:

• Use of escape sequences

• Definition of composite symbols

• Instance of composite symbols

• Higher level entities

• Definition of “Object”

• Light sources

Auxiliary constructs were mentioned in the previous version. They have been left out since they

belong either to drafting or geometry.
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4.12.1.2 Status and Imponant Principles

As an international standard, the presentation entities must assure that the requirements for accurate

reproduction based on the product data hold independent of language, character and text appearance

(e.g Kanji characters or wndng backwards) or local drafting standards. In international exchanges of

product model data with the associated drawings it is a requirement that the drawings produced bv

the receiver conform to the rules and standards of the sender.

This should bold for line oriented presentations as well as for coloured surface pictures, or for any

combination of the two.

Since, in many CAD systems, associativities exist between the product model and visual elements of

a presentation it is highly desirable to be able to preserve such associativities, most importantly in the

area of dimensioning and property related annotations. If this requirement did not exist, presentations

might be transmitted by using the existing ISO standard for computer graphics metafiles (CGM,
ISO 8632), pre- and post- processors for which would be much simpler. It may turn out that, for

cenain applications, this would provide an adequate solution. It is an open question whether CGM
should appear as an embedded standard within this Standard.

As a principle, any existing ISO standards which overlap with presentation (or in fact with any other

issue) should be used in the terminology as well as in the formal definition of the corresponding

entities. This may allow the full or partial use of existing software.

The following overlaps are known and shall be used:

• ISO charactersets. The existance of multiple standards (ISO 8859, ISO 646, ISO 6937 and

ISO 2022) represents a question of choice which is to be decided by the Physical File Group.

• ISO characterfont as part of the ISO drawing standard (ISO . . . ).

• ISO drawing standard ( ISO . . .

)

with its requirements for the appearance of drawings, dimen-

sioning, annotations and symbols.

• ISO standard for computer graphics metafiles (ISO 8632) as mentioned above.

In the area of graphics systems. GKS-3D and PHIGS are the two main competing candidates, neither of

which is currently an ISO standard. It appears that PHIGS with its development towards PHIGS4> is the

preferable choice, since the overlap with this Standard, and hence the number of immediately usable

features is larger than for GKS-3D. On the ISO front, PHIGS was advanced to DIS stage (SC24/WG2,

last stop before comin g an international standard) in December 1987 {Computer Graphics, Vol 22, no

2, April 198S).

Although it cannot fully meet the requirements of presentation, its terminology and a number of its

concepts are of immediate use in the definition of prtesentation entities. PHIGS processors available

at the receiver’s end may be used but will require some preparatory computations, especially for

proper handling of annotations. User defined fonts and mirroring are not available in PHIGS at this

time.

In several cases, separate entities for 2D and 3D instances are defined, particularly where the 2D case

will cover the majority of uses. This separation will facilitate the building of subsets.

The present specifications defined here for presentation items represent a first attempt towards these

highly ambitious goals. They are not complete but should present a sound, well strucnired foundation

allowing for improvement and extensions. Considerable generality is available and, in most cases, it

is fairly obvious where and how extensions may be included.
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4.12.1.3 Interface tc Drafting and Applications

Drafting represents a single major area for the ase of presentation entities. It requires flexible pos-

sibilities for the presentation of product model data and extensive possibilities for the addiuon of

annotations, symbols, and area pattern styles.

Contacts with the working group on drafting have brought forth the majority of the requirements

but detxuls are still outstanding. It is expected, that other application areas will have further specific

requirements of their own.

The interface questions relate to the method by which presentation attributes are defined and associated

and to the basic entities provided for either direct use or compositioa of higher level entities, e.g., for

dimensioning or other annotations.

Entities requiring coordinadon are present in the Electrical Applications Schema. No other require-

ments have been announced for Version 1 of this Standard but further needs are expeaed from areas

such as FEM. Technical Publishing and others.

For many drafting aspects, the use of layers is essential, and furthermore, they are state of the an in

most CAD systems. An infinite number of layers will be allowed for assignment to elements of a

drawing.

In the past, it has not been stated or decided, that transformations may also apply to annotadons,

however, this is clearly available in ICES. The soludon proposed is different, but quite general and

corresponds to presentadon methods available in some CAD systems.

A fair number of endues are considered to be the task of the drafting working group. Their definition

is not given here. The following endues or groups of endues belong to this class;

• Auxiliary constructs (e.g.. center lines)

• All entities for dimensional annotadon

• All endues for non-dimensional annotadon

• Sheet and Drawing administradve data

4.12.1.4 Organizadon of the Model

The majority of the data to be presented are usually derived from the geometry of the product model

or from applicadons. Attributes associated with the geometrical items at different levels of the tree

structure determine the intended visual appearance. A hierachy of presentadon endues compatible

with the needs for drafting allow for changes of attributes at each level, the lowest being the level of

a single view. One part of presentadon deals with this hierarchical structure and with the components

of which a view with annotadons is composed.

Another part of presentadon defines the low-end entities which may serve as components for more

complex composite structures or directly to determine the appearance of lines, text, symbols or area

pattern styles. Between these two parts, any applicadon may define its application specific entities as

depicted by Figure 1.

This Figure shows how presentation requirements for applicadons are em^dded in the presentation

entities and makes it obvious that coordination of requirements is necessary on all sides.

The entities are defined below in a sequence such that any entity is defined prior to its use in the

definirion of another endry, with a few exceptions.
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Figure 1: Low-end and high-end entities of presentadon.
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4.12J Basic Presentation Entities

4.12.2.1 RGB COLOR

Colors need to be defined for lines, text or surfaces and. therefor, appear at several places. Only

an RGB definition shall be given, since transformations from CMY (cyan, magenta, yellow) or HSL
(hue. saturation, lighmess) are available (see IGES 3.0, Appendix F).

*)

DITITY rgb_^col©r;

r«d : RKAL;

gx««n : RSAL;

blu« : UAL;
WBZM

(0.0 < r«d <- 1.0);

(0.0 < gr««a <« 1.0);

(0.0 <- blu« <- 1.0);
DID^BITITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

red: First color value as an intensity,

green: Second color value as an intensity,

blue: Third color value as an intensity.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . Each color value must be in the range zero to one, inclusive.

4.12.2.2 SYMBOL 2D CURVE

Characters, elementary and composite symbols and tables on drawings require simple geometry. While

characters are often described as polygons, many symbols contain circular segments. The following

entity allows for interrupted sequences for both linear and circular elements.

The sequence is defined by a list of points, zeroes and vectors. Each point is a point on the curve.

The value zero indicates an interruption of the line (e.g pen>up between the previous and next points).

A vector is needed for a circular segment, in which case the vector points from the first point on the

circle, which is the proceeding point m the list, to the second point, the third being the one which

follows the vector.

If no vectors are used, the character is defined solely with straight line segments and, if no zero

appears, a single uninterrupted sequence will define it

*)

KHTITY ayabol__2d_eur^«

;

lija««r__eixeizlax : LZST [1 : #] QT eurv«^int«mp%;
OID^DITITY;

~

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

linear.circular: A list of points, zeroes and vectors.
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ZERO '

The number value zero.

*)

TYP* x«ro 0;

EID__TYP*;

(*
”

4.12.2.2.2 CURVE INTERRUPT

Required by symbol 2d curve.

*)

TYPX eurv«^int«rrap-t SZZ<ZCT

( cart««xan^two_coordi.ziat«

,

xmxo,

two^sp«e«_diraction) ;

DID^TYP*;”
(*

”

4.12.2.3 PATTERN FILL AREA

A pattern fill area is used as the boundary for hatching or other area patterns. In the majority of cases

this curve lies in a plane parallel to the projection plane. However, this is not a requirement, and the

closed curve may even be an arbitrary spatial curve as long as its projection is not self intersecting.

*)

Z2ITXTY pattorn_fill_ax«a;
botandJtry : conpcalto^curv*;

NHZPX
~

botandary . clos«d_carvo m TRDX;
DID^XHTITY;

”

(*
"

boundary: A composite curve defining the boundary of the area.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The boundary curve must be closed (and not self intersecting in the projections applied to it).

4.12J Libraries

4.12.3.1 Organization of Libraries

A library is a collection of data the use of which is not limited to the environment of a single file.

Libraries may contain data from international standards, from national standards, or from privately

agreed nonstandard definitions.

Libraries shall be organized to con tain a list of lists of library elements, i.e., they are two-dimensional

structures.
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The inner list shall contain a sequence of library elements, defined as an entity whose first attribute

is an identifying number.

Each element of the outer list shall consist of an identifying string, a header element and the inner

list.

As an example, a character foot library would contain multiple fonts, such identified by a itriug

followed by information on the font and containing in its inner list a sequence of character definitions

identified by numbers.

On the outer level a mechanism is needed which will search for a string, while at the inner level, a

search for an integer value is required.

Libraries may be defined in the same files as the references to them. Since they often contain

information which rarely changes, it is reasonable to have files containing only libraries. References

to such libraries will then necessarily be external to the calling file.

The following libraries are defined below:

• character (oat library

• elementary symbol font library.

4.12.3.2 Character Font Libraries

A character font library describes the graphical form of a number of characters of the character set,

but not necessarily all of them. For characters not present in a font library, a backup font is indicated.

Characters are defined inside a box. Within a font library, the character boxes all have the same

height. The width is also the same unless the font defines proportional spacing. Characters should

leave sufficient room on all four sides of the box to provide for aesthetic spacing if boxes are placed

next to each other. Kerning, i.e., extending parts of a character beyond the box may lead to difficulties.

The definition of characters may occur in boxes of arbitrary sizes, provided that the same box height

(bottom line to top line) is used within a font library.

4.12.3.3 SINGLE CHARACTER

A single character is identified by its ISO code, i.e an integer in the range from xxx to yyy. Each

character is defined in its own local coordinate system. Figure 2 shows the terminology used and the

geometric relationship of the different lines and dimensions. This entity defines the entry of a single

character into a font.

The character box defines a coordinate system whose origin is the intersection of the base line with

the left border line of the box.

The position of the character in the box must allow for sufficient space symmetrically on both sides

to guarantee the minimal spacing required between characters when boxes are joined next to each

other. Likewise, stifficient space is required from the bottom line for descending characters, and on

the top for accents or umlauts (see Figure 2).

*)

KMTZTY aingl»^characfcar

;

iao^eoda : ZUTZGZSl;

width_of_ehar»ctT : OPTZOKAL RZAL;

graphie^dafinition : syabol^Zd^curva;
niD_Br?ITY;

” ”

(*
"
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Figure 2: Definition of characters for fonts. Termiooiogy and coordinate system.
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ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

iso.code: Awaiting decision on which ISO standard will be used the exact meanin g of the code

values is still open.

width-of-character: The width of the box containing the character. To be indicated only in the case

of a proportional font. If an ISO standard is used which contains the accent characters of

western European languages as separate characters, it is advisable to include them in the font

with zero width, in which case they should precede the character to which they apply.

graphic^eflnition: Defines the shape of the charcter within the box.

4.12.3.4 CHARACTER FONT

A character font describes the shape of a number of characters of the characterset. For characters

not present in the font, a backup font is indicated. This allows, for example, to have two sets of

nmnbers of the same style — one for proprtional spacing and one witb monospaced boxes for use in

tables, whereby one of the sets need only contain the numbers. Likewise, some fonts will not contam

the special symbols, and refer to a standard foot for those.

The vertical layout, which is the same for all characters of the font is also defined here (see Figme 2).

It is not necessary if all the characters of the set are defined in the backup font. If it is missing or in

the case of an error simation. the receiving system must default to the ISO characterset for drafting

(ISO...).

*)

KMTZTY character font;

baeJeup^fonh^llbrary OPTZOHAL
baeJcup_font OPTZOKAL
llnajwidhb PZAL;

charactar^hai.gbt BZAL;

top_li.na PZAL;
bottoa^lina PZAL;
charactar^width OPTIONAL
font^contant

E27D DITZTY;
SZT [1 :

charactar^foat^liJbrary

;

charactar font;

SZAL;

#] or singla__^charactar

;

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

backupJontJibrarj: A reference to a character font library. If this attribute is not present, the

backup library is identical to the one in which this font is inserted.

backup-fontJdentification: The identification of the backup font within the backup library.

line.width: The linewidth which corresponds to the character height of this font.

characterJieight: The distance of the cap line from the base line, which is identical for the definition

of all characters in the font.

topJine: The distance of the top line from the base line, i.e the character height plus a venical

spacing margin.
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bottom Jine: The distance of the bottom line of the characters from the base line, i.e the height of

descenders plus a spacing margin.

character.width: The width of the box in the case of characters of fixed width, missing in the case

of propornonal spacmg.

font-Content: The characters for which the font information is provided.

ROXiZ fent__ral« TOR (

,

charactar^font)

;

LOCAL
~

i : INTXGZR;
: llat^of^inhagar;

int:^sah : sat^^of^lnta^ar

;

DID_LOCAL;
" ~

RZPSAT i :« 1 TO SZZZOF (charactac^fonh . font^eoahant)

;

int^Liat : Int^llat ^ font^contant [i] .iao^coda;
int_«at :< int^aat -¥ font__coatant [i] . iao^coda;
zr ( (charactar^font . eharactar^width MULL) AMD

(font^contant [i] . width_of_charactar « MUZX) ) TSBM
VZOLATZOH;

” ”

DID_ZT;

ZT ( (charactar^font . charactar_^width O MUIiL) AMD
( font^contant [ i ] . width^of^charactar O MULL)) TBDI

VZOLATZOM;
"* ”

SMD^ZT;
XMD_RXPKAT;
zr szzzor (lnt_li.at) <> szzzor (int_aat) TBXM
VZOLATZOM;

~

IMD_Zr;
RMD^RULR;
(*

”

PROPOSITIONS:

1. If character width is not NULL then each character composing the font must have a NULL
value for its width of character attnbute.

2. If character width is NULL then each character composing the font must have a declared value

for its width of character attnbute.

3. The iso code for each character in a font must be UNIQUE within the font.

4.12.3.3 CnARACTTER FONT LIBRARY

A character font library is a collection of an arbitrary number of character fonts. The library is

accessible either directly through entnes in the table of text styles or indirectly through the backup

mechanism of the character font.

*)
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OrriTY cliax*ct«r_£ont_liir»ry;

collection : SZT [1 : #] OF chnxmcter^foot

;

Z27D^DITZTY

;

(*
”

attribute DEFINITIONS;

collection: The collection of character fonts composing the library.

4. 12.3 .6 Elementary Symbol Libraries

Elementary symbols are symbols of &xed appearance, which may change in size and may possibly

be slanted or mirrored.

Arrowheads may be defined as elementary symbols, in which case the line leading to the arrowhead

is assximed to be the negative X axis. The line will terminate at the origin unless a reference point

on the negative X axis is given.

Elementary symbols have one or muJbple reference points. The first reference point is by default at

the origin of the defining coordinate system.

4.12.3.7 FILLED SYMBOL AREA

A filled symbol area is a closed symbol 2d curve filled with the color specified for the symbol to

which it belongs.

*)

KMTZTY fxll*d_ayabcl_a£«a;
fil2.*d._a£«a : •yabcl^2d^curv« ;

WBZM
~ ”

closed (fillod^axca)

;

HOT s«lf_inters«ct (fillsd^srsa)

;

ZHO_IHTITT;
”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

filled-area: A symbol 2d curve defining the boundary of the area to be filled.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The symbol 2d curve must be closed.

2. The symbol 2d curve must not self intersect.

4.12.3.8 ELEMENTARY SYMBOL

Elementary symbols are defined in a two dimensional coordinate system which may be arbitrarily

chosen with respect to the symbol. The origin of the coordinate system assinnes the function of the

first reference point, to which more may be added. See Figure 3.

"Die symbol shape may consist of lines and/or filled areas. Each symbol has a nominal size which may

be its diameter, width or height. In an instance of a symbol the desired size is indicated whereafter

the symbol is scaled by a factor equal to the quotient of the desired size and the nominal size.
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Figijre 3; Examples of elementary symbols with indications of nominal size, reference points (num-

bered) and optional blanking area (dashed).
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*)

SnZTY al—ntaxy^aymbcl;
cod«_nab«r
•yBbol_shAp«
r«f•x«ae«^_polata

blankingjbo*

nctinal^aia•
UMZQUS

co4«_niaib«r

;

DID^BITITY;
(*

“

dTZSZR;
I»IST [1:#] or •ymbol_car^r«_or_ara«

;

X<ZST [1:#] or UMZQUX e&rt««ian^tiro_eocadi.aat4
OPTIONAL LIST [2:2] Or

" ”

UNIQUX earbaaxAn^tvo^eoordinata;
RXAL;

" ”

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

codejiumber: A unique integer value assigned to the symbol.

symbol^shape: The symbol shape may consist of solid lines and/or filled areas.

reference.points: The first reference point provides the local origin for the symbol Additional

reference points are needed when multiple lines are to be connected to different connection

points of the symbol Reference points are impliciUy numbered.

blankingjbox: Optionally, a blanking box may be indicated by giving first the left lower point of the

rectangle and then the right upper point.

nomiDal_size: The nominal size of the symbol.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Code number must be UNIQUE.

4.12.3.8.1 SYMBOL CURVE OR AREA

A choice between a symbol 2d curve and a filled symbol area.

TIPS syabol^euz-rai^or^arM SZLICT
( sy»bol^2d_^cajnr«

,

*ND_TYP1;
” ”

(*
”

4.12.3.9 ELEMENTARY SYMBOL FONT

An elementary symbol font is a grouping of the elementary symbols which usually belong to the

same application area (e.g hydraulic, welding, electrical).

*)

BITITY iMan'taxy^ayabol^foot

;

baekwp_£ont_librmry : O^PTIONAL •l«*«ntmry_aymbol_£ont_library;
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bacJrap_fon^ : OPTIONAL •L«m«ntary^«y*tocl__fOQt

;

liji«_w3.d'th : PXAL ;

fon't_d«flni.tion : SXT [1 : #] or •l«B«ntary symbol;
IND^^XNTITY;

(*
~

ATTRIBLTE DEFINITIONS:

backup-fontJibrary: A reference to the backup elementary symbol font library. If this attribute is

not present, the backup library is identical to the one in which the font is inserted.

backupJoot: The backtip font within the backup library.

line.width: The linewidth corresponding to the nominal sizes of ail the symbols in the font

font-definitioii: The list of elementary symbols which form the font.

4.12.3.10 ELEMENTARY SYMBOL FONT LIBRARY

A elementary symbol foot library is a collection of an arbitrary number of elementary symbol

foots. The library is accessible either through entries in the table of elementary symbols or through

the backup mechanism of the elementary symbol font

*)

ENTITY •lammntaxy^syabcl^font^library;
eoUmetion : SXT [1 : #] 07 •lamanhaxy^symbol^font;

XND^XNTITY;
" ”

(*
"

ATTRIBLTE DEFINITIONS:

collection: The elementary symbol fonts composing the library.

4.12.4 Tables

4. 1 2.4. 1 Organisation of Tables

Presentation attributes define the appearance of items (e.g the appearance of text). Tables are used

to bundle presentation attributes. Although theoretically an infinite number of different combinations

of attributes are possible, only a very small number of such combinations appear on a drawing. It

IS therefore more efficient to store the combinations in tables and then to use indices as pointers to

attribute bundles.

The bundles proposed in the following may be somewhat extreme in their extensiveness, leaving only

the really variable attributes to the instance entities.

Tables are defined as fixed length lists outside of presentation blocks. A single or multiple tables may

exist of each type, but wi thin a presentation block only one of each type may be activated.

Attribute bundles may be filled into tables inside or outside of presentation blocks, but each entry of

the table may be filled only once. Obviously, an entry must have been filled prior to being used.

The following tables have been defined-

• Line styles
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• Surface styles
'

• Geometric aspects of text

• Text styles

• Elementary symbol styles

• Area pattern fill styles

4.12.4.2 BUNDLE TABLE

A table of presentation attribute bundles.

The definidon of a bundle table defines the size of an empty table and its reference. Multiple tables

may be created. The tables to become active wUl be selected in the presentation block.

Any position in a table may be filled only once.

Entries for a bundle table can occur only at places where it is obvious which table is meant i.e in

the definidon of a table and within a presentation block after a specific table has been selected.

*)

X2TT2TY bqndla_^tatola

3UPXRTYPS or (tabl«_of_li.n«_atyl«s XOR
taibla^of^aorfaco^a-tylaa XOR
tabla^of^gacaat^ic^aapacta^of^taxt XOH
tabla^of^taxt^stylaa XOR
tabl«_of_olaa«n-taxy;_syabol^akyl«s XOR
tabl«_o£_araa_^at^«xn_^rtyl«s) ;

tabla^aisa : I2ITZ(3R;

opmnjtmtolm ; LZST [1 : tabl«_sia«] Or HULL;
IHD^IHTITY;

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

table^ize: Maximum number of entries forseen.

open.tabie: Initializes the empty table.

4.12J Table of Line Styles

Each entry of the acdve table of line styles defines a graphical appearance which may be attributed

to any line. The line styles are grouped into categories, of which two are currently defined:

• Cat 1: Interrupted patterns

• Cat 2: Multiple offset lines

Figure 4 shows several aspects of line styles.
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Figure 4: Variational possibilities of line styles.
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4.12.5.1 CATEGORY 1 LINE STYLE

This category covers the most frequently appearing simple line styles (Figure 4).

The line pattern is defined by an ordered list of number pairs. Each pair denotes the length of a

visible line segment and the length of an mvisible segment.

Examples are:

0 , 1000000

1000000. 0

2,2

3, 1.5, 0.5, I

J

*)

tKTTTC
lias«_width : RZAL;

liaiajpattara : LZST [2 : *] OT RZAL;

lijia^eolor : sgb^celor;

WHOM ~

NOT 000 (Szzior (Una^pattam) ) ;

PP^PniTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

line.width: The width of the line in presentation units,

line^attern: The definition of the line panem.

lioe.color: The color.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Line pattern must have an even number of entries.

invisible line

visible line

dashed line

dashed-dotted line

4.12.5.2 CATAGORY 2 LINE STYLE

Category 2 covers the case of multiple offset lines and wide lines with line end options. It refers to

category 1 line styles for color, Unewidth and line pattern (Figure 4).

The same line end style applies at both ends of a line. In case of different line widths of outer lines,

the smaller of the two is used for the line end.

*)

KHTZTY eatagory2^LiAa_atyla;
ulti^rtyla c^LISt"

[

1 : #]

solti^offaat : LZST [1

cornaxs
aada
axtansion

WEZSZ

or zzrrzcBi;

«] or RZAL;
OPTIONAL lina^handling;
OPTIONAL lina^handling;
OPTIONAL PXAL;

eoordlnatad_llats (sulti__shyla, stulti^^offaa-t) ;

IMD_KNTITY;
” ” ~

(*
”
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attribute DEFTNTTIONS:

multi .style: List of references to category I entnes in the same table of line styles.

multi.ofTset: List of offset values for each of the parallel lines. A positive value offsets to the right

of the directed line, a negative value to the left.

corners: Control of the appearance of lines at comen. The values correspond to:

• default: No rules, implementation dependent.

• squared: Linear extension on convex side, intersecting parts removed on concave side.

• rounded: Circular rotmding on convex side, intenecting parts removed on concave side.

ends: Control of the appearance of the ends of lines. The values correspond to;

• default: No line end handling, implementation dependent

• squared: Squared line end.

• rounded: Rounded end line (semi circle). The circle extends beyond the line end.

extension: A negative value will shonen the line prior to applying the line end style, a positive value

will extend it in the tangential direction (default 0.0).

4.12.5.2.1 LINE HANDLING

*)

rai llna_handling « ZHtnOSATION OT
(default,

sqoarad,
roTindad) ;

DfD^TYPX;
(*

”

4.12.5.3 ENTRY LINE STYLES

Line styles apply to lines derived from the product model as well as to lines appearing in annotations

and tables.

Entries for a table of line styles can only occur at places where it is obvious which table is meant,

i.e in the dehnition of a table and wi thin a presentation block after a specific table has been selected.

*)

dTZTY antry^LiBa^stylaa

;

tabl«_lndajc : rtrrztSR;

•ntry_^ehoic« : Lin«_^eata70xy_choiea;
DHIQU*

” " “

tabla^indaa

;

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINrnONS:
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tabieJndex: Posmoir in table where entry shall be placed. This position must be uiKxcupied, i.e the

value must be NULL.

entry .choice: Entering one attribute bundle of a particular category.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Table index must be UNIQUE.

4.12.5.3.1 LINE CATEGORY CHOICE

*)

TTPX lintt^cat«907y_eholc« « SXTiXTT

cmt«gosy2_liA«^atyl«) ;

XMD_TYPX;
" ”

(*

4.12.5.4 TABLE OF LINE STYLES

Each entry in a table of line styles defines a graphical appearance which may be attributed to any

line.

*)

BTXZTY tabla^of^lijaa^a-tylea

StTBTYPX Or‘’(bQa<lL«~tabl«) ;

: OPTIONAL LIST [1 : #] 01* •ntry_lin«_atylM ;

XHD_XNTITY;
” ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

initiaIJiU: Allows for filling in entries. The index value of the entry determines the position of the

table to be filled.

4.12.6 Table of Surface Styles

The entries in the table of surface styles determine which lines of a surface are to be drawn and what

the graphical appearance of each line shall be. These table entries obviously apply only to surface

elements, whereby a distinctioa is required between CSC generated stirfaces and Brep surfaces. For

the latter a mapping exists from parameter space to 3D space and isoparametric lines may be of use

in rendering the surface.

For version 1 of this Standard a simple form of shading is forseen in such a way to allow future

extensions along the line of PHIGS+.

4.12.6.1 STYLE AND LAYER

Sine the many optional entries for the table of surface styles each consist of a line style and a layer

number increment, a separate entity is here defined for such a pair.
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*)

INTITY •tyl«^«jQd_l*y®r ;

styl* : INTXSZR;
lay«r_iacrtta«nt : INTXSZR;

EID_INTITY;
(*

attribute DEFINmONS:

style: Refen to the table of line styles for the style of the corresponding class of lines.

layerJncrement: This allows for the different classes of lines on a stirface to be associated to

different layers. A layer index is associated in the formation of the tree of geometry. The

layer increments are added to this layer index to obtain the final layer number of the lines.

4. 1 2.6.2 ENTRY SURFACE STYLES

Surface styles apply exclusively to surfaces derived from the product model.

Entries for a table of surface styles can only occur at places where it is obvious which table is meant,

i.e in the definition of a table and within a presentadon block after a specific table has been selected.

The OPTIONAL entries for styles and layer increments indicate which classes of lines are to be drawn.

A missing attribute indicates that the corresponding class of lines shall not appear. The following

abbreviations indicate to which syrface types a style may apply:

CSG: CSG surfaces.

Bez: Bezier surfaces (including rational).

Bsp: B-spline surfaces (including radonal).

*)

XUTZTY •n^ry_aurfae«_^atyl«fl;

tabla^induc
atyla^aurfaee^bnd
al:yl«_ai.lhou«tt«

atyla^Bult^knots
aty1 chJbnd
atyl«_iaop«raa«tric
apaciJiqof_paLr_li.nea

aty1a^^patehJbnd_gxi.d
atyla^fraU__grLd
hiddan^llna^ramoval
ahading^celor
traaaparancy

TiXTZGER;

OPTZOliAL

OPTZOMAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
LOGICAL;
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL

AND^ANTITY;
(*

atyla^aad^layax

;

atyla^aad__layar

;

atyla^and^layar

;

atyla^and^layar

;

atyla^asad_layar ;

PXAL;~
atyla^and^layar

;

atyla^and^layar

;

rgb^eolor

;

UAL;

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

tableJndex: Position in table of surface styles where the entry shall be placed. This index must

not be greater than the table size and the posidon must be unoccupied i.e the value must be

NULL.
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stjie-surface.bnd: For the boundary lines of surfaces (CSG, Bez, Bsp).

stjle-silhouette: For silhouette lines within surfaces (CSG. Bez. Bsp).

stylejnultJcnots: For multiple knot isoparametnc lines (Bsp).

Stjie-patchJ}nd: For single knot (Bsp) or patch boundary (Bez) isoparametric lines.

spacing.of.4}ar.dines: Spacing of parametric lines in 3D space. The value indicates roughly the

spacing between lines which should not be exceeded where their spacing is widest.

styie4>atchJbnd_grid: Grid polygons of patch boundaries only (Bez).

stylc-fuil-grid: The full ^d (Bez. Bsp).

hiddenJine_removal: Hidden lines for all the line styles present other than grid lines to be computed

if TRUE.

shading.color: The value indicates the relative color proportions to be used from bright to dark for

the presentation of this surface. Shading of a surface will apply only if this attribute is present.

transparency: The degree of transparency is indicated by a value between 0 and I giving the fraction

of light which traverses the stirface. Default (if value not present) is nontransparent. The value

is irrelevant if no shading color is given.

4.12.6.3 TABLE OF SURFACE STYLES

The entries in the table of surface styles determine which lines of a surface are to be drawn and

what the graphical appearance of each line shall be.

*)

SITXTY
SUBTYP* or" ;

: OPTZOKAIi LZST [1 : #] OF «ntry_atarfae«^a^yl«a

;

mO^SMTITY;
”

'

"

(*
“

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

initialJUI: Allows for filling in entries. The index value of the entry determines the position of the

table to be filled.

4.12.6.4 Table of Text Styles

The table of text styles makes itself use of another table which allows for the control of many details

of the geometry for the more sophisticared uses of text

4.12.6.5 ENTRY GEOMETRIC ASPECTS OF TEXT

The table of geometric aspects of text controls aspects of the appearance of indices, exponents,

fractions, underlines, overlines, boxes around the text and others. All the values of this entity are

dimensionless, since they are given as proportional factors relative to the character height.

Figure 5 is helpful for the undestanding of the attributes. Approximate values corresponding to the

figure are given as comments at the end of each attribute line in the definition below.
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Figure 5: Geometric aspects of text
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*)

BITITY •utry_g«cm«-tric^a*p«ct axt ;

siz«__rop«r_aubscript RZAI. — 0.55
off««t_«up«rsezipt RZAL 1 1 o o

offa•‘tjnidhcigh-t REAIi — 0.20
offavt^aubaeaript RXAZi 11 1o O

aiza^fzACtloa^alan'tad SZAZ. — 0.65
offaA^^nuaMzatoz^alnntad RZAZ. — 0.60
offaAt^dAaoalamtoz^alaatAd SXXL — -0.20

aiao^fzachAoa^hozia RZAZ. — 0.60

offaatt^auBAza-toz__hezia BZAL — 0.65
offaat^daaomiaatoz^hezia RKJLL — -0.25
poaitioa^of^uadazInina BZAZ. — -0.40
poaitioa^of_ovazliaa RZAL — 1.40
apaeing_lz_of_Taz^ical_baz »AL — 0.10
box^aazgia^lz RZAZi — 0.25
bozjaazgla^^M RXAL — 0.20
blanking aazgia Iz RIAL — 0.20
blanking aazgia bb RZAL — 0.15

DID_*MTITr;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

size^up«rsubscript: The size of the sub- and super- scripts depends on the selecdon of characters

to be used. If the characters used in sub- and super- scripts include descenders the size must be

smaller (e.g 0.55 as in Figure 5) than otherwise. If only numbers occur 0.60 may be possible

as for horizontal fractions.

ofTset^superscript: Sets the position of the baseline for superscript characters,

offsetjnidheight: Sets the position of the baseline for midheight characters.

ofTsetjsubscript: Sets the position of the baseline for subscript characters.

sizeJi'actiooslanted: In slanted fractions only digits occur and little or no gap is necessary. There-

fore, the size may be larger than for horizontal fractions.

ofTsetjiumeratorjIanted: Sets the baseline for the numerator.

ofTset-denominator.slanted: Sets the baseline for the denominator.

size.ft^ctiooJioriz: This size may correspond to the one for superscripts for digits only.

ofTsetjiumeratorJboriz: Sets the baseline for the denominator.

ofrset.denominatorJioriz: Sets the baseline for the demoninator.

position.of.underline: Defines the vertical position of an underline.

position.of.overiine: Defines, the vertical position of an overline.

spacingJr.of.verticaLbar: If the vertical bar were treated as a character its character width would

be twice this value.
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box_inarginJr: The -horizontal distance from the first or last character box to a verticai line of the

surrounding box.

box_margin_bt: The vertical distance from the top resp. the bottom line to the surrounding box.

blaakingjnarginJr: The margin for the blanking rectangle depends on whether a box exists or not.

If no box is present, the distances are determmed from the character box, otherwise the tnargias

apply from the box outwards. This defines the left - right horizontal distances.

blankingjnarginJbt: The margin for the blanking rectangle depends on whether a box exists or not.

If no box is present, the distances are determined from the character box, otherwise the margins

apply from the box outwards. This defines the bottom - top verticai distances.

4.12.6.6 TABLE OF GEOMETRIC ASPECTS OF TEXT

The table of geometric aspects of text conhols aspects of the appearance of indices, exponents,

fractions, underlines, overlines, boxes around the text and others.

XHTZTY
SUBTYP* of”

(

buadl«_tabl«) ;

”

: OPTZOKAL LIST [1 : «] OF
•ntry_g«OM«-trie^a«p«cta_of^t«xt

;

FMD^DniTY;
” " ” ”

(*
“

ATTRraUTE DEFINITIONS:

initiaIJill: Allows for filling in entries. The index value of the entry determines the position of the

table to be filled.

4. 1 2.6.7 ENTRY TEXT STYLES

Each eony in the table of text styles describes a specific appearance of text by specifying its font,

size, color and other characteristics.

Three dimensional text, symbols and patterns may be transformed (projected) as illustrated in Figure 6.

*)

BTTITY ;

£ont__liJbr«xy

font^idantlflcmtion
lln«^width
taxt^color
flisa^of^charactttr

angl or
chAr_«xpanaion^factor
additional_spaexng_j9aaa
taxt__path

addltional^epaelng^up
au.rrorlng

charactar^foat^lihrary

;

charactar^font

;

OPTZOMAL REAL;

rgb^color;
REAL;
RXAL;
RZAL;

RZAL;
•ijapla^foor^dlraction

;

OPTIONAL PZAL;

alrroring^lana

;
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Figure 6: Text, elementary symbols and area pattern transformariona: a) 2D versions of instances, b)

3D version with default transformation, c) 3D version with all geometry transformed.

TEXT
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t«xt_pro j«ctioa : £ont_traa*formation;
lad«x_^to^9«oa«^ric_aap«cts : nnXGXSl;

ZtfDJDTinY;
(*

"

ATTRIBLTE DEFTNITIONS:

fontJibrarr: Reference to a font library.

fontJdentificatioa: Identifies a font within the library.

iine.width: If present, overides the line width value in the library.

text-color: The color to be used.

size.of.character: Specifies the height of upper case characters. In an instance of text the characters

are scaled from the size they have in the font definition to the size here defined.

angle-of.chanip-vector: Specifies the angle in degrees between the baseline of the text and the up

direction of characters. The values is 90 degrees for rectangular character boxes and less than

90 for slanted characters (italics).

char-expansion-factor: Controls the deviation of the character width fiom its normal value. A value

larger than 1 signals expansion, a factor of less than 1 compression. This factor enlarges or

reduces all dimensions in the direction of the base line by the same factor. This includes

additional spacing base.

additional-spacing.base: Controls the spacing of characters. The value is given as a fraction of the

font’s nominal character height. This value is normally set to zero.

text.path: Specifies the writing direction for strings. Independent of the text path the first character

is always at the same position but the following characters follow in the direction indicated.

For the up and down values, the characters are arranged so that the centers of the character

bodies are on a straight line in the direction of the up vector.

additional-spacing.up: This is of importance only for multiline text. If missing the default value is

zero which means that the character boxes are vertically adjacent to each other.

mirroring: Specifies a mirroring plane.

text.projectioo: Of importance only for an instance of 3D text. It specifies the application of text

transformation. The values have the following meaning, as illustrated in Figure 6:

• default: Only the position and base line direction are subject to transformation.

• all: The entire component is generated prior to a transformation i.e the composing geom-

etry is subject to transformation.

index-to.^eometric.aspects: Refers to the bundle of geometric specifications (see entry of geometric

aspects of text).
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4.12.6.7.1 SIMPLETOUR DIRECTION

*)

TY7S aiapla^four^diraction « Z2TUMZBATZ0N OF
(right,

l«ft,

down)

;

mojrm;
(*

~

4.12.6.7.2

MIRRORING PLANE

Defines planes about which an entity is mirrored

*)

TYVX niraroring^lan* « KHQMERATION OF
(no^mixroring,
ys_plna«,
xz^lann,
xy^lann) ;

*HD__TYP*;
4.12.6.7.3

FONT TRANSFORMATION

*)

TYPX font^transformation • EZTUMBUITZOH OF
(daJault

,

all) ;

XHD^TYPX;
(*

"

4.12.6.8 TABLE OF TEXT STYLES

Each entry in the table of text styles describes a specific appearance of text by specifying its font,

size, color and other characteristics.

*)

nrrZTY tabla_ef_taxt_stylaa
SOBTYPS OF (bnndla^tabla) ;

iaitial^fill : OPTIOMAIi LIST (1 : #] OF antry_taart_etylaa

;

DID^raTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

initialJUl: Allows for filling in entries. The index value of the entry determines the position of the

table to be filled.
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4.12.6.9 ENTRY ELEMENTARY SYMBOL STYLES

Each entry m a table of elementary symbol stvies describes the appearance of a class of symbols

by specifying its font, size, color and other characteristics.

SHTrrY
fon't^library

fon-t^idAn^ification
lAna^width
yabcl^color
ixa^of^aymbol
angla^^of^syabol^up^diraetion
mirroring
•ymbcl^ro joetIon

*HD_1HTITY;
(*

•ntary^syabol^etyloa ;

•lommntary^aymbol^^font_library ;

•iMMntary^symJbol^font

;

OPTZOHAL SXAL;
rgb^color

;

»AL;
RXAL;

mirrorIng^lmnm

;

font tranaformmtlon;

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

fonUibrary: Reference to a font library.

fontJdentification: Identifies a font within the library.

line.width: If present, overides the line width value in the library,

symbol-color: The color to be used.

size-of.jymbol: Specifies the size of the symbol dependent dimension.

angle.of-symboLup.direction: Specifies the angle in de^ees between the baseline of the symbol

and the up direction. The value is 90 degrees if no slant is required.

mirroring: Specifies a mirroring plane.

text.projection: Of importance only for an instance of 3D text. It specifies the application of text

transformation.

4. 1 2.6. 1 0 TABLE OF ELEMENTARY SYMBOL STYLES

Each entry in a table of elementary symbol styles describes the appearance of a class of symbols

by specifying its font, size, color and other characteristics.

*)

StTITY tmblm^^of^mlammnhmry^aymbol^s^ylaa
SX7BTYPS or (bandl«_tmbl«7;
lnltlml_flll : OPTZOKAL LZST [1:#] OF

«n'try_«l«mmntmry_symbel_styl«a

;

TXtDJDSrtZTX

;

”
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

initial-fill: Allows for filling in entries. The index value of the entry determines the position of the

table to be filled.
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4.12.6.11 Table of Area Pattern Styles

Each entry of the active table of area pattern styles defines a particular graphical appearance. The

table is organized in a way to be open ended for future extensions. In particuiar. the introduction of

categories of patterns (of which only two are used at this time) is a hint to future possibilities.

4.12.6.12 HATCHING

This category covers hatching with any line style available in the active line table, e.g with dotted

lines.

*)

ZtrrZTY hatching;
Una^styla
•p«clng_o£^lln«n
angla^of^llnaa
ralatIva^ef£sat

kmd^ditityT

I2<TZSZXl;

RZAL;
SZAL;

SZAL;

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

linejtyie: Refers to the active table of line styles.

spacing_ofJines: Distance between hatch lines in units of the presentation sheet

angle.ofJines: Angle counterclockwise from the X axis in degrees.

relative.ofTseC: Shifting of the hatch lines by a fraction of the spacing of lines. Relative offset is

used when neighbouring areas are batched with the same spacing and angle.

4.12.6.13

CATEGORY 2 AREA PATTERN STYLES

This category covers any area pattern style which may be generated by applying (category 1) hatchings.

The definition occurs in a local coordinate system, in which the X axis becomes the base line.

*)

ZHTZTY eat«gory2^«r««.^_P«tt«rn^rtyl«n;
lln«_s-tyl«n LZST Il:i] or ZZTZGZXl;

ntax^_o£^lln«« LZST [ 1 :#] OF CArtcalna^two^coordlnntn

;

•hl£t^v«eters LZST [ 1 :#] or two^cpAcc^dixnctloa

;

•zigl«_o£^lla«n LZST [1 :#] or RZAL;
^

WHZZZ
coordlnat«d[_lln'tn (Unn^stylnn^ •-hax-b^o£_llann)

;

eeordinatn4^11nts (llnn^ahylnn, shl£t^vncbora) ;

coordUnatnd^llsta (Xln«^styl«s, nngl«_o£^llnnn)

;

BID_ZimTY;
“ “ ” ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

line_styles: Each entry refers to the active table of line styles.
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start.ofJinw: The stanmg point of each line is also the miualisation of line patterns, which must be

maintained even beyond gaps.

shift.vectors: The shift vectors control the spacmg of lines as well as the initialisation of parallel

lines.

angle.ofJines: Specifies the counterclockwise angles of the lines in degrees.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. All lists must be coordinated.

4.12.6.14 ENTRY AREA PATTERN STYLES

*)

STTZTY
tabl«_indAX : ZMTXGZH;
•n^xy_choic« : ha'tcliiag_or_^c«t*gory2^_P«tt«rn;

p«tt«rn^ro j^ctlon : OPTZOKXL foat^transfoxmatioa;
UHIQU*

”

tabla^indax

;

BWJDrmY;
(*

“

ATTRIBUTE DEFEVITIONS:

tableJndex: Position in table where entry shall be placed,

entry.choice: The type of area panem style.

pattern.projection: Of importance only for an instance of a 3D pattern where it specifies the appli-

cation of a transfonnauon.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Table index must be UNIQUE.

4. 1 2.6. 1 4. 1 HATCHING OR CATEGORY 2 PATTERN

*)

TYPX h«tch±ag^or_cat«9ory2_p«t^«rB « SZX<XCT

(batching^
ca't«gory2^axM.^_patt«m^ctyl«a) ;

»0_TYP1;
” ""

(*
”

4.12.6.15 TABLE OF AREA PATTERN STYLES

Each entry of a table of area pattern styles defines a particular graphical appearance.
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*)

KMTITY t*bl«_^o£_«Jr««_p«tt«rn_«tyl«*

SOBTYP* Or~(bundl«_t«bl«)
: OPTZOMAL X<ZST C^:#] OF •ntry^axM^ttttArn^rtyl**;

PD^DITITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

initial-fill: Allows for filling in entries. The index value of the entry detenninM the position of the

table to be filled.

4.12.7 Instances

It is not obvious what kind of generality will be required for the placement of text, symbols etc.

The following is a proposal (organised differently frtxn ICES) which has a good logical structure and

provides fair generality. Discussions will have to show to what extent these feanires are sufficient.

Although the data requirements for the 2D and 3D cases are closely related, separate entities are

defined below. This will facilitate the building of subsets.

The 2D case is definitely the one encountered in the vast majority of annotations. Its data requirements

are simpler to describe and to implement. It is therefore probable that a subset will be formed woich

would inciude only this case.

In the 3D case, the plane in which the annotation lies must be defined. This plane is normally defined

by the point of the placement, the spatial direction of the base line and a second spatial direction in

the plane, different from the first. The up Direction is determined by the angle given from the base

line towards the second spatial direction. Futhermore, the geometry of the characters or symbols or of

the area patterns may be formed at two different levels, either prior to entering the viewing pipeline

or after, resulting in a different appearance, as shown in Figure 6.

Annotation items may be individually assigned a layer index. This is a positive integer number.

4.12.7.1 TEXT INSTANCE

Instances of text rely heavily on the table of text styles where the majority of the parameters are

determined.

XMTZTY t«xt_in»tane«
SDPXItTXPI OF (ina^«ne«^o£^2d^t«xt XOR

infnc« of 3d toast)

;

toaet^atriag

indoaK^to__toblo

loyos
toaet_longth

KMD XMTZTY;

STRZHG;
ZHTXGXR;
ZMTXGBl;
OPTZOKAZ.

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

text-string: The text to be written, including escape sequences.
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index.to.table: Specifies which enay of the table of text styles controls the appearance of the text,

layer: Indicates the layer index.

textJength: The maximum length on the base line which the text may assume. If the text (according

to the specifications in the table) would be longer than this value, an overriding character

expansion value less than 1 is applied. If the text length value is negative, the text will be

nght adjusted within the length if it is shorter than the absolute value.

4.12.7.2 INSTANCE OF 2D TEXT

An instance of 2D text.

*)

KMTZTY in«t«ne«_of_2d^t«xt
SX7BTZPS or (t«xt^ia«tanc«) ;

position : emrtssisn^tvo^coosdlnnto;
bnso^lino^dlrsction : SZAL;

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

position: The placement of the left baseline point of the first character of the text

baseJine.direction: Counterclockwise angle in degrees from X axis to the base Une.

4.12.7.3 INSTANCE OF 3D TEXT

An instance of 3D text.

*)

KMTZTY ln«taneo_of_3d^t«xt
SUBTYPS or (t«xt_inatmne«) ;

position : eartoalan^thrno^coordlnnto;
bnao^Uno^dlraction : thsTM^spaea^dlractlon;
a«eond_dlr«etlon : tltfaa^apaea^dlractlon;

KMD_KHTZTY;
~ ”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

position: The placement of the left baseline point of the first character of the text

baseJine^irection: The direction of the base line.

second direction: The second direction needed to define the plane of the text The up direction will

be determined by applying the angle of champ vector of the table of text styles from the base

direction towards this direction.
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4.12.7.4 ELEMENTARY SYMBOL INSTANCE

This entity places symbols from the elementary symbol font library on a view or sheet.

*)

KMTZTY •l«Mntar7_syabcl_^instanc«
SUPXRTYPX or (in«tane«_of_2d^«l«Mntaxy^«yabel XOX

in«^ane«^of_3d^«lM«n'tAry^syaibol) ;

•yabol_id«nt : •lwnt*ry_«ymbol;
inducto^tabla : ZUTZGZll;

lay«r : XHTXGSl;

KMD^BrrZTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

symbolJdent: Specifies a specific symbol.

index.Jo.tabl«: Specifies which entry of the table of elementary symbol styles shall control the

appearance.

layer: The layer index.

4.12.7J INSTANCE OF 2D ELEMENTARY SYMBOL

An instance of a 2D elementary symbol.

*)

dTZTY inatanca_of_2d_al«a«ntary_symbol
3QBTYPX or (al —n’tary^ayabel^ina’tanca) ;

^•itioa : eart«aian_t«o_eocrdin«t«;
b«««_^lijs«_^di^«ction : SZAL;

XHD_IMTITY;~
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

position: The point where the origin of the symbol shall be located.

baseJine.direction: Counterclockwise angle in degrees of the base line of the symbol with respect

to the X axis.

4.12.7.6 INSTANCE OF 3D ELEMENTARY SYMBOL

An instance of a 3D elementary symbol.

*)

KH7XTY i.&a'tanc«_or^3d_«lea«ntary_eymbol
SOBTYPS or (•iMaa-tasy^syabol^inatanca)

;

position : cartssian^thrao^coordinnta;
baaa^lina^diraetion : thra«_sp«ca_dir«etion;
s«eend_dir«ctiott : thxaa^spaea^dixaetion

;

XHD^XHTITY;
"

(*
"
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ATTRIBLTE DEFINITIONS:

position: The point where the ongin of the symbol shall be located

baseJine.direclion: A vector defining the base line in space.

second.direction: The second direction needed to define the plane of the symbol. The up direction

will be determined by applymg the angle of symbol up direction of the table of elementary

symbol styles from the base direction towards this direction.

4.12.7.7 AREA PATTERN INSTANCE

Instances of area pattern styles rely heavily on the table of area pattern styles where most of the

defining characteristics are stored.

*)

X2ITZTY arM^^pattarn^lnstane*
SUPXRTYPK or (ina‘tane«^of_2d_ax««^«tt«rn_atyl« XOH

lAa'tanc«^of^3d_ax«a.^ant«rn^a^yl«)

;

aalact^attarn : ZMTZGZZt;

darina^axM :

lay«r : Z2fTX(3Il;

XKDjarsTS't

:

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

select^attern: Index to the table of area pattern styles.

define^rea: The area to be hatched or filled with the panem. Blanking fields from annotation entities

should be recognised automatically for subtraction from the area.

layer The layer index.

4.12.7.8 INSTANCE OF 2D AREA PATTERN STYLE

A 2D instance of an area pattern style.

*)

SITZTY iA«tane«_of^2d^ar««.__p«tt«rn^s-tyl«

SUBTYPX or (axM^attarn^iaa'tanea) ;

ink^eat2 : OPTZON31L cjirtaaian^two^ceordlnata;
mD^orriTY;"

” "

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

ref_point.cat2: Category 2 patterns require a reference point for alignment of the pattern with the

boundary.
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4.12.7.9 INSTANCE OF 3D AREA PATTERN STYLE

A 3D instance of an area pattern style.

*)

dTZTY
SUBTYPK OF (arM.^«tto»^instanc«) ;

y£^_pcint : c&rb««i.an^thr««^eoordinat«;
: thrM^spaea^dlractloa;

saeoad^difactiea : thr««^sp«e«^dif«cti.oa;

BID_BITITY;
" ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

ref.4)oint: The point for the definition of the plane. At the same time it serves for the alignment of

category 2 patterns.

baseJiae.directioo: Pan of the definition of the plane, and the base line for category 2 patterns.

The pattern is rotated so that the X axis of the definition space corresponds to the base line

direction.

secood.direction: Pan of the definition of the plane. The up direction, which is always 90 degrees

from the base direction is determined in the half plane of this direction.

4.12,3 Composite Structures

4.12.8.1 Definition of Tables on Drawings

A table on a presentation sheet is generated in two steps, namely the table definition and the table

instance. The table definition contains the stauc information which may remain unchanged over many

uses of the table. The table instance calls for record formats which contain the information on the

position and placement of the text to be filled into the table.

A table on a presentation sheet may be of variable width by having a repetitive part added repeatedly

with an incremental shift. It may also be of variable length by adding a variable number of pans in

another direction. In many cases a table is of fixed size, i.e all the variable parts are missing.

In the Western World, where normal text is written left to right, extyending the width of a table would

normally mean an extension to the nght and the variable pan would in most cases add horizontal

strips of fields at the bottom of the table. The mechanisms proposed leave the directions of growth

entirely open in order that they should easily fit any requirement

Text fields are specified to indicate where and how each text item shall appear in the table. Groups

of fields form records. In the case of increments the number of fields per record increases with

the number of increments added. The variable pan of the table adds a number of records for each

occurrence.

The definition of tables is fairly general and will allow the generation of a wide variety of tables

including applications such as:

• title blocks (including logos),

• tables for bills of material.
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• tables of changes,

• drawing frames.

4.12.8.2
GEOMETRY LINES

*)

CTTZTY 7«OMtry^Lin«a

;

: ZKTXGKB,;

liA«^9«CMtry : ayBbol^2d_^carv«;

IND_DITITY;
(*

ATTRffiUTE DEFINmONS:

line-stjle: An index to the table of line styles defines the appearance of the lines described by line

geometry.

line_geometry: Geometry consisting of a possibly interrupted sequence of straight line and circtilar

segments.4.12.8.3

FIELD DEFINITION

The field definidon is a reservation of space for text to be filled in at an instance of the table.

*)

KMTZTY fl«ld_d«fini.tion;

placManfe : tvo^«pactt_dlr«cbion;
tMCt^atyl* : I2ITZ(aDt;

fi«ld_l«n9th : UAL;
EtD^ETTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

placement: The incremental placement of the left base line point of the first character of the field.

The increments must be given relative to the previous field of the record. For the first field of

a record, the incremem is relative to the reference position of the record.

text^yle: Specifies which entry of the table of text styles shall control the appearance of the text

fieldJength: The field length indicates how much space is available for the text. If the text to be

filled in would be longer than this, its character expansion factor must be reduced so that the

text will fit A negative value indicates that the text is to be right adjusted in the field.

4.12.8.4

RECORD DEFINITION

A record definition is a grouping of fields, defining either an absolute or relative reference point for

the field definitions.
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SITITY r«eord_d«£iait±oa;
r«f«rttttC«_peaitioa : point_or__dir«ctioa_2d;
li*t_o£_fi«ld» : LIST Tl:#] OF fiald^dafiaitioa;

IHD_EITITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

reference.position: A position which serves as the starting point for the incremental positions of the

fields. This position is normally specified through absolute coordinate values in the main part

of the table, but must be given incrementally by specifying a vector in the variable part.

lisy^fJlelds: If the table has variable width, the last field of the list of fields will be repeated as

many times as needed.

4.12.8.4.1 POINT OR DIRECTION 2D

*)

TYPX poi,a^^or^di.s«ction^2d * SZLZCT
(eaz^aaiaa^twe^cocrdiaat• /

two^apaea^dlxaction) ;

BID_TYP*;”
”

(*
”

4.12.8.3 TABLE ON DRAWING

The table on drawing has four parts labelled M. MH, V, VH in comments. Any allowable combi-

nation must contain the main part M. Out of the eight combinations remaining the following four are

meaningful:

1. M:

2. M, V:

3. M, MH;

4. M, MH, V, VH;

Even in the main part all the lists are optional but at least one must appear. It is easy to imagine a

table without the lines and header texts, consisting of the field definitions only.

*)

BITZTY ta^lw^on^drawing;
— Part M

” ”

rafaranea_polat
rafaranea^aoda
maln_part^llnaa
aln^^part^taxt

ainjart_racorda

cartaai.an__two__^coordlnata

;

tatola__axtanaion

;

OPTIOKJOt LIST [1:#] OF gacmatry^llnaa

;

OPTIOMAL LIST [1:#] OF
inataaea_ef_^2d^ta3Kt

;

OPTIOKAL LIST [l:i] OF raeerd^dafinitien

;
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Part MB
ma i n_incramant : OPTIONAL
aarn^axtanaion_li.n«a ; OPTIONAL
iaaiji_axtanaioa^tart : OPTIONAL

— Part V
ariabla_^incraaant : OPTIONAL
variabla^_part_li.naa : OPTIONAL
ariabla^jpart^taxt : OPTIONAL

ariabla^art_racorda : OPTIONAL

— Part VB
ariabla_^axt_lncramant : OPTIONAL
ariabla^art^llnaa : OPTIONAL
vmriabla art taxt : OPTIONAL

two_^spae«^dir«etion ;

LIST [1:#] or g«CMtry_lin«s;
LIST [1:#] OF

”

inatnneo of 2d tojct;

two_«p«c«^diroction ;

Z«IST [l:f] OF gooAotry^linoa ;

LIST [1:#] OF
~

iB«t«nc«_of^2d_tnaKt

;

LIST [1:«] or rnoord definition;

tiro^*pnce_dirnction ;

LIST [1:#1 OF geoMtry^linea

;

LIST [l:i] OF
”

instance of 2d tent;
Z2fD KHTITT;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNTTIONS;

reference.point: The reference point which will later serve to place the table on the presentation

sheet, possibly modihed according to the reference mode.

referencejnode: This indicates whether and how the reference point shall be modified in case of

variable width or length:

• None — No modification.

• Horizontal — Modification horizontal.

• Vertical — Modification vertical.

• Horizontal and vertical — Modification horizontal and vertical.

main^artJines: The lines for the main part of the table.

main.part.text: Fixed text appearing in the main pan, e.g as headers for columns.

main.part.records: The record definitions for the main part

mainincrement: Incremental change of local coordinate system for horizontal extensions,

main .extension Jines: The lines to be drawn for each extension,

main .extensionJext: Identical text occtiring in each of the extensions.

variableJncrement: Incremental change of local coordinate system for vertical extensions.

variable.partJines: The lines to be drawn for each vertical extension.

variable4>art.text: Identical text occuring in each vertical extension.
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variable-part_records: The records to be added for each vertical extension.

variable.ext- increment: Incremental change of the local coordinate system within a vertical exten-

sion. Should in almost ail cases be equal to the main increment.

variable.extJines: The lines to be drawn for each horizontal extension wi thin the vertical extension.

variable.ext.text: Identical text to be written into each of the horizontal extensions within the venical

extension.

4.12.8.5.1 TABLE EXTENSION

*)

TYVX t«bl«__«xt«a«xon « DfUMXStATIOM 07
(non«,

horxsoa^al/

hosiseatal^and^vartical)

;

(*
”

4. 12.8.6 INSTANCE OF TABLE ON DRAWING

An instance of table on drawing consists of a previously defined table which is then positioned on

a sheet and filled with data. All the data must be available as strings. In the two dimensional array,

the inner list contains all the strings to fill one record, whereby the fields of the record are filled in

the sequence of their definition. If fewer strings are available than corresponds to the record with the

number of extensions, the last fields of the recortd may remain empty.

The outer list corresponds to the records defined for the table. The number of records must correspond

to those of the main pan of the table and. if applicable, must include the necessary records for the

venical extensions.

*)

KMTZTY lna^anc«_of^t«bl«_jon^dsawlAg;

positi.ea^oa^«h««t
hosisoatal^axbaaaieaa
•z^ieaJL^aartaaaioaa

taxts
XHD^PrrZTY;
(*

“

tabla^^oa^drawlag

;

cartaaiaa^two^coesdiaata

;

INTIGXR;
* ”

1217X0X11;

LIST [1:#] or LIST [1:*] 07 87X1X6;

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

choice.of.table: Reference to the definition of the table. The further data must correspond to the

record specificatioos of the table on drawing.

position.onjheet: Specifies where the table is to be placed.

horizontal.extensions: If horizontal extensions exist in the definition, this number indicates now

many times they shall occtir.
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verticaLextensions: ff vertical extensions exist in the definition, this number indicates how many

times they shall occur.

texts: A two dimensional list of texts. The texts may use escape sequences as far as they appear

meaningful. Mutiline texts are possible if space is available. The fields only describe text

appearance and the horizontal width as the field length.

4.12.8.7 Definition of Composite Symbols

Composite symbols have many of the attnbutes of elementary symbols, but are more general with

respect to the following characteristics:

• They may contain fixed texts as part of the symbol.

• They may contain any number of text fields defined exactly as in the definition of drawing

tables.

4.12.9 Components of View with Annotation

The view with annotation is the basic unit of a presentation. It is complete with geometry and

annotation and allows for an immense variety of the appearwce of each of its many elements.

Whereas all the annotation elements are generated within presentation or at least with the help of the

basic entities of presentation, the situation is different for the geometry.

Although surfaces of objects have colors or even a very complex reflection behaviour of the surface,

which might be stored somewhere in a file, different colors will generally be used for presentation

purposes. Furthermore, in a sequence of pictures, colors or other attributes may change, e.g., in order

to highlight specific portions for explanatory purposes.

4.12.9.1 The Tree Structure and Attributes

A view will generally show selected parts of a larger product model. These parts may have some

structure, possibly hierarchical. In view of different application areas, e.g., finite elements, which

have not specified their presentation needs yet, the ultimate list of entities to be presented remains

open.

The geometry to be vistialized is here specified in a tree structure (it was a linear list in the previous

version) mainly for two reasons. First, a tree structure provides more flexibility in the association

and change of attributes. Second, a growing number of systems (e.g., those based on PHIGS), have

a segment structure which is a tree and are therefore capable to exploit the proposed entity structure

directly.

4.12.9.2 ARBITRARY GEOMETRIC OB.rECT

This entity (or type) which is currently left undefined, shall ultimately identify the geometric elements,

i.e., curves, surfaces, CSG constructs or possibly other geometric items, which are to be presented

in a picture, view or drawing. An arbitrary geometric object may here be anything from a circular

segment to an assembly or a complete airplane, or any geometric items from applications areas (finite

elements, schematic diagrams).

In IGES, a transformation is associated with every entity and visualization is not separated from the

definition of the geometry. Here, defimtion and presentation are clearly separated The need for

visualization of objects separately defined in local coordinate systems hardly remains.
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A transformation is nevertheless added below for those special cases where a transformation is desir-

able from a presentation pomt of view, e.g., for exploded views.

*)

ETTITY *rbitrary__g«om«tric_ob j«<rt ;

object : und«fi.n«d;

placMMnb : OPTIONAL transformation;
ZND__INTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINmONS:

object: Any entity defining geometry which may be visualized. Needs to be defined.

placement: A transformation which may move the object to a different place for presentation

purposes only.

4.12.9.3 TREE OF GEOMETRY

This entity recursively defines a tree bottom up. It shall be a proper tree— each arbitrary geometric

object or tree of geometry element shall occur only once in the entire tree structure.

Except for the leaves of the tree, each node has a reference which can be used to attach attributes.

Attnbutes may be attached to:

• a node by giving its reference

• an element on the next lower level to a node (leaves are accessible only this way)

• a consequitive sequence of elements on the next lower level.

The association of attributes to a node implies that they become valid for the entire tree or subtree

except for leaves or subtrees to which the corresponding attributes have been assigned at a lower

level of the tree.

For objects which are represented by lines, the table of line styles is referenced. For surfaces it is

the surface related attributes which references the table of surface styles which may further point

to the table of line styles for the presentation of different types of surface lines.

If, at the time of the preparation of the visualization, no attribute exists at cenain nodes or leaves of

a tree, attributes are taken from presentation attributes for which default values do exist

*)

INTITY txM^of^g^caA'try;

lay«r__lndmx

init r

IND_INTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

LIST [X:#] or UNXQUX
gaomatry^traa^compenant

;

OPTIONAL INTICni;
"

OPTIONAL INTZSZR;

OPTIONAL surfaea ralatad at-txibutaa;
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node.of.tree: This is- an ordered list of the branches of this node, which may be leaves or subtrees.

The sequence in the list is essenual for subsequent changes of attributes.

layer Jndex: Indicates a layer number which shall be given to the geometry of the entire tree except

for subtrees which have been given their own layer numbers. It should be observed that

surfaces, depending on the entnes in the surface style table, may occupy a range of layer

numbers.

initialJine^ttr: The same attnbutes will be assumed by all the curve elements of the tree except for

subtrees which have been given their own line attributes. This is an index to the table of line

styles, applicable only to the curve elements of the subtree.

initial-surface-attr: The same attributes will be assumed by all the surface elements of the tree except

for subtrees which have been given their own surface attributes. Surface related attributes

allows different styles for the extenor and intenor of a surface.

4.12.9.3.1 GEOMETRY TREE CONfPONENT

*)

TYPI g«ctt«try__tra«_coispon«nt SILZCT
( arbitrary_7«o««'tric_ob jact

,

traa__of__gaottatry) ;

IND_TYP*;
(*

4.12.9.4 SLUFACE RELATED ATTRIBUTES

The exterior and interior of a surface may appear in different colors or line styles or may be given

different layer increments.

*)

C7TITY surfaca^ralatad^attributaa

;

axtarior^sbyla : IKTXQCR;
intarior^atyla : ZMTZGZR;

IND_nmTY;
(*

ATTRraUTE DEFINITIONS:

exterior_style: Index to the table of surface styles defining the intended appearance of the exterior

of a surface.

interiorjtyle: Index to the table of surface styles defining the intended appearance of the interior

of a surface. Depending on the type of geometry, interior surfaces may be partially visible.

4.12.9.5 CHANGE GEOMETRY RELATED ATTRIBUTES

Within the hierarchy of presentation, trees of geometry may be defined at any level. Geometry related

attributes may be assigned to each node of the tree at the same time. On subsequent higher levels,

geometry related attributes may be changed. This change excludes the layer index, which is assumed

to be stable.
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If only the geometry' group is given, the attnbutes are attached to the node else, if the first index

IS present but not the second, the attnbutes are attached to the branch indicated. If both indices are

present, they specify an interval of branches to aU of which the same attributes are attached.

.•\ttnbutes may be attached at different levels (see "The Hierarchy of Presentation" or Figure i). Any
attributes changed at a higher level are valid for the entire subtree until control exits from this level

to a lower one, when the previous values are unstacked and reappear. Redefinition at a higher level

does not destroy the value at the lower level but covers it up to the end of the higher level.

*)

IHTITY cli*ag«_g«oa*try_r •d_attribut••

;

g«ca«try_group

••cond^indax

•urfaca_a^'tr__chang«

NHXPX

tra«_^o£_gaoaa'try

;

OPTZON3VL INTXGZR;
OPTIONAL INTZGZR;
OPTIONAL INTZGXR;
OPTIONAL surfaca ralatad at'txiJsu'bas,

acoad__indax > flrst_indax;
IND_INTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

geometry.group; Defines a node of the tree of geometry. If the first index is NULL, the entire

subtree is selected for the attribute change.

firstJndex: Selects a branch of this node by its ordinal number. If there is no second index, only

the single branch is selected for an attribute change. This is meaningful only if the branch

is a leaf, smce otherwise it would be a node, which could have been addressed directly as a

geometry group.

second-index: Determines another branch of this node by its ordinal number. An interval of consec-

utive branches from first index to second index is thus selected for attribute changes.

line-attr.change: An index to the table of line styles which is associated with the selected branch(es)

or node. Applicable only to line items.

surface.attr.change: A reference to the surface style which is associated with the selected branch(es)

or node. Applicable only to surface items.

4.12.9 6 LIGHT SOURCES

The entity for the definition of light sources shall allow for a lighting configuration consisting of

• ambient light,

• multiple spot light sources (at finite distance),

• multiple directional light sources (at infinity).

*)

XNTITY li.ght_^sourc«a;

at'tr : undafln«d;
Ero_INTITY;
(*
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In a transmissionof dau berwecn systems the human perception of the specification of facts is not

of direct imponance, instead, the equivalent system data, obtained after some preprocessing, may
provide a better base for the specification in a file. An example of this is the indication of a frame

size versus scale.

The distmction between a 3D and a 2D viewing pipeline is made because the latter is of near trivia!

simplicity, but is dominant in use, and is thus a candidate for a subset.

Figure 7 shows the sequence of operations of the viewing pipeline and its embedding in the process of

producing annotated views. It may remain open whether scaling and clipping should be interchanged,

which has an influence on the coordinate system applicable for the specification of the clippmg planes.

*)

ETTITY vi«win9_pip«lin«
SUPERTYTK OT (vittwing_pip«lin«_2d XOR

viawxngpip^lln# 3d) ;

r«f•rnc«_point : cart«sian__point

;

: RXAL;

BtDJDniTY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

reference.point: This is a point in space, usually close to or within the geometry to be projected. The

projection plane will pass through this pomt, which becomes the origin of the view coordinate

system.

scale: The scale of the drawing as a multiplicative factor, i.e 0.01 means reduction by a factor of

100 .

4.12.9.8

VIEWING PIPELINE 2D

A 2D projection ia a parallel projection in direction of the Z axis onto a projection plane lying in the

XY plane. The X and Y axes will be projected onto parallels of the corresponding axes on the view

plane.

*)

XNTITY i«wlng_pip«lLn«^2d
SUBTY7S or (viawlng^pip*!!!!*) ;

*HD_nmTY;
(*

4.12.9.9

VIEWING PIPELINE 3D

The viewing pipeline 3d defines the projection of geometrical items onto a viewplanc. It allows for

parallel or perspective projections and the optional tilting of the viewplane permits special effects, as,

for example, keeping certain parallel lines in space parallel in their perspective projection.

*)

D?TITY vi«wing_pip«lin«__3d
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Figure 7: Viewing pipeline for product model geometry and annotation.
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SUBTYTI or (r^i«wing__pip«lin«) ;

proj«etion : pcint_or_dix«etion_3d;
vi«w_\xp_v«c'tor : thr««__»pac« dixaction;
vi.aw^plana norma-1 OPTIONAL thxaa spaca dixaotdon;

IND_rNTrTY;
""

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

projection; If the projection is given as a vector this implies parallel projection, the vector indicating

the direction of the rays. Otherwise, perspective projection is assumed, whereby the point is

the center from which the projectmg rays depart.

view.up.vector; This vector is chosen such that a line in this direction from the reference point will

be projected onto the Y axis of the view coordinate system for both parallel and perspective

views.

view.plane-normal: If given, the view plane passing through the reference point will be normal

to this vector. If NULL, the view plane normal is equal to the projection vector for parallel

projection and equal to the vector pointing from the reference point to the projection point

for perspective projection. The view plane normal need only bcr given in order to achieve

special effects.

4.12.9.9.1 POINT OR DUECnON 3D

*)

TYPX. polnt_^or__dlr«etion__3d « SZLZCT
( curt•«ian__thr««_cocrdinat•

,

thra«__^«paca_dirac'tion) ;

XND_TYPX;
(*

4.12.9.10 CLIPPING

Clipping on the sides applies equally to 3D and 2D projections, but the front and back clipping planes

are not needed for 2D projections. In accordance with the sequence of operations shown in Figure 7,

clippmg is indicated in view coordinates.

Many CAD systems have options for the user to provide a frame size instead of a scale, which is then

computed such that all geometry after clipping will fit into the frame. Since the system then knows

the scale it is not necessary to provide such a possibility within the viewing pipeline.

*)

KHTZTY clipping;
clipping_sid«a : OPTIONAL LIST [2:«] OF UNIQUZ

car^aflian_tiro__eocrdlnah«

;

cllpping^fron't : OPTIONAL RIAL;

clippingJbncJe : OPTIONAL REAL;

end_entity7
(*

~

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:
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ciipping_sides: If two points are given, the rectangle formed parallel to the view coordinate ajtis is

used for clipping, otherwise (more than two points) the closed polygon formed by these pomts,

where the last point is connected to the first. The polygon must be convex. The coordinates

refer to the view coordinate system. The clipping volume is formed by extending the rectangle

or polygon to the front and back clipping planes.

clipping_front: The Z value in the view coordinate system of the front clipping plane. If NULL,
the front clipping plane is assumed to lie immediately in front of the projection point for a

perspective projection or in front of the closest part of geometry for a parallel projection.

clipping.back: The Z value in the view coordinate system of the back clipping plane. If NULL, the

back clipping plane is assumed to lie far enough away that no clipping will occur.

4.12.10 The Hierarchy of Presentation

Figure 1 also shows the hierarchical structure of the high end entities of presentation.

presentation block It is asumed that drawings will not appear interspersed throughout a 61e, but

will be collected as blocks which will follow the definition of the corresponding sections of

geometry or of application entities. This will allow to set common property attributes at the

level of the presentation block.

presentation set is a drawing which may consist of several sheets. Administrative data may be

associated with drawings. In certain cases, when there is no need for this level in the hierarchy,

it may be skipped.

presentation sheet A presentation sheet (or drawing sheet) is traditionally a piece of paper of a

certain size which holds views tables and annotation. Views normally have well-defined scales

and text and symbols appear in sizes determined by drafting standards to be easily legible.

It is suggested that the notion of presentation sheet be used even where presentations are to be

viewed on screens of vanous sizes rather than on paper with the mining that good viewing

and legibility is ascenained if the screen size corresponds to the sheet size specified- In this

way no distinction is necessary between views appearing in drawings and views to be seen

on display screens (e.g. shadowing) while still allowing processing through existing graphics

standards. A display then becomes a window with which we look at a sheet, and the size of

the screen is unimportant from this point of view.

view with annotation This is the unit of presentation of geometry. It contains the collection of all

the pi«:es which together form a drawing (selection of geometry, viewing transformation, ail

annotation and symbols and hatching.

These entities appear in the hierarchical order

Iay*! 0 : STZP FH«
lavwl 1

:
pxsawntation block

l«v«l 2 : (proacB-tation aab)

laval 3
:

praaanbation ahaak

laval 4 : viaw with annotation

wherein the presentation set appears as an item which may optionally be skipped.

Geometry may be defined at all levels by recursively applying the entity tree of geometry

Attributes for presentation are split into general presentation attributes and geometry related attributes.
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general presentation'attributes is a collecuon of specificaaoos which should usually remain un-

changed for an enure presentation block and maybe for the entire file.

geometry related attributes are specifications attributed to items of the tree of geometry.

These two classes of attributes associate their specifications to the different levels of the hierarchy

in a stack like fashion. At the lowest level, default attributes appear which become valid in the the

absence of any redefinition. They may be redefined outside the presentation block, and on each of

the levels shown above for the draftmg hierarchy. A redefinition at a higher level never changes the

one below it but hides it. If not redefined, the attnbute is inherited from the lower level.

Ultimately, withm the entities presentation sheet and view with annotation use will be made of the

attribute values. For any attribute needed, the appropriate value is determined by checking from the

higher to the lower levels until it is defined for the first lime.

4.12.10.1 Changmg Geometry Related Attributes at Different Levels

Geometry related attributes may be set or changed on the level on which the geometry is defined and

changed at any higher level.

On each level, attributes which are set or changed for a node are valid for the entire subtree below

that node except for assignments given to subtrees or leaves below that node. The sequence od

assignments is of no importance. Since only the leaves of the tree carry geometrical information,

attributes have meaning only for the leaves. The attribute for a leaf is determined by the following

steps.

1. If an attnbute has been assigned to the leaf, then exit, else goto point 2.

2. Move to the parent node of the current leaf or node,

3. If an attribute has been assigned to this node, then exit, else if this node is not the root goto

point 2. else goto point 4.

4. Take attribute from the general presentation attributes.

Changes of attnbutes at a higher level define a new plane of attribute values on which exactly the

same rules hold. At each level none, a few or all of the attributes may be redefined. From the point

of view of a view with annotation, attribute values may appear on up to four different planes. In

order to determine the valid attributes, the algorithm then needs a slight change.

• It shall start at the plane of attribute values of level 4 (view with annotation).

• Whenever a root node is reached without encountering the attribute, restart at the plane of the

next lower level The general presentation attributes would correspond to the plane at level

0 .

This structure applies separately for each of the different attributes which may be assigned. Of course,

this would be an inefficient way of implementing an algorithm, but it may help to understand the

mechanism.

4.12.10.2 GENERAL PRESENTATION ATTRIBUTES

The general attributes related to presentation may be used at different levels of the entity hierarchy

whereby attributes defined at a lower level act as default levels for the higher levels. Redefirution at a

higher level does not invalidate the value at the lower level. This holds separately for each attribute.
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General presentatiort attributes cover a number of parameters of presentation and drafting which

usually remam constant over an entire presentation block or at least part of it. The list given in

the entity below is probably far from complete. However, it establishes the principle, whereafter

extensions are easily added

ATTREBLTE DEFAULT COMMENTS
sheet size

curve viewing tolerance

surface viewing tolerance

(1189, 841) mm
0.1 mm
0.1 mm

Format AO

Table 12; Default Presentation Values

General presentation attributes are not associated with any partictilar element but are values which

hold for entire views drawings or all elements of a presentation block.

All attnbutes in this entity are optional, which allows the redefinition of selected attributes in the

hierarchy of drafting entities.

All the attributes possess standard default values which are used individually for each attribute in

the absence of redefinitions. Wherever possible, the default values are taken from the ISO Drafting

Standard. Table 12 gives the defined defaults used here.

The parameters of type REAL and cartesian two coordinate specify values in units as defined by

sheet linear units.

*)

KMTZTY ganaxal^praacntahion^^attributaa;

awiiig^to1ax c•

surfac awlng_to1axane

a

dafault__carva_a'tyla

dafault__auxfaea^appaaranca

OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL

IND INTITY;

ccordinata_paijr

;

P£AL;

REAL;

INTEGER;
aurfaca ralatad attributaa;

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

sheet,size: Indicates the size of the paper sheet to be used in sheet linear units (Default: Format AO
= 1 189 by 841 mm).

curve.viewingJolerance: Indicates the maximum deviation allowable in case of approximation of

projected curves by straight line segments, given in sheet linear units. (Default: 0.1mm).

surface.viewingJoIerance: Indicates the maximum deviation allowable in case of approximation of

surfaces by facets for shadowed pictures, given in sheet linear units. (Default: 0.1mm).

default.curve^yle: Index to the table of line styles.

default_surface-appearance: Reference to specification for the appearance of surfaces.

4. 1 2. 1 0.3 VIEW WITH ANNOTATION

The view with annotation is the unit of presentation. It collects all the elements which may occur

together in a picture and defines projection, clipping and position on a sheet.
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*)

ElfTITY vi«w_with__aanot»tion;

•«1•et•d_g«om«try
vi«w_l«v«l_g«om«tric_attr :

TTlaibla_layax s

inci.dant_li.ght

pra jaction_gaomatry
viaw_l iaitation
diaanaiona

othar_annotation

axaa_fill

rotation_on_ahaat

placam ant_on_ahaat
IND_EmTY;
(*

”

OPTIONAL
ganaral_praaantation__attributaa

;

traa_o£_gacmatry ;

OPTIONAL LIST [1:#] OT
changa_gacaatry_ralatad_attxibutaa

;

OPTIO)^ LIST [1:«] OT INTXGUl;
OPTIONAL light_aourcaa

;

viawing_pipalina

;

clipping;
OPTIONAL LIST [1:#] OT

any_dimanaionml_annotation

;

OPTIONAL LIST [1:#] OF
*”

aay_othax_annotation

;

OPTIONAL LIST [1:#T OF
axaa_pattaxn_atylaa

;

OPTIONAL RKAL;
caxtaaian two cooxdinata;

ATTRIBUTE DEFEVITIONS:

view_presentation_attr; Allows for changes of presentation attributes for this view only.

selected -geometry: Defines which tree of geometric objects may be visualized in this view if they

are in the proper layer and are not lost in clipping.

viewJevel-geometric-attr: Allows changes of attributes assigned to geometry. Such changes are

valid for this view only and are therefore resmeted to the tree or subtrees of the selected

geometry.

visibleJayers: Each geometric object may be given a layer number at the time when the tree of

geometry is composed. This attnbute selects the layers such that only objects in these layers

will be shown.

incidentJight: The indication of light sources is necessary if, among the surfaces of the selected

geometry, there is at least one for which a shading color is indicated in its associated entry in

the table of surface styles.

prejection-geometry: Selection of a viewing pipeline. The viewing pipeline applies to the geomet-

rical items which, especially for the case of surfaces have to be extracted computationally from

the format used for storage. It further applies to part of annotation.

viewjimitation: Oipping with a rectangular region or with convex polygon. For 3D also clipping

with front and back plane.

dimensions: The dimensional annotation entities appearing in this list are to be placed in relation to

the geometric objects.

other.annotation: These annotation items may be related to geometry.
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areaJill: Any regions to be hatched or filled with patterns.

rotation .on .sheet: Optionally, the placement of a view with annotation on a sheet may involve a

rotation, the angle of which is given here in degrees. The rotation around the origin of the

view coordinate system is executed pnor to the placement and involves every single line of

the view.

placement.onjheet: This is a translation whereby the ongin of the view coordinate system is moved

to the sheet coordinates indicated. It places the entire view, annotations and everything at the

desired position on the drawing sheet.

4.12.10.4

ANY DIMENSIONAL ANNOTATION

Required by view with annotation.

*)

dTITY any_diA«nsi.oiial^anno'tati.on;

attr : undafi^<d.;
END__n?TITY;
(*

"

4.12.10.5 ANY OTHER ANNOTATION

Required by view with anootation.

*)

HrriTY «iiy_oth«r__annot*tion;

a'ttr : und«fLn«<l;

mD^INTITY;
(*

4.12.1 0.6 PRESENTATION SHEET

A presentation sheet (drawing sheet) may contain any number of views with annotation and/or

tables on drawing with additional annotation in sheet coordinates. Attribute changes made on the

sheet level (level 3) are valid for all the views with annotation appearing on the sheet

*)

ZHTITY pr«««n'ta'tion__sh««t;

•h««t^l«v«l_g«oa«try

po«itlon«d_vi«ws

po«i.tion«d_tabl«s

axmota'ti.on on

OPTIONAL
ganaxal^raaantation^attrlbutaa

;

OPTIONAL LIST [1:#] OP~
changa^gaoMtry__ralatad^attxibuta •

;

OPTIONAL LIST [1:?] OT "

traa__of__gao«atry ;

OPTIONAL LIST [1:*] OT
iaw_with_anno'tataon

;

OPTIONAL LIST [1:#] OF
in*tanca_o£_tabla__on__drawiag;

OPTIONAL LIST [1:*] OF
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s ta

OTO^INTITY;
(*

any_othar_annotatioa

;

: undaflnad;

ATTRIBLTE DEFTNTTIONS:

she«t_presentation_attr: Allows for changes of the general presentation attributes valid for this

sheet only.

sheetJevel-georaetric-attr: Allows changes of attnbute associations to items of any tree of geometry

defined at a lower level. The changes are valid only for this sheet.

sheetJevet-geometry: Defimtion of trees of geometry with associated attributes for use in views.

positioned.views: List of the views at their proper positions. In rare cases, a sheet may contain no

views, i.e., only tables and annotation.

positioned Jables: The list of tables. It includes the title block and the frame around the shecL

annotation.on-sheet: For annotation of this list, the sheet coordinates are relevant. Such annotation

has no geomemcal relationship to any of the views.

sbeet-admin.data: may contain data of the following items (and is being defined by drafting)

• sheet number/title/classification

• sheet identificatioa/starus/date

• secunty classification

• sheet revision log

• sheet checking and approval

4.12.10.7 PRESENTATION SET

The presentation set is a logical grouping of presentation sheets, applicable when views and tables

belong together but cannot fit on a smgle sheet. Changes of attributes are also possible on this level

(level 2).

*)

cniTY pr«sttnt«tion_s«'t;

s •ntation_attr : OPTIONAL

aat^laval^gacaatxic^attr
ganaral^raaantation^attributaa

;

: OPTIONAL LIST [1:«] OT

aat_^laval_gaottatry

ehanga^gacmatry^^ralatad^attriJautaa

;

: OPTIONAL^LIST [1:#] OF

collactlon of shaata
traa_o£__gaomatry ;

: OPTIONAL LIST [1:#] OT

aat^adnln_data
rND^INTITY;
(*

"

praaantation_^ahaat

;

: OPTIONAL \andaflnad;
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ATTREBLTE DEFINITIONS:

set_presentation_attr; Allows for changes of general presentation attributes valid for this set only.

S€tJevel_geometric_attr; Allows changes of attnbute association to items of any tree of geometry.

The changes are valid only for this set.

setJeve!_geometry: Defimtion of trees of geometry with associated attributes for use at the higher

levels of the sheets and views.

collection.of-sheets: All the presentation sheets which together form the drawing,

drawing-admin.data: May contain data of the following types (and is being defined by drafting)

• drawing number/litle/classification

• drawing identificadon/stams/date

• security classification

4.12.10.8 PRESENTATION BLOCK

The presentation block is primarily a scopmg entity which allows the setting of an environment of

a number of sheets or sets. In particular, it determines the set of active tables.

*)

EMTITY pr«a«ntation^blocJc;

activmt fa y1•s

aeti^ata_gaomatrie__asp«cta
activata_taat_8tylaa
activata^syabo tylaa
activata_araa_pattam__atylaa
bloclc_praaantati.on^attr

block_laval_^gaottatric_attr

block_laval_gacmatry

ahaata_azid_aata

IHD_lirriTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

sheetJinear.units: Indicates in which units dimensions on the drawing sheet and character sizes etc.

are measured.

activateJine.styies: Select a table of line styles. Activarion selects the one table to be used within

this presentation block. Mulriple tables of the same kind may exist and different choices may

be made in different presentation blocks.

: langth_unit

;

: tabla^o£_lijia__atylaa;

: tabla_o£_aurfaca_atylaa;
: tabla_^o£^gao«atric_aapacta__o£_tajrt

;

: tabla__o£_taxt^atylaa;
: tabla^o£^alaMantaxY_ayabel_atylaa

;

: tabla_o£^araa__pattarn_atylaa;
: OPTZOHAZ.

ganaral_praaantation_^attributaa

;

: OPTIONAL LIST [1:#] OF
changa_gaoaatry_ralatad_attributaa

;

: OPTIONAL LIST [1:#] OF
traa_o£__gaomatry

;

: OPTIONAL LIST [1:«] OF
ahaat or aat;
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activate_surface_styl$s: Select a table of surface styles.

activate_geometric_aspects: Select a table of geometric aspects of text,

activate Jext_styles: Select a table of text styles,

activate-symbol-styles: Select a table of elementary symbol styles,

activate-area.pattern^tyles: Select a table of area pattern styles.

block_presentation_attr: Allows for changes of general presentation attributes valid for this block

only.

blockJevel_geometric_attr: Allows for changes of attribute associations to items of any tree of

geometry. The changes are valid for this block only.

blockJevel-geometry: Definition of trees of geometry with associated attributes for use at the higher

levels of the sheets and views.

sheetsjnd .sets: Within a presentation block, presentation sets and presentation sheets may occur

mixed.

4.12.10.8.1 SHEET OR SET

*)

TYPK « SZZJCCT

(pr•a•ntatio h««t

,

pras«ntation_sat)

;

DID_TYP*;
{*

4.12.11 Presentation Entities Classification

The following indented list provides the entity classification structure for the Presentation Model.

A27Y DIMZHSZOKAL AliNOTATIOH
AMY OTHZR AKMOTATZOM
ARBITRARY GZOMZTRIC OBJXCT
ARZA PATTZRM ZNSTAMCZ

IMSTAMCZ or 2D ARZA PATTXRM STYLZ
IMS7AMCZ or 3D ARZA PAT7ZRM STYLZ

BDMDLZ TABLZ
TABLZ or ARZA PA77ZRM STYLZS
TABLZ or ZUDOCHTARY SYMBOL STYLZS
TADLZ or aZOMZTRIC ASPZCTS Or TZXT
TABLZ or LXMZ STYLZS
TABLZ or SURTACZ STYLZS
TABLZ or TZXT STYLZS

CATZGORYl LIMZ STYLZ
CATZGORY2 ARZA PATTZR27 STYLZS
CATXOORY2 LUTZ STYLZ
CBAMGZ GZOMZTRY RZLATZD ATTRXBUTZS
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CHARACTER FONT

'

CBASACTZR FOMT LIBRARY
CLIPPING
XLZMXNTARY SYMBOL
ZLZMZNTARY SYMBOL FONT
KLZMZNTARY SYMBOL FONT LIBRARY
XLXMENTARY SYMBOL INSTANCZ

INSTANCZ OF 2D ELZMZNTARY SYMBOL
INSTANCZ OF 3D ZLZMZNTARY SYMBOL

ZNTRY ARXA PATTZRN STYUCS
ZNTRY ZLZMZNTARY SYMBOL STYLZS
Z27TRY GZOMZTRIC ASPZCTS OF TZXT

ZNTRY LINZ STYLZS
ZNTRY SXTRFACZ STYLZS

ZNTRY TZXT STYLZS
field DZFINITION
FTT.T.ZD SYMBOL AREA
GENERAL PRESENTATION ATTRIBUTES
GEOMETRY LINES
BATCHING
INSTANCE OF TABLE ON DRANING
LIGHT SOURCES
PATTZRN FILL AREA
PRESENTATION BLOCK
PRESENTATION SET

PRESENTATION SHEET
RECORD DZFINITION
RGB COLOR
SINGLE CHARACTER
STYLE AND LAYER
SXnU*ACZ RELATED ATTRIBUTES
SYMBOL 2D CURVE
TABLE ON DRANING
TZXT INSTANCZ

INSTANCZ OF 2D TZXT
INSTANCE or 3D TZXT

TREE OF GEOMETRY
VIENING PI7ELINX

VIEWING PIPZLINE 2D
VTZNING PIPELINE 3D

VIEW WITH ANNOTATION

*)

END^SCBEMA; — •nd of PRESENTATION ach<

(*
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4.12.12 Resource Schema End

This ends the CPEM Resource schema.

*)

IND SCHEMA;
(*

«nd RESOniUZZ sch
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4.13 Product Life Cycle

This is Part 2 of the Integrated Product Information Model and will contain the Product Life Cycle

models.

*)

SCaZMA

EXPORT EVERYTHING;

ASSUME (ipia^rasourcaa^schM&a,
ipia^appli.eation«^sch«ma) ;

END_SCHZMA; — and LITE CYCZ.Z achama
(*

~
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4.14 Applications

This third pan defines the Application models for the Integrated Product Information Model. These

are presently limited to Drafting. Product Strucrure Configuration Management, AEC, Ship Struc-

tures. Electical Functional. ElectncaJ Schematics. Layered Electncal Product, FEM and Data Transfer

Applications.

*)

SCHZMA ipia_applications_^ach«ma;

IXPORT r/IRYTHING;
A5SUMZ (ipija_product_mani.faa-tation_«ch«Ba,

ipim_m«chAni.cal_product_schaaa

,

ipia_a«c_schana

,

ipia_alactriCA4.__achaaa

,

ipiA^axialya ia__schaaa

,

ipia^da-ba^tranafax^achama) ;

(*
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4.15 Product Mafiifestation

Collected here are the Application Schemas for Product Maxufestadon.

*)

SCHSiA ipijB_product_gianif•«tation_«china;
IMPORT rVIRYTHING;
ASSUMZ (ipia_rasourc«s_schamji,

ipia__drafti.ag_sch«ma) ;

(*
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4.15.1
Drafting

*)

3CHXMA ipiA_dra^tlng_sch«niA;

EXPORT rvXRYTHING;

ASSUHK (ipia_shap«_in't«rfac«_schttmA,
ipijB_famtur • s_^sch«mA

,

iplm_g«ca«try^sch«mA

,

ipiffl_tolaranc« ,

ipia_rttsourc««_sch«ma)

;

(*
4.15.1.1

Introduction

Traditionally Product Definition Data (PDD) is expressed via drawings created according to a drafting

standard. Although many manufacmrers now create drawings using Computer Aided Design (CAD),

they still consider their product to be represented by its drawings rather than by the computer model

which generated the drawmg. This has been necessary since the computer models have not yet been

able to suppon all of the product inforraabon conveyed on the drawing.

The Drafting Model defines the data relationships which enable exchange of a human interpretable

representauon of PDD, known as a drawmg. The model must support a mix of two levels of exchange.

The first level is exchange of the "physical” or "explicit” representation and the second level of

exchange is "semantic content” or ’logical” with parameters required to generate the representations.

Drafting data exchange must take place at the highest level of information possible and evolutionary

development from lower to higher levels of exchange is inevitable. Supporting a mixed range of

capabilities complicates the model significantly but is felt to be the only way to support current data

exchange and the evolution to a more informational level.

One simple example of the levels of data exchange is found in the exchange of area sectioning data. A
physical level of exchange is included in the entity section representation as a set of line segments:

however, the entity includes optional pointers to section parameters and sectioned area association

to provide generative parameters and associations to the product shape, respectively. Exchange at the

physical level provides no information, only a representation. Exchanging the generative parameters

and associative information is a higher level of exchange which provides all of the information required

to support regeneration of the representation. The difference is that the higher level of information

is often more compact and provides the receiver with the information to support maintenance of the

drawing.

The model incorporates much of the work of many participants in the Drafting effort. .Modeling

has developed from numerous international viewpoints on both general and specific aspects of the

model. Integrating the work of all viewpomts has not been totally completed yet, but the model docs

accommodate the multiple viewpomts and areas of interest.

4.15.1.2

Known Shortcomings

The model has not yet been integrated with resource models to any significant extent. A few examples

of how we feel we integrate with resource models are shown; the most complete is in the area

of geometric tolerances. No integration with presentation has taken place. We felt that model

development should not be constrained by attempting integration simultaneously with extension.
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The area of dimensioa representations is very weak as we have a modeiing subgroup doing extensive

work in this area but weren’t able to integrate m their work for this version. This area is essentially

an incorporation of the corresponding IGES constructs.

Many of the "association” entities which provide the links between FDD representations .^nd t.he

resource information are undefined and serve merely as placeholders.

Many of the representations are still a mixnire of generative information and pure representation.

These have not yet been sorted into the general structures of representation, properties and association.

4.13.1.3 Detailed Example of Mapping

The details of high-level data exchange between the resource, logical, and physical levels of the model,

and the associated mapping functions, can be demonstrated with geometric tolerance information. In

the following paragraphs two examples of the details of the mappings and the response of the model

to low-level data exchange will be presented.

The resource information in the TOLERANCE model is mapped to logical information in the geo-

metric tolerance association via the gtol map mapping function. The logical information is mapped

to the physical representaion of the information in feature control frame via the feature control

frame map mapping fuction.

When a tolerance is specified in cylinthical form gtol map transfers the real number value of the tol

dia form mag from the TOLERANCE model to geometric tolerance association. Feature control

frame map then outputs both the maximum tolerance value, as a string, and the diameter symbol

identifying string to the tol specification compartment in the feature control frame. In feature

control frame map. the real to char mapping function converts the tolerance value from a real

number value to a string: the diameter symbol identifying string is derived from the location of the

value in the TOLERANCE model cylindricity, position, etc.).

When a material condition is applied to a tolerance the information is again mapped to the tol

specification compartment in the feature control frame from the TOLERANCE model using the

gtol map and feature control frame map mapping functions. The real number tolerance value will

again be convened to a string using the real to char function: in this instance the identifying string

for the material condition symbol is retneved from the tol misn entity in the TOLERANCE model

with the misn map mapping fuction.

To accommodate low level, representation based, draft'mg data the feature control frame map map-

ping function can be deleted by omining the feature control frame.assoc link to geometric tolerance

association. Since the feature control frame is a physical entity it can stand alone without a link to

product data.

4.15.1.4 Drafting TYPE Definitions

4. 1 3 . 1 .4. 1 DRAFTING STANDARD

The standards which control the interpretation of the drawing.

*)

TYPX drm^tlng_^atandnrd « ZNUMSItATION OF
(iao,

afnor,

ansi,

bai,

can.
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din,

u««r_^conv«ntlon) ;

SND_TYT*;
(*

4. 1 3 . 1

.4.2

DRAWING STATUS

The status of the drawing.

*)

7YPX drawin9_rbattt< - X21T3MSXATZOII OF
(working,

approwod,

laanad,
chack)

;

XHD^TYP*;
<*

"
4.13.1.4.3

DRAWING TYPE

The type of drawing representadoiL

*)

TYPX drawlng_typa • XMUKKRATZOM OF
(hand_akakch

,

alngla^datall

,

altl^datall

,

aaaaadsly,

layout)

;

XHD^TYPX;
(

"

4.13.1.4.4 MODEL VIEW appearance

The high level conveyance of hidden edge representations.

*)

TYPX aodal_wiaw_appaaxanea « XHUMXXATZON OF
(Mddan^adgaa^daahad,
hlddaa_adgaa^nok^ahown) ;

XXD^TYPX;
" ”

(*

4.13.1.4.3

STD SHEET SIZE

The standard sizes for a drawing sheet.
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TYPX > SKTaOBATIOM OF
(A, Bf C/ D, X, r, (3, B, J, Kf

AO, Al, A2, A3, A4) ;

DIO_TYPX;
(*

”

4.13.1.5 ANNOTATION

Any text or graphics which is not product geometry. Annotation is used for documenting product

features, defining product characteristics, aiding drawing administration, and for facilitating the reading

of the drawmg.

*)

ZM7ZTY annotation
SUPXBTYPX or (azmotation^gacaatzy XOR

azmotation^siibfigura XOB
nota XOR
prodact^annotation XOR
ralation annotation XOR
syabol)

;

origin
dapth
viaw^aaaoeiation
shaat
appaaranea
box^haight
box width

OFTZOKAL
OPTZOKAL
OPTIONAL
OPTZOKAL
OPTZOKAL
OPTZOKAL
OPTZOKAL

cartaaian^two^coordinata

;

dapth;
drawing_^viaw

;

drawing^shaat

;

appaaranea_spaci^ieation

;

RXAL;
RXAL;

NOT (dapth o MULL and viaw^aasociation * NULL)

;

XND_XNTITT;
”

(*
”

->raaourea

ATTRIBUTE DEFEVITIONS;

origin: The primary location of the annotatioa.

depth: An entity whose existence denotes definition in model space, and whose value provides the

z coordinate for the origin. Without this entity, the annotation is defined in two-dimensional

sheet space.

view.associatioa: A view the annotation is associated with. For annotatioa defined in model space.

Lhis associated view determines the orientation of the text according to the view transform,

sheet: The sheet on which the annotation is defined.

appearance: The appearance of the annotation. This is OPTIONAL since default appearance is set

by drawing, and optionally set by drawing sheet and drawing view,

boxJieight: The height of a box which bounds the annotatioa. The box is not necessarily filled.

box.width: The width of a box which bounds the annotation.
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PROPOSITIONS: '

1. The depth cannot exist and have the view association be null.

4.15.1.6 ANNOTATION GEOMETRY

A type of annotation which encompasses the lines and curves required to annotate the drawing.

Typically excludes the entities used to describe the geometry of the part

*)

ZHTITY anxio-tatlon^g^cawtry

SX7BTYPK or (annotation) ;

curva : SST (1 : #] OF curwa; •-raaonxca
appaaranea : OPTIONAL corwa^appaaranea

;

DID^BITITY;
~

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS;

curve: The geometry used in the annotation.

appearance: The appearance parameters for the geometry.

4.15.1.7 ANNOTATION SUBRGURE

An instance of an annotation aggregation as defined by a subfigure definition.

*)

ZHTXTY annotation^aubfignra
SUBTYPX OF (annotation)

;

STItZHG;

tranaformation; —raaonxea
OPTIONAL symbol;
aubfigura_^dafinition

;

transformation: The transformation which orients the instance relative to its definition orientation,

this instance.

org.dispIaysymbol: A symbol used to designate the origin of the annotation subfigurc.

definition: The defining subfigure definition.

transformation
org^display^symbol :

dafinition
XND^XNTITT;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

name: An identifying name.
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4.15.1.8 NOTE

A type of annotation used to convey texmaJ information.

*)

QITZTY aot«
SUBTYPE or (annotation)

;

char__atring : STBZBG;

appaaxanca : OPTZOKAL taat^appaaranca

;

attaehadl^notaa : OPTZOKBL SET [1 : #] OF nota;
EHD^EHTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

char^ring: The text string representing the information.

appearance: The appearance of the annotation. This is OPTIONAL since default appearance is set

by drawing, and optionally set by drawing sheet and drawing view.

attached.notes: Other notes linked to this one.

4.15.1.9 PRODUCT ANNOTATION

The physical representation of the product information concerning dimensions, geometric tolerance,

datums, etc. on the drawing sheet.

*)

EMTZTY product_anno^atioa
SUPEHTYPE OF (da^ua_r«praa«n^atioa XOR

diaaaaioa^rapraaaatmtioa XOR
f«atur«_eontrol_^fraM XOR
laadar^diractad^eaLloqt XOR
aactioa^saprasaatatioa)

SUBTYPE OF (aaaotatioa)

;

ERD^EBTITY;
(*

“
4.15.1.10

DATUM REPRESENTATION

The physical representation of datum information on the drawing. Datum representation is a subtype

of product annotation: datum feature symbol and datum target symbol are subtypes of datum

representation.

*)

ZMTZTY datum_r«praaaatation
SUPERTYPE OF (datua^targat^ayabol XOR

datua^faatara_8ymbol

)

SUBTYPE OF (prodaen^aaaotatloa)

;

aasecLation : OPTIONAL datua^aaaoeiatioa;
ralator : SET [1 : #] OF abapa^ralator;
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niD_nmTY;
(*

ATTRIBLTE DEFINITIONS:

association: The link between datum representation and datum association,

relator: The link between datum representation and shape relator.

4.15.1.11 DATUM FEATURE SYMBOL

Idenafies damm features on the drawing. The datum feature symbol consists of a frame box which

contains the datum identifier.

*)

BITITY datUB^faatura^syabol
SUBTYVX or (dAtt3a_rapr«s«n^a^ion) ;

ayabcl : symbol;
dm^um^idan^l^ior : STPIMG;

XHD^niTITY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

symbol: The frame box used to enclose the datum feature symbol.

datum identifier: The letter or letters used to identify a datum which are preceded by and followed

by a dash.

4.15.1.12 DATUM TARGET SYMBOL

The datum target symbol identifies the datum target. It is a circle divided horizontally into two

halves; the lower half contains the datum target identifier and the upper half contains the target

area size, where applicable. When the datum target is not an area the upper half of the circle is left

blank.

*)

ZMTZTY dmtum^targwt^aymbol
SUBTYVK or (dmturneropraaontmtion)

;

symbol : symbol

;

tmrgo^^araa^slzo : OPTZONAL targot^arom^slso;
da^um^tmrgmt_idmntlfl«r : dmtw^tmrgot^idm&^lflor;

KMD^XHTITY;
” ”

(*
“

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

symbol: The circular perimeter and divider used to enclose the datum target symbol

target^rea_size: The target area size gives the area of the datum target (where applicable).

datum.targetJdentifier: The datum target identifier includes the datum identifier and the datum

target number; it is enclosed in the lower half of the datum target symbol and is used to

identify the datum target.
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4.15.1.13 DIMENSION REPRESENTATION

A physical representation of a dimension.

*)

KHTZTY diA«n«ioa^r«pr«««nt&ti.on
SUPSRTYPI or {anguZar_dia«n«ion_r«pr«««ntatien XOR

liA«ar_diA«n«i.oa^r«pr«««atatloa XOR
ordlna^a^diaanaioa^rapraaaatatioa XOR
radiufl_dla«asioa^rapr••aa^atioa

)

SX7BTYVX or (produet^anaotatioa) ;

aasocia^ioa : 07TZ0KAL diaaaaioa^aaaoelatioa;
nota : aota;

DID^XHTITX;
(*

~

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

association: The link to the informatioa content of the dimensioo.

note: The dimension note.

4.15.1.14 ANGULAR DIMENSION REPRESEhOATION

A physical representation of an angtilar dimension.

*)

XMTZTY angular^diaaaaioa^rapraaantatioa
SUBTYPX or (diAansion__rapraaantatioa) ;

radioa
aad^axtaaaioa
a^art^^axtaaaioa

•aeoad^laadar
^Irs-t^laadar

XND^XHTITY;
(*

”

XZAL;

09TZ0KAL lina^aagaaat

;

OPTZOHAL l^na^aagaaat;
OPTZOKAL laaditf;

OPTZOKAZi laadar;

—raaourea
•-raaouxea

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

radius: The radius for the dimension arc.

end.extension: The line for the terminating extension,

start.extension: The line for the beginning extension,

secondJeader: The leader on the terminating side,

firstJeader: The leader on the beginning side.
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4.15.1.15 LINEAR DIMENSION REPRESENTATION

A physical representation of a linear dimension.

*)

ZNTXTY li.n«ar_dia«aaion^r«pr«attntation

SUBTYPX OF (dlmanaion^r«pr«««ntati.oa) ;

•nd^axtanaion : OPTZOKAL lijia^aa^RMat ; --raaotirca

a^mxt^aartanaion : OPTIONAL lijxa^aagaant ; --raaourea
aacoad^laadar : OPTIONAL laadar;
flrat^laadar : OPTIONAL laadar;

INO_XNTITY;
(*

~

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

end.extension: The line for the terminating extension,

start.extension: The line for the beginning extension.

secondJeader: The leader on the terminating side,

firstJeader: The leader on the beginning side.

4.15.1.16 ORDINATE DIMENSION REPRESENTATION

A physical representation of an ordinate dimension.

*)

KNTITY ordinata^diaanaion^rapraaantation
SUBTYPS OF (dimanaioa^rapraaantatlon)

;

axtanaion^lxna : OPTIONAL llaa^aagmant ; --raaourea
laadar : OPTIONAL laadar;

XND^ENTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

extensionJine: An extension line,

leader: A leader.

4.15.1.17 RADIUS DIMENSION REPRESENTATION

A physical representation of a radius dimension.

*)

XNTZry radiua__<1iaanaion_rapraaan^atloa
SUPKRTYPK OF (diaaatar^diaanaion^rapraaan-tatlon)
SUBTTPZ OF (diaanaion^rapraaantation)

;

are^eantar : eartasiaa^two^coordinata; •-raaearea
laadar : laadar;

IND__XNTITY;
(*

"
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ATTRIBUTE DEFTNTTIONS:

arc-center: The center of the arc whose radius is dimensioned,

leader: A leader.

4.15.1.18 DIAMETER DIMENSION REPRESENTATION

A physical representation of a diameter dimension.

*)

SITZTY di— MOTaioo^r•pr•••Bftioo
SUBTYPX OF (radlu«_dim«naion__r«pr«s«ntati.oB) ;

••eoad^lMdar : iMdar;

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

secondJeader: Leader on second end.

4.15.1.19 FEATURE CONTROL FRAME

A feature control frame specifies a geometric tolerance for an individual feature; it is divided

into compartments containing the geometric characteristic symbol followed by the tolerance. Where

applicable, the tolerance is preceded by the diameter symbol and followed by a material condition

symbol. A composite feature control frame is used when more than one tolerance is specified for

the same characteristic of a feature.

*)

X2ITZTY foBturB^^control^fri
SUBTYPZ OF (product^BBBOtatioa)

;

OFTZONAZi g«cM^ie_tol«rBno«_aaaocia'ti.oB;
syabol_gxoup_sp«cAficBtloa

;

gBcaatric^charactBriatlc^eoapartaBBt

;

SX7 [1 : «] OF ayabol;
~

tol^«p«ei.ficBtioa^eoa^artaaBt

;

OPTIONAL
*

aaaocaA^xoa
aym^gsoap
gao^clirs^e

divIdM
tel^spaclFiemtioa

K^tol^«p«ei.fiemtxoa

prx^datas
sac^dataa

ralator
WBZPX

aaxxaaa_^tol«zaac«__Tmla«^ap«olFieatiea

;

OPTIONAL primary;_dat«_coapartmaat

;

OPTIONAL 8«coadary__dataai_eoaparta«at

;

OPTIONAL tarbxary^datTaa__cofliparta«a-t

;

SXT [X : #] OF ahapa^ralator;

aaaocxatioa « NULL OR
(faatura^coB'trol^framajBap (f«atur«__coatrol^fxaaa, aaaoeia-tioa) ) ;

aya^group . foat^coda^xd « 'gaooatric tolaraaea'

;

divxdar . symbol^id * ' dxsrxdar ' ;

XND^XNTITY;
”

(*
~
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ATTRIBLTE DEFIMTIONS:

association: The link between feature control frame and the information stored in geometric toU

erance association.

sym -group: The link to the appearance parameters for a group of symbols.

geo.chrstc: The aspect of the part or feature that a tolerance is directed to. such as harness or

circularity for a form tolerance, or position for a position tolerance.

divider: The divider is a vertical line which separates the compartments in a feature control frame.

tol-specification: The enumeration of the required tolerance parameters of a feature in the feature

control frame. It must contain the tolerance value, and may also contain the tolerance cylindrical

form, the tolerance material condition, the tolerance unit area, and the tolerance unit length.

max.tol_specification: When specifying perpindicularity for an axis with zero tolerance at maximum
material condidon a maximum tolerance may be specified with a maximum tolerance value

specification.

pri.datum: The datum of highest precedence in the datum reference,

sec.datum: The datum of second-highest precedence in the datum reference,

ter.datum: The datum of least precedence in the danmi reference,

relator: The link between feature control frame and shape relator.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Either association is null or the feature control frame map funcdon returns TRUE for feature

control frame and association as arguments.

2. The font code of sym group has the value ‘geometric tolerance’.

3. The symbol id of divider has the value ‘divider’.

4.15.1.20 LEADER DIRECTED CALLOUT

A common aggregation of a note and a leader.

*)

KHTZTY l««dar_dix«ct*d^c«llonh
SUBTYPK or (product^azmotation) ;

no-ta : aona;
laadar : laadaz

;

BID_SHTITY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

note: The note which conveys product mformadon.

leader: The shape relator which links the annotadon to the geometric representation.
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4.15.1.21 SECTION REPRESENTATION

The elementary physical representation of sectioning.

*)

KHTZTY ••ctxon^7«pr«««n‘t«tioa

SUBTZTl or (produc^^annotation) ;

aagaant : OPTZOKAL SZT [1 : #] OF llna^aagaant; --raaourea
pajraM^ars : OPTZOKAL aactxoa^aram«taxs

;

aaaociatlon : OPTZOKAL aaetxonad^axaa^aaaocia^lon;
NHZPS

(aagman^ O KOLL OR (p«raa«tars O KT3Z<L AKD aaaoeiAtloa O KUZA) ) ;

DiD^BITZTT;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

segment: Lines which convey each individual segment of the section representation.

parameters: Parameters for generating the representation from the associadon.

association: The association to the product information required to regenerate the representation.

4. 1 3. 1 .22 RELATION ANNOTATION

Annotation which represents an association between two instances of Annotation or between the

shape representation and a instance of Annotation.

*)

ZKTZTY rnlation^axmotatxon
SUPZRTYPX or Tao-tA^rnlator XOR

ahap«_7nlador

)

SUBTTPX or (mnno'tatloa)

;

DID_ZKTZTY;
(*

”

4. 1 3 . 1

.23

NOTE RELATOR

A type of relation annotation which links notes to other notes or to features on a pan.

*)

KKTZTY aota^rnlAtor
StiPZRTTPS or (iaplielt^9«a«ralisation XOR

naaad^vAxlablo XOR
not«__flag)

SUBTTPK or (7«l«tion_axuiotahxon)

;

aasoexation : OPTZOKAL no‘t«_7«lator^aaaoclation;
notn : not«;

ralatad^annotatxon : annotation;
IKD^IKTZTT;
(*

“
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ATTRIBLTE DEFIMTIONS:

association: The information content represented by the relator,

note: The note linked to.

related^nnotation: Other annotation related to the relator.

4 . 1 5 . 1 .24 IMPLICIT GENERALIZATION

A type of note relator where the relation is a generalizatioa implied in the note, e.g.. break all edges.

*)

CITZTY iaplicit_9«nttrnllx«tion
SDBT»* OF (aot«_r«lAtor) ;

atta : undafInad; —raaourea
DID_niTITY;
(*

”

4.15.1.2f NAMED VARIABLE

A type of note relator which links a variable name to a name in a note, e.g., for tabular dimensions.

*)

BfTZTY nawd^vmriabla
SUBTYP* OF”(not«_r«lator)

;

amam : STRING;
nota : nota;
atta : undaflnad; —raaourea

rND^^ETTITY;
(*

~

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

name: The vanable label.

note: The note associated to the variable.

4.13.1.26 NOTE FLAG

A type of note relator which uses a flag symbol with a note inside to relate two notes.

*)

KNTZTY nota^flag
SX7BTTPI OF (nota^ralator) ;

flag : ayabol;
rND_*NTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

flag: The symbol which represents the flag.
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4.15.1.27 SHAPE RELATOR

A type of relation annotation which links a piece of annotation to features on a part.

*)

XirrZTY •hap«^r«lAtor
SUPKRTYPX or (c«nt«r_lln« XOR

diJM&aion^Lintt XOR
•xt«oaion_lin« XOR
iMdar)

SUBTXPX or (raXation^annotation)

;

aaaeeiatien : OPTZOKRL shapa^salater^aaaoei^tioa;

XHD^BTriTY;
(*

“

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

association: The information content represented by the relator.

4.15.1.28 CENTER LINE

A type of shape relator which may also be a feature representation.

*)

ZHTZTY can^ar^lijia

SUBTYPX or (shap«_rala^or)

;

RND^XHTITY;
”

(*
"4.15.1.29

DIMENSION LINE

The line which relates the dimension value to the feature extensions or to the feature itself.

*)

XMTZTY diaanaion^liaa
SUBTYPX or (shapa^ralator)

;

XHD^XRTITY;
~

(*
"

4.15.1.30

EXTENSION LINE

A type of shape relator that extends from the geometric representation away from the part virhich be

used by the dimension lines.

*)

XMTZTY axtanaion^llna
SUBTYPX or ( shap«_ralator )

;

IMD__XNTZTY;
”

(*
“
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4.15.1.31 LEADER'

A type of shape relator that extends from the geometric representation away from the pan. Dimen-

sions. notes, and geometnc tolerance information can be directed to the part via a leader.

*)

EHTZTY laadar
SUBTYPX or (ahap«_r«lator)

;

arrov_vidtli : OFTXOKAL PXAL;
«rrow__haight : OPTIONAL RXAL;
tarainator^atart : eartaaian_tvo^coordi.nata; --raaouxca
aagmant^^pt : LIST [1 : #] OF

cartaaian^two^coordlnata; —raaouzea
tarminator : OPTIONAL ayabol;

rND_XNTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNTTIONS:

arrow.width: The width of the terminator if an arrowhead,

arrowJieight: The height or length of the terminator if an arrowhead,

terminator .start: The location of the locating point of the terminator.

segment.pt: The locations which form the segment points for the leader,

terminator: The symbol used at the end of the leader.

4.15.1.32 SYMBOL

A glyph with a common interpretation, typically included in a library. .

*)

ENTITY ayabol
SUBTYPX or (annotation)

;

syabol^id : STRING;
diraction : OPTIONAL diraetion; --raaonrca
aeala : OPTIONAL PXAL;

UNigUX
synbol^id;

XND_XNTI^;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

sjmbolJd: A unique identifier for the symbol,

direction: An orienting direction for the instance,

scale: The scale for the instance.
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4.15.1.33 APPEARANCE ASSOCIATIVITY

The association between appearance parameters and one or more curves.

*)

XMTZTY mpp««ranc«i_aflseei.Ativity;

«pp««rane« : curv«^app«aranc«

;

ciarv« ; SZT [1 : #] OT c(unr«; ->r«aoure«
DJD__DrriTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

appearance: The appearance parameters for the geometry,

curve: The geometry affected by the appearance parameters.

4.15.1.34 APPEARANCE SPECrnCATION

The supertype entity for the two appearance endtics which control appearance of text and curves.

*)

XN71TY app«Arane«_sp«clYi.catioa
STTPXRTYPK OT (carv«_app««£aac« OR

t«xt_app«Aranc«)

;

DID_BrriTY;
”

(*
”4.15.1.35

CURVE APPEARANCE

The parameters which control the appearance of a curve.

*)

KMTZTY carv«_app««raae«
SUPZRTYPK OT (fuU^an'ti.ty^appaarane* XOR

pax%i.al^«ntity_app«arane*

)

SUBTYPS OF (app«araaea_apaci.fieation) ;

lin«_s'tyla

color
blaakad

Z2TD ZMTZTY;

nmssR
nnxGZR
ZKTBGKR
LOGICAL

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

line_style: The style code for the curve, (predefined codes)

line.weight: The weight code for the curve, (predefined)

color: The color of the curve.

blanked: TRUE if the curve is to be blanked from the display.
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4.15.1.36 FLT-L ENTITY .APPEARANCE

A rypc of curve appearance where the full enuty is affected.

*)

EKTITY full^«ntity^app«Aranc«
SUBTYPE OF (carv«^app«axanc«) ;

END^ENTITY;
(*

”

4.15.1.37

PARTIAL ENTITY APPEARANCE

The appearance parameters applied to a portion of an entity.

*)

EBTITY p«rtl4Ll_ttntity_app«afanc«
SUBTYPE OF (eurva^appaaranea)

;

froM^lntarsacting^alamant : shapa^alaaant^typa; -Taaourea
to^iAtarsaeting_al«Bant : OPTXOMBL

•hapa^al— ant^typa ; --saaourea
EHD^EHTITY;

*” ”

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

from Jntersecting.eienient: The entity whose intersection with the referencing entity deSnes the start

of the region controlled by the appearance parameters.

toJntersecting.element: The entity whose intersection with the referencing entity defines the end of

the region controlled by the appearance parameters.

4.15.1.38

TEXT APPEARANCE

The parameters which govern the appearance of text. To be integrated with presentation. This list of

attributes is mcomplete.

*)

OITXTY taxt^^appaaranca

SUBTYPE OF (appaaranea^apacification)
atrlng^angla
char^angla
alrror^flag
•lant^angla
font^coda

E2?D_EHTXTY;

(*

OPTXOMAL BEAL;
OPTXOHAL BEAL;

OPTXOMAL XMTEGEB;
OPTXONAL BEAL;

OPTXOHAL XHTEGER;

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

string_angle: The slant angle for the baseline of the string.
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char .angle: The individual rotation angles for characters with positive angles measured counterclock-

wise &om the strmg angle. Rotauon is about the lower left comer at the baseline.

mirrorJlag: Mirroring oprions.

slant.angle: The slant angle for individual characters with positive values measured clockwise from

the normal to the char angle.

font.code: The desired font identifier.

4.15.1.39 DATUM TARGET IDENTIFIER

The datum target identifier includes the datum identifier and the datum target number, it is enclosed

in the lower half of the datum target symbol and is used to identify the datum target

SITZTY i«r

;

datua_id«mtifi«r ~
: STSZNG;

djati3a^tar9«t^nunb«s : STRING;
tND_DITITY;

~

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS;

datum Jdentifier: The letter or letters used to identify a datum.

datum.targetjiumber: The datum target number forms part of the datum target identifier. Num-

bers are assigned sequentially, staning with 1, for each datum.

4.15.1.40 DEPTH

An entity whose existence denotes definition in model space, and whose .value provides the z coordi-

nate for the referencing entity.

*)

KMTZTY dapth;
: x—1;

Zm^prSTSY;
(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINmONS:

z.value: Z coordinate value.

4. 1 5 . 1 .4 1 DATUM REFERENCE COMPARTMENT

The origin of the dimensional relationship between a toleranced feature and a designated feature on

a part.
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*)

CrriTY «r«nc«_coapartaant
SUPKRTY7X or (priaaxy_datum_cospmxta«nt XOR

••condAry^dat'om^coapartJMn^ XOR
t«jrtiary__datum_compArta«nt) ;

datua^id : STRING;

aatl^eond : OPTIONAL ayabol;
nfD_XNTITY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

datum Jd: The letter or letters used to identify a datum.

matl.cond: The relabve limit of size condition of the designated feature that is to be used as the

datum in the dimensional relationship.

4.15.1.42 PRIMARY DATUM COMPARMENT

The primary datum indicates the origin of a dimensional relationship of highest precedence between

a toleranced feature and a designated feature on a part.

*)

ENTITY
SUBTYPE 01* (datua^rafaranca^coapartaant) ;

END^ENTITY;
~ ”

(*
"

4. 1 5 . 1 .43 SECONDARY DATUM COMPARTMENT

The secondary datum indicates ±e origin of a dimensional relationship of second highest precedence

between a toleranced feature and a designated feature on a part.

*)

ENTITY •aeondary^dat’iai^eoapartaant

SUBTYPE or (datua_rafaranea_eoapartaant)

;

DID_ENT1TY;
” ”

(*
"

4. 1 5 . 1

.44

TERTIARY DATUM COMPARTMENT

The tertiary datum indicates the origin of a dimensional relationship of lowest precedence between

a toleranced feature and a designated feature on a part.

*)

ENTITY t«3rtiaxy^datum_eoapaartmttnt

SUBTYPE or (datuti_r«£«r«nc«^cosp4urta«nt) ;

END__ENTITY;
(*

~
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4.15.1.45 DRAWINC;

A human-interpretable representation of PDD conforming to specific standards. The drawing has

both physical and informational aspects. Physical aspects are developed under drawing sheet, which

acts as an organizing subdivision of the drawing. Informational aspects are divided into product

association, which includes information about the product, and non product association which

mcludes non-product aspects, such as drawing administration data.

*)

XMTZTY drawing;
ahaat
typa
prodact^aasocia'tloa

aon^rodqcb_aaaoclation :

dafault^appatfanea
DID^BmTY;

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

sheet: The physical subdivision of the drawing,

type: The type of drawing.

product-association: The category of information which provides drafting's view of, and association

to, product data, such as dimensions or tolerances.

non .product-association: The category of information which provides drafting’s view of. and asso<

ciation to. non product data, such as that governing the administration of the drawing.

default-appearance: The highest level for setting default appearance parameters for curves and text.

4.15.1.46 DRAWING REQUIREMENT

The predefined contractural or organizational list of requirements for drawings such as ANSI, ISO.

or MIL standards or other referenced documents.

*)

dTZTY drawlng^reqalreaMn^

;

raferaae* : SZT [1 : «] of STXtZNG;

foxaat_ap«eiflcatlon : OPTIONAL ahoo^^fozmat^spocifieatioa;
standard : draftiag^atandard;

nJD_BITITY;
~

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

reference: A requirements document or standard which controls the development and/or interpretation

of the drawing.

LIST [1:#] OF drawlisg^ahaat

;

drawlng^typa

;

OPTIONAL SZT [1 : «] OF
product^aaaociatlon

;

OPTIONAL SZT [1 : «] OF
nea^rodoet^aaaeeiation

;

appaaranca^apaclfIcatlon

;
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format_sp«cificationr A required format specification,

standard: The standard controlling the drawmg presentation.

4.15.1.47 DRAWING SHEET

The drawing sheet is the physical foundation for locating and subdividing representaions of FDD.

The drawing sheet is administered according to infonnaiioo contained in sheet administration as*

sociation. Characteristics of the first sheet may differ from subsequent sheets. The ordering of the

sheets is accomplished by usmg the LIST aggregation type in the drawing reference to drawing sheet

*)

ZHTZTY dravln9_^ahMt;
l«w
aaaoelation
foraa-t

sis*
dafault_^appaaranea
aaaotatien
eafaranca_point

DID_KHTIT3f;
(*

”

OPTZOKAZi SXT [1 : #] OF draving^Tlaw;
OPTIONAL ahaa^^arhiini atraticn_^aaaoeiaticn

;

OPTIONAL ahaat^foraat;
sha«t_sxsa;
OPTIONAL appaaraaea^apaeiTlca^ion;
SXT [1 : #] OF annotation;
eaartaaian two eoordinata; '•-raaonrea

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

view: Views to appear on the sheet.

association: The associadon to information governing the administradon of the sheet, such as the

sheet revision.

format: The format to be placed on the sheet with the origin at the reference point.

size: The size of the sheet

default-appearance: The default appearance parameters. This is OPTIONAL since default appear-

ance is set by drawing, and optionally set by drawing view.

annotation: Annotation which is defined on the sheet.

reference.point: A point which specifies the origin of the sheet coordinate system reladve to the

bottom left comer of the sheet Both x and y values must be posidve.

4.15.1.48 DRAWING VIEW

The structure for presendng the product geometry with its appearance attributes. The geometry may

be ei±cr a three-dimensional model or it may be an explicit projection of a model onto the view

plane (with or without retaining associativity to an underlying model).

*)

XNTITT drawing__vi«w;

«p«eiTieatxon : x«w_sp«e4fiemtion;
orxgim__^on : carta*ian_two_coordinat«; --rnaouxen
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: two_^dun«naionaJ.^smn9«;

••laetad^Mdal^gacaatzy ; OPTZOKAL ««l«cta<l^mod«l

pro j•c^adjBodal
nasM
dmfmnlt^uodMl
dafault^appaaranca
annotation

WHZM
HOT (aalactadjBodal^gaoaatry O HULL AMD projactadjaodal O HULL)

;

1MD_*HTITY;
"

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS;

specification: The parameters defining the view.

origin.oa_sheet: The location of the view origin in terms of sheet coordinates.

range.on_shett: The range of sheet coordinates which completely encompass the view geometry

and any associated annotation. The range should be considered to potentially clip both the

annotation and geometry, while the clip in view specification is only for geometry.

selected-modei-geometry: The link to the entity which specifies the geometry and associated ap-

pearance parameters to be visible in a view.

projectedjnodel: The link to the aggregation of elements and associated appearance parameters for

geometry which has been projected into the view according to the view specification.

name: An identifying name for the view.

defaultjnodel: Defaultable parameter which governs the high level appearance of hidden edges in

the models.

default^ppearance: Defaultable parameters for the appearance of entities visible throu^ the view,

annotation: Annotation which is defined in the view.

4.13.1.49 GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTIC COMPARTMENT

The aspect of the pan or feature that a tolerance is directed to. such as fiamess or circularity for a

form tolerance, or position for a position tolerance.

*)

KMTITY gacMi'trie^charmctariatie^eoapartaant

;

ehrste^ay* : symbol;
BTO^EITITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

chrstc sym: The symbol which represents the geometric characteristic.

OPTZOKAL projactadjaodol;
OPTIOMAL STRING;

"

OPTZOKAL aodol^viaw^appoAraneo

;

OPTIONAL appoaixanco^apoelYieanion;
OPTIONAL SST [1 : tj OF annotation;
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A rectangular region used in building formats and tables. Contains the description of the content of

the field along with defining geometry, symbols, and fixed text.

*)

X2fTZTY information fiold;

undafinad —raaouxea;
eartaaian^two_eoordinata

;

two^spaea^diraction

;

uaa
lovar^laft
diraetion^laft^lina
blocJc^haight

blocJc^langth

top^lina_^viaibla

bottom^lina^yicibla
laft^lina^viaibla
ri^ht^lina^^TTiaibla
information^eontant
furtbar^info^fialda
nota
•yabol

BXAL;
SZAL;

LOGICAL;
LOGICAL;
LOGICAL;
LOGICAL;
undafinad; —raaourea
OPTIONAL LIST [1 : #]

OPTIONAL LIST [1 : #]

OPTIONAL LIST [1 : «]

raaouxca
-raaonrea

OF infexmation^fiald;
OF nota;

OF aymbel;
DID^XNTITY;
(*

~

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

use: The type of information in the block.

lowerJeft: The lower left comer.

directionJeftJine: The direction of the left line of the rectangle. This provides the orientadon.

biock-height: The height of the block.

biockJength: The length of the block.

topJine.visible: TRUE if the line is visible,

bottom Jine.visible: TRUE if the line is visible.

leftJine.visible: TRUE if the line is visible.

rightJine.visible: TRUE if the line is visible,

information-cootent: The information in the block,

furtherJnfoJields: Other linked blocks, i.e., sub-blocks,

note: Fixed textual informadon as for the block label,

symbol: Symbols used in the block.
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4. 15. 1 .5 1 MAXIMUM TOLERANCE VALUE SPECIFICATION

When specifying perpendicularity for an axis with zero tolerance at maximum material condition a

maximum tolerance may be specified with a maximum tolerance value specification.

*)

XMTZTY aAausum^tol«rane«_valu«_ap«cifieatioa;
dima«t«r_foza : OPTION]^ syabol;

max^tol^valu* : STRING;
*HD_B?TITT;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

diameterJorm: The symbol used to indicate that the maximum tolerance value specification ap-

plies to a diameter.

maxJoLvalue: The value of the maximum tolerance value specification.

4.15.1.52 NON PRODUCT ASSOCIATION

The Non-Product Association entities convey the Drafting application’s view of, and association

to, the Non-Product [definition Data. It has appropriate structure and augmentation components but

should be independent of physically representing the information. These entities may point out

areas of information which are conveyed by the application but are not contained by any resource

model. Examples of Non-Product Association entities are administrative information such as the

sheet revision information and the drawing title.

*)

ZNTZTY non__product_mssoci«tion
3UPXRTTPK 07 (drawing^adaiaia’trmtA.on^aaaoci.ntioo XOR

ah— rtmtioa^nanoclAtioo) ;

niD^SNTITT;
(*

”
4.15.1.53

DRAWING ADMINISTRATION ASSOCIATION

Drafting's view of, and association to, the information which governs the administration of a drawing.

*)

BTTZTY dxmwlng^ateinistxatioa^aaaoeiatlon
8X7BTT7E 07 (aoa^xedncb_a«aeeimtioa) ;

auabar
tihla
xawxaioa
ownar
raqai^r—nnh
atataa
claaaifieatioa
title claaaificatioa

STRdG;
STRING;
STRING;
persoa^aad^organisatioa; --reaourci

dxawiag^gegpair—nnt

;

dxaviag^stataa

;

OPTIONAL aecurity^elaaaifleatioa;
OPTIONAL security^claaaifieatioa;
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us«r_d«fin«d

'

titl«_not«
nt3ab«r no^«
r«vi«lon_aot«

IfBZBX

: OPTIONAL 3XT [1 : #] OF
u««r_d«fi^«d; --r«aoure«

not*;

not*;

not*;

titl*_not* . chAT^strlng titl*;
noab^r^not* . ch*r_strlng « nuab*r;
r*vi*i.on__aot* . ehar^atriiig « r*^i*lon;

DfD^^nrriTY;

(*
~

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTTONS:

number: The drawing number,

title: The drawing title,

revision: The drawing revision,

owner: The drawing owner.

requirement: Requirements associated with the drawing,

status: The status of the review and approval of the drawing,

classification: The drawing security classification,

title.classification: The drawing title security classification,

user .defined: Any user defined administrative information,

titlemote: A note which conveys the title,

numbermote: A note which conveys the drawing number,

revision-note: A note which conveys the revision.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . The character string in title must match that in title note.

2. The character string in number note must match that in number.

3. The character string in revision note must match that in revision.

4.15.1.54 SHEET ADMINISTRATION ASSOCIATION

Drafting's view of, and associauon to. the information which governs the administration of the sheet.

*)

ZHTZTY •h*«t__*^ai.nistr*tion_*aaoei*tion
SUBTTPK OF (non^roduct_^*saoci.*tion) ;

•h*«t__numb*r : STRING;
s*curity_cl*sa : •*curity_cl*aaifiemtion;
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rwiaion^l«v«l : STRI3K5;

r«vi«ion_his'tory : OPTIONAL LIST [1 : #] OF leg;
apprermls ; LZST [1 : #] OF shMb^approval ;

IND_INTITY;
(*

attribute DEFIMTIONS:

she«t-number: The sheet aumber.

security .class: The sheet classification.

revisionJevel: The sheet revision level.

revisionJiistory; The revision history,

approvals: The approvals for the sheet.

4.15.1.53 PRODUCT ASSOCIATION

Prodcuct Definition Data is the bulk of the information conveyed on a drawing. The product associa*

tion entities convey the Drafting applications view of, and association to, the PDD. It has appropriate

structure and augmentation but should be independent of physically representing the information.

Additionally, these entities may point out areas of information which are conveyed by the application

but which are not covered by any of the resource models.

*)

ZNTZTY product^msaoeiatioa
SXJPSRTYPX OF (noa_shmp«^aasoeiation XOR

ahap«^aaaociatioa)

;

DTO^mriTY;
(*

"

4.15.1.36 NON SHAPE ASSOCIATION

Drafting's view of. and association to, the information about the product which does not determine

the shape representation.

*)

ZNTZTY aoa^ahap«^a«soelatioa
SUPZRTYPZ OF (^tas_aaaociatioa XOR

diaaaaioa^aaaoeiatioa XOR
fMtora^aaaoelatioa XOR
gaeaahxie^tolarmnea^^^aaaociatiea XOR
aaaTafactariag^rocaas^aaaodatioa XOR
aark^aad__haadla_aaaoeiatloa XOR
matarial^aaaociatloa XOR
aota^ralator^aaaoeiatioa XOR
prodacb^a^Liaiatratioa_aaaoclatioa XOR
ahapa^ralator^aaaociatioa)

SUBTYPZ OF (producb^aaaoclatioa)

;

ZND_ZNTZTY;
"

(*
”
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4.15.1.57 DATL’M ASSOCIATION

The mformation required to completely specify a datum. Datum association is a subtype of non

shape association.

ZHTITY datua^asaocia'ti.on

SUBTYPX or (non^shapa^aaaociation)

;

datum
datum^id
datum^faatxira

datum^targat^numbar
targat_^araa^diamatar
targat_^araa_sixa
datum^targat^oaition

UNZQUS
datum^id;

XMD^XHTZTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

datum; --tolaranea
STRING;
dt^faatura; --tolaranea
OPTIONAL ZNTXGSR;
OPTIONAL RZAL;

OPTIONAL RXAL;
LOGICAL;

datum: The associativity to the datum entity in the Tolerance Model.

datum Jd: The letter or letters used to identify a datum.

datum -feature: The associativity to d*t feature in the Tolerance Model.

datum.targetjiumber: The datum target number forms pan of the datum target identifier. Num-

bers are assigned sequentially, staning with 1, for each datum.

target-area.diameter: When the area of a datum target is circular the diameter of the area is given

m the target area size portion of the datum target symbol.

target-areajsize: The area size, where applicable, gives the real number value of the datum target

surface area.

datum.target.4K)sition: The specification of whether the danim target on a drawing is located on the

visible or hidden surface of a pan.

*)

RUZJB axxoelmtlon^of^datum FOR (datum^axxocintlon, datxm) ;

ap«eifi«s_a^datum : da^un^axsocia'tion;
r«p«a«ntx_n^datum : datum;

NHZRX
~

rpaci£i«s_a^datum.datn^id * rnpaxaata^a^datum.nnma;
•p«ei£i«n^a_datia . datiai^fnatura rapasatx^a^datum . rafaranea

;

XND_RDL*;
” *

(*
~

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Datum id and the name field of datum are identical.

2. Datum feature and the reference field of datum are identical.
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4.15.1.58 DIMENSION ASSOCIATION

Drafting’s view of, and association to. the information content of a dimension.

*)

X2ITZTY dia«n«Ionianaoeiation
SUBTYPX or (x&on__sbap«_aasociati.on) ;

diaanaion

origin
aax^tol
ain^tol
diractad
diraction
paraaatar^vmlua

XHD^nmTY;”
(*

”

coordinata^diaanaion; ‘-•tolaranea
db_^faa'tnra; **-tolaranea
OPTZOKAL dt_faatura; -'-tolaranea
OPTZOIOU. BZJO.;

OPTIOllXL RZAL;

LOGICAL;
OPTZOfflkL diraction; •-raaenrea
OPTZOKAL PZAL;

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS;

dimension: The dimensionality being conveyed.

target: The target (or measured-to) of the dimension.

origin: The origin (or measured-from) of the dimension.

max-tol: The maximum tolerance value for the dimension.

minJol: The minimum tolerance value for the dimension.

directed: TRUE for a directed dimension.

direction: The direction for a directed dimension.

parameter .value: A parameter value for a parametric dimension.

4.15.1.59

FEATURE ASSOCIATION

Drafting’s view of. and associadon to, the information content of feature representadons on the

drawmg.

*)

SI7ZTY f«atur«__assoeiadlon
SUBTYPS OF (aon_sh«p«_aasociadien)

;

atta : undafinad; —raacurca
Dro_lHTITY;
(*

”

4. 1 5 . 1

.60

GEOMETRIC TOLERANCE ASSOCIATION

The information required to specify a geometric tolerance; the information is displayed on the drawing

in a feature control frame.
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*)

ENTITY g«oa«^rie_tol«xanc«_a«soci.ation
SUBTYTE OF (non_sh«p«_««sociation)

;

g[tol

to1arancad^ant

•

9C_rapraaantation

gaona-tric^tolaranca; --tolaranca
SET [1 : #] OF dt_faatuxa; —tolaranca
STRING;

”

tol_dia_form__aag
aagnatuda
tOljBC
tol^TUiit^araa

tol^unlt^lang^h
aax^tol^dxa^foza_mag
max^tol^aagnltuda
pri._da^^3a_id

pri_^da^um^ac
aac^datua^id
aae^datua_ae
tar^datoa^id
tar^datuajae
proj^toljaagnituda

WHERE
~ ~

REAL;
REAL;

OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL

toljalan
REAL;

REAL;
REAL;

REAL;
STRING;
tol__alan

STR^G;
toljalan
STR^^;
toljalan
REAL;

—tolaranca

--tolaranca

--tolaranca

--tolaranca

gtol^aap (gaoaatrie_tolaranca^aaaociation, 9tol)

;

END_ENTITY;
” ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS-.

gtol: The associativity to geometric tolerance in the Tolerance Model.

toleranced.ents: The associativity from geometric tolerance association to a d^t feature in the

Tolerance Model.

gc-representation: The identifying string for the Geometric Characteristic symbols which are con-

tamed in the feature control frame.

toLdiaJorm jnag: The real number value of the tolerance in cylindrical form. When a diameter

symbol is used in a feature control frame it indicates that the tolerance value following the

symbol applies to a diameter.

magnitude: The real number value of the maximum allowed deviation from the specified ideal value.

toljnc: The relative limit-of-size condition applied to a feamre on the tolerance specification of the

feature control frame.

toLunit-area: The real number value of the unit of surface area on the part for which the tolerance

value gives the maximum allowed deviation for a geometric characteristic.

toLunitJength: The real number value of the length- wise limit of the part (or the length of the surface

area) for which the tolerance value gives the maximum allowed deviation for a geometric

characteristic.

max.toLdiaJ'orm_mag: The real number value of the cylindrical form of the maximum tolerance

value specification.
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max_toi-magnitude:

'

pri-datumJd: The letter or letters used to identify the primary datum.

pri.datumjnc: The relative limit-of-size condition applied to the primary datum feature.

sec.datumJd: The letter or letters used to identify the secondary datum.

sec.datumjnc: The relative limit-of-size condition applied to the secondary datum feature.

ter.datumJd: The letter or letters used to identify the tertiary datum.

ter.datum-mc: The relative limitof-size condition applied to the tertiary datum feature.

projJoijnagnitude: The real number value of the height of a projected tolerance zone.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The gtoi map function returns TRUE for the arguments (feature control frame association,

gtol).4.13.1.61

MANUFACTURING PROCESS ASSOCIATION

A type of non shape association which contains information about the manufacturing process.

*)

ZMTZTY aanu^acturxng^roca««^aaaoeiati.on
SUBTns or (aon^shap«_^aaaoc4ation) ;

: uadafinad; —raaousca

(*
"4.15.1.62

MARK AND HANDLE ASSOCIATION

A type of non shape association which contains information about marking and handling the product.

*)

ZMTZTY aark_aad^handla_aasoeiatioa
SUBTYPX or (aon_ahapa_aasoeiatioa)

;

mttu : undafinad; ->raaourca
PiP_PrTZTY ;

(*

4.13.1.63

MATERIAL ASSOCIATION

A type of non shape association which contains information concerning the materiai(s) included in

the product information.

*)

SHTITY aatarial^aasoelation
SUBTYPX or (non^ehapa^aasociation)

;

atts : nndaflnad; --raaourea
Bm__lNTITY;
(*

"
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4.15.1.64 NOTE RELATOR ASSOCIATION

Drafting’s view of. and association to. the information represented by the note relator.

*)

ZNTZTY no'ta_r«lator_^aaaocia'ti.on

SUBTYVX or (non^ahap«^aasoei«tioa)

;

atta : undafinad; —raaourca
nro__ximTY;
(*

"

4.15.1.65 PRODUCT ADMINISTRATON ASSOCIATION

Drafting's view of. and association to. the information which governs the administration of the product.

*)

XMTZTY product__a^aini.a'tratlon_^aaaocaatLon

SUBTYPK or (non^ahapa^aaaoci.a'tion) ;

parb_^ntaibax : STRING;
part^nama ; STRING;
part^claaaifiea'tion : aacurity^elaaaificatlon;

XND__XNTITY;
~

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

partjiumber: The part number,

part-name: The pan name,

part-classification: The pan classification.

4. 1 5 . 1 .66 SHAPE RELATOR ASSOCIATION

Drafting’s view of. and association to. the information represented by the shape relator.

*)

ZNTZTY ahapa^ralator^aaaoeiation
SUBTYRK or (aon^ahapa^aaaoeiation)

;

atta : unda^iaad; -'raaourca
XND^DITITY;
(*

“

4.15.1.67

SHAPE ASSOCIATION

Drafting’s view of. and association to. the information about the product which determines the shape

representation.

*)

ENTITY ahapa^aaaociation
SUPXRTYPK or (sactionad araa aaaociation OR
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' i«w_*p«ciiic*tion)
SUBT^X or (product^aaaociation) ;

mD_^niTITY;
(*

"

4.15.1.68 SECTIONED AREA ASSOCIATION

Drafting’s view of. and association to, the information required to support regeneranoo of the section

representation.

*)

XMTZTY aaetionad^araa^aasocxatxoa
SUBTYPX or (ahap«_aaaociati.on) ;

boundary^eurv* : boxandad^corv ; --raaotarea

ialand_eurv« : OPTZOMaZ SZT [1:«] Or
boundad^corva; --raaouxea

atarxal : OPTZOKXL atatarial^aaaoexatloo;
DID_BrTlTY;

”

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

boundary.curve: The bounded geometry which defines the outer boundary for the section,

island.curve: Bounded geometry which defines island areas wi thin the boundary curve,

material: The association to the product material information.

4. 1 5 . 1 .69 VIEW SPECmCATION

The parameters which define what part of the geometric representation is visible in a view, and how

it IS viewed.

*)

SITZTY iaw^apaci.fiea-tioo
SX7BTYPE or (ahap«^aaaociat4on) ;

coordLLna^a^aya-toA : trauaaformation; --raaoure*
clip : OPTZOKAZt viaw^clip;
parapactiva^^peiat : OPTZOlUU*

carbaaiaui^thraa^coordinata; •-raaotaxea

baaa^angla^dag : OPTZOHAI. KUkL: ~

*HD_KOT1TY;
"

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

coordinate.system: The orientation and definition of the view coordinate system,

clip: The clipping boundaries for geomeay.

perspective.point: A viewing perspective point.

base.angie.deg: The base rotation angle for placement of the view on the sheet Positive angles are

measured counterclockwise. Rotation is about the view origin.
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4.15.1.70 PROJECTED MODEL

An explicit projection of a model onto the view plane (wnh or without retaining associativity to an

underlying parent model).

*)

CITITY pro
olMionf
p*r«nt^aodal
app«arane«

niD__nfriTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNTTIONS:

elements: Annotation geometry included in the projected model

parent-model: The parent three dimensional model from which the geometry is projected.

appearance: Defaultable parameter which governs the high level appearance of hidden edges in the

models.

4.15.1.71 SECTION PARAMETERS

The parameters for generating a section representation from a sectioned area associativity.

*)

XMTZTY aaction^araaotaxa;
llna^angla
lina^spaelng

arn^coda
lLna__thm

niD^dTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

line^ngle: The angle for the section lines,

line^pacing: The normal distance between the section lines,

line.pattern.code: A pattern code for the line style of the section lines,

line.thru: A location that one of the section lines passes through.

4.15.1.72 SECURITY CLASSIRCATION

The security classification structure.

*)

ZMTZTY aacurity;_claasd.Ylcation;
laval aaeurity^claasifieatloa^laval;

RZAL;

RXAL;
ZMTXSZR;
cartasian tvo eooydinata; —raaourca

SKT [1 : #] OF aaaotatiea_gac«atry;
OPTZOKAL aalactad^aodal^gacAa^xy;
OPTIONAL aodal^rlaw^appaaranea;
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catagory
aceass^ras'trictloa

data
authority
clarai^iar titl«

OPTIONAL usar^dafinod; --raaourea
OPTIONAL uaar^dafinad; —raaourea
data; --raaourea
OPTIONAL paraon^and^orgaaization;
OPTIONAL STRINgT

”

niD_^*NTITY;

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

level: The level of security classification,

category: A category modifier on the level,

access-restriction: A special restriction modifier,

date: The classification date.

authority: The authority which provided the classification,

dassifier.title: The title of the person who provided the classification.

4.15.1.73 SELECTED MODEL GEOMETRY

The drafting aggregation of shape with appropriate appearance parameters for presentation in a view.

Drafting may require shape geometry which augments the product model, as for the geomeoy which

represents the product shape when cut by a cutting plane for a section view.

*)

BITITY ••l«et«d_mod«l_g«ca«'try;
pd^ahap* ; SXT [1 : #] OF shapu; --raaeuxeu
aodal^appuarmne* : OPTIONAL aodal^viaw^appuaxuea

;

al—ant^appaaranca : OPTIONAL app«aranca^aaaoexati.Tity;
BtD^KNTITT;

”

(* "
•

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

pd-shape: The aggregatioos of elements represented.

model-appearance: The high level parameters for hidden edge visualization or removal.

element^ppearance: The link to provide a set of elements with a desired appearance, such as a

dashed style on curves.

4. 1 5. 1 .74 SHEET APPROVAL

The approval documentation for a sheet, as depicted on a drawing.

*)

INTITY ahaat^approval;
pzaparad^by : paxsoa_naaa; —raaourea
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pr•pax•d^^dat•
ch«ckad_by
ch«c}c«d_data

approval
iaauadjby
iaau«^dat«

mD^mriTY;
(•

"

data; --raaoure*
parson^nam«; —raaourc*
data; —r«aourca
LIST [1 ; #] or approval; --r«aouxc«
p«raon_and__organization; --r«aoure«
data; --raaourc*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

prepared J>7 : Person who prepared the sheet,

prepared .date: Date the sheet was prepared.

checked.by: Person who checked the sheet,

checked.date: Date the sheet was checked,

approval: Approvals for the sheet.

issuedJjj: Isstiing authority,

issue.date: Date of issue.

4.13.1.75 SHEET FORMAT

The aggregation of annotation which locates other blocks of administrative annotation.

*)

ZHTZTY ormat

;

naaa : OPTIONAL STRING;
•pacification : OPTIONAL shcct^^format_^sp«clfIcatloa;
•ubflgur* : OPTIONAL aanotatlon^subflgura; .

rND_KNTITY;
”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINmONS:

name: An identifier for the format.

specification: The specification associated with the format.

subfigure: A annotation subfigure which contains all of the fi:(ed text and annotation geometry

for the format.

4. 1 5. 1 .76 SHEET FORMAT SPECIFICATION

The specification which determines the definition of the format

*)

KNTITY shcat^format_sp«clfIcatIon

;

Infomatlon__flaid : LIST [1 : #] OP Inforaatlon_flaid;
*ND_*NTITY;

"

(*
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ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

information.field: The description of the content of the field along with defining geometry, symbols,

and fixed text.

4.15.1.77 SHEET REVISION LOG

The strucmre for documenting sheet revisions on a drawing.

*)

KMTZTY sh««t^r«vi«i.on_log;

r«Tl«lon : STRI29C;

da-b« : data; —raaoorca
axplaination : STRZ1I6;

ra^aranca : STRZMG;
PID^PrriTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINmONS:

revision: The revision level for the sheet,

date: The date of the revision,

explaination: An explaination of the revision,

reference: A reference to the affected zone(s).

4.15.1.78 SIffiETSIZE

The size of the sheet.

*)

KHTZTY ahaat_ai.xa;

daaignation : std_ahaat_siza;
siaa : OffTZOKAL castaaian^tvo^eoordlnata; —raaourea

*nD_*irriTr;
~ "

(*
^

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

designation: A standard sheet size.

size: A point at the opposite diagonal from the sheet origin which specifies the size explicitly.

4.15.1.79 SUBRGURE DEFINITION

An aggregation of annotation.
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*)

ZZTTZTY subf inition;
axinota^ion : OPTIOKAL SZT [1:#] OF anno^a^^on;
ina^anca : OPTIONAL SXT [1:#] OF annotation^aubfiguxa;

IND_KNTITY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

annotation: Entities included,

instance: Instances where used.

4.15.1.80 SYMBOL GROUP SPECIFICATION

The specification which controls the appearance of a group of characters and symbols.

*)

KNTZTY aymbol^group^spaelZlcation;
£on-t_^cod«_id : STRING;
ehar_hai.ght_factor : RZAL ;

ehaxactara : LIST [1 : #] OF ayabol;
tmdorbar : LOGICAL

;

osrarbar : LOGICAL;
XND^DrriTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

font.codeJd: Identifier for desired font

charJieightJactor: Factor for scaling characters and symbols.

characters: Included characters/symbols.

underbar: TRUE if characters are to be underscored.

overbar: TRUE if characters are to be overscored.

4.15.1.81 TARGET AREA SIZE

The target area size gives the area of the datum target (where applicable).

*)

KNTITY targct^arM^aiso;
araa^dlaaatar : OPTIONAL STRING;
dlaa«t«r_^fozm : OPTIONAL ayaibol;

ar«a_aiz« : OPTIONAL STRING;
WHZRZ

(axaa_^di amatar O NULL and diamatar^fozs O NULL) OR
araa^siza O NULL;

ZND_ZNTITY;
(*
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ATTRIBUTE DEFINmONS:

area.diameter; When the area of a datum target is circular the diameter of the area is given in the

target area size portion of the datura target symbol.

diameterrorin: The symbol used to indicate diameter or circularity.

area^ize: The area size, where applicable, gives the numerical value of the datum target surface

area.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . Either area diameter and diameter form both have values or area size has a value.

4. 15. 1 .82 TOL SPECIFICATION COMPARTMENT

The enumeration of the required tolerance parameters of a feature in the feature control frame. It

must contain the tolerance value, and may also contain the tolerance cylindrical form, the tolerance

material condition, the tolerance unit area, and the tolerance unit length.

*)

ZMTZTY tol_«p«ci.flcation^conpaz±a«nt

.

matl^eond
proj^tol_£o*m

tol^uai.t_^l«ngth

(*
”

OPTZOKAZ. syabol;

STimiC;
OPTZOMXZ. syabol
OPTZONXI. syabol
OPTZOIO^ STimiG
OPTZOHAL STimtG

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

diameterJorm: The symbol used to indicate diameter or circularity.

tol.value: The real number value of the maximum allowed deviation from the specified ideal value.

matl.cond: The relative limit of size condition of the designated feature that is to be used as the

datum in the dimensional relationship.

proj.toLform: The symbol which indicates that the tolerance applies to a proj^ted tolerance zone.

toLunit,.area: The real number value of the unit of surface area on the part for which the tolerance

value gives the maximum allowed deviation for a geometric characteristic.

tol.unitJength: The real number value of the length* wise limit of the part (or the length of the surface

area) for which the tolerance value gives the maximum allowed deviation for a geometric

characteristic.
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4.15.1.83 TWO D[MENSIONAL RANGE

A range oo the two dimensional drawing sheet.

*)

ENTITY two^diAttnnioaal^rang*;
nln__ymin : c*3rt>nian__two^eoordinaf ; —ranourc*
xna»_ymaa : caart««iAn_tvo_coordinat«; —r«aourc«

nTO__*NTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNTTIONS;

xmin.jmin: The minimum x. minimum y coordinate, e.g. lower left

xmax_jniax: The maTimum x. maximum y coordinate, e.g. upper right

4.15.1.84 VIEW CLIP

The region outside of which the geometric representarion in a view is clipped.

*)

CrrZTY i«w_clip;
uAux : REAL;
Umax : REAL;
vain : RIAL;

vaax : RZAL;
nain : OPTIONAL RIAL;

naax : OPTIONAL REAL;
END^ENTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITTONS:

umin: Minimum u value, view coordinate system (left).

Umax: Maximum u value, view coordinate system (right),

vmin; Minimum v value, view coordinate system (bottom),

vmax: Maximum v value, view coordinate system (top),

nmin: Minimum Q value, view coordinate system (back),

nmax: Maximum n value, view coordinate system (front).

4.15.1.85 Drafting FUNCTION Definitions

4.15.1.85.1 FEATURE CONTROL FRAME MAP

Function feature control frame map maps the feature control frame feature control frame from the

draftmg view of the tolerance information feature control frame association.
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*)

rUMCTZON f•atur«^con'tzol_fraa«^map (fef : fa«tur•^eontzol^fzaM;
««socia^xoa : gacoM^ri.e^tolaranea^aaaeci.a'tloa) : LOGICAL;
fef

.
gao^chrs^c . chzate^aym . aymbol_^id :

*

aaaoexatioa
.
ge^rapraaaatatioa;

zr aaapelatioa. tol^dla^foza^mag O MULL TBZM
fef . tol_apaei.fieatioa . di.amatar_fora . ayabol^id :

' diaaatar ' ;

fef .tol^apacxfieatioa.tol_^valua :«

zaal^to^ebar (maaoexaPloa . tol^dda^fozm_aag, fef . ay»_^gxoap) ;

SKD_ZT;
” ” ~ ”

Zf aaaeelatioa. tol_ae < ragardlaas TBBf
fef . tol^apacxfieatioa .aatl^eoad . ayabel^id :

alaajaap (aaaocxatioa . tol^ae)

;

fef . tol^ap«e±fieatioa . tol_val :

«

raal^to^char (aaaoexatioa.aagaxtuda, fef . aym^gzoup) ;

DID_ZT;
” ”

XT aaaoelatioa.aax^tol^dia^fora^aag o MULL THBf
fef .aajK^tol^apaeifieatxoa . dxaaatar^fora . ayabol^id : « ' dlaaatar

'

fef . aaa^tol^apaelfleatioa . aax^tol^^ral : m

raml^te_ehar (aaaoeiatxoa .aaz^tol_dia_foxa^aag, fef . aya^gxoup)
«ID_ZT;

~ ” - - - - -

ZT maaoei.atloo.aax^tol^vml « MUZ<L THEM
fef .aajc^tol_8paeifleatioa . aax^tol^vml :

raal_;to^ehar (aaaoe±atloa .aajc^t:ol_aagai.tada,

fef . aya^gzoup)

;

EMD^ZT;
"

IT aaaoeiatioa.pri^datea^id MULL TSDf
fef

.
prx_^dat\2B . datua^id : aaaoeia^xoa

.
prl^dat«^id

;

EMD^ZT;
" " " ~

ZT aaaoexatioa.pri^datua^ae < ragardlaas TBBf
fef

.
pri^^datua . aatl^eoad . ayabol^xd : *

alaajaap (aasoeia^ioa. tol^ae)

;

*MD_ZT;"’
~

ZT aaaoexatloa. aae^da^ua^id MUZiL TBBf
fef . aae^datua . dapaa^ld :* aaaoeiatioa. sae^^datTai^ld;

BfD_ZT;
- ~ -

ZT assoeiatloa. sae^dataa^ae < ragardlaas TBBf
fef . aae^dataa .aatl^eoad . ayabol__id :

alaa^aap (aaaoeiatioa . toljae)

;

B©_ZT;
" ~

ZT aaaoeiatioa. tar^dataa^id * NUZJt TBBf
fef . tar_^dataa . ^taa^id : > aaaoeiatioa . tar^datim^id;

EMD^ZT;
” *”

ZT aaaoeiatioa. tar^dataa^ae < ragardlaas TBBf
fef . tar^dataa . aatl^eoad . ayabol^^id :

*

alaa^aiap (aaaoeiatioa. toljae)

;

BMD_ZT;
”

ZT aasoeiatioa.proj_tol_aagnitada O MULL TBZM
fef . tol^apaeifieatioa

.
pro j__tol_fora . syabol^id :
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' pro jACtad'tolaranc* ron«'

;

fcf . tol^^spocificmtioQ . tol_valua :

«

r««l_to_ch*r ( association
.
pro j_tol__iBagnituda , fcf . sym_group) ;

IND_IT;
” ”

BXTUIW (TRUX) ;

XND_rUlfCTIOH

;

(*
”

4.13.1.83.2 GTOL MAP

Function gtol map generates the population of the feature control frame association based on the

particular geometric tolerance. The function is intended to address the information off of the subtypes

of tolerance (as it is divided in the Tolerance model, but we want access through a single connection

to the supertype - hence the questionable use of 'typeof. There is only enough here to show how we
think it should be.

*)

rUMCTZON gtol^aap (asseclatiion : gaca«tric_tolaranea_assoelatioa;
gtol : gacmatiric^tolaranea)

LOGICAL;
”

CAJ3X typacf (gtol) OF
angularity :

BXGZlf

association. gc^raprasantation : 'angularity^;
association. tolarancad^ants :« gtol. tolarancad^anta;
association .aagnituda gtol .aagnituda;
association. tol_^dia_fora :* MULL;

association . tol__ac : « gtol .aatarial^condition;
association. tol_unit__araa MULL;
association. tol^unit^langth : MULL;

as sociation
.
pri^datua^id : « gtol

.
priaary^datua . naaa

;

association
.
pri_datuajae :

»

gtol_pri tnary^^datua . matarial^condition

;

IF gtol . sac^datua « MULL TBKH
association . sac^datw^id : * gtol . sae^datua . naaa

;

association . sae^datua^ac : * gtol . sac^datta . aatarial_eondition

;

IMD_ir;
"

IF gtol . tartiary^datua « MULL THZH
as sociation . tar^datua^id : « gtol . tartiary^datua . naaa

;

association . tar^datiai^ae :

«

gtol . tartiary^datua .xaatarial^condition;
XMD_IF;

" ”

KMD;

flatnass :

BXGZM
association

.
gc^raprasantation 'flatnass';

ate for aach appropriata attributa for flatnass

ZMD;

--ate for aach gaoaatric charactaristie
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SID_CX3X;
aXTUSM (TRUX) ;

XllD_rUNCTIOH;

(*
”

4.15.1.85.3 MLSN MAP

Function mlsn map returns a string which represents a material condition.

*)

rUNCTZOM mlsa_map (Mtl^eoQd : tol^mlaa ) : STRZMG;
CXSZ *«tl_cond or

" ”

Mae :~RXTUm('aaxae' ) ;

l«Mtae : BXTUXH(' iMatmc' ) ;

XMD^CASX;
XHD_rDHCTIOH;
(*

4.15.1.85.4 REAL TO CHAR

Function real to char converts a real number to a string according to a association.

*)

rUNCTZON rMl^to^chax (raalnua : RXAL;

ap«eirie«tion : aymbol^group^apecifica'tion) : STRZMG ;

XHD^rUHCTIOM;
~ "

(*
”

4.15.1.86 Drafting Entity Classification

The foUowmg indented listing provides the Gassihcadon Structure for the entities in the Drafting

Schema.

A2ni07XTZ0N
A1QIOTA7ZON SXOMXTRY
AHM07XZZ0M SUBTZGUXX
NOTX
PAODUCT AMHOTATZON
DATUM AXPFXSXliTATZOM

DATUM rXATUAX SYMBOL
DATUM TAASXT SZMBOL

DZMXMSZOM PXPAXSXMTATZON
AMGULAJl DZMZMSZOM RZPPXSXtrrATZOM

LZNKAR DZMXMSZON AXPRXSXinATZON
OBDZMATX DZMXMSZOM RZPPXSXMTATZON
BADZUS DZMXMSZOM BXPRXSXirZATZON

DZAMXTXR DZMXMSZOM BXPBXSXMTATZOM
rXATUBX COMTAOL rPAME
LXADXR DZBXC7XD CALLOUT
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SICTIOM RXPRISINTATIOM
RXLATION ANNOTATION
NOTZ RZZATOR

IMPLICIT GZNXRALIZATION
NAMZD VARIABLZ
NOT! ruus

SHAPE RELATOR
CENTER LINS
DIMENSION LINS
EXTENSION LINE
LEADER

STMBOL
APPEARANCE ASSOCIATIVITY
APPEARANCE SPECITICATION

CURVE APPEARANCE
FULL ENTITY APPEARANCE
PARTIAL ENTITY APPEARANCE

TEXT APPEARANCE
DATUM TARGET IDENTITIER
DEPTH
DATUM REFERENCE COMPARTMENT

PRIMARY DATUM COMPARTMENT
SECONDARY DATUM COMPARTMENT
TERTIARY DATUM COMPARTMENT

DRANING
DRANING RXQUIRnCENT
DRANING SHEET
DRANING VIEN
INFORMATION FIELD
GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTIC COMPARTMENT
MAXIMUM TOLERANCE VALUE SPECIFICATION
NON PRODUCT ASSOCIATION

DRANING ADMINISTRATION ASSOCIATION
SHEET ADMINISTRATION ASSOCIATION

PRODUCT ASSOCIATION
NON SHAPE ASSOCIATION
DATUM ASSOCIATION
DIMENSION ASSOCIATION
FEATURE ASSOCIATION
GEOMETRIC TOLERANCE ASSOCIATION
MANUFACTURING PROCESS ASSOCIATION
MARX AND HANDLE ASSOCIATION
MATERIAL ASSOCIATION
NOTE RELATOR ASSOCIATION
PRODUCT ADMINISTRATION ASSOCIATION
SHAPE RELATOR ASSOCIATION

SHAPE ASSOCIATION
SECTIONED AREA ASSOCIATION
VIEN SPECIFICATION
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FROJZCTZD MODEL
SXCTZOH PARAMETERS
SECURITY CLASSZrZCATZOH
SELECTED MODEL GEOMETRY
SHEET APPROVAL
SHEET FORMAT
SHEET FORMAT SPECZFZCATZOM
SHEET REVISZON LOG
SHEET SIZE
SUBFZGURE DEFZHZTZOH
SYMBOL GROUP SPSCZTZCATZON
TARGET AREA SIZE
TOL SPECZFZCATZOM COMPARTMENT
TWO DZMEMSZONAL RANGE
VIEW CLIP

*)

END_SCHSIA; — •&<! of DRAFTING flChooA
(*

”
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4.16

4.16.1
Introduction

Collected here are the Mechanical Products Applications.

SCHBA ipiajB«chani.cAl_^rodue^_ach<

KXPORT XVZRYTBZ27G;

ASSUMS (ipia_p«eai_ach«ma) ;

(*

4.16J Product Structure Configuration Management4.16.2.1

Introduction

*)

SCHXMX ipiai_^aoB_sch«Ra;

KXPORT KVXRYTHZ2IG;

ASSX3MB (ipiM^ahap«_int«rfaea^achana,
ipia^mat•xiAl^aehaaa

,

ipia^g«om«^ry^aeh«ma) ;

4.16.2.1.1 Purpose

The purpose of the information model descnbcd herein is to portray the significant information required

to manage the configuration (or structure) of an industrial product.

The information is independent of the type of product. Whether it be strictly mechanical, electrical,

architectural, or of some other type, the information contained in the model remains unchanged.

The information portrayed in this model tends to portray the point in the product development life

cycle near the completion of engineering detail design. This is often referred to as engineering release.

The model is therefore independent of any panicular design or analysis function.

4.16.2.1.2 Scope

The Product Structure Configuration Management information model is limited primarily to engineer-

ing data. It is assumed, however, that the product described will be manufactured (and probably

supponed by a logistics organization throughout its life).

The short term scope of this model is restricted by the following:

1. Product Structure is restricted to the relationship between physical components and assemblies.

2. Configuration Management applies only to Product Structure, i.e,, manages the way assemblies

and components are configured.

3. Product Structure will suppon more than one Bill-Of-Material view.
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4. Product Strucnire and Configuration Management will support material information only with

respect to stock items and make-from issues. This means that the model will not mclude matenal

property data.

5. The primary goal is to capmre the as-designed information. This is initially limited to mechamcai

product issues. There has been no attempt to integrate this model with w^k done by other

committees such as A£C, FEM. or Electrical.

The model contained herein is intended to be a “concepmal” model, in that it attempts to record the

minimal set of entities required to capture the desired information. It does NOT include those entities

and relationships whose sole purpose is to make the model easier to use or more efficient at data

storage, Le. those desired at the “implementation ' level, but unnecessary at the concepmal level.

This was done in order to minimize the labor involved in the future integration of the model with

other committees. Implemeniation, although important, can only be satisfactorily achieved after this

integration process has occurred.

4.16.2.1.3 Viewpoint

The viewpoint represented in this data model is primarily that of configuration management of product

structures. Engineering design and management are also strongly represented, however. The particular

terms may vary depending on the nature of the enterprise, but the function is that of managing the

way in which deliverable products are designed and configtired.

4.16.2.1.4 Abbreviations and Acronyms

The following abbreviations and acronyms are used throughout this document.

Cl — Configuration Item

CM — Configuration Management

CR — Change Request

FDD — Product Definition Data

PMD — Product Management Data

PS — Product Stnxmre

PSCM — Product Structure Configuration Management

4. 1 6.2.U Fundamental Concepts and Assumptions

This section of the Product Strucnire Configuration Management Data Model contains underlying

ideas found in the “real world” of configuration management The ideas are important to the focus

of the model, and they are represented either in the entities or the relationships of the model.

1. CM is interested in product (items) which are intended to be built and which may or may not be

sold. This implies that the configuration of parts supplied by a vendor is not usually managed

by CM. For example, if a certain motor is supplied by a vendor, the individual parts of the

motor are not usually under CM.
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2 . The enterpnse "and the customer agree on the idennry of certain configuration items (Cl’s).

These are usually high level assemblies which act as focal pomts for managing the effectivity

of lower level parts and assemblies. In other words, effectivity is managed by the configuration

Item. In some businesses, these configuration items are equated to Product Models.

3. .Ail enterprise often makes mmor changes to a product for marketing purposes. General '"product

lines
” which include one or more (model) variations of a product are therefore maintained, often

simultaneously.

4.16.2.2 PRODUCT ITEM

The generic description of one or more versions of a (thing) that is, or is intended to be. produced,

or is consumed in a production process.

This entity identifies those product item versions which fulfill the generic description of the product

item. Although one product item version may fulfill the generic requirements of more than one

product item, common practice dictates that each is restricted so as to belong to one and only one

product item.

This entity represents a prevalent concept that there are deviations in the defined characteristics of

product item versions that are such that they represent variants of the same product item.

Every product item has at least one product item version (the “initial** version), and may have more

than one.

It is important to note that the rules for determining if variations to a design are “small" enough to

constimte membership within the same product item are company specific. A common rule is that

small variations do not effect the fit, form, and function of the product item (all versions of a product

item are interchangeable throughout all usages of it within higher assemblies). This determination is

subjective, however, and varies greatly among compames and departments. It is also highly life<ycie

dependent, as the creator normally does not know at the time of creation all of the higher assembly

usages in which the item may be applied.

As such, this entity only captures informafion that at the time of creation the variations were deemed

small, not that they are still considered to be small,

*)

ZHTZTY produe^__itaai;

nmmm 7 STUZNG;
daaeription : STRZMG;

itam_id : STRIHG;
waiotK : LIST [1 : #] Of product^it«i^T«rsion;

OHIQO*
” ”

item_id;

BKDjartTrr;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS;

name: The name of the product item,

description: A description of the product item.

item Jd: The unique identification of the product item, which may take the form of of a part number,

stock item number, etc.
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versions: The list of'versioos of the product item.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Item id must be UNIQUE.

4.16.2.3 PRODUCT ITEM VERSION

A specific description of an existing concept which defines the characteristics of a product item.

This description is commonly referred to as the “design", and aggregates information for a (thing)

that is, or is intended to be, produced, or is consiimed in a production process (e.g. a part, stock

material item, etc.).

Although product item versions may share common information (especially those referred to by the

same product item), each is a unique description for achieving a particular concept, be it small or

large; each, by itself, is considered a separate design.

A product item version may be the result of a design change applied to a prior venion. The prior

design may or may not be a version of the same product item.

*)

Z2ITZTY product^it

dsneriptioa
csMtor

••cority^elnn

•

approval

•

prlor^vnx aion
changn^roaaon
vnraion^id
contract

a

am^varaion;
: STRZHG;
: STRING;

: poxaon^and^organiaation;
: data^tiaa;
: OPTIONAL aacority^elaaaifieationjhiatory;
: OPTIONAL approval^hiatory

;

: OPTIONAL produet^itam^traraion;

: OPTIONAL STRING;
”

: STRING;
: OPTIONAL SZT [1 : «] OF STRING;

( (prior_^varaion « NULL) AND (changa^raaaon NUUi) ) OR
( (prior_varaion O NULL) AND (changa^raaaon O NULL) )

;

prior^varaion :0: product^itaa^vaxaion;
RND^PniTY;

" "

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

name: The name of the product item version.

description: The description of the product item version.

creator: The name of the creating organization (company, department, section, person, and/or project)

for the product item version.

creation.date: The date and time of the creation of the product item version,

security .class: The Security Gassification (if appropriate),

approvals: Approval history (if appropriate).
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prior.version: The rmmediately pnor design from which this version was derived,

change-reason: A description of the reason for the design change.

versionJd: The identification of the product item version, such as a pan version number,

contracts: The identifiers of contracts m which the product item version is called for.

*)

RUXiX product_it«a__«nd_v«raion rOR (producb__itM,
prodQct^itM^T«rsion) ;

XT (ina-tan^lAtion (product^itflB^srmrsioa, prodact^it«a) O 1) TSZM
VIOIATIOH;

" " ”

(• A PROOUCT_ZTBf_VXRSZON i« associated with ona PROOUCT_ZTB< *)

XHD_ZJ;
" " ~

RZPKAT FOR KACS produet^itaB^warsioa ZM predact^itsa . Tersioas

;

ZT HOT (UNZQUX waxsion^id) THZM
VZOZATZOH;

niD^ZT;
BCD^SZPKAT;

KMD_RULX;
(*

”

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The prior version cannot be the same as the “current” versioo.

2. A product item version must be associated with a single product Hem.

3. If there is a prior design, then the reason for the design change must be given.

4. A version id must be unique within the context of a product item.

4.16.2.4 PRODUCT ITEM VERSION FUNCTIONAL DEFINITION

A product item version functional definition, or functional definition for short, is a unique de-

scription of the underlying relationships and information defining product item versions.

Functional definitions may be defined for many reasons, but probably the most common is for

different organizational defnitions of a product item version's parts list (bill of material).

As an example, the component parts list of a multi-level assembly may vary considerably depending

on the particular purpose or organization for which it is intended, such as between as-designed,

as-planned, or as-serviced.

Functional definitions may also be defined to provide for restricted or expanded definitions. Consider

a primary design definition of an assembly which includes assembly component usage traversal

Substimtes. The use of any panicular substitute is considered to have no appreciable effect on the

final product: the substitutes are interchangeable. However, different applications (analysis, inspection,

process planning, etc.) may have greatly different results based on which substimte is used, em

Functional definition allows (but does not require) each application to construct its own definitions

for the assembly, which may have fewer or more assembly component usage occurrence substitutes

allowed, and to relate the results of the application to those restricted or expanded definitions.
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IHTITY prodact^^itwa^^v^raioa^functional_d«fiaition ;

varaioa
priAary_shap«
aat«rial«
ownav

daaeriptioa
craatloa data

product^itaa^varsioa

;

OPTIONAL ahapa

;

OPTIONAL SIT [1 : #] OF matarial^ropaxty

;

paxsoa^aad__orgaaizatioa

;

stringT
STRING;
data tlaa;

DID^niTrTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

versioo: A product item versioa.

primaryjhape: The primary geometric shape definition associated with with the product item ver*

sion functiooaJ definition.

materials: The set of materials used in the product.

owner: The name of the owning organization (company, depamnent, section, person, and/or project)

for the product item version functional definition.

name: The textual name of the product item version functional definition.

description: A textual description of the product item version functional definition.

creation.date: The date and time of the creation of the product item versioo functional definition.

*)

RULZ wrsion^a&d^dafinltlon FOR (prodact^itM^T«raioa,
prodnet^it alon^functionnl^dafinltloa ) ;

IF inatantlatioo (pxodnct_itaa^v«xsion,
prodact_itam^vwraion^functloaaL_da£in^tioa) < 1

THZN VIOLATION;
- - - -

(* A Product Ztam Varaion auat ba aaaoclatad with at laaat

oaa Product Ztam Varaioa Functional Dafinition *)

XXtDjrr;

DID_BCTL*;
(*

”

PROPOSITIONS:

1. A product item version must be associated with at least one product item versioo functional

definition.

4.16.2.5 PRODUCT ITEM USAGE TRAVERSAL

A product item usage traversal is the use of an instance of a product item version in the context

of a higher level product item version (i.e. assembly component usage traversal, or in d:e context

of an output product item version (i.e. make from usage option.
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Product item usage-traversaJs are identified for a variety of reasons, the most predominant being

for locatmg instances of a component withm some higher level of assembly. They may also be

established for functional reasons, when locations may or may not be known. A product item usage

traversal is not constrained to always have a geometnc relationship (location and orientation) relative

to Its context.

*)

srriTY product^it«A_u«ag«^txav«rsal
SXTPZHTYPK or (uJca^froa^uaaga^option XOR

*«a«HLbly_conponttn-t_u«ag«i_^txaT«r«Al} ;

DID_DrriTr;
” ~

(*
”

4.16.2.6 MAKE FROM USAGE OPTION

Establishes a relationship that a product item version (the input) within a given functional definition

can be physically transformed into another product item version (the output).

A make-firom relationship in reality states that any physical manifestation of one design (the output)

can be manufactured from any physical manifestation of another design (the input). This relationship is

independent of any particular instances of the physical manifestations, however, and so is established

between the designs (product item version functional definitions).

The functional definition for the product item versions is necessary in that a single make from

usage option within one functional definition may acmally be seen as several make from usage

options or sequences of options within another.

The input product item versions are those typically called “stock” items, although they are not

restricted to this. The resulting product item version can be either a version of a new product item

or a version of the input product item.

As an example, consider the case of a shaft which can be machined from either a casting or a forging.

All three (the shaft, the forging, and the casting) are separate instances of product item versions, and

two input attnbutes of make from usage option exist, one between the output shaft and the input

forging, the other between the output shaft and the input casting.

*)

KMTZTY MJc«_from__uaag«_opbioa
SX7BTY7X or (product^itam^naago^travoraal) ;

outpvt
Inpu^
quantity
cxitnxin
oce location

pxodact_it araion^functional^dafinition

;

prodnct^itaoL^varaion^funetional^dafinition;
zmtxgzrT
ranking^rationala

;

OPTZOMAL axia^lacenant ;

output . version O input . version

;

quantity > 0 ;

ETO^nrriTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

output: The output functional definition.
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input: The input functional definition from which the output can be made.

quantity: The quantity of physical manifestations of the output which will be produced from a single

physical manifestation of the input. This is typically one, although it may be more (Such as

cutting one forging into two shafts).

criteria: A ranldng and rationale of the preference for use of the input.

occJocation: The spatial location of OUTPUT with respect to the INPUT.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Input and output Versions must be cUfferent

2. Quantity must be greater than zero.

4.16.2.7 RANKING RATIONALE

A ranking and ranking rationale. The ranking is expressed as a positive integer, with the preference

being inversely related to the integer value (i.e if one entity has a ranking of 2 and another has a

ranking of 4. then the one ranked 2 is preferred to the one ranked 4).

*)

BI7ZTY ranking^ratioaal«

;

ranking : ZHTSSBt;

rational# : STRZMG;
WBZltX

ranking > 0;

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

ranking: A ranking of the preference for use

rationale: A description of the rationale used for ranking, such as “Cost” or “High Lead Time”.

PROPOSITIONS;

1. Ranking must be greater than zero.

4.16.2.8 MAKE FROM USAGE OPTION GROUP

A collection of make from usage option instances which delimits one possible combination of the

outputs which can be made from a single physical manifestation of an input. For instance, an input

bar stock item D can be cut twice so as to create three output items x, y, and z. make from usage

option instances Dz\, Dy\, and Dri (subscripts denote the Traversal-IDy would all exist and be

gathered into one make from usage option group. Multiple groups are possible for the same input

item. For example, the input bar stock D may also be cut twice to produce two output items x and

an output itemt, which would be collected into a group of £?xi,Dx2 ,
and Dt\. Make from usage

option instances may be shared between multiple groups.
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*)

INTITY a*Jc«_froa_u*«g«_^optioa group;
aaoibors ; LZST [1 : #] OT aaJc«__froa__us«g«_optioa;

WHZM
~

EID__nmTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

[neinb«rs: The list of members of the Group.

*)

RULZ aa3c«_froa_group_^rul« FOR (mak«^frQa__u««g«_option^group) ;

RZPSAT i :« 2 TO SZZZOF (aombars) ;

~

IT (a«ab«rs [i] . input <> aaabars [i-1] . input) Tm
VIOLATIOM;

niD_np;
KMD^RZPXAT;
RZPZXT i : 1 TO SZZZOF (aumbars) - 1;

RZPKXT j :« i ••• 1 TO SZZZOr (aaabars) ;

ZT (aaabaxs [i] . output > aoabara [j] . output) THBf
VIOIATIOH;

ZHD^IF;
ZHD^RXPKAT;

XRD^RXPKAT;
ZSD^RULX;
(*

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . All members of the Group must be produced from the same item. *

2. All outputs from the members of the group must be different.

4.16.2.9 ASSEMBLY COMPONENT USAGE TRAVERSAL

A product item usage traversal in which the context product item version is any higher level

( parent) node within the assembly hierarchy.

This entity is a supertype of both single level occtirrences (normal assembly component relationships)

and multi level occurrences (ancestor descendent relationships).

*)

snZTY aaa«aibly;^coapon«n-t_uanga_trmvaxsal
SOPKRTYPX OF (naat^aaeaBbly^uanga^oeeurranea XOR

highar^aaaoBbly^uaaga^travaraal)
SUBTYPX OF (product^itaa^uaaga^travaraal) ;

ancaator
: product^it«a^vaxsioa_functional_dafinition;

daacondant
:
product_ih«a__y«rsion^£unctional^dafinition;

oce^locntion : OPTIONAL axia^laeoBan't

;

WHZRZ
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daac«nd«nt . •rsi.on O anc«stor . version;

mD^BITITY;
(*

~

attribute DEFINTTIONS:

ancestor: A high level assembly.

descendent: A lower level assembly or component.

occJocation: The spatial location of descendent with respect to ancestor.

PROPOSITIONS:

1.

ANCESTOR must not be the same as DESCENDENT.

4.16.2.10 ASSEMBLY COMPONENT USAGE TRAVERSAL SUBSTITUTE

A ranked substimte in an assembly component usage traversal.

*)

XMTXTY aaa«aibly^eoapon«nt_uaaig«_trmsr«raal_8ubatltut«

;

rafaranea : asaambly^eoaponant^uaa^a^traTarsal;
aabstituta : aasanbly^eoaponan^^jaaa^a^txavarsal;
exitaria : ranking^rationala

;

WBZRZ
'

ra^aranea O aebatituta;
rafaranea . aneastor « sxabstituta . ancaator;
rafaranca . daacandant O stabatituta . daacandant

;

IHD_*NTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

reference: An assembly component usage traversal.

substitute: An assembly component usage traversal that may be used in place of reference,

criteria: The ranking rationale.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Reference and substitute must be differem.

2. Reference and substitute must have the same ancestor.

3. Reference and substitute must have different descendents.
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4.16.2.1 1 NEXT ASSEMBLY USAGE OCCLTIRENCE

The representation of an organization of a product which relates a product item version to its

unraediate parent within an assembly hierarchy. That is, ANCESTOR and DESCENDENT are parent

and child. This entity is used to denve the typical indented parts list for a product.

By secpieniially tracing through the context of these occurrences (D is a child of B, B is a child of

G, etc.), or in the other direction (G is the parent of B, B is the parent of D, etc.), it is possible to

derive the usual indented parts list for a product. It is also possible to determine both where an item

is used and what is used within it.

For explicit locations of each instance of a component relative to its context assembly, an instance of

this entity must exist for each located instance of the component

For simple parts list information the quanrity is the count of components within the given context.

Because each instance of the component is not normally separately identified, location information

may not exist.

This model does not prohibit the inclusion of redundant information: both non-geometric, quantified

occurrences for typical indented parts list uiformanon. and explicit occurrences for each instance of

a component may exist, although the former can be derived from the latter.

*)

KMTXTY n«xt^a«s«aibly_us«9«_^oeeurr«ne«
SUBTYPI 07 (aeaMbly^eoaponAnh^ueag^^traT^rsal) ;

quantity : ZllTXOLll;

WHZPJB

quantity > 0;

DrojSNTITY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

quantity: The count of sub-assemblies of this type within its parent assembly.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. QUANTITY must be at least one.

4. 1 6.2. 1 2 HIGHER ASSEMBLY USAGE TRAVERSAL

The unique identification of a product item version used within the context of a higher level parent

than the immediate parent within an assembly hierarchy. That is, there is more than one “generation”

separating ANCESTOR and DESCENDENT.

The most common use of this entity is to capture assembly requirements at some high level of

assembly, where the identificarion of instances of some (much) lower level assembly or item is

required. An example would be where part A in assembly B must mate within a specified tolerance

with part C in assembly D, when assembly B and assembly D are used in assembly E. Two instances

of higher assembly usage traversal would exist with assembly E as the context: one to uniquely

identify the lower level pan A, and the other for lower level pan C.

This higher parent assembly is viewed as the top node of the assembly tree within the given context;

any relationships or properties associated with the occurrence are not dependent on any higher level

of assembly ±an the given context.
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*)

ZZrrZTY hlghttr^aas«ably^usag«__^trav«xs«l

SUBTYPX or (aas«Bbly_eosp«n«nt_uaag«^trmv«raai.) ;

steps : LIST [2 : #] OT next^asssably^usage^oceuxrence;
WHZSX

ancestor steps [ 1 ] . ancestor

;

descendant steps [SZZZOr (steps) ]. descendant;
tSD^BiTlTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

steps: An ordered list of the assemblies, starting at the ancestor and ending with the descendent,

comprising the chain linking ancestor and descendent

*)

RQLK higher^asseably_usage^travexsal_^mle FOR
(hi.gher__asseBbly_uaage_tra'TeraaI.) ;

RZPXAT i : 2 TO SIZIOF (steps) ;

” " ”

zr (ancestor .version * steps [i] . ancestor .version) TEBM
VZOLATZOH;

*HD_Zr;
zr (steps [i] . ancestor .version O steps [i-1] .descendant .version)

THZlf VZOZ«ATZOM;

BiD_Zr;
ZMD^BDZXT;
RZPKAT i :« 1 TO SZZZOr (steps) - 1;

RZPKAT j :« i 1 TO SZZZOr (steps) ;

zr (steps [i] . ancestor .version steps [j] .ancestor .version)

TBZH VZOZATZOM;
DID zr

;

zr (steps [i] .descendant . version « steps[j] .descendant. version)
TEBf VZOZJITZON;

*HD_Zr;
ZHD^ItipKAT;

KMD^RZPKAT;
Ztm^RUZiS;

(*
”

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . The hrst and last entries in steps are ancestor and descendent.

2. The ancestor in step[i] must be the descendent in step[i*l].

3. No ancestor or descendent may occur more than once in the traversal.

4. 1 6.2. 1 3 PRODUerr MODEL

An identification of a collection of specific product features that are associated with marketing re

qmrements.
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Mcxiels of a product are essentially marketing ideas, but are used to carry through the physical item’s

identification.

Each manifestation (physical item) of a product item version is associated with one and only one

product model (via the configuration item), although another manifestation (physical item) for the

same product item version may be associated with a different product model.

*)

CfTZTY prodact^aodal

;

"STRUIG;
STKJNG;
OPTIONAL SZT [1 : #] OT conTlgurntion itM;

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

name: The name of the product model.

modelJd: The unique identificatioa label for the product model, such as a sales model number.

components: The configuration items comprising the product model

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Model id must be UNIQUE.

4.16.2.14 CONHGURATION ITEM

A configuration item is the identification of a portion of a product model for the purpose of managing

its configuration.

Ail configuration management (as planned, as built, etc.) is tracked against these configuration items.

A configuration item can be an entire product model or some portion thereof. It may be sold as

pan of other configuration items or by itself.

*)

ZNTZTY conflTorntion^itam;
Txmmm t^STRZNG;
eonfigurmtloa^id : STAZKG

;

: SZT [0 : #] OT plann«d^hyaieal_anih;
DHIQOZ”

eenfigormtlon^id;
ZND_ZHTITT;

~

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

name: The name of the configuration item.

configurationJd: The unique identification label for the item (a configuration item number).

aodal^ld
coaipcnanta :

UKIQUZ
Bodal^id;

ZND ZNTZ^;
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item.units: The planned physical units forming the configuration item.

*)

RULX product^aod«l_and_con£igurati.on TOR (product^aodal.
coxi£igQr«tion_it«a) ;

ZT (inatantiation (configuation^itam, produc'tjaodal) ) <> 1

THH VIOLATIOII;
”

(* A COMTZGURATION^ZTXM is assoeiatad with a
singla PROOUCtJ^OKL *)

KHD_RULX;
(*

PROPOSITIONS;

1. Configuration id must be UNIQUE.

2. A configuration item is associated with a single product model

4. 1 6.2. 1 5 PLANNED PHYSICAL UNIT

A physical unit which has not actually been produced, but has been identified for planning the

production of one or more built physical units.

A planned physic unit identifies a single unit of product (such as a single serial or lot number)

for which a given configuration is intended. This intended configuration is typically, but not always,

specified by a “Configuration Control Board” or equivalent organization after the design phase of a

product is complete.

Although ail planned physical units are intended to be produced, some may never be.

Product item versions normally allow for many optional or substitute components, all of which

fulfill the design’s objective. OCCURRENCE EFFECTrVTTY designates a subset of these optional or

substitute components which are to be used when producing a physical manifestation of the description.

As such, this entity allows for captunng a more precise intended configuration (assembly/component

usage or make-from usage) for a physical unit than that allowed within the description of the product

item version’s definition.

The ID of a planned physical unit is the serial or lot nisnber. The ID and the referenced design

(product item version) must form a unique pair. Multiple planned units can have the same ED only

if they refer to different designs. An example: Pan A can have serial numbers (X)l and 0)2, but

not two serial numbers 001. Pan B may also have serial numbers 001 and 002, but these must be

different planned physical units than those for Pan A.

*)

SiTZTY plmnn«d_physical^unat
SUPKR7YPS OF (^aex«t«_plann«d^Tmit XOR

lot^^lann«d_unlt)

;

physie«l_un±t^id
daaign
configuxation^aanagwr
oecurranca^affactivity

prodact__itaa__varaion

;

paraon^aad^organisation

;

SIT [l”: #7 or

STRING;

produet^itam^uaaga^travaraal

;

IND_INTITY;
(*

”
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attribute DEFTNTTIONS:

physicaLunitJd: The identification label for the planned physical unit (e.g the serial or lot number),

design: The product item version planned to be produced.

configuration_tnanager; The name and organization of the person responsible for managing the

configuration of the planned umt.

occurrence.efTectivitj: Information that a distinct product item usage occurrence of a product

item version is supposed to appear in specific planned physical units.

*)

RULZ plann«d_uxiit^and_configuation^itam FOR (plann«d^hyaical_uni.t,
eonfiguxa-tion^itam) ;

ZT (inatmntlation (plann«d__phyaical_unlt, eonifiguaratlon^itam) ) O 1

THRU VIOLATION;
” "

(* A PLANNED PHYSICAL UNIT ia aaaoclatad with no moxm than
ona CONFIGURATION ITB< *)

HND^IF;
XND RULZ;

*)

ROLZ plannad^unit^andjiv FOR (plannad_phyaicni^nait/
produet^itam^Taxsion)

;

LOCAL
" "

k : INTZGZR :* inatantiation (MODEL ^ plannad_phyaieai_ttnit)

;

END_LOCAL;
REPEAT i :• 1 TO k - 1;

REPEAT j :« i 1 TO k;

IF (plannad^hyaical__Tanit [i] . dasign *

plannadjhyaieal^ianit [ j ] . daaign) AND
(plannadjhyaical^unit [i] .physieal^unit_id «

planaad^hyaieal^unit [ j ] . physical^^ianit^id) TIEN
VIOLATION;

” ” ”

END_IF;
ZND^REPEAT;

ZND^REPEAT;
END^RDLE;
(*

”

PROPOSITIONS:

1. A planned physical unit is associated with one configuratioa item.

2. The values of the PHYSICAL UNIT ID and DESIGN attributes must form a unique pair.

4.16.2.16 DISCRETE PLANI^ED UNIT

A physical unit that is planned to be produced individually. This entity is normally used for “serial

ized” items, where each instance of an item is given a unique serial number.
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*)

rHTITY di*cx«t«^lAnn«d_unit
SUBTYPX OF (planB«d_physi.cal_uni.t) ;

op«n_«nd«d_rmng« : LOGICAL

;

ZXtDJDTSZTX :

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

op«n.ended_rangc: Indication of whether or not this is the start of an open ended range.

PROPOSITIONS:

4.16.2.17 LOT PLANNED UNIT

Physical units planned to be produced as a batch. Lots are used where physical units are planned to

be produced in “batches”, and where charactenstics which vary between the lots (such as a production

method used or facility where created) are of importance, but not between individual members of a

lot.

*)

Z297XTY lot^l«n&«dl_unit
SUBTY7X OF (plann«d^hysical_unit) ;

: HiTXGZR;
WHZPX'*

lot^nix* > 0;

ZtlDJ^TTZ:
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

iot_stze: The planned lot quanbty.

PROPOSITIONS:

i. The lot size must be greater than zero.

4.16.2.18 PSCM Classification Strucntre

The following indented listing provides the Classification Strucntre for the PSCM Integrated Model.

A3SZMBLY COMPOMZNT USAGX TltAVKRSAL SUBSTZTUTX
C0MFZGUSAT20M ZTBf
MAO FHOM USAGX OPTION GROUP
PLANNXD PHYSICAL UNIT

DISCRXTX PLANNXO UNIT
LOT PLANNXD UNIT

PRODUCT ITS<
PRODUCT ITSC USAGX TRAVXRSAL

ASSXMBLY COMPONKNT USAGX TRAVXRSAL
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HIGEZR ASStMBLY USAGZ TlUVZRSAL
NXrr ASSEMBLY USAGE OCCURREKCS

MAKE mOM USAGE OPTION
PRODUCT ITEM VERSION
PRODUCT ITEM VERSION rUNCTIONAL DETINITION
PRODUCT MODEL
RANKED ASSSOLY COMPONENT USAGE TRAVERSAL
RANKING RATIONALE

*)

END_SCHEMA; — Md of PSCM •ehama
DID_SCSXMA; -- ond MECSANICAL PRODUCTS «ch<

(*
~
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4.17 AEC Applications

*)

SCHZMX ipiA^a«e^sch«

EXPORT XVERYTHIHG;

ASSUME (ipia^««e_eor«_seh«Ba,
ipia^«hip_stractur eh(

(*

4.17.1 AEC Core Model

4.17.1.1 Editorial Introduction

*)

SCSBIA ipia^a«e_eor«_sch«ma;

EXPORT EVERYTHING;

ASSUME (ipia_g«catttry_schaaiA,

ipui^ahAp«_iaterfaca^ach
ipiai_r«aoucc«a__acliamA

,

ipija^matasi&l_arhama

,

ipim^dra^tlng^altl^achaa
ipia^faai^achaaa) ;

(*

4.17.1.2 AEC TYPE definitions

Resource types for this schema.

4.17.1.2.1 SHAPE REPR

*)

TYPE ahapa^rapr SELECT

(gacaiatriejaedal

,

drawing,

flnlta^alaaantjBodal) ;

END^TYPE;
" ”

(*
“

4.17.1.2.2

MATERIAL REPR

*)

TYPE aatarial^rapr « SELECT
(aatarial^roparty) ;

END TYPE;
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4.17.1.2.3 STATL'S'

*)

TY7X atatua " KM^MSUITION or
(ra jactad,

altamatlva,
aalactad)

;

IHD_TYP1;
(*

”

4.17.1.2.4

ALLOWED PARAMETER DOMAIN LIST

*)

TYPX allowad_paxaaatar_doaAiA__Liat • Z«IST [l:i] 07
allowad^araaatar^doaaln

;

Bro_TYPX;
(*

”
4.17.1.2.5

ACTUAL PARAMETER LIST

*)

TYPX actUAl^araaatar_lia-t LIST [1:#] OF
aetual^araaa-tar

;

XND_TYPX;
<*

"

\and (varbatia

\asaaelauaa{CX7PPZNCY EMOM)

%%\anota{]lafarancad but not daflnad.

}

\ba9ln ( varbatia

}

*)

TYPX currancy_anw « X2V0MXPATZ0N OF
(acu,

dollar__ua) ;

XHD_TYPX;
"

(*
"

4.17.1.3 Function E>efinitioos

4.17.1.3.1 ACTUAL MEET FORMAL

*)

FUHCTZON aetual^aaat^fozaal (f_^ar : allowad_paraaatar_doaaln_liat

;

a^ar: actual^araMtar^Uat) : LOGZCXL;

LOCAL
if j : ZllTXCZIl;

raaultf aatchad : LOGZCAL;
Xiro_LOCAL;

(* Chaclc L£ a liat of actual paraaatara aatchas tha
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* formal apacification . Nota that paraaatars ara not positional

.

*

* Parfoxm a loop ovar both llata and chaek.

*)

raault ;« FALSZ;

Zr (SZZXOr (f__par) • SZZSOr(a_pax)) TBZN
1 :* 1; raault : TKUX

;

RX7ZAT WHZLS (1 <» SZZZOr (f_par) AMD raault);
matchad :« FALSE;
REPEAT IfHZLE (j <« SZZEOF (a_par) AMD NOT aatohad)

;

aatehad : (a^__par[j] .formal^ar « f^ar[i]);
EMD_REPEAT;
raault : aatehad;

EMD^REPEAT;
EMD^IT;
RSTDRM (raault)

;

EMD_FDMCTIOM;
(*

"

4.17.1.3.2 IN DOMAIN

*)

FUNCTZON In^domaln (f^ar : allowad_paraaatar^doaala;
~ val: GSMEEZC) : LOGICAL;

^

LOCAL
valid : LOGICAL;

SMD_LOCAL;
(* Chack If tha valua of an actual paxamatar llaa In
* tha apaelflad domain of tha formal paraauitar.
•

* Flrat chack dlacrata vmluaa than chack valua*rangaa

.

*)

valid :« FALSE;
CASE TYPEOF(val) OF

ZMTEGEE:
BEGIN
REPEAT WHILE (1 < SZZEOF (f_pax . dlacrataa) AMD NOT valid);
valid : (f__par .dlaerataa [1] * val)

;

EMD_RXPBAT;

(* Chack rangaa If valua Ian' t valid fox dlacrata valuas.

*)

REPEAT WHILE (1 < SZZEOF (f_par . domalna) AMD NOT valid);

valid (f^ar .lnt_domaln[l] .lov^bound >« val AMD
val < f^ar . Int^domain [ 1] . hlgh_bound) ;

EMD^REPEAT;
"

HMD;

REAL:

BEGZN
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RZPKAT WBHX (1 < SlZZOf (f_par . di.«cr«t«a ) AMD MOT valid);
valid :« (f^ar .dlccra-taa [1] - val) ;

ZMD_RZPSXT;
(* ChacJc rangaa If valua Isn't valid for dlacrata valuaa . *)

RZ7CXT WHZLZ (1 < S IZXOr (f_par . domains) AMD MOT valid);
valid :« (f_^ar . lnt_doaaln [1] . low^bcund >« val AMD

val <« f_par .lnt_demaln[l] .hlghjbonnd) ;

XMD_BXPXAT;
~ ~

ZMD;
STRIMG:
BXGZH

RZPKAT MHZLZ (1 < SZZZOF (f_par . dlscratas) AMD MOT valid);

valid :« (f_par . dlscratas [1] val);
KMD_RZPZAT;

ZMD;
”

ZHD_CASZ;
RZTURM (valid)

;

ZMD_rUMCTIOM;
(*

”

4.17.1.4 Product Definihoo Unit and Aspect

4.17.1 J PRODUCT DEFINITION UNIT

The product definition unit has only two subtypes to stage in this version of the Express model, the

functional unit and technical solution. Other stages of the products lif«:ycie are not yet addressed.

A product definition unit has characteristics; this relation with characteristic is however not defined

here. but. after stage>discriinination, with functional unit (has required characteristics) and technical

solution (has expected characteristics).

*)

ZMTZTY prodne^^daflnltlon^unlt
SUPXMTTPZ or ( foaetloaal^unlt AMD

tachalcml^aolutlon)

;

ZMD_ZMTITY;
~

(*
”

4.17.1.6 CHARACTERISTIC

Only the ”as required” and "as designed" stages are cxirrently covered. If extended with "as built"

and subsequent stages, this entity becomes also the supertype of measured characteristic.

*)

ZMTZTY charactnrlatle
SUPZMTYPZ or (rngulrnd^eharactnriatle AMD

•xpmctnd^ehmxaetnrla'tle)

;

la_glvmn_for : aapmct

;

r«lat«a_to : OPTZONAL LZST [1:#] Or •nvixonmmntal^agmnt

;

ZMD_ZMTZTY;
(*

~
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ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

is^venJor:

relates.to:

4.17.1.7

ENVIRONMENTAL AGENT

In this version only one Product-type specific collection of agents is idenufie± for Buildings we have

the list of Agents defined in ISO 6241.

*)

ZZnXTY •nvixonaMntaL_ag«n't
SUPSRTYPX or (ag«nt_6241) ;

rNO_EmT3f;
(*

"
4.17.1.8

AGENT 6241

*)

ENTITY ag«nt_6241
SUPERTYPX or (machani cal_agan-t AND

alactrooical^agaat AND
thaxaal^agant AND
rliwii rnl^mjanf AND
biologieal^agant

)

SUITYVX or (anvorocaantal^agant)

;

EID_ENTITY;
”

(*
”

4. 1 7. 1 .9 MECHANICAL AGENT

*)

CrriTY aachanieal^agaat
SXTBTYVX or (agaat_6241} ;

atta : undafiaad;
END__XNTITY;
(*

"

4.17.1.10 ELECTRONICAL AGENT

*)

ENTITY alacfcronical_aganb
SUBTYVE or (agant~6241)

;

atta : randafinad;

END_ENTITY;
(*

”
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4.17.1.11 THERMAL AGENT

*)

INTITY th«rmal_*7«nt
SUBTYPI or (ag*nt_6241)

;

: undafin#d;

DID__nrriTY;
(*

"

4.17.1.12

CHEMICAL AGENT

*)

SZnZTY chMical^agttnt
SXTBTYPl or (ag«nt_6241) ;

: u&dafln«d;
mD__BmTY;
(*

”
4.17.1.13

BIOLCK3ICAL AGENT

*)

XMTZTY biologic«l_ag«n^
SUBTYPS or (ag«At_6241)

;

atta : undaflnad;
BID^DITITY;
(*

”4.17.1.14

ASPECT

In this version only one Product-type specific collection of aspects is identified: for Buildings we

have the list of Aspects defined in ISO 6241 and. one a more detailed level, ISO 6242.

*)

XMTZTY aapact
SUPKRTYPX or (ZS06241)

;

XMD_XMTZTY;
(*

"

4.17.1.15 IS06241

As an example to show how more detailed definitions of requirements can be described we have chosen

here for a translatioo of ISO/DP6241 into EXPRESS. A table of these requirements is published in

the 'CIB masterlist’, CIB report 18, 1983. Users of the AEC reference model are requested to suggest

additional options for requirements which are applicable to their situation. The AEC reference model

is intended to allow the use of a variety of company, national and/or international standards. Each of

these standards should be supplied as an EXPRESS schema by the developer of that standard. They

are not considered being part of the this standard, and are therefore not included in the AEC reference

model. However below is shown how additional standards can be tied to the general AEC reference

model. Consider the following break down of the IS06241 entity.
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*)

Z2rrZTY ZS06241
SUPIRTYP* or (•tability_6241 OR

•ty^6241 OR
»«f«ty_624l”0R
thi.9h^n«ss^6241 OR
hygTO^th«xBal_6242 OR
ajLx^urity^6242 OR
aeon«'tieal_6242 OR
1*13*1.^6242 OR
taetll«^6241 OR
«athropodyB«mlc__6241 OR
hygl«n«^6241 OR
•p«elfie__T3*«_6241 OR
dux*ll^llty;_6241 OR
•eonomlc^6241 OR
•a«rgy_6242)

SUBTYRX or (««p«ct)

;

XHD^XHTITY;
(*

”

4.17.1.16 ECONOMIC 6241

For example economic requirements c:m be broken down further into capital, running and maintenance

costs. For each of these entities a unit of measurement can be chosen, e.g.: USS or ECU (european

currency xmit). The value-domain of the acmal requirement-value can be specified using the ’functional

par’ attribute which is inherited from the enuty ’requirement aspect’. So further break down results

in the following ennties.

*)

ZMTZTY •eonoale_6241
SUPXRTYPX or 7capit*l_ee«<t AKD

running^ce *'t A2ID

aalntananca^eest

)

SUBTYP* or (IS06241);
XHD^IHTITY;
(*

”

4.17.1.17 CAPITAL COST

*)

dTZTY capital^coat
SUBTYPS or (Moaoalc_6241)

;

corxaaey : curraacy^aaua;
ci3xraaey_^data : data^^tiaa;

iMD_nmTY7
”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:
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currency:

currencT-date:

4.17.1.18
RUNNING COST

*)

ETTITY nanniag^coa-t

SUBTYPK or (•conoai.c_6241) ;

atts : undafiaad;
IIID__INnTY

;

(•
"

4.17.1.19

MAINTENANCE COST

*)

XNTZTY aaint«aane«_co«t
SX3BTYPS or (•eonoai.e_6241) ;

atta : undafi^ad;
KHD^CrriTY;
(*

”
4.17.1.20

ENERGY 6242

A similar breakdown is given for energy-use by buildings, and based on ISO 6242. Other aspects

mentioned in this standard are not modelled in Express, since these entities form only an example.

*)

XZnZTY anargy_6242
SUPZRTYPS or (aaargy_uaa_6242 OR

haat__traxiafar^62 42

)

SUBTYP* or (iao6241) ;

"

DID^BITITY;
(*

"
4.17.1.21

ENERGY USE 6242

*)

KHTZTY anargy^uaa^6242
SUBTYP* or T«a«*gy_6242)

;

(* C global anargy uaa coaffiei-ant, axpraaaad in watta par cubic
aatra par dagraa Calaiua, idiara cubic aatra rafara to tha Toluaa
ancleaad by tha building and vatta rafara to conatant conditiona
to maintain a taoparatura diffaranea of 1 dagraa Calaiua batvaan
tha interior and axtarior of tha building, whan tha lattar ia

coldar. *)

WBZPX
(* C muat ba a RZAL *)

EID^DfTlTY;
(*

”
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ATTRIBLTE DEFIMTIONS:

PROPOSITIONS:

4.17.1.22
HEAT TRANSFER 6242

CH7ZTY h«at^tran«f«r^6242
SUBTYPX or (•n«rgy_€242)

att« : und«fin«d;
SHD^XHTITY;
(*

”

4.17.1.23

STAB ELITY 6241

*)

ZMTZTY «tabiJ.ity_6241

SUBTYPX or (i«o6241)

;

atts : qndafjjad;
XHD^XKTITY;
(*

"
4.17.1.24

FIRE SAFETY 6241

*)

SrrZTY fixa_«afaty_6241
SUBTYPX or (iao6241)

;

atta : undaflnad;
Xiro_XHTITY;
(*

”4.17.1.25

SAFETY 6241

*)

XHTITY •afaty_6241
SUBTYPX or Ti«o6241 )

;

atta : undaflaad;
XBD__X2rnTY;
(*

”

4.17.1.26

THIGHTNESS 6241

*)

XMTITY thightnaaa_^6241
SUBTYPX or (iao7241)

;

at^a : undafinad;
XHD__XMTITY;
(*

"



4. 1 7. 1

.27

HYGRO THERMAL 6242

•)

DJTITY hy7ro__th«ra*l_6242
SUBTYTK or (i«o<241)

;

atts : undafinad;
SHD^DTriTY;
(*

4.17.1

.28

AIR PURITY 6242

*)

DfTITY air__purity;_6242

SUBTYPI or (i«o7241)

;

: undaflnad;
rUD^rUTITY;
(*

4. 1 7. 1

.29

ACOUSTICAL 6242

*)

dTZTY aeoTaat:ieal_6242

SUBTYPS or (iao6241)

;

at'ta : undaflnad;
mD^ETTITY;
(*

~4.17.1.30

VISUAL 6242

*)

XZniTY iaual_6242
SUBTYPX or 74«o6241)

;

atta : undafinad;
dD^XHTITY;
(*

4.17.1.31

TACTILE 6241

DrriTY tactiJ.a_6241
SUBTYPX or (iao6241)

;

atHa : tindafinad;

XHD^XSrriTY;

(*

4.17.1.32

ANTHROPODYNAMIC 6241

*)

XNTZTY anthropodynami.c_^6241
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SOBTYPX or (iso6241)

;

atts : undsfinod;
mD_mTITY;
(*

”

4.17.1.33

HYGIENE 6241

*)

DrrXTY hygxan«_6241
SUBTYVX or (iso6241}

;

atts : undafinad;
BID_SirSITY;
(*

"
4.17.1.34

SPECIFIC USE 6241

*)

XHTITY spaeific_usa_6241
SUBTYPX or (iso627l)

;

atts : undafinad;
XMD_XHTITY;
(*

”4.17.1.35

DURALIBILTY 6241

*)

lOTITY duralibilty_6241
SUBTYPX or (iso6241)

;

atts : undafinad;
IND^XIITITY;
(*

”
4.17.1.36

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

Functional unit can be discriminated to level into generic functional unit, specific functional unit

and functional unit occurrence. A functional unit is defined by a set of required characteristics.

Its meaning can be defined by a reference to a functional unit classification.

*)

XHTITY fuaetional_janit
SUPXBTYPX or (ganarie__functional^unit AMD

spacifie^functional^unit AMD
fuactioaal_jmit_^oceurranea

)

SUBTYPX or (product^dafinition__unit ) ;

funetion^elasa : OPTZOKAL functional^unit^elassification;
bid_xmtity7

~ ”*

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

function.class: The
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4.17.1.37 FUNCTIONAL UNIT CLASSIRCATION

Meaning can be given to a functional unit by reference to and ase of a classification technique. Only

reference to Cl/Sfb is now included. Users are free to use the classification technique which they

prefer, and may add other functional classification techniques where appropriate. Sfbl means that

only table 1 is used for functional units.

*)

sniTY fnnctional^unih^^claaaifiea'tioa
SUPXHTYPX or (Sfbl)

;

XMD_EHTXTY

;

(*
”

4.17.1.38 SFBl

The Sfb code is in this version included as a sequence of one to three integers, with a value between

0 and 100. This means that the code is regarded as data, and is not (yet) interpreted as an entity with

a specific meaning.

*)

KHTiry Sfbl
SUBTYPX or (fsanctional^unlt^clasaificatloa)

;

cod* : LIST [1:3] Or Sfb_cod*;
rHD_nrriTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

code: The

4.17.1.39 SFB CODE

*)

XMTITY Sfb_cod*;
cod* : dTXGSR;

WBZXX
(1 < cod* < 99);

SHD_DITITY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

code: The

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Code must be greater than zero and less than 100.
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4.17.1.40 GENERIC FUNCTIONAL UNIT

Functional unit described in general terms, such as used in regulations, standards, etc. They can

be regarded as parametrically defined Units. If all parameters are Icnown. it becomes a specific

functional unit. Generic functional units may form a hierarchy, if several levels of generality are

defined. This hierarchy is modelled by means of the entity generic functional unit structure.

*)

KNTZTY g«n«ric_functlonal__uzii.t

SUBTYPX or (franctional_^azxit) ;

atrucbur* : gan^rie^ftanctionAl^unlt^atgaet'or*

;

XHD^XHTITY;
~

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

structure: The

4.17.1.41 GENERIC FUNCTIONAL UNIT STRUCTURE

*)

X2ITZTY ganttric^^functional^unit^^shructur*;

ia_eh±ld_of : OPTZOKAL g«n«sic__funetional_anit

;

ia^arant^of : OPTZOHAL LIST [1:#] 01* ganaxie^fuaetional^unlt ;

EID^XHTITY/”
" "

(*
~

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

is-child-of:

is^arenLof:

4.17.1.42 SPECIFIC FUNCTIONAL UNIT

A specific functional unit is defined by reference to functional requirements. It inherits the char-

acteristics of a generic functional unit.

*)

X2?TZTY spaclifie^fTinctional^unit

SUBTYPK or (fanetxonal__ualt) ;

ia^darivad^froa : ganaric^fuBctioiial^unlt

;

ia^eharacharisad_Jby : OPTIONAL SZT [1:#] or
raqaLrad_charactarixtle

;

DIO_XNTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

is.derived_from:

is.characterised.by:
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4. 1 7. 1 .43 REQUIRED CHAR^ACTERISTIC

The required characteristic entity makes use of the allowed parameter domain entity to specify

parameters and their allowed values. The remarks given for the use of allowed parameter domain

with generic technical solution, are also valid here: the parameters themselves are cot semantically

defined by the General AEC Reference Model, but additional sets aod/or classifications for specific

application areas are to be defined by future versions of the model. Through the current flexible

specification it is possible to make use of this entity by regarding the name and meaning of the

parameters as data.

*)

XM7ZTY r«qair*d^ehjixact«ris^ic

SUBTYPK or (charact•xia-ti.c) ;

«houldJb«^withia : allow«d^«raa«tttr^doMLiA;
glsrwn^for : arpoet

;

I3fDjaXTZTX:
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

shouldJbe.within:

givenJor:

4. 1 7. 1 .44 FUNCTIONAL UNIT OCCURRENCE

The functional unit occurrence is an instance of a specific functional unit.

*)

StTZTY function«l^unit^occurr«neo
SUBTYPX or (functloival^unit) ;

«p«eLf

:

apocxfxc^functionAl__unlt

;

ia^asrt^of : tochnxeal^solution^occurroneo;
locatod^by : OPTZOKAL plaeo;
eonnootion : aoc^noda;

DXMV*
”

owB«r : porsoa^aad^orgaoisatlon :* is^^part^ef .ownar;

rND^nrriTY;
(*

~

ATTRIBUTE DEFINmONS:

specific_fu:

is4)art.of:

locatedJjy:

connection:

owner:
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4.17.1.45 TECHNICAL SOLUTION

*)

EHTITY t«ehni.cal_soIution
SUPKRTYTZ or (g«n«xic_tttchni.c&l__aolu‘ti.oa AHD

ap«ci.2ic_t«ehnlc4L2.^aolTxtion AMD
tachnlcaL^solutioa^occurranc•

)

SUBTYPX 07 (prodac't^dafi.nL'tlon^uait) ;

atta : undaflnad;

DTO^IMTITY;
(*

"

4.17.1.46

PORT OCCURRENCE

A technical solution has ports, through which it can be connected with other technical solutions. The

port occurrence refers to a specific port and through that to all the relevant information contained by

the specific port, such as the orientation vectors and the offset value. In addition, a port occurrence

refers to an End of the functional unit occurrence which uses the technical solution. A port

occurrence may copy the decomposition into Free Ends described on the Generic and Specific levels,

so that every unique interface between components of the technical solution with components of

other technical solutions can be described.

*)

ZMTZTY port_oecarraae«;
b«longa^to : tachnical^aolution^occorranca;
ia__d«8eri^«d_Jby : sp«ei.fie_port

;

DTO^OrriTY;
”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

belongs.to:

is.described.by:

4.17.1.47

SPECmC PORT

Port defined on a specific level. The number of ports, their position and orientation are known. Each

port has two orientation*vectors and an attribute Off-set value, which defines the location of the origin

of the port. This origin is positioned on the primary orientation-vector of the port.

apacifie^_port

;

*)

ZHTITY
b«longs_to
ia^da£ivad_froai
offaah
p^vactior

a^vactor
ZMD^nrriTY;
(*

"

8paeific__tachnical^aolutie&;
ganaric^_porh

;

BXAL;
actor;
actor;
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ATTRIBLTE DEFINTTIONS:

beiongs.to:

is-derived-from:

offset:

P-vector:

s_vector:

4.17.1.48 GENERIC TECHNICAL SOLUTION

A generic technical solution describes a pararaeterised object, independent of its representation. It

refers to one or many parametric (or procedural) descriptions, each for a specific representation type.

Since version 1 of this Standard does not cover parametric/procedural product definitions, this part of

the model cannot be based on this Standard itself. It is however possible to use nadonal standards

and/or modelling languages of CAD-systems until this aspect can be haxKlled by this Standard too.

The parameters are defined by the generic entity allowed parameter domain. The cunent approach

sees the name (and meaning) of parameters as data. It makes the AEC reference model in this respect

flexible for adaption to various application areas. The need to capture also the meaning of parameters

in the concepmal model is however recognised. This will be solved by the development and use of

parameter sets or classifications for specific application areas in future versions of the AEC reference

model.

*)

ZHTXTY g«nttrie_t«chni.eal_flolution

SUBTY7X or (toehxvieal^solution) ;

own«s
d«ac7ib«d_by
formal^ars
•‘truebur*

*MD_*HT1TY;
(*

”

p«rson^and^orgnni.zabion

;

proeadural^daacr

;

OPTZOtUtL LZST [1:«] OT allowad^p^aaabi
ganaric_bachn ica l_zclttbicn^abrncbiara

;

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

owner:

describedJbj:

formaLpars:

structure:

4.17.1.49 PROCEDURAL DESCR

*)

BITITY proeadural^daaer

;

abbs : undafinad;
XMD^DITITY;
(*

"
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4.17.1.50 GENERIC TECHNICAL SOLUTION STRUCTURE

*)

EZITITY g«n«ri.c_t«chni.eal^«olu'tion_«‘tructur«

;

i«_chi.ld_of : OPTIONAL g«n«ri.e^t«ehni.eal_aolwtxon;
: OPTIONAL LZST [1:#] OT g«n«rie_t«ehiiieal^solu^i.oa;

IND_INTITY;
” ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

is.child.of:

is^renLof:

4. 1 7. 1 .5 1 SPECmC TECHNICAL SOLUTION

A specific technical solution is an implicit definition of an object (feature, joint, pan or assembly).

It is defined by a set of parameter values, which have to match the formal parameten defined by

its corresponding generic technical solution. A specific technical solution can be defined explicitly

within one or more models (being 2D drawings, solids, wireframes, FEM models, etc.)

*)

ENTITY •paeLfie^tachnical^solutioa
SUBTYPE OF (fchnical^aolrrtion) ;

ownaa : p«raon_^and_organisation;
ia^daxlTad^fsom : gaaarie^tachni.cal^solia^i.on;

ia^rapraaantadjby ; LZST [1:#] OF
•xpllcit^taehni.eaX^aolu1:ion_dafini.tion;

actual_p«rs : OPTIONAL LZST [1:#] OF aet^saJL^araaatar

;

port : OPTIONAL LZST [1:*] OF apaei^ie^port

;

WHZBS
actual_aaat_£oxmal (ganarie_ta . £oxBal^ar• , actuaJ._pax8 ) ;

END_ENTITY;
” ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

owner:

is-derivedJrom:

is-represented-by:

actual^rs:

port:

*)

RULE apaci£ie_^taehni.cal^solution_conatraLBt FOR
(apaci.£i.c_tachnieal^solutxon) ;

LOCAL
” ”
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i : ZNTEGZX;

IMD_LOCAL;
RXPZAT i :• 1 TO SZZXOr (actual^par*)

;

ZT (actual_paxs [i] . doaiaiji_ch«cJc O THUS) TBZN
VZOZATZON;

”

CfD^IT;

EMD^RXPSAT;
D1D_R0ZJB;

(*
~

PROPOSITIONS:

4. 1 7. 1 .32 TECHNICAL SOLUTION OCCURRENCE

*)

XMTZTY fchnical__«olution^occttrr»nc*
SUBTYPE or (t«chnic«l^soXutxon)

;

: tachnieal^aolutLon^dftclsiea;
i«_d«scrLb«d.Jby : ap^cLfic^t•ch«vic*l^aeltttXoo

;

i«^r«pr«a«n^ad_j9y : Z«ZST [l:i] Or
•xplXeLt^t«chaicaX^sol«bi.oa^d«riaX^ien_la«t«ne«;

i.«^conn«ct«d__throu9h : OPTZOKEL I<ZST [1:#] OF port_oeeurx«ne«

;

fulFiXa : fanctioaal^uai.t^oecurx«nc«

;

DERIVE
~ ~

owaar : p«rson_and^organisatien :* ia^daaexibad^by .ownar;

ualng__ownar : p«rson_and^orgaaiz«ti.oa : status . takan^by;
E2ID_EHTZTY;

~

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

status:

is.described-by:

isj'epresented.by:

is.connectedjhrough:

fulfils:

owner;

using.owner:

4.17.1.33 EXPECTED CHARACTERISTIC

*)

EKTZTY axpaetad_charactaristi.e
SUBTYPE or (charactaristic)

;

givan_for : aspact

;

raault : actixal^aramatar

;
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DKRZVX
eoafora« : LOGICAL :« rsault . domai.n_eh«ck;

mDJBrSTSY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS;

givenJor:

result:

cooforms:

4. 1 7. 1 .54 EXPLICIT TECHNICAL SOLUTION DEFINITION

This entity represents the specific technical solution in an application*, view- and/or aspect-dependent

product model. This can for instance be a representation by a line in a wireframe model, a symbol

in a drawing, a volume in a solid model, etc.

*)

SITZTY Axplicit^t•cluiicml_solutioa_d«fInAt^on ;

: productjBodal

;

SHD^DITITY;
~

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

is.part.of: The

4.17.1.55 EXPLICIT TECHNICAL SOLUTION DEFINITION INSTANCE

*)

XHTZipf •xpli.cit^t•chnxe«l_aolutioa^d«finAtion^inatane«

;

ia^art^of : productjodol

;

ia^«^aluat«d;Jby : analyaia;
BTO^DITITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

is^art_of:

is.evaluatedJby:

4.17.1.56 PRODUCT ASPECT MODEL

A product aspect model contains shape and material definitions of the product, and is referred to

by technical solutions. Product aspect models are considered here as application-, view and/or

aspect- dependent; technical solutions are independent of application and aspect, and link therefore

the various product representations together. A product model can derived from another for instance,

a B-rep model can be derived from a CSG-rep model, and a 2D drawing can be derived from a B-rep

model.
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*)

INTITY product_«*p«ct_nod*l;
•h«p« : •hap«^r«pr;
matariAl : BAtarial^rapr

;

is_d«riv«d.^froa : OPTIONAL product_««p«ct aodal;
IND__DmTY;

*"

(*
”

ATTRraUTE DEFINmONS:

shap«:

material:

is.derived^rom:

4.17.1.57 TECHNICAL SOLUTION DECISION

A Decision is taken by a person and organization (this is one of the miscellaneous entities) on a

certain date. It defines ±e status of a technical solution occurrence. A decision can be based on

zero, one or many Arguments.

*)

KNTITY tnehnieal
altaraativ** :

r«j«ctnd

u«ttr

data
arguaants
approval#

DKJtIVI

solu^ion^daciaion;
’0PT10MAl”l1ST [1:#] OF

taehnlcal_aelution_oecarraaea

;

OPTIONAL tachnical^aoltation^oeeurraaea;
OPTIONAL LIST [1;#T OP

”

tachaleal^solution^occurraaea

;

ftaactlonal^uai^^oecorranea

;

data;
OPTIONAL SKT [1:#] OF tachnical^aelutloo^aryant

;

OPTIONAL SZT [1:#] OF aae^approval

;

taJcan_Jby : parson^and_organlzation ; uaar.ownar;
rND_DmTY;

~ ”

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

alternatives:

selected:

rejected:

user:

date:

arguments:

approvals:

taken.by:
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4.17.1.58 TECHNICAL SOLUTION ARGUMENT

An argument is based on the companson of an analysis result and a corresponding required char-

acteristic. The coraparisoo is executed by the in domain function.

dTZTY fehnic*l_aolution_axg%aa#nt

,

b«a«d^on
az&alysia

ci:— ant
DXRZVK

avaluation

raqaijrad_eharactariati.e

;

axpactad^eharactariatic

;

OPTZOKAL STRI2VG;

LOGICAL analyaia . conf

o

baaad^on
.
gisran^for asalyaxa

.
givan_for;

DID__DmTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

based.on:

analysis:

comment:

evaluation:

PROPOSITIONS:

4.17.1.59 ANALYSIS

This entity represents an analysis (by calculation, simulation or any othee method) done by an expert

to judge the quality of a technical solution. An analysis to one or more results, named expected

characteristics.

*)

srrZTY analyaia;
dona^by : axpart

;

day_tiAa : data^tiaa;
dataminaa : arpactad^charactariatic;

niD_IimTY;
~

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

doneJby:

day.time:

determines:
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4.17.1.60 EXPERT-

*)

EZniTY
ia : p«rsoa_and^org«ni.xati.on;

nro^nmTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

is: The

4.17.1.61 AEC APPROVAL

*)

ZMTZTY MC^approvml

;

gxv«n_by : •xp«jrt

;

for_ts : t«chxtical__aolutlon_occQ7r«ne«;
SHD^BITITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

grvenJby:

for_ts:

4. 1 7. 1 .62 ALLOWED PARAMETER DOMAIN

The allowed parameter domain defines the allowed value of a parameter. The domain may consist

of a range of discrete values or value domains with an upper and lower boundary.

*)

ENTITY allowwd.^aLxmaa'tar^doaaiji

SUPXRTYPE or (int^fosmL. AND
rMl^formal AND
logle_foxmal AND
atring^fexmal) ;

daaeription : STRING;
END_ENTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

description: The

4.17.1.63 INT FORMAL

An actual parameter may be valid for certain values or within one or more ranges of values, the

followmg entities define the parameter domain.
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*)

OrriTY LntjSosmAl
SUBTYPS or (allov«d^araa«t«r_daaain) ;

dlacxatas : OPTIONAL SZT [1:#] Or INTZOEP;
doMina : OPTIONAL SZT [1:«] OT in«_doMla;

ZHD_ZMTITY;
"

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFLMTIONS;

discretes:

domains:

4.17.1.64 INT DOMAIN

*)

ZNTZTY int^doaaln;
low^bOTind : INTZCZN;

high^bound : ZNTZGZP;

WHZRS
low^bound < high_bound;

ZND_^riTY;
”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFEVITIONS:

low.bound:

bighJ}ound:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The low bound must be less than the high bound.

4.17.1.65 REAL FORMAL

*)

ZNTXTY reial^foxsal

SOBTYPZ or (allowwd^paramatar^domaln)

;

di«er«t«a : OPTIONAL SZT [1:#T OT RZAL;

dcMlna : OPTIONAL SZT [1:«] Or xMl_douln;
ZND_ZNTITT;

**

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

discretes:

domains:
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4.17.1.66 REAL DOMAIN

*)

KMTITY r•al_^doaain

;

lov^bound : RZAL;

high^JbcuAd : REAL;

WHERE
low^bound < hlghjbound;

END_BfriTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

low.bound:

high_bound:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The low bound must be less than the high bound.

4.17.1.67 LOGIC FORMAL

*)

EHTZTY logxe_^fosmal
SUBTYPE or (allowdjaran^fr^domain) ;

EMD^EHTITY;
”

(*
~

4.17.1.68 STRING FORMAL

*)

E29TZTY s‘trlAg_formal

SUBTYPE or (allowwd^am«^«r_domAln) ;

di«cr«t«s : OPTZOHAL SET [1:«T OT STBZBG;
EHD^EHTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

discretes: The

4. 1 7. 1 .69 ACTUAL PARAMETER

The actual parameters can be represented by the following entity. Only base-type values are allowed

so far.

*)

EBTZTY
SUPERTYPE or (int_vml AMD

r«al val AHD
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logic_^v»l AMD
•triag^val) ;

formjLl_par : aXlow«d__p«xam«t«r^doaain;
ETO^CrriTY;
(*

”

attribute DEFINmONS:

formal.par: The

4.17.1.70 INTVAL

Entities representing actual-values. A generic type isn’t allowed in EXPRESS.

*)

DITITY
SUBTYPE or («e^ual^«raa«t«r) ;

alu* : Z21TXSEXI;

DEBIVS
(* Taa-t validity of valoa *)

doaain^chacJc : Z^OGZCAL : in^doaain (fonal^as, valaa)

E1ID_EHTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

value:

domain.check:

4.17.1.71 REALVAL

*)

EMTXTY raal__val

SUBTYPE or (actual^paraaatar) ;

valaa : BEAL;

OEBJVE
(* Taat validity of valua *)

domain^cbacJe : LOGICAL :* ia_doaain (fozmal valua)

EHD^EMTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

value:

domain.check:
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*)

INTITY logic^vml
SUBTYPX or (actUAl^aram^tttr) ;

valu« : LOGICAL;

DKSUVX
doaai^_eh«ck : LOGICAL :« TRUZ;

rHD__DmTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

value:

domain .check:

4.17.1.73 STRING VAL

*)

XMTZTY mt.x±xiq^jrml

SUBTYVX or (actual^^araaatar) ;

mla* : STRZIVG;

DSRXVX
(* T«c^ validity of vaLua *)

dc«a in^chack : LOGICAL in_^dffiiaa i n (fox»aljar , valua)

PTO^PrrZTY;
"

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

value:

domain.check:

4.17.1.74 Functional Network and Topology TYPE Definitions

4.17.1.74.1 ADJACENCY TYPE

*)

TYPS adjacaney_typa X27CMEPATZON OT

botandary) ;

DID_TYP*;
(*

4. 1 7. 1

.75

DIMENSIONAL DIRECTION

*)

TY7X diaanaxonal_dlraction dUKZRATZOM Or
(axt.
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xnt) ;

IND__TYP*;

(*
“

4.17.1.75.1 CONNECTIVITY STATUS

*)

TY7X connttctlvity^status XHUUEXATZOM OF
{tx—,
mat«d)

;

DID_TYP*;
(*

”

4. 1 7. 1 .75.2 DIMENSIONAL ORDER

*)

TTPX diA«n«ioaal_ord«r « ZHTXGXX;

XIID_TYFX;

(*
”

4.17.1.75.3 CONNECTOR

*)

TY9X connectos SXLXCT
(intosfmco,

pcrt_occurr«nc«) ;

XHD_TYPX;
”

(*
”

4.17.1.75.4 SIDE OR REGION

*)

TYVX sido^or^rogloa « SZZiXCT

(•ido,

aoe^sogion)

;

IHD^TYPX;”
(*

"
4.17.1.75.5

CONNECTION ENUM

*)

TYPX connoction^onuB XMUMXltATZOM OF
(f-oBO-tional,

topological)

;

XHO^-mX;
(*

”
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4.17.1.75.6 NODE END LIST

*)

TYPK noda^And^liat • LIST [1:#] OT aoda_«nd;
UXDjmX: ”

(*

4.17.1.76 Functional Nerwork and Topology FUNCTION Definitions
4.17.1.76.1

NUMBER OF DOMAIN EXT

*)

rUHCTZON numb«r_of^doaAin_«xt (nod«^ttnd< : nodtt^«nd^Li«t) : IUTKKR;
LOCAL

" ” ”

L, do«a i n^#3ct_^a : nrrXGZR;
DID_LOCAL;

”* ~

doaa±n^«xt_^a :« 0;

RZPKAT*i : 1 TO SZZZOT (nod«_«nd«) ;

Z7 (noda^ands [i] .adj__typ« « dcaaia AMD
noda^anda [i] . diraction « axt) TBSI

doaaln^axt^n :* dooain^axt^n > 1;

*MD_IT;
” " - -

ZMD^BXPKAT;
RZTUItM(domaiji^axb^a) ;

mD^rUMCTIOM;
~ ”*

(*
"

4.17.1

.76.2

GET CONNECTIVITY STATUS

*)

rUMCTZOM ga^^connactivity^s-ta-tua (is_^connaetad^Tl«> : connactoz) :

connactivity^atatua

;

IT (TYPZOT (ia^eoanactad^'Ti.a) intarfaea) TlSf
RZTUFM (matad) ;

~

ZLSZ
IT (TYPSOr (xa^connactad_yia) port^oecarranca) TIBI
RZTUPM (fraa)

;

DID_ir;
ZMD^IT;

DID_P^CTIOH;
(*

"
4.17.1.76.3

CONNECTS TYPE

*)

rUMCTIOH connacta__typa (connacts ; aida^or^raglon) : adjacaacy__typa;

IT (TYPX07 (connacta) « sida) THZM
RZTUXtM (bouxidary) ;

KLSX
RXTUX^(doaain) ;
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DID_IT;
DID^rUHCTIOH;
(*

"

4.17.1.77 Functional Network

The functional network defines the functional relationships between the functional units which are

part of one technical solution. This network is based on three entities: aec node, node end and inter*

face. Meta-topology enriches the general network in the direction of topology/ geometry. Therefore

each network entity is further specified using the category subdivision. Two basic meta*topological

relationships are distinguished: the Boundary Interface and the Domain Interface. The topology level

is a specification of the generalised topology level, in which the dimensional order is determined:

Vertex (0), Edge(l), Face(2) and Shell(3).

4.17.1.78 AEC NODE

A functional unit is represented by an aec node in the network. aod» may have a limited number

of node ends. Topological Nodes can be distinguished in Open Topological Noda and Closed

Topological Nodes. A Closed Topological Node refers directly to an aec domain, while an Open

Topological Node refers indirectly via an External Domain End or even a Domain Interface.

*)

CMTZTY a«e_nod«;
topolo^cal
eleaod
haa
working^asaa

LOGICAL;
OPTZOKAL LOGICAL;
OPTIONAL LIST [1:#] OP nod«_«xsd;

OPTZOKAL LZST [1:1] OP aae domain;
SKD_*KTZTT;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

topological:

closed:

has: .

worldng_area:

*)

RULS aae^noda^rala POR (aae^noda) ;

LOCAL
" “

i. : ZKTZGZR;
EKD_LOCAL;
ZP (KOT topological) TBZK
RZPXAT i 1 TO SZZZOP(haa);

ZP (haa[i] .topological <> PALSX) TKBI
VZOLATZOK;

*HD_ZP;
DTD PXPKAT;
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RS7KAT i :« 1 TO SIZZOr(hA«);
IT (ha« [i] .topological AMD

h*a[i] .adj_typ« • domain AND
haa [i] . diraetion axt) TBZN

IT (cloaad O TALSX) OR (topological <> TRUK) TSBff

VTOLXTIOM;
DID_IT;

IMD_IT;
Z2iD_RZPXXT;

IT 7^^ cleaad) TBZH
IT (ambar^of^domain^axt (haa) O 1) THEM
VIOLATIOH;

” ”

END^IT;
DID_IT;
IT TsZZZOr (working^araa) « 1) THEN

IT (topological O TRUE OR cloaad O TRUE) THEE
VIOLATIOH;

EHD_IT;
EHD_CT;

END^RULS;
(*

"

PROPOSITIONS:

4.17.1.79 NODE END

Each node end can be connected to another node end by means of an interface. The constituting

Ends of an Interface are considered as Mated Ends. The counterpart of the mated state is the (local)

free state. In that case the End refers to a port (occurrence) of its aggregated technical solution

occurrence. A Boundary End declares one side of a possible Boundary Interface between two Nodes.

A further refinement defines the direction of the dimensional hop: an Internal Boundary End refers to

the boundaries of the working area of the Node it belongs to, the dimensional order will decrease by

one in this direction, an External Boundary End offers the working area of the Node it belongs to, to

act as a boundary itself, the dimensional order will increase by one in this direction. A E)omain End

declares one side of a possible Domain Interface between two Nodes. A further refinement defines the

direction of the dimensional hop: an Internal Domain End refers to the inner regions of the working

area of the Node it belongs to, the dimensional order will stay the same or decrease in this direction,

on External Domain End offers the workmg area of the Node it belongs to, to act as an inner region

itself, the dimensional order will stay the same or increase in this directioa.

*)

ENTITY nodm__«nd;

topologxcml

di.racti.on

ia_conn«ctad^via
rapraaantad_by

DERIVE
•tatua

: LOGICAL;
: OPTIONAL adjacaney_typa;
: OPTIONAL diaanaional^diraction;
: connactor

;

: OPTIONAL sida_or_raglen;

: connactivity_atatua :
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Dro_nmTY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

topological:

adjJjpe:

direction:

is.connected.via:

represcnted.by:

status:

*)

RULS noda^«nd_cona'truijits TOR (nod«__«nd) ;

zr (statua a aatad) TBZ2V

XT (MOT topological) TBZM
ZT (is^eotm«et«d_via. topological O rAZ<SR) TSBf
VZOLATZOM;

D®_ZT;
ZLSX

~

BXGZH
ZT (ia_conn«ctod_via. topological O TRUE) THBI
VIOLATZOM;

”

XMD_ZT;
ZT (adj^typo « doaain) TIZH

ZT (ia_connactad^via O domain) THBI
VZOZATZOM;

"

BID_ZT;
XLSX

~

ZT (adj^typa * boundary) TBZM
ZT (is^connactad_^via O boundary) TBZM
VIOLRTZOM;

"

ZMD_ZT;
ZMD_1T;

ZMD_ZT;
BID;

~

ZMD_ZT;
ZLSZ

~

ZT (topological) TBZM
BZGZM

ZT (TYTZOT (raprasantad_by) aac^xagion) TBZM
ZT (adj_typa <> domain) OR

(diraction O rapraaantad^by .dixaction) TBM
VZOIATZOM;

”

EHD ZT;
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KLSX
IT (TYTKOr (r«pr««ttnt*d_by) « sidA) TBZV

IT (•dj_typ« O boundary) OR
(di^acbion <> rapraaantad^by . dlractlon) TBZM

VIOLATION;
”

KND_IT;
XND_1T;

XND^IT;

17 (xaproaantad^by . coonaction functional) TBBI
VIOIATIOH;

"

DID_IT;
KND;

DID_I7;
rND_CT;

END_RULX;
(*

”

PROPOSITIONS:

417.1.80 INTERFACE

An interface establishes a relationship between two node ends of two different aec nodes within

the same functional network. A Boundary Interface establishes a relationship between two Nodes, in

which the working area of one Node acts as the boundary of the working area of the other Node. A
Domain Interface establishes a relationship between two Nodes, in which the working area of one

Node resides completely within the working area of the other Node.

*)

KNTITY intarfaca;
topological : LOGICAL;
connaeta : OPTIONAL LIST [2:2] 07 aida_or_ra^on;

DXRIV*
” ~

adj_^typa : OPTIONAL adjacancy^typa : coanacta^typa (eonnaeta [1] ) ;

IND_XNTITY;
” ~

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

topological:

connects:

adjJype:

*)

RUUB intarfaea__conatraint FOR (intarfaea) ;

17 (topological) TSEN
BZGIN

17 (TYPK07 (connaeta [1]) O TY7K07 (connaeta [2] ) ) TBBI

VIOLATION;
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XT (conn«c^« [1] . dlraetion connceta [2] .di^«ction) TBZN
VIOIATIOM;

IND_ir;

ZT (TYPXOr (eonncc-ts [1] ) sida) TBZM
ZT (ABS (eonn«ct« [1] .bound* . dim«nsion -

eonnocts [2] .bound* . diaonnion) O 1) THE2f

VZOLATZOM;
BID_IT/

INDUCT;
BHD;

*

DID_ir;
BID_ROLZ;
(*

”

*)

RULZ int*rf*c«^*nd^two^nod«^«nd« rOR (Intnrfmeo, ned*_«ad)

;

LOCAL
- - -

eonn^n : QfTCSZR;
dlx : ARRAY [1:2] OT dia«n*ionnl^di.roetlon

;

* AmUlY [1:2] or *dj*c«nc7_typ«;
BID_LOCAL;

"

RDKAT FOR KACB lnt«rf*C« ZZI MODSL;
conn^n :« 0;

RZPZAT rOR ZACB nod«_*nd ZM MOOZL;

zr (nod«^«nd. i*^conn«ct*d_viA « Intnrfne*) THZM
BZGZH

" ”

conn^n :« eonn^n -f 1;

zr (nod«_«nd. topological) THSH
BZGZH

~

dir[eonn_n] :« nod*^«nd.dix«etion; *

adj_typ« [conn^n ] : « noda^and . adj_typa

;

ZHD;
” ” ” ”

ZHD_IT;
ZHD;

"

ZMD_Zr;
ZHD_BZPZAT;
zr (eona_a O 2) THZH
VZOLATZOH;

ZLSZ
zr (topological AHD

(dir[l] dir[2] OR
•dj_typa[l] O adj_typa[2] ) ) TBZH

VZOLATZOH;
ZHD_Zr;
zr (topological AHD

adj^typa[l] <> intarfaca . adj^typa) THZH
VZOLATZOH;

"

ZHD_Zr;
ZHD ^;
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XND^RZPKAT;
mD_RUL* ;

(*

PROPOSITIONS:

4.17.1.81

Topology

The generalised topology level implements a specific shape definition based on the general network

level and meta-topology level. The generalised topology level consists of five entities: aec domain,

side, boundary, aec region and void. They mirror on the generalised topology level the entities on

the general network level and meta-topology level, as in Table 13.

Table 13; Relationship between AEC Network and Topology Levels.

network/meta-topology level generalised topology level

AEC Node

Boundary End

Boundary Interface

Domain End

Domain Interface

AEC Domain

Side

Boundary

AEC Region

Void

To avoid redundancy the functional relationships rank above the topological relationships, i.e. if a

relationship is both functional and topological it will be established as an Interface. Boundaries and

Voids are reserved for pure topological relationships.

4.17.1.82 AEC EXDMAIN

A domain defines an area of a certain dimensional order. To complete the definition it may refer,

indirectly, to Domains of lesser or equal dimensional order. E.g. a second order Domain (Face)

refers indirectly (by means of sides and boundaries or Boundary Interfaces) to first order Domains

(Edges) which represent its outer boundaries. To specify inner areas a Domain may refer indirectly

(by means of aec regions and voids or Domain Interfaces) to Domains of lower or equal order. E.g.

a second order Domain (Face) may specify internal areas of again 2nd order (inner loop), 1st order

(Edge shaped) and 0th order (Vertex shaped).

*)

ZHTZTY ««e_jdomain;

dlMnsion : <1t •naienal_ordag;
HtDjartTTC; ”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

dimension: The

4.17.1.83 SIDE

A side declares one side of a functional or topological relationship of type "Domain A is bounded

by/bounds Domain B”. Functional relationships are handled by Boundary Ends, which may be tree
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or mated by means of a Boundary Interface. Pure topological relationships are established by a

boundary.

*)

Z21TITY aids;

diractioa
eonnaetion
bounds

mD^ETTITY;
(*

ATTRIBITTE DEFINTTIONS:

direction:

connection:

bounds:

4.17.1.84 BOUNDARY

A boundary establishes a topological relationship between two aec domains, in which one Domain

is bounded by/bounds another Domam. The Domains in question should differ one in dimensional

order.

*)

BTTZTY boundary;
lnb_aida : aida;

•xb^alda : aida;
WHZPX**

(int^sida . connacbion « aat_^aida . connaction * topologicsLl }

;

inb^aida . dixaction « inb;

aab^aida . diraebion • axb;

inb^aida . bounds . <1 imanaion « (aab^aida. bounds .diaanaion -f 1);

DID_mTITY;
~

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

int,side:

ext_side:

PROPOSITIONS:

4.17.1.85 AEC REGION

An aec region declares one side of a functional or topological relationship of type "Domain A
encloses/is enclosed by Domain B”. Functional relationships are handled by Domain Ends, which

may be free, or mated by means of a Domain Interface, Pure topological relationships are established

by a void.

diaanaionsl^diraction

;

eonnaebion__aniai ;

sac domain;
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)
ENTITY a«c__r«gion;

dlraetion : diaanaional^dlrttction;
coanaotion ; conn«ction_«nua;
•nclo««« : a«c_domain;

END_ENTITY;

(*

attribute DEFINmONS:

direction:

connection:

encloses:

*)

RULE on#_#xt_r«cion_p^r_demAin FOR (a«e_r«9ioa^ a«o_do«aln) ;

LOCXL
” ” ”

axt^n : ZNTXOS^;
E21D_LOcIl;

REPEAT FOR EACH aac_doaain IN MODEL;
axt^a : 0

;

REPEAT FOR EACH aac^ra^ion IN MODEL;
IT (aac^ragion. diraction « axt AND

aac_rag±on. anclosaa • aac^dowain) THEN
axt__n :» axt_a + 1;

END_IT;
IND^REPXAT;
IT (axt_n > 1) THEN
VIOLATION;

mD_ir;
END_REPEAT;

END_RDLE;
(*

"

PROPOSITIONS:

4.17.1.86 VOID

A void establishes a topological relationship between two aec domains, in which one Domain resides

completely within another Domain. The dimensional order of the enclosed Domain should be less or

equal to the dimensional order of the enclosing Domain,

*)

ENTITY void;
int__ragion : aac^ragion;
axt__ragion : aae_ragxoa;

where”
{ in^_ragion . eonnactxon « axt^ragion . eonnaetlon * topological);
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int rsgioa . dlraetion « int

;

«xt__ra9ion.dir«etion « mxt:

ijit^zmg±oa . •ncloaaa . diaanaion >« axt^ragion . ancloaaa . diaansion

;

IND^nmTY;
(*

^

attribute DEFINITIONS:

intj’esioo:

ext-region:

PROPOSITIONS:

4.17.1.87 PLACE

*)

SITXTY placa;
loe : pcin^

;

a^ractor : vactor;
P_vactor : vactor

;

BID^CmTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

loc:

s.vector:

p-vector:

4.17.1.88 A£C Core Schema Classihcation Structure

The following indented listing provides the classification structure for the entities within the AEC
Core Model.

ACrUJkL PAMMETZU
ZMT Via*

LOGIC VAL
RZAL VAL
STRIMG VAL

AZC APPROVAL
AZC DOMAIN
AZC NOOZ
AZC RZGZON
ALLOWZO PAPAMZTZR DOMAIN

INT FORMAL
LOGIC FORMAL
RZAL FORMAL
STRING FORMAL
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AKALYSIS
ASPZCT

IS06241
ACOUSTICAL 6242

AZR PURITY 6242

A2ITBROPODYKAMZC 6241

DURALIBILTY 6241

ZCODOMIC 6241

CAPITAL COST
MAIZnZHAMCZ COST
RummfG COST

ZHZRGY 6242
ZMZRGY USX 6242
BZAT TRAMSrZR 6242

rXRZ SATZTY 6241
HYGZZMZ 6241
BYGRO TSZRMAL 6242
SATZTY 6241
SPZCZriC USZ 6241
STABILITY 6241
TACTZLZ 6241
TBIGBTHXSS 6241
VISUAL 6242

BOUNDARY
CBARACTZRISTIC

ZXPZCTZD CSARACTZRISTZC
RZQUZRZD CBARACTZRISTIC

ZHVSUDMMZNTAL AGZHT
AGZKT 6241

BIOLOGICAL A^NT
CBBCCAL AGZNT
ZLZCTROMICAL AGZHT
NZCSANICAL AGZHT
TBZRMAL AGZHT

ZZPZRT
EXPLICIT TZCSHICAL SOLUTION DZTIHITION
rUHCTIOMAL UNIT CLASSITICATIOH

STBl
GZHZRIC rUHCTIONAL UNIT STRUCTURE
GENERIC PORT
GENERIC TZCBNICAL SOLUTION
GENERIC TZCBNICAL SOLUTION STRUCTURE
INT DOMAIN
INTZRTACZ
NODE END
PLACE
PORT OCCURRENCE
PROCEDURAL DZSCR
PRODUCT DZTINITION UNIT
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rUNCTIOHAL OHIT

rOUCTIOHAL UNIT OCCUSSZNCZ
190N TOFOLOCXCAZ. FU OCCUXISXKCX

TOPOLOaZCAZ. ru occupazncz
SZHXRZC rUMCTZOKAL UNIT
SPXCZrZC rTTNCTZOKAL UNIT

TZCHHZCAL SOLUTZOM
PRODUCT MOOSL
RXAL DONXZH
sn CODS
SZDS
SPXCZrZC PORT
SPKCZrZC TSCBMICAL SOZ.UTZOM

TXOQTZCAL SOLUTZOM AR6UMZMT
TXCBMZCRL SOLUTZOM OSCZSZOM
TXCBMZCAL SOLUTZOM OCCURRZMCX
VOID

*)

ZMD_SCHZMA; And ZPZM AKC Corm Schmam
(*

"
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4.18 Ship Models

4.18.1 Ships Structural Model

4.18.1.1 Introduction

The purpose of this doctsnent is to provide, in an ioformatioa model, an adequate framework for

the formulation of a data exchange standard for ship's structure. In particular, the goal has been

to identify sufficient information, such that data which represents the majority of a ship's structural

system can be communicated digitally via this Standard between two CAD/CAM modeling systems

without manual intervention or interpretation. This structural information model is but one of many

such models which are required for definition and integration prior to the formulation of this exchange

standard.

While the information contained in this document is not complete, it received sufficient review by

both the Navy/Industry Digital Data Exchange Standards Committee (NIDDESQ and the Architec-

ture. Engineering, and Construction (AEQ Committee to warrant submission to the Product Data

Exchange Specification (PDES) organization at this dme. It is expected that subsequent revisions

to this document will be made to incorporate refinements, and information not now included. For

these reasons, it is not the intent that the information contained herein, in its present form, be. used

as a shipbuilding industry standard. As with other information models, it should be noted that the

information contained herein is only one of many possible ways of representing a ship's structural

system.

*>

SCBXMX ipia^«hi.p^vtructur«^«eh«Ba;

ECPORT KVXRYTBZHG;

ASSUME (ipia^r«sourc«»_seh«aa,
ipiA^gttoa«-try_aehttma

,

ipim^aA^«rial_seh«M) ;

(»

In the context of this purview, the product of an AEC industry activity is sites, factories, plants, ships

(floating plants), and/or buildings. These are in turn composed of various systems.

Engineering systems contain equipment interconnected by distribution systems. The reference model

for distribution systems is described in ISO TC184/SC4/WG1 document number 3.2.2.2.

A structural system provides supporting structure, integrity, shelter, and habitability. The scope of

this document is a steel structural system, and in particular a ship's structural system. It should be

noted that although this model was developed specifically for a ship's structural system, many of the

concepts and entities presented in this model can readily be applied to other types of steel strucnires.

4.18.1.2

Model Integration

This model is an application model. As such it incorporates concepts and in some cases specific entities

from other models in the development orgaruzation. These models include Geometry, Topology, Form

Feamres, Solids. Materials, and Product Structure Configuration Management (PSCM). Although

much work remains to be done, integration of this model with the above mentioned models has begun

within the Integration Sub-committee.
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Integration points have been identified in this model. These points are identified in the entity descrip-

tions. Subsequent revisions to the model will cany the integration effon further.

•1. 18. 1.3 Scope

The scope of this document includes the level of definition of a strucniral product model resulting

from the completion of detailed design and lofting. Specifically included are all items listed below.

Nestmg data for plates and shapes is excluded because typically it is developed in an organizationally

specific manner or format. The intent is to include product definition data (e.g. the product model)

since this data is logically transferable between different organizations responsible for building and/or

mamtaining the ship.

This document includes a definition of geometry, topology and property data for the following items:

• Lines

• Stiffened surfaces (shell, bulkheads, decks, web frames, etc.)

• Cutouts, lightening holes and penetrations

• Weld data and bevels

• Stiffener data (scantlings/traces/orientation/end cuts)

• Material definition (thickness, type, material, etc.)

• Brackets, collar plates

• Stanchions

• Units/Assemblies

• Foundations

• Rudder

This version does not define the following:

• Hangers for distribution systems

• Non-structural tanks

• Struts and bossings

• Castings and forgings

• False decks and gratings

These five items will be reviewed for inclusion in subsequent versions of this document. Of the above

mentioned items, castings and forgings stand out as an integration area with the Solids Modeling group.

It is not the intent of this document to cover configtiration management of structural items in any

great detail. While some attempt has been made with the inclusion of a Date/Time concept, this is

intended to be a place holder for future work. This has been identified as an area of integradoo with

the Product Structure Configuradon Management (PSCM) model.
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t. 18. 1.4 Hull Unit Assembly TYPE Definitions

4.18.1.4.1 HULL NAME

A hull name is the character identification of a hull, e.g. USS Thomas S. Gates.

*)

TYPX huU_n«a« * STHJMG;

XND_TYPE;
(*

4.18.1.4.2

HULL NUMBER

A hull number is the numeric identifier of a hull. The hull number typically takes the form of a

Navy hull number or a manufacturers hull number, e.g. H420.

*)

TYPX hiaXl_n\3ab«r STRZUG;
XHD_TYPX;”
(*

"

4.18.1.4.3 PROJECT PHASE

The project phase is a design stage, ie. functional design, detail design, etc.

*)

TYPX pro j«et_phAa« « STRING;
XND^TYPX;
(*

“

4.18.1.4.4 ASSEMBLY ID NAME

An assembly id name is used to identify a type of unit assembly. Examples include Unit, Sub-

assembly, and Section.

*)

TYPX aaa«Bbly;_id_aaa« * STRZNG;
END__TYPX;
(*

”

4.18.1.4.5 ASSEMBLY ID NUMBER

An assembly id number is the numeric identifier of a unit assembly, e.g. 3200-0045.

*)

TYPX ass«ably_id__nx3ab«r « STRZNG;
XND__TYPX;

" "

(*
”
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4.18.1.4.6 PART in

A part id is the unicjue identifier of a pan. It may take the form of a manufacturers stock number.

Integration point: PSCM Model, Product Item ID entity.

*)

TYPl part^id STXIZ2VG;

BID^TYPl;
(*

“

4.18.1.4.7 SYSTEM ID

A system id is the unique identifier of a system.

*)

TYPX ayatM^id « STRING;

XND^TYPX;
"

(*
"

4.18.1.5 HULL

A hull is a collection of systems which comprise a ship (product model).

Integration point: Product Structure Model: Product Model entity.

*)

XMTITY hull;

idantIfiad^by^hull^aaaa
idantIfiad^by^hull^nuabar
aada_up_of_aya-taa

unique”
” ”

Idantlfiad_by_hull_auabar

;

END^ENTITY;
” ” ”

(*
~

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

identifiedJbyJiuUjiame: Character identification of a hull e.g., USS Thomas S. Gates.

ideiitifiedJ)yJiulljiumber; Numeric identifier of a hull, e.g., 4420

made.up.of-system:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Identified by hull number must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.6 SYSTEM

A system is a functionally related group of elements (potentially recursive). Some examples of

functional groupings are structure, HVAC or electrical systems.

SET [1:#] or hull_naM;
hull^nuabas

;

SET Tl:*] or ayatam;
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*)

mriTY
SU7KATYPX or («tructur&l_syat«Bi) ;

irith_«y«t«a_id : ayatam^id;
UNIQU*

~

with_ayata«__id;

rND^nrriTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

with_S7SteinJd: Unique identifier of a system.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. With system id must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.7 STRUCTURAL SYSTEM

A structural system is a collection of structural parts used, in general, to compartment and support

all other systems.

*)

KHTZTY a^ructuraL^aya^an
SUBTTPX or (ayataa)

;

mad«^up_of_unit_^aaaaBbly : SKT [1:#] Or ondt^aaaaaibly;
XHD^BITITY;

" ”

(*
“

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

made.up.of.unit^assembly: Component unit assemblies.

4.18.1.8 UNIT ASSEMBLY

A unit assembly gathers together parts and/or sub-assemblies. The unit assembly can represent a

logical grouping (HFO tank. Space 42, etc) or a physical grouping associated with actual construction

phases of the hull.

*)

ZMTITY unLt^aaaambly
SDPXRTYPS'*or ( atab_aaaambly ) ;

wlth^rojaet^haaa : projaet^haaa;
idantifiad^by_aaaaBibly_id : aaaaobly^id;

DHIQDS
"

idan'tIfiad_by_aaaanbly^id

;

with^rojact^haaa, idantifiad^by^aaaaoibly^id;
BID_KHTITY;

” " "

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:
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with^Jroject.phase: -

identified-b7.assembi7Jd:

PROPOSITIONS:

N284

1. Identified by assembly id must be UNIQUE.

2. The combination of with project phase and identified by assembly id must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.9 ASSEMBLY ID

An assembly id is the unique identiher of a unit assembly, llie assembly id consists of an assembly

ID name and an assembly ID number.

*)

SITXTY
b«vln9_««s«ably_idl_nuab«jr : Asa«ably;^ld^nt3Mb«r;

having^««aMbly;_id_naaM : aas«aibly^id_im«;
UHIQU*

"* - - - -

hA'rlag^aaaaably^^id^nama , ha-ring_aa««akbly_id_niab«r

;

WD^DITITY;
" ” ” ” ”

(*
“

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

having_assemblyJd_num ber:

having.assem blyJdJiame:

PROPOSITIONS;

1. The combmation of haying assembly id name and having assembly id number must be

UNIQUE.

4.18.1.10 SUB-ASSEMBLY

A sub-assembly is a collection of parts and/or other sub-assemblies. Sub-assemblies can gather

parts and/or sub-assemblies into logical groupings ( decks, bulkheads, etc) or into physical groupings

representing actual construction phases of the hull.

*)

X2ITZTY aiab^aasflBbly

StnTYPS OF (ualt^aaaambly)

;

aad«_o£^aab_aaa«Bibly : OPTZOKAL SXT [l:f] OF atab^aasembly;

p«xt:_o£^aTab^aaa«Bbly : OPTZOKAZi aisb^maaembly;

: OPTIONAL SS7~[1;#] OF part;
rND_*MTlTY;
(*

“

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

made.of_sub.assemb ly

:

part.ofjub.assembly:

made.of.part:
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4.18.1.11 PART '

A part is a unique strucmraJ clement or component consumed dunng the production process.

Integration point: Product Structure Model, Product Item entity.

*)

nrriTY part
SUPSRTCT* or (libr»ry_p«rt XOR

XOR
h«p«_p*rt)

;

idM'tifi^d^by^p^rt^id

cxMtad^on^dat ia«
aad«^of_mataxial

UNZQUX
idanbiriad_by_paxt_id

;

nro^nrriTY;
" ~

(*
”

paxt_id;
ahip^^data^biaa

;

ahip^data^tixM

;

ship_matarial

;

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

identifiedJbj.partJd:

last-oiodified.oa.date.tiine:

created.on.date.time:

made.ofjnateriai:

PROPOSITIONS;

I. Identified by part id must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.12 SHIP DATE TIME

A ship date time is expressed in the form yymmdd.hhmmss.

Integration point: Miscellaneous Resources Model: Unit, Time-Unit entities.

*)

KM7ZTY ahip_data_tiaa,*^

with^data^tiaa^srmlua : daba^tiJM;
ukiqor"

”

with_data_tiaa_valua

;

BID_DITITY;”
"

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

with-dateJime.vaiue: •

PROPOSITIONS:

1. With date time value must be UNIQUE.
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4.18.1.13 SHIP MATERIAL

A ship material is the substance making up a part. This entity includes a description of the matenal

and its propcnies.

Integration point: Materials Model: Material entity.

*)

KMTZTY ship^aahariAl;
with_aatttriAl^ap«cL^ieation : mat«ri«l_jprop«rty;

UH2QUX
with_aat•rial_ap«cifieatlon

;

niD_mTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

with-materiaLspecificatioa: •

PROPOSITIONS:

1. With material specificatioa must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.14 Ship Geometry

The product model for a ship’s structural system must contain both the topological relationships, the

geometry, material properties and joining information (welds and bevels). Topology is expressed in

terms of surfaces which bound other surfaces or shapes, surfaces which are bounded by other surfaces,

and shapes which lie on surfaces and are bounded by surfaces and/or other shapes.

4.18.1.13 Ship Geometry TYPE Definitions

4.18.1.15.1 COMPARTMENT ID

A compartment id is a unique identifier for a compartment. For example. ’1>346>0-L’.

*)

TY9X coaip«rta«nt^id STUZMG;

(*
”

4.18.1.13.2 COMPARTMENT NAME

A compartment name is an identifier for a compartment, for example ’CREW LIVING SPACE
NO. 4'.

*)

TY7X coMpartman-t^nama « ST1lZ2fG;

XHD^TYSX;
~

(*
”
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4.18.1.15.3 SLllPACE ID NAME

The surface id name is a pan of ihe surface id and may be non-unique. Deck and Bulkhead are

both examples of a surface id name.

*)

TYPX suxfmc«_^id__nam« STSII2IG;

DID_TYP*;
(*

”

4.18.1.15.4

SURFACE ID NUMBER

A surface id number is the unique pan of the surface id which defines the surface, e.g. 320-0045.

*)

TYPE •urfac«^id__^nuab«£ STRING;

KND^TYPS;
(*

"
4.18.1.15.5

CURVE ID

A curve id is the unique identifier for a molded curve.

*)

TYP* eorv^^id STR2HG;

*HD_TYP1;
"

(*
“

4.18.1.16 SHIP BOUNDED SURFACE

A ship bounded surface is a parameterized space, representing an onentable locus of points, bounded

by a set of molded curves which forms a closed contour. A ship bounded surface may be planar

(deck) or sculptured (shell).

Integration point: Geometry Model: Bounded Surface entity.

*)

KNTITY ship^botactdad^surfacu

SUPlRTYPI**or (shi.p_eQXv«d_rar£meu YOU
ahip^uloMntary^auxfaeu)

;

daflsx^ag^noda
dafiningjoIdad^corvu
bouadad^by^susfaeu^udgu
dafinlng^aferueturml^opun ing

idantifi«d_by_aurfaeu^id
UHIQD*

” ”

iduntifiad^by^aurf«c«_id ;

DTO^KHTITY;
~ "

(*
"

: OPTZONAZ. SS7 [1:*] OF ahip_aed«;

: OPTZOraOi SST [1:*] OF aeld«d_eux^;
: SS7 [1:#] OF snxfaeu^odg*

;

: OPTZOHAXi SST [l:i] OF
vtxvctuxal^opuaing

;

: •tarfacu id;
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ATTRIBLTE DEFINITIONS:

defining-iiode:

definingjnolded-curve:

boundedJ>j-surface.edge:

defining^tructuraLopening:

identifiedJ)7-surfaceJd:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Identified by surface id must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.17 SURFACE ID

A surface id is a unique identifier for a sxirface. It consists of a Surface ID Name and a Surface ID

Number, the combination of which uniquely identify the surface (e.g DECK-320-43).

*)

ZHTXTY surfaca^id;
havlng^aurfaea^id^numbar : aiarfme«^id_ataMb«r;

having^aurfaea^id^naaa : aurfaea^id_aaaa;
OHIQU*

” ” "

havlng^aiarfaea^id^numbar ;

ha^ijig^aiurfaca_id_nama , baving^ausfaca^^id^atabar

;

BID_DrTITY;
- - - - -

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

having^rfaceJd-number:

having_surfaceJdjiame:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Having surface id number must be UNIQUE.

2. The combination of having surface id name and having surface id number must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.18 SHIP CURVED SURFACE

A ship curved surface is a non-planar surface representing such areas the shell of a ship.

*)

KNTXTY ahip^curvad^aiarfaca
SUPKRTYPS OF (ahlp^baplina^aurfaca XOR

ahip^baaiar^auxfaea

)

SUBTYFX OF (ahipjbcundad__aurfaca) ;

DID_IirrXTY;
”

(*
”
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4.18.1.19
SHIP ELEMENTARY SLllFACE

A ship elementary surface is a simple surface such as a planar, conical or cylindrical surface.

Integration point: Geometry model. Elementary Surface entiry.

*)

XHTiry •hi.p^alancntary^STaxfae*

SUPKRTYVX or (ship^lanar^surfaea)
SUBTYPX or (ahlp^boundad^ssarfaea) ;

XHD^XHTITY;
(*

"

4. 1 8. 1 .20 SHIP B-SPLINE SURF.ACE

A ship bspline surface identifies a particular mathematical representatioa for a curved surface.

Integration point: Geometry model, Bspline surface entiry.

*)

XM7ZTY ship_Jbaplui«^aiu:fae«

SX7BTYPX or (ahip_cufv«d_aurfae«)

;

g*cs«try_daflnlhion : baplana^aurfaca;
xnD^nrriTY;
(*

~

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITTONS:

geometrj.definition: The geometric definition of the surface.

4.18.1.21 SHIP BEZIER SURFACE

A ship bezier surface identifies a particular mathematical representatioa for a curved surface.

Integration point: Geometry model, Bezier surface entiry.

*)

XMTZTY ahlp^basiar^ataxfaec
SUBTYPX or (abip_carv«d_aias£ae«)

;

gacaabry^dafinltlea : b«aiar^auxfac«;
xhd^xmtityT

"

(*
“

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS;

geometry .deflnitioii: The geometric definidon of the surface.

4. 1 8. 1 .22 SHIP PLANAR SURFACE

A ship planar surface is a surface with no curvature anywhere within its boundaries.

Integration point: Geometry model. Plane entity.
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•)

ZNTZTY Ahip^planaf^surfme*
SUBTYVX or (shlp__«l«a«ntary_ti2sf«e«) ;

ori«nt«d;J&y_j2ni.t_T«ctor : •hip_unlt_7«ctor ;

loeat«d^by__poaition_^ouit : atvip^oaitioa^^polnt

;

uivigux

locmtad^by^poaition^^pciat , ©riant•dJby_uait_T«ctor

;

CID_KM7ZTY

;

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

oriented-by.unit-vector:

locatedJbj.position .point:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The combiiution of located by position point and oriented by unit vector must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.23 SURFACE EDGE

A surface edge is a sequence of molded curves bounding a ship surface.

*)

B1TZTY rorfaca^adga

;

idnnti^iad^by^adga^saqaanca^numbar : IMTXaZA;
dafiaad^by;jnoldad.^carw : aoldad^oar^

;

boundingJboundad^starfaea : shipjboundad^aurfaea;
OHIQD*

” ” ” "

idantiriadjby^adga^saquanca^nuabar , dafiaadJby;jaoldad^cux"ra

,

bounding_jbcundad^gurfaca

;

BTO^BTriTY;"’
”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

identifiedJby.edge.sequencejiumber: Provides an ordered sequence,

definedJ)yjnolded.curve:

boundingjbounded.surface:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Identified by edge sequence number must be UNIQUE.

4. 1 8. 1 .24 MOLDED CURVE

A molded curve is a curve on a surface, a curve boimding a surface or a curve formed by the

intersection of rwo surfaces.

Integrarion point: Geometry Model: Curve. Curve-On Surface. Intersection-Curve entities.
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nrriTY aold«d_curv«;
id*ntifi«d_by__c«arv«__id

d«£in«d^by__cux*r«__^g«om»try

1oc«ti.ng_aodtt

cuxv«_id;
•hip_cujr(r«__g«o««try ;

OPTIONAL 3XT [1:*] OF ahi.p_cod«;

UNIQUS
idan-ti£i•d,_by_carv«__id ;

DID_BITITT;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

identified-by.curveJd:

definedJ>7.curve_geoaietr7 :

Iocating_node:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Identified by curve id must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.25 SHIP POSITION POINT

A ship position point is a point defined in three dimensions. It provides the x, y and z coordinates

positioning a planar surface.

Integration point: Geometry model, point and cartesian three coordinate entities.

*)

XNTZTY shi.p^_po«i.tlon__poln^

havlxsg_x__po •ition
hnyinq y_position
haTing^s^^poaition

UNIQUS
having^x^^poaition, having_y_poaition, ha^ring^a^^poaitioa;

DID_BrnTY;
"

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

having_x_position: The X coordinate of the point location.

having.7.position: The Y coordinate of the point location.

having.z.position: The Z coordinate of the point location.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The combination of having x position, having y position and having z position must be

UNIQUE.
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4.18.1 .26 SHIP UNIT VECTOR

A ship unit vector is a vector with a magnitude of one, indicating direction in space.

Integration point: Geometry model, vector and direction entities.

*)

EITITY •hip_anit_v«ctor;

hAsrxnq y : RZAL;

h«srlag_s_vmla« ; RXAL;

UNZQUK
having__x_^valu« , h*ving_y_jrmlu«, hmviag_«^T«lu« ;

WHZBX
"

(b«srixxg_x_y*lu«**2 +

h*ving_y_y»lu«**2 +

hxving^*_val\a«**2 ) 1.0;

BID_BITrrY;”
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNTTIONS:

havingji-value: X value of unit vector,

having.j.value: Y value of unit vector,

havingj.value: Z value of unit vector.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . The combination of having x value, having j value and having z value must be UNIQUE.

2. The direction is a unit vector.

4.18.1.27 SHIP TRANSFORMATION MATRIX

A ship transformation matrix is a 4 x 4 matrix specifying the translation and orientation (rotation)

of a library part.

Integration point: Geometry Model: Transformation entity.

*)

KMTZTY ship^tranafoxmntlon_antriJK;
d«fin«dl^by^tranaYonui^ionjBatrix_r«lu« : ASJUIY [1:4] OF~ ” - - AiOXY [1:4] OF

UAL;
UNZQOS

dxfin«d_by_^tranatoxmatioajnatrix^valua

;

XHD^DITITY;
” ” ”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNTTIONS:

deiined.by .transformation jDiatrix.value: •

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Defined by transformation matrix value must be UNIQUE.
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4.18.1 .28 SHIP CLTIVE GEOMETRY

The ship curve geometry provides the mathematical representation for a curve in space.

Integration point: Geometry model, curxe entiry.

*)

nniTY •hip_curv«__g«o««-try ;

g«cmtttry^d«finition : evT*;
X2ID__XMTZTY

;

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

geometry .definitioa: The definition of the curve geometry.

4.18.1.29 COMPARTMENT

A compartment is an enclosed space within a ship. An example of a compartment would be

’’Auxiliary Machinery Room 2”.

*)

XHTZTY coapaxtaan^;
idanti»fiad_by_eoBpartaant_^id
idan't 1ad^by^eoapaxtaan^^naaM
botaadad^by^boundad^ataxfaca

mrzQus
coapartaant^id

;

mD^ETTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

identifiedJ}y.compartmentJd:

identifiedJby.compartment_name:

boundedJ>yJ>oundedjurface:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Identified by compartment id must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.30 Plate Parts

A plate part is a part cut from flat material stock. The part may be used as is or subsequently bent to

form a flange (flange part) or rolled. Plate parts are defined on surfaces and may may be offset from

that surface some distance. Plate parts can be joined with other plate/shape parts at plate pan edges

or along traces on the plate pan face.

coapaxtiMnt^id

;

OPTIONAL CQMpmxfgnk^n—

;

SST [1:«] or
bip^bouadAd^auxfae«

;
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4,18.1.31 Plate Part- TYPE Definitions

4.18.1.31.1 NODE ID

A node id is a unique identifier of a ship node.

*)

TYVX QOda^id * STRZHG;

EID^IYSK;
(*

”

4.18.1.31.2 PATH SEGMENT ID

A path segment id is the unique identifier of a path segment

*)

TYVS « STRING;
BID_TYP*;”

~

<*
”

4.18.1.31.3

EDGE PREPARATION DESCRIPTION

Edge preparation description provides a description of the physical geometry or condition at a plate

or shape edge.

*)

TYPX adga^rapaarati.on_daacription « STRING;

KND_TTPE;
(*

”

4.18.1.32 PLATE PART

A plate part is a part cut from fiat material stock. The part may be. used as is or subsequently bent

to form a fiange (fiange part) or rolled.

Integration point: Product Structure Model: Product-Item entity.

*)

KNTZTT pla^a^_part

SUBTYPX or (part)

;

with^la^a^aorfaea^offaat
withjlatajarb^thieknaa a

aazkad^vith^aejaark
ha^in9_plata^art__adga
havixs9^art_flaa9a
ewt^by^atraetural^opanlag

dafinad_by_pa-bh_aagaank
XND^XNTITY;
(*

"

RZAZ.;

RXAL;
OrTZONJO. SZT [1:#] OF ae_aaxk;
SST (!:#] or plata^^^part^adga

;

OPTZONRL SZT [1:#] OF part_flanga;
OPTZOHXI. SZT [1:#] or

”

a-tnctural^opaaiag

;

OPTZON]^ SZT [1:#] or pakk_aa^aat;
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ATTRIBLTE DEFTNTTIONS:

wi(h_plate_surface_ofFs«t: Offset value of plate part from bounded sxirface.

with_plate^art.thickness: Thickness of plate matenal.

marked-withjicjnark:

having^iate^rt.edge:

having^rt-flange:

cut.bjjtnictural.opening:

definedJby^ath_segment:

4. 1 8. 1 .33 PLATE PART EDGE

*)

ZH7ZTY ;

id*at •d_by_«d9«_s«qu«ne«_auBb«x
dafin*d_by_p*fch_a#^m#nt
hAvlnq •dqmjpr»paxa‘tlon
fer^lat

UMzgus

THTZSBL:
p«th^a«^«ab

;

OPTZOHXL •dga_prapaxmti.oo

;

plat«^«rb

;

for^plat , idantifiad_by^adga^saquaaea_auab«r

,

dafinad^by__pabh^«a^Mat

;

BID_*HT1TY;
~

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS;

identifiedJby.edge-sequence-number: Provides an ordered sequence.

defined-bypath-segment:

having.edgepreparation:

forplate-part:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The combination of for plate part, identified by edge sequence number and defined by path

segment must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.34 SHIP NODE

A ship node is the logical equivalent of a geometric point. It is a unique (tppological) point R3 with

dimensionality 0 and extent 0.

Integration point: Topology Model: Vertex entity, and Geometry Model: Point entity.
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*)

ETTITY •hip_^nod«;

id«nti£i«d__by_nod*_id : nod«_id;

UNZQUX
id*nti£i«d_by_nod«^id ;

mD^nrriTY;
(*

”

ATTRroUTE DEFINmONS:

identified-bjjiodeJd: -

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Identified by node id must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.35 PATH SEGMENT

A path segment is a bounded portion of a molded curve defined by two ship nodes with the positive

direction of the path from the first node to the second node.

Integration point: Geometry Model: Curve, Bounded-Curve, Trimmed-Curve entities.

*)

BI7ZTY p*th^mmqAmnt.

;

idanti£i.•d_by_patb^a d
•nding__on_^noda
sbaxbi.n9^ott_nod«

d«£i.n*d^on^ao1dad_cu3rr«

OHIQD*
” ~ ”

id«ntifiad^b ath^a• n't_id

;

*MD_DrnTY;
(*

"

path^aa^aant^id

;

abip^aoda;
ahi.p_aoda

;

aoldad carra;

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

identified.by.path^egmentJd: Unique identifier.

ending.on_node: Ending point of path segment

starting.on-node: Starting point of path segment,

defined-onjnolded.curve: Reference curve.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Identified by path segment id must be UNIQUE.

4. 1 8. 1 .36 EDGE PREPARATION

Edge preparation is the physical description of a plate part edge or shape part edge. It is typically

a bevel or chamfer as required by the welding process.

Integration point: Form Feature Model.
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*)

XHTZTY ttdiT^^^raparation;

d**cri-bad_by_«dg«_pr«p4Lration__da*cript:ion :

•d9«_pr«parat:ion__d««eription

;

UNIQUX
”

daacrib«d_by_«d9«^r«paration^d«acxipti.oa;
IND^INTITY

;

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS;

describad.by.edge^reparation.descripdon: •

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Described bj edge preparation description must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.37 PART FLANGE

A part flange is a plate part that has a roll or knuckle along a path segment to form a flange.

*)

S2I7ZTY part^flmaga;
with^flang«_aagl«

laag«^radiua
dmfiaad^oajBo1d«d_^ca£"r«
with^aadeak

XHDjmXTY;
(*

“

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

with-flange^gle: Angle of the bend of a flange.

with_flange-radius: Bend radius,

deflned.on-molded-curve:

with.endcut:

4.18.1.38 Ship Shape Parts

Shape pans are rolled, extruded, or btiilt up structural shapes. Shape parts may have standard or

non*standard cross sections, they may be twisted, they may foUow a curved or straight path and they

may be joined along their length and/or ends to other shapes and/or plat«. In addition, shape parts

have endcuts which define the geometry at the ends of the shapes or which may create a transition

piece between two different size shape parts.

RZAL;
MEM.;

aeldad^ctas^

;

09TZ0HM. •adeu'k;
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4.18.1.39 Ship Shape Pan TYPE Deftnitions

4.18.1 .39.

1

SHAPE REFERENCE POINT

A shape reference point identihes the position of a shape part relative to a path segment; that is,

to the left, nght or centered on the path segment.

*)

7YVX * ZHDMZItATZOlf OT

(loftT
eantar^

right)

;

SHD^TYPX;
(*

”

4.18.1.39.2

SHAPE PART TYPE

A shape part type identihes the type of a shape part. The types of shape parts used in shipbuilding

are I-beam, T-bar, Angle bar. Flat bar and Channel.

*)

TY7X ahAp«_part_typ« * 22IUMZ3tATZOM OT

T_b*r,

angl«_b«r,
flatJbAT,
chann#!)

;

DID_TYPX;
(*

"4.18.1.39.3

STANDARD SHAPE ID

A standard shape id is the unique identifier of a shape part with standard cross section. The

identifier uses the unified numbering system in accordance with ASTM and SAE.

*)

TYPX shandard^ahapa^id * STHSfG;
XHD_TYPX;

” ”

(*
”

4.18.1.39.4

CROSS SECTION CODE

The cross section code identifies the variables defining the cross section of a shape part For example;

tf = average fiange thickness, r s fillet radius, t s clear web height between fillets, etc.

*)

TYPX eross_^aaetion_coda » SmXNG;
XMD_TYPX;

" ”

(*
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4.18.1.39.5 NC MARK ID

An DC mark id is the unique identiher of an nc mark.

*)

TYT* ne_m*rk_id STRIHG;

EID_TYPi;
(*

”

4. 1 8. 1 .39.6 NC TEXT PARAMETER CODE

The DC text parameter code provides the variables associated with nc text, ie. c a character height.

*)

TYPE ne^t«xt_paxam«tttr^eod« « STRZIIG;

n®_TYP*;
(*

”

4. 1 8. 1

.39.7

NC TEXT STRING

The nc text string provides the actual character data to be marked by the N/C marking machine on

the part.

*)

TYPE ne^^taxt^a-tring * STRIHG;
EIJD_TYPE;

”

(*

4. 1 8. 1

.39.8

ENDCUT PARAMETER CODE

An endcut parameter code identihes a variable which defines an attribute of an endcut, ie. pi »

web snipe length.

*)

TYPE •ndeu^__paraa«^«r__eed« > STltZMG;

EHD^TYPE;
(*

4.18.1

.39.9

PARAMETRIC ENDCITT ID

A parametric endcut id is the unique identifier of a parametric endcut It could be a reference to

a standard endcut in a library or a standard macro, e.g ’T865'.

*)

TYPE param«trie_«ndctst^id « STPZ2VG;

END_TYPE;
” ~

(*
"
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4.18.1.40 SHAPE PART

A shape part is a roiled, extruded, or built up structural shape.

Integration point: Product Structure Model: Product^Item entity.

*)

DITITlf

SUBTYPS or (past)

;

loeatad_by;_ahapa_rafaranca^oiAt : ahapa^ralaraaea^^poiat;
offsat^by^shapa^aurfaea^offsat : RZAL;
idantl£lad_wi.tb^shapa_part^typa : ahapa^_part^typa;
haTxag^shapa^art^adga
anding^with^andcat
starting^with^andoat
osi.aatad_by_shapa_oxiantati.on
anding’_with_shapa_claasanea
startix&g_with_shapa_claasaaea
idaati^lad_irith_esoss_saction
cnt_by_stsactusal_opaniag

panatsating_catont_hola

askad_by_ne_aask
dafinad_on_path_sagmant

BID_BrTITY;
~

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

locatedJ)7-shape_reference.pouit:

offsetJby_shape_surface.ofTset:

identified.with^hape^rtJype:

having_shape^art.edge:

ending,with.endcut:

starting.with.endcut:

orientedJ)j.shape.orientation:

ending,with.shape.clearance:

startiiig.with-shape.clearaace:

identified.with.cross-section:

cut.by.stnicturaLopening;

penetrating.cutoutjioie:

marked J)7jicjnark:

defined_on.path .segment:

PROPOSITIONS:

: SX7 [1:#] OF shapa_part_adga

;

: andeot;
: aadent;
: SST [l:i] OF shapa_osiantation;
: shapa_elaaraaea

;

: shapa_elaaraaea

;

: esosa_sactioa;
: OPTZoikL 8ZT [1:#] OF

strnettural_opaning

;

: OPTZOMAL 8ST [1:#] ^
eutout_hola

;

: OPTZOIoa. 8X7 [iT#] OF ne_aark;

: 8X7 [1:#] OF path_sagBant

;
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4.18.1.-41 SHAPE CLEARANCE

A $hap« clearance is the distance between the end nodes defining a path seftment, and the actual

extreme starting and ending points of the shape part defined on that path se^ent. In effect, the

actual length of a shape part may be <= the length of the path segment it is defined on.

*)

XMTZTY ahap«^claaxanc«

;

with_cl«aranc«_langth : HZAL;

DID_nrriTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

with.clearanceJength: Numeric value of clearance

4. 1 8. 1 .42 SHAPE PART EDGE

A shape part edge is one of an ordered set of path segments defining the edge of a shape part.

*)

XHTZTY ahap«_^art_«dg«

;

idantl^iad;_by^«dg«^s«qu«Be«^ntab«r : IMTXQCR;
for_sh«p«_parb : ahBp«^art

;

bBTlng^adga^rcpaxatioa : OPTZOMAL adgai^praparatlen;

d«fln«d^by_pabh^8«gm«Ab : pAth^aBgMnb;
OHIQUX

” " ”

idantifi«d__by^ahap«^«rt ;

for^shap«_part , idantifi«d_by^«d9«^s«qu«ne«^nx3aib«r ,

dafiB«d_by^abh_s«gm«nt

;

mD^mriTY;
”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

identified^j.edge^equencejiumber: Provides an ordered sequence.

for.shape-part:

having.edge^reparation:

definedJ)j^ath^egment:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. For shape part must be UNIQUE,

2. The combination of for shape part, identified by edge sequence number and defined by path

segment must be UNIQUE.
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4.18.1.43 SHAPE ORIENTATION

A shape orientation defines the orientation of a shape part at a ship node. Multiple shape orien*

tatioos can be used to represent a twisted shape pan.

*)

SXrrZTY shap«__ori«ntation;

d«fia«d__by_imit__T«ctor : ahip_uait_T«ctor ;

d«fin«d_at__nod« : ship^noda;
ONIQU*

” ” ”

dafi&«d^by_unit_y«ctor, daflaad__at_neda;

ZXtDjarSTS^;
” ” " ”

(*
~

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS;

deiinedJby.unit.vector: Indicates orientation,

defined-at-node: Location of unit vector.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The combination of defined by unit vector and defined at node must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1 .44 CROSS SECTION

A shape pan cross section provides a description of the cross section geometry (a cut perpendicular to

the linear axis) of the shape part. •Cross section descriptions may be parmnetric or non-parametnc.

*)

^TZTY croaa_^a«etioa
SUPKRT^X OF (aoa__ataadard_croas_a«ctioa XOR

ataadafd^cxosa_s«etloa)

;

XHD^XHTITY;
^ ”

(*
”

4. 1 8. 1

.45

STANDARD CROSS SECTION

A standard cross section is a parametric description whose parameters are provided through the

unified numbering system established in accordance with ASTM and SA£.

*)

SITZTY sbaadard^erosa^aaetioa
SOBTYPX or (eroaa_aMtion) ;

with_ntaadard^shap«^id : ataadard^abapa^id;
daaexib«dJby^csoaa_aactioa^araaatar : SXT [1:#] OF

exoaa^aaetioa^araaatax

;

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

with..standard^hapeJd:

described.by.cross.section.parameter:
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4.18.1.46 NON-STANDARD CROSS SECTION

A non-staodard cross section is a non-paramctric description. Specific parameters associated with

web and flanges, for a specific shape part type, are provided by this description.

1. Only I-beams and channels have lower flanges.

2. A flat bar is made up only of a web. it has no flanges.

*)

XMTZTY nonfatandard_^cro««_s«cti.ofi
SUBTXVX or (cro««_««cti.on) ;

with_lowr_f hic3cn*am
vith^lowttr^flan^^iridtli
with_T3pp«r_flAng«_tiiickn«aa

with^T3pp«r_flAng«_width
vith^v«ib__thickn«aa

vith_w«b_h«ight
ntDjanmT
(*

”

09TZ0MAL
OPTZOnOi
OPTZOKAL
OPTZOIOL
UAL;
UAL;

RZAL;
UAL;
UAL;
UAL;

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

withJowerJlange.thickness: The thickness of the lower flange (I-beam or channel),

withJower^nge.width: The width of the lower flange (I-beam or channel),

with.upperJlange.thickness: The thickness of the upper flange (I-beam or channel).

withjipper.flange.width: The width of the upper flange (I-beam or channel),

with.web.thickness: The thickness of the web.

with.webJieight: The height of the web.

4.18.1.47 CROSS SECTION PARAMETER

A cross section parameter describes an attribute of a shape pan cross section. These include web

and flange thicknesses, fillet radius, etc.

*)

STTZTY croaa^anctioa^araantnr;
hawing_cxoaa^a«ction_valu« : UAL;
haTing^cxoaa^anctioa^eedn : croaa^anctioa^eodn

;

UHIQUI
“ - - ” “

h«Tiag_^eroaa^ancbioa^coda

;

hawiag_croaa_aactioa^eoda , hawiag_cxeaa^anctioa^Talua

;

XHD^^BrriTY;
(*

~

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

having.cross.section.value: The value of the cross section code.
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having.cross-s«ction'_code:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Having cross section code must be UNIQUE.

2. The combination of having cross section code and having cross section value must be

UNIQUE.

4.18.1.48 ENDCUT

The endcut provides the dange/web cut derails at the end of a shape part

Integration point: Form Features model.

*)

ZMTZTY andcut
SUPXRTYVX OF (tranaxtion^eut AMD

(non_paraM'trie_«ndCQt XOX
paxaa«tric__«nde\it) ) ;

XMD^XMTITY;
”

(*
”

4. 1 8. 1 .49 ENDCUT PARAMETER

An endcut parameter describes an attribute of a parametric endcut. For example, snipe and radius

are two attributes of an endcut

*)

ZM7XTY aadcut^^arasatar;
bavin9^«adcut_^araa«'tar^va.lu« : lUBAZ*;

ha^la9’_andcu't_paraaxrtag_eoda : •Adeut^Miraaatar^eod*;
UNZQOS

ha'riag^^andeu't^axaaatas^coda

;

haviag’^andcut^araaMtar^valua , ha*ria9_assdcat_paxaMtar^eoda

;

XMD^EITITY/
” ” *"

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

having.endcut^arameter.value: The value of the endcut parameter code,

having.endcut^arameter.code:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Having endcut parameter code must be UNIQUE.

2. The combination of having endcut parameter value and having endcut parameter code must

be UNIQUE.
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4.18.1.50 PARAMETRIC ENDCUT

A parametric endcut is an endcut with the cut geomeuy specihed by reference to a standard endcut

and us associated endcut parameters.

•)

BITZTY paxaMtxic^andcut
SUBTYPX or (•ndcut)

;

id«ntx^i*d_by_p«raaMtric_«ndcu^^id : paraMtrie^«ndeu-t^id;
dttfln«djby_«ndcab^«raaa««r : 9ZT [1:#] OF

i>dcgt_par—tmx

;

zuDjaniTr;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

identifiedJby.parametric.endcutJd:

defined_by.endcut_parameter: Set of endcut parameters.

4. 1 8. 1 .5 1 NON-PARAMETRIC ENDCUT

A non parametric endcut is a type of endcut with the cutting geometry specified by free curves.

*)

X2ITZTY nonjAranabric^andc-ot
SUBTJfP* or (andcut)7
with^wab^corva^gaomatry : ship^esarsTa^gacaiatry ;

vi.th^lowar^flA&ga^cur^^gacma'txy : 09TZ0MAL ahlp^eurra^gaoaatry;
vibb^appar^flanga__eurva_gacma'try : omOKAL shdp^eur'ra^gacaatxy;

XHD_XHTITY;
” " ” “ "

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

with_web-curve-georaetry: Cut path for web endcut.

withJower_flange-Curve_geometry: Cut path for lower flange endcut.

with.upper-flange.curve^eometry: Cut path for upper flange endcut.

4. 1 8. 1 .52 TRANSITION CUT

*)

KMTZTY branaitioa^cub
SUBTZPX or (andeut)

;

DID^XMTITY;
(*

”
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4.18.1.53 NC MARK

An nc mark Ls a piece of text or contour marked on a plate part or shape part by a cam device such

as a burning machine or robot. Such marking is typically performed by a punch marker, zinc marker

or an ink-jet marker.

*)

BiTITT nejBATk
SUPSRTYP* or (ae_t«xt XOR

trmc«__aark) ;

id«ntifi«dJby_ncjB«rk_id : ncjurk^id;
Tking^llfjpart : OPTZOKkL SST [1:«] OT plat«_p«rt;
Mxking_«hap<i^_pTt : OPTZONkZt SST [1:#] OF ;

WBXRS
~

(aaskiaxg__plat«__p*rt/

marklag_^ah«p«^ajrt) ;

haa^atjBiovt^oaa^oS (aarkijig_plat«^_part /

arking^ahap^jart)

;

UHZQUS
~

idaatifiad^by^aejaark^id

;

SHD^SSTZTT;
” ” “ “

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

identified.byjicjaarkJd:

marking^iate-part:

marking^hape.part:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Identified by nc mark id must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.54 NCTEXT

An nc text is a type of nc mark consisting of a character string.

*)

ESTZTY ae^tasBt

SOTTTPS*or (ae^aark)

;

dafinad^with_ae_taxt^rbxing
hasrlagJbyjBc^taxt^araaatax
oxiantad_by_taait_^vactor

locmtad^at^aoda
SHD^SMTZTY;

”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

defined.seith-nc.text^tring: Text string.

ae_taxt^atxlng;
SST [Z:#] OF ae^tajKt^axaaMtax;
ahi.p^Qait_sractox

;

ahip^aoda

;
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identified_by_nc_text_parameter: Text atinbuies: size, foot etc.

oriented.bT.unit-vector; Direction (orientation) of text from origin node,

located-at-node: Origin of text string on part.

4.18.1.55 NC TEXT PARAMETER

An nc text parameter describes an attribute of an nc text mark, ie. size, font, etc.

Integration Point: Presentation.

*)

S2ITXTY nc^taxt^araaatar;
ha'«ang^ne^taxt^«raa«^«r_eod« : ne_t«xt^_p«raaM^«r^eed«;
ha-rlAg_ac^t«xt^af : RZJ^;

ONIQOX
” ”

havia9_^ac__t«xt^«aa*t«^epd«

;

having^ne^taxt^axaMt•s^eoda , havlag^ae^t

t

ar^vmlua

;

” - - -

(*
”

ATTRIBirrE DEFINITTONS:

having_nc.text^rameter.code: Defining a text attribute, e.g text height.

havingjic.text4)arameter .value: The value fcv the text parameter code.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Having nc text parameter code must be UNIQUE.

2. The combination of having nc text parameter code and having nc text parameter value must

be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.56 TRACE MARK

A trace mark is a numerically controlled (N/C) markiog contour.

*)

SI7ZTY traeajaaxk
SUBTY7X 07 (aejusk) ;

k^ln-tae-ral : lUBAL

;

vithjMxk'langth : RSAL;
dafin«d^on__p«th_s«9Mat : pa^^aa^aat

;

OD^BITITY;
"

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

withjnarkJnterval: The spacing between incremental marks.

withjnarkJength: The length of incremental marks.

defined.on.pathj»egment:
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4.18.1.57 Library Pans

Parts which are used throughout the ship with geometrically similar shape and size may be modeled

once in a pan library and used again and again wherever needed Chocks, brackets and gussets are

examples of possible library pans. These may also be referred to as relocatable pans.

There are two types of library pans; parametric and non-paramethc. Non-parametric library pans are

defined with a specific geometry and always look the same wherever used Parametric library pans

are defined through the use of standard geometric shapes with a corresponding set of parameten.

Values for these parameters are input at the time of usage, therefore, two dififerent occurrences of the

same parametric library pan may appear physically different

Library pans are specified by their library identification, by their occurrence (as a pan), by their

location (at a node), by their translation and orientation from the node via a transformation entity,

and parameters if necessary. The actual geometry of the library pan is not a pan of this model.

It is intended that the geometry be generated by the host CAD system from the above mentioned

attributes. Library pans, being a subtype of pan, all carry pan attributes such as materiaL date-time

modified/created and association with a unit-assembly or sub*assembly.

Various issues concerning library pan geometry need further attentioo. These issues involve the

details of pan geometry representation within a library, cross referencing between libraries of different

systems, and methods for the exchange or merging of different libraries. Such issues are currently

being addressed by other parucipants and within the Marine industry. It is imended that enhancements

will be added to this model in the future.

Integration point: Presentation.

4.18.1.58 Library Pan TYPE Definitions

4.18.1.58.1

LIBRARY ID

*)

TYPZ library^id « STRING;

BID_TYP*;
*

4.18.1.58.2

LIBRARY PART ID

*)

TYPl li^rmry_part_id * STRING;
END^TYP*;

”

(*
"

4.18.1.58.3

LIBRARY VERSION

The library version identifies the version of the library being used ie. Rev. A, Rev. B. etc.

*)

TYVS li^rary__v«reion « STRING;
KND^TYPZ;

"

(*
“
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4.18.1.58.4 PART PARAMETER CODE

The parametric library part parameter code identifies the variables which define a parametric library

pan. e.g. t = thickness.

*)

TYPE p«rt_p«raMt«r^eod« « STRING;
EID_TYP1;

”

(*
”

4.18.1.59 SHIP PART LIBRARY

A ship part library is a collecnon of standard parts, also referred to as a standard parts catalog,

which provides a pre-defined pan for use in the ship product model

*)

ENTITY slLip_part_^liJ3rary;

id«ntlfi*d_by_libraxy_v«rsioa : library^rarsion;
id«nti.^i«d^by^liibrary;_id : libxmry^id;

ONIQOE
” ~ "

idan^i^i•d^by_library^id

;

idant1^1ad^by^li^rary_v«rsion , idanti^iad_Jby_libra^^id

;

END^ENTITY;
“ " “ - - -

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

identifiedJbyJibrary.version:

identified-by.libraryJd:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Identified by library id must be UNIQUE.

2. The combination of identified by library version and identified by library id must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.60 LIBRARY PART

A library part is a pre-defined part contained in a ship part library. There are two types of library

parts, parametric and oon«parametric. Chocks, brackets and gussets are examples of library pans.

*)

ENTITY llbrary^art
SUPERTYPE or (non^_paramatzie^llbrary;_part EOR

paraaatxie^library__par^

)

SUBTYPE or (part) ;

”

idantifiad_by;_li^rary_part^id : llbrary^^part^id;

oriantad_by_tranafozmation^Mtrir : ahlp^tranaformationjaatria;

loeatad^by_noda : ahlp^noda;
dafinad^in^li^rary : SET [1:#] Or
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•h^p^art^li^axy

;

UMZQUX
id«nti£i«d.__by_library__p*rt_^id;

DTO^iaiTITY;

(*
~

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

identifiedJbjJjbrary^artJd:

orientedJ>jJtransfonnationjnatrix:

locatedJ^jjiode:

definedJoJibrary:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Identified by library part id must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.61 NON-PARAMETRIC LIBRARY PART

A non>parametric library part is a type of library part whose geometry (shape, size) is the same

for every occurrence.

*)

dTITY noa^^pAxaaatrie^li^rary^ajrt
SUBTYPX or (librmry^art) ;

XHD^DTriTJf;

(*

4.18.1.62 PARAMETRIC LIBRARY PART

A parametric library part is a type of library part whose geometry is necessarily defined by both

the library part id and parameter values associated with a particular library part occurrence, two

parametric library parts with the same library part id may or may not be physically identical.

*)

KMTZTY paraaatrie_libsary^ajrt
SUBTYPE OF (libaary_part)

;

daflaad^by__part^ax8matar : SET [l:i] OF part^^axaaatax;
EHD_EHTITY;
(*

“

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

defined_by^art4>arameter: Set of part parameters.
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4.18.1 .63 PART P.A-RAMETER

A parametric library part parameter describes the attributes associated with a parametric library pan.

These include shape and size.

*)

XMTITY pAjrt_paras«t«r;
ba^in9_peLrt_p«raa«tar__sralu« : RXAL;
havinq_pagt_p%r«a*t#r_^eocl« : part_p<x •r^eoda

;

UHIQtl*
” ”

hasrlng_part__pAraB«tftr^coda , haviAg__p«Lrt^amtt^«x_Tmla«

;

PiD^PrriTY;
~ ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

baving-part4)arameter.vaiue:

having^art^arameter.code:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Having part parameter code must be UNIQUE.

2. The combination of having part parameter code and having part parameter value must be

UNIQUE.

4.18.1.64 Ship Stnicmral Joints

A joint is a connection between plate pans and/or shape parts. Usually the connection is made by

welding but may be bolted or riveted. Joints in this model carry all the necessary relationships and

information for joining two or more parts.

4.18.1.65 Structural Joint TYPE Definitions

4.18.1.65.1 BOLT PARAMETER CODE

A bolt parameter code idendfies a variable which is used to define an attribute of a bolt. ie. d s

diameter, t s threads/inch, etc.

*)

TTPZ bolt^p4ixaa«t«r^cod« STRZZIG;

ZHD^TYPZ;
”

(*
“

4.18.1.65.2 BOLT PROCESS

The bolt process describes the process for a bolted joint This includes references to standards or

detailed drawings providing bolting pattern, tightening torque, etc.
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*)

TYP* bolteroc««* » STRING;

ZND^TYPX

;

(*
”

4.18.1.65.3

INSPECTION PROCEDURE

An inspection procedure provides the description for the inspection of a joint The inspection

procedure may include references to standard inspection procedures, ie. magnadux, visual, x-ray,

etc.

*)

TYPX iA«p«cti.on^roe««s « STRING;

XND^TYPX;
(*

"
4.18.1.65.4

JOINT ID

A joint id is the unique identification of a joint.

*)

TYPX joint_id STRING;
XND^TYPX;

”

(*
"

4.18.1.65.5

JOINING PROCEDURE

The joining procedure describes the Joining of parts at a joint. Joining procedures may include

references to standard joining procedures.

*)

TYPX jolnlng^roc^dur* STRING;
IND_TYPX;
(*

”

4.18.1

.65.6

RIVET PARAMETER CODE

A rivet parameter code identifies the variables defining the attributes of a rivet, for example, d «

diameter. 1 s length, etc.

*)

TYPX riwb^aramatas^eoda STRING;
XND^TYPX;

”

(*
"

4.18.1

.65.7

RIVET PROCESS

The rivet process descnbes the process for a riveted joint. This includes references to standards or

detailed drawings providing riveting pattern, etc.
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*)

TY71 riv«t__proc«** STRING;

I1ID__TYS* ;

(*
"

4.18.1.65.8

STANDARD DETAILS REFERENCE

A standard details reference provides references to standard details, drawings and procedures iden-

tifying information for a Joint

Integration point: External Reference.

*)

TYPX standard^dLa-tAila^rafarmne* « STRING;
XHD^TYPX;

” ~

(*
~

4.18.1.65.9 WELD TYPE

A weld type describes the type of welded joint, e.g double fillet, single fillet, butt etc.

*)

TYP* w«ld_typ« STRING;
*ND_TYPX;"
(*

"

4.18.1.65.10 WELD PROCESS

The weld process descnbes the process for a welded joint. This includes references to staiKlards and

detailed drawings.

*)

TTPX wwld_proc«as « STRING;
IND__TTP*;

(*
"

4.18.1.66 JOINT

A joint is used to define the physical connection between shape parts and plate parts. Joints occur

at path segments and ship nodes. The type of joint is identified as either path joint or nodal joint.

*)

XNTITY joint
SUPKRTYPS or ( (nodal^joint XOR

path_joint) AND
(boltjoint XOR
riwot__joint XOR
wold|_^joint) ) ;

with_insp«ction^roe«aa : OPTIONAL inapoetion^rocoaa;
idantifiod_by_^joint_id : joint__id;
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join«dJby_jo±ning_proc«dtar« :
joi.ixing_proc«dur«;

r«£«zrlng__to_s'tmndard__d«tai.l«^r«fttrttnc« ;

rtmndard^dat&ils^r•£ttrane*

;

p«n«trmtixig_catout^hol« : OPTIONAL SZT [1:#] Or
cutOTSt^hol*;

UN2QUX
id«ati£i«d_by^joint^id;
r•£arrIng^to^standard_datadla_^r•£«xttaett

;

niD_ZHTITr;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

withjnspection.process:

identifiedJ)j.jointJd:

joined.b7Joining-procedure:

referringJo-standard-details-reference:

penetrating-cutoutjiole:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Identified by joint id must be UNIQUE.

2. Referring to standard details reference must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.67 NODAL JOINT

A nodal joint is a type of joint. A nodal joint is a connection between at least two parts occurring

at a ship node.

*)

IHTITY nodal^joint
SUBTYP* or” (joint);
joiniag_plata__paarb

joining_literary^art
joiaing_ahap«^_part
locatad^at^noda

1HD_*HT2TY;
"

(*
“

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

joining.plate.part:

joiningJibrary-part:

joining.shape.part:

located-atjiode:

OPTZOKAZ. SIT [1:«] OF plata_part;
OPTIONAL SIT Il:«] Or libzary^part

;

OPTIONAL SIT [1:#] OF ahap«_paxt;
ahip^nodo

;
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4.18.1.68 PATH JOINT

A path joint is a rype of joint. A path joint is a connection between at least two part (shape or

plate) edges.

*)

nniTY p«ith_joint

SUBTYP* OF (joint);

joining^ahapo^pnxt^odgo : OPTIONAL SST [1:#] OF •hapo^nrt^odgo;
joining^ath^so^mont : OPTIONAL SST [1:#] OF patlk^sagaant

;

joiningjplata^^part^adga : OPTIONAL SKT [1:#] OF plata^art^adgo;
DID_ENT1TY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

joining_shape-part.edge:

Jouiing4>ath-segineat:

Joining^late^rt.edge:

4.18.1.69 BOLT JOINT

A bolt Joint is a type of joint using threaded fastenings to secure two or more pans together.

*)

INTITY bolt_joint
SUBTYPS OF (joint);

daacrib«d^by__boltjproe«as : bolt_proc«as;
da^inad^by^bolt^araaatar : SST [1:#] OF bolt^paramatar

;

SND^SNTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

describedJb7JboU.process:

defined.by.bolt^arameter:

4.18.1.70 BOLT PARAMETER

A bolt parameter describes an attribute of a bolt used in a bolt joint, ie. bolt diameter, bolt length,

threads/inch etc.

*)

SNTZTY bolt^araa«t«r;
havingjbolt^nramotar^valuo : RSAL;
hn^ingjbolt^^^paramotar^codn : bolt__p«raMtnr_eod«;

UHIQUX
” ”

hmving_bolt_paramotax^^codn ;

havingjbolt^araa«t•r__cod« , hn'ringJbolt^paxMiot•r^^aloo

;

EID__SNT1TY;
”
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ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

having.boit.parameter.value: The specific value for a bolt parameter code.

having_bolt.parameter.code:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Having bolt parameter code must be UNIQUE.

2. The combination of having bolt parameter code and having bolt parameter value must be

UNIQUE.

4.18.1.71 RIVET JOINT

A rivet joint is a type of Joint using rivets to sectirely fasten two or more parts together.

*)

DTTITY ritr«t_joiat

SUBTYP* or” (joint);
with_rivot__proe«a a
with rivwt paxaaiotor

BID_BIT1TY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

with_rivet.process:

with_rivet.parameter;

4.18.1.72 RIVET PARAMETER

A rivet parameter contains an attribute of a rivet used in a rivet joint, ie. rivet diameter, rivet

length, etc.

*)

X2ITXTY riwat^^paraa«t«r

;

hawiag^riwot^^axamatar^walu*
hawin9^rivwt^axaaotar^^coda

DHIQO*
” ”

hawiag^riwat^axamatar^eoda

;

bawing^xiwat_paxaaatar^eoda ,

Bro^BITXTY;
”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

having_rivet_parameter .value: The specific value for the rivet parameter code.

having.rivet.parameter.code:

: MAL;
: xiwat^axaaatar^coda

;

hawiag^xiwat^^axaatatar^walua

;

: xivat_jpxoeaaa

;

: SZT [l:i] OT xiwat^^axaaatar

;
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PROPOSITIONS: '

1. Having rivet parameter code must be UNIQUE.

2. The combination of having rivet parameter code and having rivet parameter value must be

UNIQUE.

4.18.1.73 WELD JOINT

*)

rUTITY w«ld_joint
STIBTYPl or (joint)

vitIs_w«ld^roc««a
of__w«ld__«ix«

with__wold_typ«

nTO^ETTITY;”
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

with-weld-process:

of-weld-size: The size of the weld joint,

with.weld.type:

4.18.1.74 Sirucniral Openings

Siructural openings consist of a variety of different types, namely; lightening or access holes, distribu-

tion system penetrations, and cutouts through which stiffeners pass. All structural openings have been

classified into these three basic types for the following reasons. Access/lightening holes are either

voids or have doors/closures attached to them; distribution system penetrahoos are openings through

which either vent duct, elecoical cable, or pipe penetrate; and cutouts are holes through which other

structure penetrates.

A structural opening can be defined as parametric opening or a non- parametric opening. Non-

parametric openings have their location and geometry defined by a path segment. Parametric openings

are identified by a parametric opening type, a reference to a standard library opening or a macro.

Their locations are specified by nodes and they are orient^ by vectors.

4.18.1.75 Structural Opening TYPE Definitions

4.18.1.75.1 HOLE ID

A hole id is the unique identifier for a structural opening.

*)

TYPl holu^id STRING;
DID_TYP*;~
(*

”

w«ld_^roc«« s

;

RZAL;
w«ld_typ«

;
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4.18.1.75.2 OPENING PARAMETER CODE

The opening parameter code identifies the variables which define a paramerric opening, ie. r =

radius.

*)

TYPE op«nlng__pAxam«t«r^eod« « STRSfC;

DID_T3fy*;
(*

”

4.18.1.75.3

PARAMETRIC OPENING ID

A parametric opening id is the unique identifier of a parametric (standard) structural opening. It is

the name of a standard library opening or the name of the macro defining the opening.

*)

TYPE para8Mnric_op«rLing_id STRZMG;
E!ID_TYPE;

” ”

(*
"

4.18.1.75.4

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM PART ID

A distribution system part id is the unique identifier of a distribution system part.

*)

TYPE diatxi^ution^aystaa^aart^id * STPZlfG;

EHD^TYPE;
” ~

(*
”4.18.1.75.5

PENETRATION PART ID ^

A penetration part id is the umque identifier of a penetration part.

*)

TYPE panatration^ar^^id * STRI2IG;

EIID_TYPE;
"

(*

4. 1 8. 1 .76 STRUCTURAL OPENING

*)

EMTXTY a^nctural^opaadng
SUPEPTYPE or ( (syat«B_panatratioa_hola XOE

aceass_llghtaning_hola OP
cotOTxt^hola) AHD

(nonparaaatrie^opanlng XOP
paramatrie^opaning) )

;

idantifiad^by^hola^id ; hela^id;
dafiaad_on_boandad_surfaca : OPTIONAL ahi.pJboundad^suxfaea;
having_adga^raparation : OPTIONAL adga^raparation;
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UNIQUX
id*ntifi•<l_by_ho1•_!d

;

WHZSJB

( ca-ttiag^lata^^pairt

,

cutting_*hap«^«r1:) ;

ha*__«'t_j»o«'t_on«^of (catting_pl*t«_p*rt

,

cuttiag^ihapa^art) ;

mD^nrriTY;
”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

identifiedJjyJioleJd:

defined_on_boundedjsurface:

preparedJbj.edge^reparation:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Identified by hole id must be UNIQUE.

4. 1 8. 1 .77 PARAMETRIC OPENING

A parametric opening is a type of standard stnictural opening whose geometry is defined by reference

to a parametric opening id along with parameters and an orientation for the particular opening

occurrence.

*)

SHTZTY pAraa«'trie^op«niag
SUBTYPX OW ( S'tructusaJ.^op^ni.ag) ;

idantifi•djby^axaaMtrie^op«aiag_id
locAtad^ab^aod*
d«fin«d_^by;_op«aing^^^«ri»«t«£

ori«nt*d^by_uait__v«cfeo«

xho^xhtityT
”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

identifiedJ>y.parametric.openingJd: Standard opening id or macro name,

located^tjiode: Opening location.

definedJ)y.opening^rameter: Opening parameters,

oriented-by.unit-vector: Opening orientation.

•Mbsie^op«aiag^id

;

•bip^aeda;
opaaiag^afaa«^mx ;

•bip^uait^Taetos

;
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4.18.1.78 OPENINC PAJIAMETER

Ail opening parameter i.s one of a set of one or more attributes defining the size and shape of a

pararaetric (structural) opening. An opening parameter, for example, would define the radios of a

circular opening.

*)

XMTZTY op«niJi9;_p«xam«t*r;

hasrxa9_op«aiaig^«raMt«r^vmlutt : RZAZ<;

ha^lag’^opaniAg^aramatar^coda : opri inq_p*xmaah•r_ceda

;

UMXQt3X

hasrla9__op«nlng^aram«h«r^eod«

;

hasring^op«&lngjparam«t«r^cod« , ha*ring_op«niAg^«xaMt•r^sralua

;

DID_DIT1TY;
~ ~ ~

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

having.opening^arameter.value: Value (e.g 15.0).

baving.opening.parameter.code: Code (e.g Radius).

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Having opening parameter code must be UNIQUE.

2. The combination of having opening parameter code and having opening parameter value

must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.79 NON-PARAMETRIC OPENING

A non<parametric opening is a type of structural opening whose opening is defined by a path

segment representing the hole contour.

*)

SMTZTY non_^«raa«trie_op«nijsg
SX7BTYPX OF ( structural^opanlng) ;

daFlnadJby^pAth^sagmant : p«th._s«gm«nt

;

DID_nmTY;
” ”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS;

definedJ}y.path.jegment: A path segment.

4.18.1.80 CUTOUT HOLE

A cutout hole is a type of structural opening. It is generally a bole in a plate part or a shape part

to allow the penetration by a shape part. Other uses are rathoie, air escape and oil stop. These

holes are not penetrated by shape parts.
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*)

IMTITY cutout_hol«
SUPKRTYPl or (ai.r_«acap« XOR

oUnstop XOR
rathol*)

SUBTYTX or ( S'tructural^opaxxi.ng) ;

XHD^dTZTY

;

(*

4.18.1.81

AIR ESCAPE

An air escape is a type of cutout hole. Its function is to prevent air pockets from forming when

fluids are being transferred into a tank.

*)

ZMTZTY a±r_«aeap«
SUBTkPX or (cutou't^hol*) ;

XHD^XHTITY;
"

(*
"

4.18.1.82

OIL STOP

An oil stop is a type of cutout hole used in combination with a weld joint to form a fluid barrier

between welded parts.

*)

XHTITY oil_«top
SUBTYPX or (cuto\zt_Jiol«) ;

XHD_niTITY;
”

(*
”4.18.1.83

RATHOLE

A rathoie is a type of cutout hole.

*)

XHTZTY rathola
SUBTYPX or (cu-tota^^hola)

;

IHD__XimTY;
~

(*
"

4,18.1

.84

ACCESS/LIGHTENING HOLE

An access lightening hole is a type of structural opening used primarily for accessing areas of a

hull or for lightening structure. Access lightening holes may be penetrated by distribution system

parts (a non-tight penetration).

*)

X2frZTY aceesa^lightaning^^hol*
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SUBTYVX or (itructural^op«ni.n9) ;

p«a«tzat«d^by^di.«txi^utioa^syst«i_part : OPTZONJUi SST [1:#] or
diabxibu'tzen_^«yt—_part

;

*NO_DITITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

penetratedJ}7.distnbution^ysteni4)art: Set of distribution sjstem parts which penetrate the hole.

4. 1 8. 1 .85 SYSTEM PENETRATION HOLE

A system penetration hole is a type of structural opening that is penetrated by a distribution

system part or a penetration part. This type of opening may be tight or non-tight.

*)

KNTZTY ays-tam^^pantftzmtion^hola

SX7BTYPX or ( abrracbnzal^opaning) ;

panatratad^by^dla’tribtrtioo^systam^aurt : SS7 [1:#] Or
dLatributioa^syst ;

p«n«trat«d_by_p«n«trmtion^_p«rt : panatxatAon^art

;

OHIQU*
”

panabratad by panatratioa part;
IVSKM

haa^^at^laao-t^^ona^of (panabratadjby^panatratiea^art

,

paaatratadJby^di.a^xUba'tiea^aystam^art) ;

haa__ab^aaat^ona_of (panatxatad_by_dlatxibutioa^ayatam^axt ,

paaa-txatadjby^^paaatxabloa^jpax^) ;

DID^^mTlTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

penetratedJ)y.distribution^ystem4>art:

penetrated_by^lenetration^art:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Penetrated by penetration part must be UNIQUE.

4.18 1.86 PENETRATION PART

A penetration part is a sleeve or insert enclosing a distribution system part in locations where the

distribution system part penetrates a structural part.

*)

XMTZTY panatxatxon_paxb

;

idaatifiad^by_paaatxatioa_part^id : paaatxatloa^part^id;
paaatxating_ayst«a_^panatxati.oa^hola : aysta«_paaatxatioa^bola

;

paaatxatad^by_diatxibutioa^ayabaai_pax^ : dlatxibatloa^ayataa__paz-t;
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UMIQU*
id«atifi«<l_by_p«n«tration__part_id;
p«n«tratxng_*yat•a_^p«n«tr«tion_hol«

;

panatrmt ad__by;_diatriJbution^syataai^art

;

IHD__nmTY;
~

(*

attribute DEFINITIONS:

identified.by.penctration.partJd: The unique identification of a penetration part,

penetrating-sjstem .penetrationJioie:

penetrated.b 3r.distnbution.s7stem.part:

PROPOSmONS:

1. identified bj penetration part idmust be UNIQUE.

2. penetrating system penetration hole must be UNIQUE.

3. penetrated by distribution system part must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.87 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM PART

A distribution system part is a pan that distributes fluid, electricity, air, etc. A distribution system

part may be enclosed by a penetration part (a sleeve or insen) when it penetrates a structural part.

Integration point: NIDDESC Outfit Model: Distributive System Part entity.

*)

XMTXTY dlatribubion^sys'tem^^peirt;

idantx^ind by^diatribiabion aya't— id :

diabxibotion^sySt d

;

UNIQUX
” "

idsnti£isd__by;^distribution_ayst«a^_P«rt^id;
DID^ErriTY;

“ " ~

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

identifiedJ)y.distribution.system4}artJd: •

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Identified by distribution system part id must be UNIQUE.

4.18.1.88 Ship Structure FUNCTION Definidoos

4.18.1 .88. 1 HAS AT MOST ONE OF

*)

rUMCTlOM
hss_^st_moat^on«_of ( srg2 : CXHUtTC) : Z<OGZCAL;

(* to b« writtsn •)

IND_rUNCriON;
(*

”
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4.18.1.88.2 HAS AT LE.-\ST ONE OF

*)

rUMCTIOH

( axgl, arg2 : <3NZPJC) : LOCZCAL;

(* to b« writtan *)

BID__rUNCTIOH;

(*
"

4.18.1.89 Classification Structure for Ship Structural Model

The following indented listing provides the Classification Strucnire for the entities in the Ships Struc-

tural model.

ASSZMBLY ZD
BOLT BAXUUaTZR
COMPABTiaDIT

CROSS SXCTZON
HON STANDARD CSIOSS SZCTZON
STANDARD CROSS SXCTZON

CROSS SXCTZON PARAMXTXR
DZSTRZBOTZON SYSTSI PART
XDGB PREPARATZON
XNDCOT
NON PARAMXTRZC XNDCUT
PARAMXTRZC XNDCDT
TRANSZTZON CUT

XNDCUT PARAMXTZR
HUZiL

JOZNT
BOLT JOZNT
NODAL JOZNT
PATB JOZNT
RZVXT JOZNT
NKLO JOZNT

MOLDED CURVE
NC MRRX

NC TEXT
TRACE MARX

NC TEXT PARAMETER
OPXNZNG PARAMETER
PART

LZBRARY PART
NON PARAMXTRZC LZBRARY PART
PARAMXTRZC LZBRARY PART

PLATE PART
SHAPE PART

PART XLANGE
PART PARAMETER
PATB SEGMENT
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PXNZTKATZOM PART
PLA7X PART XD(3
RIVZT PARAMTTZR
SBAPX CLXARANCX
SHAPX ORZZNTATZON
SBAPX PART XD(3

SHIP BOUITDKD SURTACX
SBZP CURVXD SURTACX

SHZP BXZZXR SURTACX
SHIP BSPLZMX SURTACX

SHZP xLsmrrAAY surtacx
SBZP PLANAR SURTACX

SHZP CURVX CXOMXTRY
SBZP OATX TZMX
SHZP PART LZBRARY
SHZP MATXRZAL
SBZP NODX
SHZP POSZTZON POZNT
SHZP TRANSTORMATZON MATRZX
SHZP UMZT VICTOR
STRUCTURAL OPXNZNG
ACCXSS LZGBTXNZNG HOLX
CUTOUT HOLX
AZR XSCAPX
OZL STOP
RATHOLX

NON PARAKXTRZC OPXNZNG
PARAMXTRZC OPXNZNG
SYSTBt PXNXTRATZON HOLX

SURTACX XOGX
SURTACX ZD
SYSTXM

STRUCTURAL SYSTXM
UNZT ASSXMBLY

SUB ASSSffiLY

*)

KND^SCBXMA; — •nd of ipia^ahip^atjructuxo^sch

XND_SCHZMA; — ond of AXC schoma
(*

”
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4.19 Electrical Applications

Collected here are the Electrical Applications.

*)

SCHSA Ttri ril^erhn

2XPCKT KVXnnflZKG;

ASSUME atlc^sehi
ipia_«l«ctxicAl^f'aBctioaal_achi

ipiji_l«p_«ch«Ba) ;
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4.19.1 Electrical Functional Model

This model represents the portion of the Cai Poly Electrical Functional model (A/EFTL/A) voted

to Draft status by the Electrical Applications Committee on 7/14/88. It has been included in this

document in order to provide increased model visibility.

4.19.1.1 Integration

The model is integrated with the entities product item functional dcAnidon and shape element

from the ipim shape interface schema: otherwise the model is free standing. The model has not yet

become concerned with the data which tracks changes in design. When the concepts of “version” of

designs are considered, the model is e.Tpected to undergo some change.

4.19.1.2 Scope

The Cal Poly Task Team adopted the notion that there is a logical separation of the functional

description of product from the physical description. These two descriptions then have linkages or

“mappings" to each other. The EXPRESS model represented here is the functional part of electrical

product. The Task Team staned with an initial scope that Iimit«l its efforts to the data which represents

the data defining the design of electrical and electronic products at the point of handoff for fabrication

and assembly.

4.19.1.3 Model Overview

The team has produced a data model which is believed to establish a basic smictme of data within

which the functional description of electrical product can be develop^ There are diree fundamental

pans of this model: functional hierarchy, characteristics and behavior, and logical connectivity. The

EXPRESS version of the model contained within this document describes functional hierarchy and

logical connectivity only. The functional hierarchy represents the functional “biU of material.” The

logical connectivity describes the way functional units are connected in the logical sense (Link, Port

and Electrical Node relationships). The logical connectivity part of this model is believed to be

complete and stable. The E3Q*RESS model docs not cover the behavior part of the Cal Poly model.

4.19.1.4 Functional Hierarchy

This is the core structure of the functional model. It represents the idea that a functional description

of a product can be, and generally is, composed of large units of function which divide into smaller

units of function until the designer arrives at his most discrete units. The design process probably is

an iterative one of dividing large units into smaller and combining small units into a desired larger

function.

Every identifiable unit of function appears as an instance of a defined functional unit. A defined

functional unit may be a component of a higher functional assembly and it may have components

of its own.

The functional hierarchy is described by the cluster of entities in Figure 8.

Each instance of a defined functional sub unit occurrence represents the data that a defined func-

tional unit is a component of another defined functional unit. The above two entities with their

relationships (observe membership cardinality in defined functional sub unit occurrence) provide

the model for the data which desenbes all of the levels of assembly.
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DEFINED FUNCTIONAL UNIT

DEFINED FUNCTIONAL SUB UNIT OCCURRENCE

Figiire 8: ENTITY CLUSTER #l

4.19.1.5 Coaneciiviry

Logical access to functionality and electrical linkage are the important concepts in connectivity.

Logical access occurs through functional ports. These functional ports are instanced as electrical

nodes which logically link together to form nets. Of primary concern are two kinds of access;

external access and boundary access. External access is concerned with connecting the electrical

node of some functional unit with a net contained within the next level of functional assembly.

Boundary access is concerned with makmg nets internal to a functional unit accessible to a higher

level assembly through the ports of the functional unit The connectivity model provides entides and

relations to accommodate both kinds of access. Connecuvity is described by the cluster of enuties in

Figure 9.

A defined functional unit which to the dehner is a “black box” with no knowledge of its details has no

known connecnvity and therefore contains no defined electrical logical links. A defined functional

unit which has imown details and connectivi^ will contain one or more defined electrical logical

links. A defined electrical logical link must contain at l^t one electrical node and may contain

more. This is established by one or more rebted instances of electrical node.

A defined functional unit contains one or more defined functional port. A defined functional port

is a logical place of access to the function of the defined functional unit This is consistent with

the definition in EES Standard 100. Whenever a logical point of access is defined by the designer

as a place of funaional connect, or by a test engineer as a point for functionai test, that act creates a

defined functional port

An electrical node is a specific instance of a defined functional port within a next higher functional

assembly.

Defined functionai port and electrical node cannot be members of more than one defined electrical

logical link. Since the defined electrical logical link represents logical points that are electrically

conunon, joining two links through a common node would have the effect of joining two links into

a single link.

Ports of defined function units which have not been used in higher functional assemblies are not

members of links. Electrical nodes which are unused in the next assemblies are also not members
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DEFINED ELECTRICAL LOGICAL LINK
DEFINED FUNCTIONAL PORT

ELECTRICAL NODE

Figure 9; ENTITY CLUSTER #2

of defined electrical logical link.

At this point, the model provides for the fundamental data of logical connectivity. When the physical

solution data model has been developed, there will be some mapping from the defined electrical

logical link to the entities which establish the physical description where that logical connectivity is

implemented. For example: The Layered Electrical Product model (LEP) maps physical elements on

a board layer (e.g., traces on a PWB) to defined electrical logical link.

*)

SCSB4X ipiai^«l*ctrie«l_functionail_sch«Ma;

ASSDMB (ipiji^abap«^in't«rfac«_ach«aA) ;

(*
" ”

4.19.1.6 DEFINED FUNCTIONAL UNIT

Data about the functional, or performance, aspects of a portion of a system. A defined functional

unit may be a sub unit of another defined functional unit and it may have sub units of its own.

*)

cnZTY d«f unctioaal^Tinih

;

•xtanxAl^^porta • ZiZST [1:#] OF dafin»d_^funetionnl_jcjrb

;

boundiary_nata * SZT [0:#] OF
daFlnad^alactrlcal_le^cal_llak ;

aob^uitita * SZT [0:#] OF
dafinad^functionAl^aTsb^^unlt^eecarranea ;

phyai.cal_solatloa : SZT [O:#] OF
product^itas^functional^dLaFiaition

;

Z»D_ZHTITT;
” ”

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITTONS:
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ports: The set of fuoctioaai accesses to the defined functional unit

nets: The set of all interconnection nets internal to the defined functional unit

sub.units: The set of ail sub units from which the defined functional unit is funcdonaiiy composed.

phjsi^-solution: The physical matenaJizarions of the defined functional unit

4. 1 9. 1 .7 DEFINED FUNCTIONAL SUB UNIT OCCURRENCE

Data that a particular defined functional unit occurs as a component of another defined functional

unit. There is an instaxKe of this entity for each occurrence of a defined functional unit within

a higher level defined functional unit. This provides a functional view of the various levels of

component/assembly product relationship (the functional hierarchy).

*)

BfTITY daflaad^functionaLL^suto^jani.t^oeeurranca;

nod«« ; I«2ST [1:#] OT •X««txlcal_nod«;
pAxant^dafinition : d«fin«d_functioaal^ualt

;

nfD_DITITY;
(•

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINmONS:

nodes: The set of nodes that are instanced when a particular defined functional unit occurs as a

component

parent.definition: Defined functional unit whose definition is being instanced.

*)

RUX<X d«£lni.ti.on^inat&ne« FOR (da^inad^functlonal^uait

,

d«£lB«d^£unctionAl._aab^uni,t_occurr«ne«) ;

daflBas^dB^aila^of^tfLia^oecarranca :

d«flAad._^fuBctioaal_uait

;

hna^^aa^inatancas : SXT [1:#] OF
dafinadL^functioaal^aub^janit^occusrxanea

;

WHZRK
- - -

FOR_AZ<L (ia^a^eosponant^of^tliis^unlt,
(ia^a^coa^onant^of^thxa^uixit

.
paxant^dafialtloa o

dafinaa^dat&Lla^of^thxa^occuxranca) ) ;

EJD^ROUi;
** - - -

(*
"

PROPOSITIONS:

1. An instance of defined sub unit occurrence cannot exist as a component without first being

an instance of defined functional unit. This means that it must be defined before it can be

instanced as a component. It has exactly one definidon.

2. A defined functional unit cannot be used in its own definition.
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4.19.1.8 DEFINED'ELECTRICAL LOGICAL LINK

Data about the logical electrical connectivity within a Functional Unit. It establi.^hes a set of two or

more electrical nodes or one defined functional port and one or more electrical nodes as bcmg
electncally in commocL

*)

XMTZTY d«fln«d^«l«etricAl_lo9ieal^llak;
Mt : SZT [1:#] 07 •l«ctricatl^nod«;

port : OPTZOKAL d*71nod.^£-aact:ioaal^jport;

UHIQU*
"

port;
dD^BTrirr;
(•

“

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

net: The set of electrical nodes which are electrically in common.

port: A defined functional port of the next higher assembly that is connected to the defined elec*

trical logical link that makes the defined electrical logical link accessible externally to the

next higher assembly.

*)

ROLS porta^of^fxmctional_janita TOR (dafiaod^fiusctio&al^unlt^

doflnod^oloctrical^logxcal^link)

;

coatalna^in__ita^do£lnition_th«_109ical_liAk :

da£inod.^funetioaal__uni.t

ia_a__p*rt_o£^d«£ijaition_o£_£unction*J._unit :

SZT [0 : i] 07 dafinod^oloctrical^lo^eal^linJi

;

IfHZRZ
~ — -

ZH (ia_a^_p«rt_of_d«£initioa__of^functioaAl_unit . noda,

containa_in^ita^dofixvition^tho^logieatl^link . •airtomal^^^porta) ;

SHD^KOL*;
” ” ” ” ”

(*
"

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . The port, if it occurs, must be UNIQUE.

2. An instance of defined electrical logical link catmot exist apart from the instance of defined

functional unit of which it is a component.

3. The port must be an instance of defined functional port of the defined functional unit of

which this defined electrical logical link is a component

4.19.1.9 DEFINED FUNCTIONAL PORT

Data describing the logical accessibility to one of the functions of a defined functional unit. (These

ports are what is represented by lines or other graphic symbols identifying inputs and outputs for

electrical devices.) The defined functional port is characteristic of a defined functional unit inde-

pendent of its usage. The defined functional port can be thought of as a window through which the

boundary networks of the functional unit are seen.
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*)

XHTITY d*fia*d_fuaction4LL^_port;

physieal^aolution : SXT [O:#] or sbap«_«lM«nt

;

niD__DrriTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBirrE DEFINmONS:

phjsi^^iuUon: A set of shape elements chat physically materialize the defined functional port

4.19.1.10 ELECTRICAL NODE

Data about a logical (functional) accessibility to the functionality of a specific occurrence of a defined

functional unit An electrical node is a defined functional port that becomes instanced in a higher

assembly.

*)

SMTZTY •laetxieal^noda;
port : dafin#d,^functi.oaal^_pogb

;

oecurranctt : dafi.nad^f'oacbioaal^suib^uzLit^oeeiarzaae*;

DID_DrriT5f;
” - - -

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

port: The defined functional port that is being instanced.

occurrence: The defined functional sub unit occurrence associated with port

4.19.1.1 1 PRODUCT ITEM FUNCTIONAL DEFINITION

*)

XMTZTY product^itaa.^functiocnl^dafini'tion;
duBBy^attribu-t* : undafinad;

DTO^XHTITY;
(*

”
4.19.1.12

Electrical Functional Classification Structure

The following indented listing provides the classification structure for the entities in the Electrical

Functional model.

DXrZHZD XLXCnaCAL LOGICAL LZ2IX

DXrZ21ZD rUMCTZOKAL POUT
DK7ZKBD rUMCTZOKAL UMZT
DKTZIIXD rrmCTZOMAL SOB UNZT OCCUBBSNCX
KLXCTRZCAL MODS
PRODUCT ZTXM fTJNCTZONAL OSTZNZTZOH

*)

IMD_SCEXMA; — and ZLXCTRZCAL rUMCTZONAL achama
(*

“
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4.19-2 Electrical Schematics

4.19.2.1 Electrical Schematic Application — User View

4.19.2.1.1 Definition

The schematic is a symbolic representation of component pans and their electrical connections. The

schematic may be for any hierarchical level of prodtict defininon, and becomes pan of the packaging

requirements at that level. Schematics may also contain details of related mechanical nature (e.g..

heat sinks, connectors, etc.) and transmission of optical, magnetic or microwave energy.

4.19.2.1.2 Inputs (Sources of Design Constraints)

• Block diagram, system or subsystem with target block identified

• Interface requirements (e.g., signals and power)

• Mechanical package requirements (e.g., chip, hybrid microelectronic assembly or printed board

size and moimting)

• Design (and product) constraints and characteristics (e.g., specifications, system equatioas, test

requirements)

• Schedules and/or budget

• Approved (or preferred) parts lists

• Symbol set and drafting standards

4.19.2.1.3 Items Schematic Relates to During Design

• Design block diagram

• Boolean operators

• Detail equations/transformations

• Static or dynamic models and simulations

4.19.2.1.4 Schematic Constiments

SYMBOL IDENTfflCATION: pan family, pan number, pan values, pan tolerance and reference

designator (identifies an instance of the pan, and may be later changed to match physical

package assignment).

SYMBOL CONNECTION POINT IDENTIFICATION; function code (e.g., Q, Dl. D2, VCC,

GND) and pin number (the latter may be different after physical design is completed).

UTILITY SYMBOLS: non-pan symbols of (usually) non-electrical requirements or pans (e.g., op-

tical energy source, beat sink).
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4.19.2.1.5 Schemadt Outputs

PICTORIAL: used to review circuit design and as pan of final product documentation.

NET LIST: a topology derived by examining the logical relations (links) created by the connection

lines (Joins). Resultant list must be formatted, and contain information, for each use te.g.,

physical packaging process, circuit analysis methodology, test development system). Minimal

net list information includes pan identification (which must match identification of parts in

the library or each using system), symbol connection point identification, and unique link

idendficatiofL May be augmented with electrical characteristics (waveform, delay, etc.).

BILL«0F«MATER1ALS: a U.st of pans cited in schematic. Used for stress analysis, packaging the

physical circuit and in documentation parts lists.

4.19.2.2 Model Notes for Reviewers

Inasmuch as the model intended use is a logical view of the data, independent of existing systems or

methods, for development of a neutral product data exchange structure, the reviewer is asked to keep

in mmd several imponant modeling constraints.

The entities and attributes are to reflect the data inherent in a schematic, as opposed to the information

conveyed by a schematic. An example is that the User View proceeding the logical IDEF*1 model de<

scribes a netlisL The netlist is here recognized as information assembled by a query against schematic

data. In turn, the model must be capable of supporting such a query. Elements of information found

in the netlist are found in the Network, Symbol Connection Place, and Symbol Instance entity

classes.

The mode! must exist independently of implementations. The entity classy in the logical model must

be equally valid for a pencil-drawn schematic or a CAE system with nodal data structures. The Text

Template entity found in the ICES PWB model has no validity under this rxile and has not been

included in this model. The data concept of a “place where a cotmection line can terminate" would

be valid, and has been included as a Line Connection Place entity.

The model must provide for a union with other related models. This has resultei in entity classes

which also belong in other models, but are included to show the key migration and the relation classes.

The entities Product Assembly Definition and Component Part are examples of such entities from

other models.

The entity classes involved in circuit analysis have been developed more than necessary for a schematic

because of the high degree of coupling with schematic entities. While packaging requires information

from the schematic data, analysis is an interactive data-exchange with the schematic. No requirement

for conveying analysis data in a product assembly structure should be assumed by this.

Several entity classes have been created as part of the normalization processes. These entities are not

included in the Overview FEO. An example is Electrical Symbol Instance, which provides a home

for the Reference Designator (key) attribute. This attribute can be null for some Symbol Instances

(e.g., utility symbols), creating a separate entity class.

The opinion is also offered that a schematic (all of this model) is not part of a “product definition":

Schematics exist as a design aid and as reference documentation.

4.19J Electrical Schematic Model

The model provided here is an EXPRESS rendition of the IDEF model in the document ICES

Schematic Logical Schema, dated 9 October 1985.
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*)

SCHB4A ipim^«l«etric&l_aeh«Aatie_fleh

KXPORT ZVXRYTBZMG;

ASSX3MI (ipia_g«ca«try_«ch«aia,

ipia^draf^lng^achana)

;

(*

4.19.3.1 Electrical Schematic TYPE Definitions

4.19.3.1.1 COMPONENT SELECT

*)

TYPI coaipcn«n't_a«l«ct SKLZCT
(coapen^nt^ASTt /

prodT3Ct_a«a«Bbly^d«finition) ;

xmjrrvE;
~ ”

(*
"

4.19.3.1.2 INPUT OUTPUT ENUMERATION

*)

TYPI iapu't_otxtput^«num«ra'tioti « ZNUMOIXTXOII OF
(input,

output)

;

BID^TYP*;
(*

”
4.19.3.2

PRODUCT ASSEMBLY DEFINrnON

That collection of information necessary to define a complex (hierarchically defined) product for

purposes of doctimemadon, analysis, manufacturing, testing and proctiring.

*)

Z2I7ZTY prodnct^aaauably^dafinitioa;
docuannt^nuabux : STRZUG;

ach—itie^rufuruneu : schoaatie;
eeapoauat^liat : LIST II:#] OF ecapeaaat^saiaet

;

UHIQC*
"

doertaant^Buabar

;

achaaatie^raFaraaea

;

WEDS
NOT (produet^aaaanLbly^dafiaitiea ZH eoapoaaat^list)

;

DID_nmTY;
* ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

document_numb«r: The unique reference to this product assembly definition.
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schematic_refer«ncer Reference to a schematic representing the product.

. components: The components making up this product.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Document number must be UNIQUE.

2. Schematic reference must be UNIQUE

3. A product assembly definition cannot reference itself.

4. A schematic may be referenced by only one product assembly definition.

4.19.3.3 SCHEMATIC

A symbolic representation of a function.

*)

ZHTZTY sehematie;
•rh—t i.e_nijab«r

decum«nt_niaib«s

eo«pon«nt^liat
UMIQOS

”

WBZPZ
MOT (acheMtic ZH

DID_KMTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

schematicsumber: The unique identifier for this schematic,

document-number: A secondary identification for the schematic.

networkJist: The networks appearing on this schematic.

instanceJist: The component symbols appearing on this schematic.

componentJist: The compoiwnts appearing on this schematic.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Schematic number must be UNIQUE.

2. A schematic may not reference itself.

STimtG;

STIUMG;
LIST [1:*] or network;

LIST [l:i] or aymbol^inatmnee

;

LZST [1:«] or aehautie;

componant__liat) ;
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4.19.3.4 SYMBOL LIBR-\RY

*)

nrriTY •ymbol_library;
n«M : Libraxy_naa«_structur«

;

cosponttn-t^lis^ : LIST [1:#] OF ayabol;
UNZQUS

DID^BrriTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS;

name: Library name: consists of name and version.

componentJist: List of contents of library (symbols).

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Name must be UNIQUE.

4. 19.3J LIBRARY NAME STRUCTURE

*)

ZMTZTY library_aaa«_structur«

;

OMMm : STRZHG;
mraloo : ZllTZGER;

nro^XHTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

name: String (name) portion of unique library identifier,

version: Version number of library.

4.19.3.6 SYMBOL

A symbol is a 2-dimensional figure commonly accepted as a representation for a part’s fuoctioaality.

*)

ZHTZTY ayabol

;

naaa : STILZlfG;

liao_li.at : LIST [l:i] OF ayabol_li.a«;

are^Uvt : LIST [1:#] OF ayabol^nre;
DHIQtJ*

*

nmMm:
zatojanTTC:
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:
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name: Symbol identifier.

lineJist: List of line entities in symbol.

arcJist: List of arc entities in symbol.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Name must be UNIQUE.

4.19.3.7 SYMBOL INSTANCE

*)

Z2ITXTY ayabol^iaatanctt

;

aymbel^loca^ioa

•yabol_typ«
•lactxlcal^data

connaebioa^lia<b

eorr•«poodiag^gcaponant^arb
DID_«TITY;

”

(*
"

: cajrbaaiaa^two^cocxdlnata;
: dxaviag^ahaa^

;

: syabel

;

: OPTZOHAL
alactrieal_«yabol_iAataaea

: LIST [1:#] Of
~

•yabol^eonnactloa^laea

;

: OPTZOKAL co^onaa^^part

;

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

symbolJocation: G^methcal location of symbol on schematic sheet

sheet-number: Sheet on which symbol instance appears,

symbol-type: Reference to symbol prototype (definition),

electrical.data: Electrical data for symbol,

connectionJist: List of electrical connect points for symbol.

corresponding-component.part: Component part corresponding to symbol.

4.19.3.8 ELECTRICAL SYMBOL INSTANCE

The occurrence of a symbol on a schematic.

*)

dTZTY alactxieal^ayabol^laataaea;
idnabifica-tioa^ralua : MUMBZR;

Btojonm; ”
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

identification.value: Identifier for this instance.
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4.19.3.9 COMPONENT PART

A pan which is a constituent pan of the defined level.

*)

ENTITY eompcncn-t^pax^

;

END__ErnTY;
(*

"

*)

RULE SYMBOL^COKPONZNT;
RZPRXSBrrS_COKPONX2rT_PART : OPTZOIOL 8YMBOL_Zir8TA2fCX;

ZS_RZPRX8BrTZD_BY_SYMBOL_INSTAllCZ : OPTIOMAL COKPOIOMT^PJUIIT

;

EID_RU1.*;
”

(*
“

PROPOSITIONS:

1. A component part may be represented by a symbol instance.

4.19.3.10 SYMBOL LINE

The occurrence of a line in a symbol.

*)

ENTITY ayabol_li.na

;

dlraction : two^apaea^dlraction;
location : eartaaian__tif0^coordinaf

;

lina^data : achoBatic^lina

;

END^ENTITY;
"*

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFESTnONS;

direction: Slope of LINE

location: Location of end point of line.

line^ata: Pointer to (electrical schematic) LINE entity.

4.19.3.11 SCHEMATIC LINE

A narrow, elongated mark drawn or projected.

*)

ENTITY a ch— tie^lina

;

langth : REAL;'
END_ENTITY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

length: Length of line.
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4.19.3.12 SYMBOC ARC

The occurrence of an arc m a symbol.

*)

oniTY «y*bol^arc;
location : caxtoaian^tvo^coordinato;
liao_width : RKAL;

” "

are^^dnta : sch«aatie_eircalar_asc ;

nJD_BriIT3f;
” ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

location: Locadoo of arc.

line.width: Width of line representing arc.

arc.data: Pointer to schematic circular arc.

4.19.3.13 SCHEMATIC CIRCULAR ARC

A narrow, evenly curved mark drawn or projected.

*)

SI7ZTY sehMatic^cixcalar^afc;
rmdiun : RZAL;
atart_angl« : RZAL;

•top^anglo : RZAL;
DTO^mriTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

radius: Radius of ARC.

start_angle: Start angle for ARC.

stop^ngle: End angle for ARC.

4.19.3.14

CONNECTION GEOMETRY

Connection geometry: Geometry which represents the logic of an electrical joining. It is a set of

one or more 2-D lines or arcs between symbol connecdon places or intersecdon places.

*)

XMTZTY eoanaction^gncaatry
SUPXR7YPK or (•lactrical^string XOR

bus__8tring) ;

atart_plac«
•nd_plae«
lin« wnight

eaxt•aian^twe^cocrdinata

;

cartaaian_t«e_cocrdinata

;

RIAL;
” ”
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conn«cti.on^L£s't : LIST [1:#] OT eenn#ction_plac«

;

: LIST [1:#] OT achamatie^lln*;
DID_DrnTY

;

(•

attribute DEFINITIONS:

start^lace: Start point of connection.

end_place: End point of connection.

line.weight: Weight of lines representing connection.

conoectiooJist: List of connection points associated with connection.

lineJist: List of lines forming connections.

*)

RUL* HRTWORR^COMUXCTIOH^CTOMITRY

;

ZSJRSPRSSBrTXD_BY_C0in^TI0N_(30MXTRY : MSTWORJC;

RDRXSZNTS^MSTiroRJC ~
: COMlfXCTZOIf^GBOMBTRY;

WHZRX
~ ~

SZZZOr (ZS_RZPRZSX2ITZD_BY_C0NMXCTZ01f_GX0METRY) 1;

SZZZOr (RDRZSBTTS^MXTIPORX) >- 1;

KHD^RULB;
”

RDLX LZ2iZ_COinaBCTIOM_SXOMXTRY;

IS_IH_COlOl*CT10M_(3BC»a:TRY : LIST [1:#] OF SCTPaTIC^LgfB

;

Is”r»R*SDITXD_BY_LINIS : CONKECTIOM_C*Cm*TRY/
*"

*»D_W7UB;
” ”

(*
”

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Connection geometry can consist of one or more lines.

4.19.3.15 CONNECTION PLACE

A 2-D location which represents the place where one or more connection strings may begin or end.

*)

DHTITY conn«etion^lae«
SUPXRTYPX OF (intttra«ctlon^lac« XOR

aymbol_eonn«etion_^lac«)

;

location : eartaaian_tvo_coosdinat«;
XHD^BITITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

location: Location of connect point
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*)

ROL* CONlI*CTIOH__GXOMrTRY__CONNICTION__PIJlCX;

lS_JOI2i*D_BY_GXO#ffTRY ”
: COllN*CriOH_PLACS ;

JOI2IS_COmi*CTIOH__PLACIS : COHNXCTlOM^CTOIffTRY ;

WHXRX
" ” "*

S12X0F (lS_JOimD_BY_(5SOMETRY) >- 1;

SIZXOr, (JOI2?S_COlQriCTION_PLACBS) >- 1;

BiD^RULB;
(*

“

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Connection geometry may contain one or more connection places.

2. A connection place is associated with one or more connection geometrys.

4.19.3.16 SYMBOL CONNECTION PLACE

The location on a symbol where a connection may occur.

*)

XMTZTY syabol_coan«etlon__plaea
SX7BTYPB OF (eonn«ctxoa_plac«) ;

fuac'ti.on^eoda : STRING;
pln_nuaib«r : ZNTZGZR;
input_or^eutput : inpirt^^output^angaaratloo

;

BND^BNTlWr
" ”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

function.code: Code for this connection pomt (pin).

pinjiumber: Number of this pin.

input.or-output: Flag showing input/output nature of pin.

4.19.3.17 INTERSECTION PLACE

A place where connection lines are considered to be connected.

*)

KNTZTY intarsaction^laea
SX7BTYPX OF (connae^xon^laca)

;

bullat : two^apac«^sbap«^ai.a«;
BND_BNT1TY;

- - -

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

bullet: A small geometric symbol which may be located at an intersection point to indicate that two

or more connection lines belong to the same network.
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4.19.3.18 TWO SPACE SHAPE SIZE

This is a dummy enuty to be used as a place-holder for the bullet attribute of intersectioo place.

*)

XMTITY tvo_ap«e«^shap«_aiz•

;

IND_nmT5f;

(*

4.19.3.19

NETWORK

A collection of places which are defined to be at the same potential (aka. Node).

*)

KHTZTY network

;

n«k_a«m«
r«pr•aantatioa^g«om«try
charactariatica^liat

UNZQUK
nat_^naa«

;

DID_n?TITY;
(*

"

STRING;
LZST [l:i] OF eeaaaeti.ea^9ac«atry;
LIST [ 0 :#] OF circuit characterlatlca

;

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

net-name: Signal name (single), bus name or trunk ID (bus),

representation-geometry: Geometry constituting the network.

characteristiesJist: Electrical characteristics of network.

: LZST [ 1 :#] OF KITWORX;
: NZmOSJC;

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Net name must be UNIQUE.

2. One signal may be carried on one or more networks.

4.19.3.20

CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTICS

The analysis-defined activity of a network.

*)

KHTZTY clrcult__charaetarlatlca;
aaquanca__nuaib«r : ZNTXGZR;

*)

RULI SYMBOL^MZTWORIC;

SZGHAL_ZS~CARRZZDjON
CARRZXS_SZGKXL

Z2fD_RULX;
(*

”
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elMueaefgi<t£c : Al^esitha;

UHIQD*
a«^«ne«^at3a^«g

;

IND_ESTITY;
(*

“

ATTRIBUTE DEFEVITIONS:

sequtncfJiunber: Identifier of specific circuit characteristic,

characteristic: Devils of characteristics.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Sequence number must be UNIQUE.

4.19.3.21 ALGORITHM

This entity has been added to represent the attnbutes of the CniCUTT CHARACTERISTICS Dl^lX
entity.

*)

mtTTSt aLgositha;
XHD^IlfTITY;
(*

"

4.19.3.22 CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

The modeling of the elecffical fimctions on a network based on the characteristics of parts connoted

to that network and the electrical functions occuning on the networks connected to those pans.

STRZHG;
SiTZGSl;
LIST [1:#] or ae4«J._data;

LS3T [0:#] or elrcaLt Gliagaetagiahi.ea;

name: Identifier for this circuit analysis,

version: Version for this circuit analysis,

model: Model data used for this circuit analysis.

characterfstii^Jist: Results of this circuit analysis.

*)

BITXTr ci,ggqi.fe_^«naLyaia

aodal
eh«g>ghagiatiea^li.at

oingos

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFDOTIONS:
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*)

RUL* XNXLYSIS_NXTWORK_CIRCTJIT__CHARACTXRISTICS;
SP*CmC_NlTIIORX “

: NITWORK;
SPXCITIXS_CHXRACTIRISTICS_rOR__NXTWORlC_AND_ANALYSIS :

CIRCUIT_CHA»ACTIRISTICS
” ” ”

DITINXS_CaARACT*RlSTICS_IN_TIW<S_Or_NXTllOI«
CIRCUTT_A11XLYSIS ;

” ”

XMD_RUX.X;

(*
"

PROPOSITIONS;

1. Name must b« UNIQUE,

4.19.3.23 MODEL UBRARY

The reference index for pan performance parameters as required for a using circtiit analysis process.

*)

Z21TZTY sod«a._llbrary;
” STRIHC;

LIST [1:«] or modal_dat«;
OHIQUS

”

DID^XNTITY;
(*

“

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

name: Library name.

modeiJist: Contents of library.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Name must be UNIQUE.

4.19.3.24 MODEL DATA

The parameters for a given pan required by an analysis package to simulate the ftmction of that pan.

STRING;
RXAL;
ond«fln«d;
algorithm;
coaponan^^art

;

*)

dTZTY ttedal^data

;

odal^idan-biSicatioa
a'tiaiilua^'ral.ua

units
txansfar^functIon
part

UMZQUX
aodal^idantIf1cation;

DID_DrriTY;
(*

”

odal list
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ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

modelJdentificatioQ: Identifier of model data,

stimulus.value: Value of electrical stunuius for this model data,

units:

transfer-function:

part: Part to which this model refers.

*)

RULZ AMRLYSZSJMOOZL;
PRODUCT_DJlTl_rOR_CHARACTIRISTIC3_I2l_3P*CiyiC_AJIALY8IS
mod*l_datr7

" - - -

GIVXS_B*STJLTS_IN_3P*CiriCJN*TWORK_rOR__SPlCiriC_A2«ALYSIS_MOD*L :

MODKL;
” ” ~ " * ""

KHD^RULZ;
(*

*)

RUZJB BODZL_OATf_COHPONZ2rr_PART;
M00KLS_C0M01«MT_PART :~OPTZOKXL MODZL_OATX;
HA3_DDnmVG_M0DKL : LZ3T [0:#] 07 OSMPOMBfT^PART

;

(*
“

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Model identification must be UNIQUE.

2. A component part may be modeled by model data.

4.19.3.25 BUS STRING

A piecewise, continuous form of a 2-D line (aka, “siring”) which represents a collection of connection

lines.

*)

SirrZTY bua_atrlAg
SUBTYPE or (eoan«ctlon_g«oa«try)

;

btaa^nam* : STRING;
wl^h : ZNTZGZR;

: LIST [2:#] OF •lactrical^atrlng;
WD^DITITY;

”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

bus-name: Name of bus.

width: Number of electrical strings in bus.

stringjist: Electrical strings constiniting bus.
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4.19.3.:6 electrical string

*)

ZSTTITY •Ittetrical^string
SUBTYPX or (connection^g«oa«'try) ;

•^infl«ctlon : LIST [0:#] OT CAJrt««ian^two_coordlnAt«;
ZHD DITZTT;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

sJnflectioQs: The places where the unit vector or segmented line (sec STRING) takes on a new value.

4.19.4 Electrical Schematics Classification Structure

The following indented listing provides the classification structure for the Electrical Schematic entities.

ALtSOXaTBM

CZRCT7ZT JV21ALYSZS

CZACUZT CflARACTZRISTZCS

COMPOMdT PART
COMKECTZOM GXQiaTRY

BUS STRIMG
ZLZCTRZCAL STRING

CONNSCTZOM PLAOB
ZNTZRSKCTZOM PLACZ
SYMBOL CONNZCTZON PLACZ

ELZCTRZCAL SYMBOL INSTANCZ
LIBRARY NAMZ STRUCTURZ
MODZL DATA
MODZL LIBRARY
NZTWORX
PRODUCT ASSSCBLY DZriNlTZOH
SCmiATIC
SCEZMATZC CIRCULAR ARC
SCaZMATZC LINS
SYMBOL
SYMBOL ARC
SYMBOL ZNSTAHCZ
SYMBOL LIBRARY
SYMBOL LINS
TMO SPACZ SBAPZ SIZZ

*)

ZND_SCHZMA; — «nd ZLZCTRICAL SCHXMATIC seh^

(*
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4.19J Layered Electrical Product

*)

SCHDtX ipia_l«p^sch«Ba;

EXPORT EVERYTHING;

AHHOMB (ipim_g«ca«try_sch«Ba,
ipia^topology^sehtta

,

ipia^daaign^abap^^sehai
ipiajBat«rx«l^aeh«ma) ;

4.19.5.1 Scope

This model is intended to define the data about the as-designed electrical product which is expressible

in terms of topological layers. Included are voids, boundaries and infocmation contained on. or

joining layers. Products which belong to this scope include integrated circuits, hybrid microelectronic

assemblies, printed winng (circuits and boards), fiex harnesses and microwave strip line. In addition,

entities are included which provide for the manufacture of printed wiring boards on a panel together

with test coupons. The model as it relates to this scope is discussed in the model overview.

4.19.5.2 Purpose

The model was constructed by successive meetings between May and December 1987 of the Cal Poly

team to achieve a common logical view of the data needed to drive factory automation (CIM) for the

products mentioned above. In turn, the model is intended to become a contribution to the integrated

logical layer.

4.19.5.3 Model Overview

The CPI IX model is built on three levels of abstraction. Taking this approach gives the model a

stable (and standard) foundation at the highest level of absnaction, generality at the middle level,

and flexibility of expression at the lowest level of abstraction. This approach allows us to build the

model assuring that each increment is of high quality. If the team cannot come to a consensxis on

any increment of the model, that increment is low in quality and the rest of the model will probably

suffer until consensus is achieved. As a team we learned that we could not tackle the entire model

at all levels at once and achieve a quality model. This approach gives smicture to the overall model

building process. First one asks “do we understand the fundamental nature of the object we are

modeling?” Once that fundamental struemre is understood (independent of technology) in abstract

terms, we hang more user-friendly terminology on the abstractions, or leaves on the tree, to make the

model assessable to persons not interested in the abstract foundations of the model. Once the model

has been enriched with user friendly terminology, it is adapted to a specific type of technology, for

example, large-scale integration (LSI), hybrid micro-circuit assembly (HMA) or printed wiring board

(PWB). In this phase of our effort, the model was adapted to PWB technology; however, hopefully,

the model is general enough to be adapted to LSIs and HMAs as well.

Level 1: Fundamental Level (most abstract)

Level 2: Layered Electrical Product
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Level 3: Technology-Specific Ueast abstract)

4.19.5.3.1 Level 1 — Topology

A Layered electrical product (LEP) is abstractly represented as an assembly of topological faces. Each

layer of a LEP is modeled as a distmet fact which bounds the material of that layer. This layer face

contains sub faces which model the existence of only one material but the material can be broken

into small pieces. The subfaces are in the same topological plane as the parent face, or, expressed

in geomecnc terms, all material elements in a layer are co'planar. Tlie surfaces themselves contain

subfaces which are regions in which layer to layer joining occxirs. Joining is a very general term for

physical connectivity between layers. These connection regions arc joined two at a time. Two regions

joined together are referred to as join in this model. Joins are further abstracted as topological edges.

The vertices of these edges are abstractions for the joined regions. The edge abstracts out all details

of the process of joining while allowing us to state that a joining has occurred. In general the use of

topology allows us to model the connectivity and boundedness of the LEP assembly without having

to refer to geometry, specific technology, or manufacturing processes. The use of topology allowed

the CPTTX group to come to an agreement on the basic assembly nature of an LEP without being

involved in technology specific discussions.

4.19.3.3.2 Level 2 — Layered Electrical Product

This level of the model describes the LEP in non topological terms but relates each term to entities

in Level 1. Basically this level of the model states that a layered electrical product has one or more

(sequential) layers — each layer containing one or more layer elements of the same material. Layer

elements are further divided into basic shapes such as point shapes (pads), graph shapes (traces), and

area shapes (ground planes). A layer element is created by pasting these basic shapes together. These

basic shapes in turn relate directly to topological entities — a point shape corresponds to a simple

face, a graph shape corresponds to a loop or a path, and an area shape corresponds to an arbitrarily

complex face. By doing this, we allow the layered electronic product expert to talk in terms of shapes

instead of edges, vertices, faces, etc. In a sense these shapes are a type of feature which can be used

as a handle far for more abstract notions. This is what features should do. This is the user friendly

handle referred to earlier. Connections between layers are done with joins. Inter-layer joins physically

connect together element regions that are on different layers. Intra-layer joins paste together the basic

shapes on a layer. A component lead join physically ties a component lead to some region on a layer

element (in our model the assumption is that the connection occurs on the element region closest to

the body of the componem). For convenience we also define logical regions on a layer for general

purpose usage such as defining the region in which text is to be located. A logical region could define

any region of interest, for example, a keep out region. It does not have to be bound material. In

this layer of the model, layer elements ore associated with electrical signals. However, the defined

electrical logical link is an entity on another model. The component is not a principal part of this

model but it is referenced. Material is also referenced.

4.19.3.3.3 Level 3 — Printed Wiring Board

This level of the model relates terminology used by a particular technology (e.g. for manufacturing

planning) to the other two levels of the model. In our model that aspect is the partictilar way that joins

are manufactured — as passages with deposition. Passages relate to voids (loops) in layer elements.

Deposition (the plating inside the passage) is related to a set of joins that it implements. Vias are kinds

of plated passages that join layer elements but do not accommodate component leads. Component
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leads themselves may provide the mechanism for joining. The important thing about this part of the

model is that it describes objects that are closely related to the process of manufacturing (physically

realizing) the concepts described in the other parts of the model. Level 3 can be “unplugged" and

another model put in its place. This level of the model allows for flexibility for different viewpoints

from different enterprises and different product types (HMA, LSI). It is not the intention that our

level 3 is the ultimate answer, it is a typical perception of a PWB. Other level 3’s could easily be

wired in by relating the level 3 terms with their counterparts in level 1 or 2. In a sense, there is

a kind of poor man’s mapping or correspondence process which is occurring in our model. Also

described in level 3 is the manufacturing object “panel" ( A panel is defined as “a rectangular or

square base material of pre-determined size intended for, or containing one or more, layered electrical

products, and, when required, one or more test coupons.” A panel illustrates the nesting relationship

between an individual LEP and a panel with its panel layers, test coupons and panel detail. This

represents a process planning view of a LEP. As an example, if someone else were to develop a level

3 application, they might want to refer to a silicon wafer instead of a panel, and a new set of child

entities and level 2 rebtionships.

4.19.5.4 LEP TYPE Definitions
4.19.3.4.1

LAYER NOMENCLATURE ENUMERATION

*)

TYPE lay^r^noasnelAt'ore^esuBeirataon « XnnMEXATZOV OF

(^ouxxd^laaa

,

•iJJcacxMn,
•oldarjnaak,
dlffunion)

;

DID_TYP*;
(*

"

4.19.5.4.2 LEP PRODUCT TYPE ENUMERATION

*)

TYPE l«p_producb^typ«_«nm«ration * XMUIfSItATZOV OF
(rigid,

flM^rigid,
hybrid,
intogratod^circuit

,

flax^hamaes)

;

EIID__TYPE;
~

(*
"

4.19.3.4.3 PASSAGE USES ENUMERATION

*)

TYPE paasagn^ueoe^anumoration « EMDKSSATZOH OF
(fixturing,
ragiatration.
Bounding,
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claaranca)

;

IITO__TYP*;

(*

4.19.6 Level 1 Mode!

The Level I model consists of topological entities (vertex, edge, path, loop, face and subface) and

a restneted set of geometry entities (point, line, circle and (plane) surface). These entities do not

appear here as their dehnidons are already available elsewhere in the Integrated Product Informadon

Model (IPIM).

4.19.7 Level 2 Model

This model is couched in terms more appropriate to the pracdcing design engineer than to a topologist.

4.19.7.1 LAYERED ELECTRICAL PRODUCT

A layered electrical product is a physically defined product that has two or more layers stacked in

sequential order and whose primary functionality is electrical.

*)

SITZTY layuznd •loc'trical product
SUBTTPl or (dnaignjaodnl) ;

mat«rinlJbound_abatraeti.on
product^typ«
outlino
clourane«_^liai.ta
doaxgn^rulaa
luyor^aoquonco
joins

WHZXtS

faco

;

lop_product^typo^onfration

;

undaflnad;
tandaflnad;

undaflnad;
LIST [2 : •] or layer;

SXT [0 : #] or aaaaMialy_jola;

planar (aatarlaljbound^abatractlon)

;

«mbaddad(layar_sa<juanca, aatarlal^bouad^abstractloa) ;

XHD_XMTITY;
” ” "

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

materialJhound^bstraction: The overall boundaries of the product. Material may only exist in this

region.

layer .sequence: The ordered sequence of the layers forming the LEP.

joins: The set of joins between the layers of the product and between the product and external items.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The geometry associated with the face must be planar.

2. The individual layers must all be contained within the overall bound.
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4.19.7.2 LAYER -

A sfrarum of one uniformly constimted material the thiclcness of which may vary on one layer.

A layer contains elements constimted of the same maieriai. Layer elements may completely consxime

the region of the layer. A layer may contain voids.

EMTXTt Imyms;

lMymx^bGnadmsy^i^atxmeti.oa :

: layg^ao—aclafe’Bg>^T>\aMra'hioa

;

lmy«s_@a‘hXi.n« : aadaifla«4;

lMyms^th±ekamma : sis*;

aat«£ial^«p«eifi.ca^i9a : lapjutasial;
Imyar^alaMata : SK [1 : #] OF l*yar_«l«B«at ;

Xay«s_aa^agloaa : 3X7 [0 : i] OF l9g4.ea.l^8a^«gi.9a;

joi^a : SZT [0 : t] OF lafearaJjiyg jeia

;

urnra
—ifTrlrfaii (T yar^al awnta^ lMym£^h&is&dmxy^a^mtsmet£ea) ;

mmbmddmd(lAym3s^aubsmg±@aa, l«y«r^h>oaadasy;_albat£aeti.ea)

;

*llD__BSTIT3f;
”

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

layerJbouodary^bstraction: The domain of the layer. Material is limited to this domain.

layerjsomenclature: The purpose of the layer.

layer.thickness: The thickness of the materiai comprising the layer.

material-speciBcation: The specihcation of the material comprising the layer.

layer.elements: The set of re^ons embedded in the layer.

layer.jubreg^ons: The set of logiod subregions embedded in the layer.

joins: The set of joins within the layer.

PROPOSITIONS:

1 . All layer elements must be contained geomemcally within the layer.

2. All logical subr^ons must be contained geomemeaUy within the layer.

3. Layer elements within a layer are disjoint (Need WHERE clause).

4.19.7.3 LAYER ELEMENT

A continuous topological region of dimensionality 2 that is contamed within one ajrf only one layer.

A layer element may have fully contained subregions. An ei^thcal sipial may be assc^iated with

a layer element.
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*)

crriTY lay«r^«l«m«nt

;

i«_dttacxi^«d.Jby ; SXT [1 : #] OT l«p_ahap«;
•ubra^ona : SXT [0 : #] OT Imyr^almant_aubra^ion

;

signal : OPTIONXL dafin«d_«l«c^ical_lo9ical_link;
WHXXX

~

sabaddad ( siabxagions , layar^alaaant )

;

XHD^XHTITY;
”

<*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINTTIONS:

is-descnb«dJbj: The set of shapes defining the layer element region

subregions: The set of subregions within the layer element

signal: An electrical signal that is associated with the layer element.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The subregions must be geometrically contained within the layer element

4.19.7.4 LAYER ELEMENT SUBREGION

A subregion which is completely contained within a layer element The layer element subregion

may share zero or more boundaries of the layer element or of other layer element subregions.

*)

XMTZTY layar_^alaaant_^aubxagion

SOPKATYPX or (alaaant__joiA_aubra^on)

;

abatractad_^aa : OPTIONAL aalact^faea^or^aubfaca;
XMD_IHTITY;

" - - -

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

abstracted_as: The definition of the domain of the region.

4.19.7.5 ELEMENT JOIN SUBREGION

A layer element subregion that exists for the purpose of connecting layer elements or connecting

a layer element and a component An element join subregion can be connected to at most two

interlayer joins.

*)

XNTZTY aleBAnt^join^aubragion
SX7BTYPX or (layvr^alamant^^aobragion) ;

location : vartax;
XND^XHTITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

location: An abstraction of the location of the join region
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4.19.7.6 LEPJOIN'

A connection between two disjoint items.

The items that are connected are abstracted as vertices.

*)

BITITY l«p^oia
SX7PCS17YPX or (asa«mbly_jein XOR

latxal«y«r_join)

;

loeatioa^abatxaction : adga;

12ID_*HTITY;

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

location-abstraction: The location of the Join.

4.19.7.7 ASSEMBLY JOIN

*)

ZMTITY a«a«Bbly;_joxa
SUPMTYP* or Tl*y*r_to_lay«r_joia XOJl

eo)^oaaat_^l«ad^joia)
SXJBTYP* or (l«p_joia) ;

” "

XHD^XHTITY;
”

(*
“4.19.7.8

LAYER TO LAYER JOIN

A connection between exactly two element join subregions that exist on two adjacent layers.

*)

ZarSlTY lay«r_to_l«y«r_joia
SUBTY7X Or~(a7a«Bbly_joia) ;

XHD^XHTITT;
”

(*
"

4.19.7.9

COMPONENT LEAD JOIN

A connection between exactly one element join subregion and a component lead.

*)

XMTZTY eo^oaaat^laad^joia
S0BTY9X or (aaa«iia)ly_jola)

;

XMD_XHT2TY;
”

(*
"
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4.19.7.10 INTRALAYER JOIN

A connecnon berwecn exacily rwo element join subregions that exist on the same layer element.

*)

INTITY intral*y«r_joia
SUBTYPX or (l«p_join)

;

XMD dTZTY;
(*

"

4.19.7.11 LOGICAL SUBREGION

An anificiai area which is superunposed anywhere on a layer and does not have to contain any

material. A logical subregion may be partly or fully contained within another logical subregion.

Special types of logical subregion include: information subregion and restricted subregion.

*>

XZiTZTY logical^aubrngion
SUPUITYVX or (rns'trictndl^aubrngion XOR

inforaatxon^aubrngxon)

;

boundary : loop

;

x«^dnnerib«djby : SXT [1 : #] OT l«p_shap«;
BID^EITITY;

"

(*
"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

boundary: A loop defining the boundary of the region.

is.described_by: The shape of the region.

4.19.7.12 RESTRICTED SUBREGION

A logical subregion which either fully or partially defines a

keep-out boundary.

*)

XHTITY rnabxxctnd^aubrngxon
SUBTYPX or (logxeaLl^atabrngion) ;

XHD^XHTITY;
”

(*
”

4.19.7.13

INFORMATION SUBREGION

A logical subregion that contains information that is represented graphically (i.e Text, Icons bar codes

etc.)

*)

XMTZTY xnformatxon__subr«gxon
SUBTYPX or (logical^subrngxoa)

;
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iconle_in£ormati.on : SXT [0 : #] OT ieoa^laeM«a^
taxtual^ixi^ormatioa : SXT [0 ; #] OX ^ittT raaant

IfHXXX
~

IfOT (icoaic^inforaatioa « HUZiL AMD
taxtaal^lafoxaatioa « NUIX) ;

KND^KMTXTY

;

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEHNITIONS:

icookJnformation: Icoos to be placed in the region.

textualJnfonnatioo: Text to be placed in the region.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. At least one of the attnbutes must not be NULL.

4.19.7.14 ICON PLACEMENT

A located instance of an icon.

*)

XM7XTY icea^lacMaat;
ayabol : ieoa;

locatioa : axia^laeaaant

;

IllD_XimT3f;
(*

”

4.19.7.13 ICON

A graphic (i.e company logo, symbols etc.)

*)

XMTZTY ieoa;

typa^of^ieoa : undafinad;
XHD^XHTITY;
(*

”

4.19.7.16 TEXT PLACEMEm*

An instance of text in a specific locadoo.

*)

XMTZTY taxt^laeamaat;
ayatool : taxt ,*

loea-tioa : axia^lmcaaaat

;

XHD^XHTITY;
(*

”
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4.19.7.17 TEXT '

Textual information represented graphically.

*)

DITITY t«xt;

chT>gfr^i-triag :

font
hnight
nflp«ct_rmtio

dD^KHTITY;
(*

4.19.7.18 LEP SHAPE

A description that can be applied to either layer elements or

logical subregions thereby providing a boundary definition.

If aspect is TRUE then the interior of the shape contains (layer) material and if ASPECT is FALSE
then the interior does not contain (layer) material.

*)

SITZTY l«p^ahnp«
SX3PXATYPX or (point_ahap« XOR

gzaph_ahap« XOR
n£M_ahnp«) ;

map«ct : LOGICAL;
~

niD__BmTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

aspect: Indication of material or not.

4.19.7.19 POINT SHAPE

A simple shape that is located by a single point.

*)

CITZTY poin't^shapn

SnPXRTYPX or («xplLcit^oint^ahnp« XOR
ii^li.ei.t_polnt^shap«

)

SUBTYPE or (l«p_ahap«) ;

”

loen'tlng_vnrt«x : vnrtax;
ehd_ehtity7
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

locating.vertex : The (abstraction of the) location of the shape.

STRING;

UNDXrZNXD;
REAL;
REAL;
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4.19.7.20 IMPLICIT POINT SHAPE

A simple shape that is located by a single point, for example, a pad which is implicitly defined by.

for example, a position on a photo plotter aperture wheel.

*)

DITZTY impli.clt^^oint_ah*p«
SQBTYPE or (point^shap*)

;

dafitiition : DKDXTXllZD;

•xplleit^boundary : OPTIONAL faca;

END^ENTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

definition: The reference to the definition of die shape.

expiicitJioundary: An explicit definition of the shape boundary.

4.19.7.21 EXPLICIT POINT SHAPE

An explicit description defined by a face, applied to a point shape. It possess its own coordinate

system that is independent from the product. A typical example would be a library pan resident in a

CAD system.

faea

;

axi.a_placaMan-t

;

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

boundary: The domain of the shape.

location^nd.orientation: The local coordinate system of the shape.

4.19.7.22

GRAPH SHAPE

A simple linear shape that has a uniform width of which there

are two types: open graph shape and closed graph shape.

Only the “center line” of the shape is represented; the “interior” of ±e shape is symmetrically disposed

about the center line and has a total width of width.

*)

ENTITY grmph_ahap«
SUPEJITYPE or (cloe«d_graph^ehapei XOE

opwn^graph^ahap«

)

*)

ENTITY axplicit^point^^ahapw
SUBTYPE or (polnt^ahapw)

;

boundJLxy

location_and_ori«ntation :

ind_entity7
”

(*
"
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SUBTYPI or (I«p_«h*p«)

;

widtih : PXAL;
WHXRB

width > 0;

ZND_INTITY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNTTIONS;

width: The width of the interior.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Width must be greater than zero.

4.19.7.23 CLOSED GRAPH SHAPE

A graph shape that is defined by a loop.

*)

ZHTITY eloa«d__grmph^ahap«
SUBTYPX or (gr«ph^ahap«)

;

cttnt«r_lln« : loop;
WHZBZ

”

XND_EniTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

centerJine: The center-line of the interior of the shape.

4.19.7.24 OPEN GRAPH SHAPE

A graph shape that is defined by a path.

*)

KHTZTY op«n_graph_ahapo
SUBTYPX or (graph_8hap«)

;

caatar_li.no : path;
XND_EHTITY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

centerJine: The center-line of the interior of the shape.

4.19.7.23 AREA SHAPE

A shape which has an arbitrary complex boundary that is defined explicitly by a face.

The face may contain voids.
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*)

CnZTY axMishap#
SUBTY7X or (lap_ahap«)

;

ration : faca;

mD_ErriT!f;
(*

attribute DEFINmONS:

region: The definition of the intenor of the shape.

4.19.S Level 3 Model

This model is appropriate for the planning and manufacnire of a Level 2 Model in the form of a

Printed Wiring Board product This model references the Level 2 Model.

4.19.8.1 PANEL

A rectangular or square base material of pre-detennined size intended for, or containing one or more

layered electrical products and. when required, one or more test coupons.

*)

XHTZTY panal;
paaal^uppax^righ^
paaal^lowax_laf^
eoupoaa
parfosationa
naata

eoapcnanta
aada^from

XHD^DTOITY;
(*

“

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

panel.upper.right: The coordinates of the upper right end of the rectangle diagonal.

panelJowerJefb The coordinates of the lower left end of the rectangle diagonal,

coupons: The set of test coupons on the panel,

perforations: The set of perforations (through holes) in the panel,

nests: The set and location of LEPs on the panel.

components: The list of panel details (sub-assemblies) forming the panel.

madeJrom: The set of layers forming the panel.

: cartaaian_two__coordlna-ta;

: emxbaaian two cooadlnata;
SZT [0 #1 or taat_eei3pon

;

SZT to #1 or lap^paaaaga

;

SZT to #] or
panaX^layara4_alactrleal_produet

;

: LIST [0 : *] Or'*panal_datai.l

;

: SXT [1 : #] OF layar;”
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4.19.8.2
R^VEL DETAIL

The manufacmring identification of one or more layers. The out.side layers may be processed to form

a layer element, and lep passages may be processed through the panel detail. The lep passages

may become blind or buried vias when the panel detail is assembled to other panel details.

*)

zarSTn pan«l_d«tni.l;

definition : panel;

XHD^ETTITY;
(*

~
4.19.8.3

PANEL LAYERED ELECTRICAL PRODUCT

An occurrence of a layered electrical product in a manufacmring printed ciroiit or printed wiring

board panel. Note that one or more products are nested in a window area of the panel.

*)

XHTZTY panel__layesed^eleetrieal_psodtaet;

prodttct^offaet^and^orientation : axia^placaaent

;

prodncea : layered^electxieal^roduet;
nro^DTriTY;

”

(*

4.19.8.4

TEST COUPON

A portion of the quality conformance test circuitry used for a specific acceptance test or group of

related tests.

*)

KMTZTY taat^conpon;
spacification : UMDZTZZIXO;

JXrDJDTSlTX;
(*

"

4.19.8.5

LEP PASSAGE

The implementabon of a void in a panel detail normal to the plane of its layers. It is an implicit

feamre within the design topology and an explicit feature in the printed circuit or printed wiring board

data. It may be drilled through the panel detail during some phase of detail processing depending on

whether the element has been formed in order to be visually present or has been intended and formed

to provide current conduction for plating purposes.

*)

Z2ITZTY lap^aasaga
SUPXRTYPK OF (layar^aasaga XOR

coaponanh^laad__paaaa9a XOR
via XOR
layar_to_layar_^joixx_a't*iag)

;

location : axia^laeamant

;
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ua«9«
diaa«tar
i*_«urf*c«d,_Jby

signal
mD_DmTY;
(*

”

4.19.8.6

DEPOSITION

The specificatioa of a deposited material.

*)

KMTZTY deposition;
specification : UHSKrZHZD;
material_specifieation : lepjnataxial;

thickness : RZJ^;

»D_BITIT3f;
(*

"

: OPTIONAL passage__uses_«nuaexstion;

: size;

: LIST [0 : «] OT deposition;
: OPTIONAL def_elec__log_liak;

4.19.8.7

LAYER PASSAGE

The occurrence of a lep passage through a lajer.

*)

XNTITY layer^^passage

SUBTYPX or (lep__passage) ;

boundary ; loop

;

EHD_*NTITY;
(*

”
4.19.8.8

COMPONENT LEAD PASSAGE

The occurrence of a lep passage intended for a compooent lead. The lep passage may be plated.

*)

KNTZTT coaponent^lead^^passage
SUBTYPX or (lep^assage)

;

XND^nrriTY;
(*

"

4.19.8.9

VIA

An electrical plated passage whose sole purpose is to electrically connect layer element on two or

more layers. It cannot be

associated with a component lead.

*)

KMTITY via
SUBTYPK or (lap_passaga)

;
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vxA number HUMBZSl;

via_typ« : UNDITINID

;

TfHXRX

signal O NULL;

is_suxfacad_by O NULL;
DID_nmTY/
(*

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Signal must not b« NULL.

2. The passage must be plated.

4.19.8.10 LAYER TO LAYER JOIN STRING

The occurrence of a lep passage as a means of achieving one or more lajer to layer joins.

*)

DITITY l*yar^to__layar_join_string
SUBTYPX or (Isp^passaga)

;

join_path : path

;

EID^XNTITY;
(*

*
'

4.19.8.11 LAYER DEPOSITION

A layer whose layer elements are implemented as an additive process.

*)

ZNTZTY layar^dapoaition;
isJbasad__on : layar;
dapositioa_sp«eirication : daposition;

XND^XMTITY;
(*

”

4.19.9 Relationship With Other EXPRESS Models

This Section provides some new EXPRESS models that are reqtiired by the LEP model. These are

not fully dehned but appear as dotted boxes in the LEP IDEF model

4.19.9.1 LEP MATERIAL

The specification of a material as used in the LEP model

Lep material is the tangible substance out of which a product is made. A material is made of exactly

one constituted (mixture of) chemical compound possessing consistent characterisdcs and prcpcrdes.

*)

ENTITY l«p_mat«rial;
aatnrial naaa : ST1112?G;
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aatari.al_sp«clfi.cation

•laetrxcal^eonductivity
tharmal^eoaductivity

nm^orriTY;
(*

”

UMDSrZZIZD;

RXAL;

BXAL;

4.19.9.2 DEFINED ELECTRICAL LOGICAL LINK

This defines a LEP electrical signal.

*)

KNTZTY dafinad_alaetrical_lo9ical_Ii.nk;
lgnal_attxi^utaa : UMSSTZMZD;

BID^BrriTY;
(*

~

4.19.9.3 LEP COMPONENT

A COMPONENT is an individual pan or combination of parts that performs a specific design func-

tion(s).

A lep component is a type of product which is identified as being pan of the next assembly to the

subject of the LEP model. As such, it has two or more component leads. It can either be mounted

on a layered electrical product in a subsequent assembly process or be

implemented as a layer element of the product.

*)

SiTZTY lap^^coaiponanh

;

eoaponaat^dascription
spacificatxon
haight
width
langth
laada

EID^mTlTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

component.description: The nomenclamre commonly recognized as an identifier of a component

Examples are capacitor, D? etc,

speciikation: The specification of the component. For example a reference to a catalogue number

or pan number.

height: The vertical displacement of the top of the unit from an installation surface,

width: The installed horizontal width of the component body,

length: The installed horizontal length of the component body,

leads: The set of connections on the component

STRING;
UNDXrZNZD;
RZAL;

RZAL;

RXAL;

SXT [2 : i] or eoapcnwnt^lMd;
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4.19.9.4 COMPONENT LEAD

A connection “point” on a lep component. That is. an element of a lep component that serves as a

mechanical and/or electncal connector in an assembly.

*)

ZimTY coi^on«nt^l«ad;
l««d_id nmCIR;
l«ad_aAac_vidth : BXAL;

•ignAl : OPTZOIO^ daf^«l«c^log’_lijiX;

abs-tract^d^aa : OPTIONAL vartax;

EID__nmTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS;

ieadJd: The “pin number” of the lead.

Ieadjnax_width: The diameter of a round lead or the diagonal of a rectangular lead,

signal: The electrical signal carried by the lead,

abstracted-as: An abstraction of the location of the lead.

4.19.10 Classification Scheme

The following indented list provides the classihcation scheme for the Layered El«;trical Product

Model.

CONPONZNT LSAD
DKP08ZTZ0N
DKT XLXC LOG LINK
ICON
ICON PLACZMTNT
LAYXA
LAYBt DDOSZTZON
LAYZR ELZMZNT
LAYZA KUEMBIT SUBBZGZON

XLXMZNT JOIN SUBPZGZON
LAYZAZD ZLZCTAICAL PAOOUCT
LZP COMPONZNT
LZP JOIN
A3SZMBLY JOZH

COMPOMZZrZ LZAD JOIN
LAYZA TO LAYZA JOZN

ZNTAALAYZA JOZN
LZP MATZAIAL
LZP PASSAGZ

COMPONZNT LZAO PA8SACZ
LAYZA PASSAGZ
LAYZA TO LAYZA JOZN STAZNG
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VIA
LAP SIAPX
ARZA SHAPX
SRAPB SHAPX
CLOSD (31XPB SBAPX
OPXH GRAPH SHAPX

POZMT SHAPX
XXPLZCZT POZHT SHAPX
IMPLICIT POmT SBAPX

LOGICAL SOBRXGION
nirORMATIOM SX7BRXGIOM

RXSTRICTXD SUBRXGIOM
PAMXL
PAMZL DXTAZL
PAKKL LAYZRXD XLXCTRICAL PRODUCT
TZST COUPON
TZXT
TZXT PLACXMXNT

*)

XND_SCHB<A; -- «nd of LXP mchmmm,

XND_SCHXMA; ond of XLXCTRICAL «ch(

(*
"
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4.20 Analysis Applicalions

4J0.1 Introduction

There are numerous methods for analysing a continuum by discretising the continuum into regions,

such as the Finite Element, Boundary Element and Finite Difference discretization and analysis

methodologies.

*)

SCBStX lpia_anAly«is^seh«BA;

SXPORT XVXRYTBIHG;

ASStnaE(ipia_f««_«ch«aA) ;

(*

Finite Element Analysis Information Model
4.20.2.1

Introduction

*)

SCmX ipiA_fMi_sch«Ba;

BCPORT XVnrrBZMG;

ASSTMX (ipia^«h«p«_^int«rf
ipiajMtsr chaaa

,

ip aa_sch«sui

,

ipia^data^tranafar^schama) ;

(*

4.20.2.2

FEM TYPE Dehmtions

4.20.2.2.1 ELEMENT ORDER

This is an enumeration of the types of FEM elements describing the mathematical order of an element.

*)

TYPS « SIUMUIATZOM OF
(eons'tmnt,

linMT,
qoAdra^ic,
cubic)

;

BID^TYP*;
(*

“

4.20.2.2.2

ELEMENT SHAPE

An enumeration of the avialable FEM element shapes.
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*)

TYPX •laB«nt_shap« « ZNDMSSUITZON OT

lln«,

trlAngl* ^

quadrIXataxal

,

ta-trahadron,

wadga,

pyramid,
haxahadron)

;

D®_TYP*;
(*

”

4.20.2.2.3 ENUMERATION OF CONSTANT VARYING

*)

TYPX anmara'tloa^of^eoaatan't^vmrylBg « XXUMXXXTZOH OP
(cenataat,

aen^eonatant)

;

XHD^TYPX;
(*

"

4.20.2.3 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

A finite element model (FEM) is a collection of finite elements, nodes, matenal properties, and

geometric characteristics which is used to mathematically model the physical behavior of a thing.

Some means of imposing the following constraints needs to be added to this schema. This is cunently

under discussion with the Logical Layer Committee.

1. The dependence of the following entities on the entity finite element model for their existance;

2. the uniqueness of the following entities (or in some cases an attribute of the following entities)

within an instance of a finite element model;

3. the cardinality of the 1 to many relationship between finite element model and the following

entities i.e each of these entities may not belong to more than on “finite element analysis”.

The entities in question are:

• element

• node

• fem coordinate system

t fem gronp

• fem material property

• geometric property

• spring property

• damper property

• spring geometric property

• damper geometric property
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• b«an] interval

• beam section

4. Coordinate system numbers must be unique wi thin a FEM.

5. Element numbers must be unique within a FEM.

6. Node numbers must be unique within a FEM.

7. Geometric Property numbers must be unique wi thin a FEM.

8. FEM Material Property numbers must be unique within a FEM-

9. FEM Group names must be unique within a FEM.

*)

KHTZTY finlt* modal;

mathox
crmati.n9^«eftvara
craatloa^dat

a

eraatlon^tiaa
daaeriptor
targatad^analysia^^eoda
tanlta^raf

product^itam_raf

STRING;
paraen^i

STRING;
data;

tiaa;

STRING;
STRING;

uaxta;
OPTXONRL SXT [1:#] OF

prodnet^itMa^varsioa^fmaetional^daflaltion;
maatar_eoordiaata^ayatflB_raf : aaatar^eoordlaata^aystam;
darivad^cocrdlnata^aystaa^raf : OPTIONAL SST [1:#] OF

dariTad^eeordiaata^ayatam
SXT [1:#]

* ”

SXT [1:«]

SXT [l:i]

SXT [1:«]

OPTIONAL SXT
OPTIONAL SXT
OPTIONAL SXT
OPTIONAL SXT

alanant^raf
noda^raf
gaomatric__proparty;_raf

matarlal^roparty^raf
approval^raf
group
apring__proparty^raf
da^ar^ropaxty^raf
aprxag^gt

OF
OF

daapar^g

baam^intarval^raf
baaa^aactioa^raf

DNIQtJx”
""

fam_id;
XND_OPriTY;
(*

“

atric__proparty__raf

atricjroparty_^raf

OPTIONAL SXT
OPTIONAL SXT

OF alaaiant;

OF noda;

gacmatrie^roparty

;

fam^matarlal^roparty

;

[1:#] OF approval;

[1:#] OF faa^group;

[1:#] OF aprlag^roparty;
[1:#] OW daapar^roparty;

OPTIONAL SXT [1:«] OF
aprlag^gacmatrie^roparty

;

OPTIONAL SXT Tl:*] OF
daapar^gacmatrie^roparty

;

[1:#] OF baaai^iatarval;

[1:#] OF baaa aaetion;

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

fernJd: This attnbute represents the unique application-defined identifier of a FEM.
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author: This attribute contains the FEM creator's name. There can be only one author’s name.

creating-softvrare: This atmbute contains the name of the preprocessor used to create the FEM. This

is normally the name of the software used to create the reM.

creatioa.date: The date the FEM was created.

creatioo.time: The time the FEM was created.

descriptor: Text that describes the FEM and provides supporting information supplied by the analyst.

targetedjioalysis.code: This attribute contains the name of the target analysis code that the FEM
was created for.

units-ref: The identifier of the ftindamental units that will be used in the FEM. “'Values” defined in

another system of units (e.g fem material property) must be converted to this system.

productJtem_ref: 'This attribute records the product item the FEM references.

master.coordinate_system^ef: The master coordinate system for the model.

derived.coordinate.systemj^f: The set of derived coordinate systems used by the elements and

nodes of the model.

elementj^f: The set of elements comprising the model.

node_ref: The set of nodes that are used by the elements of the model

geometric.propcrtyj‘ef: The set of geometric properties used by the elements of the model.

material.propertyj’ef: The set of fem material properties used by the elements of the model.

approval..ref: The dates and approvers of the model.

group: The set of fem groups in the model.

spring.propertyj^ef:

dam per.propertyj'ef:

spring.geometric.propertyj’ef:

damper.geometric.propertyj’ef:

beamJntervalj'cf:

beam.sectionj^:

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Fem id must be UNIQUE.
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4.20.2.4 ELEMENT

This entity contains data about a finite element. A finite element is the basic building block of a

FEM. It defines a mathemancai relationship between a FEM’s nodes.

XHTZTY •iMMnt;
•1— nnt^nfbT
g«o«»tric_prop«rty_coord^«y*
locAl_eoordijunha^nys-tan
mat«rial^rop«rty_eoord^sya
alM Tit_jugpoaa_daacriptor
•1— nt^oardar^ntaabar
altmant^ahapa^nq^aar
xsoda^^Liat

gao««tric_j>roparty__typa

gacaa^ic^roparty^ra^

WBZIUB

: ZMTXGEJl;

: faM^eoordixtata^ayataM;
: fas^coosrdiAata_aya^aB;
: faai^eoosdlAata^ayataB;
: STimiG;

"

: alaaant^osda*;
: al mman^^^abapa

;

: MSAt [T : manodaa] QT aoda;
: aa^asatloa^o^^ceaataat^vaxying;
: MtMXa [1 ; ga««_psop_lAafe_aiaa]

or gaoMtxie^roparty;

aaiaa^^osdas ,

alaaant^ahapa) ;

lodaa « dasiw_majenodaa (al

gaaa^prop^lla't^aiaa
darlTa^gaoB^rop^lia-h^aiaa (ga«aMtsle^aop«sl£y_typa, aaamodaa)

;

taat^gaoa^rop (alaaaah) « TKUX;
IHD^EITITr;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFEVmONS:

elementjiumber: An application-defined number used to identify a finite element from all others

wi thin a FEM.

geometnc^ropertj.coord_sjs: The coordinate system used to define the directions of the geometric

properties in the finite element.

locaJ-coordinate^stem: The coorthnate system used to define the local directionj of the finite

element

material4>ropert7.coordJ7s: The coordinate system used to define the directions of the material

properties in the finite element.

element.4)urpose.descriptor: Teat describing the functional purpose of the finite element.

element.orderjiumben An enumerated value describing the mathematical order of the finite ele-

ment

eiement_shap«_numb«r: An enumerated value describing the generic shape of the finite element.

nodeJist: The list of nodes defining the location and shape of the element.

geometric^ropertyJype: An enumerated value specifing whether the geometric properties are con-

stant or varying within the element.
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geometric-property -Tef: The element's geometric properties.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The size of node list is given by the result of the derive maxnodes function.

2. The size of geometric property ref is given by the result of the derive geom prop list size

function.

4.20.2.5 NODE

A node is a place within a FEM. It is a point in space with attributes specific to a FEM.

Coordinate system type Node direction

1 2 3

Rectangular X y Z
Cylindrical R 0 Z
Spherical R 0 <t>

Table 14: Node Directions in Different Coordinate Systems

The direction of nodal values depends on the cype(s) of coordinate system(s) associated with the node

as shown in Table 4.20.2.5.

STTITY ooda;
aoda^anb«r
coQgciiTiata^l

coosdln«t«_2
cecrdiaat«_3
da^lalt^oa_eoordi.nat«_syatait^r«f
ou^put^coordiaata^systeoi^raf

DTO^BITITY;
~ "

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINmONS:

node.number: An application<defined number used to identify a FEM node from all others within a

FEM.

coordinate.1, coordinatc-Z. coordinate.^: These attributes contain the location components of a

node in the node's defining coordinate system with respect to directions 1, 2. and 3, respectively.

Depending on the coordinate system type, the node values are as given in Table 4.20.2J.

definition.coordinate.system_ref: The coordinate system used to define the location of the FEM
node.

output.coordinate.systemj'ef: The coordinate system used to define the output directions of the

FEM result data.

ZHTSOBH;
RSAL;

RSAL;

StXAL;

fam^eoordiaa'ta^ayatam

;

fam^eoordlnata^ayStam

;
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4.20.2.6 FEM COORDINATE SYSTEM

A reference frame u.sed to define locanon.*; nf FEM element.^, nodes, environments, and results in

2D or 3D space. This data entity contains information about the use (either master or definition) and

type (rectangular, polar, etc...) of a coordinate system.

*)

XMTITY ftta^coordlnata^syatflB

SDPKRTYPS or (ama-t^x^coordinata^sys^Mi OR
d«rlsrttd_cocrdin«t«^ayst«ai) ;

coordlnat«_ayataBi_niaBb«r : ZlfrsaXR;

ayrtflai_typ« : coordlnAt«^ayatMi_typ«;
dD^BITITY;

”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

coordinate.57stem-number: An application defined number used to identify a fern coordinate sys-

tem.

system-type: The type (rectangular, cylindrical etc.) of the coordinate system.

4.20.2.7 MASTER COORDINATE SYSTEM

A FEM always has a master coordinate system. The origin of the master coordinate system

is always at (0,0.0) and the axes are aligned in the primary directions. All other FEM definition

coordinate systems are derived from the FEM's master coordinate system.

*)

XHTZ7Y aaatar^coordlnata^sys'tea
SUBTTPE or (r«a_^eoo7dlnat«_sys't«a) ;

(*
”

4.20.2.8

DERIVED COORDINATE SYSTEM

This endty contains information about the coordinate system used to define the position and/or di-

rection of some other data element. It is located, oriented and defined within a master coordinate

system.

*)

X2nZTY darisrvd^^cocrdinata^syaham
SOBTZPS or (fam_eoordlnat«^8yrtaB) ;

txanaronation^Mtxix ~
: ARRAY [1:4] Or ARRAY [1:3] OF RXAL;

r«f«r«nc«_coordlnat«_syat«B : aaatar^coordinata^sys'tam;

EID_DrriTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:
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transformatioQ-inatnx: A matrix to map from the master coordioate system space to the dehnitioa

coordinate system space. This matrix is dimeosiooed 4x3.

reference.coordioatejsystem: The coordinate system in which the derived coordinate system is em-

bedded.

4.20.2.9 FEM GROUP

This entity cratains data about a set of FEM entities that, for convenience, can be referred to by

referring to one grouped item. Groups of elements and nodes are currently defined and they may be

arbitrarily combined. Thus groups (sets) of nodes and finite elements can be referenced by referring

to a single fern group data entity.

*>

ETTITY £e«_grotjp;

group_nuab«r
groop_aaa«
nodm^xmt
•lamnnt

UTTKESL;
OP7ZON3a.

OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL

BID_DITITT;
(*

”

STRING;

SZT [1:*]

SZT [1:*]

OF aodn;
or

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

group^lumber: An application defined number used to identify a fern group from all others within

a FEM.

groupjiame: Text that describes the fern group. For example, possible values of this attribute might

be ‘red’, ‘set 1’, or ‘wing'. It is what ever the analyst chooses as a label for group identification.

node-ref: The set of nodes m a group.

element-ref: The set of elements in the group.

4.20.2.10 GEOMETRIC PROPERTY

This entity contains data that describes the physical and geometrical characteristics of a finite element.

*)

dTZTY 9«OB«txie^sop«r%y
SXTPSltTTPB OF (point_g«ca«tzic_prop«fty XON

lla«_gttCM^ie^rop«xty XOR
b«aa_gttoa«txie^rop«x^y XOR
mMibzan«^ah«ll^g«ca«trie^rop«rty XOR
aoLidL_g«oa«tric^rop«rty)

;

gttOA«^«ie^rop«xt:y^id : ZNTXGXR;
prop«xty_t«xt : OPTIONAL STRING;
lnt«gr«tioa_ordur : OPTIONAL INTXGXR;

EIO^XNTITT;
”

(*
~
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geometric.proptrty Jd: An applicaiion-deftned number used to identify a geometric property from

all others within a FEM.

property.text: This attnbute supplies ancillary data about a geometric property. For e.tarnple, a text

string describing the geometric properties of a beam could be inserted into this entity. This

human readable text string would enable the receiving analyst to determine the cross*sectional

shape of an T' beam, as this data is not readily available from a beam's cross-sectional and

second moments of area. This text may or may not be of value to the receiving analyst or

computer.

integratioa.order: This attnbute contains the integration order of a finite element

4.20.2. 1 1 POINT GEOMETRIC PROPERTY

This entity's data represents a FEM point geometric properties. A FEM point is a OD reference datum.

*)

BTTZTY point_g«oa«tric__prop«£^y
SUBTYPX Of* (g*ca«'trie^rop«arty) ;

poln^_Ma«__lialf_6x6_mAtrije : AMMkX [1:21] OF KKAL;

XMO^BITITY;
” ” ”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

pointjnassJialf.6x6-matrix: A 6x6 mass matrix for a point finite element.

4.20.2. 1 2 LINE GEOMETRIC PROPERTY

*)

EHTZTY lln«__g«om«'trie_prop«rty

SDBTYPX OF (g«oa«trxe^rop«arty) ;

«pring’^rop«srty^r«f : OPTZOKAL spring^g«OMtxlc_prop«xty;
daap«r^rop«7ty_r«f : OPTZOKAL dnay^^gaoaatrie^ropfty

;

WHZPX
~

MOT ( (•prla9_^rop«rty_r«f MUZJi) AMD
(da«p^x_prop#rty raf « MULL) ) ;

XMD^XMTZTT;
”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

spping_propert7 J*ef: Geometric spring property,

dam per.property _ref: Geometric damper property.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. Spring property ref and damper property ref cannot both be NULL.
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4.20.2.13 SPRING GEOMETRIC PROPERTY

This entity contains the geomemc propeny values for a FEM spring element.

*)

XMTITT «priAg'^9«caatric^rop«rty;
prop^rty^lla-t : LIST [1 : #] OF «p?ing;__prop«rty;

nro^mriTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNTTIONS:

property Jist: A list of spring property.

4.20.2.14 SPRING PROPERTY

This entity defines a spring geometric property.

: Z2ITZGBt;

: ZKTXGSR;
: BZAL;

: RZAL;

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS;

dof..sequence-no.l. dof.^equence-no-2: These attributes contains the degree of freedom at which the

FEM spring coefficient is defined. This degree of freedom is referenced to the local element

coordinate system.

spring.coefficient: This attribute contains the value of the spring coefficient. This is the coefficient

1; in the spring equation

Force ^ k * displacement.

stress-recovery.coefficient: The value to be used in the stress recovery of a spring finite element.

The spring stress recovery coefficient is 1; in the equation

Stress = it * force.

4.20.2.15 DAMPER GEOMETRIC PROPERTY

This entity contains the geometric property values for a FEM damper element.

*)

X21TZTY daap«r^9«oa«trie__prep«rty;
prop«rty^ll«t : LIST [1 : #] OF daap«r^rop«r^y;

did_ihyity7
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNTTIONS:

property Jist: A list of damper property.

*)

DITZTY spring^prop«rty

;

do£_•qa«nc
dof •qu«ne«_&o^2
«pri.A9^co«££lcl«nt

aa^raeovvry^coaYfidan^
DID_*HT1TY;

”

(*
”
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4.20.2.16 DAMPER PROPERTY

This entity contains a damper geometnc property.

INTITY d«ap«r_prop«rty

;

dof_s«^«nc«_no^l : I2?TZGZR;

dof_««qa«ne«_no^2 ; IMTXGSl;

dasp«r^eo«ffician^ : RZAL;

»D_DmTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

dof.jequencejio.JU dofjequencejio.2: These attributes contain the degree of freedom which the

FEM damper coefficient is applied to. This degree of freedom is referred to the local element

coordinate system.

damper.coefficient: The value of the damping coefficient. This is the coefficient k in the damping

equation

Foret - k * velocity.

4.20.2.17 BEAM GEOMETRIC PROPERTY

This entity represents a beam finite element’s geomenric properties.

*)

KMTZTY b«aa^g«cm«tric^rop«rty
3UBTYPX 07 (g«ca«tri.c^rop«xty)
pin^array^l^2

o£fa or__l_2

waxping^coa££icxmnta_^l_2
baaa^lntar^al^r•£

DID_BiTITY;
~

(*
”

OPTZOKAL AMtAY [1:2] 07
AIWXY [!:<]. 07 ZimOSA;

OPTZOKAZ. AMIXY [1:2] 07
eocrdinaf^tripla

;

OVIiasOkL APJtAY [1:27 07 PXAL;

LIST [1:*] 07 b«aa intarrml;

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

pinju‘raj.1.2: The degrees of freedom the analyst wishes to release in the finite element. This

degree of freedom is referenced to the local element coordinate system.

offset.vectorJ.2: Three coordinates, x, y, and z, referenced to the local element coordinate system,

are used to define the amount by which the neutral ajus of the beam is offset from its nodes.

warping.coefficients-1.2:

beam Jntervalj^ef:
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4.20.2.18 BEAM INTERVAL

*)

XMTITY
b«aa^l«n9^_frmctioa_B : REAL;

««ction_ref^A : b««m_««ction;
••ction_^r«f_Ji : b««ai_s«ctloa;

: fam^matarial^roparty

;

NHSIE
{0.0 < b««a_l«ngth_£r«ction_^B < 1.0);

EHD_EimTY;
"

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

beamJengthJraction3: The value of this attribute is the positioo along a beam finite element at

which the beam geometric properties are defined. The length fraction is defined as being 0.0 at

the first node of the beam finite element and being 1.0 at the end opposite from the first node.

sectionj'ef.A:

sectionJ’ef3:

materiai-ref: The fem material property used by the beam finite element.

PROPOSITIONS:

1. The beam length fraction must be between 0.0 and 1.0.

4.20.2.19 BEAM SECTION

This entity contains the geometric property values that can vary along the length of a FEM beam

element.

*)

EKTZTY b««a_a«ction
SUPXETYPX~Or (b««a_pr9p«rty_data XOR

a‘tandard_b«aa_s«ctioa)

;

«tr«««^r«cov«ry;_co«£ficlan-ta : OPTZOKAL LZST [1 : #] OF
eoordinat ;

KND^nrriTY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

stress-recovery-coefficients: The values of this attribute contain the Y and Z coordinate of the point

at which the stresses are to be calculated for output These values are referenced to the local

beam finite element coordinate system.
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*)

]3fTZTY b«aa_prop«rty_data
SUBTYPK or (b«ajm_a«ctlon) ;

cro aa_^a«ctioaAl_ar•«
a•cond^jaoM f_ar 1

1

a«eond_aoa«nt^of_^ara«_Z22
a«condjao««n^^of^«raa^Z12
polAr_aoa«n

t

a aa^Kl
ahaar^araa^X2
ahaar^rali.af^eoafficiant_Sl
ahaar^rali.af^eoafficiant^S2
noa^atruetural^aaaa
can-troi.d^effaa't

ahaar^caa^a^offaa't
non^atractaral^aaaa__offamt

*HD_BrTZTY;
"

(*

RXAL;

RXAL;

BZAL; .

»AL;
»AZ.;
UAL;
UAL;
OPTIONAL
OPTZOItAL

OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL

UAL;
RXAL;
RSAL;
coordinata^air

;

eeoadlBa'ta^^palr

;

coordinata^^pai^

;

ATTRIBUTE DEFIMTIONS:

crossjectionaLarea: The value of this attribute is the cross-sectional area of a beam finite element.

second-inoment.of-areaJll, secondjnoraent.of-area_I22, secondjnoment.of-areaJlI: The val-

ues of these three attributes contain the beam finite elemem's second moment of areas (/] i ,
l22 »

and /| 2 ). The directions are referenced to the local element coordinate system.

polarjnoment: This attribute contains the beam finite element's polar moment of area.

shear^rea_Kl« shear_area_K2: The values of these two attributes contain the beam finite element's

shear areas {K\, Ki). The directions are referenced to the local element coordinate system.

shearj’elief.coefHcient-Sl:

shearj‘elief.coefRcient_S2:

non^ructuraljnass: The value of the non-strucmral mass of the beam finite element for the purpose

of applying gravity loading conditions.

centroid.offset:

shear.centre.offset:

non.stnicturaljnass.ofrset:

4.20.2.21 STANDARD BEAM SECTION

This entity refers to an external definition of the properties of a Beam Section. The data in the

reference must provide sufficient data to (conceptually) create an instance of the beam property data

entity.
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*)

ZM7ITY ataAdaxd^b^aa^s^ction
SUBTYPK OF (b«aai_a«etion) ;

prop«rty__data : axtarnal^rafaranca;
IHD_DmTY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

property.data: The reference to the external source of beam property data.

4.20.2.22 MEMBRANE SHELL GEOMETRIC PROPERTY

This entity represents a shell finite element’s geometric properties. A shell finite element is a special

type of 3D finite element. The membrane is a 2D special case.

*)

KMTZTY maahrana^ahall^gacaatriejropayty
SUBTZPK OF (gaoaa^rle^ropar^y) ;

aaabrana^aatarial
thieknaaa
noaatructuzal^aaa a

baadxng^aatarial
shaax_aatarxaI
aaabrmna^bandiag_aatariaJL
aacond^aoBan-t^of^araa
ahaar^thiclcnaa a

a^aaa_raeovary_coaffieiant

(*
"

faa^aatarial^roparty

;

UAL;
UAL;
OPTZOKAL faai_matariaL^roparty;
09TZ0MAL faM^mataxlal^ropazty ;

OPTZOMAL faM^matarlal^roparty;
OPTZOKAL UAL;
OPTIONAL UAL;
OPTZOMAL UAL;
OPTZOKAL SZT OF UAL;

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

membranejnaterial: Material property for a shell finite element that is used in the element’s mem*
brane characteristics.

thickness: This attribute contains the value of the shell finite element’s thickness. It is measured

perpendicular to the face of the shell finite element.

noostructuraljnass: The value of the non*strucniral mass of a shell finite element used to apply

loading conditions, such as gravity.

bending_material: Material property for a shell finite element that is used in the element’s membrane-

bending characteristics.

shear_material: Material property for a shell finite element that is used in the element’s shear char-

acteristics.

membraneJ>endingjnateria!: Material property for a shell finite element that is used in the element’s

bending characteristics.
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s*cond_monient_of_aTea: The value of the shell finite element's second moment of area.

shear.thickness: This attribute contains the value of the shell finite element’s thickness for shear. It

measured perpendicular to the face of the shell element

z-ofTset: This attnbute contains the value of the distance by which the shell finite element is offset

from its nodes in the local element coordinate system's Z direction.

stress-recovery.coefficient: These are the values that the analyst wants used for stress recovery with

respect to a shell finite element. The coefficient is a z offset from the element’s mid-plane in

the element’s coordinate system.

4.20.2.23 SOLID GEOMETRIC PROPERTY

This entity represents a solid finite element's geometric properties. A solid finite element is a 3D
finite element.

*)

SITZTY «oXid^g«om«trle_^rop«r^y
SUBTYPX or (g«ca«tric^rop«r^y) ;

aatarlal : f«i_xBat«rial_prop«rty;

Dro_mTITY;
*”

(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS;

material: The material used by the solid finite element

4.20.2.24 FEM MATERIAL PROPERTY

This entity associates a user defined integer value with a material property.

*)

BITZTY f«m_aat«rial^rop«r^y;
Bat«riAl^rop«rty_id : ZHTXGZR;
prop«rty^dafiAi.tion : mat«riAl^rop«rty;

nro_^BmTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

material_propertyJd: An integer value

property^efinition: The material’s properties

4.20.2.25 FEM FUNCTION Definitions

4.20.2.25.1 DERIVE GEOM PROP LIST SIZE

*)

rUHCTIOH d«rlv«^g«oa.^rop_lia^_ais«
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(attrl : •axm«ration_^o£^coa*tant__varyiag;

majcnodas : IHTSCZA) ; ZHTXGZR;

LOCAL
racult : Z2<TXSZIl;

DTO_LOCAL;
IT at^l * constant THEN
rarolt :* 1;

ELSE
raault : MAXKOOSS;

E»D_ir;
RSTUSM (rasult)

;

EHD_rUHCT10M;
(*

”

4.20.2.25.2 DERIVE MAXNODES

This fxmcrion is incomplete. It gives an idea of what is required but needs to be extended to include

all possible combinations of element shape and element order

*)

rUHCTZOM dari-ra^maxaodaa (ordar : alMant^ordar ; ahapa: alaaan^^ahapa)” ”
: UrTEOR;

LOCAL
aaxacdas : HTTESER;
EHD_LOCAL;
ZE shapa « point THEH

aajcnodaa :« 1;

EIID_ZT;

zr (shapa lina A21D ordar < 2) THEE
aanodas :* 2;

EHD_ir;
ZE (shapa lina AED ordar > 1) THEE
aaxnodas :* ordar * 1;

EED_ZE;

ZE (shapa triangla AED ordar < 2) THEE
aanodas : " 3

;

EEO_ZE;
ZE (shapa « triangla AED ordar * 2) THEE
aanodas :« 7;

1HD_ZE;
HETUHE (aanodas) ;

EED_EUECTZOE;
(*

"

4.20.2.25.3 TEST GEOM PROP

*)

rUECTZOM tast^gaoa^prop (paraa : alsasnt) : LOGZCAL;
LOCAL

”
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rasult : LOGICAL;

aajc^nodaa : mTXGZR;
i : IHTXGZR;

IND_LOCAL;
result :* TUXTX;

IT pexu. g«oa«tric_^rop«rty_^typ« « not^conatant THZM
aax^^nodea :« darivejBajcnodea (para». el— ant^ordar^

pares . al—ant^ahapa )

;

RZPKAT i :« 1 TO max_nodaa WHILZ raault TSDX;
Zr paras. noda_liat [i] O MULL THBf

Zr paras. gacaatrie__prop«rty^raf [i] » HULL TSBff

raault : « rALSS

;

SHD_ZT;
IHD_ZT;

XHD_MPSAT;
IMD_Zr;
RXTUnf (raault)

;

KHD rUMCTZOH;

4.20.2.26 FEM Classification Structure

The following indented listing provides the classification structure for the FEM Model.

BXAM ZMTXRVAL
BSAM SZCTZOM

BXAM PROPKBTY DATA
STAMDABO BXAM SXCZZOM

DAMPXB GXOMXTBZC PBOPXBTY
OAMPXR PXU3PXBTY

XLXMXHT
rXN COOBDZMATZ STSTSi
MASTXB COOBDZMATX SYSTXM
DXBZVXD COOROZMATX SYSTXM

rXM XLXMXHT SBAPX LZMX
XLXMXHT 00 SBAPX LZHX
XLXMXHT 01 SBAPX LZMX
XLXMXHT 02 SBAPX LZHX
XLSfXHT 03 SBAPX LZHX

FXM GROUP
rXM MATXXOAL PBOPXBTY
rXM MOOX SBAPX LZHX
HOOX 00 SBAPX LZHX
HOOX 01 SBAPX LZHX
HOOX 02 SBAPX LZHX
HOOX 03 SBAPX LZHX

rZHZTX XLXMXHT MOOXL
GXOMXTXZC PBOPXBTY
BXAM GXOMXTBZC PBOPXBTY
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LXMZ (30KIT1UC PROPZRTY
MEMBSAMX SHZLL SZOMZTiaC PROPXRTY
pozirr szaaTRZc property
SOLID GEOMETRIC PROPERTY

HODE
SPRING GEOMETRIC PROPERTY
SPRING PROPERTY

*)

SND_SCESA;
END_SCBB<R; -

(*
"*

— end of rEM schoBA
•nd of ANALYSIS «ch«
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4.21 Data Transfer Applications

4.21.1

Introduction

*)

SCSDtX ipijn^dat«^tranaf«r_ach<

CCPORT ZVXRYTHZKG;

(*

At this time, two capabilities are being added to the existing capabilities of the physical Sle structure.

These are an ability to establish an mdex table of entity labels, and the ability to externally reference

information not contained tn a given exchange hie.

4,21J Defined Types
4.21.2.1

BINDING

When references are made to entities that are external to a given exchange hie, the binding attribute

is used to determine the change control relationship between the referencing and referenced entities.

If the value is current version at time of postprocess, then the referencing entity will obtain the

current of the referenced item only once and then only at the time of post processing. If the value is

current version at all times, then the referencing entity must be notified or in some fashion updated

each time that the referenced item is modified.

An example of how this might be implemented when the value is current version at time of post*

process is: the translation software retrieves the referenced item and merges a copy of that item into

the current model and then does not maintain any database connection between the ‘‘copied” item and

the original information.

An example of an implementation when the value is current version at all times is: the transiadon

software establishes a database connecdon between the referencing entity and the referenced item

without retneving or merging in a copy of the referenced item at all.

*)

TYPS binding dTSSOEPATZOM OF
(corrnnt^T^raion^ab^all^timmm

,

currnnt^vnraion^at^tian^of^^poatprocna a )

;

DJD_TYP*;
"* - - -

(*

4.21.2.2

ALIASABLE ENTTTY

Aliasiable entities are those endnes that could sensibly be given an alternate name or endty label. It

is possible that this will extend to all entides in the schema.

*)

TYPX aliaaabla^antity - SZNZSaC;
DTO^TYPX;

”

(*
”
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4J1J Entities

4.21.3.1 FOR EXPORT

The for export entity identifies entities in an exchange file that are candidates to be externally

referenced at some point in the future. This is done to alert translation software so that ilie abilicy to

establish database links to “exported” entities is maintained.

*)

mriTY for_«3cpor-t ;

: LIST [1 : #] OT Lxxdmx^mxitxy

;

mD^crriTY;
(*

"

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

export.entities: A list of index entry entities that associate character string aliases to entities. It is

through this association that entities are given their “logicar names which will be used later

to externally reference them.

PROPOSITIONS:

4.21.3.2 INDEX ENTRY

The index entry associates a character string alias with an endty.

*)

ZilTZTY indM^«ntry;
aliAS : STRIKG;

niD^EITITY;
”

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

alias: The character string “alternate” name for an entity,

step.entity: The entity to which the alias is attached.

PROPOSITIONS:

4.21.3.3 INDEX

The index entity can be thought of as an index table of entities and their character string aliases.

*)

XHTZTY indu;
tabla^annriaa : nnZRUAL LIST [1 : i] OT indax^an'try

;

*ND_BITITY;
(*

”

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

table.entries: The list of entries in the index table.

PROPOSITIONS:
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4.21.3.4 EXTERNAL REFERENCE

A reference to information outside the current exchange.

There are no restnctions on the rype of data that may be externally referenced. It should be stressed

that the data being referenced is not necessarily graphical and consequently any needs to transform

the data are not the responsibility of the external reference entity. Any requirements to manipulate

the referenced data are the responsibility of the entity that is using the external reference entity.

*)

KHTITY axtarnAl^cafaranca
SUPKATYPl 01* (eoaputax_axtarxial_rafaranca XOR

hmaa^asTtasnal^rafaranca) ;

DTO^DITITY;
~ ~

(*
”

4.21.3.5 COMPUTER EXTERNAL REFERENCE

The computer external reference entity is used to refer to data that is physically external to the

exchange file being processed. The external reference should be thought of as an extension of the

basic entity referencing capability of the physical file structure.

*)

KMTITY coapu-bar^axtarnal^^rafaranca
SUBTYPX OF (axtarnal^rafaranca)

;

arsLoa : binding;
rafazxad^itam : STRZMG;
libsmxy^rafaxanea : OPTZOKAL library;

DTO^nrriTY;
(*

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

version: Indication of the change control relationship between the referencing entity and the refer-

enced item.

referredJtem: The logical name for the externally referenced item. This may only coincidentally

be a valid literal name for the receiving system. If the item being referenced was translated

previously within an exchange file, then the contents of this string will exactly match one of

the string contents in the previously sent export entity.

libraryj’eference: A list of libraries from which the receiving system should resolve the external

reference, in the list order of library names. If this attribute is not present, then the contents

of the string in the referred item must be sufficient to resolve the reference.

PROPOSITIONS:

4.21.3.6 LIBRARY

The library entity is used to establish a list of areas in which to search to resolve external references.

These areas can be equally thought of as part libraries, or directories, or even databases. The contents

of the library entity contribute to the creation of a logical name through which the external reference
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is resolved It is not 'necessary to have a library entity in order to have an external reference. It is

intended to be used when a number of externally referenced items all reside in the same library and

the user does not wish to repeat the library qualification in each external reference. The type of data

contained within a library is unrestncted

*)

EZrrZTY library;
library_naaaa : LIST [1 : #] OT STRI3I6;

XMD__C9TZTY

;

(*
”

ATTRIBUTE DEFTNITIONS:

libraryjiames: A list of libraries that are to be searched in order to resolve an external reference.

The values are to be thought of as logical names for the libraries.

PROPOSITIONS:

4.21.3.7 HUMAN EXTERNAL REFERENCE

This is a first pass at defining the information required for referencing something that is defined

externally to the standard schema. It is intended for human rather than computer consumption. Most

often the reference will be to information that is contained in some paper doctuncnt and which therefor

requires human searching and interpretation.

*)

ENTITY huaa&_«xttt7nal_rttf«r*nc«

SUBTYPE or rsfarttnca)

;

it criptIon
titlo
mddr«««
authors
publishsr
publicstion^dats
how_puhlishsd
how_to_us«
notas

END_ENTITY;
(*

“

STXOMG;
OPTIONAL STBING;
OPTIONAL STRING;
OPTIONAL LIST [1

OPTIONAL STSONG;

OPTIONAL data;
OPTIONAL STRING;
OPTIONAL STRING;
OPTIONAL STRING;

# ] or parsoa^naaa

;

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS:

item .description: A description of the item being referenced (e.g a part number). All the other

attributes are only to enable this to be located and used.

title: The title of the document or other source which contains the definition of item description.

address: Where a copy of the definition is obtainable

authors: The originatorts) of the definition.

publisher: Who published/released the definition.
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publication.date: When the definition was released.

how .published: Information about the form of publication (eg Paper, Computer file or tape. Database

etc.)

how.to.use: Information about how to use the defimtion. For example, if the reference is to a standard

parametensed part, the values of the parameten.

notes: Any other information to assist in locating the reference.

421A Data TVansfer Classification Scheme

The following indented list shows the classification scheme for the Data Transfer application.

KXTZltMAL RZmXHCX
COMPUTZR ZXTZBICVL RZTZSXNCX

ZXTZXtKXL SZTSItZMCZ

FOR ZXPORT
ZMDXX
Z29DXX SITRY
LIBRARY

*)

XMD_SCaiMA; — mtxd, of DATA TRANSrZR achoM
(*

”
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4.22 IPIM Schema End

This ends the IPCM schemas.

*)

XMD_SCHXMA; — and APPLICATIONS seh(

XND_SCHEMA; and IPIM aehaaa
(*

”
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Clause 5: Test Methods

Quality software implementations of this standard must exist before digital product models can

be accurately and completely represented or This section will describe dearly

defined procedures designed to support the testing, vahdadoB and eerdfication of software

translators which daim to implement the physical Qe format defined in Annex B. As such,

these procedures define what is expected of any software implementation and form the basis

for de^loping test software testing tools and criteria for measuring success.

Conformance Criteria

A basic concept is that of conformance. This section defines the minimum conformance

oriteria for any implementation of a physical file format. Separate criteria are defined for

preprocessor translators which generate the physical file and postprocessor translators which

read the physical file. Four aspects of conformance are addressed for these translators:

Syntax

Data structure and data consistency

Degradation of entity data

Completeness of the entity set supported

The syntax criteria is concerned with the correct form of the physical file. The sdvcture

requirement addresses the preservation of correct relationships among the entities. Data

consistency is concerned with {n-ocessing entity data that are intemally consistent The
criteria on degradation of entity data deals nith {U’eserving all of the dau which describe an

entity. Fmally, completeness of the entity set is concerned with making known which

translations are, and are not supported by the software implementation. It is the intent of

this sectioo that any translator claiming conformance to this standard shall adhere to all four

of these criteria.

Conformance Criteria for Preprocessors.

A preprocessor which claims conformance to this standard shall satisfy the following criteria.

1. A conforming preprocessor shall create syntactically omrect files in accordance

with Aimex B. Tlus requirement includes the syntax of the overall file as well

as the syntax of each entity in the file.

2. A conforming preprocessor shall create files that are structurally correct and

consistent. This requuement includes the consistent spedficatioo of data within

each entity.

3. A conforming preprocessor shaD map the entities of the native system into the

form of this standard in such a way that all information present in the native

database is mapped into either the pre-defined entities of Clause 4 or the pre-

defined entities plus implementor-defined entities. Excluded from this

requirement are those ^ta iriiich are intrinsic to the structure of the native

system’s database manager and which do not add meaningful information to the

definition of the product model.
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4. A confonmng preprocessor shall be accompanied by a publicly published list of
all entities and data structures in the native database along with the

corresponding entity, or entities, of this standard to «diich they are mapped. An
unsupported mapping will appear in this Hst as a native entity or data structure

for which there is no corresponding entry for the standard entity, or entities.

Conformance Criteria for Postprocessors.

A postprocessor which daims conformance to this standard shall satisfy the following criteria.

1. A conforming postprocessor shall read syntactically correct files in the physical

file format of Annex B without failing, This requirement includes the syntax of

the overall file as well as the syntax of each entity in the file.

2. A conforming post|ff'ocessor shall act on all files that are structurally correct

and consistent in one or both of the following ways:

Report on the results of the processing.

Create native data entities that are valid within the context of the native

system.

The reports required here shall deal with three cases:

Standard entities which are mapped into identical native entities (Le.,

directly m^>ped) shall be reported simply with entity counts.

Standard entities which are mapped into different native entities shall be

reported by displaying the entity identifier and a description of the mapping

used by the postprocessor.

Standard entities which are not processed shall be reported by displaying

the entity identifier and identifying it as not having been processed.

3. A conforming postprocessor shall map all data present in the standard form

which has meaning in the native form into native entities and data structures for

the following standard entities:

Entities pre-defined m Clause 4 that can be directly mapped.

Other entities pre*defined in Clause 4 that can be approximated in the

native system.

Implementor*defined entities created by the preprocessor associated with

tills postprocessor, if it exists.

Excluded from this requirement are those data which are intrinsic to the

structure of the standard form and which do not add meaningful information to

the definition of the native entity or construct (e.g., entity identifier).
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A conformisg postprocessor shaB be aecompaaied by a pubUdy published list of

all aidties defined in this stand^d and aU Emplementor>4efined entities created

by the preprocessor associated with this postproc^sor, if any, along with the

0(»T»ponding native entity, or oilMes, and data smictures to which they are

mapped. An unsupported mapping will appear m this list as a standard entity

Cot which there is no corresponding entry for the native entity or data

structure.
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